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INlRODUC/nON

The aim of this work is to present an analytical study of the problems

pertaining to factory administration and accounts as a whole, in

such a way as to be understandable alike by the business man, the

accountant and the engineer. Previously the subject of manage-

ment, more particularly works management, has been written of

as being apart from works accounts, in any full sense, and

especially from financial accounts. The present comprehensive

treatment has necessitated virtually two books in one, and special

attention has therefore been given to condensation in tabular form,

wherever possible. Further, to bring this within practical reach it

has been necessary to consider more specifically the class of factories

or works engaged in the engineering and machine making industries.

In attempting to set out the problems that necessarily arise in

administration, the author has sought to elucidate principles rather

than to enlarge on the particular methods of any one firm, which

must necessarily be governed by special conditions, and in many

details, reflect the peculiarities of staff arrangements.

Touching the problem of analysis, there has seemed no alternative

to referring to some items under a number of heads. This has

increased the responsibilities attaching to the index, but has

made for more complete discussion under the respective heads or

sections.

The work as a whole may hardly be said to reduce administration

to a science, but it is intended as a demonstration both of the

desirability and feasibility of a critical treatment of every routine

essential to the well-being of a factory. As to what routine is

essential to efficiency in any given case depends on local conditions

rather than local opinion. The size of any Works does not regulate

the relative size of all its problems as compared with larger Works,

and it seems fundamentally wrong to tackle the consideration of

this subject, in theory or practice, with the idea that the problems

necessarily differ in kind. They certainly differ in degree, and they

differ most in the relative risks attaching to neglect of proper

routine or organisation.

The arrangement of the bc^ok is based on the sequence of the

actual workings of a factory as far as practicable. The book is

divided into six sections.
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Section I. discusses the problem of Industrial Works or Factory

Design in a general way with a view to giving a mental conception

of the broad principles that should be kept in mind in the setting

up of a factor}', whether conducted wholly through a consulting

engineer with the requisite qualifications or through an architect

in collaboration with the works staff.

Section II. deals with General Administration, and consideration

is given to the factors dominating it independently of any particular

office arrangements. This method of treatment has been also

adopted throughout the discussion ©n works administration, works

accounts and financial accounts.

Section III. comprises a study and discussion of the common
elements of Works Administration. The treatment is fuller than

that of general administration, partly because the principles seem

to lend themselves to more definite demonstration and parti}-

because a certain elaboration is necessary to show the inter-relation

of the works organisation with the commercial and accountancy

requirmeents.

Section IV. is devoted to Works Accounts in considerable detail,

with a view to providing a comprehensive grasp of the whole subject.

Appeal is made to Works Managers, in particular, to take the

little trouble necessary to get from any of the available elementary

text-books on book-keeping a sufficient grasp of the subject as

not to be unable or uninterested to follow the accounting dis-

cussion in this book.

Section V. consists of a comprehensive set of Routine Forms

which broadly embody the principles outlined in the preceding

sections. The forms are grouped according to the departments first

concerned with their use. Each form has been either selected or

designed for the special purpose of illustrating the work, but the

proved merits of successful practice have not been sacrificed in

any modification for this purpose.

It should be clearly understood that these illustrations are illustra-

tions, and do not apply equally to every set of conditions.

To the practical organiser the tabular illustrations will be helpful

as starting points in considering the special requirements of various

businesses—supported as the illustrations are by suggestive notes

relative to the routine in each case.

It is a reasonable axiom that no routine form should be adopted

at all unless the local conditions require it. Equally, on the other
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hand, no form should be adopted except as a considered step in

the development of a coordinated scheme of organisation. The

functions to be served by Section V. are therefore mainly to ht.-Ip

towards the taking of long views and to focus the arguments

advanced in the course of the book.

The forms are arranged so as to bo road in the ordinary horizontal

way, and are printed on right hand pages, so as to allow ready

reference from any other point in the book. In the text of the

book marginal references are given to the forms illustrating the

subject matter of the discussion. The left hand pages facing

the forms are ruled for the user of the book to set down comments

and notes from other sources, particularly for applying the forms

to any given works, where local considerations must almost neces-

sarily entail modification, however small.

Section \T. presents a definite set of Financial Accounts adapted

on the one hand to the system of works accounts advocated in

Section IV., and on the other hand conforming with the require-

ments of sound accountancy and English Company Law.

Under the system here demonstrated a clear line of demarcation

is dra\\'n between works accounts and financial accounts, and

the necessary interlocking clearly set out.

The Index has been constructed on full lines. Cross references

are given for any terms in fairly common use, which are not

adopted for the purposes of this work.

Discrimination in respect to terms has been made in writing

the book so as to get a clearer meaning. Of course, if any con-

ventional term were universally used, then no alternative term could

very well be an improvement, but there is a great deal of variety

in the terms used in different works and different localities regarding

matters of routine. Any unusual terms adopted by the author

are for the purpose of preventing the experienced reader from

applying preconceived meanings to customary terms of vague

meaning, and to save the layman from having to adopt some con-

ventional term, the meaning of which does not jump quickly to his

mind.

No alphabetical glossary of terms has been provided, but endeavour

has been made to make the meaning clear in the course of the dis-

cussion, involving the use of the respective terms.

The author takes great pleasure in acknowledging his indebtedness

to Mr. Andrew Home-Morton for his contribution on Works Design,

and to Mr. John Maughfling for his contribution on Financial
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Accounts, and invaluable co-operation in the ccmpiehensive
treatment of the accountancy aspect of factory administration.

His further thanks are due to Mr. John Fearn, Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, A.M.I.A.E., and Mr. Thomas Reid for their

valued assistance in other ways. The author would also record his

appreciation of the stimulus and advantage he has derived from
association with Mr. J. S. Conradi, in the re-organisation of

works, in the past.

E. T. E.

March, 191 4.
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Official copies of the Acts referred to may be obtained at very small cost through booksellers.

Truck Act 1896 69 Prevention of Corruption Act, 1906 - 145

Factory and Workshop Act, 1901 - - 70 Sale of Goods Act, 1893 - - - 146

Notice of Accidents Act, 1906 - - 74 Patents and Designs Act, 1907 - - 214

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906 - 75 Designs Kules, 1908 - - - - 214

National Insurance Act, 1911 and 1913 - 108 Shops Act, 1912 216



SECTION I

THE GENERAL PROBLEM
OF INDUSTRIAL WORKS DESIGN

The General Problem of Industrial Works Design.

The design of works iind factories is a special branch of Applied General

Science. It should not merely mean the design of the structure tkm?'*^'^^"

or buildings, of the power plant, or of the works equipment, but
should cover all these essentials and man}^ others. It sliould mean
the consideration of every problem which may arise from the con-

ception to the realisation of the scheme, and should result in the

correct co-relation of the financial, human and mechanical equip-

ments of the industrial undertaking. In other words, the properly

designed Works or Factory should be like a high class specially made
machine-tool, carefully thought out in every detail, built at such

a cost, and so arranged and equipped that, in the hands of the
skilled operator or administrator, its product can be put on the
market at competitive prices, and, after all charges have been met,
show satisfactory- profits for the investor.

Factory design along these lines is very much better understood
and practised in the United States of America and in the Continent
of Europe, than in Great Britain. There are reasons why this

has been so in the past, but for the future those reasons will not
suffice, and at the present time they need not be discussed. There
are in Great Britain some of the finest factories in the World, there

are also some of the most decrepit, and the average is low. \'ictory

in the great international industrial war will be with that country
whirh is best equipped and organised in its units or factories, and
which makes full use of all the advantages and aids which science

and progress offer.

There is a growing tendency amongst British manufacturers,
when considering the establishment of new works or the reorganisa-

tion of existing factories, to avail themselves of the services of those
who specialise in that particular branch of Engineering, and who
may be called Industrial Works-Designers.

The subject is a very large one, full of interest and of multi-
tudinous detail. It does not stri-tly .ome under the title of this
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General prff.enu volume, bu J it is proposed in this initial section to touch

tions. briefly upon the main considerations affecting Factory Design,

which, in its turn, has a very important bearing upon Factor}^

Administration. A badly designed Factoiy may do reasonably

well, provided it be well managed, technically and commercially.

A badly managed Factoiy, be it ever so well designed and laid out,

cannot be expected to do well. But the best results, as shown

by the Annual Balance Sheet, can only be obtained from works

and factories which are at one and the same time well laid-out,

well equipped, and well managed.

Determination An industrial undertaking is essentially an investment in which

it is proposed to sink, but not drown, capital. That capital may
be the savings of private persons, or it may be public moneys.

Nothing ought, therefore, to be allowed, either in the financial

arrangements or in the design of the works, which might handicap

the chances of the success of the undertaking.

Many concerns are started without reference to works design,

capacity, or likely success, but with a large amount of the available

capital set aside to cover some vending company, more or less

suitable land, doubtful patent rights, or other overvalued tangible

or intangible assets.

The first consideration should not be how much capital can be

obtained, but what immediate output of the proposed product

can be profitably marketed. This is a question for the very careful

consideration of those into whose hands the working and success

of the business is to be entrusted.

The initial output having been thus determined and some ideas

having been formed as to the ultimate capacity of the Works,

the data can then with advantage be passed into the hands of the

Industrial Works-Designer, hereinafter for the sake of brevitj^ called

the Works-Designer.

The Works-Designer should in all cases consult with and draw

upon the specialised trade experience of the manufacturer, his

departmental managers and foremen, add thereto his own wider

and more general experience of many industries and intimate

knowledge of the science of Works Design, and therefrom work

up and in due course present to the consideration of the proprietors

and their officers a scheme for a well -laid out and equipped Factory,

suitable for the successful carrying on of the specified trade. At

this stage, the scheme should be generally complete, not over-

loaded with detail, embod3ang in plan and report the area of the

site required, the areas of the several buildings and their relations

to each other, recommendations as to works equipment, power
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plant, antl tlir like, tlu- probablr sectional cc^sts, and determining Determtnation

theielVoni tiie probable capital cost of the whole scheme.

Xo\vada\s W'oiks-Designors are frequently called upon to supple-

ment these figures of probable capital costs with estimates of

working costs, of maintenance charges, and even of profits.

These estimates of capital and other costs are not at all easily

drawn up in these early stages, but m nearly every case it is these

very estimates which decide whether a new scheme goes any further

or is dropi^ed. It is of the utmost importance, therefore, that

these estimates should be carefully prepared and as accurate as

possible, erring if at all by being on the full side. No practice is

more to be condemned than that of encouraging proprietors and

investors to launch schemes upon illusive and ill-considered esti-

mates. Careless estimating ought to be inconsistent with pro-

fessional honour.

Assuming that the scheme has been generall}' approved, and

that the financial arrangements have been made, the next step

is the purchase of a site for the proposed new works. Frequently

land is bought years beforehand, and the Works-Designer is

called upon to fit the works to the site and to overcome the dis-

abilities, which have probably been overlooked by the purchasers,

but which would have been quite apparent to the trained mind

of the Designer had he been consulted at that time. It is, there-

fore, of mutual advantage to proprietor and designer to have the

latter look over the likely sites before purchase is concluded.

The choice of a site suitable for a given Factoiy or Works cannot Choice of Site,

be too carefully considered. The best plan is to first design the

Works along the general lines already suggested and then look

out for likely sites. In this way the real requirements will have

been thought out, and much clearer ideas will be held by all con-

cerned as to what they should really look for.

Assuming that the area required and the general works design

have been determined, available and likely sites should be con-

sidered, examined, surveyed, and opened up by trial pits, if need

be, to ascertain the character of the subsoil, and other peculiarities.

Rough block plans of the proposed Works should Ix^ laid down

on the plans of likely sites. The merits and demerits of each site

should form the subject of a preliminary report, having special

reference in each case to

Availability of labonr. of raw material, ancl acce^tsibility to market?.
Water, fuel, power, ami ottu'r Works .siipplien.

Probal)le co.st of l.iml, nature of tenure, restrictions.

Probable ground rharges. rates and taxe.-t. transport rates, and the like.

Local buildins bye-laws and town-plannin« schemes affectinn Works buildings, sanitary
conveniences, drainage, building over .sewers, etc.

Areas (or storage, refuse dumping, ond particularly for extensions of Works.
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Choice of Site. To overlook any one of these factors may quite well prove a

serious handicap to the success of the industry. It must not,

however, be supposed that sites will be found having all the desired

requirements. The importance of the factors mentioned varies

with different cases, so that it often happens that a disability which

might render a site quite useless for one Works might be of little

matter when looking for a site for a Factory to turn out some other

product.

Large city, small city, suburban and country sites are available

for works and factories, and it depends very much upon the trade

to be engaged in as to which location offers the greatest number
of advantages. Light trades may be carried on successfully in

many-storied factories erected on expensive city sites, but heavier

trades, requiring large areas in modern single-storied shops, must

go to the suburbs or country. Whether it be one city or another

city, in the suburbs or in the country, will depend very much upon

the availability of suitable labour. A single industry requiring

for its labour men and youths, and a greater number of women
and girls, and thereby in a position to give employment to all the

w^orking members of families, w^ould, so far as labour is concerned,

be well located in or near a countiy village. Two or more dis-

similar industries, which could together employ the workers of

both sexes, could also be located in the country. It should be

remembered, how'ever, that in the country there is frequently' the

difficulty of housing the workers, and there is the further difficulty

of keeping skilled workers in the country away from higher rate

of wages and the amusements available in the towns. Generally

speaking, the best Factory sites are those which are just near enough

to a city to have the advantages of city facilities, such as tramcars,

motor-buses, suburban or belt-railway, plenty of houses and so

on, and just far enough out to escape the burden of city taxation

and over-stringent by-laws. A Factory so situated will probably

also have the very important countiy advantage of pleasanter

and healthier suiToundings for the workers, both while at work

and in homes near by, and at the same time be easy of access to

the city wnth its larger labour market, and consequent ability to

send out more of the w^orkers required for the said Factory, as

well as take in and find employment for those members of the

families for whom there is no place in the suburban Factory.

The delivery of the raw material and fuel into the Works, and

the putting of the finished product into the proper markets, lead

to the consideration of the location of the Factoiy with relation

to transport of goods by rail, road, or water. Here, again, it is

difficult to generalise, so much depends upon the industry involved.
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The Factory has to lit.- soinewlu-rr iH-twicii tlic source of the raw Choice of sito.

material and the market for the liiiished product. The l)last furnace

is iisuall} put down near tlie bulkit-r raw niatenal, and tiie finished

pig-iron is stnt all o\er the country and also abroad. Grain is

brought in great quantities from North America, from Russia,

and elsewhere, to the large flour mills of this countr)-, and the pro-

ducts of milling are distributed to consumers comparatively near

the mills. Again, a good deal of American flour is sent over to

this country. K\'ery case must, therefore, be considered by itscll,

and all the local circumstances have to be taken into account,

when it will often be found that the side issues are really the deter-

mining factors.

^lost Factories require a railway siding or connection to one

or more of the great arterial railway systems, and the advantages

of having such connections to each of two or more competing rail-

ways are obvious. Railway companies in Great Britain are far

from helpful to the Factory owner, whether it be in the matter

of installing sidings or of handling traffic. Working agreements

between the erstwhile competing companies have not made matters

any better from the manufacturer's point of view. The companies

seem to forget that the interests of the railways and of the manu-

facturers are mutual and interdependent. Road transport by

heavy motor vehicles is increasing very rapidly, and is being recog-

nised by the Railway Companies as a serious competitor.

The value of canals as means of transport for raw material and

finished articles varies according to the district and to the character

of the goods to be transported. Carriage by boat on British inland

canals is in the nature of things slow, but from wharf to wharf it

is very cheap. The most useful service is obtained from canals

when dealing with full boat-loads over comparatively short dis-

tances, the cost of freight per ton-mile is low, and the time taken

on the journey compares reasonably with the local railway goods

service. Three factors arc largely against the canal service and

its improvement in Great Britain. The canals are too shallow

to allow of fast mechanical haulage without adding too greatly

to the maintenance costs owing to damage by scour. The canals

are largely in the hands and control of the Railway Companies.

And the third deterrent is the steadily decreasing weight of the

average load, owing to manufacturers buying in a much more

hand to mouth manner than formerly, requiring small quantities

speedily delivered, which is just what the canals cannot do economi-

cally.

By ver\^ many Factories, the canals alongside are veiy much more

used as condensing ponds than as means of transport.
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Choice of Site. In looking for land for a Factory site, it is well to remember

that land which could hardly grow a thistle has been known to

bring an exotic price to full bloom in one night, aided only by the

zephyr of rumour that some one was after the land for a new Factoiy.

Land enquiries should, therefore, always be carried out with the

utmost discretion and frequently indirectly. It is also advisable

to commute certain of the land charges, while the land is yet

agricultural and not subject to the higher assessments which are

made upon it as soon as developed.

Special attention should be paid to the contour of the suggested

site, and also to the character of its top and subsoils. A big differ-

ence in levels may involve a great expense in levelling, while a

poor subsoil may demand expensive foundations for buildings and

plant. An ideal site in this respect would be level, with a thin

top soil, then a good layer of firm, sandy and gravelly clay, over a

bed of stiff clay and marl, and with no signs of water or water-

bearing strata at any depth likely to be reached with foundations

either for buildings or plant.

Although it should be the aim of municipalities to encourage

the establishment of industries within their boundaries, many
cities and towns have building bye-laws which are either out of

date or are not drawn up to permit the designer to take full advan-

tage of modern economical Factory construction, and they make

demands which quite unnecessarily increase the cost of buildings

and drainage. These burdens come twice upon the Factory owner,

for the greater the cost of his works the more he has to pay in taxes.

The Local Government Board has, however, sanctioned town-

planning schemes whereby certain city authorities have powei's,

inter alia, to confine Factories to certain defined areas or zones

within their cities, and also to grant to proprietors erecting Fac-

tories within those areas some reliefs as to bye-laws and restrictions,

which could quite well be relaxed without detriment to health or

general good of the community, and, at the same time, ease capital

expenditure for the Factory owner.

These considerations and suggestions do not cover all the possi-

bilities and contingencies likely to arise in choosing a Factory site,

but they may serve to indicate what should govern the choice of

the most generally suitable location.

With the question of site settled, the Works-Designer can draw

down a still more complete general arrangement and draw up a

closer estimate of capital cost, so that proprietors may be clear

as to their liabilities, and both they and their officers as to the

works arrangements before a penny has been spent on permanent

construction.
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In cwiv Factorv tht'ie is the human (.lement. No matter Labour and
' J J Labour Con-

huw mucli automatic machinery the Factoiy may contam, the muona.

assistance and laLnjur ol" Imman beings will always be required in

a greater or less degree, according to the character of the industry-.

The worker nuist. tlierefore, be taken as an essential part of the

plant or process. It is only reasonable then to pay as strict atten-

tion to the efficiency of the worker as to the efficiency of the plant.

In many Works, where great and constant attention is paid to

spe^eds and feeds of high-class machine tools, there is a marked

lack of attention to the conditions of labour. But, generally, it

is being recognised that due consideration of and for the worker

is a sound business policy and not a mere economic fad. In parallel

with that movement, the law of the land is becoming more stringent

in its demands for the health and convenience of the workers.

Physical dmdgery is being reduced by the introduction of mechanical

and other aids to labour. In every way there is an improving of

the conditions of labour.

It has been asserted that the increase of mechanical appliances

tends to lowet the standard of excellence and skill in handicraft,

and consequently the intelligence of the craftsman. The state-

ment is in a measure correct, but the conclusion arrived at is

erroneous. A man is not necessarily less intelligent because he

cannot produce with his hands and a few simple hand-tools, articles

which, with the aid of a modem machine, he can now turn out in

greater numbers, with greater perfection, finish and accuracy, and

often with greater reward to himself. Quantity and quality of

output can only be obtained and maintained by the combination

of a skilled and interested operator working a high-class and well-

designed tool. To get the best out of a worker he must be inter-

ested in his work, apart from the natural incentive of personal

gain by extra pay dependent on results. Some manufacturers

seem to overlook this fact and try to reduce all labour to a mono-

tonous and weary grind, thereby imagining that they are more

independent of the worker. In reality the results are lower output,

probably inferior quality, and apathy on the part of the worker.

Apathy on the part of the worker, whether it be due to physical

or mental depression, in consequence of unsatisfactory conditions

or discontent from any cause, may easily prove a far more serious

loss to the management than inefficient machines.

Industrial efficiency, therefore, requires that the human and

mechanical factors in the Works equipment should receive at

least equal attention and be kept in repair and in good working

order.

Consideration for the workers docs not involve extravagance
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Labour and either ill dcsien or equipment, and, when iudiciously carried out.
Labour Con- . , , ^ . °
ditiona. yields a fair retain.

The site and environment of the works have also a marked effect

on the workers. Physical fitness is more easily secured and main-

tained amid congenial surroundings, which are not without their

good effect upon the morale of the workers with the consequent

benefits to the employer. There is a good deal, therefore, to be

said for the transference of industries from the cities to suburban

or countiy sites.

There are not many ideal Works in Great Britain, but where

they have been established and properlj, carried on, the soundness

and the economy of the investment have been clearly shown. In-

dustries established under ideal conditions have come to grief in some

cases, but always owing to causes other than the ideal conditions.

It may be taken as proved that there is no question of philan-

thropy or charity in providing for the health, comfort, content,

and even the education of the workers attached to any Works

;

it is a polic}^ which gives a commercial return, and is to the mutual

advantage of employer and employee.

An important part is played in modern Works by the workings

of the trades' unions and organisations. The subject of the organi-

sation of labour is well worthy of careful study. It must, however,

be approached with a fair mind and without that spirit of anta-

gonism which so frequently shows in labour disputes. Employers

and employees are both veiy apt to approach each other with

distrust, each thinking that the other must of necessity be trying

to gain some advantage for himself. In reality, the interests are

mutual and absolutely interdependent, and the great mistake is

in either side tiying to domineer and best the other. Neither side

can afford to be always giving or making concessions, whether they

refer to wages, hours of work, or other like matters. These con-

cessions or alterations affect the cost of manufacturing, which in

turn rules the selling price, which must be kept at such a level that

the manufacturer gets a fair return for his work and the purchaser

value for his money, which value is again settled by other issues.

It is a balancing up process all round, and, therefore, the range

of alteration in any of the values is definite and settled. Generally

speaking, the employees have organised before the employers, who

are gradually becoming organised in like manner. With both sides

organised, and with the feelings and views of individuals merged

into the general opinion of the organisations, collective bargaining

will be worked on better lines and in a more peaceful manner, with

great advantage to both sides, as well as the general welfare of the

country.
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It will \)r Mill tluit, if an iiulu^trial undertaking is to bear its Labour aud,.,.,. , ,. . ., , 1 ., , . Labour Con
part worthily in tlu- intrnuitional coinpi-titioii, it must be th(> subject ditions.

of very careful ])ivliininary considiiatioii, so that it may linallv

become a wcll-ilesigned and \vcll-c(|uippt.-d Works, properly situated

in regard to its raw materia! and markets, having a sound commereial

organisation aiul managenunt, and with provisions for the welfare

of its workri>. (iivcn these eonditiiMis, there may be expeetcd

willing co-operation between employer and employed, and also

hnaneial success, if the existence of the industry can be justilied

at all. There is almost no manufacturing industry which could

not reasonablv be expected to flourish, if established and run on

Sound lines, in Great Britain, having regard to its insular p(jsi-

tion, its geographical position with relation to the raw material

producing countries, its mineral wealth in coal, the skill and

cost of labour, the healthy and equable climate, and other

advantages.

Successful general arrangement of Industrial Works presupposes General° °
. . Arrangemeat.

practical acquamtance with the manufacturing process and with

the works plant. The Works-Designer may have this essential

knowledge already, but, if it be lacking, he must acquire it by

carefully studying similar works and plants, either in person or

through the technical press and other publications. Even if he

have the knowledge, he should bring it quite up to date by studying

the latest developments, much in the same way as if he were looking

for the information for the first time. Further, he should consult

with the men, who are to be officers in the proposed new works,

partly because of their knowledge of the special requirements of

the trade and partly because it is essential to have their co-operation

and good will, if the Works are to be really successful. With this

knowledge and his own special training, the \\'orks-Designer should

be able to construct the Works on paper, and see it in his mind's eye

in full operaticm before anything has been touched on the site. In

working up this general arrangement, the Works-Designer has to keep

in view and bring along the general design of the buildings, the

power plant and transmission, and the arrangement of the process

plant, as well as keep in mind all the minor departments, acces-

sories and details, which go to make a complete \\'orks. All these

details would not appear on the early general arrangements, but

they must not be ignored nor thrown aside, to be placed more or less

suitably later. It will be obvious that there are many advantages

in having this work carried out under the direct supervision of

one skilled Works-Designer, rather than by having it all split up

into sections, each controlled and being worked out by separate
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General
Arrangement.

people, perhaps to be assembled under the supervision of the pro-

prietors and their officers.

The Works-Designer's first step towards the actual general

arrangement of the required Works should be to prepare a " pro-

cess diagram," which is the enumeration in tabular or in graphical

form of the several processes through which the material passes from

arrival to leaving the Works. The diagram may very conveniently

be drawn up like a genealogical table, which lends itself to the

clear setting out of the several stages of the manufacturing pro-

cess upon the components and their combination into the complete

product. With a little care and thought, any manufacturing

process can be reduced to this very useful form of table. An example

of such a " process-diagram " is given on this page. If there be

added to the diagram already mentioned, such information as the

number of machines required to give a stated output, the areas

of the several shops required to house those machines, and other

like data, the diagram will be more complete and valuable.

EXAMPLE OF A PROCESS DIAGRAM.

Showing the several stages in the making of a Motor-Car Radiator.

Btjy Tubes.
I

Girls assemble Tubes .

Girls dip Ends and
MAKE Block.

Wash Block.
I

Filing and Finishing Block.

Buy Sheets.
I

Form Band.
I

Bra/e Band.
I

Solder-in Front and
Back Plates.

Buy or make
Castings for
Brackets and

Inlet and Outlet
I

Machine Castings.
I

Tinning
(if necessary)

Eadiator Cap
JiASCOTS, ETC.

I

Solder Block into Band.

Wash and test Block and Band,
i.e. the Radiator.

I

PoiisH Radiator.

Painting.
I

Packing.

Actual Works designed to produce the same commodity on sites

of varying form are found on examination to have similar essential

shop areas, even though they may differ in arrangement. This

suggests to the Works-Designer a relationship between shop areas

and output, which ought to hold theoretically and which will be

found to hold in practice, even in Works which have started from

small beginnings. Of course, the application of such ratios can

only be to average conditions, and the ratios will vary somewhat

according to the magnitude of the output. In comparing Works,
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to obtain these ratios, the Works should be of simihir periods, and General^
, Arrangement,

any special circumstances should be taken into account. Thus,

it would hardly do to compare a Works having an old machine

shop, with ancient equipment, with a Works having either a new

shop or the old one with new and up-to-date ccjuipment. The

newly equipped shop might be smaller than tlie other and yet

have the greater output, owing to the greater capacity of the tools.

The average percentage floor-space of four engineering Works pro-

ducing similar commodities in approximately equal tjuantities were

found to vary between J per cent, and 3 prr cent., as between the

maximum and minimum percentage ratios fcjr each department.

The Works-Designer can, therefore, obtain an approximate formula

for departmental areas in such Works. In similar manner, areas

for yards, storage, refuse, and the like can be reduced to fairly

accurate values. The areas should be ratios of the ultimate Works,

although onlv the portions of the Works required for the initial

output should be erected in the tirst instance, the remainder being

ieft for extension. Works are put up to succeed. Success demands

extension. Therefore, a well-arranged scheme of extension should

form part of every original design. There is no real difficulty in

making this provision, no matter how small the initially built

Works. The general arrangement, and consequently the working

of a Works, should become better as the extensions are made, and

not worse as is too frequently the case for want of a little foresight.

Before leaving this important matter of extensions, it may not be

out of place to mention that shop extension by area is not necessarily

in direct proportion to the increase of output sought. The output

of a machine shop might be doubled by installing bigger capacity

machines without increasing the building at all. Assuming that

modem methods had already been adopted in a foundrv', it would

only be possible to double the output of the same line of castings

by doubling the area of the casting floor ; while to double the

output of a shop building passenger rolling-stock for British railways,

it would not suffice only to double the area of the carriage building

shop, it would be necessar}' also to double and probably quadruple

the area of the painting shop.

From the process diagram and the basis areas already mentioned,

the Works-Designer, with an intimate knowledge of the whole

process of manufacture and of the machines necessary to accom-

plish the process in each department, may proceed to prepare the

general arrangement diagram.

The general arrangement diagram represents graphically the flow

of work in process, and is probably the most difficult part of the

design of Works. It involves the sequential arrangement of the
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General machines within each department, and thereafter the laying out
Arrangement.

^^ ^j^^ departments relative to each other. To cari7 this out success-

fully requires great skill and care, and probably much tactful dis-

cussion with proprietors, managers, and foremen of the proposed

Works. These latter ofticers sometimes resent the idea of an out-

sider having any knowledge of the requirements of their business,

but it is very important that they should be drawn into the dis-

cussion, and their views as to lay-out, machines, and other matters

affecting their several shops, obtained while the scheme is in its

paper stages. These views are likely to be valuable, but if, on

the other hand, they are out of date, the outcome of prejudice,

lack of outside experience, or are in any other way unsuitable for

the scheme, still they must be well discussed and their authors

convinced that the Works-Designer's ideas or a compromise are

better, otherwise a dissatisfied foreman will go into the shop when

built and laid out, and will probably spend so much of his energj^

in proving that his views were right that the effects of the good

lay-out will be nullified and the shop will seem to be unsuccessful.

From the detail data available, however, suitable linear dimen-

sions and heights for buildings may be fixed, and thereafter the

arrangement and rearrangement of these departmental blocks upon

the site-plan may proceed until the apparently most satisfactory

relative positions of departments have been secured, having regard

to the disabilities, if an^', of the site.

In preparing the general arrangement diagram, it may be taken

as an axiom that Works should be so arranged that the material

dealt with and manufactured should flow through them in an

orderly manner, in one direction, as far as practicable, and without

waste of time, energy, or material. In putting the axiom into

practice care should be taken not to interpret " in one direction
"

too literally, otherwise the shops would be laid out in a long straight

line. A Works so laid out might consist of offices, drawing office,

pattern shop, foundry, heavy tool shop, light tool shop, erecting,

testing, and shipping departments, and the departments would

stand like a row of railway carriages in a train. The defects of

this design are obvious ; for instance, the raw material and the

finished articles are dealt with at opposite ends of the Works and

therefore must have a duplicate staff, the ofhces are out of centre

for supervision purposes and far too far away from the shipping

department for the amount of intercommunication which must

take place, and the other parts of the Works are far from the offices,

but in a lesser degree. These defects suggest the advisability of

bringing the shipping department end of the Works round to the

offices, the other departments lying in horse-shoe formation. The
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offices would now be in better touch with all parts of the works, General
Arr&DgenieQt,

in close touch with the incoming raw material and the outgoing

product, while there would be no useless travelling of either raw

material or finished product within the Works. The best laid-out

Works will in practice generally be found to be laid out so that a

turn is made somewhere in the process, with the result that the

raw material enters and the product leaves the Works at the same

end. The minor component processes of a complete process within

a Factory may be likened to a chain which can be turned at any

link. Just where the turn is made will depend on the articles

being manufactured. If the finished products are bulky, it will

probably be better to make the turn before or just where the smaller

parts are assembled prior to being made up into the bulkier erected

article. A large Works may have such turns made in the component

processes. Most Works have only a railway connection or siding

at one end, whereby raw material enters and finished product

leaves. In those cases, the loop or tum in the process becomes a

necessity.

The general arrangement diagram is complete when the several

departments are an'anged on paper both as regards position and

dimensions. The first design is rarely final. There are always

more ways than one in which the problem can be solved. A large

number of block plans, each having advantages of its own, may

have to be prepared, and the finally adopted plan is more than

likely to be an amalgam of the leading features of several of the

previous plans.

The Works Power Plant and Power Transmission have to be con-

sidered closely in parallel with the Works general arrangement.

The transmission of power conveys life to the several departments

of the Works, and is, therefore, an essential and integral part of

the scheme. The requirements of the power transmission system

may sometimes modify the general anangement of the Works,

but, in most cases, the method of power transmission will be fixed

by the requirements of the general arrangements. This must not

be taken to mean that the power problem can be left over till last.

If that be so, it will probably be found that, instead of the Works

being compact so as to permit of mechanical driving by a single

steam or gas engine, the arrangements are such as to only permit

of the adoption of electrical transmission and driving, which are

frequently used to cover bad Works design, quite apart from the

question of their general suitability for the case.

Other ver>^ imp<jrtant factors in the general arrangement of a

Works are railway communication lines, internal transport of

materials, and general auxiliary equipment.
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General The railway communication lines would be of standard gauge,
Arrangement.

g|^Q^|^ i^^, simple and economical in arrangement, and at the same

time adequately serve each department, provide suitable sidings,

packing and storage lines, and yet maintain adequate through

communication with all departments. In a large Works, the

lay-out of the sidings within the \\'orks should be dealt with very

carefully, the requirements being thoroughly thrashed out, so that

the essentials may be separated from the refinements. Otherwise,

the sidings will be made unduly elaborate and costly, money will

be spent in obtaining facilities which will be seldom used, and the

general every-day working will be made cumbersome. The sidings

of a Works are not called to meet the conditions of a railway com-

pany's goods yard, wherein have to be dealt with rapidly hundreds

of wagons, each of which may contain quite different material or

goods. The goods coming by rail into a ^^'orks yard are less in

total bulk or quantity, much less diverse and for one consignee.

Provisions, therefore, which may be right and proper in the railway

company's goods yard may be quite unjustifiable in the Works

yards. The entrance siding lines should, wherever possible, be of

such strength and curves as to permit of the passage of a main-

line goods locomotive to the more important sections of the Works,

and where this is impracticable for want of room or land, or for

other reasons, ordinary wagon sidings may be accepted and worked

by horse or short-wheelbase pug-engine, according to the size of

the place.

The means of internal transport may be by travelling cranes,

power runways, hand nmways, or by bogie tnicks, with or without

tracks or rails. Internal tracks for trolleys or trucks are usually

of narrow gauge, 15 in., 18 in., or 24 in., unless for some special

requirement of the business it is desirable to have them of standard

or 4 ft. 8| in. gauge, like the sidings. All the means of internal

transport mentioned have their particular spheres of usefulness

and care bestowed upon their use and selection will be repaid,

since they are amongst the more important labour saving appliances

within a Works.

External transport, in yards and elsewhere, other than by standard

and narrow gauge railway lines, may be by overhead cranes

travelling upon stationary gantries, by gantry cranes travelling

upon railway tracks, by locomotive jib-cranes, by power and hand

runways, and by cableways.

In addition to all the foregoing more important factors which

require to be carefully considered in drawing up the Works arrange-

ment, there is a great deal of what may be termed " auxiliary

equipment " which must not be overlooked, but must be borne
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'J. Included uiid' r General
Arrangemeat

in the \\'orks-Designcr's mind fioni the beginnin

this heading, amongst other things, are :

Watcr-supplv from bore-well, river, caiial, or local water 8ui)|)ly Hystein, with probalile

treatment ami nitration niant. for Works, lioiler and drinklna !«t«rviccs.

DraJnaiie probablv soparnted into foul ami storm systems, the former ronnecteil to

the loral sewage system or to private tr.-atm<-nt jilant. and th'- latt<T. if pure, t<)

condensinu plant ami coolinK pond, or if that be impracticable, either to the local

svstem or to a natural waterway.
LightiiiK. both for shops and yards, by electricity, high-pressure 8n». oil-gns, ncetylene-

Ka>. or other form of illuminant.

HeatiuK and ventilation for allshops. extraction of fumes or dust fr.un certain processes

Kire prevention service. frci|uentlv a special liiKh-pressure water mam niiinmn roimd

the Works, and lltted hydrants, hose, etc.. probably interconnected with some

system of lire-alarms, automatic sprinklers, or other tire prevention appliance.

Provision of compre.*se<l air or hieh-prcssure water for the operation of such plant as

riveters, etc.. lower pressure air for cupolas ami smiths' tires.

Repair-shops, to<il-r<H)ms, stores. otHces. sanitary c<mveiiiences. mess-rooms, cycle

stores, motor tiaraRe. ambulance ami llrst-aid rooms, and many other minor depart-

ments.

It is quite clear that the Works general arrangement is full of

interesting problems and of multitudinous detail, much of which

must be imagined by the Works-Designer and be constantly in

his mind's eye, for it cannot all be put up on the general arrange-

ment plans. Works designing along these lines is obviously an

important subject and worthy of being carried out by specially

trained and qualified Industrial Works-Designers. It is frequently

suggested that works designing should be done by the interested

Proprietors or their Managers. Experience shows, however, that

a good manager is not necessarily a good designer of Works, even

for his own trade. Every man works most efficiently when on

the work for which he has been trained. Better then for the pro-

prietors and managers only to take time from their own work to

point out the requirements and peculiarities of the trade or process

to the Works-Designer, leaving him to meet the requirements, and

present solutions of the problems. There can be no doubt that he

can, with very beneficial results, bring a fresh mind to problems,

the solution of which may have become stereotyped in any given

trade, and import useful ideas from other trades which have come

under his wider range of practice.

The subject of pcnver generation and transmission in industrial g^^e^''^^^^^

works has been frequently and exhaustivelv treated in recent and Trans-
^ '

"•
1 • • J mission

years. The transactions of the several technical institutions and

learned societies contain data to which ready access may be obtained.

On the other hand, the mass of information there available is so

technical, so var\-ing, and so conflicting in its conclusions as to

be bevond the grasp of most power users.

Tests have been made and comparisons drawn to prove the

superior economy of practically eveiy type of power plant and

ever\^ transmission system, and it is true that after a full and

impartial consideration, with reference to any particular works, of

the relative merits of the more important transmission systems, it
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may be necessary to admit that each of them offers some advantages,

and decision should go to the system offering the greater number of

advantages.

An interesting side issue bearing directly upon this question may
be noted. The shop costs in a number of manufacturing establish-

ments in the engineering and allied industries have been analysed,

with the result that the cost for power is shown to be only from

2 per cent, to 5 per cent, of the total cost of manufacture. This is

a most important point. In other industries, the ratio of the cost

of power may be much greater or even less, but, in many manu-
facturing establishments, the influence of power costs upon manufac-

turing costs is so trifling as to be nearly negligible. The narrow

margin may, on the other hand, mean all that there is between

profit and loss to the manufacturer. These facts lend weight to

the statement so frequently made, that reliability, flexibility, and
adaptability to the needs of the worker are more to be sought after

in a transmission system than simply economy of operation. It

is certainly true that in most works, a very modest reduction in

the labour costs, due to increased manufacturing facilities or

stimulated output, may quite easily be equal to the power cost.

The expansion which has taken place in the applications of elec-

tricity in industrial works has further proved that this aspect of

the case exercises an important influence on the minds of manu-
facturers. There are many electrical installations w'hich could

hardly be justified on any other grounds.

Certain manufacturing processes have features which have a

direct bearing upon the question of power generation and trans-

mission. Iron and steel works have so-called " waste gas " and
" waste heat " from which power may be obtained ; collieries, large

quantities of low-grade fuel and filtered washery liquor or coke

oven gas ; saw-mills and carriage and wagon works, a quantity of

timber refuse and exhaust steam from smithy hammers ; while in

other classes of factories, bleach and dye works, chemical works,

sugar works, etc., the demand for steam for the manufacturing

process may exceed the demand for steam for power. A decision,

therefore, on this question of power generation and transmission

demands the consideration of all the several forms of generator and
motor, before any conclusion can be come to, as well as of all the

features and possibilities of the works themselves, and, further,

this consideration of the question must be impartial. To compare
an antiquated steam-driven shafting system, which has just been

superseded, with a high-class gas-driven system, which has just

been installed, is only of value in that it indicates the saving effected

by the introduction of modern power plant. A few years ago
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tlicrc was a boom in gas engine plant, and gas engines were placed

in scores of works with the niininmni of consideration of the works'

requirements. Now, the traveller for gas engines is being largely

ousted by the traveller for electric motors, and there is a boom in

the installation of electric motors, in many cases with as little

consideration as in the case of the gas engine. Nothing could be

more prejudicial to the best interests of the electrical industry, an
industry in which all engineers are intensely interested, than the

thoughtless manner in which electricity is often adopted for

industries where even brief impartial consideration would raise

doubt as to its entire suitability. Partisan figmes and statements

are presented to probable purchasers, and they are thereby led to

adopt plairt through having been unable to discriminate between
what was reliable and what was misleading.

The following general statements may not be new, but they form

an essential part of the subject and cannot be ignored. Like all

generalisations, they are subject to modification imder particular

circumstances.

The first conclusion, and that to which it is difficult to reconcile

the partisan mind, is, that each system of power generation and
transmission has its particular advantages and superior economy,
and that maximum economy in works driving in a particular case

may be obtained by a combination of two or more systems. The
difficulty is usually not so much the selection of the system, as

the determination of the extent to which it should be utilised.

Dealing first with transmission systems. Where the plant is

compact and conveniently arranged within a radius of, say, locor
150 feet from the central power plant, mechanical transmission is

most economical, while, with an increased radius, gas or electrical

transmission has advantages, gas being the most enticing system

from the point of view of thermal efficiency, but meantime ha\ing

a more limited application. It follows therefore that, in small

works and factories, the most careful thought ought to be given

to the works design in order to insure a compact arrangement and
efficient mechanical transmission.

Where tools are set widely apart, electrical transmission with

independent motors is economical, although where it is possible

to have a group of tools in a works, an independent gas engine or

electric motor driving these through shafting or other gearing is

more economical than independent motors.

Where the amount of power required for individual machines is

small, it is almost always advisable to group them. That this

conclusion is borne (jut in practice will be seen by examining the

more recently published descriptions of the electrification of several

Power
Generation
and Trans-
mission.
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large engineering and shipbuilding establishments. From these

descriptions it will be found that the average size of motor is steadily

rising.

The question of reliability and consequent need for stand-by

plant is also important. Practically any one of the systems, if

properly installed, can be regarded as reliable, but the sub-division

secured by the use of motors or small gas engines has advantages,

in that the failure of one unit does not entail total stoppage of the

works.

The chief advantages of the electrical transmission system are its

adaptability and the ease with which it can be extended, and its

chief drawback is its cost, a part of which, at least, is due to the

refinements which have been introduced into electrical controlling

and operating mechanism, and to the ever-increasing stringency

of Home-Ofhce and like regulations.

The regulations referred to are doubtless in a measure necessary

and desirable, but there is a tendency to make them too finnicking

and irritating, so that they become a hindrance to the application

of electricity. What is really required is some form of national

control over the municipal and public supply companies in so far

as would obtain greater uniformit}^ in supply voltages, phases,

and periodicity throughout the countr}-. Greater uniformity in

these essential details would not stifle individual effort, but keep

down fads and secure continuity of policy, and would greatly assist

in standardising motors and other electrical gear, thereby making

for the cheaper, speedier, and more efficient installation of electrical

plant within industrial and other works. At the same time, it

would remove any excuse there may be for some of the more or

less objectionable forms of municipal trading to be found in connec-

tion with electrical power supply.

The question of power generation, like the question of transmis-

sion, depends for its solution upon the conditions of service. \Miere

the power demand is veiy intermittent, purchased electrical energy

has advantages over all other systems, although for dock pumping,

slip-way haulage, and other heavy intermittent loads, gas engines,

using town's gas, are very economical in use. For a moderately

steady demand up to about lOO to 150 b.h.p., the suction gas

engine has no rival. Above this load it is possible to purchase

steam plant using highly superheated steam, which can generate

one i.H.p. per hour, at a fuel cost of little over i lb., and a steam

cost of approximately 8| lbs. per i.h.p. Such plant is, however,

uncommon, and until it becomes more general, the range of useful-

ness of the suction gas engine may be said to rise to 150 to 200

B.H.P. Above this limit, steam plant, using low-grade fuel, has
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advantages which have been greatly enhanced by the recent advance Power

in the price of anthracite. Indeed, the position of the steam and^Tran°
mission.

engine or turbine for single-unit plants of over 200 b.h.p. is not

seriously assailed, except where the main question is complicated

by side issues or where the cost of coal is well above the average.

The advent of the geared turbine is a most interesting and pregnant

developnient.

Where an electrical transmission system has been decided upon,

the purchase of current demands first and most careful considera-

tion. If a private plant is decided upon, then the generators may
be either steam or gas engine driven. The units in the case of

gas engine driven generators may be of practically any size, while

steam engine driven units may be reciprocating engines up to

750 KW., and steam turbines thereafter. Interesting results can be

got from the combination in series of high-pressure reciprocating

engines with low-pressure steam turbines and condensers, a com-
bination which gives a wide range of economical load at a modest

capital cost.

The sphere of usefulness of the large power gas engine is con-

fined mainly to situations where so-called waste gas can be obtained,

as at coke ovens and blast-furnaces, or where chemical recovery-

plant is already installed.

The side issues in works' power plant also require consideration.

The utilisation of exhaust steam in turbines, of blast furnaces and

coke oven gas in large power gas engines, and the development of

the storage battery in connection with the fluctuating loads in

large Works, are all problems of remarkable interest, but the detailed

consideration of them is beyond the scope of the present volume.

The buildings of a factory, whether brand new on a new site or Design and

reconstructed, should be laid out with great care and skill with ofjvojk^
^°°

relation to the process to be carried on within them. It should

be possible for the material to pass through the various processes,

^\^th the minimum of handling and labour, with room everywhere

for adequate and comfortable working, yet without waste space

and useless corners. The buildings themselves should be quite

secondary to the requirements of the process ; they are after all

but the shell or body housing the soul or life. In this country,

too many factories are planned, chiefly with relation to the site

or an ornamental facade, and by designers who cannot be expected

to appreciate or to have adequate knowledge of the requirements of

the process to be housed. They are designed from the outside

to the inside, whereas all industrial buildings, if not all buildings,

should be designed from the inside to the outside. Works buildings

structure.
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should be designed in the first place to withstand the special stresses,

both external and internal, to which they will be subjected in service,

and effectivel}^ and economically house the machinery and power

transmission plant. For this reason, the design of industrial works

and factories, in all its details, ought to be left to the Works-Designer,

with the proviso that he is not at liberty to perpetrate an offence

to the public eye. The essential feature of all industrial design

should be simplicity, utihty, and efficiency, combined with low

first cost and durabihty. These features should be apparent,

whether in the design of the power plant, of the electrical installation,

or of the structure. The simplest manufactured details readily

procurable from stock ought to be used for all details, unless these

are quite unsuited to the purpose of the designer. Steel structural

work, even more than builders' work, ought to be characterised

by simplicity and well-placed material. Artistic or eye-pleasing

effect can always be obtained by correct design, carried out in

suitable materials on well-balanced and simple lines, carefully

arranged and well-proportioned, without useless and meaningless

ornamentation. Nothing can be truly artistic nor eye-pleasing

which violates the principles of design, or misuses material.

A fully qualified Works-Designer should be able to carry through

all details of buildings, plant, and equipment. Should he be deficient

in the necessary knowledge of architecture, there should be associated

with him an Architect, experienced in Works buildings and wilhng

to co-operate with and meet the requirements and limitations

imposed by the W^orks-Designer.

The whole character of industrial structures has changed to a

marked degree in recent years. Formerly, works had massive

stone walls and timber roofs. To-day, the steel structure has

displaced the older materials almost completely. In factory con-

struction, reinforced concrete is coming more into use, and some

very beautiful structures have been erected in reinforced concrete

with brick-filling. This class of construction, especially where

brickwork is also reinforced, is particularly satisfactory.

The question of economy in first cost is important, but may have

greater influence on the class of construction than is warranted, and

may even lead to the adoption of timber. The cost of maintenance

and the fire risk with the ordinary form of timber construction,

combined with the relatively shorter life, are strong influences

against its adoption. Granting, however, that an all-timber, or

brick and timber structure is lowest in first cost, then an all-steel

construction, with corrugated iron sheeting is next in order, wliile

brick and steel construction is usually rather more expensive.

For a permanent factory or works, however, where a manufac-
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turing process is to be carried on under shelter, a steel structure Desifcn and
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with brick walls, either built or hlled, is almost universally used. ofjworkB

A metal-covered steel construction is again alnK)st universally

adopted where the manufacturing process is of such a nature that

absolute protection from wind and weather is not of ftrst importance.

The first important inilueiue operating towards the remodelling

of industrial buildings can quite safely be said to have been the

introduction of electricity. The ease with which electricity can be

generated and distributed has influenced the erection of works with

less consideration for concentration of the driving arrangements,

and with greater consideration for suitability to the manufacturing

process. Again, the development of the travelling crane has had a

marked effect in altering the character of engineering and other

works establishments.

With travelling cranes and shafting, the consideration of internal

stresses is important, because any excessive movement in the struc-

ture will bring about shafting troubles, and any lack of rigidity

mav quite easily have a serious effect upon the operation of travelling

cranes. The stresses due to the stopping, starting and running of

high-speed travelling cranes are very considerable. A point fre-

quently neglected, in designing sheds where cranes are in use, is

effective diagonal bracing of the structure to prevent racking

through end travelhng on the one hand and crane travelling on

the other.

The external forces to which an industrial structure may be

subjected are wind and snow loading. Generally speaking, if a

structure is designed to resist the side and roof stresses from wind

loading, and to have a fair margin of safety, any snow loading

which mav arise in this country can be neglected.

In buildings in which there are cranes, the area between the

main pillars and under the crane beams should and may be left

quite clear, since if the pillars are stiff enough, and their strength

is carried through to the top of the crane beams, and if, in addition,

a moderate amount of diagonal bracing is introduced above the

crane rail level, then the upper part of the structure between the

crane and roof girders virtually becomes a deep lattice, having

the crane girder as its lower member, the roof girder as its upper

member, and the continuation of the pillars carried up to take

the roof as its end membei-s, the lattice bracing filling the inter-

vening space. With such a structure, the resistance to the hea\-y

stresses set up by the travelling cranes is usually well provided for.

In general with long spans, if bracing is carried down in a

vertical plane from the lower member of the roof tie to the roof

pillar, and sideways in a horizontal plane from the same lower
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member to the roof girder, these diagonal connections tune up

the whole structure in a reliable manner.

The detail design of industrial buildings is as interesting as the

design of power plant, and contains as great an amount of detail.

Apart from the provisions for travelhng cranes, already mentioned,

preparations have to be made on the structure for pillar cranes,

shafting, the passage of electric cables, heating pipes, high and low

pressure water pipes, compressed air pipes and many other acces-

sories. The natural and artificial lighting and their relation to the

manufacturing process all the year round have to be kept constantly

in mind. While some manufacturing processes require that any

number of special preparations be made upon the works structure

in course of construction.

The standard types of construction in this country are roofs

having equal pitch of approximately 30 degrees, and the saw-

tooth roof. In America very much flatter pitches are in general

use, and on the Continent designs having two pitches are common.

In America, shafting, and even motors, are frequently suspended

from the roofs, the principals of which are usually much heavier

than in our practice. No doubt this practice will develop with the

spread of electrical driving in this country. A little license may

be dangerous, but it is always quite desirable for a roof to have a

sufficient margin of strength to permit workmen, under certain

circumstances to take a light lift from a plank put across the roof

principals, and that where cranes are not provided, the roof may

be locally and permanently stiffened to take special recurring but

infrequent lifts.

There seems to be an increasing tendency to use the saw-tooth

or north-light roof for machine and other shops. It should be

borne in mind, however, that this roof originated in the low weaving

sheds, where, with the eaves at from 10 to 14 ft. from the floor,

the roof lighting was very satisfactoiy. With a greater eaves

height, the lighting becomes less satisfactory, as the direct light

from the glazed side is thrown into the next bay through shafting

and belting, and is in a measure lost. Flattening the angle with

the horizontal made by the glazing improves the lighting, but,

in any case, saw-tooth roofs are disappointing in lighting when

the eaves are over 20 ft. above the floor. Further, this form of

construction becomes unduly expensive on spans over 30 ft.

The all-timber roof construction, known as the Belfast roof,

has been a great deal used in some Works, chiefly because of the

low initial cost for large spans, while in some cases, reinforced con-

crete roof trusses, triangulated like steel trusses, have been used

under special circumstances. Flat reinforced concrete roofs have
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advantages, where fireproof constnuticm is rtniuind, imd where Design and
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another storey may bo built later. of worka
r . 1 1 . . I . structure.

Pactory lioors arc freciiientiy spokin dI a^ 11 tln-y were uniongsl

tlie minor details. Far from being so, they are very important

from tlie points of view both of capital cost and Works efficiency.

There are very many types ol floor construction, and as each offers

some advantage either in cost or desirability and suitability, selection

is often verv difficult. Sometimes the process to be carried on in

the Works settles the type of floor, as, for instance, a wet sloppy

process cannot be carried on over a wooden floor. Concrete floors

are cheap, but are very tiring for men to stand upon, arc dusty,

and unsuitable for machine shops, where tools may be dropped

and finished parts of the manufactured product must be laid down.

Concrete with timber top, in form of battens or wood blocks, is

more expensive, but in every way better from a Works' point of

view. Creosoted timber on ashes may be used for covering large

areas, such as wagon building or constructional shops. There are

many other types suitable for ground and upper floors, but sufficient

has been said to indicate that floors, wliich may cost from 3s. to los.

per square yard, cannot be treated as minor details.

There are a vast number of other interesting details, arising in

connection with Works buildings, and which lend themselves to

discussion and consideration. A few may be mentioned. Roof-

glazing, side and end coverings where the frame of the structiu-e

is steel, design of brickwork for outer walls, details of purlins,

lattice purlins, ventilators, gutters and downpipes, tool rooms,

stores, lavatories, men's rooms, offices for foremen and others,

heating, lighting and ventilation, and many others which present

opportunities for thought and design.

Plant and equipment in this case mean the special tools or process consideration
^ ^

, / i_ 1
°f Plant and

]ilant required for the manufacture of the product of the works or Equipment.

factory. Obviously little can be said in a general way upon this

subject, as every trade or business requires plant to be selected to

suit it. The design or the selection of plant for any works comes

within the scope of the operations of the Works-Designer, but here,

more than in any other part of the works, is it necessary that he

should collaborate closely with the proprietors, managers, and

foremen, and be quite clear upon the requirements, so that specifi-

cations, enquiries, or even designs may be so drawn up as to get

the best machines available for the purpose to be achieved. The

Works-Designer should be able to sift out old-fashioned ideas, pre-

judices, and lack of width of knowledge on the part of those with

whom he is collaborating, and should remember that they have
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Consideration l)ecn brought up, in many cases in the one trade or business, and
of Plant and , , , , ., , r , , , .

Equipment. have probably an outlook confined to that trade and its usages.

To them comes the Works-Designer, with a wider, if less specialised,

knowledge of the requirements of many trades as regards plant

and equipment, and the ensuing discussions are of great advantage

to all parties, and make for progress. The disposition of the plant

upon the plans of the several shops is always a difficult matter,

and one requiring a great deal of care and patience. It is so easy

to waste shop room, and therefore money. It is equally easy to

so cramp the machines together as to slow down the output, owing
to difficulty in moving about and in getting material to and from
the machines. Too much care therefore cannot be bestowed upon
the arrangement of the several machines within a shop, and this

care should be taken in the planning stage, particularly if the

machines or tools be heavy and requiring heavy foundations. The
Works-Designer will find that this arrangement upon plans or

drawings comes almost naturally to him, but he will find that very

many first-rate managers and foremen have not the practice

necessaiy to follow and appreciate these small scale arrangements.

It is all a matter of training, and not necessarily of superior or

inferior brain-power.

In addition to the special tools and process plant, there are a

great many auxiliary equipments which have to be thought out in

connection therewith. Lifting tackle for getting material in and
out of machines, vats, and other kinds of plant, for remo\ing parts

of the machines which are liable to break down, or which have to

be removed rapidly during the process, the drainage of suds or oil

from cutting machines and the supply of the lubricant to the cut,

and many other like things which seem of little importance in them-
selves, but which go far towards economy in production.

Building and
Starting the
Works.

Proprietors are seldom willing to allow sufficient time for the

proper maturing of the whole scheme, before they wish to see work
being carried out upon the site and buildings coming into view.

This policy always results in a disappointing slack time later on in

the operations, while frequently something is done hastily which
it is found would have been better done in some other way or

arranged differently in the light of the further worked-out plans.

The changes of mind and ideas should be made in the drawings
stage, and in this stage all confficting opinions, of which there are
sure to be many, must be reconciled. Time spent in thrashing out
the scheme on paper is easily made up in the speedier execution of
the work without alterations, and it should be remembered that the
alteration of a drawing is both simple and cheap compared with
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altering, say, the ixjsition of a building after it has reached even Building and
,

° -^
'

starting the
the danipcDursf. Works.

The actual ( anying out of the work on site, involving the levelling

of site, the buildings, and equipment generally, is best carried

out by a series of contracts by spt'cialist contractors all working

under the plans, specitications and supervision o{ tlie Works-

Designer. Everything is then coming under the eye and notice

of the Works-Designer, wiio can dovetail one contract into

another, by bringing on the later-required contracts while the

earlier ones are being carried out, and so ensure continuity of

effort and policy.

The starting up of a new works is a most anxious time for every-

one concerned, and calls for everyone's best efforts and co-operation.

There is new plant to be started on all hands, frequently transfer

of staff and plant to be effected, men to be put on to and instructed

in new duties, and no matter how well every thing would appear

to have been arranged and thought out, there is almost sure to

be trouble in a greater or lesser degree with both men and plant.

However, even the difficulties of starting up a new works will be

overcome, and the Works-Designer can devote time to the important

dutv of adjusting, amending, and certifying the Bills of (Quantities

and accounts for the several construction contracts, and in super-

vising the guarantee tests upon power plant and other parts of the

equipment.

In an old countrv such as Great Britain, it is obvious that, although Recon-
1 1 r •

J. \
structiona

there will always be a number of new works and factories to be of Existing

built, there will be a far greater number which require modernising

to meet present-day conditions. Many important industries have

begun in small works, which have been added to year by year as

circumstances demanded. The resultant works are, almost without

exception, lacking in any definite scheme in their layout, and are

consequently ill-adapted to meet the severe competitive conditions

of these days. In some cases the plant is also old-fashioned and

out of date ; in others, it has been brought more or less along with

the times, but is not giving its best return owing to the defects

in the layout and housing.

This state of affairs will require to be very much altered during

the next decade, if Great Britain is to hold her industrial supremat y.

She is competing in the open markets of the world with the manu-

facturers of nations, which started later, are therefore more up-to-

date, and who are pushing for all they are worth for the advancement

of their own industrial interests.

Many British manufacturers do recognise the needs of the case,

Works.
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Recon-
structions
of Existing
Works.

with the result that there are some very line and very efficient

factories in this country. Many, however, and they are by far

the greater number, do nothing, because they cannot see their

ways to build a new factory upon a new site. They forget that

careful reconstruction should lead to a new factory upon the

old site. Others spend large sums year by year making impulsive

alterations, following the line of least resistance at the moment and

with just the immediate want in view, with the result that their

works become as much patchwork as before, but in newer materials.

The reconstruction of existing works is quite as important as

the building of new works, and is really the more frequent problem

presented to the Works-Designer. The work to be done is similar

to, and the manner of doing it is very like that already described

in connection with the design of new works, but there are added

difficulties. The reconstruction scheme is usually dominated or

hampered by some existing building or arrangement, which cannot

be removed or altered, and so becomes the basis of the scheme.

Further, a reconstruction scheme has usually to be carried out

without stopping the works. This latter requirement means that

a well thought out scheme has to be drawn up and agreed by all

parties as to how and when the several sections of the reconstruction

scheme can be and are to be carried out. It will be obvious that

the details of the reconstruction scheme itself may quite well be

affected by this development scheme.

When it is decided to add to, alter, or re-arrange an old works,

a broad scheme of reconstruction should be drawn up and embodied

in drawings and reports, for the works as a whole, even although

there be no immediate intention of erecting more than, say, one

shop. This will enable the reconstruction to be carried out piece-

meal, as finances or opportunity allow, and will ensure that the final

result will be an orderly and well-arranged works, which will be a

vastly improved asset.

The process of works-reconstruction is more difficult than building

anew out in a field. It is slower, but for that very reason the

expenditure is spread over a longer period, and may even be met
out of revenue. This consideration alone should lead more manu-
facturers to reconstruct their works and factories along the lines

suggested. It is, however, an unfortunate fact that comparatively

little is being done, although there are signs of a movement in the

right direction, together with appreciative recognition of the science

of Works Design.

A. H. M.



SECTION II

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

Staff Organisation. Section Ha

Staff organisation is perhaps the main problem of general adminis-
||;^^^jQ^g

t ration.

Speaking of limited companies, that is, limited as to the liabilities

of the shareholders under the Companies Act, all administrative

power is vested in the Board of Directors, and these powers are

delegated according to circumstances to the various principal

officers of the Company.

There is generally a managing director with supreme administra-

tive control, apart from the Board, or there may be a general

manager acting more directly under the Chairman of the Board

but without a seat on the Board, though preferably always in

attendance at board meetings. Various other arrangements are

adopted, and in the case of a private firm, the partners carry out

all the fimctions of a board of directors, as well as own the business.

In some cases the principal administrative officers of the Company

are also directors, and may be said to bring an invaluable practical

experience to bear on the general policy of the Company. There

would hardly seem to be any bar to this experience being available

by attendance, as required, at board meetings without any seat on

the Board. Sometimes officers standing in this relation to the

Board are termed technical directors, and this would seem to give

a very desirable status to the heads of branch works of any relative

magnitude.

The objections that are reasonably urged against administrative

officers being on the directorate are the possible difficulties of getting

adequate criticism of any department's working, whose chief is

a director, and further there is likely to be a marked tendency for

salaries generally to grow out of proportion to what would occur

if the directors were unbiassed.

There are ob\ious arguments in favour of directors having a

specialised knowledge of the industry in question, while there are

other arguments in favour of men possessing broad commercial

experience.
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staff The efficienc}' of Boards of Directors, as regards internal adminis-
unctions.

tration, may easily be the reflex of the efficiency of the Managing

Director or of the General Manager in regard to his use of the

administrative powers exercised by him on their behalf and under

their directions. In any case the efficiency of the administration

generally is not readily achieved by any Board except through

the officer mentioned.

In the matter of the commercial and financial polic}^ of the

Company, as apart from administration, there is room for much

exercise of foresight, courage and ability. Organisation and

administration will achieve little unless the general commercial

policy is sound, and granted that policy is right, financial success

may result despite many faults of administration.

There can be little question that the matter of staff organisation

is one of the primary duties of the General Manager, apart from

whether he be Managing Director or Managing Partner also,

and reconsideration of the arrangements made will be necessary

as often as the conditions of business change or as the staff

changes.

To a certain extent it is possible to formulate an ideal plan of

organisation for a given works, and having formulated the plan, to

select the right calibre men for the respective positions.

The initial difficulty is to gauge the capacity of each member of

the personnel. In practice the staff has to be first selected and tried,

and then the organisation adjusted until each is working efficiently

or proved incapable of efficiency.

There must be some sort of starting plan, whether it represent

supposed ideals for the particular conditions or an adoption or

adaptation ofsome other firm's practice within the General Mana:ger's

experience.

The very fact that each works stands alone as to the apportion-

ment of responsibilities to each officer of the Company, makes it

desirable to discuss the principal functions of the administration

in an impersonal way. Some suggestions can be made, and will

be made later, as to how the duties may be apportioned among the

usual officers employed by any Company. The important point

at this stage is to arrive at an appreciation of what functions have

to be performed and to leave for later consideration who shall carry

them out.

To specify a number of functions is not to imply that there

should be a separate staff member for each duty specified, though

that may be necessary under some conditions.

In the following diagram functions are indicated, in some cases

by names that are only vaguely suggestive of the duties involved

;
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hut in I ve-rv case, fuitlur discussion under cacli ot llie liradings stan
".

, ,
FunctionB.

given IS provided.

It will be seen thai (ieni ral Administration is dixid'd undi-r three

headings of Saks Administration. Works Administration and

Financial Adiuinistration, none of which, liowever, veiy well cover

Correspondence as a whole, and consequently Correspondence is

shown as a supplementary function of General Administration.

Works A( counts stand in a special category, being a matter both

of Works .Vdministration and Financial Administration. Their

association with the latter needs perhaps to be the more emphasised,

and this connection is indicated by full lines in the diagram, while

the connection with Works Administration is indicated by dotted

lines.

DIAOBAM OF STAFF FUNCTIONS.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION.

Sales
administration.

Works
Administration.

Financial
administration.

Correspondence.
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staff Coming to the matter of the staff necessary to carry out the

various functions ; as stated already, this is so largely dependent on

local conditions that the only suggestion that can be attempted

is for some representative case.

The suggestions are embodied in a further diagram, where it

will be seen that the offices of Secretary and Accountant are supposed

to be held by one man, though quite usually separate officers act

in the respective positions. The diagram is the simpler by merging

the two duties, and designating the position that of Financial

Manager.

The secretary of a limited liability company has a considerable

range of duties that are peculiar to his relation to the Board, and

are conveniently dismissed under the term " secretarial duties."

What these duties are is largely outside the present scope,

though in that part dealing with financial accounts attention is

given to Share Accounts, and these will be easily seen to imply an

activity that frequently makes it impossible for the Secretary to

act also as Accountant. When the Accountant is a separate officer,

he may be possibly made directlj^ responsible to the Board, indepen-

dent alike of General Manager and Secretary.

It is assumed for the present purpose that the Financial Manager,

while immediately responsible to the Board of Directors, is also

responsible to a degree to the General Manager—hence on the

diagram full and dotted lines showing the relative responsibilities.

This idea of responsibility in two directions may seem to be the

negation of proper organisation, but the compromise is essential in

practice with the more responsible officials. Its justification in

their case does not, however, warrant divided responsibility on the

part of the staff generally, and this is a distinction that must be kept

in mind in organising staff duties.

Another dual office, according to the diagram, is that of Works
Accountant and Estimator. Here again responsibilities are divided,

the primary one (shown in thick lines) being to the Financial Manager
in view of the latter's responsibility for financial accounts \\ith

which the works accounts are interlocked, and on which the financial

accounts are largely built. The secondary responsibility (shown in

thin lines) is to the General Manager.

The suggestion is that the Estimator, whether also the Works
Accountant or a separate officer, should be invaluable in supplying

the General Manager with the data necessary for dealing efficiently

with the sales propositions on the one hand and production possi-

biUties on the other. The theoretical objection to one man serving

for the preparation of both estimates and works accounts is the possi-

bility of him making the cost accounts square with his estimates.
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I'his ri>k is not likely to be worth coii-^idnation if the man is lit to Staff
Functions,

hold the position at all.

The functions of tiie Works Ai countant will be fountl to be very

widi , and it is very desirable that lie should be qualified to bear an

ituK'[)endent responsibilil\-.

Sometimes the duties of a Chief Cost Clerk approximate to thfjse

advocated for a Works Accountant, and there may be no material

difference between the two beyond that of name. On the other

hand, it is argued that the Works Accountant ought not to have

been trained wholly as a clerk, but ought really to be an engineer

w ho has fitted himself for works accounting duties.

It is deliberately suggested that the opportunities attaching t(;

such a position as this for estimating, organising and administrative

work in relation to works efficiency should make it both attractive

in itself, as to status and remuneration, for a trained engineer

with a bent for the commercial aspect of production, and should

also afford an excellent training for even more responsible posts.

Given the technical qualifications, a works accountant might quite

easily be able to act as an efficiency organiser.

REPRESENTATIVE STAFF ARRANGEMENT DIAGRAM.

Board of Dirkctok^

General Manager.

Salks
Masaokr.

Works
.Manager.

Chief
Desioner.

Travellers. Draughts-
men.

Forenifii.

Plant
Engineer.

FIN.VNCIAL
M.\N".iGER.

Works .Accountant
AND Estimator.

Buyer. Cashier.

>t-<jrt'k('fi)i'r.

Inspector.

To(j| Desigiior.

Ratefixer.

Wanes Cl'Tk.

Gatekeeper. Warehouse-
man.

To simplify Diagram assistants are not indicated.

Another officer whose responsibilities are likel}- to be divided is

the Chief Designer, more ordinarily called the Chief Draughtsman,

as between the General Manager and Works Manager.

In some cases the Chief Designer, called then more appropriately

the Chief Engineer, is the officer controlling or partly controlling

the Works Manager, and therefore the production, rather than the
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staff other way round. There is a great deal to be said for this arrange-

ment under suitable conditions, more particularly as to personnel.

In the majority of cases, especially where manufacturing, as distinct

from engineering, obtains to the greater degree, it is likely to be

better that the Works Manager is the more qualified officer. Follow-

ing this view, the Chief Designer is shown with primary responsi-

bilities to the General Manager, and secondary responsibilities to

the Works Manager. It is certainly of considerable importance

that the Works Manager's reconmiendation as to design, especially

in relation to production, should carry proper weight with the

Drawing Office.

As regards the Buyer, so far as his duties are technical, there is

little doubt of his work properly coming under the Works Manager,

but, in its purely commercial aspect, buying is rather a matter for

the General Manager.

Very often, and it may be said much too often, the Buyer has

little or no technical qualifications and he is then really a special

clerk, able only to use a very limited discretion in the placing of

orders.

Buying in properly trained hands is a far reaching factor in work

efficiency by its influence on both design and production.

There may be good enough local reasons for buying to be placed

in the hands of a clerk, but this course does not make usually for

efficiency. A capable clerk can of course do useful work in learning

the sources of supply and obtaining competitive quotations.

The art of buying involves more than an acquaintance with

trade commercial practice. It should involve an intimate knowledge

of trade processes and alternatives together with a keen outlook

for demonstrated technical possibilities.

The Buyer should be not less alive to future requirements

than the Chief Designer, while certainly there cannot be too close

a co-ordination between design and buying. For these reasons,

both sections may be associated under the same control as pro-

duction, A'iz. that of the Works Manager, though it should be enough

if the responsibility to the Works Manager is secondary to that to

the General Manager. The diagram shows matters in that way.

To suggest this is to raise the question as to the Works Manager's

qualifications for controlling these matters. It is enough to say

that if a Works Manager is only capable of looking after production,

he is rather a works superintendent than a manager ; but there are

capable Works Managers who are not allowed to really control

either design or buying. The capacity, experience and character

of the General Manager in power usually regulate the scope of

activity afforded to the Works Manager.
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However valuabk- the Works Manager's influence might be in staff

regard to design and l)uying, the organisation of the works proprr

may be too incomplete to allow him to divert any part of his attention

from production without grave risk to output.

Relatively few works managers are exj^erts in management by

training, though some are highly successful by virtue of natural

judgment, adaptability, capacity for handling men, and strength

of character. Others, again, are credited with success by reason

of their good fortune in being associated with a company whose

commercial and financial policy is notably good.

The more works organisation is resolved to a science, the more
will works managers be capable of far greater things by starting

with a proper knowledge of how to control without laborious absorp-

tion in detail.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers are recognising that works

organisation is something to be learnt by an engineer as part of his

training for responsibility, by admitting the subject in the examina-

tion for associate membership. The first of these examinations

was held in October, 1913.

Granted all these possibilities in the way of administrative control,

which, if fully developed, would make him almost a general manager

—a position indeed to which success as a works manager commonly
leads—due consideration must be given to the outstanding necessity

for the Works Manager to have the natural ability to handle men,

both workmen and foremen. Without this ability, which is hardly

to be acquired by merely taking thought or by any mechanism of

administrative organisation, all efficiency in other directions may
be brought to nought.

The fact that this psychological intuition is called for in only

lesser degree from foremen, suggests that a works manager ought

to have proved his ability as a foreman before taking the higher

position. This is not a usual method of progression in this countr}',

though it is likely to extend with the continued advance in the

present-day type of foremen. The period that the average embryo
works manager spends in a Drawing Office does not always

place him, as regards designing ability, at very much advantage

over a man with larger shop experience and presumably equal

technical training. The premium pupil with an experience of

sorts in different works departments, followed by a jjeriod in the

Drawing Office, and later, perhaps, testing and inspection experience,

ought to arrive at the position of Assistant Works Manager with

a wider outlook—sufficient possibly to fit him in due season for

full responsibility. Alternatively the man who can proceed by

way of the Drawing Office to estimating and ratefixing, and thence

Functions.
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staff as shop chargehand and foreman, might be expected to miss the

Assistant Works Manager's stage and arrive at full responsibility

with a knowledge of workmen likely to serve him in great stead,

provided always that he has the temperament both to learn and

apply his knowledge with a shrewdness that does not lack sympathy.

In discussing the main elements of works management, as is

done in Section III e, Production Efficiency, it will be observed that

ratefixing, progress work and inspection are deemed to be distinct

from Supervision. That this separation is right is recognised in

many works already.

An endeavour is being made by some managers to split up the

foreman's duties to a greater degree than is indicated here.

The day of the omniscient foreman is passing, and works manage-

ment has now to concern itself with co-ordinating the work of

various specialists, each carrying out some phase of the old-time

foreman's duties, but in a much fuller way.

Supervision remains the particular province of the foreman, and

in that it is for him to become a specialist. In meeting the change

of conditions in that spirit he need fear no competition or feel any

resentment.

From what has already been said, it will be appreciated that

supervision is not summed up in the mere exercise of authority, but

rather it is the handling of a bod}^ of men to get efficiency without

strife. It almost goes without saying that efficiency and strife

cannot exist together, while, on the other hand, it maj^ be virtually

impossible to reach efficiency without preliminary strife—in this,

efficiency may seem to be bought at too high a price, but that argu-

ment will not fend off the economic results of not being able to meet

competition. The efforts of workmen are not unnaturally directed

towards getting more money for doing less work, and it is an ever-

present problem as to how to hold this tendency in check, without

involving the wasteful retort of strikes, wasteful alike to both

parties. It is a very understandable virtue of the premium system

that it offers the opportunity of more money for more work—

a

condition of existence that should unify the interests of employer

and employed.

Much prejudice, and understandable prejudice too, remains to

be overcome before all foremen will admit the possible gains in

efficiency that may result from the specialisation already indicated.

An incompetent ratefixer, for instance, will probablj^ be more

detrimental to the shop efficiency than an overburdened foreman,

but that only means getting a competent ratefixer.

Good ratefixers are no more plentiful than good foremen, and

the best proceeding is usually to select a well-trained and educated
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mechanic of fairly wide experience, and attord iiiin the opportiinit\ stan

of teaching himself the art of ratefixing. Here-, again, the schools

will some da}' teach the elements of ratcrtxing as they do of machine

drawing. It may be that keen young engineers of adequate practical

experience will forsake the drawing-board for the opportunities

that may lie in ratefixing.

Similarly with Progress Work and Inspection ; these are functions

calling for technical training and should be recognised as worthv

work for engineers who aim to become Works Managers.

The selection of staff obviously calls for the utmost care, par- stair controL

ticularly as staff appointments should carry with them a sense of

reasonable security of employment.

The fear of unemployment is a veiy real factor in sapping initiative,

and this fear is intensified by the attitude of many prospective

employers towards applicants who are out of employment. There

are employers who immediately discharge any member of the staff

known to apply for a berth elsewhere, so that it takes a rare courage

for some men to find the niche to which they are best suited.

In selecting new men consideration must needs be given to the

strength of character of the applicant, and a clean bill of good

behaviour is, in a measure, only a negative virtue. The real virtues

from which the staff derives its strength are positive ones of initiative,

ability and loj-alty.

Loyalt}' is the key to staff efficiency, and requires to be assiduously

fostered by consistent fair play. Want of care in selecting new
staff and want of courage in weeding out obviously inefficient staff

seriously militate against the proper spirit of loyalty.

.Applications for staff employment should be set out on a pre- 5-1.

scribed form to ensure full details being supplied and to allow of

fair comparison.

Junior help may with great advantage be subjected to some

simple form of competitive examination, and there should be in

operation a definite scale of pay while on junior duties.

While an apprenticeship scheme in the ordinary' sense is not

applicable veiy well to staff duties, yet every boy should be con-

sidered as a learner, to whom advancement of work is as important

as advancement of pay. Trouble taken in selecting and training

juniors will result in better material for the adult positions and

stronger loyalty.

The Management should give facilities for Journal Clubs, whereby

the staff may take the greater interest in the industry' in which they

are engaged.

Staff pay must take cognisance of the quality of work done as
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suflf Control, well as the quantity. If an employer cannot give adequate pro-

motion to a deserving man he ought not to hinder him trying to

obtain promotion elsewhere rather than, in a tyrannical spirit,

expect to be able to stand permanently in the man's light. The

risk of losing good men must be met by having sufficient good men
in the staff in training, and adequate stimulus may discover enough

good men among the rank and file.

The organisation and consequent recognition of each man's

duties makes for discrimination as to individual merits, and lessens

the disadvantages of staff changes and absences.

The plan of occasionally changing duties round so that more than

one man may be familiar with each duty, is quite sound, and forces

the establishment of a carefully organised routine that will not

easily suffer in occasionally fresh hands.

Coming to the question of departmental heads or administrative

officers, the spirit of the Management in its intention to deal with

the staff may be rendered wholly abortive if the Departmental Head
is petty minded. There are men in position occasionally whose

instinct of self-preservation induces them to discourage any initiative

in their staff, and at the worst to take credit that may belong more

properly to the men under them.

This instinct is not unnatural, but its operation can at least be

largely obviated by taking care to appoint only men to office whose

merits have legitimately won recognition and whose reputation

as to ability is established on firm ground, and also by taking steps

to give a sense of security to each appointment to a greater degree

than may be possible with the less responsible staff. To this end

the interests of Departmental Heads cannot be too closely identified

with those of the Company. This can best be done by a bonus

calculated on the profits of the year. In some cases bonus is paid

quarterly to all the staff on the estimated profits and adjusted at

the end of the year Experience shows this plan to produce very

good results amongst the general staff, but not so satisfactory with

the works staff, other than the stores.

The following is a specimen of a staff agreement. The length of

engagement is usually for a minimum of three years, which is perhaps

as long as can be wisely undertaken by either party.

Memorandum of Agreement made the day of One
thousand nine hundred and Between
wliose registered office is situate at In the County of
(hereinafter called " the Company ") of the one part and
of in the County of (hereinafter called
" the Officer ") of the other part.

Whereby it is agreed as follows :•

—

1. The Company hereby engage the said Officer to be on the staff of the Company and to
hold the appointment mentioned in the Schedule hereto. As the holder of such appointment
the said Officer shall perform the duties and exercise the powers which from time to time may
be assigned to or vested in him by the Directors of the Company, shorts particulars of such duties
being set out in the Schedule hereto.
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2. Subject a^^ hereinafter provided tin- suiil OHicer slmll liolil the naiil api)ointniciit for Staff Control,
the term of years from tlie date mentioned in tlie .Schednlu hereto. During
the said term flie said Olllcer sliall, unless prevented liy ill liealtli, drvote tlie whole of hii«

time, attention and abilities to the l)usincsit of the t'onipany and shall obey all the lawful
orders and instructions from time to time of the Hoard of Directors of the Company, and in

all resjH'cts conform to an<l comply witli the ilirections and reKulations uiven and made by them,
and shall well and faithfully serve the Company and use his utmoet endeavours to promote
the interests thereof.

3. The said Olllcer shall be entitled to such reasonable holidays as may from time to time
be agreed uiH)n iH-tween him and the Company or the Directors thereof.

4. 'I'he said OlHcer shall not divulije or communicate to any ix-rson or persons any informa-
tion which he may receive or obtain in relation to the busines.H atlalrs of the Company or the
working of any invention or jiroccss which is carried on or u.si'd in the Company's works, and
will at all times allord to the Directors and all other i>ersons entitleil to demand the some full

explanations as far as may be in his power of all matters atfecting the Company connected
with his said ai)pointment.

;"). Whilst the said Olllcer shall continue in the employment of the Company, he shall not
carry on. or be concerned in the carrying on of. or in any way be interested (except as a Share-
holder or Det)enture holder) in any business other than that of the Company, without the
consent of the Directors of the Company in writing.

C. The 8;iid Ollicer shall be entitled to the salary mentioned in the Schedule hereto, such
salary being payable monthly, and in addition to such salary he shall be entitled to payment,
in respect of each linancial year of the Company, to a percentage on the divideml declared on
the preference and ordinary Shares of the Company in such hnanciul year as mentioned in the
Schedule hereto. Such percentage shall be payable at the same time as the final dividend
for each financial year shall be distributed among the Shareholders of the Company, and in

respect of the linancial year ending on the Thirty-tirst day of December next the said Officer

shall be entitled to a proportionate part of such percentage or share of prolits calculated from
the date of this .Vgreement. If this Agreement terminates before the end of any linancial
year, or for any reason (except those set out in the last part of clause 8) the OHicer leaves
l)efore the end of such year, the Company shall pay him. at the same time as the linal dividend
lor that year is distributed, a proportion of his said percentage calculated from the First day
of January preceding the termination of this .\greement.

7. Kither of the parties hereto may terminate this Agreement and the engagement of the
said Ollicer at any time after the expiration of the said period of his appointment by sending
to the otlier of them at the last known place of abode or business of such other party
calendar months notice in writing, and at the expiration of such notice this .\greement and the
said engagement shall determine, but until so determined this Agreement shall continue in

full force.

8. If by reason of ill health accident or otherwise the said Oflficer shall be incapacitated
from attending to business for three calendar months consecutively, the Company shall be
entitled to discharge the said Officer provided such incapacity shall not have arisen from
injury or accident received in the service of the Company. If the said Officer shall at any
time wilfully neglect or refuse to perform any of the duties undertaken by or devolving upon
him under the terms of this Agreement, it shall be lawful for the Company immediately to ter-

minate the engagement of the said Ollicer without any previous notice.

9. If the said Officer shall l)e required by the Directors of the Company to remain out of
Great Britain for any lengthencil period on the Company's business the said Officer shall be
entitled to receive additional remuneration in respect thereof.

10. Any special terms or conditions mentioned in the Schedule hereto or endorsed on this

Agreement and signed by the said Officer and by two of the Directors of the Company shall

be read and construed as part of this Agreement.
AS WITNESS the hands of two of the Directors of the Company on behalf of the Company

and of the said Officer
Witness to the signature of

)
and -

two of the Directors of the Company t

Witness to the signature of )

(

THE SCHEDULE above referred to.

Branch—
appointmext

—

DlJTlES OESERALLY

—

Salary—
Pkrcextage ox Dividends declared (if any)—
Speoal Conditions (if any)—
Datk of Commencement of appointment—
Ekmarks—

Some questions may arise as to staff regulations, and it is desirable

in fairness to have these settled and applied to all grades alike, witii

the possible exception of the principal officers.

Attendance should be recorded on arrival in the morning and

on leaving at night. It is rather a matter of sentiment as to the

use or otherwise of a mechanical time recorder. If any such recorder

is used at all, it should be of the signature type and be absolutely

fraud-proof. For small staffs under ordinary- supervision an
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a

Steff Control. Attendance Book, in which each member of the staff signs, is

s-2. sufficient.

In the matter of overtime, this at least should not be at the

expense of punctuality in the morning. As to payment for over-

time, theoretically it may be uncalled for if the staff are paid for

holidays and absence through sickness, but in practice some recog-

nition strengthens the hand of the Head of a Department to meet

emergencies, and be always up to date with the work. A monthly

award will sometimes meet the case, having due regard to punctuality

and attendance. The basis of award should not be per hour, but rather

at so much per night up to a certain time. Tea may reasonably be

provided by the Company whether any overtime bonus is paid or not.

Overtime in the Drawing Office is sometimes paid strictly at the

average hourly rate, but otherwise it may be taken that an overtime

bonus for the staff need not work out as much as the ordinary hourly

earning in view of the staff privileges. Smoking during overtime

is usually allowed, though cigarettes may be barred.

No overtime bonus should be considered for the head of a depart-

ment, as he should discourage overtime.

The provision of tea in a common room for departmental heads

is likely to serve a useful purpose in bringing them together at least

once a day, a point of more importance in large works.

5-3. Apart from a record of attendance it is desirable, under most

conditions, though not usually done, to have each Departmental

Head furnish a Weekly Staff Report showing the allocation of the

time of the staff. This has a useful disciplinary effect all round

and allows of more careful dissection of expenses. In the case of

the Drawing Office, particularly, it is essential for correctly charging

to production orders.

staff A most valuable development of modern administrative methods

is the institution of staff committees.

It is necessary to have a strong chairman of each committee and

a capable secretary to serve on all committees, so that the General

Manager may derive the maximum assistance from these com-

mittees by instructing the committee secretary. This may be

better than attending himself, lest freedom of speech be checked.

The following are instances of committees :

Sales Committee—under Sales Manager.
Chief Designer, Estimator and Salesmen attend. The latter make points against the

firm's product that they have to deal with when out selUng.
Selling-programme adapted to works production programme and schedules of future

deliveries drawn up and adopted.

Purchases Committee—under Works Manager.
Estimator and Buyer attend.
Interim orders confirmed and more important buying settled. Contracts for

supplies prepared.
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Progress Committee —under Works Manager.
ctmmittten.

Cliief Designer, Head of Pruductioii Office, Kstimiitor uiiJ rriiiripul Fureniuu ultviul.

I'ositioii ()( orders Rone Into. Overtime rcnulrenieiits settled. Production
Iiri>«runiiiU' iijtreed.

Tool Committee—undvr Works Manager.
Chief Posimier, Tool DosiRncr, Lstiinafor and Inspector attend. (Foreman T(H)1

Maker and Foniuan I'littcrnmaker attend when reciuested.)

Provision of patterns, jigs and tools di.'fcustied. Drawlngfl of Jits and n|Mcial

tools approved.

Routine Or'^dnisdtion. section ii b

By routine is here meant those duties of a regular nature that arc oenerai
Considera-

requisite for administrative and commercial purjxDses. The term tions.

commercial organisation has advisedly not been used as not

sufficiently comprehensive.

In organising ever^-day duties, the main essentials to be con-

sidered are co-ordination and economy. To an extent economy

results from co-ordination, but there are many economies possible

in routine matters that have little bearing on the larger questions

of efficient interrelation of routine duties.

On the other hand, proper co-ordination may mean an increase

of paper work, which can be so easily seen, and still more easily

condemned, as extravagance or red tape ; but the test of economy

lies further along the line, in increased administrative control,

which should find expression in increased efficiency either in point

of quantity, quality or cost of output, or maybe in all.

It is quite possible for the Management to collect more information

than it can use to advantage, or which is more costly, or hinders

production more, than the information is worth. This is a real

danger that has to be guarded against continuously, for routine

that serves a valuable purpose when initiated, may cease to be

useful by some later change in conditions. Sometimes routines,

if the word may be so used to express specific schemes of duties,

are established to correct some abuse, or to meet inexperience, and

with the education of the parties concerned, the value of the routine

becomes too little to be worth while maintaining.

Emphasis might be laid on the necessity, in considering the routine

suggestions in this book, to bear in mind that they cannot all be

worth while adopting for any one set of conditions ;
but all the

suggestions have been found most necessary and valuable under

some one or other ordinary condition.

The recognition of the latent danger of duplication or overlapping,

and for that matter to guard also against having links missing in

the administrative chain, has brought into use diagrams showing

the relation of the various routine steps, as represented by books
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and forms. It will be convenient to call such diagrams Routine

Diagrams, and an illustration is given in Section III e, Production

Efficiency.

If every routine step is crystallised, as it were, into a definite

book or form, it will be quite easy to arrive at a multiplicity of

forms that may prove staggering to some managers. These same

astonished managers would often be well advised to investigate

how many forms and books (plain and printed) are in use in their

own works already. Criticism should start from the point of view

as to whether the routine step or stage that a form embodies is

necessary or not. If the routine step is necessar}^ then is the use

of a particular form necessary ? Is any writing saved ? Is there

any advantage in having all the requisite information in just the

same style every time and nothing omitted ?

After that comes the question of cost of printing, and because

that is prohibitive when only small quantities of a given form are

used, recommendation is made of the use of copying processes

whereby small quantities can be taken off a gelatine or other process

slabs, of which there are kinds that are not messy and can be washed

after use. With a copying process and a supply of suitable paper,

not too absorbent and cut to standard sizes, a manager need not

hesitate to embody all the routine steps in specific forms. These

home-made forms will gain in appearance if the copy is set out with

the aid of drawing-board and tee-square, and an upright engrossing

style of printing adopted.

Forms of simple character should be duplicated by means of the

typewriter.

Reorgan-
isation
Procedure.

In setting out to reorganise any routine, a good deal of preparation

is necessary, if the changes are to take effect smoothly.

Regard must be paid not only to the actual routine changes, or

changes of routine methods involved, but to the changing of personal

habits and to the influence of personal prejudice.

Once new methods have become accepted as desirable, it is

difficult to be patient with those whose prejudice is longer lived.

It may be better policy to circumvent this prejudice than to attempt

to bear it down by the exercise of authority.

If the reorganisation is in good hands preparatory moves will

be made to make ready the course, and this preparation is just as

important, even when the prejudice to be overcome is negligible.

Anyone who has had much experience in reorganisation will

realise the necessity of keeping an open mind as to the best moves

to make and the best order in which to make them. Many circum-

stances may arise to suggest a modification of original plans, and if
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some desired result can be achieved without disturbing some habits Re-organ

then this should he done. In any case lull notes should he set down Procedure,

of existing methods for future reft>renoe, hofore altering anything.

New directions and new meaning can be oftentimes given to

estabhshed methods by seemingly trifling adjustnunt.

It is quite an important point to consult thoM' wh(t haw to carrj-

out the routine work, as to the actual conditions of the work. Even
if the organiser feels that they cannot be expected to understand

the principles of the new lines on which he is working, still he will

be the stronger for demonstrating to an interested party— it may be

an opposing party—the merits of his proposals. If the organiser

can convince the routine worker that a modihcation of routine is

desirable, the results of reorganisation are likely to be the greater
,

and on purely selfish grounds the organiser should aim to have the

staff with him. To take the staff with him means, or may seem to

mean, painfully slow progress, but once this inertia has been over-

come, progress will be both rapid and irresistible. Above all,

perhaps, the loyalty of the staff will have been stimulated and quite

possibly much latent merit in the staff have been discovered. Par-

ticularly should the staff realise that it is at this stage that their

duty is to raise points not seemingly provided for bv the organiser.

Reorganisation that touches the habits of men should hasten

slowly. The taking on of new habits and the shedding of old habits

should be made natural by stimulating the interest of those con-

cerned, in the new methods.

Platitudes of this sort are easily expressed and as easily ignored

as being a counsel of perfection. .•Xnj'one attempting to reorganise

must adopt his own methods largely, if he is to express himself

adequately in his work, but emphasis may reasonabl}* be laid on

the educational character of the work. Patience and care in this

direction is quite as important to the ultimate result as executive

authority to enforce the new ideas.

Managers should guard against the passing of panic legislation.

Something goes wrong, and there is a great hubbub. The Manager

feels called upon to make some alteration of method to prevent a

repetition of the trouble. He therefore lays down certain rules

which quite likely will stop further trouble of that particular variety.

Frequently he would be better advised to analyse the conditions

that allow this trouble to arise in any acute form.

Not uncommonly systems, or what pass as systems, are built

up in this piecemeal and impetuous way.

Swift decisions may seem the only proper expression of strong

management, but they can easily be wrong in regard to organisation,

and should lx> avoided on principle. On the other hand, vacillation
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Re-organ-
isation
Procedure.

is fatal to efficiency, and it is even better to stick to a wrong decision

tlian to go back on earlier instructions without very good cause.

No organisation is established until each routine duty is a habit,

and this consideration must stay the hand of a manager in making

alterations in routine.

In re-organising on modern lines, which means using modern

methods, it is an important preliminary to arrange for stationery

to be looked after properly. The adoption of form cards and sheets

and the like, calls for more than usual attention in keeping the

stock of stationery.

Having formulated the main lines on which to work, the running

out of stock of old stationery will afford the best opportunity of

introducing new forms. Controlling the stationery stock means

early knowledge of these opportunities.

Colour schemes may be made a valuable factor in facilitating

the smooth running of the various routines. Some care is necessary

in adopting colours. It may be necessary sometimes to adopt

different coloured inks where different coloured papers or cards

might be confusing. Where carbon duplicates are made, the carbon

copies should be distinguished from each other and the original,

or top copy, by distinctive colours of papers or inks. Colour schemes

may obviate having a different printing on each of the several

copies, and this will be an economy. The difficulties of a colour

scheme are somewhat reduced and ready distinction made between

executive and memorandum copies if the executive (preferably the

top) copy is always on white paper. By executive copy is meant

the copy that is the actual order or request to some department to do

certain things. The carbon copies are of a memorandum character.

Standardisation of form sizes is very important particularly for

the ultimate filing of the cards or sheets. This standardisation of

sizes is one of those preliminary steps referred to above, that will

help clear the way for developments.

Provision for filing of papers is another preparatory step.

It is desirable to have the designing of all routine forms pass

through one channel. This will facilitate standardisation and give

a certain regularity to the forms. Uniformity of style and size

tends to confusion between one form and another, but this objection

is overcome by giving a plain reference No. and title to each form

in the top left-hand corner, in addition to the distinctions possible

with colours.

By using reference numbers the clearness of routine instructions

is greatly helped, and by affixing letters after the number to represent

successive editions (if amended) of an}' form, both instructions as

to their use and stock-keeping is facilitated.
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There is no doubt of the necessity for regi>tc'riiii' tlie routine Re-organ-

pertaining to each fonn, and these instructions >hould be issued to Procedure,

all concerned for insertion in a suitable guard book. The guard

book should be handed in on resignation or change of duties.

Whenever possible, the routine instructions should be supple-

mented by a routine diagram, showing the path of the different

forms as to the executive copy and the memorandum copies.

Emphasis generally should be laid on the importance of each

person, handling any form, being responsible for its completeness as

it comes to him. A parallel may be found where a workman is

responsible for the accuracy of work as he receives it. While in

production this check may be insufficient, in routine matters such

a check ought to be suilficient.

No system can be efficient that is not kept strictly up to time.

A point that may be made is that newly appointed managers

should look very carefull}' into the system of accounting before

disturbing any of the existing conditions in offices or works.

It will generally be desirable to reform the system of accounting,

if reform be needed, before reforming the administration, so as to

get the accounts in their new form to reflect the old conditions.

If this is done, a fair comparison may be made with new conditions

when these have been established, but otherwise the new manager

may find himself unable to demonstrate economies from the very

fact that methods of allocation and treatment of expenditure have

been simultaneously altered.

Correspondence. section 11 c

The proper routine for correspondence hinges on the apportionment General
r -1 -I-. Responsi

of responsibility. binty

If there is a fully constituted Correspondence Office, then the

clerk in charge may take a large measure of responsibility as to the

handling of correspondence, but his particular function must always

be the filing and mailing of correspondence.

Whether a Correspondence Office exists or not, the essential

responsibility for the subject matter of the replies must rest on the

Departmental Heads concerned, and for this reason each Head may
possibly sign all the letters he is responsible for.

On the other hand, there is a good deal to be said for the General

Manager actually signing all letters, if he is to exercise an adequate

control of the departmental dealings with the outside world.

It is not pxjssible to say how this matter should be dealt with in
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General
Responsi-
bUity.

a given case, without very careful consideration of all the conditions.

The calibre of the Department Heads and the engagements of the

General Manager are all important factors together, of course, with

the nature of the business.

It may be taken as sound practice to restrict the signing of letters

to as few officers as possible, and to have a strict ruling on this

matter. The advisability of this course is obvious, as letters are

frequentlj' of considerable importance as to wording, both legally

and as a matter of diplomacy. Another point may be made in

passing as to never allowing a letter to be sent out that is not strictly

courteous, however firmly worded. The temptation to write stinging

replies should be resisted, as not likely to serve the best interests

of the firm.

The art of writing concise, lucid letters requires cultivating, and

the influence of the General Manager in that direction by seeing

all letters, as to the impression they will give to the recipients, is

likely to be much more reliable than that of the party who has

dictated the letter.

The responsibility for the safe disposal of remittances received

by post is best met by the use of a Cash Inwards Book, in which entries

are made during the process of dealing with the mail and before

the letters are issued from the Board Room, or wherever the morn-

ing's mail is dealt with. The entries wall require to be checked at

the time, and this will be arranged between the officials who deal

with the letters in the first instance, probably the Secretary and

Correspondence Clerk.

Another point deserving mention is the responsibility for de-

spatching correspondence. Where there is a Con-espondence Office

the duty clearly lies with that department, but failing such a depart-

ment, the matter requires looking after by an adult member of the

commercial staff assisted by the usual juniors. If need be, the

duty may be taken in turn round the office, as a certain delay in

getting away at night is likely to be entailed. The question of

enclosures is quite an important feature of mailing that requires

watching, and senior help is advisable in connection with checking

enclosures, stamping and the catching of mails. The mailing in

one envelope of all communications to any one firm requires some

little organisation, and may not always show enough economy to

be worth while. Window envelopes greatly facilitate mailing.

General
Routine.

Strictly speaking, every letter received ought to be replied to

the same day as received, or, failing a reply, a formal acknowledg-

ment should be sent intimating that the letter is having attention.

The Correspondence Clerk can with advantage watch that replies
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are nut luUl up, tluiut^h .1 good dial of ro\itino work is involved if
^gylJ"^

this is to l'>e done, as compared witli just issuins,' the letters as

received to the Departmental Heads concerned, and leaving them

to deal with the replies.

It is always important to endorse the date received on every 5-4-

inwards letter or other dixnunent. A numbering stamp can be

incorporated with the dating stamji, so that no extra operation is

necessarily required if letters are immlxred. Numbering is an

essential preliminary to registering.

The necessity for registering inwards correspondence and marking s-s-

off the replies depends on local circumstances. If these arrange-

ments are entirely favourable, the risk may perhaps be taken of

letters not getting attention for want of a register. Generally

speaking some sort of register is necessary, if only of a very simple

character.

Where there is a Correspondence Office for the filing of all corre-

spondence and for writing letters to Departmental dictation, it

may prove a serviceable compromise if the Correspondence Register

is only entered up as regards the name of the sender, the numbers

being alreadv printed in. Such original letters as, however, are

passed out of the hands of the Correspondence Office, should first

have their contents briefly entered in the Register, and the disposal

of the letter indicated. An alternative method, and one rather

to be preferred, is to retain the original letter in the Correspondence

Office and type a copy for issue to a Department. This practice

allows for extra carbon copies to be sent to other interested parties

for the one typing.

Under the latter arrangements the Correspondence Clerk can

hold the originals in a sorting device, under departmental names,

pending the receipt of the reply, and can readily watch that replies

are not unduly delayed.

If the departments are furnished with copies of inward letters

instead of originals they can retain these copies, and to same can

be attached an extra carbon copy of the replies—the official copy

of each reply being filed in the Correspondence Office with the

original letter. This gives each Departmental Head a file of his

own correspondence without reference to the Correspondence Ofiice.

The official copy should be on distinctive colour paper from that of

the departmental copy.

Press copies of outward letters showing the signatures must, of

course, be taken, and the modern copying machines allow for loose

sheet copies to be made veiy rapidly, it might be said automatically.

Comparison with the old method of using copying presses and bound

letter books is entinJv in favour of the modern methods, so long
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as there is the proper organisation for controlling the filing of

correspondence. The institution of adequate control of filing must

precede the adoption of loose sheet methods.

Not infrequently the letter book system is retained in conjunction

with the filing of carbon copies of the replies with the original

letters. This allows for the adoption of a modern S3'stem of filing.

The objection to retaining the letter book is the serious delay in

getting out any volume of correspondence, and sometimes the

uncertainty of obtaining serviceable press copies.

The use of dictating machines enlarges the function of a Corre-

spondence Office b3^ obviating the necessity for departmental

stenographers, or for attendance of stenographers from the Corre-

spondence Office.

Dealing with callers and telephone messages may advantageously

and does, naturally, come within the scope of the Correspondence

Office, and the control of the Door Attendant may also be given over

to the Correspondence Clerk. The use of callers slips is not usually

any improvement on requiring their cards, and does not particularly

help matters.

If the Door Attendant refers to the Correspondence Clerk for

instruction as to eveiy caller, it becomes easy to insure appropriate

treatment and avoidance of delay, it being understood that the

Correspondence Clerk is fully posted as to callers expected by any

department.

When there is a private telephone exchange this has frequently

to be looked after by the Door Attendant. If, however, the tele-

phone exchange cannot be looked after by the Door Attendant, an

an-angement having some good points is to provide a telephone in

the waiting room, so that callers may ring up the departmental

heads thej^ are interested to see. This plan will save much time

all round.

Filing
Routine.

The advantages of the various systems of filing new available

are sufficiently advertised by the makers of the various appliances

and accessories as to need no mention here.

The essential principle of any satisfactor}- system is that each

letter and its reply should be filed together, and that all corre-

spondence with any one correspondent or on any one subject should

also be filed together and, preferabl}', be contained in a folder

independently of other correspondence.

The question of filing under subject references is fraught with

difficulties, except it be carried out on broad lines that are the

natural outcome of the particular business under consideration.

Correspondence with agents, for instance, will be likely to necessi-
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tate sub-classification iindci subjects of wliich llir followinu arc fHiQjt
• '^ Routine

typical : Appointment as agent, iMiiancial, Miscellaneous, Quota-

tions. Quotations may again have to be subdivided under the Ijead-

ings of different lines of products.

The adoption of number sj'nibols in lieu of alphabetical sequence

of names undoubtedly facilitates tiling when the number is known

and tends to ensure that old records, which have been transferred

from the current filing cabinets, should be found as f]uirkl\- a?

current records.

An alphabetical card index will be necessary to give the requisite ?,(>

cross reference to the number symbols. On this same index card

can be recorded, if thought necessary, a summary in brief of corre-

spondence with each correspondent. This will facilitate reference

to particular subjects and its adoption must depend on the frequency

of each class of reference. Current reference will hardly require

the aid of a written index, except, maybe, in the special cases of

agents and other instances of voluminous correspondence from any

one party. The same alphabetical card index will furnish a record

of addresses.

In the matter of correspondence re purchases, the classifications

under subject matter is likely to be more permanently useful than

the name of the firms, and the general classification suggested, in

connection with stock accounts, will be found helpful in formulating

a scheme of subject number symbols. There ma\' be under each

heading, subdivisions dealing with, say, enquiries and quotations,

deliveries, and accounting matters.

In certain directions, such as the collection of accounts and

following up enquiries, the filing of the correspondence is really

only subsidiary to the record in the card index. Separate card

indexes are essential in such cases, and will be kept up in the

Financial and Sales Departments respective!}'.

In adopting any method of indexing, whether numerical or alpha-

betical, or a combination of both, regard must be paid in the first

instance to the conveniences of locating correspondence that has

been transferred from the current files.

A numerical system is apt to be rather cumbersome for occasional

correspondents, and yet the correspondence in individual cases

may easily rise beyond the point of convenient finding undt-r alpha-

betical references, unless the subdivision under each alphabet letter

is carried to a fine point. If a finely subdivided alphabetical scheme

is necessary or simpler for the rarer correspondents, it becomes a

question if that scheme should not cover the more frequent corre-

spondents as well. One notable system of this class is developed

to the extent of there being 240 subdivisions of the alphabet.
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^lin? Investigations by the same people show that the proportions of

English names under the respective initial letters of the alphabet

average out as follows per looo names :

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
34 105 82 44 24 36 50 83 7 25 21 50 74

N P R S T U Y W X Y Z

21 10 55 I 48 96 40 3 8 78 — 4 I

It will be obvious that subdivision under the different letters will,

in turn, require to be averaged out if each subdivision is to have

anything like an equal amount of correspondence to hold. The

best of schemes will be upset if special files are not set aside for

voluminous correspondents, and a numerical scheme for such should

prove entirely advantageous.

Internal Correspondence within the Works should be for the most part
Correspon .,, .„,.
dence. earned out by specmed forms appropriate to each routine. A

certain amount of memorandum work will arise, and a suitably

S-106.
printed form regularises it ^vithout entailing appreciable expense.

Under some conditions it may be necessary for the recipient of

a memorandum to initial for it on the fast copy in the memorandum
book, brought by the messenger.

The transit of routine forms and memorandums between depart-

ments, whether shop or office department, should be dealt with by a

works post operating from a suitable centre. This centre would

naturally be the Correspondence Office as to office departments,

with a separate service for the shops run from another centre, such

as the Works Office.

The manner of the service will be to have messenger boys make

regular journeys round the departments leaving one post envelope

and collecting the waiting one. The sorting of the papers thus

collected will require close knowledge of the works and office routine.

The institution of a works postal service should precede any

development of modern routine systems involving the continuous

transit of forms between departments. Under proper control

this service will obviate papers going astray, it will give a prompter

service all round than special messengers and be cheaper.

Section II d Fublkity and Sales Promotion.

Publicity. THERE is nothing new in the present-day need for publicity, but

there is a change, as compared with preceding j^ears, in the necessity

of reaching a wider public than used to be attempted, and beyond
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tiiat tht'ic is suiiKtliing new in tin- ^kill and rxpcnditvire requisite Publicity,

to acliieving that end satisfactorily.

Advertising, as perhaps more ordinarily understood, is associated

with advertisements in periodicals, and it is convenient to adopt

the wider term of publicity so as to cover every possible means of

reaching the public. By public here is meant, of course, that

portion who ma\- be considered as prospective customers or able

to influence custom, as in the case of employees.

No attempt will be made here to discourse at length on the art of

advertising. Sufficient to say that there is both an art and a

science in the matter, and the psychological element is very real,

whether it be considered a question of becoming known to the

public or convincing the public as to desirability of purchasing the

goods offered.

The channels, or media, through which publicity may be effected

arc numerous, and a few may be indicated :

.\dvertisement Literature (Catalogues, Occasional and Monthly Circulars, House
Journal-j, Pliotoiiraphs, Calendars and the like).

Exhibitions.
rincniatoKraph Displays.
Pulilie Trials and Tests.
Calls by Conimercial Travellers (or Aeents).
.Advertisements in Pt-riodicals ami other Publications.
Insertions in Diiectorics and Buyers' Lists.
Advertisements in Public Places.
Loans of >Io<iels to Public Institutions and Schools.
Keference in the Press. Description of works consequent on visits by public associa-

tions.
Personal prominence, in technical or commercial matters, of the principals of the

Company. Lectures and contributions to tlie press by members of the .^tatf.

The control of publicity expenditure requires the exercise of

perhaps more discretion than any other class of expenditure.

The difficulty lies in knowing the real value of each medium used.

No expenditure on publicity is perhaps wasted altogether, but there

may be a world of difference in the benefits derived from different

media.

If the medium used does not reacli the right public, no brilliance,

in regard to the form of literature or advertisement, can remedy

matters. Sometimes the medium used may be right, but the appeal

does not reach the public for want of forcefulness.

The public must learn to mentally associate the name of the firm

with the goods advertised, and conversely the ideal position is

that any mention of such goods shall suggest the name of the firm

—not that that sums up the whole art, because advertising has to

stimulate the public to the point of buying the goods offered.

There is usually a reluctance to send enquiries to unfamiliar

fimis, and correspondence in these daj's is so heavy that a limit

is apt to be set in the number of enquiries that can be sent out, and

this limit may be reached with the few firms best known to the

buyer.

o
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PubUcity. This matter of familiarity enters into the consideration accorded

to a firm's catalogue, not perhaps as to its safe custody but as to

the extent it is used.

A thoroughly well prepared catalogue designed to help the pur-

chaser to decide his requirements, and make his selection, is likely

to win its position as a book of reference. It must always be borne

in mind that a meritorious catalogue may not be at hand at the

right moment to influence business, and the essential position to

be in is to so advertise that the buyer can hardly help remember

your name when he is interested in your class of goods. Your

catalogue will then be referred to.

Touching, again, on the matter of controlling publicity expendi-

ture, it is perhaps the best plan for the Directors to annually sanction

a total prospective expenditure based on a proper report from the

Sales Manager. This total may advantageously include every kind of

charge that is included in the accounts under the heading of publicity.

The rate at which this appropriation is taken up and the directions

in which it is applied must be left largely, perhaps wholly, to the

Sales Manager.

It may be remarked here that an important value of all advertise-

ments is in the right it gives to press notices iu the body of the

paper. There are trade papers of sorts who oifer " puffs " conditional

on the purchase of a certain number of copies of the particular issue,

but the value of notices in such periodicals is hardly likely to be

worth much. The more reputable trade papers do not insert

"puffs" of flagrant character, but none the less welcome well

written and illustrated articles describing the latest models and

improvements, if legitimately described. Trained journahsts are

sometimes employed for this work, just as trained advertising

specialists are employed for preparing advertisements.

The keying of advertisements, such as asking the public to address

Dept. M., etc., is generally admitted to be of little use. If a par-

ticular hue of product is advertised exclusively in one journal for

a definite period, some results can be traced, but this maj^ be at the

cost of neglecting more profitable media meantime.

The advertisements proofs require to be properly classified,

mounting each one on standard sheets adapted for fihng in book

form similarly with every kind of press cutting.

5-7. An accurate register of blocks is very necessary. The register

may be in card or loose leaf form—a pull or impression being the

essential record in each case. Each block should be numbered and

recorded in a book register under catalogue or class—the block

number and firm's name being stamped on the side of the block

and electros.
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The records may include speciineiis of illustrations fnjni the PubUcity.

Company's electros in traders' catahjgues.

Every detail of publicity work must be carefully organised so

that the Sales Department shall be able to disseminate improved

and new copj' with precision and without overlapping.

The edertncss of this department may be stimulated by the offt^r

of prizes for publicity suggestions from any member of the staff of

any department.

A point may be made as to the good use that may be made of

photographs, particularly if sent out mounted.

Sales promotion is a matter upon which much has been written, Sales

and the virtues of follow-up systems are kept in evidence by the

card index dealers.

When a man is interested enough to make a first enquiry, there is

undoubtedly good business in following the matter up.

Preferably a traveller should call if only to report to head-

quarters the apparent status of the firm, although for information

of that character an enquiry through one of the mercantile offices

may be sometimes the cheaper way, and the information may be

useful later in regard to giving credit should an order result.

Every legitimate excuse for calling on a firm should be, if possible,

taken advantage of as leading to friendly relations, but too great

persistence obviously annoys and defeats its own ends.

Follow up work should be done in addition to calling, but not to

excess.

If a firm has shown their interest enough to make an enquiry-

or write for a list, they should be included ever after in anv sales

promotion campaign as more likely to become customers than those

who have never enquired.

The issue of special bulletins, as they are called in the United

States, at stated periods tends to stimulate interest that undated
circular matter does not. The bulletins should, if possible, be

personally addressed to a responsible officer of the firm. Some
firms send out monthly lists showing the deliveries that can be

offered of their various lines.

If business is to eventuate with a firm, who have made a first

enquiry', steps require to be taken to ensure getting successive

enquiries and the expense and trouble of follow-up work is likely

to be fully justified ultimately in the majority of cases.

In regard to literature, its quality in ever\' sense should be such

as to suggest on examination a high quality in the goods offered.

Local conditions must regulate entirely the extent to which the s-s

efficiency of various follow-up moves shall be analysed and results
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Sales
Promotion.

summarised. Sufficient recording ought to be done to provide the

Sales Manager with some data on which to justify the expense

entailed. A general increase in sales may be due to other causes

than sales promotion efforts, just as a general decrease may not

always be fairly laid to the charge of inefficient sales promotion.

It is a very unsafe line of reasoning to assume that a successful

year or years of trading confirms the efficiency of all the steps taken

in good intention towards that end.

Unceasing critical analysis is the spirit of Scientific Management,

as applied to the workshop, of which so much has been written and

for w^hich so much has been claimed. There is no restriction to the

application of these principles, although the study of workshop

operations is more amenable to scientific treatment than publicity

and sales promotion efforts.

The education of the firm's travellers so that they shall most

effectually promote sales, and work in close co-operation with

headquarters, is a matter that each Sales Manager needs to

arrange for. This aspect has been touched on in connection with

the discussion on staff committees, where reference is made to a

Sales Committee of which the travellers or salesmen are members,

and meet the firm's Chief Designer to thrash out the arguments for

and against the Company's products.

The cinematograph is being used to educate travellers in their

work.

Travellers' reports should be sent in daily for every call made.

If a separate sheet or card is used for each firm, these can be filed

and utilised for sales promotion work more :"?adily.

Each traveller's programme should be knowii in advance at the

Head Office, and to a very large extent, perhaps wholly, regulated

from there. Advance knowledge is necessary, if proper attention

is to be given to enquiries without dislocating the traveller's work.

The traveller should report each night his return address for

the next day, and the day following. The report form should

indicate this necessitv.

Section II e FiStimates.

General
Considera-
tions.

Estimating is very differently handled in different concerns. The

nature of some businesses enforces the maintenance of a fully

constituted Estimating Department, while in others estimates are

made up in a less regular way. Sometimes the Works Managers

will " size up " a job and give an approximate figure, which ma}^ be
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something better tlian guessing, but will be sonietlung worse tlian 9*"*l??^

knowing. tions.

The more ordinary alternative is for a draughtsman to get out

the quantities and then to collect opinions, frequently at short

notice, from the various foremen likely to be affected. The buyer

will usually have to obtain the required quotations for special

materials. There is no absolute reason why a foreman should not

be able to estimate as closely as anyone else, but he obviously has

relativel}' little opportunity for collecting cost data, and has less

time, so that it is not altogether fair to look to him for more than

rough estimates.

Where a proj)er Ratefixing Department e.xists, the detail labour

estimating may be carried through there, but the best arrangement

must always be a self-contained Estimating Department.

In considering staff organisation in Section II a, the suggestion

was made that the Works Accountant would frequently be able to

act as Estimator with advantage. It may be taken as probable

that he would obtain much of his information from the Drawing

Office and the Ratefixing Department.

In considering the possibilities of estimating, due regard must

be paid to the trade conditions regulating the fixing of selling prices.

If selling prices are arbitrary, a rough estimate of material and

wages costs may serve, but it is dangerous practice to follow a trade

lead blindly, because the apparent margin indicated by a rough

estimate may prove to be quite illusor}".

An estimate ought to be so made up that the materials and wages 5-9-

elements shall be computed ver\- closely together with an appropriate

allocation of works expenses, called for convenience shop charges,

and based on the labour involved. After this there must be an

adequate contingency allowance to meet the cost of errors and

defects (during the course of production), overtime, and, in certain

cases, inspection possibilities and guarantee liabilities.

Guarantee conditions necessarily vaiy, but a typical undertaking

may be cited :

OUARAXTEE.
All Blank Products are accepted by the Purchaser subject only to the followind express

warranty, whirh excludes all warranties, conditions, and liabilities whatsoever which mieht
exist but for (his provision :

In the event of any defect beiiiK disclosed in any part of a Blank Produrt (except specialities

of other flrnis. for whicli we shall not be rfsi>onsibl<') we undertake, on rettirn of the defcrtive
part to our Works, carriage paid within twelve calendar months after the tielivery of the
product, to examine it. and should any fault be found, on such examination by us, to be due
to defective material or workmanship we will repair the defective part or supply a new one
In place thereof, free of charge.

Besides the contingency allowance, consideration must be given

to the cost of drawings, patterns, jigs and special tools and a suitable

provision made in the price of each item of product, so as to recover

these costs in due time.
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General
jj^, the treatment of works accounts in Section IV., recommenda-

Considera- '

tions. tion is made as to identifying all costs of drawings, patterns, jigs and

special tools, with the order on which first incurred. This course

does not imply that the selling price of the first order should cover

the whole of these costs, in all cases, or, in a strictly manufacturing

business, in any.

In the matter of shop charges, the issues involved are discussed

at some length in Section IVf. It is very necessary that the Esti-

mator shall appreciate the true incidence of shop charges, and shall

prepare his estimates in such detail that the correct shop charges

may be applied.

It is recommended that shop charges be applied on the basis of

time worked rather than of wages paid, and for estimating purposes

substantially the same result may be obtained by expressing the

shop charge per hour in terms of a percentage on the average wages

per hour.

Very frequently, perhaps more frequently than not, the application

of shop charges is carried out in a very arbitrary fashion. A flat

percentage is, under such conditions, usually applied to the total

wages, no discrimination even being made between machine and

hand wages. Sometimes a percentage is added to the estimated

material, and so far as this is a contingency allowance the practice

is well founded, but as an allocation of works expenses, pertaining

to materials, such a percentage is quite arbitrary, when applied

indiscriminately. In the case of heavy bulky product some recog-

nition of handling expenses may be desirable.

The use of arbitrary percentages on either wages or materials, or

both, in the building up of a selling price may, however, be almost

necessary by reason of established trade practice. Trade practice

in no sense gives the hall-mark to any system, but it would be poor

policy to ignore a method that may give some indication of the prices

that have to be competed with.

It may, in some trades, be found a desirable practice, from the

point of view of fixing selling prices, to prepare the estimate totals

on the lines of arbitrary percentages for shop charges, commercial

expenses and profit, as well as on the same lines as the actual cost

accounts are prepared. These alternative methods will involve

very little extra trouble, as the detail necessary for following a

proper costing system will more than provide all that is necessary

for applying arbitrary percentages.

With regard to contingency allowances, the allocation of com-

mercial expenses, net profit, and possibly even as regards an allowance

for drawings, patterns, jigs and special tools, the use of arbitrary

percentages is about the only practicable method.
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So far as coiiiincrcial expenses are concerned, these are best o«nerai
'^

Considera-
provided for by applying a gross profit percentage covering these tions.

expenses and the net profit. Commercial expenses are to be under-

stood as including all expenses not directly pertaining to the works.

All other costs should be included in the estimated works cost, even

where, as in regard to the contingency allowance, there is no exact

parallel in the works accounts, and where, as in the case of drawings,

patterns, jigs and special tools, the estimate may on))- provide for

a portion of the actual costs.

A point may be made as to how the gross profit percentage should

be applied. If applied on the inclusive works cost the basis will

be more consistent, but it is more usual to consider the percentage

in relation to the selling price or turnover. As an example, it may
be remarked that if the selling price is reached by adding say 50 per

cent, to the works cost, this would mean a gross profit percentage

of only ^^l per cent, on the turnover.

It is recommended that the cost data which is so important for Construction
-^ of Estimates.

proper estimating, shall be ordinarily kept under the following

heads for each order :

Drawines, Patterns, Jigs and Special Tools.

Xct Production Costs.
Errors and Defects.
Final Inspection, Packing and Despatch.

Under Net Production Costs there should appear, as regards

wages, separate totals for Direct Machine, Direct Hand, Secondary'

Wages and Overtime Charges. The secondary labour is the labour

employed on an order but not directly on the work, thus assisting

and viewing might be dealt with in this way, equally with attending

on customer's inspector and carrying out customer's tests.

As to overtime charges, these are only the extra allowance that is

paid to workmen when working beyond the normal day. Thus an

hour and quarter's wage may be paid for an hour's work, and it

is this extra quarter of an hour that is in question as an overtime

charge. Questions might arise of other overtime charges, such as

power, incidental to a particular order.

So far as estimating is concerned, only the direct machine and

direct hand labour can be detailed out. Secondary labour must

be allowed for bv a percentage addition to the direct wages. Over-

time allowances will be allowed for by means of the contingency

allowance, applied as an arbitrary percentage.

Turning to materials, as ordinarily understood, it is advocated

that the works accounting system shall discriminate firstly as

between materials proper and disbursements.

Disbursements may advisedly comprise staff charges (as, for
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Construction example, Dravviner Oftice time) and despatch charges (freight,
ofEstimatea. ^ ' ° ^

insurance, etc.)- The wages and expenses of men workmg away

can conveniently be dealt with as disbursements, and so avoid

confusion with works wages. This separation also ensures dis-

crimination in the application of shop charges.

As regards materials proper, this may advantageously be dealt

with under four main headings :

Special Purchases. Process Products. General Stock. Component Stock.

The headings are almost self-explanatory, but are necessarily

dealt with at some length in connection with works accounts.

•The term " Process Product " is not a usual one, and is arbitrary

enough to require explanation. A process product is considered

in this book to be the product of a departmental process, of such a

nature that it is convenient to treat such product as the " material
"

of a further stage. The most typical cases are the products of the

Foundry and Smithy, viz. castings, forgings and stampings. Gal-

vanising and plating are other instances of processes requiring a

similar accounting treatment, though not otherwise on all fours

with foundry and smithy processes.

It is recommended that the heading of " Process Products
"

should include purchases of the prescribed character as well as

works products. This consistency will add to the value of cost

data for reference purposes, and possibly influence the make up of

the contingency allowance included in the estimate.

It is a matter of importance that process products shall be priced

out accurately, and this can hardly be achieved by taking the

average cost per unit of weight for the whole of the products of a

given period, although such a practice is quite common.

In most brass foundries, the nature of the work makes it difficult

to get individual costs, and average rates per pound are almost

unavoidable. By grading the average rates up and down, to suit

intricate castings and simple castings respectively, a very close

approximation to the individual costs may be reached.

With iron castings, forgings and stampings individual costs as

to the principal operations can be obtained, and on this basis

individual rates per hundredweight can be calculated. A num-

ber of points are involved, and these are discussed further in

Section IV g.

For estimating pui-poses typical rates, appropriate to the class

of work under consideration, can be obtained from the cost records

and applied on the basis of the estimated weights of the respective

castings and forgings.

5-9- In the building up of an estimate, there is no appreciable trouble

involved in dissecting the material under the headings previously
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mentioned, and considerable help is aftorded in the ctjmparison. conHtruction
*^ 'of Estimates,

later, of the estimated cost and actual cost. ..,0

No definition seems necessary of special purchases, as ihrx- will

be understood to refer to purchases of material not ordinarily kept

in stock.

A representative list of typical items of jijeneral stock is ^ivcn in

Section 1\' d.

It is suggested in the same section that component stock should

comprise standard fittings. The important point in regard to

component stock is that the value used for estimating purposes

includes material, wages and shop charges. Differentiation is

desirable for fixing contingency allowances.

Returning to the matter of wages or labour costs, there is a

great deal to be said for working out the detail of the estimated

labour in terms of hours under a suitable range of headings, such

as turning, milling, fitting, etc.. and then applying to the total

hours under each heading an average wage rate and an average

shop charge rate.

The advantage of this method lies in furnishing a most valuable

guide to the probabilities of deliveiy, having regard to the shop

capacities of the respective kinds.

The diiftculties of applying this method will lie in the tendency

of estimators to estimate the wages as a lump sum for all processes

on each component. To dissect the labour under the main pro-

cesses, whether in terms of time or money, must take a great deal

longer, in comparsion with the lump sum method ; but, on the

other hand, the result will certainly be more accurate and more

useful.

Where the estimate has reference to a line of standard product

that will be manufactured in quantities, extra work in preparing

the estimate will be well repaid. It is a very proper thing for the

General Manager not to permit any standard product to be manu-

factured until an estimate prepared on these fuller lines has been

made up and submitted to him.

Where the Estimator cannot go the length of dissecting the

wages costs under specific classes of labour, he should at least

separate machine labour from hand labour.

In the discussion on staff organisation, it has been suggested that Estimator's
„ . T • If t

Functions.
the Works Accountant may act as Estimator. To simplily the

present discussion, the Works Accountant's possible dual rdle is

ignored. This possibility will rarely exist if instead of a Wc rk>

Accountant of adequate practical training, there is only the more

usual Chief Cost Clerk.
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Estimator's The Estimator might reasonably direct the dissection to be carried
Functions. . .

out in the cost accounts, and his functions should cover the com-

5-10. parison of actual costs with estimated costs. He should investigate

all important differences before submitting the figures to the General

Manager.

A yet fiu'ther development lies in the direction of preparing a

schedule of output of which more will be said later.

Yet another direction, in which the Estimator* may fill a valuable

role, is that of adjudicator on the cost of all errors and defects de-

veloped during manufacture. He may advantageously prepare

periodical reports, say fortnightly, to show the amount of defective

work for which each department has been responsible, including in

this the Drawing Ofhce, Buying Department, and any office depart-

ment concerned. These reports have been found to exercise a

most salutary influence all round in keeping down this waste of

mone}/. The arrangement is also sound in providing a total figure

of these costs, without sacrificing the advantage of including the

costs under the respective production orders in the cost accounts

proper.

The Estimator, as previously pointed out, should be in a position

to discuss with the General Manager as to the class of work to be

sought ^iter and the lines of product to be offered for sale.

He will know that to ensure sales the product must be made
right, the price must be right, and the delivery must be right.

Conversely he will know that unsaleable product will result mainly

from bad design, bad workmanship, high cost and late delivery.

An aspect of estimating which might perhaps have been mentioned

earlier is the attention requisite in considering the specifications

and conditions of contracts for which tenders are invited.

The ability of the Estimator to effectively criticise the technical

responsibilities attaching to any contract will add greatly to his

value.

It has been well stated that the value of a good estimating depart-

ment is most apparent in the work the firm does not get.

A point may be made as to the importance of all cost data for

products of similar character being expressed in chart form. The

same thing should be done for weights. Intermediate sizes as they

arise may then be approximated from the resulting curves with

considerable accuracy.

The classification of cost data and estimates must be appropriate

to the business of the Company.

* Uuder some conditions, the Bateflxer may better perform this function.
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Any consideration of output ous/lit to have as its starting noint Production
.,, .

"^ ' Efficiency,

the question ot production elhciency.

The conditions most favourable to production efficiency are those

of mass production, or the continuous nuinufacturr over lengthy

periods of the same line of product.

Sometimes the theory of mass production is adopted without

tlie practice. The motor car industry has furnished numerous

examples of this, the frequent—one might say incessant—changes

of design nullifying any advantage that should lie in manufacturing

in large or relatively large quantities.

Changes of so-called standard design, and consequent dislocation

of production, may originate in the Drawing Office, or may be

necessitated through the Sales Department accepting orders of

special character.

It is rarely possible to lay down any hard and fast rule that the

customer shall not be met in any particular. Considerable

judgment is required to decide in what respect any latitude may
be allowed in meeting a prospective customer's wishes. On this

decision must rest a greater part of the manufacturing policy.

Many firms do not pretend to attempt mass production or indeed

manufacturing at all. In their case each order is carried out

naturally to the customer's specification, and only a very limited

efficiency in production can be attained. The efficiency may,

however, be entirely satisfactory from a commercial point of

view so long as the selling price obtained is appropriate to the

conditions.

Despite the acceptance of customers' specifications, there may
still be room for standardisation in certain details, so that a higher

efficiency in that portion of the production may become possible

—

more particularly when a firm specialises in a class of product

without adhering to a standard type.

The effect of specialisation on administrative methods, especially

with regard to controlling output, is very marked.

While from a commercial point of view it may be argued that a

wide range of products means a wider market and greater certainty

of full employment of the works, due regard ought to be paid to

the great difficulty in organising a business of such a character.

The alternative to organisation is extra dependence on the personnel

of the staff, and the liability to inefficiency and changes in this

direction makes it a risky arrangement. The importance of the

staff in achieving a successful organisation is not, however, to be

under-rated, however well devised the scheme of organisation

mav be.
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Regulation of The primary difficulty in regulating output is to satisfy the claims

" ^" '

of customers for delivery, the sequence of orders received having

little relation to the sequence of deliveries insisted on.

The Sales Department frequently feel called upon to make a

promise of deliver}^ when seeking an order, which it may be quite

impossible for the Works to keep, without sacrificing attention to

earlier orders and possibly not then.

There will be at times strong reasons of policy in giving preferential

delivery to some order over the orders already in hand, but the

reaction on production efficiency is distinctly unfavourable and for

most works managei-s distinctly discouraging.

Only reasons of high importance can justify radical changes in

the production programme. Generally speaking, an order once

started in the machine shops, as distinct from obtaining all material

in readiness, should be carried through to a finish. The machining

stages of an order require more negotiating than any other, owing

to the innumerable operations and the necessity for awaiting turns

on the various machines.

Usually it is in the machining stages that defects of material

and workmanship arise, adding greatly to the risks of this stage

not working out in regard to time as planned.

The present purpose is not, however, to consider the regulation

of work in progress, but rather to consider in what wa}^ output

should be regulated as a matter of general administration.

The Works Manager has only a limited production capacity at

his command, and this holds good, though to a different degree,

after taking full advantage of all the possibilities of increased output

that lie, for instance, in the premium system and also of overtime.

Every false start—for interruption of production to meet new

requirements has that effect on the work interrupted—every false

start is so much irrecoverable loss of the works capacity. The

false start lies in the fact that the momentum that had been obtained

on the interrupted work is lost and has to be recovered. The cost

is not to be summed up merely by the wasted setting of machines,

though this sometimes means a good deal, but mainly by the wasted

setting of men's minds—managers, foremen and men.

It is suggested that the most satisfactory method of achieving

5-1 1, an all-round efficient compromise between Sales Department and

Works, as to output, is for the Estimator to be responsible for

arranging the dates of delivery on ever}/ order. As an estimator

he cannot very well overlook the limitations of the Works, and

yet he is bound to recognise how much depends on delivery in

seeking contracts.

Out of his full knowledge of detail and his data of past perform-
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ances, he can exercise a skilful jiul^mciit in tlu' making <.f pronusts
Suf^J^"°°°'

of delivery, and he can, moreover, regulate the Drawing OHice

progrannno. The latter possibility is particularly important when

the Drawing Othce is not directly under the Works Manager.

It may be necessary in some businesses to have regard to the

value of the monthly turnover in arranging delivery dates, so that

there shall be an adequate monthly dt livery of hnished goods which

can be invoiced. In all these connections, the question of output

under stock manufacturing orders must be kept in mind.

Similarly, too, with experimental work which may absorb the

works production capacity to the detriment of promised deliveries.

When the Experimental Department, or Model Room, as it is

sometimes called, is quite separ?te from the ordinary manufacturing

departments, no consideration of this sort may be involved.

Manufacturing for Stock occurs in most works, and usually where Manufa^cuir-

mass production obtains, substantially all the manufacturing will

be for stock.

Whether little or much of the production is for stock, it is desirable

to establish some system of control by which the stock production

is sanctioned.

In the case of mass production, the sanctions will probably 5-S7-

emanate from the Board of Directors or Managing Director, and this

may be so when stock production comprises only a portion of the

whole production. It may be presumed that all stock production,

however seemingly trivial, shall be sanctioned at least bv the

General Manager.

The Estimator may have the issuing of Stock Manufacturing

Orders under these sanctions, as certainly no sanction ought to be

gi\en b\- the General Manager without a knowledge of the estimated

cost.

Stock Manufacturing Orders that are taken out to keep the shops

employed through a lull in sales requirements are apt to be treated

purely as a " stand-by " job, and unless lo«jkcd after properly may

cost an excessive amount.

The question of providing a proper stock of spare parts touches

a good many businesses, and much care is required to provide

adequately in this direction without incurring bad stock.

The usual basis for ordering up spare parts is to take the con-

sumption for repair purposes during some preceding {:>eriod. This

is all right for an established product, the design of which has not

altered, but there will be frequently a need to make provision of

spare parts with very little data to go on. other than experience

with some similar product. In the tentative stages—and many
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Manufactur-
ing for Stock.

businesses seem never to get past that stage in their stock pro-

duction—it will be better economy to hold a fairly generous stock

of spare parts in the unniachined stage, viz. as castings, forgings,

stampings or bar and only to machine to a finish in relatively small

quantities.

The potential economy of producing spare parts in large batches

is frequently discounted by the difficulty of getting more than a

small batch through each operation at any one time.

Another factor entering into the matter of stock production,

more particularly of complete assembled product, is that of appro-

priation to Sales Orders.

This appropriation wnll quite frequently involve some modification

to suit the particular customer, and where these modifications

affect more han the final production stages, it is necessary to plan

the stock production accordingly.

The scheme of widest application is to issue the Stock Manufactur-

ing Orders for assembled units or groups of parts according to the

class of product and the probabilities of sales modifications.

These assembled units will represent the stage in which the

product passes into stock to be drawn out later in various combina-

tions of units to make complete products, in accordance with Sales

Orders.

Section II g OJicial Orders.

Issue of
Orders.

The duty of issuing official orders for goods to be despatched or

5-12. work to be put in hand usually falls upon one of the commercial

departments, and convenience will dictate the channel to be used.

The Correspondence Office can act with advantage under some

circumstances, while in others the Estimating Office will be in mi ich

the better position to do this work. It is not uncommon, w^here

orders are numerous, to have a separate Order Department.

The principal point, perhaps, is to have all official orders issued

from the same source.

Orders as received from customers will be subject to scrutin\',

first as to the credit status of the firm, and secondly, as to any

technical or commercial conditions attaching to the order that

require consideration. Acknowledgment should be made if goods
5-I3- are not despatched the same day.

Of these orders, some v/ill refer to special products, others to

standard product or to standard product that can be adapted to

the customer's requirements.
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Tlie fact that standard products inav' be sold <loes not always iwaeof
Ordert.

imply that the goods will be either in stock or in course of manu-

facture, owing to the wide range of product attempted hv many
firms in this country.

Standard product that has to be made up for each selling order

will require to be treated much the same as special products.

If all standard products are kept in stock, and if no sales of same

are made that involve modification of standard design, then and th'-n

only will it be feasible to discriminate in the issue of ofticial orders

between sales of special product and sales of standard product.

The (juestion of orders for works additions and repairs is con-

sidered elsewhere.

In the ordinary way, the only division in sales that can be main- Sales Ordere.

tained in the official orders will be as between sales of complete

product and sales of sundries (including repairs). These divisions

may be designated as follows :

Series A—Sales Orders.

,, B—Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders.

In the latter series in a business involving the supply of spare

parts, with or without the work of fitting same in place, it will be

better, if not absolutely necessary, to group such orders in one

series, though separation of Sundries from Repairs is well enough, if

it can be earned out consistently.

A valuable point may be made in connection with Sales Repair

Orders, namely, that no repair work should be completed until a

quotation has been submitted to the customer and appro\ed. It

would be safer, of course, not to start the repair until estimate

is accepted, but policy will prevent too arbitrary a position being

taken up. A careful inspection of repairs necessary must precede

the making up of the estimate, and such a course is to the advantage

of all parties. It is of particular importance where the customer

may be reading more into the guarantee, under whic h he jnirchased,

than was intended.

It will prove very helpful in controlling expenditure on guarantee

work if a separate series of orders is used for this purpose. Instead

of a separate series a qualifying letter may be given to the orders

referring to guarantee, e.g. B 690 G.

While the definition of what constitutes a Sales Order is clear Prodacuon
Orders.

enough, the same can hardly be said of Production Orders.

Where product is made specially for each customer, the sales

order may also be the production order. 549

The usual condition is that some of the sales orders will be also
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Production production orders, in that the whole product called for has to be
Orders. ^

made specially, while the balance of sales will be effected from

goods made nominally for stock.

Where sales orders are utilised as production orders it is sufficient

distinction to add a letter, say P, thus AP looi, BP 2457.

Some risk of confusion may possibly arise when a sales order is

used as a production order for only the completing stages of any

product.

Confusion will be avoided so long as the Stock Manufacturing

Orders are arranged so as to only cover the work of production up

to the stages when the sales order may be said to operate.

The progressive or identification no. of each item of complete

S-107. product as it appears in the Progressive No. Register will often

be a better reference for the concluding stages than the Sales Order

Nos. as not being liable to cancellation or alteration. The cross

reference in this register must be relied on to identify particular

progressives nos. with particular Sales Order Nos.

A subsidiary class of production orders \vill relate to development

and experimental work.

It is quite important that orders of this character should be

authorised by the General ^Manager as tending to control a class of

expenditure that so readily runs to waste, although much advantage

may result from generous expenditure wdsely directed.

An expenditure limit may be placed on some of these orders, mth
a view to their being referred for further authorisation when the

limit is reached.

The term Developments has been associated with that of Experi-

ments to give a wider scope to this series. Such wdder scope is

valuable as providing a suitable heading for development expendi-

ture, in connection with regular production, that would otherwise

have to be included in the net production costs. The point has

most application in a strictly manufacturing business and will

arise, for the most part, on new lines of product.

Probably only an estimate of those production costs, that ought

to be treated as developments, can be attempted, and in such cases

an official order in the above series may hardly be of much use

—

the necessary adjustment being possibly made in the accounts. On
the other hand, the total expenchture passing to the Development

and Experiments Account in the financial books will be more suscep-

tible to control if official orders are issued to cover even these

estimated proportions of cost.

The order series for stock manufactures is assumed to be lettered

" C " and for developments and experiments to be lettered " D."
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WORKS ADMINISTRATION

Works Regulations. section iiia

WuKKs Rules or Regulations, as usually understood, seem to ReguiationB
&ffectliiK

consist mainly of restrictions and penalties. Rules of this character Employees.

are quite properly disapproved by many managers, if only that so

much regulation of conduct is attempted that it is not possible to

apply the rules literally. The maintenance of good conduct or

reasonable disciphne is a matter of supervision ; and efficient

supervision is not to be achieved by any list of rules.

On the other hand, the Management may wish to regulate the

men's conduct in some particular, that would not be embraced by

anv ordinarv code of ethics. A typical case is, perhaps, that of

smoking in the Works, and another is that of taking meals in the

shops, when a mess-room is provided. It is necessary to publish

notices, if any prohibition is to be effected without unfairness.

With a few possible exceptions of this sort, works regulations

should not consist of prohibitions, but should be essentially a state-

ment of the routine arrangements with which workmen shall comply.

Established regulations can, of course, be applied to new comers

by word of mouth and their own observation, but it is in the interests

of all parties to set down in the form of office instructions the

permanent routine arrangements and conditions of work. As to

what these ought to be only local circumstances can determine,

but it is thought that the following draft of representative regulations

may be useful to anyone considering the matter in detail.

Standing Office Instructions Concerning Employees.

1. Terms of Engaukment. :ia. Ordinary Meal Times.

Even- workman is eiiKaged by the hour and Breakfast - - 8.0 to 8.30 a.m.

paid only for time actually work-d. (One hour allowed after working all

The enKagement may be terminated by night.)

either party at anv moment and without more l>inner - - - 1 to '2 p.m.

than one hour's notice.
,

._
(Saturdiiyn, 12 ncx»n to 1 p.m.).

In case oi dismis-oal (or miscouduct no
notice whatever will be necessary.

2. ORDI5ARY WORKISO HOlRi*.

The working week shall consibt of 03 hours,
arranged oa follows

:

Mondav to Kridav, 6 a.m. to 3 p.m.

(»i hrs.).

!>atarday, a.m. to 12 noon (.'>} )irs.).

Tea (where working mor<>

than Z hrs. (jvertime)
excepting Friday .'» to .1.30 p.m.

Ten. Kridavs (I'ay

.Night) • 3 to 5.4J p.m.
SupiHT - • - 9.30 to 10.30 p.m.
Earfv Hreakfn!.t - 2.0 to 2.30 am.
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Regulations 3. Overtime.
affecting Overtime allowances will only be paid after
Employees. a full ordinary day has been worked (see

Reg\iIation No. 2).

Time and Quarter Rate will be paid for the

first two hours overtime and Time and Half
Rate afterwards.

Unless the whole department is working
overtime, each man's overtime must be
authorised by an Overtime Ticket from the
foreman, and this ticket must be given to

the Gatekeeper—otherwise overtime will not
be paid for.

Overtime on t^aturday afternoons for shop
cleaning purposes must terminate at 4 p.m.
Workmen will not be expected to work

more than 32 hours overtime in any four
consecutive weeks, except in the following

cases

:

I.—Repairs or Replace Work of any
kind.

II.—Making up time lost through break-
down of plant.

3a. Night Shut.
Night Sliift hours will be arranged as

follows

:

7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
Men taking over machines worked by

juniors during day may have to start at
6 p.m.
Meal Hours. 9.30 to 10.30 p.m. and 2.0 to

2.30 a.m.
Payment will be made at Time and Quarter

Rate for all hours worked up to 6 a.m. when
bare time recommences.
When a Night .Shift is being worked, each

man must continue working until relieved
by the proper man appointed for the succeed-
ing shift, or, in his absence, by a substitute
arranged by the foreman. If not relieved
in this way, work may only be discontinued
by permission of the foreman.
The change from Day Shift to Night Shift,

and vice versa, will usually take effect on
Mondays, but should a workman be called
upon to change on any other day, working
continuously, the Rate of Time and Quarter
will be paid after the full day's hours have
been worked.

.3b. Working ox Sundays and PrBLic
Holidays.

Double Time Rate will be paid for working
on Sundays and Christmas Day.
Time and Quarter Rate will be paid for

working on the following days :

Easter Monday. Whit Monday.
August Bank Holiday. Boxing Day.

The Time and Half Rate will not commence
until Hi hours have been worked.

4. Time Recording.
Mechanical Time Recorders are provided

tliroughout the Works, and all workmen are
required to register, or stamp, on their time
card at the proper recorder on the following
occasions

:

Time " IN " at the commencement of
each day (or night), and on resuming
work after each meal.

Time " OUT " when stopping work for
the day (or night).

When registering, each workman must
take the time card bearing his number from
the first rack, and, after stamping the card,
place it in the second rack under the correct
number.
No Employee may record Anyone's

Time but his own. Anyone infringing this
rule will be liable to instant dismissal.
The racks containing the time cards are

opened fifteen minutes before the time for
commencing work.

0)il!/ Recorder Time Stampings will be
recognised.

Omission to stamp on the proper occasion
renders the workman liable to a fine of one
hour's pay on the second occurrence in any
six months.
Men working meal times will not be re-

quired to register on the time recorder for
that time, but must get their Time Card
signed accordingly by their foreman, who
must state the reason for working.
Men leaving work at other than the usual

hours must obtain a Pass Out Ticket from
the Foreman, and this must be given up to
the Gatekeeper.
The Works Gates are closed punctually

at each starting time, and two minutes' grace
is allowed at the time recorders, when same
will be locked.

5. Lost Time.

Lost Time will be considered from day to
day, and suspension or discharge made in
cases of bad timekeeping.

5a. Absence without Leave.
If prompt explanation of absence is not

sent in writing to their foreman, the absentee
will be considered to have left.

The foreman will send on the note to the
Wages Office.

A Medical Certificate should be sent in
cases of illness lasting two days.

Other explanations of absence will be con-
sidered in conjunction with the Absentee's
Lost Time Record.

0. Works Holidays.

The usual Works Holidajs are as follows

:

Easter—Good Friday. Satiu-day and
Easter Monday.

Whitsuntide—Whit-Monday.
Summer Holiday—Ten consecutive

days. viz. : Saturday before August
Bank Holiday until the Monday after
(inclusive).

Christmas—Christmas Dav and Boxing
Day.

These may be varied to suit the Company's
requirements, when notices will be posted
accordingly.
Pay will usually be made at the normal

closing hour on the day ])receding a hoUday,
when overtime will only be worked in
exceptional cases.
Work will be resumed at 6 a.m. after any

holiday unless special instructions are issued
to the contrary.

7. Payment or Wages.
Each week's time, both Day Sliift and

Night Shift, is made up to 6 a.m. Thursday,
and payment is made at 5 p.m. Fridav (Night
Shift at 6.45 p.m. Fridays).

In making up the time for the week, any
fraction less than one-eighth of an hour,
remaining in the total, will not be paid for.

Time Wages are computed to the nearest
halfpenny.
The completed time card is re-issued as a

Pay Card, with the total hours filled in. on
Fridays, to the men working that day.
The amount of pay is noted on the pay

ticket inside each pay tin.

The Pay Card has to be given up in exchange
for the pay tin.

Payment for Away Time will be made up
separately from Works Time and the envelope
containing this pay will be placed in the pay
tin.

The respective Pay Stations for each
department are indicated on boards hung at
each Time Recorder.

Paying is not commenced until three
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miiiutfs past :. p.m.. f., all..w tiiiii- lor iiiuii
to iiif up properly in onlcr of depart iiu>iit.s
and in order of iiiniil>er>. .Men out of proper
•jrder will have to waif until the whole pny
UiiA been Kone fliroiinh onee.

-New men will he paid the llrst week at the
en.I of the list, that is, after the pav has been
none throuKh .uice. Thev will t.ike their
pn^'er plaee neeordinn to Cheek number in
sueeeedint; weeks.
The order in which the several (lepurtments

iisinu any I'uy ,station will bo varied earh
week nreordiiiK to a notice postoil at the Pav
Station.
Any diirerenee in the amount actually

received must be reported at the time to the
clerk in attendance outside each Pav Station

LiKiuiries as to Time WaKes should bemade personally at the Wa«es Olllec before
.>.1.> p.m. on Fridays, an.l will not be allowed
dunnK workiiiK hours, except through the
Department Foreman.
Men absent on Fridays must refer to theMages Ollice to claim their pay.
Pay not claimed on Fridavs may be drawn

on .Saturdays between 12 noon and I_M.') p ni
or, in the case of men absent throuRli sickncs.s,'
on any evening betwen :> and 5.1.", p.m. on
application at the Wages Oflice.
Pay not drawn at the ordinary time will

have to be signed for.
Men unable to claim their pay in person

must send a letter authorising some other
person to draw the nionev. No money will
be paid over to a third i)artv. whether a
relative or not, without written instructions
to do so. In ca.ses of serious illness .some
convenient arrangement will be made bv thewages Ofllce.

7a. IXSTTKAXCE CARDS.
Insurance Cards will be held in the Wages

umce, and duly stamped each week with thestamp representing the Employers' and the
hmployees' contribution. At the end of
each insurance jR-riod, or on leaving, the cards
will be returned to the respective employees>ew iH-riod cards must be handed in as nuicklv
as possible.
Men may see or borrow their cards at .'> p many day

; a receipt will be required when a
card is borrowed.

7b. Hospital Coxtribitio.ns.
So long as employees are willing to contri-

il^^j*?.*''^ Hospitals, facilities will be
afforded by the Firm as to the collection of
subscriptions by deduction from the wages
fcach Department will select two Coniniitt€e
Members, one either the Foreman or Assistant
foreman and the other a workman, to serve
on the Hospital Committee for obtaining
promises to contribute and .settling the disposal
of funds an«l allocation of Hospital Letters.

8. Extra Pav.
As far as pos.sible. e.xtra pav is made

according to the time or monev saved by aworkman through his energv and skill
In the instances where the Piecework

>>stem applies, a piece price is tl.xed for each
JOD, and the balance between the time wageson the job and the piece price is paid to theworkman.
With the Premium System, as cxtonsivelv

iised in these Works, a Time Limit is flxeil
lor the resi)ecti%e jobs, and the time actiiallv
taken on the work is compared with the Time
Limit One half of the time saved is then
calrulate.l at the mans hoiirlv wages rate
"".'' Pai<l «o him as a premium or Ikuius

Ihe lime Limit is arrived at (|uite differ-
ently from a Piece Price, and the two cannot
be compared.
The Time Limit i< made up of a Starting !

or Preparation Allowance for each hatch of

^^7

part^ to bo iiia.le. an.l for ro-Bturts. with R«|ntUUona
thereto

"''
''"''' '''*"" ''"'"' '"'''"'* ^SttuS

Ovemmeallowancesare not counted agah.Ht
^"P'°y««"

the I'iece Prices in the I'iecowork System
or against the lime Limits In the Premium"
System.

Day Hates or Time Wages are guaranteed
In all ca.ses and each j<d) will stan.l alone
unless specially provided for. The losses
will not bo set against the gains.

Junior's time (i.e. Youth's under 18 years),w 1 be counted again.st the Time Limit In the
following proportions :

For rates at I'd. iH;r hour and under half
tlini- counted.

For rates at -Id. and above 2d. per hour
three (|uarters of time counted.

I'lrst .year apprentices are not eligible for
premium work when working alone, and their
time will not count against the 'Jime Limit
when working with a mechanic except under
special circumstances.

If defects in material or errors in drawings
or faults in previous operations become
apparent before the work is llnished thev
must be at once reported to the foreman
and the time si)eiit on the defective piece
will be allowed to count as day work If
however, the defect is not i)ointe<l out as
soon as it coulil have been .seen, then no
allowance will be made in respect to any of
the time.
Work not i)assed as correct at the first

inspection will be dealt with on its merits
and, if correction is possible, the wages co.st,'
either actual or estimated, of the correction
will be deducted from the Extra Pay other-
wise due.
The Management reserve the right to

stop all Extra Pay on carele.ss workmanship
whether the work can be utilised or not.
Time Limits and Piece Prices will only

be altered as a consequence of a change^f
process or operating equipment.

~
No lini[t is placed on the amoun t of Extra

Pay that may be earned by any man^
Extra Pay is due for payment tlie week

following the completion of the job.
Particulars of these payments will appear

on the current Pay Card.
Extra Pay due to men leaving (not made

up at time of leaving) will be forwarded by
post on the Monday after it becomes due if
instructions be left at the Wages Offlcc.

Extra Pay eni|uiries can onlv be dealt
with on Monday nights at .') p.m.. unless made
through the Department Foreman.

9. Tools and Drawings.
.\ny workman failing to compiv with anv

Rules made regarding the return of Tools and
Drawings to the pro|)er Stores will be liable
to suspension until satisfactory explanation
has been given.
Workmen losing tools or breaking .same

without good cau.se, are liable to have the
half cost of same deducted from their Extra
Pay.
When leaving the llrm's emplo\ or drawing

all lying or back time, a Tool Clearance
Ueceipt must be obtained from the Depart-
ment Tool Stores, and haiuled in at the Wages
Ottlce before pay will be made. 'I<m.I Chi-cks
that cannot be accounted for will be charged
at one i>cnny each, and TimiI ltiM)k» at on--
shilling each, and the amount deducted trom
the wages flue. Any such deductions will
be duly refunded on the return of the mi.s-ing
items.
The Company will alford facilities to men

ilesiroiis of providing thenwives with jirivat.-
tools at trade prices, ami bv instalment-
Particular* max l..- olit;iiii.d :it the Wane*
omce.
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Herniations 10. Svggestions.

aflfecting Original sugpestions as to improved methods
Employees, may be submitted to the Works Manager by

letter. Due rtMogniticiii will be madeof sugges-

tions which can be utilised.

11. AC0IDBNT8.

Anyone meeting with an accident in the

Works will be given first aid at the Gatehouse.

The Gatekeeper will report all accidents

coming to his knowledge.
In the case of minor accidents not involving

first aid, the injured man should personally

report the matter to his foreman as early

as possible.
, , , ,

Claims for compensation must be made to

the Wages Office.

12. PREVEXTIOX OF ACCIDENTS.

No moving part of any machinery is, on any

account, to be cleaned or wiped down while

in motion.
, ., .^ j r

Workmen are strictly prohibited from

putting on Main Belts or Driving Belts

between Main Shaft and Counter Shaft, or

doing work on Main Shafting unless the

Engine is stopped or slowed down. The
repair and putting on of Main Belts is to be

done only by the Beltman.
.

Workmen when wearing any loose jacket

or sleeve, or any loose garment of any kind,

are specially cautioned against the danger

or working "at, or in close proximity to, any
machinery in motion, or which is liable to

be put in motion.
Workmen having occasion to remove any

guard or fence from any Machine or Belt

must do so when the machinery is at rest

;

and must replace the guard or fence before

re-starting the Machine or Belt.

Workmen using any Machinery, Machine,

Tool or Appliance of any description must
report without delay to the foreman in charge

anv apparent or suspected defect or danger.

Workmen are prohibited from standing

or passing unnecessarily underneath sus-

pended loads or walking under travelling

loads. Those engaged in the lifting or

moving of loads by crane or otherwise

are, in all cases, to give distinct warning to

others, who may be too near, to keep clear.

Special care is to be taken m the selection

and fitting of Slings, Chains, Ropes, and any

Tackle for lifting loads, and only such are

to be used as are of ample strength for the

purpose.
, ^ . XI

Machines must at all times be sufficiently

clean to allow of all necessary wiping down to

be done only after machinery is stopped at

11.50 a.m. oh Saturdays.

12a. SMOKING.

Smoking is strictly prohibited within the

Works buildings, other than the Mess Room,
as a precaution against fire. The prohibition

holds good day and night, week ends and
holidays. .„.,,,
A fine of sixpence will be inflicted for each

offence.
Any authorised exception to this rule will

oiilv "permit the smoking of a pipe. I'nder

no circumstances will cigarette smoking be
tolerated in the Works.

12b. Fire Alarm.

If fire is detected by any employee, he
should with all haste inform the Gatekeeper,

who will call out the Works Fire Brigade.

The informant will then do what he can to

check the fire pending the arrival of the

firemen, when he will only assist if requested

by the Offlcer-in-Charge.

13. General Facilities.

A Jless Room is pro\-ided for meals, and

the Attendant in charge is authorised to

charge Id. per week to each man using the

Mess Room.
For this pavment a brass check will be

issued entitling the holder to borrow plate

and drinking cup for each meal.
., , ,^

Meals will be heated free of charge if left

at the Mess Room before starting work.

Access to the Mess Room during working

hours is strictly barred to all. and messengers

may not be sent.

A Cycle Shelter is also provided, and may
be used on payment of a penny i er week to

the Attendant.
The Firm accept no responsibility for

wanton damage or theft, but insure against

fire up to a certain limit. Each man on

lodging his machine must obtain a brass

check from the Attendant corresponding with

the stall number to be used, and return same
on claiming the machine. This precaution

is in the interests of the employee, and is

essential for establishing a claim in the event

of fire. . ^

The Cycle Shelter is open fifteen minutes

before each starting time.

Hat and Coat Hooks are provided for each

emplovee inside the shops.

No baskets or bags may be taken m the

shop and must be lodged at the Mess Room
if brought into the Works at all.

All departments are closed during meal

hours from five minutes past the leaving time

to within ten minutes of the starting time.

Relatives or messengers bringing meals

to workmen are not allowed inside the Works
beyond the Gatehouse barrier.

14. Fines.

All fines and unclaimed pay of over three

months' standing will be handed over to the

Works Hospital Committee to be disposed of

j

at their discretion.

!
15. Employment away from the Works.

' When men are employed away from the

Works reasonable time, or money payment,

will be allowed for journeying to and from

their work.
If employed more than one mile away from

the Works the following allowance will be

made to those in receipt of hourly wages :

For periods of less than 24 hours (if not

returned to the Works witliin one hour

of Works meal times).

Breakfast, 9d. Dinner, l-

For periods of less than 7 days.

3/- per 24 hours.

For periods exceeding 7 days.

17,6 per week.

Meals on train.

When train journey exceeds 6 hours, a

meal allowance of 3,'- will be paid, and
after that period the allowances as above
will apply.
Fares. Third Class.

Travelling Time.
Travelling time will be paid as bare

time and will only be allowed at the

beginning and end of job unless ordered

home previously.

Accommodation provided by the Company.
When meals or lodgings are provided

by the Company, the respective allow-

ances will not be paid.

Exceptional Expenses.
Variations from the above allowances

will be duly considered by the Works
Manager on production of vouchers. Cab
fares can only be allowed under special

circumstances.

Tea.6d.
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I'aumfiU in advaiict. i 1«. tHANOK OK AUDRKSS. ReffUl&UonH
Who., an otni.lovf.' is soiit away li« i

,.;„p,, ,„„„ ^, ,,, , , , , i , affoottn*
will rereive lu. r.-turi. f.ire >ii..l all<.wan,c« .^„,, ,.,,„, „f ,,, ^ MiR-rT, . v Employee*
accor,lin« o above sruUMi|.t..Hn,l in.- 11,1-

-i, « Co.ni.anv will n..t. howovr ("r .lilUK tlu- tolowMiK NV e.lncsday niK ,t. 1 his „,,,lre8s.s of eiMploy..,..s to any oul-,1 i,-
"
tymoney i!) to beaccDiintfd (oron tlie Away '

' '
""'

'" i""i>-

'I'inic Sheet tliat has to l)e rendereii eacli
Wednesday niKht, ami the next week's
allowance will he sent with his wanes.
Kxeeptional expenses must ho reported
with ordinary expenses but no details are
required of tlio expenditure of allowances
due according to tliese rules.

17. .Vfiy employee or Kronp of eniployeen
lending money for uain to fellow-workern
will be liable to instant dismissal.

Reference copies of the standing instructions, on tlic lines of tin-

foregoing, should be supplied to eacii foreman.

Sometimes copies of such regulations are printed in booklet

form for issue to the workmen. In any case, if any personal notice

to the men is nccessar\-—apart from what they may learn from their

foreman and associates, a booklet will be much more effective than

a printed notice placarded on the factory wall>.

An abbreviated edition, stating particulurh- all penalties, may
be printed on the cover of the Tool Book (5-92).

In the matter of fines, due regard must be paid to the legal obliga-

tion laid on employers by the Truck Act, 1896, of which tlie following

notes have been taken from the Factory Abstract which has to be

affixed in every Factory.

Note as to the Truck Act, 1S96.

All fines, or deductions or charges in respect of (a) bad work or (6) damaged goods or (c)
niat€rials or articles to be used in relation to the work, are illegal unless made in pursuance
of a contract between the employer and the worker. The contract must be in writing and
signed by each worker, or else contained in a Notice alTixed in the factory ; and a copy must
be given to each worker when the contract is made.

In the case of lines, the contract must specify clearly the matter in respect of which a fine
may be imposed, and the amount of the line.

In the case of materials or articles used in relation to the work, tlie charge must not exceed
the cost thereof to tlie employer.

Xo tine or deduction or charge (nor any contract respecting the same) is legal imless it is
fair and reasonable.

Written particulars must be given to the worker on each occasion when a fine or deduction
or charge is made.

A register of all fines imposed must be kept. The contract and register must be produced
on demand of H.M. Inspectors.

A copy of the contract must be given to any worker on demand.

Referring to Hospital Contributions, the extension of some of

the Hospital Saturday Funds to provide dental and optical treat-

ment, and also surgical instruments at specially low rates, to be

paid for by instalments, is especially to be commended.
A passing reference may be made to latrines, as a certain amount

of discipline is essential. In the larger works, there is usually a

Latrine Attendant, and a timing of employees in and out to check

abuse. Considerations of hygiene and the men's self-respect will

justify the provision of modern conveniences. It will be desirable

to prohibit reading and to provide sanitary paper. By having the

foremen's latrines in the same building, presumably a special

detached one, the necessity for an attendant in continuous attendance

may be avoided.
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Factory
. The responsibilities of works managers under the Factory and

Act Require- ^
. , . , , r i

ments. Workshop Act, 1901, will be sufficiently indicated for the present

purpose by the following extracts, which are of fairlygeneral apphca-

tion to at least non-textile factories. The Act needs to be consulted

in regard to saving clauses and application of the Act in directions

not covered by the extracts.

Extracts from Factory and Workshop Act, 190 1.

For the purpose of securing the observance of the requirements as to cleanliness in factories,

all the inside walls of the rooms of a factory, and all the ceilings or tops of those rooms . . . and
all the passages and staircases of a factory, if they have not been painted with oil or varnished

once at least within seven years, shall (subject to any special exceptions made in pursuance

of this section) be limewashed once at least within every fourteen months, to date from tlie

time when they were last limewashed ; and if they have been so painted or varnished shall be

washed with hot water and soap once at least within every fourteen months, to date from
the time when they were last washed.
A factory shall ... be deemed to be so overcrowded as to be dangerous or injurious to

the health "of the persons employed therein, if the number of cubic feet of space in any room
therein bears to the number of persons employed at one time in the room a proportion less than
two hundred and fifty, or, during any period of overtime, four hundred, cubic feet of space to

everv person.
There shall be affixed in every factory and workshop a notice specifying the number of

persons who may be employed in each room of the factory or workshop by virtue of this

section.
, , „ . ,

In every factory and workshop aderjuate measures must be taken for securing and main-
taining a reasonable temjierature in each room in which any person is employed, but the

measures so taken must not interfere with the purity of the air of any room in which any person

is employed.
In every room in any factory or workshop sufficient means of ventilation shall be provided,

and sufficient ventilation shall be maintained.
In every factorv or workshop or part thereof in which any process is carried on which renders

the floor liable to be wet to such an extent that the wet is capable of being removed by drainage,

adequate means shall be provided for draining off the wet.

Every factory and workshop must be provided with sufficient and suitable accommodation
in the way of sanitary conveniences, regard being had to the number of persons employed
in or in attendance at the factory or workshop, and also where persons of both sexes are or

are intended to be employed or in attendance, with proper separate accommodation for persons

of each sex. The Secretary of State shall, by Special Order, determine what is sufficient

and suitable accommodation within the meaning of this section.

The Sanitary .Accommodation Order of 4th February, 1903, contains the following

rule :

In factories or workshops where males are employed or in attendance there shall

be one sanitary convenience for every 25 males ;
provided that

—

(«) in factories or workshops where the number of males employed or in attendance

exceeds 100, and sufficient urinal accommodation is also provided, it shall be

sufficient if there is one sanitary convenience for every 25 males up to the first

100, and one for every 40 after
;

(6) in factories or workshops where the number of males employed or in attendance

exceeds 500, and the District Inspector of Factories certifies in writing that

by means of a check system, or otherwise, proper supervision and control in

regard to the use of the conveniences are exercised by officers specially appointed

for that purpose, it shall be sufficient if one sanitary convenience is provided

for every 60 males, in addition to sufficient urinal accommodation. Any certifi-

cate given bv an Inspector shall be kept attached to the general register, and shall

be liable at any time to be revoked by notice in writing from the Inspector.

With respect to the fencing of machinery in a factory the following provisions shall have

('«) Everv hoist or teagle, and every fly-wheel directly connected with the steam or water

or otlier mechanical power, whether in the engine-house or not, and every part of any
water wheel or engine worked by any such power, must be secmely fenced ;

and
(h) Every wheel-race not otherwise secured must be securely fenced close to the edge

of tlie wheel-race ; and
.

(c) All dangerous parts of the machinery, and every part of the mill gearing, must eitlier

be securely fenced, or be in such position or of such construction as to be equally

safe to every person employed or working in the factory as it would be if it w^ere

securely fenced ; and , ., ,, . -a
(d) All fencing must be constantly maintained in an efficient state while the parts required

to be fenced are in motion or use, except where they are under repair or under examina-

tion in connection with repair or are necessarily exposed for the purpose of cleaning

or lubricating or for altering the gearing or arrangements of the parts of the machine.

Everv steam boiler used for generating steam in a factory or workshop, or in any place to

which any of the provisions of this Act apply, must, whether separate or one of a range—

(a) have attached to it a proper safety valve and a proper steam gauge and water gauge

to show the pressure of steam and the height of water in the boiler ;
and

(6) be examined thoroughly by a competent person at least once in every fourteen months.

A report of the result of every such examination in the prescribed form, containing the

prescribed particulars, shall within fourteen days be entered into or attached to the general
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reiiiat^T 01 the fartory or workshop, iiikI the report shall In- siifiinl by the i»er«<'n iiiakiiiB tli'- Factory
examination, and. if that person is an ins|>e<-t(>r of a l>oiler-inH|iertinK eonipany or aHsoclatlon. Act R«QUlre-
»)y the chief ensiiieer of the company or association. mentt.

In a fact^iry . . . the traversing carriage of an\ self-actinK machine must not lie allowcij
to run out within a distance of eiuhteen inches from any fixed structure not Ih'Iuk part of the
machine, if the space over which it runs out is a space over which any iwrHon is liahle to pass,
whether in the <-ourse of his emplov nieiit or otherwise.

A youn»; [lerson must not he allowed to clean any daneerous part of the machinery in a
factory while the machinery is in motion liy the aid of steam, water, or other mechaniral
|M)»er : and for this pur|Mise such parts of the macliiiier\ shall, utdess the contrary is proved,
be pretiunted to be dauKcrous as are so notilleil by an insixM-for to the occupier of the factory.

Every factory ... in whiih more than forty persons are emiilo\e<l must be furnished
with a certillcnte from the district council of the district in which the factory or workshop
is situate that the fai-fory or workshoj) is provided with such means of esca|K' in case of lire

(or the [HTsons employed therein as can rea.sonably be rerjuired under the circiimstaiiceH of

each ca.se.

The menus of e.srajH" in ca.se of lire provided in any factory or workshoj) shall be maintained
in iiiHul condition and free from obstruction.

While any iierson employed in a factory or workshop i.s within the factory or workshop
for the puriHKse of employment or meals, the doors of the factory or workshop, and of any room
therein in which any such |H'rs<ui is, must not be locked or bolte<l or fastened in such a manner
that they cannot be easily and imniediatelv ojiened from the inside.

In every factory or workshoj) . . . the doors of each room in which more jwrsons than ten
.ire employeii. shall, except, in the case of slidini; doors, be con.structed so lui to oi)cn outwards.

With respect to the employment of women and younjj persons in a non-textile factory,
and a workshop, the following regulations shall be observed :

(1) The period of employment, except on Saturday, shall (s.ivc as is in this Act sixM-ially

excepted) either begin at six o'clock in the morning anil end at six o'clock in the
evening, or tjegin at seven o'clock in the morning and end at seven o'clock in the
evening, orl>egin at eight o'clock in the morning and end at eight o'<'lockin the evening.

(2) The period of employment on Saturday shall (save as is in this .Vet specially excepted)
liegin at six o'clock in the morning and end at two o'clock in the afternoon, or l»egin at

seven o'clock in the morning and end at three o'clock in the afternoon, or begin at

eight o'clock in the morning ami end at four o'clock in the afternoon.

(3) There shall be allowed for meals during the said period of employment in the factory
or workshop

—

(a) on every day except Saturday not less than one hour and a half, of which one
hour at the lea.st. either at the same time or at different times, shall be before
three o'clock in the afternoon ; and

(ft) on Saturday not less than half an hour.

(4) .\ woman or a young person in a non-textile factory and a young person in a workshop
shall not be employed continuously for more than five hours without an interval of

at least half an hour for a meal.

Subject to any special exceptions made by or in pursuance of this Act, the occupier of a
factory or workshop shall allow in each year to every woman, young person, and child employed
in the factory or workshop the following holidays

:

In England there shall be allowed as whole holidays

—

Christmas Day, Good Friday, and every Bank holiday, unless, in lieu of any of those
days, another whole holiday or two half holidays, fixed by the occupier, be allowed.

An occupier of a factory or workshop, not less than seven days before he avails him.self of

any special exception made by or in pursuance of this Act shall serve on the insi>ector for the
district . and affix in his factory or workshop, notice of hisintention so to avail himself, and w-hilst

he avails himself of the exception shall keep the notice so atlixed.

.\ child under the age of twelve years must not he emjiloyed in a factory or workshop.
In a factory a young person under the age of sixteen years or a child must not l)e employed

for more than seven, or if the certifying surgeon for the district resides more than three miles

from the factory thirteen, work days, unless the occupier of the factory h.-is obtained a certificate,

in the prescribed form, of the fitness of the young person or child for employment in that
factory.

When a child becomes a young person a fresh certificate of fitness must be obtainetl.

When a child of the age of thirteen years has obtained from a |>erson authorise<l by the
Board of Education a certificate of having attaineil such standard of proficiency in reading,

writing, and arithmetic, or such standard of previous due attendance at a certilled etllcient

school as is mentioned in this section, that child shall be deemed to be a young i>erson (or the
puri)oses of this Act.

Printed copies of all regulations for the time being in force under this .\ct in any factory
or workshop shall be kept posted up in legible characters in conspiinous places in the (actoo'
or workshop where thev may be conveniently read by the persons employed.

A printed copy of all such regulations shall be given by the occupier to any i)erson affected

thereby on his or her application.
If the occupier of any factory or workshop fails to comply with any provision ol this section

as to posting up or giving conies, he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding ten pounds.
Every person who pulls (lown. injures, or defaces any regulations posted uii in pursuance

of this Act. or any notice posted \\\i in pursuance of the regulations, shall be li;ible to a tine

not excelling five p<junds.
.\n inspector shall, for the purpose of the execution of this .\ct, have power to do all or any

of the following things ; namely,

—

(a) To enter, ins|».it. anri examine at all rea.s<Miable times, by day ami night, a factory

an<l a workshop, ami every part thereof, when he has reasonable c nuw to iH-lieve that

any person is employed therein, and to enter by ilay any place which h" haa n-aaonablc

cause to Ijelieve to l»e a factory or workshop ; and

(6) To take with him in either case a constable into a factory or workshop in which he

has rea-sonahle cause to appreheml any serious obstruction in I'x- i-\e.-iiticin of hi^

duty ; and
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Factory (c) To rcciuire the production of the registers, certificates, notices, and documents kept

Act Requir©- in pursuance of this Act. and to inspect, examine, and copy the same ; and
ments. (rf) xo make sucli examination and inquiry as may be necessary to ascertain wlietlier

the enactments for the time being in force relating to public health and the enactments

of this Act are complied with, so far as respects the factory or workshop and the

persons employed therein : and

(?) To ent€r anv school in which he has reasonable cause to believe that children employed
in a factory or workshop are for the time being educated : and

(/) To examine, either alone or in the presence of any other person, as he thinks fit, with

respect to matters under this Act, every person whom he finds in a factory or workshop
or such a school as aforesaid, or whom he has reasonable cause to believe to be or to

have been within the preceding two months employed in a factory or workshop,

and to require every such person to be so examined and to sign a declaration of the

truth of the matters respecting which he is so examined : and

(fj) To exercise such other powers as may be necessary for carrying this Act into effect.

Every inspector shall be furnished with the prescribed certificate of Ms appointment,

and on applying for admission to a factory or workshop shall, if so required, produce the said

certificate to the occupier.
Everv person shall, within one month after he begins to occupy a factory or workshop,

serve on' the inspector for the district a written notice containing the name of the factory or

workshop, the place where it is situate, the address to which he desires his letters to be addressed,

the nature of the work, the nature and amount of the moving power therein, and the name
of the person or firm under which the business of the factory or workshop is to be carried on.

There shall be afii.xed at the entrance of every factory and workshop, and in such other

parts thereof as an inspector for the time being directs ; and be constantly kept so affixed

in the prescribed form and in such position as to be easily read by the persons employed in the

factory or workshop

—

(«) The prescribed abstract of this Act ; and

(6) A notice of the name and address of the prescribed inspector ; and

(c) A notice of the name and address of the certifying surgeon for the district ; and

(d) A notice of the clock (if any) by which the period of employment and times for meal3

in the factory or workshop are regulated : and

(?) Every notice and docxunent required by this Act to be affixed in the factory or work-

shop.

In everv factory and workshop there shall be kept a register, called the general register,

showing in'the prescribed form the prescribed particulars as to

—

(a) the children and young persons employed in the factory or workshop ; and

(b) the lime-washing of the factory or workshop ; and

(() every accident occurring in the factory or workshop of which notice is required to

be sent to an inspector ; and

(d) every special exception of which the occupier of the factory or workshop avails liim-

self ; and
(e) such other matters as may be prescribed.

Where the age of anv voung person under the age of sixteen years or child is required to

be ascertained or proved for the purposes of this Act. or for any purpose connected with the

emploj-ment in labour or elementary education of the young person or child, any person shall

on presenting a written requisition in such form and containing such particulars as may be

from time to time prescribed bv the Local Government Board, and on payment of a fee of

sixpence, be entitled to obtain a certified copy under the hand of a registrar or superintendent

registrar of the entrv in the register, under the Births and Deaths Registration Acts, 1836 to

1874, of the birth of that voung person or child ; and such form of requisition shall on request

be supplied without charge by every superintendent registrar and registrar of births, deaths,

^iid mnrrisstcs.
If a factory or workshop is not kept in conformity with this Act, the occupier thereof shall

be liable to a "fine not exceeding ten pounds, and, in the case of a second or subsequent con-

viction in relation to a factory within two years from the last conviction for the same offence,

not less than one pound for each offence. ,,..,•,, -, i, . .

Where an offence for which the occupier of a factory or workshop is liable under this Act

to a fine has in fact been committed by some agent, servant, workman, or other person, that

agent servant, workman, or other person, shall be liable to the like fine as if he were the occupier.

The expression " child " means a person who is under the age of fourteen years, and who
has not, being of the age of thirteen years, obtained the certificate of proficiency or attendance

at school mentioned in Part III. of this Act. ,, , ,.,,
The expression " young person " means a person who has ceased to be a child and is under

the age of eighteen years.

FEES OF CERTIFYING SURGEONS.

Fees ox Examixatiox for certificates of Fitness for Employment.

'2s. 6d. for each visit, and 6d. for each person
after the first five examined at that visit

;

and also if the factory or workshop is more
than one mile from the surgeon's residence.

6d. for each complete half mile over and
above the mile.

When the examination is at the factory or

workshop
n

When the examination is not at the factory orA
workshop, but at the residence of the I

surgeon, or at some place appointed by the
\

surgeon for the purpose, and that place as
well as the day and hour appointed for the I

purpose has been published in the prescribed I

manner J

6d. for each person examined.
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SOHKIULK VI. 1

1. I'riiit wurks.
_'. lilcacliiiiK iiiid Myi'iii« works.
3. lOiirdioiiwart' works.
4. I-u<iier-iiiat(li works.
."). I'eri'ii.ssion-ciip works.
0. CartridKo works.
7. l'a|K>r-stainiiiK works.
8. Fu8tian-c'iittii)K works.
I). Blast fiiriiaciM.

1(1. c:oi>iH'r mills.

11. Iron inills.

12. Fouiidrli's.

13. Metal ami iinlia-riilibcr work
U. rapor mills.

7i

.1ST OK .NnN-'I'KXTlI.K FACTOIIIKS.

I.'i. (Jlass works.
111. lohacco (actorirs.
17. Lctlrrprrss |irintiiiu works.
IH. hookliiiicliiiu workH.
ID. Flax sciilcli mills.
20. F,l<Mtriral stations.
21. Mat works.
22. Kopo workH.
23. HakfhoiiH.-s.
24. I.ncf wari-hoiisps.
2.'>. .shiplxiililjiii; yards.
20. (iuarrit's.

27. I'it-baiiks.
2^<. Drv-rleaninK, cariict-lH'atiiiK ami

hottlc-wasliiMK works.

Factory
Act Require-
mcntti

According to the latest returns * avaikil)lf which refer to i()i2, the

number of factories under inspection is as follows :

Textile Factories

Non-Textile Factories

TotAt.

8,271

109,004

No. Kegistered during
Year.

Added.

321

7,624

Kemoved.

4.861

Net Increase
During Year.

70

2,763

The question of accidents to workmen is unfortunately serious xccidente.

in most works, both from the point of view of the injured and of the

employer. Some works employ a matron for visiting sick and
accident cases. If women are employed, the necessity of so doing

is bej-ond doubt, and it pavs.

A well-equipped ambulance service is in the interests of both

parties, and a proper ambulance room might be advantageously

included in the Gatehouse. In that event, and preferably in any
event, the Gatekeeper should be qualified to render first-aid.

A valuable instruction in this connection is as follows :

1. Tincture of Iodine to be freely swabbpd over wound with cotton wool.
i. Clean gauze to be placed on wound.
3. Bandages to be applied.
Ko Water or Lotion to be tsed.

Following from such an arrangement the Gatekeeper can so

readily report all cases of first-aid rendered, indicating those passed

on for medical treatment or sent home. The Gatekeeper's reports

should pass to the Wages Office, on whom must rest the responsi-

bility of furnishing the official reports as required by the Home
Office authorities and advising the Insurance Company.
To a large extent the Departmental Foremen are best qualified

to supply the details requisite for these reports, and the matter is

one to be arranged by the Wages Office.

There may be accidents of seemingly trifling character that will

elude these arrangements for getting reported. Eye cases are those

most likely to lead to unexpected developments. All that can vi-ry

well be done is to instruct the men to tdl their foreman even of

• .Vnnual Ke|>ort of ClUef Iitspector of Factories and Wortshoix* for the year 1012.
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Accidents. these seemingly minor cases, and leave it to the foreman's judgment

=;-38- as to making out an Accident Report.

All Accident Reports will need to be signed by the foreman-in-

charge, and be passed by the Works Manager. The report form

should provide for the information required by both the Home

Office and the Insurance Company, and should provide for indicating

the dates when the various reports are sent off.

The Home Office requirements in this matter are indicated in

the following extract.

Extract from Notice of Accidents Act, 1906.

(1) Where any accident occurs iu a factory or workshop wliich is either

—

(n) an accident causing loss of life to a person employed in the factory or workshop ; or

(h) an accident due to anv machinery moved by mechanical power, or to molten metal,

hot liquid, explosion, escape of gas or steam, or to electricity, and so disabling any
person employed in the factory or workshop as to cause him to be absent throughout

at least one whole day from his ordinary work ; or

(e) an accident due to any other special cause which the Secretary of State may specify

by order, and causing such disablement as aforesaid ; or

(d) an accident disabling for more than seven days a person employed in the factory or

workshop from working at his ordinary work,

written notice of the accident, in such form and accompanied by such particulars as the ^ecre•

tary of State prescribes, shall forthwith be sent to the inspector of the district and also in the

case of the accidents mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (6) of this subsection, and (if the order of

the Secretary of State specifying the special cause so requires) of accidents mentioned in para-

graph (c), to the certihing surgeon of the district.

(2) If anv accident causing disablement is notified under this section, and after notification

thereof results in the death of the person disabled, notice in n-riting of the death shall be sent

to the inspector as soon as the death comes to the knowledge of the occupier of the factory or

workshop.

In the matter of the meaning of the expression, in clause (6)

above, as to absence " throughout at least one whole day from his

ordinary work," this has been laid down as meaning " one whole

working day after that on which the accident occurred."

All accidents must be entered in the Factory General Register

(Home Office).

The latest returns available of accidents reported under the

Factory and Workshop Acts (including the Notice of Accidents

Act) give the following figures :

Factory and Workshop Acts.

Year.

1912

Factories and
Workshops.

945

142,929

Docks, Wharves, Buildings,
and Quays. ^

Killed.

183 114

other Works.

18

Injured.

9,481 1,859 703
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The responsibilities of cniployrrs in regard to compensation arc Accidenu.

briefly as follows :

The Wiirkmen's ('<iiiii>tiisjilioii Ait, 1900, provides* im the payment by the employer U>
workiiKii iiijiireil in his service (or in the service of any Sub-contractor cniployeil liy him on
work iiiKlcrtaken t»y him) comjiensation iis follows :

In cask (IK Dkath, where the deceased leaves persons de|M>iident upon hi.s enrninits at the
time of his death, thrir ijtan' fartiiixjn, not less than HVM). nor more than £3(M).

When there are no dei>eniicnts. a sum for medical and funeral expenses not exceeding £10.

DVRi.so Total Ihsablkmknt :

If under 'Jl years of age, full wajjes up to l(ts. per week.
If over 'IX years of age. half wages, not exceeding 20s, jK-r week.
I'ay.'ihle after the tlrst week, or from the tlrst day of disablement if the period iu 14 days or

longer.

Is THK KVK.NT OK THE IXJIRY BEING PKRMANKNT, THK KuRKOOlSCi COMPENSATION
WlULl) REOIIRE TO BE PAID FOR THE WUOLE TERM OF LIKE.

I.NDisTRiAL Diseases :

In the event of disability arising from specific diseases due to the nature of the employ-
ment, compensation has to be paid as if a personal injury by accident had been
sustained.

The premiums are calculated upon the annual wages expenditure

of the employer. Payment is made on an estimate at the beginning

of the year and adjusted on the renewal of the policy.

The Employer is responsible also for rendering an annual return

of all accidents and compensation paid, except where he is insured

with an insurance company which has arranged to make this return

on the employer's behalf.

The latest returns available of compensation under theWorkmen's
Compensation Act, 1906, and the Employers' Liability Act, 1880,

give the following figures :

ISDUSTRY.

Year 1912,

XrMBER OF
Persons

Kmployed.

Total
Compensation

PAUi.

I IIARiiE PEB
Person

Employed.

i £ s. D.

Shipping - 254.398 201,329 15 9
l-'actories - 5.250,431 1,312,811 5

Docks - 158,598 169,704 I I 4

Mines - - 1,086,113 1,185,727 I I 10

Quarries - 84-703 47.813 II 3

Constructional Work 115.218 66,805 II 7

Railways - 461,544 189,912 8 2

Total - 7,411.005 3.174.IOI 8 7

The above figures represent only the actual amount paid to

workmen or their dependants under the Act. The total charge,

when legal, medical and insurance management expenses are

added, is thought to be little short of £5,000,000.
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Accidents. Regulation No. 12 for Prevention of Accidents is based on the

placard issued by the Iron Trades Employers Insurance Association.

Ltd., who issue also adhesive labels for affixing to machines worded

as follows :

GUARDS.

The Guard MUST NOT BE REMOVED from this macliine till it is

stopped.

The Guard MUST Bi; REPLACED before the machine is re-started.

Any workman infringing this rule does so at his own risk, and subjects

himself to instant dismissal.

No workman is to attempt to clean any machine while it is in motion.

BY ORDER.

Fire Precau-
tions.

The importance of adequate precautions being taken against

fire needs little emphasis.

The desirability of regular fire drill for all hands will depend

largely on local circumstances and the lay-out of the Works, but

there is little doubt of the necessity for a ^^^orks Fire Brigade in

the majority of cases.

The Jury, at a Fire Inquest by the City of London Coroner on

Jan. 27th, 1913, added the following recommendation to their

verdict :

" That Fire Drill be made compulsory in all Factories, without

regard to the number of hands employed."

The inauguration of a Works Fire Brigade does not necessarily

entail the acquisition of all the paraphernaha of a public fire brigade.

The Works Brigade is likely to do valuable work in fighting small

fires arising from electrical causes, as to which Insurance Companies

aim to absolve themselves from liability, as to the electrical apparatus

itself.

The following set of mles will be found useful in running a ^^^orks

Fire Brigade :

W. BLANK & CO., LTD.
Efficiency Works, Main Road, Londox.

WORKS FIRE BRIGADE.
The following Rules are intended for the

general organisation of the Fire Brigade,
which will consist of a Chief Officer, Second
Officer, Engineer, and ten Firemen, under the
control of Mr , Captain of the
Brigade. Each Member will be supplied
with a copy of these Rules, which he will be
required to carry out implicitly.

The Gatehouse will be considered the Head-
quarters of the Brigade, where all notices
will be exliibited, and where, in the event of
Fire, information as to the locality will be
obtainable.

Duties of Chief Officer.

Rule 1.—The duties of the Chief Officer,

Mr will be to instruct the Brigade

in their duties, to drill them, and take charge
of all operations of the Brigade when called

out for Drill. In the case of Fire he will take
charge in the absence of Captain. If Captain
is present he will take charge of nearest
Hydrant.
He will see that all appliances and accoutre-

ments are kept in order and in their place,

and will report monthly to the Captain upon
the condition and also upon the general

efficiency of the Brigade.
He should also, in case of Fire, endeavour

to be first on the spot, so that he may be able

to consider the best means of extinguishing
the Fire. and. above all, how to save the
Firm's propert.y.

Duties of Second Officer.

Rule 2.—The duties of the Second Officer

are to take the duties of the Chief Officer

should he be absent. If Chief Officer is

present he will take charge of second nearest

Hydrant.
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DCTIKS OF ENOINKKK.
HITLK 3.—The duties iif tlic KiiKiiutr will

lif to kep[' all iiiipliHtK-fs in ko<>i1 rcpiiir. anil
sec that fill' ri'SiTVf iVctl wafer taiikst are kept
full af all tinirs, ami, in flie event of I'ire, to
see that the water from town supply is turned
off from the lioilers. and that the reserve tank
wattT is used. He will also provide hiiufielf

with the neeessary eanvas, copper wire, and
pliers to reailily repair l>urst hose and other-
wise art as directed.

Duties ok 1"iuk.mk.s.

Rule 4.— The duties ot Kireineu are to
carry out all orders K'iven by the Senior
Officer jiresent immediately and without
<Iuestion. Kach Kireman will he held
responsible for his belt, axe, i)ouehes, etc.,
being kept in their proper place and in good
condition.

Rule 5.—Each Fireman must make him-
self ncqtiaintcd with the exact position of
Hydrants, Hose Boxes, Ladders, Lamps, etc.,
enumerated as follows :

1 .-. 8
2 6 9
3 7 10
4

Ladder in Department
Ladder in Gangway between Depart-
ments

Lamps at Headquarters.

Rule 6.—The ten Hydrants are appor-
t ioned for cleaning as follows :

1 and 2. . . 7 and 8.

. . 3 „ 6. . . 9 „ 10.

.. 4 „ .-..

will be responsible for cleaning
I.amps and Ladders, and cleaning and drying
Hose after use at any time.

Each man will be responsible for the good
condition of Hydrants, Hose, and Branch
under his care, and will see that free access to
the Hydrant is possible at all times.
Each Hydrant and its appurtenances are

to be cleaned once a week. Such cleaning
may be done at any time so long as it does
not interfere with the Fireman's regular
work.

(iENER.M..—Hose after use should be taken
to Fireman who will be respon-
sible for drying and cleaning.

Ordinary Drills will be held once a month,
notice of which will be posted at Head-
quarters, when all members must attend.

Turn-out and surprise Drills at the discre-
tion of the Captain.
A Roll Book will be kept at Headquarters,

in which the attendance of the Brigade at
Drill will be recorded. On this record,
together with marks of efficiency and care
of the fire appliances, will depend the yearly
grant of the Firm.

Signal Code.
•' Foruard, Get to TTor*."—One Whistle, or
Lamp waved from left to right over head.

Turn on WnUr."—Two sharp Whistles, or
r.anip waved twice from left to right over
hea.l.

• llaU ! Turn off Water."—Ona long Whistle.
or Lamp held for continued period over
head.

Make f/p." -Three Whistles, or Lamp
brought (low n and raised attain.

Ml arnilnblr handu u-nntfd."— ?"our Whi-<fle».

l-'ire CaM.—C'ontinned Whi.stling.

Kike Diui.i,. \i,l Ham
The men will form up at Headquarters and

III' iiunilx-rrd olf.

On the alarm being given. No. 1 Hectloii of
three will run to nearest Hose Box to the Fire
atid proeeeil as at Drill No. :\.

.No. 'J s.M-tion will run to the next nenrcBt
Hose Box and i)riMced in like numner.

Firemen Nos. 7, H, ami will fetch I-addorB,
Spare Hose, etc., as instructed.

Firemen No. 10 will convey Cujitain's
orders, or act as insf rui-ted.

Make \'v.- on tl,,- signal " Make Ip," all
hands will assist to nuike up and put away
gear, afterwards falling in at Headc|uarters
as they llnish.

Although written in the form of a Drill, thin
is the i)roper course to lie followed at a Fire,
and for practice men will be told olf without
numbering, taking up their duties in the order
they are told off.

iJkneral Rules to be eoli.oweu in
THE Event of Fire.

On receipt of information of a Fire, the
Gatekcei)er will at once ring electric bells,
which will be heard at the boilers and the
Steam Whistle will be blown continuously.

Should a Fireman discover a Fire, he
should at once send the alarm to the (iate-
house by anyone near, and himself proceed
to run out nearest Hose, etc., and further act
according to circumstances. On the alarm
being given after dark, the (Jatekeeper
should at once equip himself and proceed to
Fire after instructing boy to light lamps and
otherwise how to act.

During operations at a Fire, all Lamps
should be kept as near the ground as possible.
On hearing the alarm, the Members of the

Brigade will immediately make for Head-
i|uarters, equip themselves and make for the
scene of the Fire, taking Ladders and spare
Hose with them.
The first Fireman on the scene, if no Oflicer

is present, will take charge until OtUcer
arrives.

If it has been found necessary to call the
Public Fire Brigade, the man in charge of
Gatehouse will see that all carts are drawn
away from gates, and look out for Firemen
so as to direct them to the quickest way to
reach Fire.

All shouting to be avoided, and messages, if

liossible, to be carried by Firemen.
>ro instructions whatever to be taken from

anyone except Officers or Fireman in charge.
This is most impoktast.

In Uie event of Fire at night, the Watchman
will at once inform Gatekeeper, and then
instantly equip himself and act according to
circumstances.
The (Jate-keeper will call the Public Fire

Brigade by means of Alarm at and
Firemen

It must be remembered that the Brigade
would have to act much as a Salvage Corps,
and immediately Fire is out or under control
all available hands must at once get to work
to save spoilage, by moving goods, mo[>ping
up water, wiping down machinery, etc., etc..

under directions of Officers, who wouM
utilise any servant of the Company in this
work as seems best.
Members of the Brigade must at all timi'-*

carry this Cojiy of the Rules on their person
and produce same for inspection whenevi-r
called upon by the Olllcers to do s<j.

Fire Precau-
tions.

By order,

W. BF.ANK .V ( O.. LTD.

It will he necessary for each fireman's card of rules to Ijc endorsed
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tions^"^^*^^"
in the following terms to ensure his admission to the scene of the

fire should the local public brigade or police be already in attendance :

To llie Chief Officers in Charge of the Police or Public Fire Brigade.

The holder of tliese Rules is a trained Fireman in

our private Brigade, and his knowledge of our Works will be useful.

Please, therefore, allow him to pass to our Works situate in Main Road, London.

For and on Behalf of

W. BLANK & CO.,

Works Manager.

An allowance of one shilling may be made to each fireman in

respect to each drill or practice.

The firemen should live near the works or connected by electric

alarm bells with the Gatehouse.

Attention to these matters will ensure hydrants and roofs being

alwaj's accessible, and hose, chemical extincteurs, and other appli-

ances in usable condition. The position of water and gas valves

and cocks should be plainly marked by prominent metal plates.

Below is given a copy of the 1913 schedule of rebates allowed in

respect to fire precautions by the leading Fire Offices :

SCALE OF ALLOWANCES.

For appliances for the extinction of fire Icept or situate on the Premises insured.

Percentage
of Premium.

1. BpaGADE PORT.^BLE STEAM FiRE EXCISE, OR FLOATING STEAJI FIRE ENGINE and
a trained Fiie Brigade to work the same 10

li. IVtiNUAL Fire Engine of modern construction, not less than 12 manual power, and
a trained Fire Brigade to work the same 5

3. Boiler Pumping Engine, or Stationary Fire Engine of efficient power, with
Hydrants attached or in yard, and at least one Hydrant connected therewith on
each landing of the staircase or on each floor, the Engine to be worked by power
always available 10

4. Boiler Pumping Engine, or Stationary Fire Engine, as in No. 3, but without
a Hydrant on each landing or each floor 7J

N.B. 1.—Allowances under Nos. 3 and 4 are not to be treated as cumulative.

N.S. 2.—Under Items 3 and 4, petrol or motor spirit Fire Engines may ouly
be accepted if used in conjunction with Turbine Pumps and after full particulars
have first been submitted for approval on forms provided for the purpose. The
special regulations respecting petrol or motor spirit Engines contained iu the
forms must be complied with.

.5. Two OR more Fire Plugs or Hydrants in the yard and at least one Hydrant
on each landing of the staircase, or on each floor, supplied with water from
public waterworks, elevated reservoirs, or other independent source, with
adequate constant supjily 7i

6. Two or more Fire Plugs or Hydrants, as in No. 5, but without a Hydrant on
each landing or each floor 5

JV.fi. 1
.—In the case of Risks having no Yard in which Fire Plugs or Hydrants

can be fixed, at least one Hydrant on each landing of the Staircase or on each
floor, or in the case of Sheds at least two Hydrants, may be regarded as equi-

valent to two or more Fire Plugs or Hydrants in a Yard.

y.TI. 2.—Allowances under Nos. .5 and 6 are not to be treated as cumulative.

In all the above cases there must be a sufficient quantity of hose and water
available at such a minimum pressure as to command the premises insured, and
particularly in the case where an Allowance is made for a Hydrant on each
landing or floor there must be an adequate supply of hose kept thereon.

In the case of Appliances fitted up after the 29th June, 1893. there must be in

the mains and hose a dear water-way of at lenst two inches in diameter.

7. Portable Chemical Extincteur or Extincteurs having an aggregate water
capacity of two imperial gallons for each 250 superficial yards or part thereof,

but not less than four imperial gallons on each floor, the water capacity of an
Extincteur to be not less than one imperial gallon or more than three imperial
gallons -5
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Pi-rrciitauc FirePrecan-
of rri-iniuiii. tlons

8. BrcKKTs on C'AV.s df not less than two itnporial kuIIc<ii/< caimcitx fu( li. iilwii> s lllh-d
with water. Iiiivinu thn-t- Ituckft.s or liiiis to i-nili J.'jO sui>crll(lal vardsor imrt
thereof, but not less tliali six on eaeli tloor - - - - ' . . .

f,

S.ti. In Dynamo llonae.s and rooni> in which .spirit •
i.s >fore'| or u.ied in

any manufnetiirinK process the l)iirkets or cnns may. If desired, he lllled with dry
simd in.stead of water, or two approved dry-nowijer extiiiKulMhcr-s, of not le(ii»

than 100 ciiMc inches capacity each, may be allowed as efjuivnlent to one bucket
or can of water.

• liy the term " Spirit " in thin N.It. is meant anv lirjuid pruduct givinu off an
inllamniahle vapour uiuler 73° F'ahr.

l». Ekkiciknt roRTAin k Kirk J'imps, havine not less than one to each 500 superllcial
yarils and not less than one to each floor, with ude(|uate water supply - - r»

S .}{. -In order to qualify for the Allowance under Items 7, fl and « and the
>r.H. 1 to Item (i. it is not necessary thi't each tloor of a bulldinu should be
equippe'l with the same description of appliance, that is to say. the reiiuirements
under those items may he recrarded as alt'-rnative in respect of the various lliMjrs.
provlde<l. however, that in order to qualify for 10 per cent., there must be at
lea.st two distinct classes of appliance to scale on each tloor.

Mfnio. \o greater Discount or Allowance than ]."> i)er cent, will be made for any cuiu-
bination of the above Appliances, nor more than 10 per cent, for anv combination of the Apnli-
anoes set forth in Item? 7, S and 9, and the N.U. 1 to Item 6.

The revised requirement's as to the capacity of Extincteurs. Buckets or Cans referred to
in Items 7 and 8 need only be applied to such Extincteurs. Buckets or Cans a- are provided
after the 18th April. 1913. Extincteurs. Buckets or Cans provided prior to that <lat'. need
only comply with the requirements then in force.

The discounts for Automatic Sprinkler Installations vary, the

stock and plant in some industries being more susceptible to water

damage than in others.

The discounts also depend upon the standard of the installation,

but in the case of single water supplies the allowances run from

7 1 per cent, to 20 per cent., and, for installations having not less

than two water supplies, the allowances range from 25 per cent, to

60 per cent., these being in addition to the allowances under the

scale for ordinary- appliances.

The fire insurance surveyor will generally give advice worth

following as to precautionary methods. Quite usually he will

stipulate fur certain alterations, such as steel-clad doors in part}'

walls. ^

Gate control is essentially a matter of the gatekeeper's oate control

functions, but it is convenient to include under the term, watching

duties, even though they involve patrolling the Works.

Reference has already been made to the desirability of gatekeepers

and, therefore, also watchmen, who may have to take gate duty,

bi;'ing qualified to render first-aid, and further that the Ambulance
Room should be part of the Gatehouse.

Recommendation is made to utilise the Gatehouse as thr head-

quarters of the Works Fire Brigade, and the Gatekeeper will have

vcrj' important duties in regard to raising the alarm if fire breaks out.

The ver\- usual wooden shanty docs not perhaps lend itself to

these developments, though a well-built wof>den hut can sciav

every purpose if it be spacious enough.

Local conditions must wholly dttermine thr ngulation- nrcessarv
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Gate Control, at the Gatehouse, but various points will be suggested by the follow-

ing outline of possible Gatehouse regulations :

(jcnerai Instructions to Gatekeepers.

Day tluty a.m. to 6 ]).in. every day, including Sundays.
Night duty C p.m. to (3 a.m. every day.
Duties to ciiange every fortnight from Day to Night and vice versa. A relief man will take

duty on alternate Sundays, thus allowing the man coming off day duty on Saturday evening
to have a 24 hours' break before taking up night duty on Sunday night, and similarly the

man coming off night duty on Sunday morning to have a 24 hours' break before taking day
duty on Monday.

Eight days' holiday with pay will be allowed each year.

The Gate must be closed punctually at the proper starting times.
The coming and going of workmen is to be watched and no stranger must be allowed to

enter the Works without proper authority, viz. a permit signed by the Works Manager or

Secretary. No permit to be accepted on a Sunday. All permits after use to be initialed by
Gatekeeper and sent to Works Manager.

All workmen entering or leaving the Works at irregular hours are to be noted in Gatekeeper's
Register.

5"23- Overtime Tickets or Pass Out Tickets must be furnished by men leaving at irregular times,
5-24. and note made accordingly in the register.

In the case of workmen going to an Away Job, their departure is to be authorised by an
Advice of Despatch stating time, destination, purpose and Order No. Pass Out Tickets are
necessary in addition, and the Warehouse are to be advised in all cases where an Advice of
Despatch is not shown to the Gatekeeper.

Material Passes will be necessary, in addition, for materials that are despatched or taken
away through other than the ordinary channels.

All keys are to be received at night and hung in place on keyboard.
A report of any keys not delivered up is to be included in the Gatehouse Report Book

of any irregularities or special occurrences coming under the notice of the Gatekeeper.
'This book must be in the nature of a diary to be made up as the day or night proceeds,

and duly signed on going off duty. If there is nothing to report entry must be made accordingly.
The book is to be submitted at 9 a.m. each day to the Works Manager.
All weighings on the Weighbridge are to be recorded by the device provided, and the stamped

Weigh Cards are to be passed over to the General Stores.

The Gatehouse is to be kept clean and in first-class order.

Any notices posted in the Works must bear the Works Manager's approving signature,

whatever their character.
Excessive smoke from the Works Chimney is to be observed and reported in the Gatehouse

Report Book.
The Gatekeeper on duty will be responsible for calling the Works Fire Brigade in the event

of any fire occurring and also the local public brigade.
When the General Office is closed, the Gatekeeper is to note down all telephone messages

and pass them on by telephone to the General Manager.
On receipt of telegrams to telephone General Manager fur instrtictions. (Telegrams must

never be opened without very definite instructions from tlie General Manager.) In the General
Manager's absence, telephone messages and telegrams to be sent by messenger to Mr
house.

Special Instructions will be issued for Works Holidays which will apply only during the

particular holidays.

Special Instructions to Day Gatekeeper.

To attend to all Time Recorders, setting the time by the Public Clock indicated on the

Factory Abstract, and to see that they are always in working order for recording.

To put number and name on Workmen's Time Cards.

,, ,, ,, Weekly Time Allocation Sheets.

„ „ Outside Staff Time Cards and Sheets.

To sort Pay Tins for each week into numerical order.

To note the attendance of Head Foremen and Officials.

On the engagement of workmen, to give out numbers, time cards, and assist the Wages
Office Clerk as much as possible.

To keep the Factory Register as required by law, under the direction of the Wages Office.

Special Instructions to Night Gatekeeper.

To sort Workmen's Time Cards each night into numerical order.

To mark lost time on Workmen's Time Cards each week.
To visit the General Offices twice nightly—actually entering any office not provided with

glazed doors.

Special Instructions to Outside Night Watchman.

To attend same hours and on same conditions as Gatekeepers.
To patrol the Works thoroughly, registering at the Clock Stations at least every hour.

To attend to Boiler Fires, watching the Steam and Water Gauges to see that all is going
well.

In the event of Fire, immediate alarm is to be given to the Gatekeeper on duty.
The gas must be turned off at the principal meters each night, after workmen have left

and after all gas lights other than Pilot Service lights in the Works have been turned off. The
gas to be turned on at the meter again each week-day morning.

Make up fire in hardening mutile every night as required. Instructions as to when muffle

is to be shut will be found clialked on the door of same.
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In the matter of apprenticeship, a responsibility attaches to Ih. ApprenUcw.
Management as to the training, control and encouiagement of
apprentices, that can only be met in a Works of any size by placing
some officer in charge of the lads as Superintendent of Apprentices.
The i>fficer will usually have other duties to attend to, such as

Inspection or Estimating, but he must lx» in close personal touch
with each lad. The personal element of the Superintendent has a
very large influence on the possible attainments of the apprentices

and, given the right man, the expense of this guardianship will be
more than justified.

There will often be a distinct gain in also appointing a Mechanical
Instructor to assist apprentices in their practical work. This
arrangement is particularly valuable when the Departmental
Foremen's duties are too heavy to allow them to give the matter
their personal attention.

Each apprentice's studies require to be looked after, and reports

obtained of their attendance at evening or other technical classes

and their progress.

The plan of allowing apprentices to attend day classes may be

well enough for exceptionally gifted boys, but it is apt to be treated

as merely a rehef from work, unless the results of such attendance
are both criticised and appreciated by the Management.

Sometimes apprentices attending evening classes are allowed

to start work after breakfast the next morning—being paid as from

6 a.m. Here, again, the class attendance is very apt to be per-

functory, and a minimum interest taken in the class work.

The many facilities, available for the great majority of apprentices,

for evening tuition are not altogether appreciated by those who
are catered for, and the proper keenness is more likely to be induced
by adequate interest on the part of the employer than by any other

means. The employer can rarely take the requisite detail day-by-
day interest through a Superintendent of Apprentices.

Sometimes advances in pay are based on the apprentice's success

at examinations conducted by the Board of Education and City

and Guilds Institute.

The following draft regulations for apprentices will be probablv

helpful in considering the subject.

Regul.xtions for Trade Apprentices.

1. WiALlFlCiTlONsi. .Matheiiintics, Scienrc an<l DrawiiiK. to th<>

The age at the coniinenceinent of the trial extent covereil by the preparatory coiinw at

period must not be less than 1.^ or more than 'f"»^ Institute.

IftJ years. Applimnfs must l)e of sound con.Htitution

ApplicantA will be required to Hit at an ""'^ K"""' •"•''"l.v health an 1 -ti.nuth nn<l

Entrance Exam, to be held at the lK>BinniiiB after naitiinj the entram.
•

wi'i

of March or September at the local Technical ^ »ubjette<l to nie<lirnl '. >

Institute, to test their general education. Medical oiTlrer in-frnrt.-. I
;

.n

The subjects of examination will be English,
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Apprentices. •2. Trial Period.

Selected applicants will be emiiloyod on
trial in the Works for 000 hours, commencing
either at the beginning of April or October.
The regulations and scale of pay for

Indentured Apprentices will apply during
the trial period, but pay will be suspended if

behaviour is not satisfactory.

3. Indentures.
After the trial period, if tlic api)Iicant has

been industrious, has kept good time and gives

promise of being a good workman, the Com-
pany will e.\ecutc with him, in conjunction
with his i)arent or guardian, an Apprentice-
ship Indenture covering the time of service.

A premium of 5s. is payable to the Com-
pany, with 2s. 6d. stamp duty, on the
execution of the apprenticeship deed.
The Company reserves the right to suspend

or discharge any apprentice for inefficiency,

bad timekeeping or misconduct.

4. Duration of Apprenticeship.

The full term of apprenticeship to the trade
of Machine .Shop Mechanic, Patternmaker.
Carpenter, Plater, or Blacksmith is 12,650
working hours. With good timekeeping this
term can be completed in rather less than five

years. The full term for Tinsmith or
Moulder apprenticeship is 7,600 hours, which
with good timekeeping can be completed in
rather less than three years.
The usual Works Holidays as stated in

the Works Regulations have been allowed
for in fixing the number of hours to be worked.

5. Course.

The courses laid down, for the various
trades are stated in a separate schedule,
which gives the normal period for each stage.
By "normal period" is meant the time

required by any intelligent, industrious trade
apprentice to acquire the standard of pro-
ficiency necessary to promotion to the next
stage of work.

Apprentices showing persistent diligence
and merit in their practical work and their
studies will have the opportunity of entering
the Rateflxing, Drawing, or other Office
Department for the last stage of their
apprenticeship—subject, of course, to the
number of vacancies at the time. This
privilege will carry with it exemption from
attendance before breakfast, without loss of
pay, so that still further attention may be
given to evening classes and studies.

Apprentices that do not qualify for the
above privilege will do such work in the last
stage of their course as may be merited by
their previous progress.

6. Instruction.

The Mechanical Instructor, acting under
the direction of the Superintendent of
Apprentices, devotes his whole time to
assisting the apprentices to become proficient
in each stage of the various shop courses.

Instruction in Workshop Drawing will be
given by the Company, as may be found
necessary and convenient.

If attendance on Instruction Classes be
required during working hours, as will
usually be the case for instruction given by
the Company, the time will be regarded as
time worked and be paid for accordingly.

7. Pay.

The rates of pay, per hour worked, are also
stated in the separate schedule, and it is to
be understood that advances in pay will be
contingent not merely on the proper number
of hours being worked, but also on the

requisite proficiency being attained in the
stage of work in hand.

Overtime will be paid for in accordance
witli the Works Regulations. No apprentice
under the age of 18 will be required to work
overtime, and only under very special
circumstances will overtime be worked by
any apprentice.

8. Conditions of Work.
Apprentices shall be subject to all Works

Regulations, including the hours of work,
in force in the Department where they may
be employed, and they will work under the
direction of the Foreman, who will report
to the Superintendent of Apprentices as to
their behaviour and progress.

9. Absence.

Apprentices desiring leave of absence
must apply to their foreman, who will refer
to the Superintendent of Apprentices before
granting same. Applications should be in
the form of a letter from the parent or
guardian.

Absence with leave and absence that is

covered by a medical certificate, will count
as time worked, up to a maximum of 106
hours in any one year, exclusive of Works
Holidays. Absence for which no medical
certificate is produced, must be explained
by a letter from the parent or guardian ; and,
if satisfactorily explained, will be counted as
absence with leave.

In cases of prolonged illness, the question
of counting any further part of the absence
as time worked will depend on the record of
the apprentice as regards progress and
behaviour.

In all cases of illness the Company reserve
the right to have their Medical Officer certify
the fitness of the apprentice before he resumes
work.

Absence without leave will have to be made
up at the rate of two days for each day's
absence.

10. Evening Study.
Stress is laid on the importance of each

apprentice diligently pursuing an organised
course of evening study, such as that laid
down by the local Technical Institute.
Variations from this course must be submitted
to the Superintendent of Apprentices for
approval.

Particulars of classes for which entry is

intended to be made must be sent to the
Superintendent of Apprentices during the
last week in September.

11. Annual Works Examination.
An Annual Examination in theoretical

subjects and drawing will be made on behalf
of the Company and marks awarded. The
scope of these examinations will follow the
lines of the Engineering Courses arranged
by the local Technical Institute. The date
of examination will be about the end of May.

12. Records and Rewakds.
A permanent record will be kept of the time-

keeping, proficiency, industry, etc., of each
apprentice. These, and examination results
will be appraised annually by a sy.stem of
marks.

According to these marks, but subject
to a fair proportion of marks being obtained
under each heading, annual prizes of £2 and
£1 will be awarded in September of each year
to the first and second respectively in each
group of apprentices. The grouping will be
for the apprentices joining in April and
October of each year to be considered to-

gether, with due allowance for the difference
in time served at practical work.
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The first llvi' iti t-arli iiroiip will ul-iu lie 1... ISTKKviKW- with I'arknts or <;i ar. ApprentlCM
paid ill full for all Works Holi.hiys iliiriiiK the UIANS.
eiisuiiiK twolve months Appr.-ntUes. win- j,,e (ompttnv will ho plenncrl for th.-
i.iiiK this privilege, wlio loniplote their Siiiteriiitemient of Appreiif ires fc interview
apprenticeship hefore haviiiK reaped till- full ,,„. p„r,.,its or «uar.llans of appreutlrcs If
advantaKe. will he paid tlie halance in a lump „„ H,,,,„i„tinent Is made l)efc.rehand.
sum.

Apart from these sinvial rewards the ^ MODIFICATIOX or AI'PRKSTICKHhip IU -

records will he the hasis of promotion duriiid 0UL.\TI0NS
apprenticeship uiid of re-enKugcment by tlie 1 ,„, ", '

'

,
,

Companv on completion of apprentireship. t ,.
Fhest. re«u ntions may he modilie.l from

*^ • ' time to time by the ( onipany, but no varia-
tion for individual ca.s<\s can i)c considered

13. C'ERTIKICATK OF PROFICIENCY. except in the case of a nomination by one of

tile Companv's Directors. .\nv silcli Indi-
Apprentices completinR tlieir term to the vidiial variation, when agreed uj)on. will »m-

satisfaction of tlie Company will re<eive i noted on tlie aiiprenticeship indenture,
certiflcate-s setting forth the kind of work in

^

which they have had experience and the
^

17. Employment on CoMPLETiox OF APPBEN-
prottciencv attained. Particulars will be

;
ticeship.

given of their record generally K „^„^t ,,p ^ig^^,^. „„j„,t<wd that eraploy-
Apprentices leaMng with the consent of

^^^^^ j,^. ^^^ Companv automaticallv cea-ses
he Company, before the coniplet ion of their

^,, rompleti.m of apprenticeship, but re-
term may be given similar certificates. engagement may he made immediately after.

or at some later i>eriod, according to the

U. CHANGE OF ADDRESS. I

(ompany-s re.iuirements.
The Company will be glad to be kept

Each apprentice must inform the superin-
,

informed of the whereabouts of former
tendent of .Xpprentices of each change in his apprentices, and will give preference to such
parent's or giianlian's address and his own. ,

when vacancies occur.

Regulations for engineer apprentices or pupils taking a more

comprehensive course of training could follow on somewhat similar

lines, with the admission age raised to eighteen.

Even when learners are not indentured, some scheme of training,

encouragement, and special supervision ought to be instituted.

Following the references above to technical education, the follow-

ing extract from a letter addressed to The Times (i8th Sept. 1913)

by the Chairman of the London County Council (Mr. Cyril S. Cobb)

and the Chairman of the L.C.C. Education Committee (Mr. John W.

Gilbert) will serve to sum up the present attitude of the administra-

tors of our largest community, and to indicate how much has to

be done in this direction.

EVE.M.Vt; EDICATIOX IXPER THE LOXDOX (OIXTV COIXCIL.

Technical schools and evening continuation classes now form, as most people are aware,

an important permanent part of the educational ysteni of the country. Attendance on the

part of the student is however, entirely voluntary, and is often very unsatisfactory. There
are. apnroximatelv. lO.'i.OOO student* of all ages attending the various kinds of evening schools

in London, but of the 19'.,000 student.* who enrolled iluring the session 1010-11 no fewer than
40.000 made less than U hours' attendance at in>tniction in any one subject. Of the students

enrolled. 40.000 are between the ages of 14 and 17. It is estimated, however, that there are

some lilO.OOo young people in London between these ages who are not receiving education in

the day time, so there are some 1«1.000 who are not continuing their education either in the

day or eveinng.
In (Jermany. where a compulsory system of continuation s<hools for young people up to the

age of H is almos' universal, the attendance is greatly superior to that of evening students

in the Inited Kingdom. In England, where the system of compulsion is not in force, to secure

satisfai tory re-siilts it is neces.sary for education authorities ami employers to co-operate in

making the voluntary system as effective a.s possible.

The need for education continued beyoml the stamlard of the elementary school I- sf.idily

being pressed home on all |)ersons interested in sivial and ecojumiic condit) V rn

speeialiration makes all-roun<l training difhcjlt in most, and impossible in man'
lyong hours and late work prevent students who are otherwi.**- willing from att. -. s

to suiiplement the daily training in the workshop or in the commercial house.

There are already numerous examples in London of employers helping and -m • .iir.itting their

asAist.ints. The Count V Council reijuires its messengers and appr^nti'f.H t'l • '. The
.Admiralty, the War Utllce, the Post UtJlce. and the Patent Offlce re<iuir iger« to

continue their education. Some (Inns reduce the working hnurs fi.r jnni' .i= to

permit of their attending specific cln.*.«es : certain engineering linns send • ^r

one whole day a weejf to technical institutes; and a number <>( printr ;r

apprentices to leave early on one day a week to attend s|x»cial aftennx'n 'f
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Apprentices. other notable examples, including firms which allow classes to be conducted by the Council
within the firm's premises and afford help and co-operation in the work.

.... The Council is anxious to secure the assistance of London employers in calling the
attention of their employees to the opportunities now offered to them for continuing their

education. It is suggested that the encouragement might take the form of personal suggestion
as to attendance at suitable classes, of relaxation of hours to allow of attendance, of payment of
fees, or of consideration of educational attainments in f|uestions of promotion.

The Council is prepared to provide special teachers for classes in factories, workshops, or
offices where a sufficient number of students can be brought together ; to advise firms as to
suitable courses and centres of instruction for their eni])loyees ; and also to furnish periodica!
reports on the work done.

Recognition may be given here to the important educational work

of a highly practical nature, both in commerce and technics, by the

Correspondence Schools. These courses have certain advantages

over class tuition that must appeal to keen men who have passed

the normal evening school age.

Section III b Labour.

SmplojTinent
of Workmen.

Among the arrangements incidental to the employment of workmen,

it will be convenient to deal first with the question of giving a

reference number to each man, by which he may be identified

wherever and whenever any record is made in connection with him.

This number may well enough be known as his check number,

whether a metal check system is in use or not.

A common method of numbering is to have one series of numbers

for the whole Works, i.e. No. i and up, but to reserve certain blocks

of consecutive numbers for the various departments. This gives

a general sequence of numbers for wages and other purposes, and

serves to connect a man with his department, providing the reserva-

tion of numbers for each department is sufficient in the first instance

to meet expansions and developments.

An alternative method is to number separately for each depart-

ment using the department letters to quahfy each series, e.g. A i

and up, B i and up. This assumes that the departments are sym-

bolised by letters, which should be done on other grounds, as pro-

viding a standard abbreviation in all records pertaining to the

respective departments.

The advantage in the latter method is that there is no limit to

the numbers available, thus avoiding any occasion' to make a

general move of numbers, if one department grows unexpectedly.

It will be an advantage if the numbers allotted to each department

are grouped as to men and juniors. By juniors is meant young

persons under eighteen years of age, to whom special Factory Act

provisions apply, principally as regards overtime and time between

meals. Boys under sixteen have to be passed by the Certifying
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Surgeon, and tlu)>c uiukr fourti'tii lia\<-. in addition, to tiiitii^h a Empiovme

School Leaving Certificate before they may start work.

The sequence otherwise of the numbers in eacli department can

be in order of date of engagement. The point is unimportant,

but is logical in the preference it gives at paytime to the older hands.

In view of the production and tool records, that are admittedly

necessary nowadays, it is really worth some consideration to adopt

a scheme of numbering the men that will not necessitate their

numbers being altered except at widely separated intervals.

In the case of apprentices, who change from department to

department, and whose records would be confused by a consequent

change of numbers, the difficulty is overcome by giving them
legistration numbers, outside the range of number likely to occur in

any department. To this number is added the symbol of the

department in which the apprentice is employed at the time. For

example. Apprentice No. 500 would be known as A 500 while in

Department A, as B 500 in Department B, and so on. This is in

itself an advantage rather than a drawback.

When men are required there is, with the advent of Labour

Exchanges, an alternative to advertisement in the daily press or

reliance on applicants at the W orks Gate.

According to the latest returns available, there are 430 Labour

Exchanges in this country and 1066 Local Agencies—the latter

dealing more particularly with the administration of Unemployment
Insurance. Enamelled plates referring applicants to the local

Labour Exchange are supplied on apphcation for affixing at the

Works entrance, when all labour is to be taken on through an

Exchange.

Apart from these methods it is frequently desirable to have on

file a list of applicants for work, and to this end an Employment
Application Form should be filled up by all applicants, so as to

ensure the information being sufficiently complete to help selection.

It is not unknown in this countiy for all prospective employees

to be interviewed by the one otTicer, thus constituting a sort of

employment bureau, but usually the selection is made in the first

instance by the foreman. The Engagement Form, together with s-i«j.

the man's character, as obtained from his previous employei^s on a

Workman's Character Form, is submitted to the \\'orks Manager s t-

for approval. Sometimes each engagement has also to Ix^ approved

by the General Manager, but it is doubtful if this attempt at further

control is sound in principle, as the Works Manager's responsibility

in this matter ought to be final and results criticised, rather than

the apparent merits of the individual men engaged, their rates of

pay and the number engaged.
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Employment The General Manager will be concerned to know the number of
of workmen. °

employees engaged and number discharged each week, both men and

juniors.

Character reports are confidential and should be dealt with

personally by the Chief Wages Clerk.

In the event of a report not agreeing with the workman's

statement, this must be looked into factfully until the truth

is clear. vSo far as there may be any item of the report

that reflects on the man's suitability, this may rarely justify

refusal to employ him because under his new conditions he may
do well. The management should soon learn if the man is really

unsuitable for their requirements, and must act accordingly then.

It is desirable that the rate of wages proposed by the foreman for

an\' new hand should be stated at the time of engagement, and not

left open for the Wages Office to find out afterwards. Each foreman

should have a list of the normal rates of pay authorised by the

Management. The district rate, or the rate stipulated to be paid

in the district by particular trade unions, will leave the foreman

little choice in many cases, but in other cases there can be either

a fixed normal rate for a particular class of work or perhaps a range

of rates. A foreman should not be discouraged from fixing a trial

rate, when he is able to, and should be allowed to advance it at quite

an early date, if the man clearly shows he is worth more.

In the case of boys and youths, there is apt to be unreasonable

variation in the commencing rate of pay without some definite

scale is adopted. It seems only fair to pay according to age in the

first instance and then to advance at intervals of six months according

to merit, there being, however, a maximum scale of say one or two

shillings a week according to age, above the normal rate.

The practice of advancing rates at intervals of six months instead

of twelve months is to be commended for all junior workers, as being

more directly encouraging and therefore better policy.

The following scale of rates for unskilled junior labour is of

importance as indicating the recognition by a leading community

of the economic advantages of higher rates than have usually

obtained amongst unskilled workers.

agreement between the birmingham a\d district engineering trades
Employers' Association and the Workers' Union.

The following minimum day rates were agreed between the above parties on 17th October,
1913:

" It was mutually agreed that the rates of wages be as follows :

Age. Youths. Girls.

14 7/- 6/-

15 9/- 6/6
16 11/- Ti-

ll 13/- 8/-

18 1.5/- 9/-

19 17/- 10/-

20 19/- 11/-

21 — 12/-
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subject

—

(1) That the rnt^n ai>ply to iiii->killi-<l <i|H'ra(i<>iis only.

(J) Thut ii siiitiiMf iirobatioMiiry ix-riod Ik* allowed.
to the nature of the operation and capacity of the operator, nnd fhnt Scrtlorj H,»
Provision-* for Xvoidin;* l)i-<i)iites of the agreement with th

Tra<les I'nion.s, dateil 1st (icfoher, liM(7, he ndopteil."

After a man lias been engaged it may be assumed that he will be

subject to advance in wages or transfer U) other departments. To
regularise these changes a Wages Advice Slip should be made out

by the foreman and passed to the Works Manager for approval

and issue to the Wages Otlice.

There is the further stage of discharge or paying off when a

Discharge Note will bo required of the foreman, in each instance,

stating reason for discharge, the man's ability as a workman and his

general conduct.

It will be necessaiy, that, before any man is paid off, he shall have

returned to their proper stores any tools or drawings he may have

borrowed. For this pui"pose some notice is necessary to the Tool

Stores to see what tools, etc., are on loan, and when in due course

these are returned the workman requires to be given a Tool Clearance

Receipt, which he can hand in to the Wages Otfice when claiming

his wages.

The Tool Clearance Receipt can be arranged with a counterfoil

for advising the Tool Stores of the impending discharge.

Deductions from pay, if duly notified as a standing regulation,

may be made in respect to missing tools, tool checks and tool books,

on the understanding that same will be refunded when the missing

articles are produced.

It is desirable to establish a simple routine in connection with

the suspension of men when work is slack. A Discharge Note may
be used suitably endorsed, and the routine as to a Tool Clearance

Receipt carried out as in the case of a final discharge.

Employment
of Work;Workmen.

I ironi :j to « nionthM, nccorcllni:
: Scrtlorj H,»

KiiRlneerinu'

5- 18.

S-20.

In regard to trade unions, the recognition of district rates of pav Trade umon^ ' o r
. AgreementB.

tor the skilled trades is general, and this constitutes perhaps the

most important basis of agreement between trade unions and

federations of employers.

In 1907 an important agreement covering this point and various

other matters was reached in the engineering trades, and tlie text

of this agreement is given below.

The Federation on the one hand, nnd the Trade Tnions on the other, being convinced th.il

the interests o( each will be best »er%'ed, an<l the riiihts of each best maintained t>y n mutual
asreenient, hereby, with a view to avoid friction and ^foppaKe of work, atfree as follown :

1 . (ierxfral Principles of Emplot/menl.

TJie Federated Employers shall not interfere with the proi)er (unctions of the Trade fnions,
and the Trade fnions .shall not interfere with the employers in the nianaKement of their

business.

• See p. 88.
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Trade Union •!. EmvJoyinent of Workmen.

Agreements. Every employer may belong to the Federation, and every workman may belong to a Trade

Union of not, as either of them may think fit.
- , , * ,.,;fi.

Kverv employer may employ any man, and every workman may take eniploymeut with

any employer, wiiether "the workm.an or the employer belonsi or not to a Trade I nion or

to "the Fedijratiiin rfsi)pctively. . . i. . , •*!,„„ „.,;^.,>

The Trade Unions recommend all their members not to object to work with non-union

workmen and the Federation recommend all their members not to object to employ Lnion

workmen! on the cround that they are members of a Trade Union
j , x- „ +„

Xo workman shall be required, as a condition of employment, to make a declaration as to

whether he belonas to a Trade Union or not.

3. Pieceu-ork.

Employers and their workmen are entitled to work piecework, provided

:

{a) The prices to be paid shall be fixed by mutual arrangement between the employer

and the workman or workmen who perform the work.

(6) Each workman's day rate to be guaranteed irrespectively of his piecework earnings.

(<•) Overtime and night shift allowances to be paid in addition to piecework prices, on

the same conditions as already prevail in each workshop for time work. AH
balances and wages to be paid through the office.

4. Overtime.

The Federation and the Trade Unions are attreed that systematic overtime is to be deprecated

aa a method of production, and that when overtime is necessary the following is mutually recom-

mended as a basis, viz.

:

That no Union workmen shall be required to work more than 32 hours' overtime in any
four weeks after full shop hours have been worked, allowance being made for

time lost through sickness, absence with leave, or enforced idleness,

lu the following cases overtime is not to be restricted :

Breakdown work, repairs, replacements or alterations for the employers or their

customers.
Trial trips and repairs to ships.

Urgency and emergency.

i>. Ratina of Skilled Workmen.

Employers have the right to employ workmen at rates of wages mutually satisfactory to

the emplover and the workman, or workmen, concerned.

In fixing the rates of skilled workmen, the employer shall have regard to the rates pre-

vailing in the district for fully trained and skilled men.
Unions, while disclaiming any right to interfere with the wages of workmen other than

their own members, have the right in their collective capacity to arrange the rate of wage.?

at which their members may accept work.
, „ , ^. . , i. ^ ii

General alterations in the rates of wages in any district shall be negotiated between uie

Employers' Local Association and the local representatives of the Trade Union or Unions

concerned.

6. Apprentiees.

There shall be no recognised proportion of apprentices to journeymen, but it shall be open

to the Unions to bring forward for discussion the proportion of apprentices generally employed

in the whole federated area.
_ ,. , , , . ^^ ^i i i.

An apprentice shall be afforded facilities for acquiring a practical knowledge of the branch

of trade he adopts and shall be encouraged to obtain a theoretical knowledge thereof as far

as circumstances permit.

7. Selection, Training, and Employment of Operatives and Manning of Machine Tools.

Employers have the right to select, train, and employ those whom they consider best

adapted to the various operations carried on in their workshops, and to pay them according

to their ability as workmen.
Employers in view of the necessity of obtaining the most economical production, whether

liy skilled or unskilled workmen, have full discretion to appoint the men they consider suitable

to work all their machine tools, and to determine the conditions under which they shall be

worked.
, - ^ i,

-

The Federation recommend their members that, when they are carrying out changes iii

their workshops which will result in displacement of labour, consideration should be given to

the case of the workmen who may be displaced, with a view, if possible, of retaining their

services on the work affected, or finding other employment for them.

8. Provisions for Avoiding Dispute-''.

With a view to avoid disputes, deputations of workmen shall be received by their employers

by appointment, for mutual discussion of any question, in the settlement of which both

parties are directly concerned ; or, it shall be competent for an official of the Trade Union

to approach the Local Secretary of the Employers' Association with regard to any such question ,

or. it shall be competent for either jiarty to bring the question before a Local Conference to

be held between the Local Association of Employers and the Local representatives of the

Trade Unions.
r ii •

In the event of either party desiring to raise any question, a Local Conference for this

purpose may be arranged by application to the Secretary of the Employers' Association, or

of the 'Trade Union concerned, as the case may be.

Local Conferences shall be held within twelve working days from the receipt of the applica-

tion by the Secretary of the Employers' Association or of the Trade Union or Trade Unions
concerned. . , „ ,

Failing settlement at a Local Conference of any question brought before it, it shall be

competent for either party to refer the matter to the Executive Board of the Federation and
the Central Authority of the Trade Union or Trade Unions concerned.
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Central Conferences shall ho luM at the enrlloHt diiU' whidi (un Ix- i Diivcniintlx iirriiii«''l Tradn Union
by the .Secretaries of the Federation and ..f tln' Tradi- Ininn or i rade Inions < .inreriinl ABT«Bmaiit«

There shall 1>.' no .st<ii)i.ak'<' of worl<, either of a partial or of u j^rneral chararti-r, bnt work
**»""""""'*•

Bhall proeeed under llie ciirrfnt conditions until tin- prc.r.-dun- providrd for ahoxc haw Urt-u
carried thrunxh.

9. CoimlihiHoii of Cotijerfiicfs.

An orKanisin« delcKate ol the AnialKanuifed .Soi iet\ oi Kn«ineers .shall he recoi/nlned a>
a Local Olllcial entitled to take iiart in any Local ('oniiTcnic. but onlv in hin own divlsluu.
In case of sickness, his place shall l)e taken hy a sul)>tit iitc appoinlnl hv flic Kxccutive Council.

Any nieinl>er of the K.vecutive Council, or the (Jcmral .Scirclary of the AnialKaiiiatcd
Society of KiiKineers may attend Local Conferences. pro\ iilcd Ihnl, the nicndier o| tlii' i;,\cculiv
Council shall attend oidy such Conferences as are held within the diviijou represented h.\- him.

A meniher ol the Kxccutivc Council, or the (icneral Secretary of the .steam Knxinc Makers'
Society ami of the ridtc<l .Machine Workers' Association respectively, niny attend any Local
Conference in which the .Societies, or cither of them, are directly concerneil.

Central Conferences shall he composed of memhcrs of the Executive Hoard of the Federation
anil memliers of the Central Authority of the Tra<le Union or Trade Cinon.n concernetl.

An Kmployer who refu<es to employ trade Cnionists will not he eliKihle tosit in conferenceii.

The workiii}.,' oi the premium sy.stem is covered l)\- what is gener-

ally termed the " Carlisle "' aj^reement reached in 1902 at Carlisle.

This provides that time rates shall be paid tor each job, or in other

words, tliat daywork rates of pay are guaranteed whether a job is

done within the time limit or not. Further, that overtime and
nightshift allowances shall be paid under the same conditions a>

previously obtained for daywork, which means that onlv the hart-

time worked is counted against the time limit. The extra quarter

time allowance, etc., for overtime is therefore paid in addition.

The third point is that after a time limit has been found satis-

factory, it shall only be changed if the methods of production

are changed.

.\t tlie end of igi ;. however, the Amalgamated Societ\- of

Engineers decided by ballot to give notice of their intention

to terminate both agreements. This throws important matters

of administration into the melting pot and the settlement has yet

to be reached. Whatever the upshf)t, it is to be presumed that

rateftxing as developed for the proper running of a premium
system will continue to function in regard to estimating operating

times, so that even the abandonment of the premium system in

this country would not destroy the value of administrative work
at present identified with that system. However, discussion of the

results arising from abandonment of the svstem is premature at

present.

In the engineering trades the question of bad faith on the part

of trade unions in the keeping of agreements with emplovers"

organisations hardly arises, but there is a tendency among some
classes of workers to adopt tactics of a kind that promise to reduce

collective bargaining to a farce, thereby denying one of the first

principles of trades unionism.

The disputes now in progress (Jan. 1914) in the London building

trades provide a clear illustration. The National Federation of

Master Builders have found themselves called upon to pass the

following resolution :
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Trade Union This federation consiilers tliat unless the executive committees of the unions can assure

Agreements. employers' associations with whom they enter into agreement that they are backed up by
discijtlinary power, and will use such power to secure their observation, it would be better to
cancel all agreements.

They thus support the London Master Builders Association in

the present lock-out affecting about 30,000 men. The London

Masters have laid down as- a condition of reinstatement of the men
that each man must sign the following agreement before starting

work again :

I agree, if employed by you, to peacefully work witli uiy fellow-employees (engaged either

in your direct employment or in that of any sub-contractors), whether they are members of a
trade society or notj and I agree that I will not quit your employment because any of my
fellow-employees is or is not a member of any trade society ; and I also agree that if I commit
any breach of this agreement I shall be subject to a fine of 20s., and I agree that the amount
of such fine may be deducted from any wages which may be due to me.

A vital principle is at stake, and the men's leaders do not appa-

rentl}^ dispute the right of the emplo3'ers to demand good faith

from the men. The Chairman of the men's executive is reported

in the press to have made the following statement :

" 1 contend that no individual member of the Masters' Association, and no individual
member of our society, should be allowed to break any agreement that we have, and cause
a stoppage of work such as this, involving thousands of men, at a moment's notice, without
consultation with the officials, or going through the formula of going before the conciliation

board, as had been agreed to."

The sectional strikes that occur so readily nowadays are often

enough engineered without any regard to the undertakings of the

men's leaders, and baffle emploj'ers as to how to achieve peaceful

relations. The Syndicalists evi'dently desire that the employer

should have no peace until he ceases to be an employer.

Leaving to one side S3'ndicalism and sympathy strikes, the out-

standing lesson to employers is that they will only maintain their

position by " solidarity "—a term beloved by the labour leader.

Employers are not all enthusiastic as to their common interests,

and often fail to coordinate their strength adequately even when they

associate themselves nominally. There is also a type of employer

who virtually trades on the efforts of these employers who do

organise and who do achieve some measure of success in collective

bargaining with the trades union. For instance, but for these organ-

isations district rates for the various trades might be much higher

than they are, yet the outside or unaffiliated employer is able to

command labour at these rates without having helped to settle them.

The Conciliation Boards that are in operation in various trades

in various parts of the country, while obviously dependent on the

men keeping faith, can, none the less, have small success except

all employers in each trade combine effectively. The issue is

one of community of interest and acceptance of a common standard

of dealing—sirch a standard may conceivably be less generous

than any one employer might adopt, but it will also be less grasping

than other individual firms might adopt.
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orL^anisations.

Tlie long established nietlu)d of cheeking nun in and out of the Time-Keeping.

Works by means of a system of metal checks, has given way largely

to the more convenient method of mechanical time recorders.

The metal check method is being operated to-day in large works
with every success, by virtue of its well rooted establishment, and
the consequent selection of suita])le nun to look after the system.

The peculiar advantage of tlie mechanical time recorder is that

by its use all disputes as to time are avoided. In the metal check

system, however much supported by mechanical contrivances for

closing the check boxes at appointed times, it is, if there is any
dispute, only the word of the timekeeper against the workman (at

least that is the w^orkman's way of looking at it).

The avoidance of disputes by the use of mechanical time recorders

only applies fully with the card type of machine, where the man sees

for himself the time he has recorded.

In practice the use of a mechanical time recorder does much
more than obviate disputes as to time, as by removal of the personal

element a rigid adherence to the time of attendance can be insisted

on without incessant warfare between the men and the timekeeper.

In any case the record made is beyond all argument, providing the

recorder is registering the correct local time, and in this connection,

it is the soundest economy to ha\x' all recorders and indeed all

clocks synchronised, so as to keep identical time.

In this connection the Post Office authorities afford certain

facilities, as the fallowing extract from the Post Office Guide will

indicate.

Tl.ME SI(;NALS.

Where the telegraph armnpements jiennit. Oreeiiwirli mean time ran he supplied hv eleetrir
current every liour in the day in I^mdoii.and at either 10 a.m. or ) p.m. to places in fheVonntrv.

Where sufficient support is fortiicoming, special arranRcnients can he made for the hourly
synchronisation of clock.s.

The need for synchronising will appeal to wider circles, as work<

efficiency becomes more and more recognised as the taking care of

minute details. The general discipline suffers when the time

recorders differ in different departments. The factory bells and

whistles should all be automatically synchronised with the time

recorders.

A further advantage obtainable with time recorders is that they

can be readily installed in any de])artment— of course, metal check

stations can be and are similarly installed in some works, but this
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Time-Keeping, plan multiplies the need of men with the characteristics requisite

for timekeepers, and cannot be said to put the check system on equal

terms with the time recorder, in any direction.

Where recorders are installed in the various shops, or away from

the gate, it is usual to allow one or two minutes, as may be necessary

for a man who passes the gate on the stroke of the hour, to reach the

recorder in time to register.

With regard to the supervision of the recorder itself, it must be

remembered that it is only a recorder and, therefore, it is not a

reasonable method of use to leave it regularly unattended when the

workmen are using it. It is very easy to have someone stand by

to open the recorder for use say ten to fifteen minutes beforehand,

and then to lock it up one or two minutes, as may be the rule, after

time. Alternatively the card racks, in the case of a card recorder,

may be locked up to prevent their use without locking the recorder

itself.

An allowance of 3d. a day to a shop clerk may cover the early

arrival in the mornings necessary for opening the card racks

and the few minutes wait at night to close same. It is as well

to lock up the recorder between times unless in use for job

recording purposes.

The time card is essentially the record of attendance, as obtained

by the use of a card type of recorder, and from which the time wages

are calculated. The machine has to be set by the attendant, or

is automatically set, for registering in the correct " In " or " Out "

column, and automatically alters each day so as to bring the day

spacings in the correct position—the change over from a.m. (upper

line of each day) to p.m. (lower line) being adjustable to suit the

working hours. Abnormal times such as late arrival and overtime

can be indicated by a different colour stamping or by an asterisk,

and it is certainly very helpful to have abnormal time distinguished

in one or other of these ways.

A matter of some moment is the number of stampings that shall

be required. In practically all cases the men stamp " In " on

every occasion of amval, but in some, they only stamp " Out " on

leaving at night, unless working irregular meal hours, when they

would stamp " Out " for meals. In other cases, the stamping
" Out " at leaving off for the day is not required when leaving at

the regular hour, but only when working overtime. The case occurs

sometimes that stamping either " In " or " Out " for tea-time is

omitted as robbing a short meal-time of a valuable minute or two.

The settlement of what shall be done hinges on the gate control,

but speaking generally, it will be well enough to waive the " Out "

stamping on going to meals, but to insist on the " In " stamping
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after meals and the " OiT " stamping on Kavin^' at niglit, wlutlier Time Ke«pin«.

at the regular time or not.

It is usual for the time cards to be held in rat ks beside the time

recorders, one set of racks being provided on each side— one holding

the cards ready for stamping and the other receiving the cards after

stamping. Racks with the number labels at the side arc more

convenient, and allow the freer use of department symbols—

a

point tliat counts most when several departments use the one

recorder, as would be the case in all but very large \\'orks. Each

recorder can handle up to 200 men—without unduly protracting

the process of recording at a given time.

Some typical regulations affecting the cjncstion of timckrr])ing

are given in Section Ilia.

In dealing with questions relating to labour records, there is Labour

such diversity of practice that without a full knowledge of how

each practice came into being one cannot hope to appreciate their

individual merits, and still less is one helped by admitting them all

as deserving of consideration.

There may be said to be only two serious problems in labour

records, and that is to record when each man changes his job and

what the new job is.

It is highly desirable to keep in mind, in considering this question,

that the manner of making the labour records is a potent factor in

setting up the atmosphere of proper discipline. The indirect results

of striving after accurate labour records may, therefore, be as valu-

able as the direct results, and conversely the harm done in accepting

approximate records is not by any means limited to inaccuracy in

the cost accounts.

The phrase " striving after accurate labour records " is used

advisedly because perfect accuracy may be said to be quite im-

possible of attainment as a working proposition.

On the other hand, it is not uncommon to fall unconsciously into

accepting gross inaccuracies, although high ideals are intended, and

the indirect effects on discipline may be worse than if lesser ideals

had been followed. Speaking generally, the maintenance of a high

level of accuracy in labour records is fraught with difticulties simply

because human factors come into the question and human factors

are notoriouslv shifting ones, that on different days give different

results.

No experienced administrator would set out to devise any system

wholly independent of the human factor, but he does ask for a system

that shall indicate if the human factor has failed.

In coming to the detail of these problems it will be convenient
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Labour to refer to the routine pertaining to labour records as " timebooking
"

in contradistinction to timekeeping which has reference rather to

a man's attendance at the factory than to his work.

It will doubtless be obvious that " timebooking " in relation to

the start of one job gives the essential information as to leaving off

the previous job. There might, of course, be a gap between two

jobs, but if this were serious enough to be given recognition, the

timebooking would then apply to the idle period as if it were a job.

Experience goes to show that idle time of this character never does

get acknowledged by the shops. Any waiting incidental to a new
job generally goes against that job, so that it may be said that time-

booking is likely to be more accurate as to leaving off one job than

as to starting the next. However, it will be found that the results

will be the same, if it is considered that " timebooking " only

necessitates stating the time of going " Ox " the new job as first

suggested.

Timebooking may be accomplished in various ways, of which the

following are a fair summary :

Timebooking Method No. 1.

By the man booking daily on a chalk board or on a daily time

sheet or card.

This is indeed a rougli approximation, varying according to tlie temperament of eacli
man. Tlie sheet or card invites more time being spent by eacli man in filling up, but there
is quite enougli scope for wasting time witJi the rougher chalk board. The foreman's
countersigning of these records can hardly ever be more than formal, and men have a
way of seeing through formalities, so there is virtually no check on the men's statements.
A man's idea of time spent on a job, if daywork, is a compromise between what it seemed
like and what the job will " stand "—and as for his ideas if piecework or premium work
is in question, no one thinks of accepting them.

Timebooking Method No. 2.

By the clerk taking down on a time sheet according to each man's

verbal statement each day.

This scheme is better than No. 1 in proportion to the ability and tact of the clerk.
Given the right man and few enough men to look after so as to allow not less than two
visits to each a day, very fair results are obtainable, with the advantage of taking up
very little of the men's time. Still the man's idea of the time of starting each job does
come into this method and is not confirmed within close enough limits for the record to
be used for piecework or premium i^ayments.

Timebooking Method No. 3.

By the foreman (or charge hand) booking each man on a time

sheet.

This arrangement looks as if it would make an excessive demand on the time of th®
foreman, but carried through in a proper spirit by a capable methodical man, who will
school himself to making suitable notes immediately each man changes his job, the scheme
has much in its favour. The record is independent of the workman and, given the right
kind of foreman, should be quite satisfactory for computing piecework or premium work
payments which means cutting out all other clerical work by the foreman on that score.
Where a foreman is expected to formulate piece rates or time limits this scheme affords
a great deal of the requisite day to day education. Obviously the whole value of the
record hinges on the integrity of the foreman, who has the power of adjustment so readily
to liis hand, and can hardly be detected, if careless in his booking. Further, he cannot
deal with many men properly or with jobs of verv short duration.
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Timebooking Method No. 4.

By the man hooking on a Job Tic kct for tacli jol) l)y writing down
the times " On " and " Ofi-."

Tliispre-siipiHirtesu Joli Tiokft, |)resunial>l\ not iiiadiMXit liy tin- iiciti, whirli UnniiKlitioii
coinnum to the majority o( inoilfrii syntcm.M. H the inai»".s IxMikinu is to Iw iiwnI (or picri--

work or prpinlimi work pnyiiionf.-t thfii tin- (omiuiii iiiiHt rontlnii, wlii<-li run only Im>

satisfactorily iloiu- at tin- tinu-. 'I'lie troulili' oi «i'ttln« tlic IxHikinu doni- at the tlnn-
rather nullilles aiix' advantaKe tliat can be credited to the scheme, In regard to relieviiiK
the foreman of any clerical work. If will he oliserved that this arrnhKeinent while pro-
vidiiiK for time bookini; on the ciifferent johs does not (irovide the ei|\iivalent of the 'I ime
Slieet referred to under Methods Nos. 1. -J. and :}. 'Ihi- 'lime Sheet U essentially a weekly
-uinni;ir\ of <;i< li .l:i\ '- bookinn-i or allocations for aKreement with flu- wawes paid.

Timebooking Method No. 5.

By tlie man stamping tlu- times " Ox " and " Off " on a Job
Tirkot for each job by means of a Mechanical Time Recorder.

This Koes far to meet the objection to Method Xo. 4. but it will not do to sni>|M>s.-

that stampings will never be made so as to favour either the llnishe<l or the new job
Further, it is not impossible to do a job right out while remaining booked " On "' another
one. This, however, is in the hands of the foreman to control. Success really hinges on
tl>e foreman, and he is stimulated to the best residts by knowing that the means are there
for the man to book accurately without his |)resence at the moment of a job being Dnished.
The accuracy is at the e.\i>ense of a journey to the Time Recorder by each man at each
change of job anil is not quite right for short jobs.

If racks are provided at the time recorder for Job Tickets, relating to the " Xext Job "

as well as the " Job in Hand." the foreman has the means of planning the work of hi-*

men ahea<l so that the man when stamjiing " off " the finished Job Ticket can stamp
" Ox ' the new Job Ticket without referring to him on each occasion. The outstanding
advantage of the use of the time reconler is that booking cannot be done after the event
with any pretence to accuracy and the standard of promptness thus set up is very valuable
in maintaining a general accuracy. Such records can accordingly be useil for piecework
or premium work payments with greater confidence. As with Method No. 4 this scheme
iloe, II,. t !iiriii-h n Time >he.'t

Timebooking Method No. 6.

By the foreman (or charge hand) booking each man on each change

of job by issuing a new Job Ticket.

This differs from Xo. 5 by reason of the men not stamping their Job Tickets on th»'

Time Recorder. The foreman might book the time by writing or might u.se a Time Recorder.
The advantage over Method Xo. 3 is in luiving a separate record for each job but there i-

the lo.ss of the Time Sheet.
If a Time Recorder is in use rather difficult conditions are set up for the foreman to

meet, seeing that the Time Recorder is neces-sarily a fixture. He is then apt to compromise
between the shop difficulties and the office requirements with .some sacrifice in accuracy.
There is another aspect to be considered, namely, the finding of Job Tickets that have
been already started on and interrupted. .-V Job Ticket rack (as referred to under .Method
Xo. .5) for Interrupted Jobs " will, however, meet the case.

Booking on to the Job Ticket by the foreman means he must be at his desk a great
deal if the booking is to be done at all promptly.

One adaptation of this principle is in extensive use in conjunction with the premium
system of payment .as follows :

Each Job Ticket has a counterfoil or detachable coupon, and is made out by the charge
hand, who fills in the starting time and han<ls the complete ticket to the workman.
A Ratefixer in the course of his perambulations of the shops to which he is attached
duly comes round to the man, puts on a Time Limit for the job and detaches the cou|Hin
on which he has noted hisestimate. These coupons are passed in to the Katefixing Otlice
to be matched up in due course with the complefeil Job Ti<ket. thus ensuring that every
Job Ticket and therefore all data of performances reaches that office ultimately. The
Ratertxer's observation should check the general accuracy of the starting time booke<l on
the ticket.
The Job Ticket is suitably printed on the back for the workman to enter up ilaily liis

time on the job. This method is obviously more suitable where jol)s are of long <luration.
A sho|> clerk, under the <lirecfion of the Wages Office, also calls on the nuin to note
from his Job Ticket the time worked. These entries are made on a Weekly Time Alli>c«-
tion Sheet, and it is from thes»' sheets the cost accounts are nuule up.
Orillers and men on jobs of short duration have a weekly card serving as a coni|H>sit«'
Job Ticket. The Ratellxer fixes thi- Time Limit for eacli job in just the sjime way.
In the r:i<r of labourers thev fill in weeklv rardsai>proximating thetime «i>ent on different
j..bs.

Timebooking Method No. 7.

By the foreman making out a Job Adxice Slip at each change

"^ job, giving the necessan^- particulars to the Wages Office, and so

to the Works .Accounts Office.

Labour
Records
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The iulvautawcs in this metliod over No. G are that the foreman can write the Job

\iivice Slips (Hit anywhere in the shop, though in practice he may come back to his desk

to do most 01 them . and what is rather important he is relieved of the necessity of finding Job

Tickets relating to squad work and interrupted jobs. Incidentally while a Job Advice

Slip must convev to the Wages Oflice, or maybe the Ratefixing Department, all the parti-

culars necessary for tilling out a Job Ticket, it has the appearance of being, and so jar is,

less work to make out a roughly written slip than a ticket suitable for office use and filing

for rcfcrpncp.
.Vdvice slips might be passed in skeleton form to a shop clerk to complete if the essential

point as to time of starting be filled in by the foreman.

Timebooking Method No. 8.

By the workman filling in Job Advice Slips, for each change of

job, to be countersigned by the foreman.

This method has its advantages in that it entails very little writing on the part of the

workman, involves him in no calculations and proportionately relieves the foreman.

By suitably organising the collection and approval by foremen of these advice slips,

the w-ages and" cost records can be kept very closely up to time.

The foreman (or chargehand) will pass in the slips, through the medium of regular

messenger service from the Wages Office, where Job Tickets are made out, and passed to

Kateiixer if time limit or piece rate is required. Alternatively, the Ratefixer could have

the advice slips first, and his assistant could make out the Job Ticket, passing same on

to the Wages Office with the rate marked.
.

The Job Advice Slips can be supplied in pads to the men and when entry is made as

to starting a new job an entrv is made on the next slip at the same time, and before parting

with the first slip, in readiness for indicating the completion of that job and the starting

of another. Thus the advice slips are linked together by the man's own writing.

Kt the end of the pav week, say Wednesday night, a carry-over advice slip is made
out, not so much for closing the one week's records as for opening the succeeding week s

without disturbance of the previous week's slips.

Conceivably these Job Advice Slips could be arranged so as to be stamped as to time

by a suitable mechanical time recorder. This would tend to much greater accuracy as

to starting times, and the slips could be dropped in a box near by the time recorder, thus

greatly facilitating their collection at frequent intervals.

Timebooking Method No. 9.

By a clerk booking on to Job Tickets from actual observation

in lieu of the foreman or charge hand.

This is a scheme that can meet all requirements of accuracy and relieve both foremen

and workmen of clerical work, and having only one distinct disadvantage, viz. the expense,

unless on strictly repetition work where a large number of men can be dealt with. This

condition, however, not merely reduces the cost but the same clerk can report day by day

any falling off in the quantity of work done by each man, and this might be his most
important function.

, , ^, , , . , .

Under these conditions the clerk becomes a worktaker and the value of taking up

particulars of time worked from this view-point is very far reaching.

Leaving on one side the particular method adopted of " Time-

booking " it is necessary to consider further the matter of the Job

Ticket and Weekly Time Allocation Sheet.

5.26. The Job Ticket is essentially the record of the time spent on a

given job. In many ways it is a distinct advantage to have the

whole record on one ticket.

When a mechanical time recorder is used, it is more usual, if not

universal, to have separate job tickets for each week's time. This

arises firstly, from the limitations of the time recorder, and secondly,

it is possible by having tickets in each week representing the whole

of that week's time, neither more nor less, to utilise the week's group

of cards for cost allocation purposes—dispersing them afterwards

for job data purposes.

It will follow from this that a job worked on in more than one

pay week will involve a corresponding number of job tickets, which

splits the record and burdens the file of records, unless each per-
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formancc is abstracted. Obvimisly too, for cvi-ry job iii Ii.uid at Labour

the close oi one pay week a continuation c anl must be written out

for the succeeding week—quite a troublrsoiuo matter because

falling due at the one moment throughout tlic Works, although

possibly anticipated in j^art.

Sometimes instead of a job ticket for eacli operation, a work

tag for all the operations on one batch of parts is used—the W(jrk

tag following the work through the shop.

If jobs were never hung up in the shops, and if batches, once

started, were never broken, this scheme could be used more exten-

sively than it is.

For making, say, a jig in the Tool Room, this method of obtaining

tlic cost of each jig is likely to be admirable, as job tickets for every

operation would hardly be feasible.

There is another variety of ticket necessitated by the short

duration of such operations as drilling, and this is merely a composite

job ticket for the day's work. If suitably printed, such a ticket

could afterwards be cut into strips for each job entered, thus forming

separate job tickets.

There is little doubt that no method of abstracting labour costs

from summaries, be they daily or weekly, for job data purposes,

can compare in usefulness, or even in accuracy, with having the

initial record in unit form, that is, a job ticket for each job.

The purpose of a job ticket ought primarily to be the achievement

of efficiency in production by providing comparable data of per-

formances. Its secondary purpose is usually to furnish cost data

for works accounts purposes. These two purposes might be

argued as identical, and the distinction lies wholly in the adminis-

trative use made of the data.

The administrative use of job data may be assumed to lie in the

Ratelixing Department, while the accounting use of the same data

may be taken to lie in the Works Accounts Office. It may be

further assumed that the function of the Wages Office is to collect

the data or at any rate to complete it in accordance with the wages

paid.

These three ofhces are named as t\'pifying the essential phases

of this matter, and it should be helpful in approaching the problem

if these different aspects are properly understood and appreciated.

The first concern of the Wages Office is to make sure that the

whole of each week's time is accounted for by the different job

tickets, while the Ratefixing Office is concerned to know that the

records of time on the job tickets are exhaustive and comprise the

whole of the time worked on the job, irrespective of the week.

The interests of the Works Accounts Office are to allocate or

G
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Labour charge out to the proper cost allocation accounts the whole of the
Records. ° r r

wages paid.

The different interests are best served when the job tickets can

be released to the Ratefixing Department aD complete, after the

S-28. Wages Office have built up a Weekly Time Allocation Sheet, which

accounts for the whole time under consideration. These weekly

time allocation sheets having served the Wages Office more par-

ticularly as to the time booked, are passed to the Works Accounts

Office for allocating the Wages paid.

It is very doubtful economy to do without this weekly allocation

sheet by building up cost figures from the job tickets themselves
;

mainly, because the completed job tickets ought to pass without

delay to the Ratefixing Department, and not be held permanently in

the Works Accounts Office. There will not always be a Ratefixing

Department to function in this way, but the principle remains true.

Job tickets have a further highly important use in serving to

operate a piecework or premium system. There is apt to be an

idea that job tickets are only necessary where there is some system

of extra pay in vogue, but while they are practically inevitable in

that case, the general necessity and advantage holds equally good

for day work or " datal " work as it is called in Sheffield.

The unit system of costkeeping of which the job ticket is the

essential basis, is invaluable for estimating purposes.

Job tickets can be utihsed, and usually are used, when inspection

or viewing between operations is carried out, as viewing certificates

ensuring firstly as to the correctness of the work, and secondly as to

the remuneration due.

In some shops it has been found to be an advantage for the

viewing certificate to be separate from the job ticket. In one case

the object is to give the workman a receipt for his work, that he

can produce if he does not agree to his pay, and in another case the

object is for a carbon copy of the certificate, dealing with the com-

plete operation, to also be made to serve as an instruction as to what

is the next operation. This is an important step towards organising

the movement of work about the shops, and is dealt with again

under Production Efficiency, Section III e.

A point may be made as to printing a list of operations on the

job ticket. This is a dubious practice as tending to slur the operations

as to detail and to arrive at an indication only of the process.

" Turning," for example, is really a process, and needs amplification

such as " Rough turning flange " to indicate a specific operation.

From a costing point of view, the subdivision of costs under

processes may be entirely satisfactory, but the same cannot be said

if such records are to constitute job data for ratefixing purposes.
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It will usually tend to clearer definition of the operation if no Labour
• i 1 1 i • rf 1 111 • ,

Records,
printed list is oiiered on the job tickets, except in such cases as

moulding, coremaking, forging, etc., where no amplification can

Ix" very well hopx-d for.

The weekly time allocation sheet can be developed to analyse 530.

the departmental expenditure on the various classes of orders

—

a matter of importance under some conditions. Such developments

can, however, hardly be carried out with any economy and rapidity,

except in conjunction with mechanical methods of listing and

totalling.

The question of extra pay as an inducement to extra output Extra Pay.

is a large one and an old one. Space forbids any examination of

tiie various stages of development and experiments in this direction,

but, by way of reminder of the serious attention that is being given

to unifying the interests of employer and employed, a note is given

below of a proposed bill dealing with profit sharing.

In order to encourage the principle of co-partnership the Companie.s Act (.\niendment)
Bill has been introduced into the House of Commons by Lord Robert Cecil and other Con-
servative members. The Bill is to enable companies to adopt co-partnership in cases where
they would otherwise be debarred from doing so, either by their private Art of Parliament or
their .Articles of A.'s.sociation. In a schedule a model scheme of co-partnership is set out, and
the Bill provides that such scheme shall be a condition precedent to granting st^itutory power
to new companies to raise capital. Under the scheme certificates of partnership arc to be
granted to all in the regular employ of the company. The standard rate of wages is to corre-
spond with a return of .'> per cent, on the capital, and when the return exceeds 5 jK-r cent, the
employee becomes entitled to a bonus calculated at one-twentieth of his existing wages for
every 1 per cent, paid in dividend. A company with a cajjital of £100,000 and a normal wages
bill of £:J0,000, if it paid 6 per cent., would necessitate an additional £1000 being paid to the
men, if it paid 10 per cent, an additional £5000. .\ workman would then get .31s. if 5 jier

cent, were paid, but 37s. 6d. if 10 per cent, were paid as dividend. The whole of the bonus
is not to be paid over, for one half is to be invested in shares of the company in the nanie.'< of
trustees. The Board of Trade may permit variations of the scheme, and al.so allow a smaller
rate of l>onus when salaries and wages bear an unusually high proportion of the cost of carrying
on the company's business.

There are isolated schemes in existence, some pre-eminently

successful. The Sixteenth Abstract of Labour Statistics of the

United Kingdom, issued in October, 1913, gives the following

fiejures :

Trade.
Number of Arms practising

Proflt Sharing System at
June 30, 1913.

Number of Employees.

Permanent. 1 CasuaL

Metal
Engineering and Shipbuilding
other trades .... 1

5
133

166
10,6.51
sr.'jso

10
100

5,323

For the present purpose it will be sufficient to i< . ..^iu-v only the

two systems most extensively used, viz. piecework and premium
system or premium bonus system, as it is sometimes called.

Now that day rates are guaranteed by the Engineering Employers'

Federation, equally under piecework and premium system, the

two can be fairly compared.

With piecework, a piece price is fixed on the basis that the

whole of the savings oi balance between the worker's day wages
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Extra Pay. for the time worked and the price allowed, shall be paid to the

worker.

With the premium system, the basis of the contract between the

employer and employed is in terms of time, instead of money, and

provides that of the gross savings a proportion only passes to the

man. It is a point of importance that under a time limit system

the influence of small differences in the hourly rates of the workers

on the same job may be ignored.

It by no means follows that the worker is worse off under the time

basis by the savings being divided. The time basis or time limit

is not the equivalent in time of a piece price.

There are two widely recognised methods of apportioning these

savings or gains, viz. the Rowan and the Halsey or Weir plan.

The Rowan plan evolved by Mr. David Rowan, and announced

before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in September, 1901,

apportions the man's share by the formula of paying the same

percentage on the wages for the time worked as is saved on the

time limit.

Thus if Time Limit is 80 hours and Time Taken 60 hours, then percentage of time saved
is 25 per cent., consequently workmau will get a premium of 25 per cent, on his time wages,
or 75 hours pay in all.

With the Halsey or Weir plan the apportionment is by simple

division of the time saved, usually one-half being paid to the man.

Thus if Time Limit is 100 hours and Time Taken is 75 hours, then workman will receive
a premium of one-half the time saved, i.e. 25-^2 or 12i hours* pay in addition to the 75
hours' pay—a matter of 87J hours' pay in all.

Mr. F. A. Halsey and Messrs. J. & G. Weir, Ltd., appear to have

adopted this method of apportionment independently, and Mr.

Halsey seems to have anticipated both Messrs. Rowan & Weir in

the general principle of the premium system.

Perhaps the principal advantage claimed for the piecework

system was that the wages cost of a job could never be exceeded,

the worker bearing the loss if he could not make his ordinary time

wage. That advantage no longer exists, when day rates are guaran-

teed, and where each job must stand alone, that is, where the losses

will not be set against the gains.

The fetish of a fixed wages cost arises from a narrow conception

of production costs and lack of knowledge of the shop charges per

hour, as distinct from a percentage on wages. With shop charges

properly appreciated as a substantial charge per hour, possibly

exceeding the wages rate, the importance of a large output per

hour becomes recognised as the leading factor in economical

production.

A fixed wages cost per piece tends to prevent due attention being

given to the length of time taken.
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Under the piciniuni system the iiiiportanee ot 'lihie saving is Extra Pay

inevitably kept in view.

Again, under piecework with the saving all going to the man, the

increase in shop facilities and improvements in administraticjn,

such as material supply and tool service, is in the nature of a free

gift to the man. This is not wholly so, because if the output is the

greater thereby, there will bo some saving to the employer in shop

charges, whether recognised or not, although the wages cost remains

constant. So far as these improvements make for reduction of

cost there is no objection to the workman benefiting to an extent,

in fact the aim of modern methods of management is to unify the

interests of employer and employee in regard to increased efficiency.

\Mien for some reason or other, probably in part by personal

expertness, the pieceworker is enabled to make large earnings on

some established piece rate the Management are unable to derive

any advantage, such as reducing their selling prices and obtaining

more orders, from these conditions except they cut the piece rates.

There is no doubt that piecew'ork has got into bad odour by the

unreasonable cutting down of rates, without the justification that

might lie in an alteration of method of working.

The danger of cutting piece rates is warded off by the men, as far

as possible, by taking care to seldom earn more than, say, time and

a quarter.

This spirit of " ca' canny " or holding back may be checked by

having the courage to let piece rates stand whatever the men's

earnings. It may sometimes be very hard in consequence for a

Works Manager to hold out against criticism of the old school

where the incidence of shop charges is held to be a question of

judgment rather than fact, and particularly so if the shop charges

are expressed as a percentage of wages. This last matter is accen-

tuated when the wages basis for applying the shop charges is taken

as the whole price paid for the job, whereas it ought to be the wages

for the time taken on the job, with the piecework balance or extra

pay as additional wages costs not carr^'ing shop charges.

A very much truer conception of production economy is obtained

by applying shop charges on the basis of time worked.

Sometimes piecework is held to be conducive to scamped work

and the temptation is certainly great, more especially if losses are

deducted from gains—the usual piecework practice.

Bad workmanship is not, however, unknown under day work

even when there is no stimulus to greater exertion, and insjx-ction

or viewing is a necessity under every system of remuneration if a

uniformly high standard of workmanship is to be maintained.

Coming to further consideration of the premium plan, the out-
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Eitara Pay. standing feature is that the gains of increased production are auto-

matically shared, as to the wages cost, between employer and

employed. Following from that condition there is the less need

for reducing the time limits however favourable these may prove

to be to the workers.

The Rowan percentage plan aimed particularly to remove the

temptation to cut down the time limit because to do so, in any

degree, is to undermine and destroy the requisite good feeling amongst

employees towards the Management. This result is achieved by

reason of the premium being the same percentage as the time saved.

Obviously the maximum percentage is something short of lOO per

cent., and as a consequence under this system double time could

never be reached. Double time, of course, means a premium of

100 per cent, of the time wage.

From the employer's point of view the Rowan system may be

said to have an advantage in that the rewards grow relatively less

as the saving becomes more abnormal, and consequently that there

is no undue incentive to scamp work.

A considerable number of men prefer the Rowan plan as favouring

stability of time limits.

There is nothing in the objection to the Rowan plan that the men
find it difficult to understand. Experience shows the reverse. On
the other hand, the Halsey-Weir plan is admittedly a simpler

formula, viz. one half of the time saved to go to the man.

Under either systems the conditions under which the time limits

are fixed should make it no great difficulty for the Management

to abide loyally by every time fixed, and at the same time to pay

out willingly just as much as the men can be induced to earn.

Although calculation for fellowship, as it is known for piecework,

that is for squad work and associated work, such as day shift man
and night shift man, are facilitated by the Rowan plan, as also are

comparisons between different performances, the Halsey-Weir plan

has probably the most extensive use, and is likely to be preferred

in future. The main ground of preference is the simpler expression

of formula, and to some extent in having all extra pay earnings

calculated first in hours saved, thus giving readily period totals of

time saved. The average percentage of saving is the more readily

obtained data in the case of the Rowan plan.

The best form of weekly statistics of savings under the Halsey-

Weir plan is to take out the total of hours saved on each week's

finished jobs and compute what percentage this is of the total of the

time limits for these same jobs. This method eliminates the undue

influence of high percentages on short jobs as may result from

averaging the percentages saved on each job under the Rowan plan.
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It is very desirable to keep a few general statistics of this character, Extra Pay.

especially when the run of work is not too frequently changing.

Mechanical means of addition are, however, almost imperative if

the extraction of such figures is not to be too troublesome and
expensive.

" Fellowship " under the llalsey-Weir plan will be dealt with
by expressing the time of each man on the job as a percentage of

the whole time taken and applying these percentages to the distri-

bution of the total premium.

Certain regulations of general application to piecework and pre-

mium systems have been indicated in Section Ilia.

The point made there as to time spent on defective work being

treated as day work, will involve the Ratefixer notifying the Wages
OtTicc as to the appropriate deduction to be made from the time

worked on this account.

Where the conditions allow it, and the requirements compel the

completion of the original batch, the practice is recommended of not

paying on any job ticket until the original batch is completed,

thus involving replacement of defective pieces. This automatically

ensures proper attention to completing replacements and has a

most valuable influence on the regulation of the work-in-progress.

There may be also occasion for adjustments to be conceded on
the ground of unforeseen tooling difficulties and the like.

Where juniors, or apprentices, are associated with mechanics,

it is necessary for arriving at an equitable distribution of premium,

and for maintaining the time limits on a more reliable basis (that is

as if adults were employed throughout) to adjust the time taken by
juniors by only counting part of their time in computing the time

saved.

An illustration of such a regulation has been given elsewhere, viz.

that for juniors earning 2d. or less per hour, one-half the time worked
will be counted, and for juniors earning over 2d. but less than 4d. per

hour, three-quarters of the time will be counted.

Some problems will arise when a man works more than one

machine, for it is necessary some extra premium should be obtainable

by a man working two machines, as compared with when working

only one. On the other hand, it is hardly reasonable that he should

earn the premium of two men working independently, for obviously

it will only be certain selected jobs that can be run together in this

way by one man. A fair compromise is to allow two-thirds of the

single machine time limit for each of two machines worked by one

man, while only half the single machine basis time may be allowed

for each of three or more machines worked by one man.

In the case of a battery of automatics under one operator, such
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Extra Pay. a rule would not apply and the basis of extra pay needs to be specially

arranged to suit the circumstances of each case. Piecework is

probably the best method here, as operation times can be verified

to a nicety.

Ratefixing and its possibilities constitutes a subject in itself, and

is therefore treated separately in Section III e.

A scheme for stimulating workmen to ignore the restriction of

following previous performances^—frequently a very real retarding

influence on increased efficiency—and to let themselves go is to offer

a special bonus to the workman in each department or possibly in

each trade achieving the highest results for any quarter. The

bonus being an extra halfpenny or penny an hour for the ensuing

three months. Care is necessary in making the awards lest some

of the men should be unduly favoured by the nature of the jobs

falling to their lot.

In computing extra pay it is a distinct advantage for payment

to be made the week following completion of job. This enables

the viewing to be carried out more efficiently, and allows a much
better arrangement of the Wages Office work, the staff being able

to concentrate on the extra pay work for the first half of the week

and on the ordinary wages the latter part of the week.

Some notification is desirable, and due to the men as to the jobs

paid on each week, and the amount of extra pay earned on each.

This requirement can be met and the wages routine generally

5-29. facilitated by the use of Extra Pay Slips for attachment to the

weekly pay card. A carbon copy of the entries on the slips will

serve as the official summary from which the Wages Sheets are made
up.

Wafies. Speaking broadly, wages are made up of time wages and extra,

pay. Time wages are the wages virtually earned by attendance,

it being a separate issue for the employer to get value for the wages

so paid. A system of extra pay, whether piecework or premium, may
be said to ensure that adequate value is given though the broader

principle of mutual interest should be the motive behind the admini-

stration of these systems.

Timekeeping, as already discussed, is necessary for computing time

wages and " timebooking " for computing extra pay, although the

time spent has to be considered in conjunction with the work done..

5-31- It may be assumed that the Wages Sheets will be made up from

s-22. the Time Cards as to the total hours at work and overtime allowances

due, and that the totals of the extra pay earned will be derived from

5-29. the Extra Pay Book, containing the carbon copy of the Extra Pay^

Slips as issued to the men.
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There may be questions of special allowances in some industries, wagei.

e.g. for boiler trials, and these may be recorded in a separate Extra

Pay Book marked " Special Allowances."

Deductions of a regular character such as National Insurance and

Hospital Contributions can be dealt with entirely on the Wa^es
Sheets, except as to a reference list stating tlie regular amounts

and this may be arranged for on the Workman's Rate Sheets. 519,

Deductions of the nature of fines will require to be recorded in

a Fines Book for reference and to meet Factory Act requirements.

The completed time card when issued on pay day as a Pay Card,

may conveniently be made to serve as a notification in writing to

the man concerned as to any fines incurred. The Works Manager

may be well advised to initial all such entries as to fines or some other

officer should do so to ensure the requisite care being used in the

matter.

It is suggested that the Time Card shall only be completed as to

total hours so as not to disclose rates of pay when the cards are

issued for pay purposes.

The Extra Pay Slips can be perforated and the counterfoil strip

stapled on to the cards, thus allowing the men to detach them for

their own reference.

In the making up of the Wages Sheets, the preparation of the

sheets as to names and rates may be undertaken early in the week

by copying from the preceding week's sheets. This is one of the

advantages to be derived from having loose sheets that may be

bound up after preparation, though possibly not until completed

and checked.

The difficulty of including new men is got over by placing their

names at the end of the list on the first occasion and papng in that

order. The names will take up their proper sequence according

to check numbers in the following week.

As regards men leaving during the week their wages should be 520.

made up on a separate sheet and similarly with any men paid Ix^fore

the usual time. Their wages should not appear in the ordinary

list, which is thus confined to those men who have to be paid at

the regular time. It may be assumed that their check numbers

will appear in the ordinary list, but without any amounts against

them.

The machines on the market for addressing envelopes and

listing generally can be adopted for Wages Sheets—the stencil

method being perhaps more convenient and cheaper than rubber

type.

Departmental totals and inclusive Works totals of wages arc

obtained by summarising the total of the respective Wages Sheets
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5-32

Wages. on the last sheet of the department, and the departmental totals

on to a Wages Abstract. The advantage of this course is to

restrict any alteration found necessary to the single sheet totals

concerned and to facilitate arriving at section totals for pay pur-

poses—a point of moment in agreeing the make up of coins by

short stages.

It is imperative that the Wages Sheets shaU be very carefully

checked, and to this end it is not uncommon for the Time Cards

to be separately extended and then called back with the Wages

Sheet. Alternatively, it is feasible to do this extension on Pay

5-33. Slips. To do this will mean noting the rate per hour on the Pay

Shp, and in view of the extra pay items to be added to the time

wages and the National Insurance and other deductions made

from the total, it will be better generally to concentrate all the

checking on the Wages Sheets. The fact that removable sheets

are in question allows the checking to be proceeded with by several

men simultaneously, if necessar3^

Pay Slips giving the net wages due are of much assistance in

making up the pay.

These pay tickets can be arranged in sheets corresponding in

quantity to the number of entries on each Wages Sheet, and should

be of a suitable size for placing in the pay tins.

If a pay envelope is used instead of a tin, then the envelope will

constitute the pay ticket.

At the end of the Wages Sheets for each pay section, a rubber

stamp endorsement on the following hues should be made and the

requisite certifying signatures given :

Wages Sheets
Made up.

Wages Sheets
Checked.

Insurance Cards to date.
Wages Paid

out by

Stamped. Verified.

The necessity for verification of the insurance stamping each week

has become increased by the health cards being for six months.

In any case, the values at stake demand every safeguard against

misappropriation, and the requirements of the Act can only be

met by the utmost care.

The coin analysis should correspond with the pay sections, so

that each section can be agreed in making up the money before

proceeding to the next section. Obviously errors will then be more

quickly found than waiting till every man's pay is made up before

finding the money work out wrongly.

The coin analysis may be carried to the extent of sovereigns,
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half-sovereigns, half-crowns, threepenny pieces, copper and suiKhy wa«8«.

silver. The analysis of coin rc<iuirccl is quite simple and the actual

sorting of the silver from the bank may be done automatically by
a silver sorter. The use of a silver sorter necessitates drawing the

silver in guaranteed bags of say if>o from the bank, but this is

not a prohibitive condition. The diniculty with unguaranteed £5
bags is that the particular bag in wWnh an error occurs must be

returned to the bank with a claim and to automatically sort silver

in £5 lots for this purpose is too troublesome in respect to taking

out the sorted coins.

The pay for two pay stations may be advantageously made up
at the one table, and to this end two pay clerks v.ill work together.

The coins for a given pay section being placed on the pay board
the corresponding pay slips will be placed in a row on edge like

coins. Pay Clerk No. i will select the coin and slide the amount
to Pay Clerk No. 2, who will check and put in a pay tin with the

pay slip on top to identify and, in a way, seal it. This routine

obviates the risk of figures being read against the wrong check

number, the usual source of the half-sovereign trouble, and makes
for rapidity. Pay Clerk No. 2 by his checking accepts responsi-

bility for these pay tins, and puts them in trays for locking up
until pay time, when the pay boxes will be carried to the pay
stations—the responsible pay clerk being in attendance during the

transfer.

The pay clerks will change duties in making up when the pay for

one station has been got ready.

It will be noticed that this arrangement obviates the sorting of

the pay tins into numerical order beforehand. The shop clerk

appointed to be on duty outside each pay station will need to look

to empty pay tins being duly deposited in a suitable basket—one

with a canvas funnel top will prevent damage by their being thrown

with force into the basket.

Any competent clerk who has no responsibility for computing

the wages figures may serve as a pay clerk, A small bonus of, say,

sixpence for each pay correctly made up against which mistakes

can be set will give an interest and efficiency to what is an extra

responsibility. In offering the above outline of pay routine it is

assumed that away time will Ix' made up separately from the ordinary . ^

wages as a petty cash disbursement in an envelope suitably endorsed 5-37-

by a rubber stamp and possibly placed with the ordinary wages, if

any.

Accident compensation will also be paid separately as a petty

cash disbursement.

A point may be mentioned as to computing wages figures to the
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Wages. nearest halfpenny. With the advent of the National Insurance Act

halfpennies cannot be altogether avoided in the wages totals, and

that being so, it is quite as well to compute the time wages accord-

ingly, though hardly the extra pay. There is, of course, the diffi-

culty of getting the requisite number of halfpence from the bank,

as it is a matter of chance how these come in the ftve shilling bags

of copper.

It is supposed that there will be two clerks in attendance at each

pay station—one the pay clerk handing out the money and the other

receiving the pay cards and cancelling them by a crayon mark

across the corner.

Pay cards cancelled by payment at any other time can be punched

or clipped to obviate any confusion with unpaid cards.

Pay cards can be placed with the current time cards in the recorder

racks during the meal-time immediately preceding pay time—that

is, at dinner time when pay is made Friday night.

It is better generally to pay on Friday night rather than Saturday

morning in the domestic interests of the men, and in the interests

of the office arrangements, so as to avoid the total dislocation of

office routine during practically the whole Saturday morning.

When pay is made Friday nights the pay clerks have the full morning

clear of interruption for their ordinary work, and Saturday morning

becomes in turn more useful than the lost Friday afternoon. This

is particularly so when the pay arrangements are well organised

and the time of making up reduced to a minimum.

After the pay is over the Pay Clerk, before handing in any un-

5.34. claimed wages, will enter the items on an Unclaimed Pay Report,

keeping a carbon copy of same. This note will be handed in to the

General Office with the money and the total signed for. The note

will be suitably filed. Claims afterwards will involve the pay card

being obtained from the Wages Office and handed in to the General

Office as a voucher, the necessary receipt being given on the respec-

tive Unclaimed Pay Report.

Other points in the pay routine will be sufficiently suggested by

the suggested Standing Office Instructions in this connection

given in Section III a.

National The National Insurance Act, iQii, is a measure of very far-
IllSllT'3.tlC6

reaching effect, and necessarily complex in view of its compulsory

application, as regards health insurance, to practically all persons

between the ages of 16 and 65 engaged in manual labour or earning

not more than £160 per annum.

The apphcation of the Unemployment Section (Part II. of the

Act) is limited at present to certain trades. According to the
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I'lrst rncmi)l()\nunt IiiMirancc Report, the luimbcr of rnemplov- National

nuiit Ht)i)ks issued up to i -Mh Jul\-, 1913, is as follows :

Trade. Total for
United Kingdom.

UuildinK
Constnut ion of Works
StiiiibuililinK ....
KnKincerin« ....
I'onstnictioii of Vehicles
Sawniilliiii;

Otlior Industries....
Total

861.408
186,260
274,228
86.'i,.'i03

216,028
10,118
86,334

2,508,939

No attempt can be made here to furnish a {^uide to the working

of the Act, but merely to give a few extracts from ofTicia! sources,

indicative of employers' responsibilities, so that the reader may
appreciate the bearing generally that this Act has on Works adminis-

tration.

Under certain conditions exemption certificates are granted,

and the employer's interest is only touched by having to recognise

these certificates when presented by their employees and to see

that same are in order. The certificates have to be renewed every

twelve months.

In the case of compensation paid by the employer in respect to

an accident, the employee as insured under the Health Section of

this Act, will only be entitled to sick pay if the weekly compensation

]iayments are less than the sick pay under the Act, in which event

he is entitled to the difference between the compensation payment

and the full sick benefit.

The employer needs to bear in mind that in the event of an

agreement with an injured employee as to a weekly compensation

less than los. per week (the sickness full benefit), or as to the re-

demption of the weekly payments by a lump sum, notice of such

agreement must be sent within three days to the Insurance C(,mmis-

sioners. This is arranged between the insurance company with whom

the employer has taken out a policy to cover his liabilities in respect

to accidents to employees and the employee's own sick society.

Under certain regulations employers may pay at reduced rates

if they undertake to pay full wages during sickness for six weeks in

any one year—the sick person receiving no sick benefit until the

end of this period. So far as this arrangement might be considered

for staff, probably the better course is to give no undertaking to

pay in full for a maximum of six weeks' wages, but rather to request

the staff that during the period of absence for which they are paid

full wages, they shall refund the amount they obtain from the State

in the way of sick pay.

This is fair in that a staff employee should not receive more than
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National full wages during sickness and goes to compensate the employer

in foregoing the reduced insurance rates without adversely affecting

the employee.

The following extracts are taken from the Health Insurance

Contribution Cards for men, (January 1914 Edition). The cards

are arranged to cover six months' contributions, the spaces for each

week's stamps being numbered and dated.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE CARD (CLASS A) INSTRUCTIONS.

Cancelling Stamps.

The employer is required, immediately after affixing a stamp to a card, to cancel the stamp
by writing in ink or stamping with a metallic die with black indelible ink or composition across
the face of the stamp the date upon which it is affixed, and in the case of an Emergency Card
he must in addition write the name of the worker across the face of the stamp. Aniline inks
must not be used when cancellation is effected by means of a metallic die. Rubber stamps
are not allowed. Beyond cancelling the stamps in this way the employer must not make any
writing or other mark on the card or stamps.

Custody and Return of the Cards.

There are two ways of arranging for the custody of the card during its currency. The
first is for the employer and worker to agree that the employer shall keep the card, in which
case he is responsible for its safety ; lie must stamp it regularly at the proper times and must
return it to the worker

—

(a) Upon the termination of the employment

;

(b) Upon the expiration of the period of currency of the card ; and
(c) Where tlie worker so requests, within 48 hours after the receipt of the request.

The other way is for the worker to keep the card, and this must be done unless the employer
and worker agree that the employer shall keep it. When the worker keeps his card the employer
must return it to him as soon as he has stamped it on each occasion of stamping.

It the card of a worker who has left his employment is in the possession of his employer
the employer should, if he is unable to return the card to the worker, forward it to the Insurance
Commissioners. On the death of a worker whose card is then in the hands of his employer,
the card should be forwarded to the Commissioners as soon as possible.

Supply of Stamps.

National Health Insurance Stamps are on sale at all Post Offices. Stamps other than
National Health Insurance Stamps found affixed to this Card will not be accepted in payment
of Contributions.

Rate of Contribution.

The normal rate of Contribution in Great Britain is 7d per week, divided as follows :

Payable by the Employer 3d. a week.
Payable on behalf of, and recoverable from, the Contributor ... 4d. a week.

The joint Contribution payable by the employer is 6d. a week in the case of a male employed
contributor

who is 21 years of age and over and
whose remuneration does not include board and lodging and
the rate of whose remuneration does not exceed 2s a working day.

If a contribution of 6d. is payable, a special A(L) Card should be stamped.

Time of Affixing Stamps.*

A Weekly Contribution is payable by the employer for each week (commencing Monday)
during the whole or any part of which the contributor has been employed, but only one con-
tribution is payable for each week, and no contribution is payable by the employer in respect

of any week during which the contributor renders no service and either (n) receives no remunera-
tion or (b) receives Sickness Benefit for the whole or any part of the week.

The employer must, before any payment of wages, affix in the proper spare a single National
Health Insurance Stamp of the value of the joint weekly contribution of himself and the con-

tributor for each week (commencing IMonday) for the whole or any part of which the wages are

payable and in respect of which a Stamp has not already been affixed.

The number of Stamps to be affixed will be the number of Mondays for which spaces are

provided on this Card and which fall within the period for which wages are payable. When
the employment begins on a day of the week other than Monday, a Stamp must also be affixed

for that week if a Stamp has not already been affixed for that week.
Upon the termination of an emplo>nnent, or at any time within 24 hours after demand by

the contributor, a Stamp must be affixed in respect of each week for which a contribution is

payable by the employer.
All contributions payable in respect of the period to 5th July, 1914, must be paid and

Stamps affixed within six days after that date.
When no wages are payable by the employer, he must affix a Stamp on the first day of

employment in each week for which a contribution is payable.

* Employers who are allowed by the Commissioners to deposit with them a sum equal to

the value of the contributions are subject to special Regulations as to time of stamping.
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Employer's Contriuution not Kecovkraiu.k. National
N()t«itlistim(Iin« any cfiiitract to the cdiitrary, the cnijiloycr in llaMr to n pcimlty if li'- InBuranco.

ili'ilucts or attfiu|its to clcdiict from tin- Waycs of or otluTwiHe to rccovor (roni tlii" cuntrlbiitor
tlio i'iiii)loyi'i'.s roiitribiition or any part of it.

CnANOK OK Al)t)RKSS.

A contributor rlmneinK his nddrrss during; the currcmy of tlils (aid hboiild niter the addrfHn
on paRC 2, and witliin seven days inform his ^^oriety or, if lie is not a niiinlxr of n t^oclety, tlic

Jnsurnnce Coniniissionois

I>EFACISQ CaRI>.

Kxeejit as otherwise provided by RemilationR, no mark of any kind may 1)C mado on (hl«

Card, nor may anytliinR tie nllixcd to it by tlie employer or rontrilmtor or any ottier pirnon.
If tt Card is accidentally damaged or defaced it should be exchanged for a new one.

Assignment or Transfer
No person may assign or clmrge. or agree to assign or charge any Card, and any sale, trunsfcr

or assignment of, or charge on any Card is void and of no clfcct.

If any employer has failed to pay any contributions which ho is liable to jiny in respect

of an employed contributor, he is f<pr each Oticnce liable on Summary Coin i<t ion to a llm.' not
exceeding Tex Pounds, and to pay a sum cinial to the amount of the contributions which ho
luis failed to pay.

Further, if the contributor is a member of an .Vpproved Society, he may take proceedings
against his employer, in which case the employer may be conipelled to make good any loss

of Henelits which the contributor has sulfcred.

If any Insured I'crson without reasonable cau.se fails to deliver a Contribution Card to his

employer at the times re(|uired by the Hegulations, or is guilty of any other contravention of

or non-compliance with any of the rcijuirements of the National Insurance Acts, lltll to li»i:i.

or the Hegulations made thereunder in respect of which no sjiccial penalty is provided, he is

for each Olfence liable on Summary Conviction to a line not exceeding Ten roi'Nlis.

Every person who buys, takes in exchange, or takes in pawn from an Insured Person, or
any person acting on his behalf, on any pretence whatever, any Insurance Card is liable on
Summary Conviction to a tine not exceeding Ten Pounds.

In the case of the special A(L) Card referred to above, which has

to be used when tlie joint contribution is at tlie rate of 6d. per week,

the instructions on the card inchidc the following :

Speciai Use of Card.

This Card is for use in the case of a male employed contributor in respect of whom contribu-
tions are jiayable at the rate of Cd. a week, but if for any week contributions at the normal
rate are payable they may be paid on this Card.

.\n employer who pays contributions at the rate of 6d. a week must inscribe his initials

above the Stamps an<l give a Certificate in the space provided.
The Card must not be used where the employer is authorized to pay contributions at the

reduced rate by reason of uuflertaking to i)ay full remuneration to the Contributor during
sickness. In this case a Class " A " Card should be used.

Cases in which the Joint CoNTRinrTioN payable by the Employer is 6d. a Week.
The joint contribution payable by the employer is 6d. a week in the case of a contributor

who is 21 years of age antl over, and
whose remimcration does not include board and lodging, and
the rate of whose remuneration does not exceed L's. a working day.

Kcmuneration includes any food or other benelits to which the contributor is entitled in

return for his services.
Kate of remuneration is the rate for a full working day in the employment of the employer

w ho is liable to pay the contributions. (See Leaflet No. 18 and Form X«4, to be obtained from
the Commissioners.)

The Contribution of 6d. is divided as follows

:

Where rate of remu-
neration exceeds Is. Od.,

but does not exceed 2s.

a working day.

Where rate of remu-
neration does not exceed
Is. Od. a working day.

Payable by the Employer
i'ayable on iM'half of, and recover-

able from, the Contributor

Cd,

Nil.

This Card mtist not be used for Contributors under 21 yesrs of age.

The corresponding cards for women are marked Class K and

Class E(L) respectively. The instructions arc practically identical
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National
Insurance.

in all but the rates, as to which the following extracts will

suffice :

Women, Class E.

The normal rate of contribution in Great Britain is Cd. per week, divided as follows :

^ ..^.^^..^T,— 1 _ _ . 3d. per week.
- 3d. per week.

Payable by the Employer
Payable on behalf of, and recoverable from, the Contributor

Women, Class E(L).

The joint contribution payable by the employer is 5d. a week in the case of a contributor

who is 21 years of age and over, and
whose remuneration does not include board and lodging, and
the rate of whose remuneration does not exceed 28. a working day.

Remuneration includes any food or other benefits to which the contributor is entitled in

return for her services.
, , , , ,,

Rate of remuneration is the rate for a full working day in the employment of the employer

who is liable to pay the contribution.

The contribution of .'id. is divided as follows :

Where rate of remu-
neration exceeds Is. 6d.,

but does not exceed 28.

a working day.

Where rate of remu-
neration does not exceed
Is. fid. a working day.

Payable by the Employer
Payable on behalf of, and recover-

able from, the Contributor

5d.

Nil.

This Card must not be used for Contributors under 21 years of age.

The special regulations as to the time of stamping (see page no)

are indicated by the following extracts from the official Pamphlet A

(revised Jan. 1914).

Special Arrangements for Stamping.

(a) naif-Yearly Stamping. Where an employer, by agreement with his employees, retains

their cards during the period of their currency, the Commission are prepared, subject to certain

conditions, to allow him to deposit with them, either in one amount or in weekly instalments,

a sum sufficient to meet the contributions payable in respect of the employees diu-ing the

period of currency of the cards. At the end of the period in respect of which the deposit is

made, the employer will be supplied with stamps to the value of the deposit and will be required

to stamp the cards in payment of all contributions payable for the period. High-value stamps,

of suitable denominations, will be issued for this purpose. Where a deposit is made under

arrangement with the Commission, the employer will be deemed to have paid the contributions

at the due time, but notwithstanding any such arrangement the employer will still be liable

to stamp the card of any employee on the termination of the employment and at any time on

request by the employee subject to 48 hours' notice. The minimum deposit which can be

received from employers under this special arrangement will be in respect of 100 employees.

Further information on this subject can be obtained on application to the Insurance Commission.

(b) Stamping Weekly after Payment of Wages. Information may also be obtained from the

Commission as to the special arrangements which may be made whereby the contribution

cards of employees may, on payment of a deposit in respect of at least 100 employees, and

under certain conditions, be stamped in the week following that in which the wages are paid.

Coming to the Unemployment section of the Act, the following

is an extract from an official circular (May, 1912).

NATIONAL INSURANCE ACT, 1911.—PART II.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.
DIRECTIONS FOR EMPLOYERS.

Every employer of a workman in an insured trade will be liable to pay contributions under

this part of the Act on his own behalf and on behalf of the workman. Women are included,

but foremen (except those engaged wholly or mainly by way of manual labour), clerks, inden-

tured apprentices, and workpeople under 16 years of age are excluded.

The CoMPtTLSORiLY Insured Trades.

1 Building : that is to say, the construction, alteration, repair, decoration, or demolition

of buildings, including the manufacture of any fittings of wood of a kind commonly
made in builders' workshops or yards.

2 Construction of Works : that is to say, the construction, reconstruction, or alteration

of railroads, docks, harbours, canals, embankments, bridges, piers or other works of

construction.

3. Shipbuilding : that is to say, the construction, alteration, repair, or decoration of ships,

boats or other craft by persons not being usually members of a ship's crew, including

the manufacture of any fittings of wood of a kind commonly made in a shipbuilding yard.
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4. Mechasioal i;x(!iNKKRiN(i : in('lii<liii»; till- iimimfiK tun- of i.nliiiiin.- iiixl llmirmn. National
5. iKONKoi'NPiNO

: whether iiiiliidcd imdi-r the fon'RoiiiK hrndliiRH or not. Inauranoe.

0. CoxsTiUiTioN OK Veiihi.ks
: that i8 to Hay, thtMniistriicfioii. repair or <U'CorBHoiio(vfhlrUH

7. SAWMli.r.lNU (iiiihidin« inachinc woodwork) carriod on in connection witli any otlier Injured
trade or ol a kind eoinnionly ho earried on.

.\ttentlou 18 drawn to .Section 107 (•.') of tlie National Insurance Act which rcndn an IoIIowh
•• In dotorniiniuK any .lue.^tion as to whether any trade in which a workman Ih or haH

been employed is an insured trade or not, regard shall he had to the nature of the work
in w hich the workman is encaKcd rather than to the btiHineHs of the employer by whom
he is employed."

Kmployers should take steps to ascertain whether anv workman or class of workmen in
their employ are included in the list. If there is any doubt . further information can be obtui I

at the nearest Labour Kxchance either personally or by letter, and a form can bo i)rocure<l then'
^on which application can be made to the I'mpire for a definite decision.

The instructions appearing in Unemployment Books necessaril\

vary from those on the Health cards, and are quoted below practi-

cally in full. The books last for a year.

NOTES AS TO USE OF UNEMPLOYMENT BOOK.
On obtaining employment in an insured trade the workman must give this book to hlF

enijiloyer.

On becomine unemployed the workman must lodge thia book at a Labour Kxchanije
or other local ollice of the Inemjiloyment Fund, and leave it there till he atrain obtains emplov-
ment in an insured trade.

The employer is bound to allix the necessary stamps to this book, and to cancel them
as re(|uired by Keeul.ition s (3) (see back of book) ; and on recoverins the book on the termina-
tion of employment the workman sliould make certain that the necessary stamps have been
affixed. His claim to benetit depends upon the number of stamps affixed bv his employer

No stamps may be altixed for periods during which the workman is" unemployed, and
any stamps ailixed in such circumstances will be disallowed when reckoning benefit.

riiemployinent Insurance Stamps only may be allixed to this book. Any other stamps,
e.ij. Health Insurance or postage stamps, do not count as contributions in respect of Unemploy-
ment Insurance.

Extracts from the Regulations.

Ihe en\ployer on obtaining the book shall become responsible for the custody of
the b(X)k so long as the employment continues, or till the book is returned to the workman or
delivered to the local ofrice in accordance with these Regulations

If any work-man desires to inspect his book while it is in the custody of the employer,
the employer shall, subject as hereinafter mentioned, give him a reasonable opportunity of so
doing either within or immediately before or after working hours.

Provided that no workman shall be entitled by virtue of this provision to inspect his b.iok
more than once in any one month nor except at such time as may be fixed bv the emplover
for the purpose.

(1) On the t'Tinination of the eni|iloyment of any workman for anv cause other than
his death the employer shall forthwith return the book to the workman without anv note or
mark of any kind made in, alfixed to, or impressol on it. other than anv such mark as i-i required
for the purpose of cancelling in accordance w ith f iiese Regulations anv stamp aflixed to the book.

The workman on the termination of his eniploymiMit shall appiv to the emplover for
the return of his book, and on the book being returned to him, shall give to the employer, if
he demands it. a receipt for the book.

An employer shall comply with any direction which may be given bv the Hoard as to
the return to a workman of his book at any other time than on the termination of his employ-
ment.

Subject to any directions of the Roard to the contrarv. the workman to whom a book
is returnetl under the foregoing provisions .shall, if he is unemployed, forthwith cleliver it to n
local ollice, there to be retained till the workman again obtains employment in an insured trade.

If for any rea.son he book is not returned to tlie workman" in accor<laiMe with this
Re<iulation on the termination of his emplovment, the emplover shall, as soon a' may be.
deliver the book to a local office.

(Note.—The expression "termination of emploj-mont " means the day on which the
employment is actually terminated either by the employer dismisoing the workman or by the
workman leaving hi"? work, whether such termination is in accordance with the terms of the
contract of service or not.)

On the death of a workman, the employer, if theb(Kik is then in f he custody of the emnlover
or if the book is not then in the iiistody of the employer, the workman's rejiresentaf ive, whetjier
legally so constituted or not. shall forthwith ileliver the book to a local office.

.\ book shall be issue.<l without charge to a workman properly applying for a book,
and when i.ssued shall rem.iin the property (if the Hoard.

A book shall be in such form as the Hoard direct, and shall be current only during <:Mrh
period, not excelling fifty-three weeks from the il.ite of the issue thereof, as may 1 !

thereon, and shall within .seven days, or such longer time as the Hoard in any sim-ci
after the date in w hich it cea.ses to be current, be returned by the workman, or by I h

on his t)ehalf, to a local office, and a fresh book shall thereuiM.n In- issued without rb.irt.- (,, u>r
person so returning the book.

Provided that, where the Ixxik on the date on which it censes to l>e current is Inthe custody
of the employer, he shall, if the workman so refjuires, instead of returning it to • local otDre
return it to the workman to be by him returned to a local office.
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National For the purpose of making the proper payments required to be made by an employer
Insurance. in leaiient of contributions under Part 11. of the Act. the em])loyer shall, on or before the first

liiivinrnt of wults to n workman, and on or lii>t'or(> eacli substM|ucnt payment of wages in respect

of the t-niiilovmoMt, altix to tin- liook stamps uf such vahie as may be necessary to make the

total value of all stamps so affixed eipial to thf following amounts :

(i) In the case of a workman not below the age of eighteen

—

For every period of employment in respect of which wages are payable

—

If exceeding two days, but not exceeding one week .... 5d.

Exceeding one day. but not exceeding two days 4d.

Not exceeding one day 2d.

(ii) In the case of a workman below the age of eighteen

—

J'or every period of employment in respect of which wages are payable
not exceeding one week 2d.

Pro\ided that

:

(a) on the termination of employment, whether or not any wages are then paid,

stamps shall be affixed by the employer in respect to any part of the period of employ-
ment in respect of which stamps have not already been affixed : and

(6) where the first payment of wages takes place before the completion of a week
of employment but the employment is a continuing one. the employer may, at his

option, either treat the period of employment in respect of which the first payment
of wages is made as a separate period of employment or may affix stamps as for a full

week of employment ; and
(c) where wages are paid to a workman at intervals shorter than a week, the

employer shall not after the first payment of wages (subject always to his obligation

to affix stamps on the termination of employment) be required to affix stamps more
frequently than at weekly intervals ; and

(d) where the employer employs any workman regularly, he may deposit with
the Board a sum equal to the estimated amount of the contributions payable by him
during a period of three months, or such less period as may be agreed between him
and the Board, in respect of those workmen both on his own behalf and on behalf of

those workmen.
On making such a deposit the obligation of the employer to stamp the books of

those workmen on the occasions or at the intervals hereinbefore specified shall cease,

and in lieu thereof he shall be liable according to the special regulations applying
to this arrangement.

No stamp shall be affixed to or be impressed upon a book otherwise than in respect of employ-
ment in an insured trade, and any stamp affixed or impressed otherwise than in respect of such
employment shall not be deemed to be a payment of a contribution under Part II. of the Act.

Every adhesive stamp affixed to a book by an employer shall be cancelled by him in

the same manner in which stamps affixed to a book or card for the purpose of the payment of

contributions under Part I. of the Act are required to be cancelled by any Regulations made
under that part of the Act and for the time being in force for the cancellation of stamps so

affixed to a book or card under Part I. of the Act, then in such manner as the Board may direct.

Where no wages are paid to a workman but he receives, in respect of his service, board
or lodging or any other remuneration, stamps of the value required by this Regulation shall

be affixed on the termination of the employment, or, in the case of employment which lasts

more than one week, on the last day of employment in each calendar week.
The employer shall be entitled, notwithstanding the provisions of any Act or any contract

to the contrary, to recover from the workman, by deductions from the workman's wages or

from any other payment due from him to the workman, an amount equal to one-half of the

value of any stamps which have been, or which, by virtue of these regulations are deemed
to have been, affixed by him to the workman's book.

Where during any "period a workman has been employed by one employer partly in an
insured trade and partly not in an insured trade, and contributions have by arrangement
between the employer and the workman been paid as if the whole employment of that workman
were in an insured trade, those contributions shall be deemed to have been duly paid in respect

of employment in an insured trade.

The Act provides for a refund of a certain proportion of the

employer's contribution in respect to unemployment. The main

points are given in the following extracts from a memorandum
issued June, 1913, which is liable to revision at any time.

PART II.—UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.
REFUNDS TO EMPLOYERS.

Statutory Provisions.

Section 94 (1) of the National Insurance Act, 1911, provides as follows :

The Board of Trade shall, on the application of any employer made within one month
after the termination of any calendar year, or other prescribed period of 12 months,
refund to such employer out of the unemployment fund a sum equal to one-third
of the contributions (exclusive of any contributions refunded to him under any
other provisions of this Part of the Act) paid by him on his own behalf during that
period in respect of any workman who has been continuously in his service through
the period, and in respect of whom not less than forty-five contributions have been
paid during the period.
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RcRulation 23 of the Unemployment InHurnnre KeRiilatloiiM, ivrj, ilcilms llif |ir<'H< rll>ed National
period of VZ niontlis referred to in Seetion i)4 ( 1 ) ns follows : IlUUranCS.

The i>erii)il of twelve inontlis within one niontli of the termination of whirh an ai>|ilieatlon
under Section 04 niii!*t he made Hhall he the |)erlod of twelve moid htt ending on the
14th day of July in any year.

Conditions kntitlino PiMi'i.ovEK to i'i.aim Kkfitnd.

The two following eonditions must he satiHlled with regard to eaeh workman in renpeet ol
whom the employer elainid n refund under Section 94:

—

(1) Tlie worknum must have heeii eontinuously in the service of the employer elulmiDR
the refund throui;h the period of 12 moidliH endiiii; 011 .luly 1 Ith. lit

(2) l)urinK that period not less than 4.'> contrihutious must have been paid in reHpect of
the workman hy the employer rhiimiiiK the refund.

Both these conditions must l)e satisfied in eacli case.

First Condition : Cotitiiiuily of Siriice.

The essential matter in this connection is that the contract of service of the workman with
the employer should not have been broken. Where there has J)een an interrnjition in the
renderinc of services by tlie workman (c.ff. owing to sicknes-s, holitlay.etc.) the riueHtion wjiether
the contract of service has been broken or not will, in general, dejiend ui>on whether the workman
is entitled to resume his services and the employer is entitled to require him to do so on the
termination of the iieriod of interruption.

For instance, in the following eases the continuity of service will, in general, be regarded ae
unbroken :

Where a workman is away from work owins to holidays or sickness, with or withoid i)a.\

.

provided that he is bound to return to work and actually does so on the tcrndnation
of the period of holiday or sickness.

When a workman is away from work owing to training with the Naval Reserve, the
Army Reserve, or the Territorial Force, and is bound to return to work and actually
does 80 on the termination of the period of training.

Second Condition : Paument of 45 Contributions. *
In order that this condition may be satisfied it is necessary that a total amount of not leas

than 4.') times 2Jd., i.e. 98. 4ld., must be paiil by the employer on his own behalf: in othei
words. excej)t where a Section 99 arrangement has been in operation, it will be necesBary that
the total value of the stamps affixed by the emi)loyer to the workman's book should be not lean

than 45 times 5d., i.e. 18s. 9d. It is not essential that all the stamps should be 5d. stamps ;

4d. and 2d. stamps may be counteti towards making up the reiiuired total.
Where a Section 99 arrangement has been in operation for the whole or part of the twelve

months ending July 14th, the amount paid by the employer on his own behalf under the arravge-
n\enl will be taken as the basis for reckoning the number of contributions paid by him during
the period for which the arrangement was in force. Thus an adult six-day stamp would count
as one contribution, an adult live-day stamp as five-sixths of a contribution, an adult four-day
stamp as four-sixths, and so on.

Method of applying for Refunds.
Applications for refunds must be made on the prescribed forms within one month after

July 14th, 19 , i.e. not later than August 14th, 19 The neres-sary forms and instruc-
tions for making these applications will shortly be obtainable at all Labour Kxchanges and other
Local Offices of the Unemployed Fund. When the forms are completed they should be handed
in at the nearest Labour Exchange or other Local Oflice.

The particulars that will be rer|uired on the forms of application will be :

(1) The initials and surname of each workman in respect of whom a refund is claimed.

(2) Particulars of the Unemployment Book of each workman, viz., the number (including

initial number and letter, e.g. y 99999) and the Division of Issue.

(3) Details of the numbers or stamps of each denomination representing contributions
paid by the employer in respect of each workman during the twelve months ending
July 14th, 19

{i) (So far as maybe required) particulars of periods (if any) in respect of widch no
contributions were paid by the employer, with reasons in each case why no con-
tribution was payable.

In the case of Section 99 arrangements, sheets kept at the Labour Exchange contain a
reccjrd of the workman's name, the numl)er of his unemployment book, and the numlter of days
worked by him during each week under the arrangement. Subject to the convenience of the
Exchange these sheets will if desireil be Ifiit to the respective employers for the purpose of
making out applicatifins for refimds under Section 94.

In order to verify the fact that the contributions in respect of which the anplication is made
were duly paid by the applicant during the |)rescribcd period and that the workmen were
continuously in his service through this period, the Board of Trade reserve the right to exnndne
the applicant's books of account in so far as may be necessary for that purpose ; and employers
making an application for a refund under Section 94 must be prepared to produce their books
of account accordingly to any duly authorised officer of the Board.

When short time is being worked, some relief may be obtained

under Section 96 of the Act in respect to the unemployment insurance

pavTnent as indicated in the following extrart from that section :

If any employer satisfies the Board of Trade that during any i>criod of deprr.^aion in hl»

business workmen employed by him have been systematically working short time, and that
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National during such period he has paid contributions under this Part of this Act on behalf of such worli-

Insurance. men, as well as on his own behalf, without recovering such contributions from such workmen
either by way of deductions from wages or otherwise, there shall be refunded to him out of the
unemployment fund, in accordance with regulations made by the Board of Trade, the con-
tributions so paid by him in resjject of those workmen (including those paid on behalf of the
workmen as well as those paid on his own behalf) for the period or such part thereof as in the
circumstances may seem just.

For large employers, probably the best alternative to weekly

stamping of the Unemployment books by the employer is to take

advantage of the arrangements afforded by the Board of Trade

under Section 99 of the Act, through the Labour Exchange. The
econom}^ of this scheme is very marked, particularly when any

volume of casual labour is employed and in holida}^ weeks when
short time is being worked.

ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE LABOtTR EXCHANGE (UNDER SECTION 99).

Employers may make arrangements with a Labour Exchange for the duty of keeping and
stamping the books of insured workmen to be undertaken by the Exchange. Such an arrange-
ment may apply to all workmen in the service of an employer at the time of an arrangement
or subsequently engaged by him through the Exchange. Under such an arrangement in the
case of casual workmen, different periods of employment, whether of the same workman
different workmen, may for the purposes of the employer's contributions be treated as a con-
tinuous emplojTnent of a single workman.

A charge is made for this service in regard to Health cards. No
charge will be made for stamping Workmen's Unemployment book

until July, 191 7.

As to the actual stamping of the cards, the ordinary way is to

affix the stamps each week, and this ought to be done before the

wages for the week are paid.

Regulations have now been made by the Insurance Commissioners

(see page 112) whereby the stamping of insurance cards may be

deferred until the week following that in which the wages are paid.

This hardly alters the problem of stamping, but is likely to meet

the convenience of the Wages Office arrangements.

The outstanding difficulty in regard to this matter is to make sure

of the precise denomination of the stamp necessary in any given

week if the man has been absent any part of the week. The difficulty

only arises in that the insurance week is a calendar week commencing

on the Monday, officially defined to be from " midnight on one

Sunday to midnight on the following Sunday," whereas the wages

week is an arbitrary one, more usually commencing on a Thursday.

So far as health insurance stamps go, to have M'orked on any one

da}/ makes the full rate stamp necessary, unless already affixed in

the same calendar week.

It is requisite to make up the record on which the stamping is

based in such a wa}- that absence on Thursday, Fridaj^ and Saturday

is distinguished from absence on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,

assuming the wages week to end on Wednesda}'. The point to be

remembered is that the stamp affixed each calendar week covers

the Monday, Tuesdaj- and Wednesdaj' only of the week for which
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wages are being paid, while it als(j covers the lliurschiN , I'ridav and National
° «^ '^ - InBurance.

Saturday belonging to that calendar week but for which wages are

not paid until the next week. In considering the question of what

stamps have to be aflixed at the end of any week, it will be simpler

to consider that only three days are in question, viz., Monday,

Tuesday, and Wednesday (always supposing the wages week ends

on Wednesday). It may be taken that the preceding Thursday,

Friday and Saturday have been covered by the stamping for the

preceding calendar week. Of course, a man starting work on

Thursday, Friday or Saturday for the first time in that calendar

week, would require stamps for that calendar week and again

stamps in respect to his work on the following Monday, thus neces-

sitating two week's stamps to be afftxed on his first pay day in

respect to onlv one week's work (so far as wages payment is con-

cerned) .

In dealing with Unemployment stamps, the matter is rather more

involved in that the stamp values vary according to whether one,

two, or more days are worked in the calendar week By the use

of a sheet arranged to show the absence of each man on the lines

indicated above, it is not difficult to see what value of stamp is

required. It will help to an understanding of this suggestion if

the reader will turn to the specimen Workman's Rate Sheet

—

Form 5-19.

By this scheme provision is made for checking the entries of

stamp values in the Wages Book, and also the actual stamps affixed

to the cards.

From the Workman's Rate Sheet, the particulars necessary 5-31.

to quarterly stamping, stamping at Labour Exchange and for

claiming refunds under the Unemployment section, can be readily

obtained.

Emergency Health Insurance cards are obtainable by the employer

from any post office, and must be used if the man's proper card is

not available.

The employer is not able, however, to obtain temporary L'n-

employment books, and the remedy is to allow no man to start

work without his book or a Labour Exchange Receipt Card, for

his Unemployed Book, which the employer signs and sends by post

to the Labour Exchange named. The Unemployed Book is then

sent to the employer. The man may possibly be supplied with

a temporary book from the Labour Exchange, but the employer

has no part in the arrangement.
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Design. DESIGN, as a commercial proposition, is largely a matter of evolution,

of development virtually by the process of trial and error. The

basis of the trial should be calculation, but trial alone can hall-mark

the design.

A good deal of designing is apt to be done on false premises,

because previous designs have not been absolute failures, and the

importance of calculation is as undeniable as the necessity for

experience.

It might be remarked here that each designer or draughtsman

should be provided with bound books in which to record calculations.

The notes should be legibly entered, and the books kept carefully

for reference. They should be large enough (say foolscap size)

to make loss or misappropriation more difficult.

Designing is hardly synonymous with invention although the

efficient designer must have inventive abihty. More frequently

the application of this ability is in what may be termed a geometrical

direction as to proportions, combination and arrangement.

In inventing new arrangements the designing considerations

must largely be the feasibility of production. No designer ought

to arrange any mechanism without a clear conception of how he

himself would produce each component with the tools at the com-

mand of the shop in which it is to be produced. Apart from the

machining proposition, there are frequently those of patternmaking

and casting, not to mention fitting and erecting.

The checking of patterns by the designer is an important educa-

tion to him, and should be carried out if possible.

Similarly, too, the designer needs frequently to follow new jobs

through the shops, more especially at the fitting or assembling and

erecting stages.

In some classes of work the only criterion of design is judgment

formed from experience, observation and analogy, and this can only

be fully exercised on a full-size drawing. For this reason it is of

great importance to have a large blackboard, scored like squared

paper, on which the main lines can be settled of pieces too large

to be dealt with on a sheet of drawing paper.

Standardisation in design does not appeal to a designer as a

controlhng influence on his work, as it tends to rob him of the

stimulus that lies in efforts in new directions. Against this has to

be set the commercial limitations of any firm's practice if it would

be financially successful and, from the production point of view,

the importance of standardisation in design can hardly be over-

rated.

Standardisation hardly means that designs as a whole shall be
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stereotyp-'d, but rather that numberless details shall be sclectid Design,

from a specified range of standard shapes and tliniensions. The
principle is no more than that involved in adopting a standard

screw thread instead of a non-standard one.

The work of the Engineering Standards Committee has gone far

towards standardising matters for the whole community, with the

consequent advantage in purchase costs, in place of each Works
fixing its own standards.

There are yet and must always be a number of details capable

only of local standardisation.

Such details as are standardised should be tabulated and drawn

out on tracings, and bound volumes of prints from these tracings

loaned to each draughtsman.

An important detail of standardisation in design is the adoption

of a hmited range of materials, as this has a considerable influence on

purchases and stock control.

In some offices designs are drawn out in outline as the designer

would have them, were he free to choose, and then a checker goes

through to indicate the standard components to be used—necessi-

tating a recast of the design and a possible loss in appearance with

a big gain in production economy.

The standardisation of components peculiar to certain classes of

mechanism, as distmct from the standardisation of fittings of quite

general application, requires much care. The main considerations

are the use of patterns, jigs and special tools for more than one

job. It is a little dangerous to think of using these on more than

one design of complete product, lest some seemingly trifling altera-

tion for a later design shall spoil their application to the original

design.

The feature in design likely to be most fruitful of economy in

production is adherence to dimensions for which standard tools

and gauges are available. Standard in this connection may mean

only local standards, but should preferably mean standards in

general use, as this enables tools to be bought outside when

manufacture of the tools in the Works might be too incon-

venient, just as it will frequently be too costly, if costs are

counted properly. Facilities have increased latterly for buying

special tools, with possible gains in point of both quality and

costs.

Standardisation in component design will be facilitated by group-

ing together prints of components of similar shape, apart from

purpose, though this pre-supposes that unit drawings of the indi-

vidual are available.

The following are a few typical classes under which these designs
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Design. may be grouped—with subdi\isions as necessary to facilitate

reference :

Shafts. Bolts, Nuts, Washers and Fastenings.
Couplings. Gear Wheels.
Levers, Links and Fork Ends. Bushes.
Brackets. Stuffing Boxes.
Covers and Doors. Liners, Adjusting and Distance Pieces.

Springs. Pipes, Flanges and Connections.

As the data accumulates, the main dimensions can be tabulated

5-40. on Design Comparison Sheets and incorporated in the draughtsman's

reference book.

When any one component is applied to various products the

problem arises of keeping an historical record of these applications,

also as to corrections and changes, metals and so on. To this end

5-42. Component History Cards are necessary.

Associated with such a record should be a synopsis of complaints

arising under guarantees and in connection with repair work. This

may necessitate a daily report of " Parts Complained of" from

5-43- the Repairs Department to the Drawing Office, or alternatively,

made up in the Drawing Office from the letters of complaint.

In leaving this aspect of the present subject, emphasis may veiy

well be laid on the detrimental influence on the supply of spare

parts occasioned by changes in standard designs. Hasty adoption

of standard design is most hkely to lead to repentance at leisure.

An ultra-cautious attitude in the inception of a design and a firm

stand aftenvards against alterations, unless absolutely forced by

some unforeseen failure in service, are practically imperative con-

ditions for production efficiency and, in the long run, of financial

success. Courage to make improvements needs to be coupled with

courage to carry through the proposed improvement as an experi-

ment before incorporating it in any standard product. Ingenuity

in the direction of alterations should be at a discount when designs

have been established, and the proper striving after greater efficiency

in design must be somehow synchronised, as to its effect on design,

with the experimental or development stage prior to adopting

a completely new design. The point is to make no improvements

without due deliberation, and only at the appropriate moment, so

as to conserve the true interests of production and the general

selling policy. Lack of method or organisation often prevents

this truism becoming effective, wdthout there being any set intention

to ignore considerations pertaining to production.

Some manufactures seem never to have had an initial develop-

ment stage, and designs are perpetuated that reflect equally the

lethargy of the manufacturer and of the buying public.

This fixit}^ of design might be expected to help production, and

so far it does, but it probably bars the way to any marked efficiency
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in that direction. Production efficiency is interdependent uitii DeBi^n.

design etticiency in various directions mainly, pcrliaps, as to stan-

dardisation of details.

The inijx'tus to improvements in design should frequently arise

from the endeavour in, the Works to produce efiiciently, and these

suggested improvements, alike with those arising in the Drawing

Office or from tests, must wait their proper time for incorporation.

A suitable routine requires to be estal^lishcd whereby all desirable

improvements shall be reported to the Drawing Office and recorded

there in a manner not likely to allow them to be overlooked, when

fresh manufacturing orders are being placed. The Component

History' Card pre\'iously mentioned may provide a suitable medium,

though the reference print of the component in question may be a

safer medium. This point, hke many others, is rather one of habits

and expediency than of principle.

The application of any of the preceding remarks to special product

must depend on circumstances. Special product may be taken as

being special in being subject entirely to the customers' specification.

The range possible in the manner of this class of specification is so

wide that discussion is rather futile beyond remarking that in the

highest specification, short of sealed drawings or samples that may
on no account be varied, there will be scope for applying some

measure of standardisation in preparing the drawings for the Works.

In the matter of drawings sent in by customers, it may be remarked

here, in passing, that these should never be issued into the Works

but always traced or possibly re-drawn to conform with local

standard practice. The extra work is independently enforced, if

proper regard is paid to the safe custody of the customer's drawing

for reference purposes.

The functions of a drawing are to convey dimensions and arrange- Functions of

ment in sufficient detail to enable the desired product to be made, ™^^^^^

and be made properly.

Many drawings are very incomplete as to dimensions, usually

for want of sufficient practical knowledge on the part of the draughts-

man to embody the essential requirements in definite figures. \"iews

will differ as to what are definite figures. Quite frequently the

patternmaker will permanently fix many dimensions, that will

approximate to, rather than be identical with, the drawing. Apart

from the pattern there may be fluctuating variations of dimensions

in the casting. These variations may be no more than i> ciuite

acceptable, but on the other hand, the permissible variation may be

quite small in some cases. Obviously, however, it is a point in good

design not to set up needlessly difficult conditions in production.
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Functions of The subject of machining allowances on castings and forgings

calls for careful consideration. In general these allowances err on

the heavy side.

The question of dimensions more commonly is one of machined

surfaces, and here again the various machinists concerned could very

easily interpret the drawing dimensions so differently as to make an

unsatisfactory job, if not to spoil the product. The accumulated

experience of the shops as represented by the foreman and others,

goes far to obviate these difficulties, by working within certain

limits of error, or variation from drawing size. Whether the

permissible variation be large or small, the fact remains that the

dimensions given on the drawing are very rarely reproduced exactly

in the product. It might be said that they are never exactly

reproduced, inasmuch as there will be some fractional error of

workmanship in the best work. Where two or more component

pieces have to fit or work together there will need to be a certain

difference of dimensions to allow of that fit or working. The necessity

may be that the components shall drive one into the other, as a

flywheel on a shaft, that the components shall slide one within or

over the other, as a piston rod crosshead and slide, or that the

components shall revolve one within the other, as a shaft in its

bearing. Equally, of course, it may be a necessary condition that

two machined surfaces shall be in close proximity but shall not

touch. It is convenient to insert here three definitions of terms

appropriate to any consideration of size limits.

Tolerance.—A difference in dimensions pi^escribed in order to

tolerate unavoidable imperfections of workmanship.

Allowance.—A difference in dimensions prescribed in order to

allow of various qualities of fit.

Clearance.—A difference in dimensions prescribed in order that

two surfaces may be clear of one another.

Enough has been said to bring out the point that definite figures,

in the way of dimensions, may involve in actual production a

skilled interpretation of the nominal sizes usually given in the

drawing. The extent to which the correct interpretation shall be

registered on the dra^ving, or left to the shops to supply from their

experience as often as required, is a matter upon which managers

will differ.

As a matter of efficiency, there would seem no doubt that the

correct interpretation should be permanently included in the drawing.

It is not, however, alwa3^s expedient to attempt this course, firstly

for lack of practical knowledge on the part of designers, and secondly

for lack of courage on the part of managers to face the trouble and
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expense of settling the proper tolerances, allowances and clearances FuncUona of

for each and every component. While tables for size limits for

various classes of work are invaluable for regularising the production

practice, it is dangerous to adopt any tables for gen<ral ajiplication.

Each case needs to be treated on its own merit, and limits laid down
accordingly. The quickest course may be to adopt suitable tabks

of size limits for the various classes of work, and arrange for all

instances of the scale not applying to be registencl in actual dimen-

sions on the drawing.

It will be understood that the usual course in applying a table of

size Umits is to institute hmit gauges with " go " and " not go
"

dimensions, the difference between these two representing the

permissible tolerance. The higher of the two dimensions, will

represent the desired maximum allowance or clearance, as may be

in question, and the lower dimension the minimum allowance or

clearance.

Another highly important point arises over the interpretation

of drawing sizes, namely, the production of replace parts from a

drawing. If the final interpretation has been left to the shops,

without any records being kept, the suitability of the replace part,

in regard to the important dimensions, will hinge on whether the

shop habits happen to operate the same way as originally.

In one sense there are no shop habits of accuracy, except so far

as an Inspection and Viewing Department may apply a settled

standard in the matter before passing the work. Here again the

viewers may have a different idea from the foreman or the mechanic

as to the proper dimensions, or rather the permissible limits of size

in a given case.

When the shop staff have to settle these matters, they need to

be reminded of the intended application of each part as to the class

of fit required. To this end drawings should be issued showing

the parts assembled. This means usually a drawing that is not

easily read, and in no sense convenient for machining purposes.

For production purposes the ideal way is a unit drawing of each

component, independently dimensioned, so that the machining

processes shall be facilitated, mistakes avoided, and an efficient

service of drawings to the workmen made possible— the borrowing of

shop drawings being almost obviated. Machined surfaces should

be tinted, say in red, and the more important dimensions may
even be starred, to help toward the proper interpretation of the

drawing. This may help to determine the proper machining

allowances on castings and forgings.

These unit drawings, however, require to be amplified beyond

the gi\ing of nominal sizes, and the classes of fit and finish required
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Functions of
Drawings.

must, therefore, be indicated on each. This work can be done and

under most conditions it will pay to do it, though it means consider-

able stress on the Works Manager and Chief Designer to get such a

scheme thoroughly established, and draughtsmen trained accordingly.

There will, in any case, be the necessity for drawings to be issued

for assembly purposes, showing groups of components fitted together.

These assembly drawings ought to be built up to correspond with

the assembly unit, as it may advantageously be called, found

convenient for fitting up prior to final erection.

Such assembly units should be in themselves standard, although

possibly entering into various complete products, which may again

be subject to the variations in customers' specifications. The

scheme of assembly units is particularly applicable, where the

customers' special requirements can all be met at the erecting stage

—where usually it only pays to meet them if efficient production of

standard articles is to be attempted.

Drawings used at one time to be always made to serve as the

medium for issuing instructions as to materials of construction and

the quantities required, and until latter years the shops had to

count up the details requisite to make the specified " Number of

sets off." There is a certain amount of convenience in a list of the

components entering into an assembly unit being incorporated

in the drawing of same, and such a list would naturally include

particulars of materials to be used. On the other hand, it is doubtful

if these are proper functions of a drawing, inasmuch as different

materials may be specified for different orders and quantities required

must obviously vary.

Drawing
References.

The question of drawing references covers a good deal of ground,

and is a distinctly important factor in works organisation. A
drawing reference is essentially a means of identification of the

product to which the drawing applies, and obviously can only be

effective if it is absolutely definite. To obtain this precision of

identification it becomes virtually imperative to adopt arbitrary

symbols, to which a specific meaning may be attached. The older

style of reference was to quote the name of the component in question

and give the drawing number of the general arrangement in which

the said component figured. This did not necessarily entail any

misunderstanding in the Drawing Office, whatever might be

occasioned in the Works.

A drawing number is the most obvious means of identification

available for Drawing Office purposes ; it fails only as the practice

grows of using a component of given dimensions in more than one

design of product.
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In tlu' W'cjik:?, huwfwr, tlic means of icUntification require to Drawing
, , , , . 1,1-1 .. References,

lend themselves to bemg marked on foundry patterns, on jigs and

special tools for producing the rcsjxxtive components, and further

on the comj)onenti> themselves, when made and sent into stores.

The necessity for pattern numbers, or pattern marks as they may
preferably be termed, in lieu of a description associated with a

drawing number, has been recognised in most works, though not

in all, for very many years. The pattern problem is not so much
the iilentification of the casting made from it in the first instance,

and inferentially of the pattern itself in that stage of its existence,

but rather the liability of the pattern being altered away from the

original dimensions. A pattern mark has come, therefore, to mean
only the identification of the pattern itself, and that in no precise

way, and is not usually accepted as identifying the casting made
from it. Pattern marks are more usually than not left for the

Pattern Shop to apply and not recognised in the Drawing Office.

Pattern records will require to be kept with the utmost care as

to eveiy alteration made in any pattern, if much advantage is to

arise from the Drawing Office marking reference to any such records.

In any case the Pattern Shop will have to verify every pattern as

meeting the drawing requirements before issuing same to the

Foundry. It will be best, therefore, for the ordinary pattern

marking as carried out by the Pattern Shop to be considered as

holding only good between themselves and the Foundry.

The foregoing remarks need qualifying when a part numbering

scheme is adopted, for then the pattern should carry the part

number in raised figures, and the part number will serve all the

functions of a pattern mark.

The modem striving after standardisation necessitates that each

design of component shall have its symbol for identification that is

independent of the wording or phrasing of the name description.

This symbol needs to be of a style adapted for marking purposes.

There are various systems of component symbols, or part Nos.,

and the virtues of the more elaborate ones hinge on the assumption

that the uses of any component shall not var\' from the original

intention. These conditions of stability of complete product

design are not unknown, but it may be taken as sounder practice

to adopt a system that has the maximum flexibility in case of

unforeseen developments. Consecutive numbers taken up arbi-

trarily from a Component Register as required, constitute the 5-4>-

simplest scheme, and affords no occasion for inconsistency how-

ever the component may he applied. The obvious disadvantage

of this plan is that at no time in the history of a part number

does the reference conv-ev anv idea of its uses. Against that
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Drawing may be said that at no time will the reference be inconsistent with

its uses.

The least alteration in dimension destro3'S the validity of a part

number, if the alteration prevents the altered part being used for

repairs of the original part, and a new reference must be given to the

varied design. This is sometimes felt to be rather a nuisance in the

Drawing Office, but its necessity is very obvious from the production

and stock point of view. When the variation consists only of

a difference in material, every dimension remaining unaltered, the

solution hardly lies in changing the reference number, though the

danger of confusion, if the material difference is not obvious, may be

so serious in its consequences as to fully justify a variation in re-

ference number and the issue of a new drawing.

One scheme to get over the difficulty of changing numbers under

such circumstances and to obviate confusion, is to effect some

small difference in the machining such as an extra chamfer, or

perhaps a slight groove on some turned surface, the difference being

applied to the first change in material. This method only requires a

note to be added to the original component drawing, with a letter

symbol added to indicate the material in question. The principal

instances of difference of material, without difference in dimensions,

will be bolts and studs to which as it happens part numbers are not

likely to be given.

In experimental work it is hardly feasible to treat part numbers

as other than tentative—the design of the part being liable to any

amount of alteration without necessitating a change of part number.

Such part numbers may usefully be distinguished by prefixing the

letter " E " on drawing and pattern.

A plan for identifying components adopted in some cases, is to

take up a series of numbers each year, prefixing the year number

—thus 13/2701 would be part number 2701 designed in 1913. This

date reference is frequentl}^ very useful, particularly for stock

control and stock valuation purposes. Another plan, and one quite

widely adopted, is to number the components serially under the

respective assembly drawing numbers—thus 4201/12 would be part

number 12 on Drawing No. 4201. Immediately, however, this

component figures on another assembly drawing the reference loses

its special virtues and becomes rather a source of confusion.

The determining factor in the matter of part numbers is likely to

be the facility for finding the drawing for each one when required.

If the consideration of production efficiency results in unit drawings

being issued for each component, then the obvious course will be

to make the part number serve as the drawing number. In cases

of certain details not conveniently drawn on separate sheets, the
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pieces may be distinguished by letters affixed to the one pai I nunilKi. Drawing

Under these conditions drawings numbers as such, will only occur

in connection with Assembly Drawings. Assembly Drawings may
be general arrangements in the orthodox sense, or they may deal

with assembly units only, and may be then described as partial

general arrangement drawings. When the scheme of assembly

units is adopted for regulating the work of fitting and erecting, the

assembly unit drawing number has a very useful application for

identifying the units as made up—in conjunction possibly with

progressive numbers for each one made, though this may not be

so good a scheme as using the order number with similar progressive

numbers.

Provision has to be made under this scheme for variations in

assembly units, not necessarily involving new drawings. Quite

frequently the necessary amendments can be conveyed quite

properly to the shops by a variation sheet attached to the Assembly 5-48.

List. It vNill prove an excellent practice to give new references to

altered assembly units. The style of reference numbers may very

well be AU i and upwards.

It will probably be safer to have independent drawing references,

apart from the AU reference, for assembly drawings generally,

though these should be standard drawings of each nucleus assembly

unit, which will be subject only to addition or deduction as may be

laid down in subsequent Assembly Lists.

Every assembly drawing will require to make reference to a

number of standard fittings, or what may be called " standard
"

fittings in contradistinction to components of special design. The
following are typical of what is meant by standard fittings in the

present connection :

Ball Bearings. Lubricators. Nuts.
Bolts and Screws. Pins, Cotter. Studs.
Keys. Pins, Taper. Washers.

Leaving for the moment the necessity for discretion in the direction

of standardising these articles, it is certainly the case that some
sizes of the various items of fittings can properly be standardised,

and this being so, complete tables should be prepared and included

as photo prints in each draughtsman's reference book. Some 5-39-

style of symbol reference becomes necessary, and a series number
S.F. I and up may be adopted with qualifying letters affixed to

denote sizes as S.F. la.

There is no reason that standard fittings, as applied to design,

should be limited by any suggestion in the above remarks, but

rather it is to be expected that verj' considerable extensions can be

made in many businesses, so as to include such details as bushes,

etc.. that ordinarily would be treated as components. Coming to
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Drawing
References.

the matter of exercising discretion over what to standardise in the

way of fittings, the need for discretion is perhaps not so much as to

actual standardisation, as to holding stocks of so-called standard

items, that may only have a problematic use. Bolts, studs, and

screws constitute a typical class in which the holding of wide ranges

of stock is likely to be fraught with much risk of accumulating bad

stock.

One theory in regard to standardisation is that larger quantities

of any one item will be used and production costs reduced accord-

ingly. This is sound only so long as the requirements prove to be

large. With bolts, for instance, the requirements of design involve,

rightly or wrongly, such a wide range of sizes, more of course as to

lengths overall and lengths of screwing, that to standardise each

variation becomes absurd, and to hold any beyond a very restricted

range of stock sizes is likely to prove a bad speculation—not merely

in involving spending money on useless stock, but in preventing

the shops being free to make the sizes that are wanted. Such bolts

or the like, therefore, that are outside the regular stock lines, require

to be made only as and when required. A suitable system of refer-

ence for these specially made items will be to apply a serial number

in conjunction with the Assembly Drawing No.—thus 1372 /i,

1372/2. The provision of detail drawings, so imperative for items

of this character, can be made quite inexpensively by adopting

skeleton rubber stamps for each style of bolt, screw, stud, etc., and

filling in the appropriate sizes on the rubber stamp endorsement

This endorsement may be put on the label or ticket used for ordering

the articles, rather than as a separate sketch requiring to be sepa-

ratety looked after like an ordinary shop print.

Before leaving the subject of drawing references, a point may
be made as to what is sometimes called " cost-marking." This

usually means giving some cost symbol reference to each assembly

dra"\^dng, so as to regiilate the collection of sectional costs according

to a pre-determined plan. The scheme is of considerable importance

in attaining anything like a consistent grouping of costs. The group

symbols are very useful also in the Drawing Office for classifying

the assembly drawings.

Form of
Drawings.

in dealing with the subject of drawings, the question of sizes

of sheets used is apt to loom larger than it should on the score of

filing facilities. The double elephant size (40" by 27") is the more

commonly adopted standard of dra\\nng paper. When original

drawings are kept, the filing cabinets are made to correspond, and

the tracings made from the dra\vings should comply ^^^th the same

standard. There is, however, no reason that every original drawing
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shoukl fill the sheet, or that one tracing sluct should not comprise

several drawings. Standard subdivisions of Ihc lull sheet are,

therefore, usually settled to ensure reasonable regularity in the size

of the prints made from the tracings.

Rigid adherence to standard sizes of drawings is more reasonable

when a blackboard is used for settling dimensions in full size, and

when, in the case of assembly or arrangement drawings, dimensions

may be largely omittrd ;iiid cross references made by number

symbols to the detail drawing of each component included, by other

symbols to standard fittings listed in the Standardisation Book

(issued to each draughtsman and to the foreman) and in the case of

bolts and the like, not in the standard list and not separately detailed,

as components, to a separate Bolt Sheet, or drawing of bolts, special

to a particular assembly drawing.

Original drawings may with great advantage have only a temporary

existence and be destroyed as soon as a tracing on cloth has been pre-

pared and checked. There is a process of direct photography which

saves tracing, but means the original drawing must be completed in

every detail. In the large shipbuilding works the practice is fairly

general for the draughtsman to make pencil drawings on thin inexpen-

sive paper indicating all the requisite dimensions, title, etc., in a re-

latively rough way, and then for this drawing to be handed over to

tracers to complete in proper style on tracing cloth. These tracers are

commonly specially trained young women, and the results are very

satisfactory and economical where there is the volume of work to

warrant a separate department and a proper apprenticeship's course

for the tracers. The tracmgs arc returned to a leading draughtsman,

known as a checker, to be checked, and he destroys the original

drawing when the tracing is approved as correct. The tracings can be

folded and placed in suitable envelopes for filing in a fireproof room.

All tracings should be jealously guarded, and prints only used

in the Drawing Office for reference purposes. A very excellent

method is for these prints to be bound up in book form for each

variety of product. Plain books of this character are sometimes

issued to the principal foremen, and will be found a great boon for shop

reference purposes. The very bulk of the books tends to ensure their

safe keeping. Uniformity in the size of prints may be more impor-

tant for the purposes of these books than in any other connection.

In issuing prints to the shops some style of mount is necessary. 5.45.

The following are amongst the styles in use :

On stiff mounts of millboard waterproof board (with or without tin binding) sheet

iron, or three-ply wooil.

On brown paper mounts folded to a convenient standard size.

On roll nioimts, each stick for rolline purposes being made up of a pair of wooden
strips of semicircular section, attached to each end of the print by screwing together.

Large prints on canvas back paper mounted on a light wooden frame.

Form of
DrawlnKH.
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Form of Each method has its uses. Stiff mounts are the best for the

smaller drawings for use at machines where suitable rests may be

pro\dded. Brown paper mounts are not unhandy for assembly

drawings, if proper care is taken (the risk of drawings being stolen

is perhaps increased), and lastly roll mounts in conjunction with

linen backed printing paper are particularly handy for the larger

general arrangement drawngs.

The issue of prints from the Drawing Office must be most carefully

registered if only to ensure, when alterations are necessary, that

S-44. every print is called in. Print Index Cards under each drawing

number will be necessary, and the same cards can record prints sent

away.

The custody of prints in the Works must be carefully looked after,

5-90. and all drawings as they are naturally called in the shops, though

in reality prints, ought to be collected at the end of each week

without exception. Where the range of shop drawings is extensive,

yet without an excessive number being in use at one time, a simple

and effective plan for tracing the whereabouts of the drawings

is to have a large blackboard in the Shop Drawing Stores, and

to have a series of cup hooks arranged on same to receive a tool

check for each drawing issued, the drawing reference to be written

in chalk above the hook. Red chalk can be used to distinguish

assembly drawings.

5-46. In recalling prints from the Works a Print Recall Ticket may be

used with advantage to serve as authority and receipt. A carbon

duplicate can be clipped to the Print Index Card as a reminder of

prints taken out of use. It is, of course, altogether detrimental

to production for prints to be recalled rmtil the job is finished. In

the case of the Pattern Shop it may even be better to rule that no

print once issued may be recalled. Once a drawing has been altered,

a tabular statement of the alteration should be added to the drawing.

5-47- A list of drawings pertaining to each production order should be

included with the Assembly Lists.

SpeciflcationB. There are various kinds of specifications that come within the

purview of this book, though not all can be considered at any

length.

There is the Sales Specification, on which a contract is based, as

between the engineer or manufacturer and his customer. Its

purpose is to control design not less than quality of materials and

workmanship.

Then there is the Purchase Specification relating to purchases

of materials effected by the engineer or manufacturer for the

purposes of production.
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Tliircily, thoie is the Working Specification, which is intcndcil to SpeciflcationB.

control pnd assist the production, and calls for some discussion.

The latter type of specification may resolve itself into a drawing

and not infrequently stops short there. Under most conditions

it will be necessary that there should be lists of parts collected in a

suitable cover, apart from the drawing, though quite possibly the

lists may be attached to the respective drawings as well.

With the use of lists separate from the drawing, there is a distinct

advantage in restricting the functions of the drawing to that of

furnishing dimensions, on the lines already discussed.

The primar\' functions that must be served by the separate lists

will be to state the range and quantity of components required

and the respective materials to be used. Such a list comprises

something more than could be stated very well on the drawings

themselves, as it constitutes a summary of all the components

required for a given order.

Such a Hst may be termed a Part List, but if this Part List is so

built up that there are distinct lists or sections of a list for each

assembly unit—for that matter, for each assembly drawing—it

will be more convenient to designate these classified or grouped

lists as Assembly Lists. 5-48.

The aggregation of Assembly Lists to meet a given order may be 5-47-

advantageously identified by a design index number. Under each

index number it will be necessary to give a list of the particular

assembly units involved, with their drawing references, and the

drawing references of any general arrangements.

Touching the case of complete products that are varied in some

relatively minor details, such as style of finish and accessories, to

meet specific Sales Orders, there will not be any need usually to

consider each such variation as one of design calling for a fresh

design index number. It will be sufficient and more convenient to

issue Erecting Cards specifying the assembly units (for it is to be 550.

assumed that these conditions imply that much standardisation)

and also stating the finish required, accessories to be fitted and so

on. Separate cards would be necessary for each item of complete

product, and these might be hung in metal cases near the work in pro-

cess of erection. The progressive number ofeach item would be filled

in on the cards ultimately, and by having the card used as the basis of

final inspection, all essential records of goods supplied can be ensured

for all time, without recourse to other documents or to memor}'.

Where assembly lists are at all standardised, standard lists can

be issued for special orders with a " variation " sheet attached

amending the list. This practice has, of course, its dangers, as may
be said of most short cuts.
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Speclfloations. A simple method of using the same basis Hsts, presumably photo

prints, for different orders—with probably differing quantities—is

to add written slips to the prints alongside the component descrip-

tions, quoting the necessary particulars of order number, quantities

and variation of material, if any, from that appearing in the basis list.

This obviates the use of " variation " sheets and, if a little more

work, is much safer.

In this matter of quantities required, the Assembly Lists may

possibly only state the " number off " per set—leaving the arith-

metic as to total quantities to be filled in by the Works through

the medium of, say, the Works Office. In this case no extra slips

need adding for each order, and any modification of the basis lists

can be embodied in a " variation " sheet. When quantities vary

per set for different orders, it will be safer to make a canceUing

entry on the variation sheet of the item affected and make an

entirely fresh entry for the modified quantities. In addition to the

cancelhng entry on this sheet, the original item in the basis Hst

should be ruled through.

Where spare parts have to be supplied with the working parts, the

make up of the total quantities requires more knowledge of the

Sales Specification, and it may be safer for the Drawing Office to

state the specific total quantities required.

5-53. A possible further function of an assembly list is, in addition to

stating the total number of components required, to state the

quantity of material necessary to make that number. As to

castings, the material quantities are obvious, but in the case of

what may be called " material from bulk," such as bar, sheet and

tube, the quantities are not at all obvious. In the case of forgings

and stampings, it is very doubtful if the computation of material

quantities can be done to any advantage outside the Smithy. It

may be assumed that smithy material purchases are based on

estimates by the Smithy foreman, subject to the qualifications of

the Estimator to obviate the need for referring to the foreman. In

any case these quantities need not be considered as likely to be

attempted in the Drawing Office.

In regard to material from bulk, there is no reason why the Drawing

Office should not have enough touch with machining requirements

to specify the appropriate quantities with fair accuracy. The

primary objection to this course is likely to arise from the liabihty

to delay in the issuing of Assembly Lists if the Drawing Office

shall attempt to provide this information all cut and dried. The

view is held by some that the Machine Shop foreman should re-

quisition the material he requires.

Where production efficiency is seriously attempted, the aim of
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the Works ( )fticf will Ix; to got all material puicluised and SpeclflcatloiiB.

delivered into the General Stores against the time when the shops

are due to start work on same, without necessarily requiring the

assistance of the respective foremen before reaching this stage.

If purchasing is done on a generous enough scale, there will l)e no

need to investigate quantities required very closely, and, following

from such a practice, there will be no means of controlling in any

way the consumption of material, and loss will probably occur

through excess buying.

The idea of computing in advance the quantities required has

been applied to effectively economise in regard to material used on

works additions and repairs. The scope for economy in connection

with production orders may not be so obvious, but undoubtedly

it does exist, and in view of the large turnover of material, a small

percentage of sa\'ing must amply repay for the initial trouble of

stating what ought to be required and to see that no more is issued,

except to replace defective work under proper authority.

Practice differs in regard to the inclusion of what have been called

standard fittings in the Assembly Lists. It may seem an ultra-

refinement to specify every nut, washer and cotter pin, but it must

be borne in mind that the right quantities have to be learnt at

some stage of production for issuing the details to the fitters and

erectors. Alternatively, of course, the foreman may draw out

these fittings in any quantity he thinks fit, and there is then no sort

of check possible to prevent serious wastage by the men. Economy
of material may, of course, be obtained sometimes at the expense

of output, and some little discretion will be necessary in allowing

the replacement of lost items without undue formalities. If the

proper atmosphere of carefulness is established, there will be an

appreciable margin of resultant saving in hand to justify casual

losses being made up on little more than the word of the men, so

long as a note is made against the man's check number to prevent

abuse. Under such conditions only the correct quantities, as given

on the Assembh' List, ought to be drawn in the first instance for

assembling purposes.

WTiat amounts to a form of assembly Hst is occasioned in some

businesses in connection with Sales Sundries Orders. These may
be designated Sales Sundries Order Specifications, and can be made 55

«

to greatly facilitate the putting of such orders in hand. The

necessity for specification arises particularly when designs have

changed and exceptional care is requisite to ensure the correct

interpretation of the customer's order. For this reason, the pre-

paration of these specifications can hardly be done outside the

Drawing Office.
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Specifications. A point of considerable importance in obviating these troubles

of interpretation of customers' requirements is to make the type

reference and progressive number very plain on the name-plate

affixed to the original complete product, and to add a request in

bold letters, " Always quote Type and No." in communication.

The position of the name-plate should obviously be prominent.

Patterns. Coming to the matter of patterns, as an administrative problem

the question is almost wholly that of the organisation of the Pattern

Stores.

The Pattern Shop foreman frequently divides the responsibilities

pertaining to the Pattern Stores with the attendant, but this still

leaves the matter one of Pattern Stores organisation.

A good many pattern stores are run on the basis of memory,

and the possibilities of a good memory in this connection are really

wonderful, making the estabhshment of an equivalent organisation

appear cumbrous and expensive. There are considerable risks

attaching to a pure memory system very much as there are risks

in not insuring against fire. In the latter case, it is generally held

that the risk is too serious to be taken udthout the precaution of

insurance, and the expense of an annual premium is therefore

admitted without demur. In the case of patterns, if the attendant

with the memory is missing, the whole system is missing, and the

consequences to production of even one day's absence of this man
can easily be very serious. The multitude and infinite variety of

patterns possessed by most works makes the organisation of the

Pattern Stores a difficult matter, more particularly when the space

available is comparatively very restricted, as it usually is. If the

lines of production are stable and the designs are distinctive right

through without patterns being common to more than one design,

it will be possible—given the requisite space—to keep each group

of patterns separate in such a way as to obviate the need for register-

ing the location of any pattern to enable it to be readily found

when wanted.

There is the other side of the problem which no conditions will

simplify out of existence, namely, the necessity to know the where-

abouts of a pattern that is not in its place in the Pattern Stores.

The pnnciple of having a specific place for each pattern is admitted

generally, but unless the conditions allow of a very orderly and

undisturbed lay-out of patterns as stored, it is likely to be difficult

for any attendant to be sure of never varying the place in which a

given pattern is stored.

There is, of course, no difficulty in adopting a suitable scheme

of location reference, such as the various stacks and tiers of shelving
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being lettered A, B, C, etc., as to whctlicr referring to the floor under Pattema.

the shelving, the lowest shelf, the second shelf, and so on. Each
bay or block can be numbered as erected, and a reference such as

I B will then mean, lowest shelf of block 11

With location references available, there must be some register

or record wheruby the attendant can register the location decided

on for each pattern, and where he, or anyone else, can afterwards

refer for learning the appointed location. Such a register can with

considerable advantage be made to include the drawing reference

and a record of the core boxes, and extra pieces pertaining to each

pattern, also as to any strickle boards, or setting out boards. It

will also be of service to record whether the pattern is in metal or

wood, and also if the pattern is a multiple pattern, that is, if from

one moulding more than one casting, from the component point

of view, will result. Bush patterns for instance, may be made in

lengths suitable for making several bushes from one piece as cast.

Another function of this register, which may be called a Pattern

Mark Register, is to supply numbers for use as pattern marks, that s-66.

is to say, when a new pattern is made for which a pattern mark is

required, an entry will be made in this Pattern Mark Register

against the next consecutive number. The location reference will

be filled in later, when the pattern is ready for use, with the date

of completion of pattern. If, as may reasonably be supposed, all

patterns bearing pattern marks, as distinct from component or

part numbers, are liable to be altered in some way, then the nature

and purpose of any such alterations should also be noted in the

register above mentioned. This tabulation of alterations is just

where sins of omission are most likely to occur. The importance

of such tabulations depends entirely on the use to which the complete

records are put. but in almost all cases there will be some liability

for information as to the existing application of any pattern to be

required at short notice, usually with a view to some repeat order

for castings being filled.

In some businesses the variation of product is so interminable

that a good many patterns may be of the roughest description,

possibly not warranting even a pattern mark, still less any record

of alterations. Under such circumstances the patterns are at best

only temporary ones, and the memories of the Pattern Stores

attendant, and the Pattern Shop foreman must jointly be sufficient

for all purposes during the life of such patterns.

In the matter of pattern marks, where there is no part number
given on the drawing, then the Pattern Shop foreman from his

Pattern Mark Register will take up a number reference, which he

will need to mark on his drawing, if all possible confusion on the
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Patterns. score of reference by names is to be avoided. This means that the

prints issued to the Pattern Shop will either have to be retained

there, or the information as to pattern marks adopted conveyed to

the Drawing Office for inclusion on the tracing. It is, of course, all

to the good that the Drawing Office should know these pattern

marks, though it is probably sounder practice for them to always

use drawing numbers for cross reference, when any design is founded

on a previous one and allows the original pattern to be utilised. A
reference in the later drawing, to the effect that an existing pattern,

as made to a certain drawing, is to be used with modifications

A, B, C, etc., will achieve as much as quoting the pattern mark.

The plain indication as to any differing dimensions will save much
time in the Pattern Shop and obviate mistakes.

Coming to the consideration of part numbers in relation to

Patterns, it is obviously a boon to have part numbers appearing

on the respective castings in raised figures. This means applying

raised figures to the pattern, and a very convenient and cheap means

is to use aluminium strips embossed with the requisite figures, by

means of a name-plate embossing machine, such as have been placed

on the market as slot machines, which can be installed in the Pattern

Shop.

Obviously if a given pattern is to make a certain numbered part,

and that only, then there is no reason to have any pattern mark

5-66. other than the part number. A separate Part Number Pattern

Register will then, however, be necessary, and if the part

numbering scheme adopted consists of joint consecutive number

and year number, the pattern mark scheme previously discussed

can be consecutive numbers only without risk of confusion with

part numbers.

It may be remarked that, ordinarily, pattern marks are not made
so as to be reproduced on the casting, being merely stamped in the

wood of the pattern. The difficulty that arises over the use of part

numbers, in lieu of pattern marks, is occasioned by the use of one

pattern to produce castings for different applications. A common
case is that of right hand and left hand applications of the same

castings, the machining being, however, different and necessita^ting

distinct part number references for the finished components, or it

may be that a loose piece has alternative positions on the pattern

according to the part required. Other cases occur when an alteration

of dimensions in the finished component does not affect the pattern

but changes the part number. The difficulty is not satisfactorily

avoided by adopting an arbitrary pattern mark, having no reference

to any application of the casting to make parts bearing different

numbers. Such a pattern mark has the negative virtue of not
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misleading, but clues not help to identify the casting, or rather the Patterns,

possible use of the castings.

A convenient method of overcoming the main difhculties will

be, firstly, to retain the part number in lieu of a pattern mark, so

as not to break away from the general scheme, and secondly, when

any pattern becomes applicable to more than one part number, to

prefix the original part number, as fixed on the pattern, with a

symbol X. This would mean that if X 13/2071 appeared on a casting

every one would know that such casting would make parts numbered

13/2071, and also some other parts bearing different numbers. It

might be expedient to have the part numbers for the alternative

applications added to the pattern, using the original one for reference

purposes. It is certainly important that castings having alternative

applications should bear some clear evidence of the fact in all stages

of production.

When, however, for purposes of economy an existing pattern

for producing one component is temporarily altered so as to serve

for a different component, and while in its altered form, will not

serve its original purpose, then the original part number requires to

be blocked out by covering the number plate with a blank cap of

suitable shape, and temporarily adding the appropriate part number

for the modified pattern.

Assuming the existence of Pattern Mark and Part Number Pattern

Registers giving the location reference for each pattern, further,

and preferably independent, records are necessary to show the

whereabouts of a pattern when sent away from the Pattern Stores.

The importance of this information is greatest when patterns are

sent to outside foundries, and particularly so when the orders for

castings are distributed between several outside foundries or between

outside foundries and the Works Foundry.

If Pattern Tracing Cards are adopted for each of these patterns, s-^7-

the cards can be so arranged as to show graphically what patterns

are away, and where they are. The fact of the patterns being away

can be made plain by standing the card on end in its proper sequence

of pattern mark, or part number, and applying a coloured metal

signal to show what foundry ; cards without signals but turned

on one end indicating, say, the Works Foundry-.

To maintain this tracing scheme, it is necessary for the Pattern

Store attendant to enter up the patterns sent out, and the patterns

returned. The entries of patterns sent to foundry can be associated

with the instruction to the Foundry' to make castings. A Casting 5-69.

Instruction Sheet can be arranged for carbon duplicate to meet

these requirements.

As to patterns returned to the Pattern Stores, the Foundry
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Patterns. foreman might conceivably make out a note in duplicate, showing

the patterns returned. Alternatively the Pattern Stores attendant

5.83. could make out a Goods Acknowledgment Form, or its equivalent,

for the patterns received back.

Under most conditions it will be the better practice for patterns

to be returned from the Foundry, on completion of the casting order,

rather than to allow patterns to remain at the Foundry, to be

possibly mislaid or ill-used. Conceivably with certain patterns

from which castings are being ordered at frequent intervals, the

return of the patterns after each order might be inadvisable. The

same may be said of all metal patterns, and patterns mounted on

plates, for use in moulding machines, as the form of the pattern is

presumptive evidence of frequent use.

It may be taken as essential to efficient foundry service, that all

patterns that are finished with for the moment, shall be put in a

proper place out of harm's way, and that patterns waiting to be put

into use should be located at one suitably equipped place, within

or close to the Foundry—thus leaving about the Foundry only those

patterns actually being used. Under these conditions, the discretion

as to return of patterns on completion of order can be more readily

exercised, while the finding of any pattern not yet returned from the

Foundry will be facilitated.

When patterns are specifically recalled from the Foundry during

the progress of an order, it is certainly desirable to make the recall

in a regular manner in writing under proper authority. Such

5-70. recalls should be notified by means, say, of carbon copies of a Pattern

Recall Slip, to the Works Office and to the Foundry. These cross

communications as to change in plans are vital to efficient co-

ordination.

Writing with chalk on the pattern is frequently made to serve

as a casting order. A better alternative altogether is to fill in

small adhesive labels, with the necessary instructions in ink, and

stick the labels on the respective patterns. This does not inform

the Foundry foreman adequately of work coming in, because he

may not personally see the pattern at the time—though depositing

all patterns at one spot will greatly help matters. Then again the

delivery requirements must be continually under the foreman's

notice apart from the pattern. To this end it will be better to have

the Casting Instruction, in a fomi suitable for conveying all the

necessary information as to quantities, metal and delivery require-

ments. The Pattern Shop may be supposed to derive the necessar}^

information from Quantity Slips supplied by the Works Office.

It is appropriate to this discussion on patterns, to mention the

necessity for the General Stores to index the Casting Instructions
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thev receive, so that if a pattern mark or part number crops u|> Patterns,

through recall of pattern or other cause, they may know on what

order the castings are being made.

This index may be readily prepared on squared Cross Index Sheets,

numbered 0-9 across and 00-90 down the sheet, making one hundred

squares on each sheet. This Cross Index Sheet is very useful, 5-68.

whenever castings are delivered under incorrect instruction numbers

and for reference to earlier applications of any pattern.

Materials. section ill d

Quite usually material specifications are set out in the firm's Purchase

catalogue of products, but such specifications are not likely to be

in such a form as to serve adequately for purchasing purposes.

In other cases where contracts for special products are entered into

there will be material specifications embodied in the contract

sufficient to control the purchasing, but even these will require

converting in some measure into terms directly applicable to the

contractor's own method of purchasing.

This question of the purchase specification is enlarged upon as

its proper appreciation is vital to efficiency in material purchases.

The preparation of these specifications calls for the most expert

technical knowledge available, and the work of the Drawing Office

in this direction may very reasonably be subjected to review by

the Works Manager, and by the Estimator apart from the Buyer,

who ought to be qualified to know how these very definite specifica-

tions are likely to affect purchase prices.

Pui chase specifications should be settled for eveiy class of material

purchased. The responsibilities as to the purchase specifications

for process supplies (Foundry Iron, etc.) may be vested in a Works

Chemist, and for shop supplies (Files, Oil. Fuel, etc.) in the Works

Manager personally. When there is a Works Chemist, he may
conceivably be a party to the wording of all purchase specifications.

The definite setting out of purchase specifications implies an

adequate inspection of the goods supplied to those specifications.

In both directions, most valuable functions may be served by a

Works Laboratory.

It is a very common practice to shirk both the initial specification

and the inspection of the goods received, trusting to the supplier

entirely, which probably means buying very inefficiently.

Efficiency in materials involves both purchase cost and working

cost together with physical suitability for the intended purpose.
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d

Purchase
Specifications.

Thus with a casting, the cost of machining ought to be associated

with the cost of the rough casting, when comparing low priced with

high priced castings for tlic advantage as to ultimate cost may easily

lie with the latter. The alternative use of stampings, in lieu of

castings or forgings, or, it may be, of solid bar, is all within the

scope of material efficiency. In the latter connection, the amount

of material wasted must not be overlooked.

The physical properties of expensive materials may by virtue of

weight saved in accomplishing a given result, make high priced

material the more efficient. In another case a less expensive material

in greater bulk may be the better solution.

Price per unit of quantity is no criterion of value unless the

purchase specification be quite clear.

These specifications will have to allow appropriate margin or

limits that will ensure the right goods being obtained. The right

goods will not necessarily mean the best possible quality goods,

for there may be no occasion to have such. A typical case is that

of fuel, when the most efficient methods of stoking and combustion

are employed, as in such a case possibly very inferior and therefore

very cheap fuel may be employed with entirely satisfactory results

as to steam-raising.

Some of the elements entering into standard purchase specifica-

tions may be instanced as follows :

Strength of Materials.

Mechanical tests.

Constituent parts of alloys.

Chemical tests.

Limits of Error in Dimensions.

Dimensions on shafts and holes for running, driving and shrink fits.

Dimensions of rolled or drawn bar.
Dimensions of screws, external and internal.
Pitch diameter of cast gears.

In many instances a detailed specification would be unnecessary

and perhaps useless, and in such cases a correctly drawn up trade

description can be adopted to advantage. It must be borne in

mind that descriptions commonly accepted in a given trade, as for

instance brush manufacturers, are not commonly known outside

that trade, so that there may be room for a good deal of investigation

even when it is intended to adopt a trade description.

All standard purchase specifications will require to be numbered

for reference, and copies may very well be kept on hand for attach-

ment to purchase orders. A note may be usefully added to same

that
" Our own inspection is carried out strictly to this specification."

Purchase
Requisitions.

In the matter of purchase requisitions these will quite usually

embody the purchase specifications so far as anything of the sort
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is attempted, though when the latter have been adequately develoiK-d Purchase

this embodiment will involve no more, in the majority of cases,

than a cross reference to a standard sptxification.

Standardisation in materials is largely a matter of designing

policy, and its bearing on efficiency in pure hasing, stock control and

production may be considerable.

Under most conditions materials, as purchased, will fall under two

main headings, viz. special materials and ordinary stock materials.

Consideration of the matter is simplified by separating castings,

stampings, forgings and the like under the distinctive heading of

" process products "—a term designed to apply to such items when

made in the Works, but quite applicable to purchases.

In the matter of special materials the distinction will lie more

often in the special application or appropriation of the material

than in its special nature. Quite conceivably in some businesses

ordinary stock materials might include some quite exceptional

kinds of material.

From an accounting point of view material bought specially for

any order should be allocated straight away to that order.

Material allocation, it may be remarked here, means the charging

out of material to a specific order while the setting aside or ear-

marking of material for a particular order is better referred to as

material appropriation.

From the stock control point of view, it is simpler to requisition

materials of all kinds to suit each order as it comes along, and to

appropriate such material for this purpose whenever it shall be

received, rather than to maintain such a stock as shall meet all

requirements.

With mass production conditions, or anything approaching thereto,

there is perhaps a gain in maintaining large stocks of material though

even then there will be economy in purchasing to suit each stock

manufacturing sanction, or estimated requirements for a given

period.

The locking up of capital in stock will, apart from questions of

buying ahead in a favourable market, be justified according as

production is facilitated by material being alwa\^ available ; for

to have material ready when wanted is a vital condition of pro-

duction efficiency. It is very doubtful if this should be effected by

holding large stocks, but rather that the organisation should be such

as to ensure the proper material being requisitioned, purchased

and delivered in good time.

There is another consideration to be kept in view, namely the

prompt replacement of defective material and provision for meeting

other emergencies, such as customers' demands for replace parts.
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Purchase The best compromise seems to be to first aim at standardisation
Requisitions.

of material and then to hold reserve stocks in these standard lines

just to meet emergencies. After that as each order, whether for

special or standard product, is put in hand steps must be taken

immediately to obtain appropriate supplies of material.

It will usually be found the better course for the Works Office

to extend the Assembly List into a list of quantities for each order

by means of attached slips, as previously mentioned, and prepare

purchase requisitions with schedules of delivery dates necessary to

meet production programmes.

These requisitions can be supplemented by the quantity necessarj'

to provide a reserve stock to meet emergencies of replacements and

spare parts in accordance with the dictates of experience and the

balance already available in the General Stores.

When the Drawing Office prepare the purchase requisition, as

will be most likely desirable in certain cases of auxiliary equipment

bought out finished, a Quantity Slip can be attached to the

Assembly List and marked accordingly, to obviate confusion.

The naming of delivery dates on each purchase requisition is

very important in regard to making it possible for the General

Stores to get material delivered in accordance with production

requirements without periodic panics, but considerable knowledge

and judgment is necessary for specifying the dates with even a

moderate accuracy.

Having gone to the trouble of planning the dates for delivery,

the importance of adhering to these dates must be impressed on the

supplier.

Purchase requisitions will be also necessary for those materials

that do not concern the Drawing Office or even the Works Office,

and these will usually be best dealt with as to process supplies

and shop supplies by the General Stores, as to tools by the Tool

Stores, and as to plant other than tools by, say, the Works Manager

through his clerk.

5-54. The approval of all purchase requisitions is usually vested in

the Works Manager, and this is a right course so long as this authori-

sation is understood to be made to an extent on limited information

and that effective control of expenditure is separately provided for

by the routine organisation.

Obviously this control ought to be exercised at the requisition

stage rather than attempted when passing the purchase orders

necessary for executing the requisition.

Another point to be provided for in the requisition stage is that

there shall be no overlapping of requisitions for the same goods.

Purchase requisitions need, therefore, to be reviewed by the General
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Stores, though under proper administration and organisation the Purchase... ,. *^,
„ ,,,^ ^. ReqaiBltlonfl.

nsk of overlapping may be so small as to be left out of the routine

of purchasing, that is, the purchase requisition may pass direct

from the Production Othcc to tiie Works .Manager and thence to

the Buyer. A carbon copy of each requisition can be passed to

the General Stores for them to review as to overlapping (reporting

accordingly without delay), and for holding against the arrival of a

copy of the Purchase Order. The General Stores becomes then in a

position to look out for purchase orders not being held up unduly, hav-
ing regard to the delivery requirements specified on the requisition.

When bu\ing is done directly under the Works Manager, it may
be advantageous to locate the Buyer within the Works Office.

It may be feasible then for the Buyer to proceed with his price

enquiries while the purchase requisition is in process of authorisation

by the Works Manager.

Reference has pre\nously been made to the functions of a Buyer, Purchasing,

and incidentally to the conditions for efficient purchasing.

Apart from the personal qualifications of the Buyer, there must
be preparatory^ work done before he comes into the matter.

Promptitude in the preparation of purchase requisitions and the

inclusion on same of delivery requirements will enable the Buyer

to know how far he may go in the sending out of Price Enquiries. 5-14.

A date for sending in quotations should be stated on each enquiry-.

Any quotations obtained by the Estimator for the making up of

tenders, that are ultimately accepted, should be placed at the

disposal of the Buyer.

It \\ill be usually left to the Supplier to make offers as to delivery,

and this must influence the Buyer's selection of the most favourable

quotation. Where the deliver}'- offered at the lowest price is not

within the requirements of the purchase requisition, it is advisable

to negotiate on this point before placing the purchase order so that

there may be the less fear of difficulty in obtaining the right deliveiy.

The selection of the most favourable quotation is not necessarily

a question of price or deHvery, as reliability or suitability of the

goods quoted for is hardly less important than deliver^^ and may be

more important than price.

These several factors tend to the placing of purchase orders of a s-is-

given kind in relatively few directions unless the quantities involved

in the course of a year are large enough to allow further partition of

the orders without reducing the value of the business to any supplier

below the point at which it is likely to command adequate attention.

No buyer can afford to be absolutely positive that his firm is

buying in the best market, and to that end it is his business to give
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PuTchaBing. a fair hearing to all who may reasonably be supposed to be in a

position to supply the firm's requirements.

Really competitive quotations can onl}^ be obtained when business

is distributed in some degree at least.

The practice of playing off one competitor against another by

disclosing competitive prices, whether partially or wholly, is hardly

straightforward, to say the least, and it is very doubtful if the cut

obtained in prices by these underhand means is really the smart

buying it is vaunted to be, if deUvery, quahty and future relations

are duly taken into account. In certain materials, rings to fix

prices have been formed among the manufacturers, and prices can

usually only be varied for large contracts—this liberty being some-

times reserved by the members of the ring.

Another aspect of buying is the placing of contracts for supplies

over a given period. Such contracts may prove distinctly econo-

mical for regular supplies of every character where otherwise the

individual orders might be too small to command the best terms.

Another class of useful contracts will be for finished products that

have to be bought outside, though in this direction minimum quan-

tities may have to be guaranteed to get any marked advantage

in price, and this is not always a safe undertaking unless designs

are thoroughly established.

The form of the Contract Note will depend on the nature of the

business, but the following example will suggest the character of

the provisions to be embodied for purchasing in the ordinary way
as distinct from elaborate undertakings.

Where the undertakings are on a large scale, there may be a

further development necessary in the form of contract by having

a third part}^ to the contract, namely " The Sureties," to meet

the obligations falling on the Contractor should he fail to do so.

CONTRACT NOTE.

W. Blank & Co. Ltd., Efficiency Works, Main Road, London (hereinafter

called the Buyers), and (hereinafter called the

Sellers), at the prices and subject to the conditions hereinafter contained.

The said conditions form an essential part of the contract and are agreed to

by the Sellers in consideration of the order.

CONDITIONS.
Period of This Contract No To date from
Contract. 19 to 19

Description

Quality. The said articles shall be in materials, workmanship and in every other
respect equal and answerable to the standard samples deposited at the
Buyers' Offices, and in case the Buyers shall at any time be of opinion that
any of the said articles delivered are not equal in quality and all other respects

to the articles intended by this Contract, it shall be lawful for the Buyers
to reject the same as defective.

Quantity.
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Increased I'lif Ituyeis have tUv riKht to tiiko an ini-icascil iiiinilicr 'U Hit- artirlt-it PurchaBlng.
Quantity. ilescrilKMl ovit and above tlie (ureuuinK i|iuintitv Mpccitied up to u ninxlniiiin

of
such excess deliveries to be subject in all respects to the teruu described
herein.

Price.

Deliverj'. The said articlen sjiall be drlivcrt'd by the Sellers at such place or |ilaces
in Ixindoti and at such time or times as shall be specified in the order or orders
t<iveu from time to time by tlu- Huyers, and in such (|uaiititie8 as shall from
time to time be reijuired by the lluyers ami free from all charKe^ for packins,
carriaKe, <lelivcry or otherwise whatever. Packages to be returnable.

Terms of Subject to 32 per cent, for ca.sh In seven days from the date of delivery,
Payment. or 2| i>er cent, on payment durini; the month following delivery.

Defective The Buyers nuiy exercise the option of deductinu all ilefective articles
Articles. from the (|uantity contract^'d for, and to debit the .Sellers with the oriRinal

value of the articles. Or, they may reipiire the whole of the articles replaced
within days, from the receipt of such defective articles by
the Sellers, and tlebit them with all expenses (carriaRe) incurred. The
Buyers furthermore reserve to themselves the riKht. should supplies of defec-
tive material be general, to cancel the whole or any portion of the Contract.

Stoppages. In the event of sto])|)aKe of work owing to lire, tempest, breakdown, or
accidents, trade disputes, lock-outs, strikes, or other combinations of workmen,
or any other unforeseen occurrence beyond the Sellers' control, deliveries
may be wholly or partially suspended until work is resumeil under normal
conditions.

Notice and proof of such unforeseen occurrence to be given by the Sellers
in writing within three days of such stoppage, and the period of the stoppage
of the Sellers' works from any of the above causes to be added to the contract
l>eriod of delivery.

But the Buyers have the option to cancel at their own discretion that
portion of the deliveries so delayed instead of accepting postiKuied deliveries.

Liquidated The Buyers reserve the right to deduct as liriuidated damages
Damages for per cent, of the value in respect of all articles not delivered as per official

late and orders for every days delay or part thereof after the
Non-Delivery, day following the dat« of the orders, and such amount may be deducted from

next payment due.

New Tools. Whenever new tools are used, samples to be made and submitted to the
Buyers for their approval, and no more articles are to be made from these
new tools until the samples have been approved in writing by the Buyers.

Dated this day of. .19

(Signature)

Examples of possible further clauses may be quoted by way of

suggestion.

The Sellers in carrying out this Contract shall pay the rate of wages and observe the hours
of labour recognised or agreed upon between the Trades Unions and the Employers in the
locality in which the work for carrying out the Contract is to be comjileted, and the Sellers

shall not transfer, assign or underlet directly or indirectly this Contract or any part share or
interest therein without the written con.sent is given of the Buyer-, and that in case such
consent is given the Seliers shall be responsible for all work done by any such sub-contractor
and for its being carried out under the same conditions as if executed by the Sellers.

The Buyers shall have the option of paying by bills and when this option is exercised, the
charges incurred in connection with the discounting of the bills shall be borne by the Buyers.

In the event of the Buyers failing to pay any of the accounts as agreed, or becoming bank-
rupt, or committing an act of bankruptcy, the Sellers without prejudice to any claim they may
have for damages shall have the riuht to suspend delivery hereunder, and to cancel this Contract,
without giving rise to any claim for compensation on the part of the Buyers.

Ihe Buyers have the right to cancel this Contract at any time in the event of the Sellers,

or any agent or ofBcial of the Sellers, giving or offering to give, any pre?ent. or conferring a
beneUt of any kind on any official connected with the Sellers, as an inducement to obtain any
order from the Buyers, or as a rewari! for having obtained, or being instrumental in obtaining,
an oriler.

In this matter of secret commission, the Pre\ention of Corruption

-Act, 1906, provides for certain penalties under the law—the maxi-

mum penalty being imprisonment with hard labour for twf) years,

coupled with a fine of £500. It may be considered desirable to

display a notice for the Staff to the effect that anyone giving or
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Purchasing. receiving commissions or presents, unless witli the knowledge and

consent of the Directors, will be liable to proceeding under the Act.

Quite frequently there will be a convenience in issuing petty

purchase orders under a lesser authority than that necessary for

ordinary purchase orders. In this case a limit of say £1 ma}' be

indicated on the order form and plain instructions given on same to

the supplier to refer back, if the value of goods ordered exceeds this

amount. In some instances, all orders above ;^50 in value have to

be signed by the Managing Director.

Sale of Goods
Act.

By way of reminder of some of the conditions attaching to bu3ang,

and therefore to selling, some extracts are given below from the

Act dealing with the subject.

Extracts from the Sale of Goods Act, 1893.

Where there is a contract for the sale of goods by description, there is an implied couditiou
that the good.s shall correspond with the description ; and if the sale be by sample, as well as
by description, it is not sufficient that the bulk of the goods corresponds with the sample if

the goods do not also correspond with the description.
Subject to the provisions of this Act and of any statute in that behalf, there is no implied

warranty or condition as to the quality- or fitness for any particular purpose of goods supplied
under a contract of sale, except as follows :

(1) Where the buyer, expressly or by implication, makes known to the seller the par-
ticular purpose for which the goods are required, so as to show that the buyer relies

on the seller's skill or judgment, and the goods are of a description which it is in the
course of the seller's business to supply (whether he be the manufacturer or not),

there is an implied condition that the goods shall be reasonably fit for such purpose,
provided that in the case of a contract for the sale of a specified article under its

patent or other trade name, there is no implied condition as to its fitness for any
particular purpose :

(2) Where goods are bought by description from a seller who deals in goods of that
description (whether he be the manufacturer or not), there is an implied condition
that the goods shall be of merchantable quality ; provided that if the buyer has
examined the goods, there shall be no implied condition as regards defects which
such examination ought to have revealed :

(3) An implied warranty or condition as to quality or fitness for a particular purpose may
be annexed by the usage of trade :

(4) An express warranty or condition does not negative a warranty or condition implied
by this Act unless inconsistent therewith.

Where, in pursuance of a contract of sale, the seller is authorised or required to send the
goods to the buyer, delivery of the goods to a carrier, whether named by the buyer or not, for

the purpose of transmission to the buyer is prima facie deemed to be a delivery of the goods
to the buyer.

Unless otherwise authorised by the buyer, the .seller must make such contract witli the
carrier on behalf of the buyer as may be reasonable having regard to the nature of the goods
and the other circumstances of the case. If the seller omit so to do, and the goods are lost

or damaged in course of transit, the buyer may decline to treat the delivery to the carrier as
a delivery to liimself, or may hold the seller responsible in damages.

Unless otherwise agreed, where goods are sent by the seller to the buyer by a route involving
sea transit, under circumstances in which it is usual to insure, the seller must give such notice
to the buyer as may enable him to insure them during their sea transit, and, if the seller fails

to do so, the goods shall be deemed to be at his risk dining such sea transit.
"

Where goods are delivered to the buyer, which he has not previously examined, he is not
deemed to have accepted them unless and until he has had a reasonable opportunity of examin-
ing them for the purpose of ascertaining whether they are in conformity with the contract.

Unless otherwise agreed, when the .seller tenders delivery of goods to the buyer, he is bound,
on request, to afford the buyer a reasonable opportunity of examining the goods for the purpose
of ascertaining whether they are in conformity with the contract.

The buyer is deemed to have accepted the goods when he intimates to the seller that he has
accepted them, or when the goods have been delivered to him, and he does any act in relation
to them which is inconsistent with the ownership of the seller, or when after the lapse of a
reasonable time, he retains the goods without intimating to the seller that he has rejected them.

Unless otherwise agreed, where goods are delivered to the buyer, and he refuses to accept
them, having the right so to do, he is not bound to return them to the seller, but it is sufficient
if he intimates to the seller that he refuses to accept them.

Where any right, duty, or liability would arise under a contract of sale by implication of
law, it may be negatived or varied by express agreement or by the course of dealing between
the parties, or by usage, if the usage be such as to bind both parties to the contract.
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After the purchase orders lia\e been pkieed the (luestion itf Material^
.

^ Receipt
tollowing up dehveries arises, as it is not always sufiirient to merely

specify to the suppUcr the dates on which dehvory is required.

Exphcit but reasonable instnictions as to delivery at the time of

placing the order constitutes the necessary preliminary tf) getting

deliveries when required.

The next stage is to send a reminder to the supplier, possibly 5-80.

in the form of a postcard, a few days, varying according to the class

of order, before the date on which delivery is expected. Orders

for stock articles, if in stock, will have been filled before any question

of reminder arises.

When the delivery or due date iirrives, and after allowing a

small margin for the goods or the ad\ice to come to hand, a state

ment should be sent forthwith of quantities overdue, and these

statements should be continued weekly witli amendments as to

further deliveries falling due and as to go(jds actually received.

This routine may have to be supplemented b}' letters, telegrams 5-81.

and the usual means adopted for impressing the supplier with the

importance of delivery. The General Stores should deal with the

urging of materials from start to finish, the Works Manager signing

all correspondence.

Under some circumstances it will pay to send out a special re-

presentative to call on the suppliers with whom orders have been

placed. In adopting this plan, however rarely, the representative

should insist on being shown the work in progress, and should be

technical enough to appreciate the prospects of deliveiy promises

being kept.

The routine of reminder cards and weekly statements of deliveries

overdue supplemented with correspondence will be found much
more effective than sending formal urging forms, which are sent out

too generally to be taken very seriously—lurid coloure of paper

notwithstanding.

In the matter of weekly statements of deliveries overdue, these

may conveniently be extended to serve as reminders of deliveries

falling due, where running lines are involved.

In laying down a plan of deliveries of material required, and

getting the supplier to live up to it. an objection may be urged to

the increased administrative expense involved, for work of this

character requires intelligent and continuous application.

The justification must lie in the increa.^ed production efficiency

attained by these means. The fact that in some cases, the placing

of a purchase order with a hackneyed formula as to delivery " soon

as possible," or it may be " urgent " (some firms even issue a separate

scries of purchase orders designated as Urgent Orders), brings the
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Material goods in sufficiently early does not discount the necessity for taking

no chances in the matter.

Every failure in the supply of material at the right moment, or

even before the right moment as regards being actually put into

work, means a loss of output far outweighing the expense of pre-

venting its occurrence, as can so largely be done.

When goods are received various questions of routine arise, of

which the primary ones are the collection of the goods, the checking

and inspection, handing over to or advising of department interested

in the receipt, and reporting the receipt for accounting purposes.

The collection of goods is not a factor arising in many works, as

delivery by the railway companies to the works is likely to be

cheaper.

When collection from the railway stations is undertaken, proper

records of goods collected must be kept for the purpose of obtaining

rebate from the railway company concerned. The danger of careless

signature by the collecting carman must be guarded against, and it

will be advisable for each day's signatures at the station to be

checked by the Receiving Clerk against the collection sheets every

two days at least.

The necessity for inspection, except of a superficial character,

is not always recognised, and goods are frequently passed into

stock on the reputation of the supplier, and not always even with

that support. Some items such as wood screws will hardly require

much inspection, and being duly packeted in small cartons any fault

discovered in using the screws could be fairly easily proved at a

later date. Other items that are supplied loose and possibly obtained

from various sources are not merely difficult to identify afterwards,

but the fault when discovered might seriously dislocate production

in some direction. Instances of this sort will be bolts and nuts,

which are not always produced within the hmits requisite for

interchangeability—whether coarse or fine limits, the limits exist

and must be recognised. Adequate viewing or gauging on receipt

is the only right course to adopt, and this ought not to involve

excessive work. The list given elsewhere of standard fittings will

suggest many other items requiring viewing as to dimensions.

Some items, such as castings, require a surface examination by

a skilled observer, as distinct from viewing, but this ought to be

much more than the merely superficial examination usually sufficient

for accounting purposes.

The necessity for physical and chemical tests from test bars of

materials purchased are most frequently determined by the require-

ments of the inspector acting for the customer. These tests do not,

however, constitute as reliable an index of strength and suitability
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of tlk' iiiattiial wlnii wniktd up as is sometimes supposed. The Matenal
.

*^*^
Receipt

inoiv trustwoithy though uioit' rxponsivo method may be to select

a completely formetl couiponent and test it as nearly as possible as

it would be tested in actual work.

Where the volume and character of purchases justify it. thf

[)ractice of having an inspector or viewer working in the (ieneral

Stores may prove more expeditious than referring the items con-

cerned to the \'iew Room proper, but with a competent Receiving

Clerk cjualified to deal with many of the supplies, the latter ct)urse

is likely to be the more economical.

Whatever the arrangements for inspection it is very desirable

that every receipt of goods be inspected by somebody of competence,

though not necessarily by any one official, as his qualifications can

rarely range over the whole ground. Fuel, for instance, will require

a very different experience to that necessary for bolts and nuts, and

timber different again from both.

The form of the report or certificate of goods recei\ed is important

only so far as it allows the requisite elasticity in the inspection

routine and meets the convenience of the office routine for passing

of invoices.

These requirements make for the use of a separate sheet or card

for each receipt. These Goods Received Notes should be numbered 5-82.

serially using a prefix such as " G. R." to distinguish the series from

invoice and other commercial references.

Each note will require to be certified by the Receiving Clerk as

to quantities, weights and descriptions, and then passed as to

inspection by a suitable authority. A carbon copy of each note

may very well be retained at the General Stores.

The Receiving Clerk will have to mark off each receipt on the

stores copy of the purchase order concerned—these copies being

held under supplier's names rather than under separate purchase

order numbers, lest same be not quoted on the supplier's advice

note or marked on the package containing the goods.

Insistence on the suppliers sending advice notes for each con-

signment, apart from the invoice, is veiy important for following

up delays in transit promptly and in proving differences.

The issue of these advice notes to the Receiving Clerk should

be at the discretion of the Storekeeper, but under a proper admini-

stration there is not umch likelihood of the Receiving Clerk neglect-

ing his duty of checking by merely copying out the supplier's

advice notes.

It is desirable on general grounds that suppliers' invoices shall not

be sent beyond the Works Accounts Office, however trustworthy

the Stores Staff mav Ix*. The absence of invoices beneficially
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Material influences the care and promptitude with which the Goods Received
Receipt. '^

'^

Notes are prepared.

Returnable Adherence to this principle of not issuing the invoices to the

General Stores will involve the establishment of a routine by which

they are advised as to returnable packages.

There is a tendency nowadays to include packages in the price

of goods and for the packages accordingly to be non-returnable.

Although the practice of the various suppliers in this matter may be

known to the Stores staff, there is some danger of confusion, and
also of neglect in returning those packages which are returnable,

if the General Stores are not instructed. It is a very simple matter

5-84. for the Works Accounts Office to make out a Returnable Package

Card for each package invoiced, and to send these cards to the

General Stores.

The difficulty that may arise is in identifying the packages when
they come to be returned.

Sometimes the course is adopted of gi\"ing a serial number to

every package received, but this involves a certain amount of

extra w^ork and cross reference, and under most circumstances

it will be quite satisfactory and easier to mark each package with

the G. R. (Goods Received Note) number.

A suitable routine can be arranged on the following lines :

When the completed Goods Received Note is sent to the Works
Accounts Office, presumably never later than the day following

receipt of the goods, it will be marked off against their copy of the

purchase order, and then sorted alphabetically in a suitable sorting

device. As the invoices come to hand the Goods Received Reports

will be matched up with them and where called for. Returnable

Package Cards will be made out. These package cards will bear

on them the G. R. number, the supplier's invoice date and reference,

and the value of the package.

When the package is returned to the supplier the Advice of

Return will quote the supplier's invoice date and reference and the

value of the package. By a suitable note on the Advice of Return

or on a carbon copy of the Consignment Note, thus saving work,

the supplier will understand that he has been debited with the

value of the package. The Works Accounts Office will receive a

copy of this Advice of Return, with the respective Returnable

Package Card attached and the General Office will be advised a?

to debiting the supplier by the Works Accounts Office passing on

the Advice of Return.

The advantage of this arrangement is that only such packages

will be returned for which credit can be obtained, and also that it
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will Ix' made very easy for the General Stores to tnsure returning Returnable

every such package without further reminder. A further p)int

is that if a suppHcr's package is used for the despatch of goods, it

is only necessary for the Ketuniabli Package Card to be marked

accordingly and returned to the Works Accounts Office, for all

accounts to be kept clear. Be\()nd that again the value to be

allowed for the package may, in view of the return carriage having

to be paid, make it sometimes inadvisable to nturn the package.

To ensure the exercise of this discretion the Returnable Package

Card can be designed to call for the amount of carriage payable to

be noted.

The routine may be helped by returning packages on a fixed day

each week.

riiere is in eveiA- business a certain number of receipts of goods Non-Purchase
, . \

Receipts,

for which either a purchase order has not been issued, or cannot

be readily traced. Most of such receipts will refer to goods sent in

for repair or replacement, and it is this latter class that requires

special attention. Frequently customers return goods without

adequate advice, and in other cases there may have to be investiga-

tion and negotiation before a credit can be passed.

By instituting an Acknowledgment of Goods Received Form for 5-83.

these cases, it becomes possible to register the receipt right away

without commitment as to acceptance of the goods or hasty settle-

ment of credit to be passed. This acknowledgment may be in

triplicate, top copy being sent away, second copy to Works Account

Office, and third retained at the (ieneral Stores with adequate

room for asking the reason of the delivery. Often it may be better

to leave the acknowledgment as formal as possible, thus leaving

the way clear for any line of argument that may seem proper if the

customer's contentions are unacceptable.

Even when instructions for repair or replacement are quite clear,

the acknowledgment of receipt is desirable for internal purposes

and also as a matter of courteous treatment of the customer.

In the case of a motor car, for instance, sent in for repair, the

Acknowledgment of Goods Received will serve as a receipt to the

customer for his kit and obviate dispute when the kit is delivered

back again.

It might even be a condition of returning the goods that this

acknowledgment form be given uj), or its absence satisfactorily

explained, particularly where the class of articles repaired lend

themselves to confusion as to identity or misrepresentation as to

ownership.

WTiere an acknowledgment is issued for goods that are ultimately
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Non-Purchase purchased, as distinct from being credited, a Goods Received Note
lvGC61pwS. •1*1

should be issued, when purchase is decided on, to cover same,

giving a cross reference to the Acknowledgment of Goods Received

Form.

Rejections Arising from the purchase of goods will be the question of goods

raents. rejected and other claims. These will be met as to obtaining the

necessary credit by an entry by the Receiving Clerk on the Goods

Received Note in conjunction with an Advice of Return covering

the return of the goods, when such is necessary.

The Works Accounts Office from these several sources make up
614. Credit Claim Notes, more often called Debit Notes, for the amounts

involved. Invoice differences as to quantities, prices or calculations

will be handled by the same routine.

The ordering of the replacements of rejected materials is best

dealt with as a new proposition under a new order reference. As

a corollary of this all rejections should be charged back to the

suppliers through the medium of Credit Claim Notes, and invoices

accepted for the replace material. The copies of these replacement

orders should be attached to the copy of the original order so that

there shall be no oversight in following up deliveries.

The routine for issuing replacement requisitions should centre

where the purchase requisitions do, and for materials of production,

this will be the Works Office. In a few cases this may be a round-

about way, but for the main part it is the only safe routine and

co-ordinates replacement necessities, discovered at the time of

receipt, with those arising in the course of production.

Frequently, of course, replacements will result from causes not

attributable to the supplier of the material, in which no question

of a Credit Claim will arise.

A matter of considerable importance in maintaining the flow of

output lies in having reserve stocks of material to meet replacement

requirements. These reserve stocks need to be under the control

of the Works Office, and for that reason only this office can

exercise the necessary discretion as to the issue of replacement

orders.

Identification The identification of goods while in the Stores is important, and

the Goods Received Note (G. R.) number is the most serviceable

reference.

This method of identification is particularly appropriate in the

case of special purchases or goods bought for particular orders.

5 85. In these cases a Stores Tally may be attached to each consign-

ment, and the issues marked off until the consignment is exhausted-
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Furtlui by quoting tlu- Ci. R. N<'. nn the Goods Issue Vouclin identiflcatiou

the origin of any faulty material may bo traced with more ease. ,86

The application of the scheme to standard fittings involves the

use of separate bins, or preferably separate trays or boxes for each

consignment, and this has been carried out with success.

The subject of stock control is so intimately linked up with stock control,

production efficiency and stock accounts that the discussion here

can only be partial.

Certain aspects of stock control are touched on also under the

headings of " Despatch," " Proc»ess Accounts " and " Stocktaking."

Stock control comprises three elements :

Safe and orderly custody of the stock.
Administration of stock in the sense of settlinK the kinds of stock to be held and

regulnting tlie disposal of same.
Maintenance of adequate stock.

\'eiy commonly storekeeping, as the care of stock is usually called,

does not seriously attempt to control the selection and disposal of

the stock, beyond requiring written demands from foremen Ix-fore

issuing goods from stock, or before taking steps to add new lines of

stock.

Under these conditions there is likely to be a needless range of

stock kept and an accumulation of surplus stock.

Surplus stock may arise from injudicious purchases in regard to

quantities, but more frequently by an altered demand consequent

on changes in design.

This latter reason is so prolific in causing surplus stocks that the

practice of ordering practically all material only as and when

required to meet specific orders has a great deal to recommend it.

particularly when associated with the holding of reserve stocks.

There is, however, scope for standardisation in regard to goods

necessarily held in regular stock. The following are typical items

calhng for this treatment :

B.VR—Meel and Brass—Hounds, Ue.xagon, Squares and Flats.

Screws— ,, „ —Round Head and Countersunk Head.
Stcds.—Steel.
Bolts—steel—Hexagon Head.
Piss—Steel—Taper and Split.

W.4SHER.S— Steel, Iron and Bra.**.

NuTS^Iron and Bras.^^— He.xagon.
Wood Screws—Iron and Bra-ss—Kound Head and Countersunk Head.
Files—Iron and Brass-Hand. Flat. Half Kound. Warding Square, Thrw Square and

Round.
Hahmers— Iron and Bras*— Engineers' Haml. Riveting, Lead.
H.\MMKR H.iNULES.
ilALLETS— Hide and Boxwood.

Lists detailing the standard sizes may very well be issued as blue

prints, mounted on boards, to all departments. In the case of

bar stock, the colours painted on the ends of bars to distinguish the

several kinds of steel may be included in such a list by descrip-

tion.
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stocfe Control. It is suggested that this standardisation be carried out to its

logical conclusion in the form of a Stores Catalogue, each size and

variety selected as standard being detailed therein and given a

reference number on the line of the classification scheme outlined

in connection with Stock Accounts.

The selecting of standard sizes and varieties will render " non-

standard " the stocks held of other sizes and varieties, and this

selection may be expected to furnish astonishing figures as to the

amount of really surplus stock commonly held and considered as

good stock.

Proceeding to the routine incidental to the maintenance of

stocks, it will be much more convenient to establish an ordering

level in each case rather than to fix the maximum and minimum

quantities to be kept in stock.

Not only should the ordering level be fixed but also the normal

quantity to be ordered, and both must have regard to the time

required for obtaining fresh supplies and the liabihty of the stock

becoming exhausted meantime. This arrangement effects all that is

intended by the idea of maximum and minimum levels, and is merely

a more readily applied formula.

As pointed out elsewhere the control of reserve stock, which it

may be assumed will only occur with materials entering directly

into the Works products, falls pecuharly within the province of the

Works Office, and they may have to authorise each issue by means

5-55- of a Stock Appropriation Ticket. In this event the necessary stock

control is centred in that office—a record card being kept for each

item of all receipts and all issues authorised. The safety of this

course hinges on a proper system of stock scrutiny. The routine of

stock scrutin}^ is discussed at some length in connection with Stock

Accounts, and it is sufficient here to explain that by scrutiny is

meant the checking by an independent party of the stock, to verify

that the stock accounts are in order as to the book or account

values of stock on hand, and, further, to incidentally verify the

accuracy of the Stock Control Cards, on which quantities only are

entered.

If, therefore, the stock control cards as kept by the ^^'orks

Office are brought into frequent review by the process of stock

scrutiny—carried out presumably by the Works Accounts Office

—

there ought to be no fear of reserve stocks becoming exhausted

without the cognisance of the former Office. Theoretically,

if reserve stock is only issued on specific authority from the

Works Office, there should always be agreement between the

actual stock in the stores and the stock balance indicated on the

Stock Control Cards. It is, however, rarely \vise to trust implicitly
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to any tluoiy wlino a >lip or oviTsij^ht may bt; si-rious in its ('ifci t. stock control.

Apart from the possibilitirs of stork scrutiny, it may he fcasiblr to

have the ordering levels, previously mentioned, marked on the

Stores Tallies attached to the bins, holding the items of ri'serve

stock so that the Storekeeper may be in a positimi to remind the

Works Olhce in good time.

Turning to stock items that are not hkejy to I)e ( ..ntiolleil by the

Works Othce and that are consequently controlled by the

(ieneral Stores itself, the necessity for stock control cards will not

be so marked.

Stock control cards constitute the means for effective adminis- 5-89-

trative control so far as selection and disposal of stock arc concerned.

They are records that must be at the command of the parties

responsible for this control. Their use and development are some-
thing apart from the works accounts, and it is very desirable that

the stock records, as used for control purposes, shall be largely

independent of the stock accounts, as used for works accounting

purposes. It is both possible and desirable that both sets of statistics

shall be subject to the same classification with sub-classification on
either side as experience may dictate.

The stock control cards as kept in the General Stores will be

essentially for the use of the Storekeeper, though also available

for the purposes of stock scrutiny. It will be desirable for the

Storekeeper to always verify the stock on hand before submitting

a purchase requisition for further supplies. This is obviouslv a

convenient period with the stock at a low ebb, and enforces a check

of every item of current stork in the course of probabK- three months.

A development of stores organisation having a considerable stock.^*^*^^

influence on the stock control routine, is that of dividing the General

Stores into two sections of " wholesale " and " retail."

The division cannot be carried out throughout the whole range

of stock, and has most practical advantage in its application to such

goods as are in unit form, and are served out in relatively small

quantities. Fastenings will furnish the bulk of such items.

If the wholesale stock of fastenings, etc., is kept in small even

parcels suitable for transferring to the " retail " section—whether
within the General Stores or at a sub-stores—the stock control

can be concentrated on the " wholesale " stock and the loose stock

held for retailing may be ignored in maintaining the stock.

The successful application of the idea means standardising the

running lines of fastenings, etc., so as to minimise the number of

items to be held in the " retail " section.

This is quite an imjxtrtant {>oint under any cirnuTistances, as
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" Wholesale

'

Stock.
there is frequentl3^ an unnecessary variet^^ of sizes held in stock.

Wood screws and files are typical items in which this occurs.

Only the standard or running lines would be held in both the

" retail " and " wholesale " sections. In the case of non-standard

or special lines, the whole of the stock would be held in the " whole-

sale " section, and fetched as required for issuing.

This being the case, there should be no risk of bad stock actually

resulting from there being several retail sections, or sub-stores,

nor should any question arise of an excessive margin of stock being

necessary to keep the sub-stores going.

This scheme of a " wholesale " section is particularly convenient

when the General Stores is on two floors, and when all the serving

is done on the ground floor.

Sub-stores. For the better working of certain departments it will usual!}-

be found desirable to establish subsidiary stores, conveniently

termed sub-stores.

There may be also sub-stores dealing with oils and greases, or

other special groups of general stock items, apart from anj' depart-

mental considerations.

It will be necessar}' to have separate stock control records for

each sub-store, if only in the interests of the Head Storekeeper

to ease his responsibilities and to locate the stock for checking

purposes.

Quite frequently it is expedient, on grounds of economy, to have

a departmental store looked after by the shop foreman, without

any regular attendant. In such cases the foreman is responsible

for furnishing the necessary records of the issue of the stock in his

charge.

If the foreman can be persuaded to always book out the goods as

and when he issues them, there should be ver}' little inaccuracy

—

providing always that the goods are not liable to be taken by his

men ^^^thout his full knowledge.

Sometimes the foreman furnishes a weekly report of his issues, but

this almost encourages procrastination.

The safer way, and for accounting purposes the prompter way,

is for the foreman to make out a Goods Issue Voucher each time he

draws on his stock, and for these vouchers to be collected from him

daily.

The Works Post system referred to elsewhere will allow the

collection to be made whenever the foreman elects to put the

vouchers in the post bag.

The transfers as between the General Stores and the Sub-Stores

that are directly under the Head Storekeeper need not necessarily
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be reported to the Works Accounts Ottice as single stock .ictounts 8ub-8tore«.

may be kept by tluni.

In the case of sub-stores not in this category, as when under a

departmental foreman, the transfers will have to be reported. A

Goods Issue Voucher will ser\i- if suitably endorsed by rubber

stamp :
" Transfer from (ieneral Stons to Department

Stores. Issue to shops to be reported to Works Accounts Office."

Some of the problems arising in the case of Foundry and Smithy

Sub-Stores are considered under the heading of " Process Accounts."

Shop supplies constitute a fairly extensive portion of the stock shop supplies,

in most General Stores, and by their nature involve a good deal of

traffic between the shops and the Stores.

To minimise this tratBc, the course is recommended of localising

the distribution centres of many shop supplies within the shops, if

possible. The use of the Tool Stores is suggested as being usually

the most efficient arrangement, if the Tool Stores is properly

located.

The responsibility can, with advantage, be placed on the Tool

Store Chargehand for exercising a restraining influence on the

consumption of supplies by the men.

Whether the Tool Stores shall, in consequence, be considered as

constituting, in part, a sub-store under the General Stores, must

depend mainly on whether it serves more than one department. If

it serves only one department, the supplies as transferred to the

departmental tool stores can be charged at once to the department

in question, more particularly if only relatively small quantities

are transferred at a time from the General Stores. Such a pro-

ceeding cuts out a lot of detail work from the stock control records,

stock accounts and cost allocation accounts.

Even when a tool store serves more than one department, an

apportionment of each class of supplies, based on a weekly estimate

from the Tool Store Chargehand, would probably be accurate enough

to justify direct charging to the respective departmental accounts.

The essential point to be gained by giving way, if need be, on some

fractional accuracy in apportionment of cost, is the saving of

written demands from the foreman.

Unless, therefore, the foreman has unquestionably the time to

really look after the demanding of supplies, it blocks the way for

any other solution if the foreman covers each man's demand by a

signature.

If the stock accounting requirements are made sufficiently elastic

to obviate any necessity for foremen's signatures, the Tool Store

Chargehand can be made to serv'e a very useful function and achieve
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Shopsuppiies. surprising economies. His ability to stimulate economy lies in

his practical experience of the shop conditions coupled with some
simple means of tracing the supplies drawn by each man over any
period.

The simple means in question may be established by having each

workman give a ticket, say a tool ticket, for what he requires.

This brings home his individual responsibility in the matter and
provides a means whereby he need not wait for his foreman, and.

further, that allows him to send a labourer or messenger for what
he needs. The same ticket as used for borrowing tools will serve

for this purpose, and the Tool Store Chargehand can file the tickets

used for supplies in a rough card cabinet behind cards bearing

the men's numbers.

An alternative and better method to that of preserving the tickets

is to enter the issues on sheets ruled into a hupdred squares, on
Cross Index Sheets as referred to in connection with Casting Instruc-

tions. In the respective squares, which will represent check numbers,
a mark, either dot or stroke, is made for each issue—there being

different sets of sheets for different supplies. This is virtually

a graphic method, the superabundance of marks in any square

being very evident to the eye.

The graphic evidence is clearer and economy the more hkely if

trouble is taken to serve out supplies in a regular way. Thus red

lead or emery powder can be served in small tins, each tin containing

just enough for a serviceable mixture to be made, and the workman
will appreciate the convenience. Emery cloth, to take another

example, may be served out possibly in single half sheets. These
economies may seem over-strained, but what might be called
" decimal point " economies have a way of counting up in the course

of time—just as for the opposite reason " decimal point " excesses

cannot be safely ignored.

The possible economy in distributing files from the Tool Stores

will be recognised by those who have tried utilising the General

Stores to keep down this expense. Rules limiting each litter to a

certain number of files per week defeat themselves, and files are

deliberately put out of action to ensure an opportunity of demanding
the full quota of new files each week. There is no economy in

arbitrary restrictions as to file consumption, but there is need for

supervision.

By the squared sheet, semi-graphic method, the Tool Store Charge-

hand can exercise quite sufficient supervision by noting the class

of work done by each man. The comparison of one man's con-

sumption with another s will help to indicate fair allowances in

every case.
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All Mu h ivcdid.H will bi. Wditii keeping and may occasionalh' Ix* ShopSupphoa.

looked through by the Works Manager, and quite fnipK ntl\- l)\ (ht

Stock Checker or Scrutineer.

Fresh sets of sheets shoukl U- niade up for each fortnight, and

there is nothing to prevent these records being utilised for cost

allocation purposes if it is felt that direct charging to departments

as the supplies are transferred from the General Stores is un-

desirable.

Some modification of procedure will be necessary if any shop

supplies, such as files, are charged to Sales or Production Orders

instead of expense accounts. Such a coui^se is not unusual in repair

work, as the basis of inv'oicing may make it necessary to do so. In

these circumstances, the tickets filled out b}' the men, or it may Ix-

by their chargehands, could, by stating the order number, be made
to serve as Goods Issue \^ouchers in the Works Accounts Office

—

the charge for supplies against the department being proportionately

reduced.

The foregoing remarks, at best, can only apply to a limited pro-

portion of shop supplies and local convenience must settle how far

the scheme can be carried.

Fuel, particularly for power purposes, is a very important item

of shop supplies, and its consumption can hardly be regulated

through any ordinary stores channel.

The case has been stated elsewhere as to the necessity of a

periodical report, for administrative purposes, by the Power
Engineer, stating the output of power, cost of labour and con-

sumption of supplies. The simplest course will then bt; to make
the Power Engineer, or person acting in that capacity, responsible for

correctly allocating the consumption of fuel each week, and respon-

sible too for any shortages in the fuel stock. It may be wise to

have the Power Engineer make the report direct to the Works
Accounts Office rather than through the General Stores.

There are items in the catcgoiy of plant supplies, which arc also

not cjuite easy to control from the General Stores.

A case in point is building materials, when used on small repair

jobs. The larger jobs can be dealt with better, as special purchases

will usually be made which can be charged direct.

There is the question, too, of discarded plant and building material

that is not sold but held in stock for consumption on repairs and

alterations. This matter is also discussed in connection with the

valuation of Buildings and Fi.xed Plant.

Stock material, whether new or old, passed into the charge of

the Building or Millwrights Departments can only be- allocated

through the medium of a reiK)rt by the respective foremen in lieu
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SHOP Supplies, of an organised departmental store, which is unlikel3^ to be necessary

in any ordinary works. The more goods that can be held in the

General Stores the less room for inaccurate allocation.

In the case of supplies for electrical repairs, the new materials

required should be issued, as far as practicable, in detail for each

job from the General Stores, and comparatively little stock held

by the Electrician.

One item requiring special treatment is the stock control of the

incandescent lamps. While the General Stores should hold the

" wholesale stock," the retailing should be a personal responsibility

of the Electrician, who must keep statistics of the actual distribution

of the lamps if proper economy is to be effected.

It may be worth while to number each lighting point, as street

lamps are numbered, and to indicate them on a Works plan.

The mere exchanging of new lamps for old ones may control the

number of lamps in the shops, but in no sense does it ensure the

proper use of lamps.

The Electrician must needs exercise judgment and be supported

in reasonable economies.

The new lamps when only issued to the Electrician in small lots

can be allocated at once to the Lighting Expenses Account.

There are a certain number of appliances used in a Works that

are tools in one sense, but which it is rath-^r unusual and inconvenient

to bring under the direct control of the Tool Stores.

Except on the ground of convenience, it might be argued at once

that the General Stores should only hold the " wholesale " stock

in such cases.

The typical items in this category have been listed in the General

Stock Classification under Utensils and Implements—a heading

chosen to avoid implying tools in the usually accepted shop sense,

although some are obviously of that character.

The General Stores may serve out to some departments, not

handy to the Tool Stores, utensils and implements on loan, and it is

sound economy to treat all issues of these things to the workmen as

loans, despite the fact that they may be rapidly consumed and require

early replacement. The routine suggested for the ordinary tools

issued from the Tool Stores on permanent loan, whereby the man
has a Tool Book in which the loans are entered and against which

items the replenishments are noted, can quite easily embrace the

General Stores for specified articles.

A shop labourer might even have a Tool Book in which his broom

and brushes are entered. The practice stimulates economy and

involves no additional clerical work, possibly less, than the usual

authorisation by the foreman.
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Utensils and iini)Kiiun(s issued fiuin tlu^ General Stores to the 8hop8uppUe».

Tool Stores should, if possible, be allocated at once to ihr. de])art-

niental expense account concerned.

Timber stock has its own peculiar problems. When the stock Timber.

is"'considerabIe a special attendant is necessary, and the technical

knowledge requisite for properly handling timber, may place the

timber stock outside the Head Storekeeper's control. The super-

vision may, in that case, be vested in the Woodworking Department
Foreman, though the better compromise is prol)abIy to have an
attendant with sufficient timber knowledge to be responsible, in

the hrst instance, to the Head Storekeeper, but subject, on technical

matters, to instruction from the foreman or other qualified party.

Not infrequently the responsibility for requisitioning timber
rests with a higher official than a foreman, and this party would then

control the Timber Stores Attendant.

The principal difficulty with timber stock arises from what is

called conversion, that is, converting timber from one shape to

another. For instance, timber may be brought in the log and cut

into deals or planks, and these again, perhaps, into boards. Each
conversion means labour cost and waste of material in the form of

sawdust.

The labour cost of conversion may be supplemented by the cost

of drj'ing in special ovens apart from the cost of handling in the

process of seasoning and storage rental.

Another problem is the surplus material left from planks or

boards, when cut up in the making of product or patterns. This

surplus may only be useful as firewood in part, but it is far from all

being scrap.

One factory makes file handles and other handles out of certain

of its scrap. This means the installation of suitable machinery
that only a large works can very well employ sufficiently to pay.

In smaller works such timber might be sold, if only for toy-making,

rather than burnt, though wood waste as boiler fuel can be made
quite a satisfactory proposition.

Assuming a proper ecomony is exercised in regard to the timber

generally, there is always the problem of allocating the timber used

to the proper orders. A fine degree of accuracy is not likely to

result from any method nor perhaps is it necessary.

On large contracts the percentage of error in allocating on the

assumption that all the timber drawn, or even ordered, for the work
is used, may be negligible. On smaller jobs the error may be more
marked, but even then the money value of the error may not justify

many refinements in the accounting.
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Timber. The best compromise seems to be for each joiner and pattern-

5-88. maker to make out a Timber Ticket foreach job, stating the thickness,

width and feet run of timber used and wasted—assuming the small

scrap timber to be waste, which it may not be.

When these tickets are passed to the Timber Store Attendant,

who will extend each item into superficial feet (12" by i" section),

or cubic units (i" by i" section by 12" long). He can then note the

quantities on stock control cards arranged with five columns :

Column 1—Quantity received from outside or from conversion.

„ 2—Quantity sent into shop for use or conversion.
3—Quantity left in Timber Stores.
4—Quantity accounted for by shops or returned to Timber Stores.

\', 5—Quantity in shop unaccounted for.

This scheme makes it easy to adjust the stock control records as

necessitated by conversion—the receipt of the converted timber

being entered in column No. i of the stock control card used for the

new size or scantlings, and not on the original card.

All timber as received should be marked with the G. R. (Goods

Receipted Note) number and the date.

Converted timber should be marked with the conversion order

number and date, the origin of the timber being indicated on the

conversion order.

Specific orders for each conversion are advocated to regularise

the work and to avoid the use of standing orders in the shop. These

orders might be made out by the Timber Stores Attendant.

Apart from booking out all timber issued, the attendant needs

to record the moving of timber in the stacks, and to keep a current

plan of the timber stacks.

The lines to be followed in the stores organisation with regard

to component stock must be largely influenced by the existence or

otherwise of a Work-in-Progress or Work Depot, and this influence

will be regulated by the policy and methods adopted in the manu-

facturing of stock product.

If the practice is adopted of putting through Stock Manufacturing

Orders for complete products, as distinct from individual components,

the function of the Work Depot will be extensive. This depot

will then collect and hold the components as they are finished for

each order, in readiness for assembling, and be responsible for

5.108. delivering the complete product to the Warehouse.

When all components are individually put into stock as made,

and issued from stock for assembling purposes, the functions of the

Work Depot will stop short of holding finished components, and a

proportionately larger field will have to be covered by the general

stores organisation proper.

In the normal course it may be assumed that rough components

Component
Stock.
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(castings, forgings and stampings) made for specific Stock Manii- component

facturing Orders will not go into stock literally, but will be allocated

as received into the General Stores to the respective orders.

When the cost of rough components has been allocated at this

stage, the components may be transferred in bulk to the Work
Depot or issued direct to the shops from the General Stores, though
the former course is to be preferred.

Reserve stock of this character will be however retained in the

General Stores, and the initial charge debited to Stock accordingly.

When the practice obtains of making the individual components
for stock, the transaction of withdrawing them from stock for

assembling purposes is apt to be tedious in the amount of detail

required.

The best course will usually be to use an Assembly List with a

covering Goods Issue Voucher for each issue.

Even when a number of the items in any Assembly List have to

be struck out as not issued at the time, the list is still advantageously
used by facilitating the entries and records for stock control and
cost allocation purposes.

In the case of spare parts, or finished components, held in stock

in readiness to meet customer's requirements, consideration may be

necessar\' as to the advisability of holding the requisite reserve

stock mainly as rough components, as previously discussed.

In some industries, as for example, motor car manufacture, the

spare part proposition may be large enough to justify its own
special stores.

In any case, it may be taken as of prime importance in the regula-

tion of the Works production that spare parts should not be held
in the same store with the finished components intended for assem-
bling.

Generally speaking, the Warehouse will be the most suitable

centre for holding the stock of spare parts. Their responsibility

for despatching orders should ensure the necessary personal interest

in maintaining the stock of spare parts at the approved level.

When the pressure of sales fluctuates, it may Ix; policy to take

advantage of any opportunity that arises of getting the reserve

stock of rough components converted into spare parts.

The problem of economically and promptly manufacturing spare

parts is often of a harassing character, and is only to be solved by
unceasing watchfulness. In some works this is so serious as to

make necessar\' a separate spare part production department.

The decisions as to the proper level of stock to be maintained
must be based to a large extent on experience with each design of

product. The records of spare parts used to meet Sales Repairs
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Component and Sundries Orders must be carefully kept in some card index or
^^^^'

loose leaf form, with a separate card or sheet for each spare part,

so as to automatically accumulate the data necessary to settle these

stock questions. Such statistics will require to be used with dis-

crimination, as weakness in design of particular parts will create

excessive but temporary demands until remedied. The matter is

one essentially of conference of suitable representatives from the

Drawing Office and the Repairs Department with the Works Manager.

All stock authorisations of this character require to be periodically

revised.

Issue of stock. Some further reference is necessary to the routine for obtaining

goods from stock. As to reserve stock, it has been recommended

that the Works Office should furnish the necessary authority,

S-S5. which involves sending a Stock Appropriation Ticket to the General

5 86. Stores and a Goods Issue Voucher to the party interested in with-

drawing the goods. The term voucher is applied to emphasise the

functions of the form and to enhance its importance in the relations

of the Stores to the shops.

In the matter of special purchases, which may, if the policy of

reserve stock is adopted, cover the bulk of the material used in

production, some arrangement is necessarywhereby the Departmental

Foreman concerned is advised as to the arrival of the material.

It may be desirable, and under any thorough organisation, it will

be necessary, to regulate the issue of these materials in accordance

with the production programme obtaining at the moment. Very

frequently entire discretion is left to the foreman as to withdrawing

material from the Stores. From the Stores point of view the sooner

special materials are issued to the shops the simpler their work,

but want of reasonable discrimination in this direction is likely to

cause a great deal of trouble.

Quite often the Stores accommodation is on too niggardly a scale

for the Stores to carry out their proper function of storing goods

until wanted. Under such conditions the shops are forced to take

materials before they are ready for same, to the detriment of the

work in progress. The principle of keeping the shops floors clear

of materials not in process of being worked can only be adopted

in conjunction with a suitable Stores system with suitable accom-

modation.

The better compromise is to have a Work Depot, so called here

to avoid confusion with the General Stores, where material not

in progress can be held and from which the production can be largely

regulated, on the lines discussed under Production Efficiency.

It is not necessary that a Work Depot should be more than a
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railed off portion of tlio shop served by a crane. Even a broad iwueof stock,

white band painted on the floor would be sufficient in some cases.

This Work Depot can take over materials as received at the

General Stores, more particularly castings and forgings, and issue

them in batches according to production requirements.

Under these conditions, the Work Depot would require the

notification of arrival of material and the foremen would get their

work from the Work Depot.

Whether the Work Depot or the Shop Foremen deal direct with

the General Stores as to withdrawal of goods received from outside,

it will be found a most convenient practice for the General Stores

to prepare a Goods Issue Voucher for each receipt of material

purchased for a specific order. This voucher will be blank as to

a receiving signature until presented through the proper channel

in exchange for the material. The vouchers may possibly be passed

first to the Works Office, if such exists, for their information and
possible regulation as to the time or rate of issue of the material to

the shops, and thence passed to the Work Depot, or direct to the

Shop Foremen to obtain the goods in question.

Whether this routine is needlessly roundabout will depend on

conditions, but it will be better avoided in those shops that are run

in a state of turmoil and panic, either continually or occasionally.

Deliberate methods can be made irresistible in their working, and

in proper hands will effect much more than unbalanced hustle.

Turning to ordinary or general stock the General Stores can hardly

prepare Goods Issue Vouchers in advance, and these must, therefore,

be made out in other quarters. In the matter of shop supplies

and tool stores replenishments, the vouchers may be written out

and signed by the Tool Store Chargehand, while for production

material, the Work Depot may ma^e out the vouchers or the

Shop Foremen, as the system adopted may provide. Whatever

general scheme is adopted in this matter some compromise to suit

various conditions is likely to be necessary.

The use of Quantity Slips for controlling the issue of materials

is capable of application not only to regular production, but also

to customer's repairs and even to works repairs.

In the matter of customer's repairs, where an estimate has been

made, this control of the new material to be used is often very

important. In such cases the Storekeeper would mark off all items

as issued, and refuse further issues except the Quantity Slip be

amended by the proper authority.

The economy exercised in connection with works repairs by this

method can be ver>' marked.

It is probably sounder in principle to first authorise the Goods
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Issue of stock. Issue Vouchers from the Quantity Slips than to expect the General

Stores to test the validity of each voucher against this list before

issuing the goods.

A point not always properly appreciated by Storekeepers is the

importance of identifying all issues of stock in such a way as to

ensure a correct understanding in the Works Accounts Office as to

what has been issued. So far as the Goods Received Number can

be quoted the identification is complete, but for stock generally,

a classification reference is about the most satisfactory alternative.

This matter is considered at more length in connection with Stock

Accounts.

Returns from A certain amount of material is likely to be overdrawn by the
stops. -^

shops though under a proper system of stock control this will be

reduced to small proportions.

Taking the everyday case of steel bar drawn for machining in

longer lengths than will actually be used. The excess length may
be intentional for chucking purposes in the machine tool, or may be

accidental as being the nearest length available in the Stores.

If bars can be cut off to length within the Stores the excess

quantities issued will be more moderate than when cutting off has

to be done in the Machine Shop. On the other hand, there is no

certain economy in having the excess length very small lest there be

no more than scrap value in it when returned to the Stores.

Under a stock control system whereby the approximate net

quantity of material actually required is specified on a Quantity

Slip, the excess is, within small limits, a known quantity and can

be dealt with as on loan to the shops.

The shop loan arrangements should ensure the excess material

5-87- being returned accompaniec^ by a Shop Credit Slip. From this

slip the stock control record, stock account, and cost allocation

account will be adjusted by a proportionate reduction.

The Shop Credit Slip can very well be made out, except as to net

quantities, by the Stores and given out with the material in the first

instance. This will simplify the routine and if a carbon copy is

retained, it will be a simple matter to see that all the slips are

returned, and therefore that all shop loans are accounted for.

The necessity of returning excess material to Stores is very

marked where fine distinctions in metals exist, such as with steel

bar, lest the surplus be applied to quite a wrong use.

There will be other returns from the shops which cannot be

foreseen definitely, mainly swarf, or borings, and defective material.

Defective material should preferably be returned to the General

Stores through the medium of the Work Depot.
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Swarf of non-ferrous alloys, such as L'un-inttal, in \i(\v of the Returns from
•^

, .
Shops,

values involved need to be the subject of Shop Credit Slij^s, par-

ticularly to get as much as possible credited to the original orders

in connection with wliich the swarf has been produced.

Some responsibility in the matter can probably be attached to

the shop labourer, whose interest in the collection of swarf in a

clean, unmixed condition can be stimulated by a bonus on weight

delivered to Stores Surprisingly improved prices have been

obtained for swarf as the outcome of a small bonus of this sort, say,

sixpence per hundredweight.

The shop labourer may very likely be able to write in the few

particulars requisite on the Shop Credit Slip, and obtain a confirming

initialling from either the mechanics, from whose machine the

swarf is being collected, or from the chargehand.

Certain classes of scrap, particularly iron and steel, accumulate

under conditions that only allow the quantities to be taken when

the scrap is disposed of, and consequently it is only then that the

necessaiy Shop Credit Slip can be made out.

Stationery is not usually considered as pertaining to materials, stationery,

or even to Storekeeping. A marked economy can often be effected

bv proper control of this class of stock, including therein office

supplies and drawing materials.

It is not suggested that a value be placed on this stock though

that would be admissible for ordinary commercial articles not

bearing the Company's name, such as pencils, drawing paper,

memorandum books and the like. Typical items of this sort are

included in the General Stock Classification.

The control of the stock of printed forms incidental to modern

routine methods is important, not merely on the score of economy

but as bearing on the successful running of the routine organisation.

Provision for stock control and standardisation of forms should

precede the institution of modern methods lest the new systems

lose prestige through form supplies running out or being costly

through injudicious purchasing.

The principles of stock control should, therefore, be applied to

stationery whether the Stationery Stores be within the General

Stores or not. The scheme of wholesale stock will make the plan

more workable. Issues to departments may be according to

fortnightly applications from departmental heads, and the Manage-

ment should encourage carefulness in this direction without institut-

ing unreasonable restrictions.



Section III e ProductioH 'Efficiency,

consf^r
Production efficiency as a subject might be said to cover the whole

ations. field of works management. It is, however, thought to be an appro-

priate title for those factors of management formerly more usually

associated with foremanship and having only a slender connection

with the works routine requisite for the purpose of works accounts.

The dividing line must needs be somewhat arbitrarily drawn.

For those who have followed the published investigations and
theories advanced in the direction of production efficiency, more
particularly in America, it may help towards the focussing of the

subject matter of the present system if it be compared with what is

generally known as Scientific Management. The ground to be

covered is certainly not unhke, but the method of treatment is not

such as to establish any close parallel. There is no attempt here to

demonstrate that there are any golden rules for achieving production

efficiency. It is certainly hoped that the discussion offered will

help the reader to diagnose his own case, and it may be to see his

way to follow some of the suggested remedies or methods in principle,

if not in detail.

Scientific Management has come to mean a more or less scientific

line of treatment in the shop administration without very much
regard to any local limitations. Just as for instance in striving after

design efficiency there must be recognition of local commercial

limitations, so in regard to production efficiency regard must be paid

to the limitations imposed by the circumstances of each case.

The fact that these limitations have to be recognised sooner or

later, and are mostly of a latent character—only to be discovered as

the search after efficiency proceeds—makes it futile to attempt to

lay down any golden rules of procedure.

It is the stress on the management entailed by any persistent

pursuit of efficiency that makes the idea of any science in manage-
ment an uninteresting proposition to many managers. The lack of

interest may arise from incapability for better things, or from

prejudice due to self-satisfaction with existent practices, or even

from lack of courage. Present financial success is often a difficulty

in the way of attempting any increased efficiency in production,

although that may be the only way of maintaining that financial

success when commercial conditions shall have become less

favourable.

No organisation can have permanence except it grows, however

gradually, and its vitality is the reflex of the stimulus it derives from

every routine carried out. Organisation, for instance, that merely

collects statistics and makes no contribution thereby to the general

welfare of the administration has no practical use, and is only kept
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in moveiuent, cxio can hardly say kept alive, bv the artiti( ial and Oenerai
... • r iu -i

'
Conslder-

arbitrary exercise of authority. ations.

In the present connection it may be stated to begin with, that

organisation can never be a substitute for good men, and further

that \vhilo»proper organisation ought inevitably to weed f)ut the

ineflicients, it ought not to hinder the full exercise of the best

qualities of the best man, l)e tluy emi)l(jyed as foremen or in any
other capacity.

As remarked elsewhere, a foreman's principal function is that of

supervision, and it is in that field he should be a specialist. The
many other duties that he commonly undertakes, although admit-

tedly related in a measure to supervision, have only become his

because they were no one else's business and had to be negotiated

somehow before the work could be produced.

The line of treatment to be followed here is that supervision is the

unquestioned and particular province of the foreman, and that

certain other functions that he frequently partially or wholly per-

forms need not necessarily fall to his lot. The further point will be

made that, generally speaking, the end of production efficiency can

be best served by developing the organisation so as to greatly increase

the attention given to each of the elements that can be dissociated to

any extent from the foreman. The present discussion therefore, is

divided under the following heads :

Sub-Orders Plant RateflxinR Supervision
Progressing Tools Inspection

The relation of sub-orders to production efficiency lies in the means sub-Orders.

it provides for giving the requisite fluidity to the stream of the work
as it progresses through the various processes and operations. The
office orders as they reach the works can hardly be in such a form as

to be satisfactorily used to regulate the flow of the work.

The Office, using the term in the general sense as colloquially used

in the average Works, are concerned with the delivery of the com-
plete product as called for by the respective Sales Orders. The
Office are not concerned to appreciate the difficulty arising in the

Works from the necessity to apportion the limited producing

capacity, in its various elements of machine and men, in such a way
that all the product required by a certain date shall be ready in time.

It will be obvious that with a limited shop capacity, that is,

limited in relation to the requirements asked of it, precedence given

to one order must be at the expense of another, except so far as the

producing equipment allows simultaneous attention to more than one

order.

If the need of using discretion as to the precedence allowed to the
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Sub-Orders. various orders at the several stages is admitted, then it must be

recognised that this discretion is in the nature of planning the

sequence of the work. A good deal of planning of this character is

commonly done at short notice by the foreman, having regard to the

work immediately available for putting in hand and tfee position

generally of orders as to relative urgency.

Usually, too, the quantities in which the foreman thinks are the

requirements of the whole order and the planning goes Httle further

than starting work on the respective lots of components required,

leaving to subsequent events the decision as to how far the operation

in question shall be carried through for the whole lot. It works out

in practice that good intentions are being constantly frustrated, and

jobs started in good faith one day are set aside the next in favour of

a job found to be more urgent—one probably that was not available

for starting the previous day when the opportunity of taking up a

new job occurred.

A very little consideration, even by those having only a nodding

acquaintance with workshops, will show that the work in progress,

that is work available for progress, is in continual movement and

cross movement, so that a highly experienced judgment is called into

use to exercise anything more than a hand to mouth discretion in

the starting up of jobs if, out of all this incessant activity, is to emerge

the right product at the right time. What usually happens is that

the various components necessary to the complete product ultimately

emerge one by one and stand by until the last one arrives.

A certain amount of fitting or erecting may take place pending the

arrival of the laggard components but such conditions of working

militate very seriously against any proper economy at that stage.

The time at which the last component for a given complete product

is finished virtually marks the time of useful readiness of all the

others.

There will be considerable differences in the time necessary for

piloting the respective components through their various stages of

production and this means that there ought to be all that difference

in the time of starting work on the components, if delivery of the

whole set or sets is to be synchronised at a given date.

In planning the work in the shop, foremen commonly send the

respective jobs, as they become ready for further operation, to the

machine or man whom it is intended should do the job. Then when

the occasion arises for a new job,one is selected from the accumulated

jobs round the man. This statement is, perhaps, only approximately

true as foremen do not usually lose cognisance of urgent jobs that

have to be provided for before they actually arrive at the next opera-

tion. Speaking generally, there is a great deal of what may be called
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opportunism in the shops as regards tlie work, and jobs get started, Sub-Orders,

and may be finished, not so much because they constitute the jobs

tluit ouglit to be started and linislicd at (hat time hut rather because

tliey happen to be avaihd)le.

Any job done in advance of its proper turn means or is hkely to

mean, the dislocation of output, in that it tends to prevent the com-
pletion of output proper to the period concerned.

There is no doubt that regularity of output, that is of product

ready for siile, is of prime importance, and is the only sure indication

of effective organisation.

For financial reasons alone, it is highly important to make de-

liveries of some class of output each week and there is a good deal

to be said for arriving at some approximate equahty in the selling

values of each week's or each month's output.

Sub-orders are the means by which office orders are split up into

proportions suitable for the proper arrangement of work, requisite to

the attainment of regularity of finished output value on the one hand
and delivery to a predetermined schedule on the other.

If the basis of the output programme be regular weekly deliveries,

it would be consistent with such a programme to issue separate sub-
orders for the batches of parts necessary to each week's intended out-

put. This might, however, give a quite unnecessary number of

sub-orders—perhaps the only department literally regulated by
the weekly output schedule being the Erecting Shop or whatever
department makes delivery of the finished product. The Smithy
and Foundry should work to a programme of weekly delivery

without, perhaps, necessitating corresponding sub-orders.

There is no doubt that whatever the process or operation in ques-

tion, the larger the batch that is dealt with at one time the lower the

costs of production will be, provided and only provided that the

several operations are carried through without interruptions. What
so often happens is that the theoretical economy due to putting
through relatively large batches is largely discounted, if not quite

negatived, by the almost inevitable necessity to break the batch
at some of the operations. Once a batch is broken as to the com-
pletion of any operation, then the portion that happens to be ready
for the next operation is likely, by pressure of deliver>' requirements
or other cause, to be carried forward to that operation. The net

result is that once a batch is broken at any stage the chances are

all against the batch ever becoming complete for the remaining
operations and quite possibly even further splitting up may ensue.

The loss consequent on interrupting an operation must vary with
the time required for getting ready to re-start when the job is picked
up again. However small the loss may be demonstrated to be, in
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Sub-Orders. any given case, it must be a loss and must react unfavourably

on the worker's extra pay and on the control exercised by the

foreman.

In mass production, where there may be said to be a continuous

stream of identical articles undergoing the same operation, the

liability to interruption is less marked than under ordinary con-

ditions. ^^'here there is a special machine set up for each operation

on each piece, as may be said to be the ideal conditions for mass

production, inten-uptions are still liable to arise through the

great differences in the time taken by the several operations, and the

great difficulty of always balancing the producing equipment to meet

these varying operation times.

Under such conditions the chances are that there will be little

attempt to batch the components at aU but to merely let the work

flow as best it may from operation to operation. If the volume of

work in progress is only heavy enough, there will be ample work in

hand for each operation so that interruptions due to shortness of w^ork

to operate on at any point will be obviated. This solution, if it can

be termed that, involves a relatively heavy capital expenditure in

work in progress lying virtually idle, and makes it a very lengthy

matter to pilot any hne of product through the shops that has not

been made in sufficient quantities to have accumulated the necessary

relays, as it were, ofwork w^aiting at each operation.

This reference to mass production is not an attempt to legislate as

to how to apply sub-orders in such cases, because the proper solution

must always be one peculiarly adopted to the precise conditions of

each case. It is, in fact, the fixity of the conditions pertaining to

mass production that afford favourable groundwork for refinements in

production efficiency. Beyond that, the very fact that the methods

adopted as the result of particular experience are refinements, makes

them ill-adapted to the cruder conditions incidental to production

that is not within the category of mass production. It seems

better in all the circumstances to take as the basis of discussion

conditions of production that are not fixed and, therefore, not sus-

ceptible to any refined balancing of the plant to eliminate the liability

of interruptions of operations.

Assuming that the scheme of handling work in large batches

usually breaks down in practice, there seems a need to arrive at a

compromise in the matter so as to minimise the risks of interruptions

and delays.

The contention made here is that the size of a batch of components

should be such that it will be feasible to lay down a hard and fast

rule that the batch shall not be broken at any operation. This means

that the batching for each kind of component must be adapted to the
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delivery requirements on the one hand, and the time required for the sub-Orders

operations on the other.

This question of the i)roper size of batches is in no sense academic

for under none but the rarest circumstances will there be a margin of

time as to delivery that will allow the work to accumulate at one

operation, before some portion is passed on to the next operation.

There is a right time for starting every operation, neither too soon

nor too late, and only by doing the proper work at the proper time

can any serious or successful attempt be made to live up to a schedule

of deliveries.

The deliberate disintegration of an order into sub-orders or batches

is to neutralise the effect that interruptions will have as to throwing

out of gear, the delivery scheme on the order as a whole.

If the batching, however, only represents ideals of what one would

like to carry through at one setting at each operation and ignores the

severe practical limitations of the particular shop concerned, then

it is likely to be only a delusion and a snare, and will be little better

than handling the whole order as nominally one batch.

Sometimes the idea regulating the size of batches is not so much to

regulate production as to get costs of production without having to

wait for the completion of the whole order and also of comparing the

costs of successive batches. Here again the liability of batches,

decided upon in this arbitrary way, becoming divided or split at one

or other operation makes it nearly, if not quite, an impossible task

to obtain reliable allocation of time spent on each nominal batch.

When, however, the batching is planned on the lines already in-

dicated, so that no interruption of any operation need be tolerated

except as between succeeding batches, then there need be no diffi-

culty in identifying each batch right through its course by the sub-

order reference covering the batch, and correct wages allocation

becomes reasonably assured.

The fact that the batches are made small enough to be manageable

does not mean that a number of batches shall not be dealt with in

succession at any one operation if the machine concerned is available.

What it does mean is that, if any batch is started on for any operation,

at least that batch must be completed as to that operation, before

diverting the machine to another job.

I'urther, it is not essential to this principle that each batch must

hv completed for the one operation before being passed to the next,

llie next operation may be started just as soon as its progress is

assured against being held up through overtaking the work coming

through from the preceding operation.

The matter of defective work, whether arising through faulty

design, material or workmanship, often plays havoc with the best
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Sub-Orders. laid schemes of production, and the system of sub-orders here advo-

cated may be made to lessen the risks of delay or oversight in obtain-

ing replacements. It may, to that end, be practicable under some
circumstances that no batch in which any item has been rejected

shall be proceeded with until the replacement is to hand, so that it

may again go forward complete in point of quahty. This replace-

ment may be put in hand under a separate sub-order reference,

consisting of the original sub-order number prefixed with X and
carried through the operations necessary to bring it to the same
point as the original batch—possibly in association with other

batches. When the replacement joins up with the original batch

the X reference drops and the status quo is restored.

The feasibility of applying this principle will be greatly enhanced

if reserve stocks are held of rough components against such con-

tingencies. In mass production, it is hkely to be better not to make
up for rejections, but to reduce the quantities called for by the

Stock Manufacturing Orders accordingly.

Another problem, especially in the Machine Shop, is that arising

from the diversion of components intended for one order to some
other more urgent order. This diversion or transfer may have to be

effected at any stage of production. As regards replacement under

the sub-order that is robbed, this can only be very well dealt with on

the same lines as provided for the replacement of defective work.

A fresh sub-order becomes necessary for the transferred component
or components. With batches of the dimensions hkely to accord

with the principles outhned here, the proper course may be to

complete the whole batch in hot haste before diverting any of the

components. In any case there is room for much discretion.

The difficulty in the transfer of the costs may be got over very

5-98. well by having an estimate made up on a Viewing Report detailing

the circumstances. This is suggested as affording a convenient

routine and one consistent with making good the transfer as a

replacement under the original sub-order reference.

The form of the sub-orders, in the case of the Machine Shop, may
conveniently be that of a tag or tally designed to accompany the

5-100. work through the shops, and conveniently called a Work Tally. It

may pr vide for entries by the viewers after each operation, if such

viewing is in force, and in any case provide for the entry as to any

rejected or transferred items.

The tallies should also bear the dates by which the components
are to be finished, which may conveniently be expressed as the
" due date."

The routine in connection with the issue of Work Talhes is dis-

cussed further under the head of Progressing.
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Having dealt with the batching of components on lines that will ProgreBsing.

make it possible to marshal or regulate the work in progress, the next

stage is to discuss the medium by which the regulation shall be

affected and generally the questions arising under this heading,

which is here called" progressing" as a short and generally admitted

term.

Progressing is not, however, merely the regulation of the sequence

of work in the shops however important that aspect may be, but

includes the larger outlook of seeing that drawings, assembly lists, 5-52.

patterns, tools and material are all ready at the proper time.

The settlement of what is the proper time follows from the laying

down of an output schedule as already discussed.

Progressing is not considered here as covering the preparation of

the output schedule, but as having reference to the steps necessary

to meet the delivery requirements thus laid down.

These steps seem to fall naturally into three groups. Firstly come
drawings, lists, patterns and tools, and these may be said to be pre-

parations for production. Next there is the matter of obtaining

materials, and thirdly, the question of actual production or produc-

tion sequence.

The preparations for production involve close touch with the

Drawing Office, and any attempt to regulate their work calls for an

authority free of departmental bias.

It is thought better, therefore, to delegate this phase of progressing

to the Estimating Office or possibly to the Works Office.

In the Works Office there needs to be a Production Section

for the matter now under discussion, a Rate-fixing Section, a

Tool Designing Section, and so on as local circumstances may
determine.

The Works Office will perform the function of settling the due

dates for materials to be received and for production to be completed,

so as to co-ordinate every stage with the actual delivery requirements.

It is suggested that the Works Office shall prepare the purchase

requisitions for materials entering directly into product in view

particularly of the question of reserve stock.

Turning to the second phase of progressing, viz., materials, this

has been discussed at some length under the heading of Materials.

It is assumed that the \\'orks Office will fix the delivery require-

ments for each purchase, and that the General Stores will be respon-

sible for looking after the deliveries. The Works Office may
very reasonably exercise some oversight in the matter, in case the

General Stores should omit to give appropriate attention to any

purchase order.

The third phase, that of production sequence can, it is held, be
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Progressing, best dealt with in the shops, through the medium of what may be

called the Work Depot. This name, as already mentioned, is

adopted to prevent confusion with General Stores and Tool Stores.

The routine of the Work Depot can with advantage be made to

S-104. include the issue of sub-orders, following the lead that may be

given by the Works Office on the Assembly Lists. If the Work

Depot Chargehand has the requisite judgment he may be left with a

very free hand as to sub-orders. Some freedom of action is necessary

to allow the varying shop conditions to be met with discretion. He

will be responsible to the head of the Production Section in the

Works Office.

The Departmental Foremen will have something to say as to the

maximum size of batch they are prepared to pilot through \\dthout

splitting at any operation, and the Work Depot must be able to give

and take a httle with the shops in these matters.

Once a sub-order is issued, it must be binding, except it be revised

in proper form by the Work Depot.

5-100. The Work Tallies, or Machining Sub-Orders, may have a coupon

attached which, on issue of the tally, is cut off and retained in the

Work Depot as a tracing coupon to show the sub-orders outstanding

in each department. One suggestion is that the Work Tallies be

issued to the foreman concerned to draw the material, as a noti-

fication that the material indicated is available.

On completion of sub-orders the respective tracing coupon should

be sent on to the Works Office as a notification of work completed.

The Work Depot is primarily a collecting and distributing station

for all work in progress. Its functions and responsibihties commence

only with the receipt of material from the General Stores, though

it may be concerned with obtaining dehveries to time from the

Foundry and Smithy when they form part of the Works. Castings

and forgings bought outside should be looked after by the General

Stores.

In receiving material from the General Stores, the Work Depot

can very reasonably sign and if need be originate the requisite Goods

Issue Vouchers. In doing so the order reference will be that of the

office or whole order, as the sub-order will not have come into being.

This, of course, is better for the General Stores as giving the reference

that they require and expect, though, as a consequence, when the

vouchers reach the Works Accounts Office it will only be possible

for them to allocate the material to the main order, whereas the

wages will be allocated to sub-orders. This is hardly a fault, how-

ever, as the value of sub-order costs lies mainly in their relation to

wages and the almost useless splitting up of material costs to corre-

spond will be better avoided, thus sa\Ting a good deal of clerical work.
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It will be necessary for the Work Depot to advise the Works Accounts ProgreBsing.

Oltice as to sub-orders issued by means of a Daily List, or carbon ^'^^

copies of Assembling and Itrecting Sub-Orders. s-'oa.

In the case of special purchases, the General Stores can with nuah
advantage originate the Goods Issue Vouchers as an advice to the

department concerned, and under the present proposals, this will

mean, for the most part, the Work Depot, as being the collecting

centre for the machining and fitting departments.

The Work Depot may elect not to receive at the moment tiie

material thus advised and can hold the open Goods Issue Vouchers

as reminders accordingly. It will be borne in mind that the goods

will have been labelled with a Stores Tally bearing the G. R. (Goods

Received Note) Reference and this G. R. No. will have been in-

dicated on the Goods Issue Voucher, so that no mistake should arise

from any delay by the Work Depot in accepting material. This

places the facilities of the General Stores for temporary storage

virtually at the disposal of the W^ork Depot.

Further, the Work Depot may elect to take only part of the

material available, and this will be handled by making out new

Goods Issue Vouchers, and marking off the quantities thus taken

from the original voucher sent in as an advice by the General Stores.

The General Stores on their side will mark off the partial issues on

the respective Stores Tallies.

This partial withdrawal of material is an essential condition where

reser\'e material is ordered together with that known to be required.

It will be better, as already stated, that the control of this reserve

material shall be vested in the Works Office and that they shall

apply the material by issuing suitably marked Goods Issue Vouchers

to the Work Depot, and at the same time send corresponding Stock

Appropriation Tickets to the General Stores.

In the matter of what may be termed " bulk " material, such as

bars and sheets, the Goods Issue Voucher routine is not so simple as

in the case of, say, castings, and the point as to such material being

frequently drawn in excess of requirements has been dealt with. In

the present connection, no particular point arises for different

treatment by the Work Depot unless it is that a distinctive colour of

Work Tallv mav be useful to the foreman while the tally is in his pos-

session prior to drawing the material for same from the Work Depot.

How far it will be right to have material of this character moved

from the General Stores to the Work Depot and then from the Work

Depot to the shops must depend on relative locations and weight of

material. The Work Depot might conduct their part of the rotitine,

by arrangement with the General Stores, without actually receiving

the material.

M
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ProgresBing. The important feature of the Work Depot routine is to see that the

material is ready for the shops and incidentally to relieve the foreman

of all clerical work as far as possible.

It would not be necessarily going outside the proper province of

the Work Depot if they were to direct the moving of material about

up to, say, the first machining operation. There is likely to be a

considerable gain of speed in getting material deposited in its right

place, if the Work Depot have their own labourers, but it depends on

supervision and other factors. One objection may be that the

General Stores will not manage with proportionately less staff and

so far as this is unavoidable, care must be taken that any extra ex-

pense in labourers' wages must be amply recovered by increased

output from the shops. So long as increased output can be demon-

strated as probable, prejudice ought not to prevent a fair trial, just

as slackness on the part of the Management should not allow ineffec-

tive overlapping of staff to be tolerated. Matters of this sort are

almost outside any general discussion as being dependent on both

the local geographical conditions and also local administrative

conditions.

As already pointed out the Work Tally is supposed to be sent

to the Department Foreman concerned as a notification that the

material is l5ang ready at the Work Depot for issue on presentation

of the tally.

If an entry be made by the foreman on the tally as to the machine

or operation to which the material is to first proceed, this can be an

instruction to the labourer, who lodges the tally at the Work Depot,

where to put the material. This information as to first operation

can be noted on the tracing coupon and the corner of the coupon

can be cut off to show that the material has been drawn.

The question comes in now of the use to which the Work Tally

shall be put and the best way seems to have it accompany the work

as an identification label and as affording the cross reference to the

ofiice or main order number. Beyond that it should serve as a

summary of any rejections, thus keeping tally of the number be-

longing to the batch as it proceeds through the shops. The original

batch may be made up to strength by the accession of replacements

which, it has been suggested, should be handled up to the point of

joining the original batch by a supplementary sub-order bearing

the original sub-order reference with a qualifying X before it. The

merging of the replacements with the original batch will be noted

on the original Work Tally and the replacement tally cancelled.

Work Talhes are sometimes distinctively coloured to indicate

urgent or " rush " work. There is one objection, at least, to this

course and that is that urgency is not always evident when the
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niatc-rial is first issued ami inori'ovcr on a /^ivcn order, all the parts ProgreBaing.

are not equally urijeiit, inasmuch as some may only involve short
operations.

If any scheme of marking work as urgent is adopted it nuist be
treated seriously throughout, and this will mean the exercise of
careful judgment. The best compromise seems to be to prei)are

Work Tallies in the usual way and then for a Progress Clerk,

Tracer, Chaser, Worrier—whatever his designation—under the
direction of the Works OfTice to officially mark the tallies referring

to the work that has positively become very urgent. A large letter

rubber stamp " V.U." will meet the case and it must be understood
clearly that this sign must be respected and acted upon.
The basis of this urging action should be arrived at by a knowledge

of the components due for completion in a certain week to meet the
delivery schedule as worked out in the Works Office—incident-
ally it may be remarked that due dates should be week ending dates
so as to facilitate the rounding up of work in progress—and not
delivered to the Work Depot a week before they are required for

assembling purposes. This means, in other words, making up a
shortage list of components required for assembling purposes a week 5-105.

ahead of actual Fitting Shop schedule requirements and concentrat-
ing attention accordingly during the week thus available on the
components still wanted.

Carried out to its logical conclusion, excessive overtime may be
necessary at times to live up to the schedule, but there is little doubt
that the driving force of such a scheme under proper administration
is enormous. The dangers of scamped work being tolerated by
foremen and viewers under such circumstances are not, however, to
be lost sight of. Herein lies one of the man-handling problems
falling to the Works Manager.

Turning again to the functions of the Work Depot, it is doubtful
if the Work Depot can usefully extend its activities actually to the
shops beyond perhaps delivering the material to the first operation.
It seems better to make the shop foreman responsible for all the
further steps up to the dehvery to the Work Depot of the finished

component, unless an order is suspended, in part or altogether,

when the Work Depot should take charge of all the suspended
Work.

The Work Depot functions largely in the collection or assembling
of the fmished components for issue to the Fitting Shop for fitting

up as assembly units, under Assembly Sub-Orders and later, perhaps, 5-'o>-

will issue the assembly units for final erecting under Erecting Sub- 5 «oa-

Orders.

The \\'ork Depot will draw standard fittings from the General
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Progressing. Stores in accordance with assembling requirements and thus save a

great deal of work to the Fitting Shop Foreman.

The use of trays and trolleys adapted to the various styles of

assembling units is to be strongly recommended. These receptacles

should convey the components to the Fitting Shop, possibly remain-

ing there until fitting is completed.

It is particularly desirable that the sets of details for assembly

units shall not be issued unless complete in every particular, and

further, that the sets shall only be passed out of the Work Depot as

the Fitting Shops are ready to start work on them. This will greatly

minimise the losses of the smaller details, so likely to occur when the

details lie for any length of time in the Fitting Shop. It also

prevents general damage and deterioration of finish.

So far no provision has been made for the Machine Shop Foreman

to know what work he has in course of machining except by actual

survey in the shops unless he makes the assembly lists serve as a

record. This means a number of entries, and the inference to be

drawn from such a record is not always clear at a glance. Again,

while the foreman may be posted weU enough by his assembly list,

the sectional chargehand requires some other record.

The assembly list may, of course, be re-grouped to suit the various

shop sections, but there is little doubt that some sort of delivery

ticket for each batch offers the best mechanism for supervising the

sequence of the work. Obviously by the tickets remaining with each

chargehand he can tell the volume of work before him and he can

possibly arrange the tickets tentativel}^ according to the operators

under his charge. Before doing that he should jot down in a Work
Book the sub-order references of the batches, as they reach him,

entering them on separate sheets according to the office order

reference. This enables him to discuss the position, so far as he is

concerned, of any given order, with the Foreman or with the Works
Manager. Large contracts would have separate Work Books.

The Chargehand would probably not enter up the very short jobs

that come to him for attention.

By means of the delivery ticket, which ma}^ more conveniently

s-97. be designated as a Stage Ticket, it will be possible to provide an

effective routine by which viewing and moving of work shall be

facilitated, as well as supervision.

The stage ticket for the first operation will be made out as far as

possible in the Work Depot, and sent out to the Machine Shop

Foreman to notify that material is ready. The foreman will fill

in first operation when ready to take out the material. These

first operation stage tickets need to be of distinctive crude colouring.

They wall serve as an instruction to the labourer exactly where to
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WORK DEPOT ROUTINE DIAGRAM
IllustratinK handlinR of work up to Assembling Stage.
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Progressing, deposit the material—the stage ticket being handed at the same

time to the chargchand concerned.

The stage ticket will be collected by the shop viewer—if work is

viewed in the shop—or sent by the chargehand with the work to

the View Room.

The stage ticket will be completed by the shop viewer, or in the

View Room, as a viewing certificate. It may then be passed to the

Work Depot for noting as to operation completed and pieces rejected,

if any, but in the ordinary way, the Work Depot will not attempt

such a record, and consequently the stage ticket, on completion as

to viewing, will be put in the Works Post, and thus pass to the Wages

Office for attaching to the respective job tickets, for purpose of

computing extra pay due.

When inspection is conducted by the chargehand and there is no

shop viewer or View Room, the chargehand can complete the stage

ticket. Whoever completes the stage tickets for the completed

operation will make out a new stage ticket for the next operation.

Conceivably viewing may only take place after specific groups of

operations, in which event the stage ticket should indicate same, so

that the application of the viewing certificate on the stage ticket

concerned shall be clear to the Wages Office.

Thus the cycle is repeated until the last operation is reached and

delivery is made to the Work Depot. A new stage ticket is not

necessary as an instruction for moving the finished components to

the Work Depot, this being provided by adding a note at the foot

of the stage ticket used for the last operation.

When a sub-order has become very urgent and been stamped

" V.U." accordingly, stage tickets of distinctive hue may be usefully

adopted to indicate the urgency very plainly to the viewer, the

shop labourer (who moves the work to the next operation and

possibly works directly under the viewer), the next operator and his

chargehand.

In view of the relative importance of the foregoing recom-

mendations anent the Work Depot, the opportunity is taken to

make the functions of the Work Depot the subject of a Routine

Diagram (see previous page)

.

Plant. In considering plant in relation to production efficiency the larger

questions come under the discussion of Industrial Works Design in

Section I.

Certain matters of routine call for mention here, more particularly

as to the control of expenditure on works repairs and on works

additions. These questions in turn merge into Works Accounts, and

in Section IV. reference is made to matters of plant under Standing
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Orders, Section l\'c, while Section I\'k, Buildings and iMXcd Plant Plant.

Valuation, needs to be referred to in its entirety.

There is undoubted difficulty in controlling works expenses when
op)cn accounts or standing orders are used by the shops, for the net

effect of issuing a list of Standing Orders is to give carte blanche

authority, from an accounting point of view, for any amount of

expenditure by tlic shops under each or any of those orders. In

practice the foreman's responsibility to the Works Manager means
the exercise of some discretion in the amount of expenditure. The
Works Manager's criticism, liowever, is apt to come after the event

and if tlie periodical exjx'nditurc follows an even average, no matter

if really high, Ihc Works Manager can hardly criticise it since he can

hardly have much conception of what it ought to have been as a

total for a given period. These remarks apply with special force to

works repairs, the expenditure on which is so susceptible to judgment

or discretion. The use of individual Plant Sub-Orders is, therefore, 5-96.

recommended to cover each repair and also each addition.

The exercise of the necessary control in a large works would pre-

sumably be effected through the Plant Engineer, who has general

charge of the motive power and other plant. In smaller works the

nearest approach to such an official will be the Foreman Millwright,

and it is hardly likely that it could be right or expedient to place on

him the responsibility for initiating orders for works repairs. Such

a course might mean little improvement, if any, over the use of

Standing Orders.

Whatever arrangement is made for issuing Plant Orders—it is

essentia] that the control be retained by the Management.

This control may, perhaps, be achieved by the Works Manager
authorising all Plant Orders, but if that means only signing them, he

will get poor results. Firstly, in any but very small works, he will

not always know precisely what he is passing, even supposing he is

never forced by pressure of other work to sign without pretending

to exercise any judgment. Secondly, if every repair must wait his

authorisation the delays may soon force him to drop this method of

attempted control.

The Works Manager's best remedy in practice seems to be to

decide on a centralising point in the Works, not in the offices, where

Plant Orders can be issued on some predetermined plan.

The method of requisitioning for a Plant Order to be issued may
be by an Internal Memorandum or perhaps a specially printed 5'o6.

requisition form, according to circumstances.

Some conscientious person must be selected who is capable of

investigating the extent of the proposed repair and is qualified to

make up or obtain a fairly near estimate of the cost. It is desirable
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Plant. he should not have the actual carrying out of the repairs himself as

that would vitiate his disinterested attitude. Possibly the Tool

Store Chargehand if not responsible for more practical work than the

sharpening of tools, may be a suitable person. In other cases, the

Ratefixer may have the time and certainly should have all the

necessary qualifications.

The point is that the Works Manager shall select some one of the

staff who is accessible at all factory hours, and put on him the respon-

sibihty of issuing Plant Orders, subject to the reference to the Works
Manager of all orders likely to cost more than a certain amount, or

as he may instruct. If this deputy has a reasonable amount of

discretion no difficulty should arise over very urgent repairs.

Generally the Works Manager will wish to be fetched to see these

special cases so that even then his authorisation may be obtainable

before work is started.

The deputy should be required to keep a record of the estimated

cost of each order issued and to report the total each week to the

Works Manager. This will afford the means, not easily obtainable

any other way, of regularising the expenditure in accordance with

the activity in the factory.

It is almost a necessary condition of effective control to issue a

Quantity Slip for each Plant Order restricting the materials that may
be drawn for each job. The knowledge this involves is necessary

for estimating and possibly for requisitioning purposes, so that no
extra investigation is necessary to achieve this end.

When trade falls off it is the usual thing for the repair expenditure

to be cut down as the first move in reducing expenses. It is not

difficult to do this, however uneconomical it may prove in the

long run, by delaying the proverbial stitch in time that will save

nine.

There is no avoiding the necessity of reducing repair expenses in

slack times, except for special cases of extensive overhaul approved

by the Directors. It therefore behoves the Works Manager to use

such means of controlling his repair expenses as shall enable him to

5-65. trim his sails without unnecessary loss of efficiency. If he knows
that all his repair expenditure is well spent on economical repairs

and not boosted up by idle or semi-idle time booked for convenience

against repairs—one common result of open orders in the shop—or

by unprofitable repairs of a patching-up nature, when only an over-

haul will meet the case, then he should not hesitate to maintain his

repair expenditure at a proportionate level when the shops are busy

and there is the output to pay for it.

The difficulty will be that repairs may absorb the use of machinery
urgently wanted for production purposes, and this must be met by
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consicUration of wlictlRT the inUTL-sts of output are served l)y loss Plant,

or risk of loss of enicieiuy in tlie riKuiiiiies retjuiriiif^ attention.

It is suggested that the above-mentioned channel of control be

used for Works Atldit ions, subject, of course, to the Works Manager's

limits of autliority in the matter and apart from purchases of plant

directly n'quisitioned by the Works Manager.

By keeping tally week by week of all expenditure on Works

Additions, both in the factory and by purchase outside, and exercis-

ing continuous care in the matter himself and through his deputy,

the Works ^lanager will know how he stands and may know better

when to apply for plant additions to be sanctioned.

One result of the common dilliculty of getting plant additions and

renewals sanctioned that involve purchasing, is that it is easier for

the Works Manager to spend money inside the Works than to get

permission to buy plant outside. In consequence of this, and against

his own judgment, the Works Manager is frequently compelled to

waste money patching up and using inefficient machinery.

This question of inefficient machinery is very important and

frequently has too little consideration. The taking of long views

would assuredly curtail the purchase of second-hand machinery, a

practice so beloved of some tj^es of management—of commercial

rather than works management, let it be said.

All old machines are not necessarily obsolete and all new machines

are not necessarily efficient. The matter is one of the many in

works management calling for a discriminating judgment, based on

a proper understanding of machine efficiency—considered always in

relation to local conditions.

Leaving on one side the question of machine selection as more

appropriate to works design, a passing reference may be made to

the bearing that arrangement of machines and of workers generally

may have on the production efficiency of any department. Facilities

for re-arrangement, particularly as to having interchangeable

counter-shafting, ought to be kept in view from the start. There

are, too, a great many machines that do not need to be secured to

the foundations if really good floors are provided, so that plant

re-arrangements in a small way at least do not necessarily entail

waste of money and when carried out with foresight may produce

considerable economics.

There are shops with all the machines driven off the shafting

without the intervention of counter-shafting. In some cases,

machines are fitted up for different operations and tried in a special

department and transferred bodily to the manufacturing department,

thus carr^'ing the interchangeable idea a stage further.

There are more than enough shops where each additional machine
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Plant. seems to have taken whatever vacant space there might be, often

with special expenditure in the way of drive and installation, with

an ultimate atrocious conglomeration of machines—all arising from

want of facilities or want of courage to rearrange the machines

as additions may call for. Obviously these are questions where

adequate experience may bring to bear a very valuable criticism

of the initial lay-out and save much needless expense in future

developments.

The outline plans drawn to scale on card or stiff paper, as used for

arranging a machine shop lay-out on paper, can very well be kept

attached to the Plant Record Card when not in use.

5-64- The Plant Record Card is intended to be quite separate from the

Buildings and Fixed Plant Register kept in the Works Accounts

Office for recording book values.

Plant Record Cards are required by the Works Manager for refer-

ence under departments and classes of plant. The cards should be

headed by the Works Accounts Ofhce in the terms of the invoices

for their purchase and supplemented by a technical assistant as to

the particulars given on the specification and of measurements and

notes from the machine itself. The idea is that the Plant Record

Cards shall constitute a complete inventory of the respective machines

in terms allowing for their proper valuation, and further for a dupli-

cate set to serve adequately the needs of the Ratefixing Department.

It might be possible for the latter set to be sufficient for the Works
Manager's reference also without any duplication.

Attachments and accessories associated with any machine should

be included in the inventory, and therefore noted on the record

cards, though, as discussed elsewhere, they may not be always in-

cluded in the fixed plant value.

The Plant Record Card should give the inventory value whenever

actual valuation of Buildings and Fixed Plant is carried through by

the Works as discussed under that heading further on.

The point is raised there as to giving reference numbers to the

plant items, and definite suggestions are made on that point in con-

nection with a classification scheme for Buildings and Fixed Plant.

The main problems of power supply and efficiency are also dis-

cussed in Section I.

Good results can sometimes be obtained in fuel economy by a

suitably based bonus scheme for the stokers, unless economy is

assured beyond doubt by automatic mechanical methods.

s-106. It is desirable to have Plant Stoppage Reports whenever produc-

tion is interrupted on account of plant failures. These should

emanate from the foreman of the department in which the stoppage

occurs, and be made out in triplicate so that one copy can go to the
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Works Manager and one to the party responsible for issuing a Plant Plant.

Order for remedying the fault. This more formal routine is not

intinded to prevent rapid action or verbal instruction but rather to

insure that every stoppage is investigated—with a view to prevent-

ing its recurrenee—and to meet the cost accounting requirements

properly.

Belting troubles may come under this routine with considerable

advantage as leading to much greater efficiency. Tlic Plant Stop-

page Report could in those cases go direct to the Beltman in lieu of

a Plant Order.

Just as every trifling accident to workmen will not justify an

Accident Report so every trifling stoppage of machine will not

require a Plant Stoppage Report.

The subject of tools in relation to production efficiency resolves Tools,

itself into two di\-isions, viz., tool provision and tool control.

It will be easily appreciated that by tools is meant the loose

equipment necessary to the operations of production. They com-

prise the tools of the hand-worker equally with the machine-worker,

and while it might be correct to describe the former as hand tools it

would not do to describe the latter as machine tools, but rather as

machining tools.

Machine tool signifies the machine itself used for performing forma-

tive operations on the work bymeans of tools, thus, a drilling machine

is a machine tool utilising a drill as the operative tool, with probably

the aid of accessory tools in the form of jigs or fixings for holding the

work. A jig is primarily a device for ensuring the interchangeability

of the work done, though it may be termed a jig when its usefulness

only extends to facilitating the holding of the work relative to the

tool. This definition is put in here by way of explaining the refer-

ences made elsewhere to " Jigs and Special Tools." It will be

convenient for the purpose of discussion to consider loose equipment

peculiar to the production of particular components as special and

therefore " non-standard " in contradistinction to tools that have a

more general application and may, therefore, be called " standard."

It is not altogether necessary that in any given Works " standard
"

tools shall conform to any other than a purely local standard. The

distinction might be. perhaps, better conveyed by the terms "special"

and " ordinary," though the principle of standardisation ought to be

kept always in view. The importance of this consideration lies in

the fact that standard tools ought to produce standard dimensions,

speaking always in the local sense.

In some works, for instance, any tap once made is held to be a stan-

dard tool, and screw threads of the particular dimensions are supposed
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Tools. to be thereafter standard screw threads. This is unsound practice

as leading to the perpetuation of numerous odd sizes and dehberately

handicapping the future necessities of tool provision.

It is highly important that standardisation of design shall be

developed on lines at least favourable to the standardisation of tools.

In the case of mass production the consideration may be less import-

ant in that the supply of tools may have to be on such a scale as to

create in themselves an obvious local standard. In that case, too,

less weight needs to be given to the possibilities of buying tools

ready-made—a practice that the high quality of tools now on

the market very properly encourages, to the mutual advantage

of both parties.

The most important stage in the development of the tool organisa-

tion of any Works is the preparation of a standard tool list, and this

must be agreed with the Drawing Office if it is to be really effective.

It must be possible to add to the list as occasion arises.

Assuming such a reference list, tables can be prepared for Drawing

Office use showing the range of dimensions accepted as standard.

It is more important to aim at adopting a table of sizes in accordance

with existing tools—sizes thus confirmed as having local application

—rather than setting out to acquire a tool equipment adequate to

cover a range of sizes that may never be brought into use completely.

When the design of a component is in the final " pencil " stage,

much advantage to production might result from conference between

the Chief Designer and the Tool Designer—for it is not likely that

the experience necessary to the latter can be combined with ordin-

ary designing. Whether in the pencil stage or in the photo print

stage, all designs must come under review by some suitable person

for the purpose of settling what jigs and special tools must be put

in hand.

At this point the manufacturing policy must bear fruit and guide

the amount of expenditure appropriate to each case. There may be

little or no option as to much of the expenditure if the component is

to be made even approximately interchangeable, while only mass

production could justify the recognition of every possibility in the

way of reducing operation costs.

The exercise of this judgment is largely the expression of efficient

Works management, but the task is commonly no light one. The
Works Manager may be expected to achieve his end through the

medium of the Tool Designer, though the Ratefixer, in a given case,

might have the better qualifications for exercising discretion. In

some works the responsibility is put wholly, or nearly so, on the

Departmental Foreman. This may be right in certain cases, even to

the extent of letting the foremen design the jigs and tools, but
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generally speaking, tin- right line to take is to utilise the services of a Tools,

specialist and rely on obtaining a high average efficiency by virtue

of his special knowledge and opportunities. This high average may

be a more satisfactory net result than occasional exceptional per-

formances by foremen, who have so many calls on their time, that

prolonged concentration on one aspect of the shop management, as

summed up in tool designing is hardly possible for them, or, alto-

gether desirable, if it were possible.

Apart from the provision of jigs and cutting tools, consideration

needs to be given to the gauges necessary to ensure adherence to

dimensions. Following from this, the adoption of a system of

limits on the lines discussed elsewhere has an important bearing on

the special provision necessary, and the whole question of standard-

isation of dimensions will be seen to affect expenditure in various

directions.

Whore the tooling equipment is at all important in relation to

production efficiency, it may be taken as sound practice to draw up

a Tools Provided List as early as possible after the issue of each 5-58.

drawing to the Works. This list must needs take cognisance

of the sequence of operations and therein is apt to lie a stumbling

block if the foreman is not the sponsor for this sequence.

It can be argued that improvement in shop practice is prevented

by fixing the sequence of operations, but against that must be set the

fact that proficiency usually comes from practice, which continual

variation of operation sequence puts out of the question. Obviously,

considerable knowledge is required, if these operation sequences are

to be drawn up to better purpose than the chance decision of the

shops.

Although actual tool design is not the province of the Ratefixer,

he is certainly likely to be the best man to draw up Tools Provided

Lists. It should not be outside his knowledge to indicate where

standard tools apply and the type of jigs, special tools and gauges

required.

The formality of the routine, necessitating as it does a notification

of the tools contemplated, to the foreman concerned with the ultiiuate

use of the tools, and an instruction to the Tool Designer to design the

same, can be made a cause of delay and trouble if there is not proper

co-operation between all parties.

The difficulty that is apt to arise when decisions have to be written

down is the implied necessity for having convictions as to what is

right and taking the trouble to put them into words. The natural

tendency to procrastinate may make the routine referred to seem

irksome, but there is no gainsaying that the provision of tools should

precede the taking up of the job in the shops, and there can be
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Tools. no effective organisation when this matter is left for haphazard

treatment.

In view of the heavy clerical work necessitated by detailing each

operation on the Tools Provided List, it maybe sufficient to indicate

the processes, e.g. Forging, Turning, Milling, Drilling. These lists

may be attached to the shop drawings, if the drawings are arranged

in unit form for each component. As the special tools are made,

entry can be made on the Tools Provided List of the date and tool

reference. The entries may be facilitated by having delivery tickets,

5-94- called possibly Completed Tool Advices, to accompany each new tool

sent from the Tool Room to the Tool Stores for issue to the shops.

The following illustration of an operation sequence is arranged

to show the alternative abbreviation if the process, instead of the

operation, is named

:

GEAR WHEEL.

Operation. Process.

i

I
5

6

7

S
9
10
11

12
IS
lU
15

Turn Bore and Ream (1st setting) -

Turn Back and Bevel {2nd setting)

Finish Back Face (3rd setting)

Castellute
Grinding (soft) ... -

Drilling
Bough Cut Teeth ... -

Finish ,, ,, -

Broaching .... -

Frazing .....
Carbonising .... -

Hardening
Orinding Hole ....

,, Face ....
,, Groove ....

^ Turning.

Milling.
Grinding.
Drilling.

JGearcuttino.

Broaching.
Filing.

}-
Case-hardening.

i Grinding.

Tool Room, it may be remarked, is a common designation for the

Tool Making Department and should be quite separate from the

Tool Stores.

A point may be made as to marking all jigs and special tools with

the respective part number and operation for which intended.

The method of putting new jigs and special tools in hand may very

well be for the tool drawing, when issued to the Works Office, to

5-59. be made the subject of a Tool Sub-Order from that point.

The necessity for having a proper record of all jigs and special

tools will be readily appreciated, and this record may be on Jig and

Special Tool Record Cards kept by the Tool Stores Chargehand.

The record could even be secured by merely pasting the special Tool

Advice, referred to above, to a blank card, sufficiently larger in size

to allow of any notes being added as to alterations or applications

to other part numbers.

The procedure necessary for maintaining the stock of standard

tools may be possibly centred in the Tool Stores Chargehand with the
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idea that he shall make out runliase Requisitions and Tool Orders Tools,

under instructions from the Works Manager. ^
'-'''

Coming to the question of tool control, the responsibility for

keeping all tools in good order can best be vested in the Tool Stores

Chargehand, and he may, with great advantage, have under his

immediate charge suflicient grinding equipment to sharpen the bulk

of the tools as received back from the shops. He needs, of course,

reference gauges and measuring appliances with a view to methodical

checking of tool sizes. This checking ought to be done at intervals

suited to the class of tool and, in this connection, gauges will be the

most important class.

There is much to be said for the practice of using gauges that are

adjustable within small limits, and the risk of misuse in the shops,

by reason of the workmen altering the gauges, should be met by

having separate gauges for inspection purposes. The checking of

gauges by the Tool Stores Chargehand must not be a perfunctory

matter under any circumstances, and less so when the gauges are

susceptible to adjustment.

So far as the organisation of the Tool Stores is concerned, much

depends on the actual storage of the tools. Particulars of various

excellent methods have been widely published, and it would, in any

case, be attempting too much here to discuss these details beyond

emphasising the imperative need for having a place for every tool,

making the absence of any tool obvious. It would often be an

advantage to hold the reserve supply of tools, that is, those in excess

of current demand, separately from the Tool Stores.

The system adopted of checking tools in and out on loan to the

men is usually that of brass checks bearing the man's check number.

These are sometimes lent, in some uniform quantity, to each workman

on starting, and he lodges a check for each tool borrowed, and these

are hung or deposited against the place left vacant by the tool.

Sometimes boards with the sizes of tools marked on are provided for

this purpose.

This method does not quite meet all requirements, as it is not n^.ade

clear what tools each man has on loan—a matter of some urgency

when he is leaving.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that, when men are leaving, or

are suspended, the Tool Stores Chargehand should be advised by

means of a Tool Clearance Ticket, which the man will require duly 5-21.

certified before he can draw his wages.

Some trouble often arises with men leaving their tool checks at

home or losing them. This difficulty is avoided if the tool checks

are kept within the Tool Store, the ones not in use being hung on a

suitable board under the man's check number. This means that the
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Tools. man must abide by the Tool Stores records without being furnished

with proof that he either had received or returned the borrowed tool.

The supplementary information as to the tools borrowed by any
one man may be furnished by having a tin label in check or disc

form, with a description of each tool stamped thereon and kept

with the tool until borrowed. When borrowed, the tin label is put

on the hook carrying the man's tool checks, and a tool check put in

the place of the tool.

Probably the best compromise is for workmen to give written Tool

5-91- Loan Shps for any tool required on loan and for the Tool Stores to

hold all the tool checks. When a tool is borrowed the numbered
tool check is put in its place and the slip is filed in a card tray or

cabinet under the man's number. When the tool is required the man
gets back his Tool Loan Slip and there can be no dispute. The collec-

tion of tool slips lying in the Tool Stores furnishes a most convenient

means for rounding up tools not returned at the proper time. If

need be the loan can be confirmed from week to week by actual

observation when return to the Tool Stores might be inconvenient,

such as in the case of tools set up in a machine.

Otherwise, a strict ruling is necessary to ensure all tools being

returned to the Tool Stores each week-end. The Tool Loan Slips for

such returns can be held by the man and utilised on the following

Monday morning. The practice of one man lending Tool Stores tools

to any other man must be discouraged as breaking down the effective-

ness of the Tool Store control.

There is a certain number of tools, varying according to the work,

that are almost necessarily on permanent loan to the men, such for

instance as hammers, and it would be absurd to call these in every

5-92- week. The course advised is to provide each man with a Tool Book.

In this book the Foreman will authorise the tools that are required

on permanent loan, and when issued these tools will be entered upon
a suitable sheet in the Tool Stores against the man's number and

analysed under the various kinds of tools. This permanent loan ac-

count will have to be settled when the man leaves or is transferred to

a different department. Round about the annual stocktaking in

particular, the tools in the workmen's possession can be agreed with

the Tool Book. Files can come in this category of tools as perma-

nent loan though constantly being replenished. Tool Slips can be

utilised for replenishments when accompanied by a worn-out file,

without necessitating a fresh entry in the Tool Book.

A method of controlling the issue of files and other consumable

supplies is mentioned under the heading of Materials, where the

suggestion is made that the Tool Stores should be the distributing

centre for shop supplies so far as practicable. Padlocks and keys
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for tool drawers and cabinets may be amongst the tools on permanent tooIb.

loan.

In the matter of nuasuring instruments such as micrometers, a

nile may be made as to their return to store each night. Here again

the Tool Loan Sliji facilitates seeing tliis routine through by allowing

such tickets to be put on a special board to be cleared sliortly before

closing time.

Obviously, too, a Tool Store messenger when collecting any tools,

by having the T«)ol Loan Slip in question with him, can exchange the

ticket for the tool on the spot—but only if he is quahfied to verify

that the tool is in good order.

The examination of the tools, as returned, to see whether there

has been breakage or misuse is very important. A Record of Tools >-93-

broken and lost is necessar}', and much good may be done in incul-

cating habits of carefulness if action is taken. The fairest ruling is

perhaps that half the cost of tools lost or broken through carelessness

will be deducted from any extra pay otherwise due. Such a rule

must be effectivel}' notified to ever}' man concerned before any

deduction is made. A reasonable application of the rule will be to

deduct in respect to all losses, and to pick out each fortnight a few

of the worst offenders as regards breakages. It is not feasible or

policv to carrv out the ruling too harshly, but when moderately

though stronglv, administered, marked economy may result. The

records should be made up for several weeks before inflicting

anv penalties, as the saving that can be demonstrated later will

be proof of preventable carelessness in the earlier period.

Various references have been made to the possible functions of the RateHring.

Ratefixer, and it will be in keeping with these suggestions to cover a

rather wide field by the term Ratefixing.

Considered in its elementary' sense ratefixing is the fixing of piece

rates or prices, in the case of a piecework system, and time limits in

the case of a premium system.

The recognition of ratefixing, as an art distinct from foremanship,

dates practicallv from the use of high speed steel with the consequent

development of the premium system about 1900. On the Tyne.

at least, these matters received considerable attention earlier still.

The ratefixing specialist is more rarely associated with the piecework

system, though if he is necessary in the one case he is in the other.

The principle of accurate ratefixing is not always embodied in

practice, and powers of a far-reaching character may get vested jn

ill-qualified men. When the Works is large enough to require a

staff of ratefixers, the main need will be to have the right calibre

departmental head. In a smaller works it may be better tf) divide

N
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Rateflxing. the risks of wrong staff selection by dividing the work, and having

each ratefixer responsible directly to the Works Manager.

Given a man of adequate practical ability and a proper spirit of

keenness and loyalty, eminently satisfactory results may be achieved

by letting him work out his own salvation as a ratefixer. It is, of

course, to be assumed that the routine for collecting job data (that is

times taken on operations and quantities correctly finished) is estab-

lished beyond interference, and that the business of the Ratefixer is

to apply this data and not collect it. The point to be made here is

that if the job data is not collected accurately—and the difficulties

of doing so are very real—then the Ratefixer must only work from

actual observations.

To a very large extent no amount of ordinary job data will take the

place of observation. The logical development of observation is

what is called motion study, that is the study or criticism of all the

motions associated with a certain operation, as to whether they may

not be more efficiently exercised. Some American investigators have

achieved astounding increases in production efficiency by the proper

direction of the workers' energies—notably where manual labour has

been involved. The cinema is being applied to motion study.

With skilled labour and the more ordinary workshop conditions,

the reasonable attitude towards such matters is to practice time

study rather than motion study. Time study is a question of the

time necessary to perform the various operations and involves the

co-relation of observation and job data, as to what is possible. It

is eminently desirable and almost imperative that the ratefixer

shall have sufficient practical experience and sense to be able to

direct the operators himself to prove the feasibility of the rates

allowed.

It is in regard to time study that the Ratefixer requires to devote

so large a portion of his time. It is not enough to fix rates that

correspond with some other jobs, for that is probably building on a

false basis and therein lies the great danger when foremen undertake

ratefixing amongst their various duties—a common enough practice

under piecework systems. The essential requirement is to arrive at

a proper knowledge of what is possible—a position that previous

performances may throw very little useful light on.

The factors contributing to better shop performances are not

summed up in feeds and speeds, although this is the main province

of the Ratefixer's activities. A Ratefixer should be able to detect

at a glance if the proper speeds and feeds are in use on the machines

he is constantly dealing wath, other than in the case of drills and tools

which iim at speeds which the eye cannot follow.

There are other considerations to be borne in mind, such as
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alternative proct^ses to those in regular use, c^., milling instead of Rat«ftnn«

shaping, or drilling instead of boring, and there i> the larger question

of jigs and speeial tools, their provision and design. There is a risk

in these things that the jig. fixing or cutting tool may not be designed

correctly, and sometimes that the design may not have been

carried out faithfully enough to give the intended result. The
influence of seemingly trivial points, such as cutting angle of tool,

the spacing of the cutting teeth in relation to the work to be done,

the rigidity of the main parts under stress during the operations, the

volume of the stream of lubricant, all or any of these may easily

increase the output from a machine even to the extent of doubling it.

Other factors are the regular supply of work, the absence of inter-

niptions during the course of an operation on a batch of components,

the service of tools and drawings, and the conditions of shop lighting

and comfort.

The very enumeration of these various factors in production

accomplishments strongly support the necessity of stimulating

endeavour so as to get an adequate return for the forethought

given and facihties pro\nded. Further, the only equitable basis

in the majority of cases will be seen to be the premium svstem,

whereby the savings in the time taken on operations are shared

between the employer and employee.

The fact that there is a mutual interest under the premium system

makes it feasible for the Management to adhere to rates once fixed,

a most vital condition of permanent efficiency, whereas such a

position is hardly tenable under a piecework system—seeing that

all the saving in operation time goes to the man. As mentioned

previously, rates may have to be altered in the event of a radical

change of method, whether under premium or piecework system.

All managements are not equally honourable in this matter of

rate adjustment. Their keenness to secure the maximum benefit

to the employer makes them object to high earnings by the men,

and rates are cut without adequate justification from the men's

point of view. This course is to the detriment of all employers by

destroying all confidence on the part of the men.

Collective bargaining, by which rates for the different jobs are

fixed in conference between shop representatives or delegates and

the management, offers one way out of the difficulty, but at the

cost of considerable delay in the administrative routine.

The best method and perhaps the only strictly fair one is to

publish the time limits as standard for the respective operations.

Publication may be effected on the shop prints—pgssibly by inclusion

on the Tools Provided List.

Publication in this way commits the Management to time limits
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Ratefixiiig. that may, in cases, be somewhat high, but after all the division

of gains incidental to the premium system sees to that sufficiently,

and no system will permanently continue if it operates too harshly

or assumes too little imperfection in the worker.

There is nothing to prevent the publication of these standard

times as reference times for criticising the performances under a

daywork system, and maybe the shortsighted objection of trade

unions to the premium system may bring about that position

—

the worker having no chance of earning extra pay, and yet held up

to a high standard of output.

Ratefixing is more commonly restricted to machining and fitting

operations on the saleable products of the Works, to the exclusion

of other classes of work and other processes. There are trade unions

which will not allow their members to work under the premium

system and some repudiate piecework as well.

In the case of tool making and millwrighting, neither the premium

nor piecework system is often applied, though this is a field affording

much scope for reducing costs. Special judgment is necessary in

fixing time limits for work of such varied character.

Work that is not done under premium or piecework systems must

needs be done daj^w^ork, the wages being paid without reference to

the work turned out.

The argument is sometimes advanced that piecework means

scamped work at a low cost, and that daywork means good work

at a high cost. It is not so certain that daywork always means

good work unless there is adequate inspection, but admittedly

less inspection is likely to be necessary as compared with a system

where the workers have any stimulus towards greater exertions, in

the form of extra pay.

Local conditions must decide if the extra cost of inspection is to be

held as a bar to the adoption of a premium system, for in the premium

system the basis of award is less hkely to tempt a man to scamp his

work, because it is an accepted condition of the premium system that

day wages shall be guaranteed. Under a piecework system where

day wages are guaranteed, as they have to be in the engineering

trades, the risk of scamped work will not be high, because of the

system of extra pay, but rather because of faulty administration,

more probably in the direction of inadequate inspection.

Under a daywork system the sa\ang in cost of inspection is likely

to be off-set by increased cost of supervision. If production efficiency

is to be attained the super\asion requires to be backed up by the

assistance that can be afforded by a man with exactly the experience

and qualifications of a ratefixer.

The necessity for the Ratefixer arises from the complexity of shop

J
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conditions and tlu' incessant variation of jobs outside tlu- vi ly R»t«fliin«.

restricted field of mass production. It is only by cc^nccntration on

the subject coupled with time study as already mentioned, and the

critical application of job data, that any high clhciency can be

attained. Once the Ratefixer has got a proper grip of the possibili-

ties of each machine and worker, and has by actual observation

anived at rates for certain typical items of product, he is in a position

to apply his judgment rapidly to new jobs.

It is desirable to have tables prepared showing the available feeds

and speeds on each machine, and these tables can be blue-printed foi

mounting on a card and hanging near the respective machines. Each
Plant Record Card, as mentioned previously, can carry a copy of

the table.

A point of considerable importance in most shops is to differentiate

between the time limits for small batches and those for large batches

of the same article. If the quantities fluctuate, it is obviously not

fair to either side if the time limit per piece is identical for any
quantity. The point has special application when there is a sincere

attempt on the part of the Management to avoid interference with

time limits once issued, except for radical changes in methods.

The logical solution of the problem is to fix a starting or prepara-

tion allowance on each batch, and then to have an operating time

limit accordingly for each piece—thus

Total Time Limit = Preparation Allowance+ (operating time limit x number o( pieces
finished).

This puts the matter on a proper footing whether the batch consists

of two or two hundred pieces. It will have the effect of showing up

uneconomical batching.

With the time limit divided as recommended, the worker will be

fairly treated if only a small batch is in question and the employer

will be fairly treated if there is continuous run of work—the prepara-

tion allowance only applying when the job is started, and not to

successive batches unless there has to be a fresh start for each batch.

This arrangement confers the great advantage that the making of

small batches to facilitate the regulation of the work in progress need

not necessarily affect the production efficiency' in point of wages cost

of output adverselv.

The authorised interruption of any operation on any batch will

quite reasonably justify granting the preparation allowance when
the job is re-started. The Weekly Time .Allocation Sheet will serve 5-28.

to indicate to the Wages Office the continuity of batches, coming as

they will under separate sub-orders.

The estimating of preparation allowances is a matter of obser\'a-

tion according to the job to be done, and there niav need to be some
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Ratefixing. discrimination in respect to the machine to be used. The time

necessary for obtaining materials, drawings and tools is a matter of

shop service efficiency and must be included in the preparation

allowance.

There is no denying that there enters into ratefixing a considerable

element of approximation and personal judgment. The actual

cutting time may be computed with fair accuracy, but the time

added to cover the incidental work on each operation is not readily

amenable to any close calculation, unless maybe investigations

actually extend to motion study. The approximations can, however,

be so much the closer if the influence of quantity can be entirely

ignored.

In the case of the Machine Shop, and other shops in a different

degree, the factors entering into the make-up of the preparation

allowance are briefly as follows :

Taking instructions from Cliar.oehand.
(Material is to be understood as already at machine, and further that Chargehand

has obtained necessary drawings in advance.)
Obtaining Tools (Fixing, Cutting and Gauging).
Preparing machine and setting up tools.

Restoring machine to normal condition and returning drawings and tools—at end of job.

The factors comprising the operating time per piece are approxi-

mately as follows :

1. Cutting Time.

2. Securing and setting work in machine (including crane service if necessary).

3. Changing Tools as necessary (allow for grinding if not done in Tool Stores).

4. Starting cut and sizing ; also allow for returning the tool to the starting place or any
other place required.
(Sometimes averaged at 2.5 per cent, of cutting time.

5. Gauging.

6. Minimum Rest or Relaxation (sometimes taken at 5 per cent, to 121 per cent, of net
working time—items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

S-6o. Having arrived at a close estimate of the possible operating time,

a margin of 50 per cent, is added thereto to give the operating time

limit. Similarly with regard to the preparation allowance.

This fifty per cent, margin is arrived at by assuming that, if the

man does the job within the estimated time, as a reasonably good

man should be able to, he will, by being paid one-half of the time

saved, have earned a bonus or premium of 25 per cent, on his time

wages. This position holds good for both the Halsey-Weir and

Rowan systems on that particular proportion of saving.

In the matter of a piece-work price, this can be evolved by the

same method, with the difference that a margin of only 25 per cent,

would have to be added to the estimated time, seeing that all the

saving goes to the man.

A further factor in this connection is pro\dsion for contingencies,

such as unexpected tooling difficulties. The best course here is to

make this provision by adjustments of time in each instance, as and

when necessitated—building the time limit as for straightforward
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work. 1 he })ro{X'r authorisation of thi^f adjustments calls foi Riiteniing.

the Ratefixi'i" Ix'ing in continuous touch with the shops, even

where limits have been all settled. The Works Manaj^er may
require the Katehxer to furnish a daily uport of all adjustments

made.

Rules have already been suggestt'd for dealing with defective

material, as this obviously calls for adjustments.

The effect of all time adjustments should be to reduce the time

cotmted and should not, as an alternative, be added to the time

limit. This avoids disturbance of standard time limits and avoids

introducing a different basis for computing the premium due—

a

point of importance under the Rowan system only. Other adjust-

ments of time counted will occur when juniors are associated with

mechanics and suggestions as to the lines to be followed have been

given under \\'orks Regulations (Section III a).

There is the further case to be considered of adjusting time when

time limits are fixed for single machines and the work given to a

man operating several machines. The compromise suggested else-

where is to allow two thirds of the single machine time limit for each

of two machines under the one operator, and to allow one half this

time limit for each of three or more machines. It will be observed

that this contingency is to be met by adjusting the time limit, and

may be treated as the one exception to the rule recommended above,

that time adjustments should apply to the time counted.

The question of fixing time limits before the operation is started

raises various points of interest.

In abstract theory, at least, a man ought to know his time limit

before he starts on the job in question. In practice there is the

difficulty first, that if time limits are fixed ahead of the shop require-

ments, it may be found that the operation is carried out differently

from what was assumed, and further, that the Ratefixer's judgment,

when he has not the advantage of seeing the work in process of being

handled, may occasionally prove at fault. On the other hand, if

the time limit is not to be fixed until the extent of the operation is

beyond alteration, this means that each job is actually started before

the Ratefixer attempts to deal with the time limit. These are the

more ordinary conditions, and not infrequently the job is watched

for a time to see how matters are going before the Ratefixer is

prepared to fix a time limit.

The method sometimes adopted is to fix a tentatiNe limit and to

only adopt it as established when found satisfactory.

Some managers will argue that eveiy job ought to be douf day-

work at the first time of asking, and that the time limit should be

settled from that experience, modified as judgment may dictate.
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Ratefliing. Xhis is the old way of a man virtually fixing his piece price by doing

one of a batch by way of trial.

In mass production, where any operation may be repeated an

enormous number of times, there is no doubt that the time hmits in

question ought to be settled before the manufacturing departments

take up the respective jobs. This is a development that attaches

to a Tool Room and is hardly within the category of ordinary

ratefixing. The idea of actually setting up the manufacturing machine

itself in the Tool Room and transferring it bodily, when everything

is ready, to its appointed place in the manufacturing departments,

lends itself to the best results in this as also in the direction of tooling

efficiency.

Under most workshop conditions repetition is of a very limited

nature, and in any case, the multitude of operations to be dealt with

make it dangerous to adopt either too heroic or too cautious a

method.

It may be better to have fixed a wrong time limit than not to have

fixed one at all, as under reasonably efficient administration no

flagrant errors in time limits need occur. The argument sometimes

advanced in favour of the Rowan percentage plan of computing

premiums, as previously described, is that large errors in time limits

are not unduly serious in their effect, owing to the operation of what

is virtually a sliding scale. While there is a good deal of force in

this argument as to adopting the Rowan plan in favour of the Halsey-

Weir plan, it does not justify inefficient ratefixing. From the point

of view of inducement, a time limit should err on the high side, and

this is the effect of the method already mentioned for building up
the time limit. If, however, time limits are so much wrong on the

high side as to require the saving grace of the Rowan plan then there

will be some limits unduly on the low side, with a consequent

loss of economy in results for lack of sufficient inducement.

The safeguards against ill judged time limits lie firstly in the

accuracy of the job data and secondly in the thoroughness with

which the job data is interpreted and made useful as guides to later

practice.

The main essential for interpreting job data is to have the drawings

available, and the possibilities in this direction, from having draw-

ings in unit component form, are considerable. Such drawings

would be classified under some such scheme as mentioned under

Drawings, Specifications and Patterns. There might be attached to

each print, as filed in the Ratefixing Department, a list of operations

and time limits (preparation allowances and operating times)

.

Turning again to the question of fixing time limits in advance,

this means, first and foremost, the fixing of the operations as to their
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respective extent and sequence. Thi> involws a fore-knowledge or Ratefixuu!

assumption of tlie class of machine to be used. The variation^

possible in operation e.xtent and sequence are often ast(jnishing.

This arises partly from the common hand-to-mouth methods of

dealing with the work in progiess and partly from the inevitable

limitations in any shop's equipment, necessitating the use of machines

available rather that those best fitted for the work.

When adequate consideration is given to the incidence of shop
iluirges on individual producing units, whether machine or hand, it

will be realised that there are possibilities of appreciable saving in

production costs by using only the class of machine economically

best suited to each operaticni.

It is an entirely appropriate function for the- Ratefixer to weigh

up all the factors that enter into production efficiency, and there is

little question that the planning of operations in advance is a move
in the right direction, apart from the possibilities it affords of fixing

time limits in advance.

The general sequence of processes has to be assumed beforehand

in drawing up a Tools Provided List so that this matter has to be

viewed as bearing on various aspects of production efficiency.

It may be argued that operation sequences are, or ought to be,

improved on each time the job comes through. This argument
assumes firstly that sufficient consideration will be given to each

case to achieve an improved sequence and secondly that, failing

such consideration, there is not equal liability of any change of se-

quence proving a change for the worse. Variations in operation

sequence, however well founded, destroy the comparative value of

job data and hinder, therefore, development in the use of same. It

is a rare case where counsel cannot argue for each side, and the whole

matter must be decided on broad lines of practicabilitv.

The serious objection to the lading down of operation sequences

in advance is not that it stifles improvement but rather that it sets

up a standard of working that re-acts on the whole administration

of the shops, and not ever}' administration is strenuous enough to

achieve planned results day after day. A parallel can almost be

drawn from the training of an athlete. There may be room for dis-

agreement, as to the training methods adopted, but in any case he

voluntarily puts himself under restraint to follow certain rules, and
in the result he may be expected to achieve much more than the

untrained man. The risks of overtraining are not usually advanced

to discount the value of all training.

The so-called Scientific Management, of which operation planning

is a typical expression, and possibly the most far-reaching, may be

likened to this athletic training, except that in works management
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Ratefixing. every day is a race day. Without unduly pursuing the simile it

may be said that the victory is likely to be with the fit, and the

restraint on personal inclination, resulting from the necessity of

keeping fit, ought not to constitute oppression, such as the term

scientific management seems to spell to some minds. In any event

the pace will depend on the individuals, aided to such extent as'

may be by training, so it may be said that truly scientific manage-

ment of any sort in no sense eliminates the personal equation but

only gives it a particular direction and, if the administration is

successful, a highly developed intensity.

The question of whether time limits are generally fixed in advance

or all fixed when the jobs start, hardly affects the necessity of the

Ratefixer having advice of every job started. If the Ratefixer per-

ambulates the shop he may be expected to inform himself on this

point, but where his time is taken up by planning work in his office,

the advice requires to be sent to him.

5-61. The application of job data involves identification of the operation

in question. If operations on a component, bearing a part number,

are in question, the operations will most conveniently take up

sequence numbers (i and up) under the part number, ^^'ith opera-

tions involving various components, the identification may not be

so easily arranged, and the simplest course may be to have

an operation register from which arbitrary numbers can be

taken as required—the requisite particulars of operation and parts

concerned being entered therein. This means a cross indexing

scheme under an appropriate classification. To minimise the clerical

work the full details may be entered only under the class reference

and little more than the class numbers entered against the

consecutive series of operation numbers in the operation register.

In the discussion under Works Accounts, the point is made that

the detail costing of components belongs to the field of ratefixing

rather than ordinary cost accounting.

The reason for this suggestion is that the Ratefixer is altogether

more qualified than the Cost Clerk to apply the information necessary

for component costing to the betterment of production efficiency.

The case may be different when the nature of the work allows orders

for each sort of components to be treated as official orders in the cost

accounts and fully costed as in the case of complete assembled

product. Under such conditions, the division of the total cost of the

order by the number of components finished may be sufficient as a

component cost, although helping very little as an index to pro-

duction efficiency—mainly, perhaps, as not in detail suitable for

demonstrating a falling off and quite probably too late to be of any

use.
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The functions of tlu' Rattfixinf^ l)ti)arlin(nt iffjiiiiv, therefore, to RateHxini;

hv extended to the appHcatioii of jol) ihita in the form of C'omj)onent

Cost Comparison Cards, where the net results of each operation on -t>3-

each batdi are set out as the job tickets come through compk-ted.

By rendering the results in terms of wages cost in pence per piece and

also of machine charges per piece, the means are provided for follow-

ing production results very closely and, incidentally, for furnishing

component costs on a sound basis, seeing that average result may
be taken for each operation.

There is an intermediate stage to the preceding one in the control

of production costs, and one that is the more important, namely for

someone to see that all performances are satisfactorily witiiin the

time limit, without looking to comparative wages costs, and to investi-

gate all instances to the contrary. Where the volume of work 562.

justifies it the man appointed for this investigation should not be

engaged on the ratefixing, so that he brings to bear an independent,

or at any rate a fresh view, particularly because the time limit used

as a standard for comparison is itself, in part, a matter of judgment.

The routine by which the Ratefixing Department are promptly noti-

fied of time limits being exceeded may be by the issue of specially

coloured Excess Time Slips from the Wages Office, in contradistinction

to the Extra Pay Slips canying payments, which will be issued to the

men with their weekly pay card. The Ratefixing Department could

be made responsible for discussing with the Foreman as to these

excesses, making reference beforehand to previous performances.

Investigation on these lines, and not necessarily confined to excesses,

when carried out in a fair-minded spirit should go far to eradicate any

well-grounded complaints by the men, while it should materially

stimulate production by discovering hindrances to efficiency.

When the work approximates to mass production and there are

long nins of work, the control of production costs, and, therefore, of

output, is to be effected by the daily checking of work turned out

from each producing unit concerned. This routine of work-taking,

as it is called, is vital imder these circumstances, and needs to be

arranged so that the purposes of job tickets and viewing certificates

for extra pay shall be conveniently met from the records of the Work
Taker. It may prove convenient to have the Work Taker stationed

at the \'iew Room entrance, if the work is brought in after each

operation for viewing purposes, but the matter is one for local

decision. The essential point is that each day's output from each

producing unit shall be watched, and any falling off from an

accepted standard immediately brought to the Foreman's attention.

This may be said to be the ideal routine with all production, as it is

difficult to obviate some delay occurring in notif\"ing the Foreman
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Ratefixing. if any other routine is used. The Foreman, through his chargehands

and his own observation should know a good deal as to how jobs are

going without any outside aid, and this may have to be his only

means of control while the job is actually in progress when work-

taking is not feasible. Enquiry and action after the event will

establish a desirable atmosphere of discipline, and may be expected

to favourably affect matters the next time the job comes through.

Possibly the best alternative to work-taking for jobs of much
variety is for the Ratefixer to concern himself with the rate of pro-

gress of jobs in hand. The arrangement is hardly likely to be

feasible unless changes of jobs are relatively infrequent. To facili-

tate this method of control each workman may be required to hold

his job ticket and to enter up on same the time spent each day.

Throughout the preceding discussion it has been assumed that rate-

fixing has reference to a system of extra pay and more particularly

the premium system, but there might be even more return under a

daywork system in following out the broad principles of ratefixing.

Inspection. Inspection is a very necessary factor in production efficiency but

it has been found convenient to anticipate the discussion of some

aspects of the matter under the headings of " Drawings, Specifica-

tions and Patterns." Some discussion of final inspection is provided

under the heading of " Despatch."

There remains to be considered here more particularly questions

of shop inspection by viewers, as they are frequently called, either

working in or attached to a View Room.
It may be taken as only sound practice to have the View Room

directly responsible to the Works Manager, and quite independent

of the Machine and Fitting Departments.

Viewing means verification, and is suitable as a distinctive term

for viewing between processes and operations and on the completion

of the component ready for assembling. Viewing after that stage

is more of the nature of final inspection.

The extent to which viewing is carried out will vary with conditions.

Where the interchangeability of high grade work is in question, there

must be viewing either between every operation or between limited

groups of operations, designated stages. The decision as to the

viewing stages should be embodied in the operation schedule, if

planned ahead. If interchangeability is seriously attempted, the

viewing necessary for that purpose may be expected to meet the

requirements of a piecework or premium system, and, moreover,

will hardly be lessened under a daywork system.

The application of limit gauges has been already sufficiently referred

to, as also the advantage of indicating on the various drawings the
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appropriate size limits, eitlR-r in actual dimensions or by reference ingpection.

to a table by means of a symbol.

It may be remarked here that it is iniincntly desirable to have a

separate set of gauges for \'it\v Koom use as a check against the

accuracy of the gauges in shop use.

It is usual and necessary for each viewer to have his own particular

stamps for marking work he has passed. This may be by initial if

only one or two viewers, but otherwise by symbol. Sometimes the

marks are varied each year so as to roughly date the work.

In regard to the routine of passing Job Tickets, it may be taken

that a viewing certificate in some form or other is essential for

purposes of payment of piecework balance or premium. The certifi-

cate may be given on the Job Ticket itself or on a separate Stage 5 97.

Ticket. The possibilities attaching to the latter scheme are discussed

earlier in this section under " Progressing."

A rule is sometimes laid down that no job ticket may be passed

except the batch in question be completed as originally intended.

This means holding up the job ticket and any extra pay due to the

man thereon, until replacements have been put through to meet any

rejections at the operation in question. It can hardly be doubted

that when any parts are sent back by the Viewer for correction that

the rest of the batch ought to wait until the correction has been

effected, except in rare cases.

The advantage of holding up job tickets until the batches in

question are completed lies in making the shops interested in getting

replacements put through as promptly as possible, and therefore, as

cheaply as possible. Regulation of the work in progress is vastly

facilitated by the certainty of getting the full quota ordered in each

batch or sub-order.

In the matter of work done in automatic and semi-automatic

machines it will usually be desirable to get specimens of the work

viewed before proceeding with the bulk. It will be usually desirable

to indicate on the Work Tallies the operations and quantities passed,

though this course may only be imperative in the case of split

viewing, when the whole batch is not dealt with or only part is sent

forward on account of rejections.

Turning to the matter of rejections these can be conveniently,

reported by means of a simple Viewing Report. Such reports 5-98.

require to be in triplicate so that one copy may go immediately to

the Works Office to provide for attention being given to replace-

ment, while a second copy goes to the Work Depot with the rejected

material, the third copy being retained by the \'iewing Chargehand.

Probably the Works Manager will want to see all rejections before 5.87

same are disposed f>f bv the Stores.
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inspectioa. Instances of doubtful rejection, equally with errors and deficiencies

in drawings or lists, or any other matter coming properly under the

\'iewers' notice can be dealt with by a Viewing Report.

The copy sent to the Works Office can ver3^ well be passed on

to the Ratetixer for appraising the cost of material and labour

wasted. The Ratefixer, or maybe the Estimator, can draw up a fort-

nightly return of all scrapping that occurs, indicating the values

against the respective department. This appraisement may be

written on the back of the Viewing Report and same sent on to the

Works Accounts Office for adjustment of the cost accounts, on the

lines discussed in that connection.

It is necessary to make a ruling that no replacement may be put

in hand, and no drawing or list coiTected except on the basis of a

Viewing Report. The necessity in the case of drawings and lists

arises from the need of all the proper parties to trace the effect of

such corrections once a drawing or list has been issued. In the case

of eiTors detected in the Drawing Office, or of suspensions of work on

certain components being found necessaiy, the routine would be for

5-49. the Drawing Office to send an instruction to the View Room.

The \^iew Room would look into the position of the work in question

and proceed to make out a suitable \^iewing Report.

Supervision. The scope of supervision and inferentially of a foreman's functions

were referred to at the beginning of this section.

Consideration has now been given to the various subjects that

were there declared as not being necessarily associated with the

foreman, and it remains to consider the field that is held to be his

unquestioned province.

Supervision is not merely a question of discipline, though discipline

is important, but rather it is a matter of managing workmen so as to

have their goodwill and their best service. It is hardly likely that

good service can be obtained without good will, though it is quite

possible to obtain their good will accompanied by inefficient service.

Much knowledge of men is requisite for a good foreman, and he

will not achieve much in that direction without a sympathetic out-

look, which is quite different to indulging in a sentimental outlook.

The personal magnetism or natural influence of a foreman over his

men may mean much in avoiding trade disputes, more particularly

if he can intuitively detect trouble in its earliest stages and guide

the Management as to the remed}'.

A Works Manager cannot help but delegate some measure of his

responsibility to his foremen and he must always be dependent on

their loyalty. For this reason a Works Manager must handle his

foremen with all the skill he possesses so as to ensure not merely
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a loyalt\' in \\orcl> but u loyalty in ikt-ds as i-xprcsscd in >\i<>\) Superviaion.

efficiency.

In attempting any high degree of production efficiency by employ-

ing specialists at each element of the work involved, the Works

Manager's prime concern is to convince his foremen as to the advan-

tage of such specialisation, and at the same time to ensure each fore-

man's enthusiasm for his sjx^cial sphere of work, namely supervision.

The desirability, if not absolute necessity, of first carrying the

foremen's favourable verdict in any schemes touching the working

of the shops makes it necessary to start gently with new develop-

ments. The point to be borne in mind is that the foremen and

chargehands represent the Management in dealing with the work-

men, and if the former become disaffected the disturbing influence

consciously or unconsciously exerted on the men may be disastrous.

One commendable step towards stimulating loyalty on the part

of foremen and chargehands is to persuade them to join the Foremen's

Mutual Benefit Society in connection with the Engineering Em-
ployers' Federation. This gives them benefits of exceptional

character through the employer also contributing in respect to

each staff member. It is quite important the supervision staff

should join this society as an alternative to remaining members of

a Trades Union with consequent tied hands in dealing with the men.

Another step in the right direction is to institute a bonus scheme

for the foremen and chargehands. There are apt to be difficulties

in the way, but one good scheme, if ratefixing is an entirely in-

dependent responsibility, is to pay the chargehands the same

percentage of bonus as the men earn on the average. This could be

a fortnightly distribution, and might take cognisance of the time-

keeping of the chargehands. The scheme cannot be applied quite

safely to the foremen as they arc likely to have a voice in some of the

time limits, however occasional. In their case some scheme based

on the sales value of output generally may be best as broadening

their interests in co-operating with other departments and generally

in getting deliveries effected to time.

The importance of regular meetings of the Works Manager in

conunittee with the foremen can hardly be overrated, whcrr th<-

Works Manager is effectively in command.

.\ reference is necessary to the method of paying foremen and

chargehands. When a standing wage is paid there is more likelihood

of time being lost in the mornings, though this may be met by a

bonus scheme in which punctuality is recognised, while in the matter

of overtime there may be undue reluctance to stay behind when the

men are working late. If, on the other hand, an hourly rate is paid

there may be unnecessank' overtime worked, though a foreman or
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SuperviBion. chargehand guilty of that ought to be found out in one way or

another as unfitted for his post. If any risk has to be run it seems

better to i"un the risk of paying a httle too much for supervision than

not to have enough supervision. The more usual course is to pay

the foreman a standing wage and to pay the chargehands at an

hourly rate.

An alternative is to pay a standing minimum wage and to pay

for overtime after a certain number of hours have been worked

during the week. This would meet the case of excessive overtime,

but would involve no payment for occasional overtime of a minor

character.

In considering the duties of foremen, the first point is that their

clerical work shall be reduced to a minimum. This has been steadily

kept in view in the various discussions relating to shop routine, and

there should be no difficulty in meeting these requirements.

A point may be made as to the responsibilities of foremen for such

matters as machine guards—this has been held to be their legal

responsibility—notification of accidents and Factory Act require-

ments generally, including overtime restrictions affecting young

persons under i8.

Section iiif. Despatch.

Scope of The subject of despatch as treated here covers a wider field than

the actual operations of despatching.

Consideration is given to the holding of stock in readiness for sales

and the appropriation of same to Sales Orders, including in this term

Sales Repairs and Sundries Order.

Further, there is the question of finished weight records for design

and estimating purposes, and also the registration of completed

product, as to variations from standard design and the like.

The latter question is intimately associated with that of final

inspection, and final inspection in its turn may be a somewhat

formidable process, according to the nature of the business and the

requirements of the customers, involving possibly tests under service

conditions.

The process of final inspection may be said to be completed only

by the handing over of the product to the Despatch Department or

Warehouse, as it may more conveniently be termed here, or by the

actual erection in situ and conduct of tests.

The primary function of the Warehouse may be described as the

housing of wares ready for sale in contradistinction to the General
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Stores, which exists essentially to serve tlic intcnsts of production, Scope of
•^ ' Section,

and to tlie Work Depot which is a sort of regulating station for the

work in course of production.

When all sales arc of tlic nature of special product, there will be

little occasion for the Warehouse as such, but there must be a De-

spatching Department in any case, and it is veiy important to

separate the General Stores system from the Despatch system.

The Warehouse is the obvious location for the Despatching Depart-

ment, and it will simplify discussion to cover by the single term of

Warehouse all the functions of a despatching department as well as

those jxTtaining to a stock room of saleable product.

•Although tinal inspection is really the completing stage of produc-

tion, rather than part of the despatch routine, yet it is convenient to

consider the matter in the present section as so intimately associated

with the despatch routine under some conditions, if not all.

Of course, where the ^^^arehouse is not under the Works Manager,

such as will occur where goods are distributed from some centre

away from the Works, the hnal inspection stage is likely to end \\ith

delivery to the Warehouse.

In those businesses where final inspection figures at all largely,

despatch may often be arranged within the Works proper and the

goods may never be handled by the Warehouse staff. The packing,

for instance, being carried out possibly by cai"penters in their own

department. Against this likeHhood may be set the consideration

that packing is not usually done most economically under those

conditions.

The point that needs to be brought out here is the ditficulty of

legislating on even general lines, seeing how widely var^nng are the

conditions attendant on the despatch of goods in different works.

The character of warehouse stock is essentially stock ready for warehouae

sale, except may-be as to some minor modifications to suit different

customers—modifications that, for the most part, will seldom entail

calling in mechanics from the works, and less often still, necessitate

the goods being sent into the works for alterations.

In certain businesses, typically of course that of the motor car,

spare parts are likely to be an important line of saleable stock, but

whether of large extent or not, the stock of spare parts is really

warehouse stock, and certainly should be kept distinct from assem-

bling stock. The fact that the main provision for suppl\nng spare

parts mav l^e made by holding reserve stock of rough components

only—to be finished as required—does not detract from the principle

of holding all finished spare parts in the Warehouse, while holding

the reserve stock of rough parts in the General Stores.
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Warehouse The major portion of warehouse stock may be assumed to be

complete products. These complete products may be further

assumed as all coming from the \^'orks, although, when other makers

goods are factored, no essential difference arises beyond that the

purchased goods in question may be received direct into the Ware-

house from the supplier, instead of through the General Stores or

View Room or other Works departments.

Here again the nature of the goods and the nature of the inspection

required before acceptance would regulate the routine as to receipt.

The maintenance of warehouse stock needs to be based on esti-

mated sales requirements, and these estimates again will be largely

influenced by previous sales statistics.

Warehouse stock control records should, therefore, embody

statistics of sales to date, a consideration for which there is no

parallel in the case of general stock.

Another aspect peculiar to warehouse stock is that of sales appro-

priation. The appropriation of stock in hand should be, in one way,

little less than despatching, unless despatch waits on other matters,

when labelling conspicuously may be sufficient appropriation pending

despatch. Appropriation of this sort does not secure any stock

control, nor does it meet in any way the case of stock appropriated

before delivery to the Warehouse.

The principle may be laid down with safety that all production of

warehouse stock must be sanctioned by the Genera] Manager. He
may, with advantage, make his decisions in committee \vith the

heads of departments interested, supported by the data of previous

sales and so on.

These sanctions will be embodied in Stock Manufacturing Orders,

and it is this order reference under which the Works must make

deliveries of the finished articles to the Warehouse.

This reference should be, if possible, stamped or painted on every

such article, and, in addition, each one should be plainly labelled

with the same and the date received at the Warehouse.

As a matter of fact this identification of warehouse stock requires

to be carried a stage further, at least as regards complete product,

namely, to the extent of giving a progressive number to each article.

Very commonly progressive numbers are given as consecutive

numbers in one continuous series irrespective of manufacturing

orders. These result, as for instance, in the case of typewriters, in

large numbers being reached with the advantage of the numbers

being relatively indicative of date of production. This advantage

is not always a desirable one perhaps, when dates of production

bear on selling prices, and there is not uncommonly a misleading

element in these numbers if, as is usually done, blocks of progressive
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numbers arc allotted to each luaiuifacturiiig order when issued. The warshoase

sequence of actual production may then have no sort of relation to '^

the sequence of progressive numbers, and may Ix- many months out

wlun production under an order is delayed or su>[)ended.

A Httle difliculiy may arise as to progressive numbers when many

lines of product are made, each involving a distinct sequence in

continuous numbering. Another point, too, is the use of marking

machines for applying straight numbers, such as result from the

continuous method of numbering.

When these considerations do not weigh, the better plan may be

to number the complete product consecutively for each manufactur-

ing order onl\-. This gives a double-barrelled number as 1387-1,

1387-2, etc., but identifies the product in the essentials necessant-

for internal reference and conveys little impression one way or the

other to the public.

\Mien faults of design eventuate after the product has been

despatched, the manufacturing order number conveyed by the

progressive number will be illuminating. A single cross-reference

in the case of continuous numbering will, for that matter, put that

method on the same footing, although there is no denying the advan-

tage, mainly from the administrative point of \iew, that lies in

avoiding the necessity of cross-references.

Whenever progressive numbers are adopted they ought, generally

speaking, to be quoted on the respective advices of despatch and

sale? invoices.

A reasonable corollarv' of any numbering scheme is that there

shall be a Progressive Number Register, wherein the numbers 5-107.

taken up shall be indicated with suitable details as to design and

a completing entr^- for each item of the sales order under which

it has been despatched, under some circumstances giving the cus-

tomer's name to facilitate finding the necessaiy identification of

any product under conespondence should the customer not quote

same. By including the progressive number on the invoice this

use of the register may be less frequent.

Registers of this sort will for some businesses be invaluable,

while for others they will not be worth the labour. There may
easily be a distinct advantage in adopting the identification scheme

wthout a complete register being attempted.

Where stock manufacturing order references are utilised for

progressive numbering, it will be necessar^' to avoid grouping various

sizes or kinds of product under one reference. This point holds

good for other reasons, particularly as to stock control.

In the appropriation of stock that is not immediately available

for despatch in that it is not yet deUvered to the warehouse, it will
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Warehouse usually be safer not to appropriate any particular progressive

numbers. Anticipations of this sort have a way of not working

out, unless some special feature leaves no other course open from the

beginning.

Progressive numbers really only come into force when erection

is commenced, and the appropriation of a particular number to any

specific sales order is best deferred until the erection reaches the

stage at which special sales requirements must take effect. Alter-

natively, in the case of products where erection or building up

constitutes an early stage, such as a chassis frame or boiler shell,

then the progressive number requires to be appHed at that stage

and maintained right through as a reference. The only point,

then, is that the appropriation of the respective progressive numbers

to particular sales orders shall be left to the final erecting stage if

possible.

This is aside from strictly warehouse stock, which may be taken

as only amenable to such sales requirements as can be met after the

product reaches the warehouse.

Turning more directly to stock control, it may be taken that the

warehouseman will apply to the proper quarters for further stock

sanctions, involving the issue of stock manufacturing orders, as

the products in hand or on order fall below the accepted ordering

level by reason of despatch or sales appropriation.

This routine may be regularised by using a separate duplicate

5-106. memorandum book with the sheets endorsed by rubber stamps,

" Application for Warehouse Stock Sanction,"

5-57. with spaces for stating unappropriated stock in hand and in pro-

gress, and sales statistics for the preceding twelve months and

also current year to date, expressed as monthly averages.

Deliveries to the warehouse of stock product require to be accom-

5-99- panied by an Inspection Certificate. This inspection authority may

conceivably be vested in the Assistant Works Manager, if his quaH-

fication and opportunities allow. There will usually be some scope

for judgment as to finish and possibly as to satisfactory efficiency

under test.

The warehouse stock records may be arranged in album form

with removable leaves and adhesive slips, overlapping each other

to save space, for each manufacturing order. Dehveries to the

warehouse will be duly entered from the Inspection Certificates,

and sales appropriation will be indicated by pencil entries to be

inked in as the items are despatched. The unappropriated stock,

whether in the warehouse or in the shops uncompleted, will be

brought forward at each appropriation. It rather simplifies matters

if the stock received from the works is entered down in as many
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lines as there are items, that is one unit per hne. The appropriation ?^''w'^°""*

can be entered in the same way. I-'urther, in the column provided

for quantity on order from the works, these can be entered in

consecutiw immbers—one per hne—thus showing almost f.^raplii<ally

the quantity received, the quantity to come, and the quantity

appropriated.

Progressive numbers should not lx> entered on these shps exc<-pt

as the items are despatched.

The information as to the sales to date, i.e. from the commence-
ment of the year, can be always kept at hand by making the requisite

totals on the sheets on which the slips are mounted.

The same results can be obtained by the use of a suitably ruled

Warehouse Stock Record Sheet as illustrated (Form 5-1 10). De-

spatches from warehouse stock will be reported to theW'orks Accounts 5-111

Office daily.

The essential routine as to deliveries of product to the warehouse, f^H-^ .

whether made under a Stock Manufacturing Order or under a Sales

Order, has been summed up in stating that an Inspection Certificate

should be furnished as to ever^' delivery. In this connection the

value of progressive numbers is most marked.

The individual erection specification cards, in the form of Erecting 5-102.

Sub-Orders, may, as an alternative to a separate Inspection Certi-

ficate, be signed as to inspection.

Where progressive numbers are not particularly necessar}- at the

erection stage, or where, as in the case of small products, there is

hardly any erection stage to be considered, the progressive numbers

can probably be put on by the Inspector, constituting his

hall-mark.

Under many conditions, especially where special product is con-

cerned, the Drawing Office can best carr\' out the final inspection,

checking against the specifications pertaining to the Sales Order.

Apart from this final inspection there may be occasion for a Test

Certificate to be issued, as in the case of motors guaranteed to give

not less than a specified horse-power or valves to stand a certain

pressure, before the product can be accepted into stock.

Despatch of product from warehouse stock must be subject to

a final inspection, to insure that the product is complete in every

way at the time of despatch, and that all accessories and spare parts

have been correctly selected.

Final inspection may need to include the certification that all

necessary Patent Numbers. Registered Design Numbers, or Trade

Marks or the like have been marked on the product.

In drawing up the instructions to the inspector, regard needs to
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Final
Inspection.

be paid to the legal aspect, as to which the following extracts indicate

some of the points.

Extract from the Patents and Designs Act, 1907.

A patentee shall not be entitled to recover any damages in respect of any infringement of

a patent granted after the commencement of this Act from any defendant who proves that at

the date of tlie infringement he was not aware, nor had reasonable means of making himself

aware, of the existence of the patent, and the marking of an article with the word " patent."
" patented," or any word or words expressing or implying that a patent has been obtained for

the article, stamped, engraved, impressed on, or otherwise applied to the article, shall not

be deemed to constitute notice of the existence of the patent unless the word or words are

accompanied by the year and number of the patent

:

Provided that nothing in this section shall affect any proceedings for an injunction.

If any person falsely represents that any article sold by him is a patented article, or falsely

describes any design applied to any article sold by him as registered, he shall be liable for

every offence, on conviction under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts, to a fine not exceeding

five pounds.
If any person sells an article having stamped, engraved, or impressed thereon or otherwise

applied thereto the word " patent," " patented," " registered," or any other word expressing

or implying that the article is patented or that the design applied thereto is registered, he shall

be deemed for the purposes of this section to represent that the article is a patented article

or that the design applied thereto is a registered design.

Extract from Designs Rules, 1908.

MARKING OF ARTICLES.
Before delivery on sale of any article to which a registered design has been applied, the

proprietor of such design shall cause each such article to be marked with the word
REGISTERED, or with the abbreviation REGD., or with the abbreviation RD., as he may
choose, and also (except in the case of articles to which have been applied designs registered

in Classes 9, 13, 14 and 15*) with the number appearing on the certificate of registration.

* Textile Goods.

In some businesses final inspection is carried through largely by

the customer's own inspectors, and the works inspection is relieved

to some extent. Against that must be set the importance of know-

ing that everything is right before the day on which the customer's

inspector is to call. If the work is not right, he should be advised

in time to save an unnecessary journey.

A point may be made here as to the wisdom of providing every

facihty possible for inspection, so that a visiting inspector's time

and temper shall be saved. This consideration must always tend

to better feeling between parties, and all goes to establish a good

reputation.

There is no more than reasonable business courtesy in attending

also to the personal convenience of customer's representatives while

at the works, as, for instance, providing luncheons when such a

course does not seem an attempt to put the visiting Inspector under

an obligation.

Sales Order
Routine.

Where warehouse stock is held, the Sales Orders will be susceptible

to being filled from stock without the intervention of Drawing

Office or Works.

There will be other cases where the order may be liUed by sHght

modification of stock product.

Oftentimes sales will be effected of standard product that may
in some cases be kept regularly in stock, and in other cases be made

only to meet specific sales orders. In the latter case the production
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may vers* well bo carnotl out under the Sales Order Number, ratlitr Sales Order
1" 1.1 1- r 1 1 •!>. r Routine.
than make the isolated items tor stoek under a Stock .Manuiacturmg

Order.

As to the case of a customer's order covering a range of products,

some in the categoiy of warehouse stock and some of a special

character, it may be better to issue separate Sales Orders for the

different lines, insuring the necessary cross-reference by giving the

despatch instructions on one order only and connecting the other

thereto.

In issuing the Sales Orders delays may be avoided if no dis-

crimination is attempted in the first instance, as to whether the

goods will come from stock or be specially made.

If discrimination is to be made, the Estimator will be perhaps

the best qualified to exercise it, and it simplifies the routine greatly

if he issues the Sales Orders.

Whether it is expedient to have more than one series of Sales

Orders or not, those that have to be treated as Production Orders,

in that the product required has to be specially made, need to be

issued accordingly to the Works Manager, Drawing Office, Pro-

duction Office, and Inspector at least. As this is likely to entail

retyping, a separate production order series may be adopted with

its own sequence of numbers, if that is preferred to using a broken

range of sales order numbers.

The fewer necessities for cross-reference the better, and the

argument is rather in favour of one series only of sales orders, and

for sales order references to be applied to production orders as

required.

It is obviously important that there shall be no confusion as to

how orders are to be filled. A suitable routine will be to issue a

complete set of all Sales Orders to the Warehouse—and also to the

General Office for invoice reference—and to also supply the Ware-

house with a copy of all Production Orders issued to the Works,

whether under the Sales Order reference or other reference. They

could enter on their copy of the Sales Orders the date of the Produc-

tion Order, thus making plain the items supposed to come from

Warehouse stock. These Production Orders could then be passed

over to the Works Accounts Office for their reference.

It might be more convenient for the Works Office to issue

Production Orders rather than the Estimator, but the problem

of specifying delivery' due dates favours the responsibility being

put on the Estimator as to filling in these particulars on the Pro-

duction Orders. The responsibility of the Works Office is to

arrange matters so that the Works shall live u]i to these delivery

requirements.
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Routin?'^^^
So far as Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders are concerned, the

routine matters discussed for Sales Orders apply quite fully except,

perhaps, as to stock control. For spare parts and the like, the

method of stock control as discussed under materials may apply

more conveniently than having separate Warehouse Stock Control

Slips for each Stock Manufacturing Order for spare parts.

The remarks as to progressive numbers can hardly apply to

spare parts.

It may be especially important to have Test Certificates before

releasing repair jobs.

In the case of Cash Sales, which figure in some businesses, the Cash
Sale Receipt can be designed for filling in all the details as would
be given on a Sales Order. An extra carbon copy of this receipt

can then serve in lieu of a Sales Order.

Incidentally, if the goods are sent off the day the cash is received,

there will be no occasion for an advice of despatch, the Cash Sale

Receipt serving this function if endorsed
—

" Despatched per
"

Where counter sales are made, the warehouse, or department

effecting the sales, comes under the Shops Act.

-*' Extracts from the Shops Act, igi2.

On at least one week day in each week a shop assistant sliall not be employed about the
business of a shop after half-past one o'clock in the afternoon.

Every shop shall, save as otherwise provided by this Act, be closed for the serving of
customers not later than one o'clock in the afternoon on one week day in every week.

Warehouse
Orders.

The Warehouse will frequently have occasion to request work
to be done by other departments, and even where the making of

packing cases, for instance, is done within the Warehouse, formal

instructions should be issued each time.

These requests and instructions may be issued by the warehouse-

man on his own authority—acting always under an official Sales

Order—and may be designated Warehouse Sub-Orders.

They can be made to cover minor modifications of warehouse

stock necessary for filling Sales Orders and for making packing

cases as already mentioned.

Efficiency in this direction can hardly be effected without indi-

vidual orders, against which material and time can be booked.

A further development of Warehouse Sub-Orders will be to make
them cover demands by the Warehouse from the General Stores

as to stock material, most frequently standard fittings, called for

under a Sales Sundries Order. The Warehouse Sub-Order as lodged

at the General Stores can also serve all the purposes of a Goods
Issue Voucher.

Similarly, in the case of spare parts required to be specially made
by the Works, the Warehouse Sub-Order can be issued to the Works
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Office, who, after ananging as to luatt-rial (probably iioiu reserve wareiiouae
Ordom

stock), may pass the order on to the Work Depot, accompanied by

a Goods Issue V'ouclier for the rough material.

The Works Office may override a Warehouse Order by mark-

ing; it as to its being met from a Stock Manufacturing Order

in hand at the time, or tliey may issue such an order sufticicnt to

more than meet tlie moment's requirements.

It \Nill Ix' desirable for the Warehouse Sub-Ordci"s to have a coupon

attached, that is a perforated portion, that will Ix" filled in as to

expected delivery—quoting Stock Manufacturing Order concerned

when necessary—and returned by the Works Office to the

Warehouse. The Warehouse will mark these expected deliveries

on the Sales Order concerned, and tile the coupon in sequence of

delivery dates so as to follow same up methodically by enquiiy

at the Work Depot. Customers' protestations may conceivably

necessitate varying the sequence in which orders shoidd be met

and this must be arranged for.

The cost accounting routine will necessitate a carbon copy of

each Warehouse Sub-Order being sent by the Warehouse to the

Works Accounts Office.

Apart from the routine of getting packing cases or other packages Packages,

made, there will be questions as to the charge to be made to the

customer. This may be said to be a matter of financial accounting,

but it may be taken as desirable practice for the Warehouse to fix

the price of packing cases. It may be well enough to work to a

scale per square foot of area, varied according to the style of case

and thickness of timber, or alternatively the costs may be taken out.

This detail costing will be made possible by the Warehouse, and with

a minimum delay, if entries of all material and labour spent are made
on the back of the respective Warehouse Sub-Orders.

The value of each package sent with goods should be filled in

on the Advice of Despatch by the warehouse. This leaves the

General Office to charge or not as they may deem advisable.

Some customers will decline to pay for packages, and this in-

volves arranging for the return of packages to be followed up, as it

becomes veiy difficult to recover the value of a package that has been

away a long time. Not only that, but the later traffic in cases

confuses the records, and any serious attempt to clear up old package

items is likely to be tedious and to be resented by the customers.

The remedy lies in keeping track of all packages and not letting

them lie unheeded at the customer's works.

The first difficulty, and, perhaps, the only difficulty, is that of

identification, and to this end eveiy package should be numbered.
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Packages.

5-"4.

Package Tracing Cards in sequence of numbers will be a sufficient

register.

The package number should be taken up before issuing the Ware-

house Sub-Order for making it, and this number should be branded,

if a timber package, or painted on the package as part of the process

of making.

The package numbers will appear on the Advice of Despatch and

on the Acknowledgment of Goods Received or Credit Note when the

package is returned. The system of acknowledging goods received,

as mentioned elsewhere, is intended to deal with receipts other than

purchased goods, and will mainly deal with receipts from customers.

By means of a suitable endorsement such as

" this form constitutes a credit note of the value indicated
"

the acknowledgment can, in the case of packages, obviate the

necessity of a further credit note. For the Warehouse to fill in the

value should mean no more than a reference to the Packing Tracing

Card under the respective package number.

Enquiries as to the return of outstanding packages should be

made through the General Office, who will discriminate as to the

necessity or use of applying for their return. The list supplied by

the Warehouse for this purpose, say, at the end of every fortnight,

as to packages despatched in the preceding fortnight, will be marked

accordingly and sent back to the Warehouse and the remarks noted

on the Package Tracing Card. The cards referring to packages

which are not likely to be returned by the customer, can be trans-

ferred to a " dead " cabinet.

Final Records. The necessity of final records as to finished weights or final fitting

up of any goods prior to despatch, will depend on the natvu^e of the

business in part, and, as to the final fitting up, mainly on whether the

erection is done to drawings or to written instructions or specifications.

Usually a specification should be sufficient record, more especially if

the Inspection Certificate quotes the specification adhered to.

The advantage, or rather necessity, of taking final records of

products hinges on how far product is erected according to unwritten

shop practice—certain brief descriptions being sufficient instructions

to the shops, but not constituting adequate record after a lapse of

time, or at any time, in the hands of new comers.

The point is only made here as a reminder that it may be more

expedient to pick up the loose ends of the product history by develop-

ing the Warehouse work accordingly, rather than wait for the Draw-

ing Office to become masters of the situation as to precisely how

different customers' or different countries' established requirements

are met.
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Recording linished weights is a fairly simple proposition, but Final Records,

rt'cording final fitting up may eall for the services of a technic al s'""-

man.

The greatest value of this arrangement, although, ])erhaps, not

within Warehouse jurisdiction, may lie in recording the alterations

in fitting up or general arrangement consequent on repairs being

carried out.

The Drawing Office will Ix' the most concerned with all this work,

and might supply the man to do it. This representative may be the

one to carry the resjionsibility of checking goods against sales orders

and specifications before allowing their despatch.

It is likely to be of much value if a daily notification of orders

completed is sent to the Works Office and Works Accounts Office

with a view to closing up all records promptly.

There remains now, for discussion, the routine of despatching Despatch

goods.
'^°"^^°^-

The first point is as to making out a contents list for each package
of the items included. This is a very desirable course and has an
important function in making for correctness in consignment and the

substantiation of claims, whether from the customer as to short

delivery or against the carriers as to missing goods.

When a Packing Slip or Contents List is made out it should be, of 5-"-2

course, sent with the package either under the label or tacked on,

or in an envelope label.

Some firms send with their goods plainly worded notices after

the following style :

W. BL.\XK A CO.. KFFICIENCY WKS., M.AIN RO.\l), LONDON.
These goods were checked by Inspector, ami therefore known to contain all that the Packing

Slij) calls for.

rXP.\CK WITH C.AHE.

Most apparent .shortages arise from (ioo<is being left in Packages or thrown out with the
Packing. Your own exi)erience will confirm this.

Package No. Dat« Inspector

The extra clerical work suggested by the use of Packing Slip is

very largely offset by allowing a very brief description in the Advice 5-U3.

of Despatch.

When machinery details are not in question there will probablv

be less advantage in using Packing Slips, as all the information can

be given on the Advice of Despatch

In the matter of the .Advice of Despatch, its most important

function is in relation to the General Office for invoicing pur-

poses, though this requirement can be met, if inconveniently

so, by a Despatch Book passed between the Warehouse and

Financial Department on alternate days (that is. one lx)ok for Mon-
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Despatch
Routine.

days, Wednesdays and Fridays, and another for Tuesdays, Thurs-

days and Saturdays). This arrangement, cripples the work in

both departments, and does not allow the despatches to be invoiced

so quickly. The quickest way is to make the invoice out in

blank as a carbon copy of the advice.

The customer is entitled to an Advice of Despatch, and this copy

should go by post, in case the goods are delayed in transit, and to

inform the customer at his office, as distinct from the goods arriving

at his works. Sometimes the invoice is the only advice.

It is desirable to have each advice state whether final consignment

or only part, and if part, whether first part or later. A separate

advice should be used for each Sales Order concerned.

The commission charged by shipping agents for arranging ship-

ments, and making out bills of lading, are based on the number of

shipping tons, plus all dock dues and such charges. The usual

course is to employ shipping agents to arrange all details of ship-

ments.

Under the Bills of Lading, shipping companies disclaim liability

as to non-delivery or damage arising under almost every possible

head, as will be appreciated by examining any ordinary Bill of

Lading.

As bearing on the question of marine insurance, as insurance of

shipping freights is termed, one or two definitions are necessary of

the risks that are insured against. These risks, when they mate-

riahse, are termed averages, in maritime law.

General Average is the sum falling to be paid by the owners of

ship and cargo, in proportion to their several interests, to make

good any loss or expense intentionally incurred for the general safety

of the ships and cargo, e.g. throwing goods overboard, port

dues in cases of distress, damage caused in putting out fire on

board, etc.

Particular Average has reference to loss or damage to the particular

property of any owner of goods, apart from general average, and has,

therefore, to be borne by the said owner.

Policies of marine insurance are invariably effected with under-

writers at Lloyds, through insurance brokers or shipping agents.

In putting the value on goods for insurance purposes, it is impor-

tant to include freight, insurance and other charges, as well as a

percentage to cover interest on outlay in the event of a total loss,

otherwise, in the event of loss, the invoice cost alone could be

recovered from Underwriters.

In regard to weight or measurement the rule for oversea freight

charges is as follows :

" When a package measures more than it weighs, freight shall
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Ix' charKccl by ineasuivnient, and when a packairc wciulis Despatch^
,

I h b Routine,
more than it measures freight shall be charged by weight."

A ton by measurement is taken as forty cubic feet, while a ton by

weight is twenty hundredweight.

Incidentally a useful legend lor jiosting in the export packing

room is as follows :
" Every inch you save in packing space saves

three to four shillings in freight." This will be true in enough cases

to justify the notice and must stimulate attention.

In the case of goods sent by rail, a Consignment Note will have to Goods by Rail,

be made out and it will be desirable for the sender to use a printed

fonu of his own, clear of all qualifying clauses on the part of the

railway company.

There does not appear to be any authority under which railway

companies can compel traders to adopt the Railway Company's

Consignment Notes, except in the case of explosives and other

dangerous traffic. A Consignment Note, when signed, makes a

binding contract between the Carrier and the Trader.

The description of goods given on the consignment note should

be stated in the terms that will secure the most favourable rating

for the goods in question.

To this end it is necessary to consult the " Classification of Mer-

chandise " issued periodically by the Railway Clearing House.

In the matter of rates, these vary according to the amount of risk

carried by the sender.

Where a rate at owner's risk is provided, the prescribed form of

Risk Note must be signed by the consignor to entitle him to that

rate, otherwise the ordinary rate is charged.

Signing a risk rate does not free the Railway Companies from

responsibility where the loss or damage is due to any negligence

on the part of their servants.

The railway companies are bound to keep rate books at their

stations which shall be open to inspection, and this fact has been

taken advantage of by certain publishing firms to extract all these

rates and publish them in book form.

The great value of these books lies in the information as to all

special rates in force from or to any particular stations. No in-

dividual trader could very well collect this information even for his

known needs without much trouble, and there is always the liability

of new needs arising.

The Railway Clearing House classification is usually included

in the rate books together with important notes on the various

practices of railway companies in relation to goods traffic by mer-

chandise and passenger trains.
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Goods by Rail. ()nc sucli publication gives the following useful notes in its 1913
edition :

Notes for persons checking Railway accounts and charges.

1st. .See that the entries .thowii on accouut are correct, and that the charges are payable
by you. also that the amounts are correctly cast.

2nd. Refer to the exceptional rates and ascertain if the particular goods are provided for
by special rates ; if not consult the classification for the required traffic and apply the Class
Kate applicable.

3rd. If your traffic is constant, and in large quantities between your station and some other
point, you are entitled to ask the Railways interested to provide an exceptional rate for the
traffic, if not already in force.

4th. In view of the amalgamations now taking place, it is well to remember that one of
the purposes of Section II. Act 1873, is to prevent rates being raised as a consequence of
amalgamation. Rates cannot be raised unless necessary to secure a fair return on the traffic.
Also that the Railway Commissioners have power to order that no higher charge .shall be made
in respect of merchandise carried over a less distance than is charged for like merchandise over
a longer distance, on the .same line of railway.

5th. Where rates to small villages are not shown, the rates to the nearest town will be
sufficient guide.

6th. li" in doubt, consult the publishers.

The all round advance in railway rates must bring home to eveiy

trader the importance of checking his railway accounts veiy closely.

Efforts are being made to establish a proper arbitration board

for traders on the vexed question of railway charges.

Overcharges are liable to occur as to rates charged, as to weight

charged for and as to " paid on " charges. " Paid on " charges arise

through the absence of a through rate, when goods travel over more

than one company's lines, and represent the charges payable or

estimated to be payable, between the companies when the goods are

transferred. Application should be made in such cases for a through

rate to be arranged, and any excess charges should be claimed for.

It is quite important to have a ledger account with the various

railway companies, so as to allow time for properly checking the

charges.

In the matter of claims it must be borne in mind that the party

who pays the carriage is employing the railway company as carriers,

and he it is who must make a claim in the event of damage or non-

delivery.

These claims should be definitely embodied as a statement of

account against the railway company and payment looked after

accordingly, rather than left in the form of correspondence only.

It is of first importance for substantiating claims for damages

and shortages that a clear signature shall not have been given,

and this should be imposed on the consignee—either on the Advice

of Despatch or on the address label, or may be on both, requesting

him to sign as " Unexamined."

Valuable assistance in negotiating with railway companies as

to rates may be obtained through the medium of such bodies as

the Machinery Users Association and Mansion House Association

on Railway and Canal Traffic. Some Chambers of Commerce also

provide this class of service to members.
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It will be wvU to investigate very fully the ^a\iiii; tu be effected Delivery by
"^

•
.

•

.
Works

bv nuikint( ckliveries by a works vehicle, eitliei to customers or vehicle

to railway stations. In the latter case a rebate could Ix^ claimed

each month, except when goods are consigned " Station to Station
"

(S. to S.) rate. Delivery requirements at the consignee's end may
mean despatching under "Collection and Delivery" (C. and D.)

rates, and it is the collection that may be undertaken by the works

vehicle instead of the railway company doing it. Rebate needs

to be claimed accordingly each month. Signatures in this event

arc obtained at the station on the Warehouse copy of the Consign-

ment Note previously mentioned.

In case of goods received from suppliers, rebates may be earned

by carting from the station to the home works.

The cartage rates for London within a specified boundary, as

adopted by the railway companies, vary from 3s. 4d. to 6s. 8d. per

ton for general traffic, consigned under " S to S " rates.

Drawbacks or rebates allowed for cartage in the case of " C and

D " traffic when same is not performed by the railway company

range from is. gd. to 6s. 8d. per ton.

When goods are delivered by a works vehicle, the routine as to

Advice of Despatch requires to be such that the signature as to

receipt be obtained by the carter on delivery. As this will be away

from the ^^arehouse, the signature cannot be given very well on

the fast copies in the Advice of Despatch Book as retained by the

Warehouse. A common alternative is to have a carter's book in

which the necessary detail of each delivery are written out again.





SECTION IV

WORKS ACCOUNTS
Accounts titles in italics refer to financial accounts.

Functions of Works Accounts. section iv a

Tin-: point of view taken with regard to the Works Accounts is Deflnition of

that they shall deal with every item of expenditure, entering into AccSmts.

the cost of producing and delivering all goods sold or intended to

be sold.

This definition might be amplified by reference to the fact that

plant expenditure and its influence on the cost of production comes
within the scope of Works Accounts.

The cost of production is the essential object to be attained by
any system of Works Accounts, but it is doubtful if the use of the

term " Cost Accounts " or " Cost Keeping " conveys the whole
meaning. Such an expression, while it may be given a very wide
or \Qxy narrow meaning, certainly impHes to the commercial man

—

and a Company Director is usually a commercial man—that the

object of keeping Cost Accounts is purely to find out the prime
costs of production. Unfortunately, these prime costs, to his mind,

often mean merely the direct material and direct wages costs, and
the question of indirect costs only interests him as requiring some
mental provision when fixing a selling price. He recognises well

enough that the indirect costs or works expenses must be met,

but if the " blend " of business comes out right, he does not mind
on what work or classes of work these expenses are recovered.

When the blend docs not come out right, then, of course, the Works
Manager has to explain.

This reliance on the " blend " is well enough from a men liant's

p)oint of view, for the merchant has only commercial ex{x>nses to

provide for, and if he averages these on his turnover he is not un-

qualified to know fairly well what business pays him well and what
does not. Of course different lines of business may involve differing

expenses to obtain, but a shrewd man can tell his margin of profit

near enough for all practical purposes, because he knows what the

goods will cost him, and has only to discriminate in regard to his
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commercial expenses. In the engineering trades these might,

perhaps, be averaged at ten per cent, on the turnover.

If our manufacturing director knows what the goods cost him,

as the merchant knows, then his business acumen can be tinisted

to tell him what work will pay him and what will not.

This separation of commercial expenses from works expenses

will be found to have a far-reaching effect in the control of both.

There are works to-day in this country which are overburdened

with commercial expenses, and separating out the expenses should

result in a broader view of what constitutes manufacturing efficiency.

It is symptomatic of the view-point of many directors that the

salaries of responsible works officials average much less than

those of responsible commercial officials.

It is not hereby suggested that all these things have happened

because Cost Accounts are not—or are not called—\A'orks Accounts,

but the discussion will serve to bring out the essential importance

of Works Accounts being really comprehensive of all the costs of

production. It is a matter of convenience usually to include in the

Works Accounts the cost of delivery of goods, as no principle is

violated, seeing that such costs are almost entirely individual to the

respective sales, and can be allocated with precision.

Another aspect of Works Accounts, and possibly one that is as

valuable as their use for obtaining the costs of production for com-

mercial purposes, is their use for administrative purposes. This

use also suggests the use of the broader term, if only that the term

Cost Accounts does not bring out the responsibilities attaching to

the works relative to ^^'orks Additions, Developments and Experi-

ments, Cost of remedying faulty work under guarantee. Usefulness

of Stock, Valuation of Plant, and indeed every matter pertaining

to the Works that figures in any sort of account.

Costing a
matter of
Approxima-
tion.

The art of costing is essentially one of close approximations rather

than the collection of absolute facts. Perhaps material purchase

costs will seem 'absolute enough, but when the material is issued

in detail to the shops, there will be a proportion of material wasted,

and quite often unavoidable errors in allocation as to quantity or

price. With proper organisation there will be small scope for waste,

but there will even then be some margin of material issued that

does not go into the article produced. Further, taking the swarf,

or turnings and drillings—in the case of iron and steel their value

is so small that to ignore that value does not make much difference

to the true material cost, but when gun-metal or other expensive

alloys are in question, then the value of the swarfmay be substantial.

\\ith some classes of work, such as ships' repairs, the value allowed
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in tlic estimate lor the swarf recovered may make all the difference costing a

in obtaining orders. K^xkim-
However precisely the net cjuantities of materials are obtained

*^°°"

there will be a call for judgment in the prices to be charged in the

costs. There will be the actual purchase cost when the origin of

the material is known, there will be the average purchase cost of

material from stock, and the current market price of the material

in question to choose from. None of these prices stands unquestion-

ably as the tiTie cost in the academic sense of the word true, but

anyone may be held to be the correct cost, or a sufficiently close

approximation for all practical purposes.

Turning to wages costs, until men become absolutely automatic

machines and administration is perfected in the last degree, there

can be no guarantee of the absolute accuracy of the time charged

to a given job.

Some administrations place unwarranted faith in the infallibility

of a time recorder stamping, because the men are supposed to clock
" OFF " at the moment of tinishing one job, and to clock " on " at

the moment of commencing another job. What happens in practice

is that the man clocks " off " the finished job just when and not

until he is ready to clock " ON " his new job. This is sometimes

taken as implying accuracy in time recording, whereas such accuracy

as it does possess is an accuracy in time allocation considered merely

from an accounting point of view. Those systems that provide

for the time lost between jobs being charged up to a special account

neglect the human nature of most foremen.

A costing system by itself cannot prevent all waste of time, and
waste prevention is the special function of administration. Any
waste time that is included in the direct wages costs ob\nously

detracts from the accuracy of the cost records, and leaves them
as an approximation to the truth, just as near or as far as that

particular aspect of the administration is efficient or inefficient.

The wasted time and errors in booking time that may be cloaked

by a mechanical time recording system are usually far less than

when Time Recorders are not used, though efficiency in this respect

is not inseparably bound up with clocking methods.

As to strict accuracy in the allocation of Works Expenses this is

obviously impossible, but it is in this field that so much return

is yielded by a scientific investigation of the approximately true

incidence of expense.

If the Works Accounts are to reflect faithfully the full stewardship Responsi-

of the Works Manager, the point will arise as to his responsibility WorL"*^

for their correct preparation. There is little doubt that it is quite
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desirable that the Works Manager should be responsible for the

works accounts. At the same time, qualifications of this character

are not usually acquired by works managers. In ordinary circum-

stances the ofiicial in charge of the Works Accounts Office, who may

be termed the Works Accountant, should be directly responsible

to the Financial Manager (to use the term adopted in Section II a

—

Staff Organisation).

The Works Accountant should be a tjrpe of man able to co-operate

with the Works Manager, and all important matters of works organi-

sation necessary for achieving their mutual purpose should be

agreed with the General Manager.

Co-operation means in this instance the mutual recognition that

both are seeking for the truth all the time, however unpleasant

the facts may prove to be. The Works Manager may not look

upon the Works Accounts as figures apart from himself, nor ought

the Works Accountant, by a narrow-minded view, to deceive himself

and Hmit his own usefulness, by holding the theory that the Works

Accounting system, in collecting the figures, will at the same time,

make plain all the truth. He needs all the help the Works Manager

can give him and perhaps much more, if he is to present by his

accounts a really intelligent perspective of the Works' activities

and efficiency.

When the Cost Department as ordinarily constituted is, as it

frequently is, an integral part of the Financial Department, the

co-operation between the Chief Cost Clerk (as he is probably called)

and the Works Manager is unlikely to be very effective.

Without dilating much further on this subject, it may be mentioned

that the successful co-operation of Works Manager and Works

Accountant depends on the training of each. The Works Manager

ought to have had at least sufficient experience in estimating and

rate-fixing, to understand the difficulties of Works Accounts, and

the Works Accountant ought to have had some shop and drawing

office training before specialising in accountancy. The Works

Accountant's functions can then be extended to assist the Works

Manager in the routine organisation and the clerical work of the

factory. This deeper knowledge and wider sphere of usefulness would

make him the more valuable as a member of Works Committees.

Works
Accounts and
Works
EfiQciency.

The line taken in this book with regard to Works Accounts makes

it misleading to consider the staff as existing for costing purposes

only, and therefore it is suggested that the expense of same should

be included under Works Management and Administration. It

serves no good purpose to allow the impression to be formed that the

expense of keeping the Works Accounts is one that can properly
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be criticised apart from tlic otlier administrative and clerical ex- Works

pcnses of the Works. It is very desirable too that exjK'nses of works

this character should be compared with the gross works profit, ^^

^'^^^y-

because that is the criterion of the Works success, and if an increase

in administrative exi)enses can be shewn to bring about an increase

in works profit, it is possible that the ordinary commercially tiained

Director may then see that expenditure to obtain efficient administra-

tion pays. He is, however, more likely to consider that the credit

for increased profits is due to the handling of the commercial side

of the business or to trade conditions, and he is hkely to be partly

right, for slackness of trade, impossible contracts, or a vacillating

selling policy will quickly drown all account evidence of works
efficiency. This means that the Works Manager's self-interest in

the commercial efticiency of a business is very real if he has any
ambition for the works efficiency to become evident.

The Works Manager must bear in mind that in striving to achieve

works efftciency, he must at the same time have the tact and patience

necessary to bring the desirability of his aims home to the Directors

so as to ensure their good-will. A proper system of Works Accounts

will help his cause under all conditions, though some conditions are

very discouraging.

Works Accounts, however admirable, are not sjTionymous with

works efficiency, but they can be and ought to be landmarks to

guide the traveller who knows their true meaning.

It is a primary necessity of a satisfactory system of Works Accounts Financial

that there shall be entire agreement with the financial accounts. quiremen^s."

From the point of view of the financial accounts the matter is

one of expenditure by and on behalf of the Works, of which the

Works Accounts Office must render a full return dissected to meet
the requirements of the financial accounts.

These requirements are regulated mainly by the accepted standards

adopted by auditors and approved by the commercial community.
There is none the less room for considerable divergence of treat-

ment even within these limits, and therefore it is imperative to

give consideration to the particular system of financial accounts

in use before the Works Accounts are tackled in any scheme of

reorganisation. It is this aspect of the case that explains why
costing systems are more commonly organised from the accountancy
point of view than from the administrative one.

The importance of an indejx-ndent discussion of financial accounts

that would narrow down the lines of communication between the

works accounts and the financial accounts, to their mutual " imder-

standabihty " and elasticity, has made the author seek a collaborator
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who was able to deal with the Financial Accounts section of this

work from the point of view of actual commercial experience.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to point out that the treatment

of Financial Accounts in Section VI. is in strict conformity with

the best canons of English Accountancy, and the system of Works

Accounts to be described has been devised so as to be adequately

controlled by the Financial Accounts—a consideration which is

apt to be overlooked by Works Managers whose interests are centred

in production efficiency, and therefore aim to have their costing

methods serve that end, rather than to facihtate accountancy effici-

ency. It is intended to show how the requirements of both parties

can be met, which may help to strengthen the hand of those managers

who find some established system of accounts to be a stumbling

block in the path of progress.

Works
Account
Periods.

The determination of the periods that shall be used in the Works

Accounts is one to be made in accordance with the use to which the

accounts will be put.

For Works Accounts purposes the advantage of a common period

of account is well recognised, and the only difficulties lie in maintain-

ing agreement with the financial accounts at periods short of the full

3/ear, when special adjustments have to be made in any case.

It is quite usual in works accounts for the wages accounts to be

kept in periods corresponding with the wages payments, that is, by

weeks, and for the material accounts to be kept in accordance with

purchase accounts, that is, by calendar months. This is the line

of least resistance, but the supreme objection is that the use of

Works Accounts for administrative purposes then becomes very

limited indeed.

To allow full scope in the application of Works Accounts, a common

period for each division. Materials, Disbursements, and Wages, is

essential.

\\Tiere the principle of a common period for Works Accounts is

accepted, it is not unusual to adopt two periods of four weeks and

one of five weeks, thus at each quarter end agreeing with the calendar.

To adopt a uniform " month " of four weeks means losing touch

with the calendar all the 3^ear round, whereas to adopt a fortnight

as the Works Account period ensures synchronising with the calen-

dar at the half-year when it is highly important to prepare an

approximate Profit and Loss Account for the six months.

The fortnightly period gives the requisite uniformity for purposes

of comparison, and while the period is short for some comparisons,

still it is quite long enough for the adequate control of expenses.

The more important comparisons, or surveys, as they may be called,
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while they niav be made up each fortiiitrlit, derive their value by Works
J -^ '

.

^ Account
what they disclose as to the net position to date, coupled with the Perioda.

tendency at the moment as indicated by comparison of the latest

fortnight's return with ])receding ones.

Apart from administrative uses of the Works Accounts, the shorter

the account period the easier it is to agree the Cost Allocation

Accounts. This consideration is a vital one, and costing systems

that do not provide for a strict agreement between expenditure and

allocation are unrcUable. They may be better than no system at all,

because conscientious cost clerks can be found, and in such hands

some useful figures may be obtained, even though it be impossible

to verify the figures with any exactitude.

Ob\iously a Works Accounts system that is to agree with the

Financial Accounts, which are subject to such complete auditing,

should prove its accuracy as it goes along. From this point of

view a fortnight is a very satisfactory period.

The most serious objection that can be urged against fortnightly

agreement of the Works Accounts is the trouble and expense of

tabulating the figures for obtaining the necessary totals, and in the

very tabulation of which more errors may be introduced than exist

in the accounts themselves.

Fortunately, invention and enterprise, more particularly American,

have furnished us with machinery by which all the brain fag and

eye-strain of tabulating is practically eliminated, so that errors from

that source are infinitesimal, and a pull of a lever or turn of a handle,

or mere inspection gives us our total. All this is done so much more

rapidly than the fastest bookkeeper could write down and then tot

up, that to ignore these facilities in devising a system of accounts

would be just as reasonable as discussing correspondence methods

and ignoring the perfection of typewriters.

We are all past the day of questioning the profitableness of the

typewriter—the machine, not the operator—but the initial cost of

adding or calculating machines of the kind that really influences the

whole bookkeeping routine, is prohibitive to many. The deep-

rooted objection to these machines amongst the rank and file of

office staffs is due to the fear of unemployment for some of them as

the result of its introduction. If, however, the view-point were

taken by employers and employed that such machinery as is under

consideration should not be used to reduce staff so much as to

increase the general efficiency of the business, as the outcome of

the Management having prompter and more instructive figures, then

the necessary spirit of co-operation may be evolved that will allow

the unfettered development of administrative efficiency. The success

of the business is the primary essential to the welfare of the staff.
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There may be a distinct gain in some businesses if the calculating

work is concentrated in one office similarly to correspondence,

without precluding the use of a machine in, say, the Drawing Office

itself. There is a bureau which undertakes calculations of all

kinds by contract, a service of obvious value in such work as stock-

taking.

Section IVb Works Expenditure Account.

Outline of
Works
Expenditure
Account.

Works expenditure has reference to the whole expenditure con-

trolled by the Works and dealt with through the Works Accounts.

The works expenditure totals have to be duly accounted for by

various periodical reports from the Works Accounts Office to the

Financial Department.*

These reports require to be three in number, viz. :

Works Cost Allocation Abstract.
Works Products Abstract.
Works Accounts Annual Abstract.

It will be understood that these reports are all Works Account

Abstracts, and present the net result of the whole range of those

accounts. This arrangement constitutes a complete interlocking of

the Works Accounts with the Financial Accounts. The scope and

character of these abstracts are the subject of a concluding section

on Works Accounts, when their purport should be fully appreciated.

It is necessary to keep in mind that the Works Expenditure Account

comprises virtually a register of the items to be accounted for by the

Works Accounts. In that sense they overlap the financial accounts,

but the duplication and amplification will be found to justify itself

fully by providing the Works Accounts Office with a record of expen-

diture that can be expressed or analysed in a form explicitly adapted

to the requirements of the Works Accounts-—a matter of primary

importance in releasing works accounting from the restrictions

inherent in financial accounting if the latter accounts are properly

condensed.

The Works Expenditure Account serves then to transform or

translate the figures of the Financial Accounts as to expenditure to

meet Works accounting requirements.

Works Expenditure falls into two classes having reference to either

goods received or services received.

The first class, " goods received," is synonymous with " Material

"

in the ordinary accounting sense, while the second class, " services

* This description is adopted for purposes of discussion only. The department is likely to
be known as either the General Ofllce, the Counting House, or the Accounts Department.
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received," is conveniently divided unckr the two heads of" Disburse- Outline of
Works

ments " and " Wages." Expenditure

Sometimes no distinction is accorded in the accounts to Disburse-

ments, and they have consequently to be included under the heading

either of Materials or Wages. The deciding factor is usually that

services for which an account is rendered by an outside party are

included under Material and any other under Wages.

By forming a separate division for Disbursements, in both the

Financial and the Works Accounts, more consistency will be given

to the routine generally.

The main advantage, perhaps, is that the Materials routine can

be restricted to actual goods, while the Wages routine can be confined

to men paid through the regular Works wages channels.

It is advocated that Disbursements shall include such items as

Rent, Rates, Taxes, Insurance Premiums, Staff Salaries, Wages of

^^"orkmen employed away from the \\'orks, and Outward Transit

Charges, in addition to the usual petty disbursements.

In the case of staff salaries and weekly standing wages, their

inclusion in Disbursements allows better for the requisite privacy

as to the rates of pay, and, in a lesser degree, as to the allo-

cation of the pay.

There is the further point that salaries usually are paid up to the

end of the week, while the workmen's wages are only paid up to the

preceding Wednesday or Thursday.

With regard to the wages of workmen emplo3-cd away from the

\\'orks, the making up of the Works Wages Book is facilitated by
excluding away time, except, perhaps, for gangs of men sent away
to continue work started virtually in the Works, as for a war-

ship's trial. There will also be some advantage in away time wages

appearing as Disbursements, instead of Wages, in the cost allocation

accounts because there will be no shop charges to be applied.

In the matter of Outward Transit Charges, their inclusion under

Disbursements is quite in line vnth the principle advanced. On the

other hand, the inferred exclusion of Inward Transit Charges appar-

ently contradicts that principle, except that carriage paid on goods

received may be very well held to be part of the purchase price. It

would certainly be inconvenient to separate such charges from the

Material Account, and, if possible, the charges should be allocated

wMh the purchase cost of the goods.

It may be assumed that all original Works Expenditure can be

resolved under the three heads of Materials, Disbursements, and
Wages, and the financial accounts are planned on the theory that

all expenditure by and on behalf of the Works must be accounted

for through the medium of the Works Accounts. There are,
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therefore, three Suspense Accounts in the financial books, called

respectively :

Works Materials Suspense Account.

Works Disbursements Suspense Account.

Works Wages Suspense Account.

The ^^'orks are responsible for exhausting these suspense accounts

by periodical abstracts, as already mentioned.

From the point of view of the financial accounts, stock in hand at

the end of the year is really ]\Iaterials in Suspense that is carried

forward to the next year's accounts for allocation.

In the matter of "Works expenditure that has been allocated to

Works expenses, this allocation is duly reported to the Financial

Department, but, from their point of view, this is only a primary

allocation, and the Works have yet to report the final allocation of

these Works expenses to the various items of product, under their

respective order references.

It is the final allocation that raises such a volume of queries as to

the method of arriving at the proper incidence of the Works ex-

penses. The problem is gone into in some detail under the heading of

Shop Charges—Shop Charges being the term adopted for the actual

allocation of Works expenses to the product.

There will need to be an account in the financial books called

Works Expenses Allocation Account. This account is debited with

the primary allocation of Materials, Disbursements, and Wages
pertaining to Works expenses, and credited with the shop charges

as applied to the various orders, or groups of orders. The basis of

such credits or adjustments will be the Works Cost Allocation

Abstract.

There is another direction in which both a primary and final cost

allocation is necessary for the Financial Accounts, and that is in

connection with Process Product and Manufactured Stock Product.

The case of Process Product is that there is a primary account in

the financial books of the costs allocated to departmental process

costs accounts, and these are called Iron Foundry Account, Brass

Foundry Account, Smithy Account, and so on.

These process accounts are duly credited with the value of the

output of process product, as given in the periodical Works Products

Abstracts. These values are in turn debited to Works Materials Sus-

pense Account. Process products are, therefore, subject to a further

allocation as Materials before the financial accounts can be satisfied.

By these transactions accounts are built up showing whether the

rates applied to the output, under the several accounts, show a

satisfactory state of affairs.
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In the matter of manufactured stock product the accounting outline of

routine follows the same lines as just described for process product. Expenditure... . , . Account.
The correspondmg account necessary m tiic iuuincial books is called

the Stock Manufacturing Account.

Works expenditure totals will be further expanded by two other

classes of receipts, namely, Returns from Customers and Scrap

Recovered from the Shops.

In the matter of Returns from Customers the effect in the financial

books of crediting the customer is to reduce the total Sales. It is

necessary, therefore, that the Sales Orders Account in the financial

books shall be correspondingly adjusted.

Goods returned by customers are additional, or new receipts, from

the Works point of view, and must figure accordingly as such in the

Works Expenditure Account. This is accomplished by the Works

Accounts Office reporting to the Financial Department the works

value of the goods returned, and on the basis of that report, as

incorporated in the Works Products Abstracts, the Sales Orders

Account is credited and the Works Materials Suspense Account

debited.

The Works value may be identical with the original cost, but, on

the other hand, there may not always be any justification for the

Works accepting returned goods at full cost, even when the customer

is credited at the original selling price.

Provision is made in discussing the question of Standing Orders,

for the cost of restoring returned goods to a saleable condition to be

treated as a commercial expense instead of a Works expense. In

this event the Works can properly accept returned goods at their

full cost price.

In the matter of scrap recovered from the shop these also are

additional receipts in that the original material issued to the shops

has been transformed in the processes of production into a new
form, which, on being returned to the Stores has to be recognised

accordingly.

So far as possible credit is passed to the original orders in respect

to the scrap, and the value credited will be the value of the scrap as

accepted into stock.

If the scrap in question had been material still in the same form

and useable for the same purposes as the original material, the

accounting adjustment necessary would be merely to reduce the

current total issues of stock material by the amount returned.

Seeing, however, that the scrap in question is not returned material

in the ordinary' sense, its recognition as a new form of stock involves

its entry as a new item of works expenditure. This routine regular-

ises the treatment of scrap as receipts, in the stock accounts, under
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an appropriate heading, and so obviates cutting across the cost

allocation routine and disturbing the straightforward agreement of

either the cost allocation or the stock accounts.

The value of scrap recovered from the shops is reported to the

Financial Department, being incorporated in the periodical Works

Products Abstracts, and from this report the Works Materials

Suspense Account is debited accordingly. To keep the financial

accoimts in balance, a corresponding credit is passed to the Sales

Orders Account as to the scrap values credited to the original orders

in the Works accounts, and to a Scrap Account as to scrap values

not so credited.

The total amount credited to the Scrap Account is ultimately

transferred to the benefit of the Works Profit and Loss Account.

The elements entering into the Works Expenditure Account may

be tabulated as follows :

Works
Expenditure
Book.

S-I20.

WORKS EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT.

BlATERIALS. Disbursements. Wages.

Purchased Goods.
Inward Transit Charges.
Process Product.
Manufactured Stock Pro-

duct.
Returns from Customers.
Scrap recovered from Shops.
Less
Purchase Credits (Returns, etc.)

Services received.
Staff salaries.

Wages of men employed
away.

Outward Transit Charges.
Petty Disbursements.

Workmen's Time Wages
together with any

Extra Pay (Piecework
Balances or Premiums)
and Special Allowances.

The form in which the Works Expenditure Account can be best

kept is in that of a book to be called the Works Expenditure Book,

with provision for analysing the items on the hues of the Works

accounting system generally.

The majority of the entries will necessarily be derived from

invoices for goods purchased. There will be other invoices or state-

ments received referring to disbursements, which may be termed

Ledger Disbursements, in contradistinction to Petty Disbursements

made through the Petty Cash medium.

The Works Accounts Office will require to be specially advised by

the Financial Department of Petty Disbursements, in the absence

of an invoice or its equivalent, and this can be done on the Cash

Report to Works.

It will occasionally happen that goods are purchased through the

Petty Cash, and such purchases will have to be included on the Cash

Report to Works as Cash Purchases. These will be dealt with, so

far as the Works accounts are concerned, exactly the same as

ordinaiy or ledger purchases.
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Salaries is another item to be incorporated in the Casli K(ix)rt to works
' Expenditure

Works. Booit-

In the matter of wages, as the Works Accounts Office prepare these

figures, they will enter the weekly totals direct into the Works 5-n6.

Expenditure Book, but it will still remain desirable for the amounts

to be included in the Cash Report to Works by way of confirmation.

Other entries in the W^orks Expenditure Book will be necessary

for Process Product, Manufactured Stock Product, Goods Returned 5-1 18.

from Customers, and Scrap Recovered from Shops. -.1,^

In arri\ing at the style of the sheets for the Works Expenditure

Book, it is necessary to embody the main divisions to be carried

through the W^orks accounts.

The di\nsions advocated can be indicated here without anticipating

the discussion given further on in connection with each division.

The group of expenditure elements given above under Materials

will require to be di\-ided under five heads for Works Accounts

purposes, viz. :

Purchases charged direct—being materials appropriated in advance to specific orders.

Process Product charged direct.

General Stock—being materials of a general character passing into stock, of which the

ess.Mitial subdivi.sions are Kaw Materials, Shop Supplies, Hardware.

Component Stock—being components, either loose or assembled, pas.sing into stoclc.

There are five essential subdivisions, viz. Standard Fittings, Rough Components,
Components for Assembling, Spare Components, Complete Product.

Returnable Packages.—Analysis under this head is necessary to facilitate the accounting
in this connection.

Coming to Disbursements, no subdivision is necessary', usually,

for Works account purposes.

With Wages, two subdivisions will be found very convenient,

viz. :

Time Wages. E.xtra Pay and .\llowances.

So far as the Works Expenditure Account is concerned, purchases purchases,

are virtually synonymous with invoices. Once the Purchase Order

is issued the accounting routine is a matter of passing the invoice.

There are a matter of seven stages in the passing of an invoice,

and it will be convenient if a rubber stamp endorsement is applied

to each invoice with provision for these stages to be certified as

follows :

Invoice Ko.
Agreed

with Pur-
chase Order.

Prices
checked.

Calculations
checked.

Goods re-

ceived in
good order.

Noted (or
Works

Accounts.

Paired
for

Ledger.
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Purchases. Some consideration is necessary of these stages.

Invoice Number.

The numbering of invoices is best done when the invoices are completely passed and
ready for entry in the Works Expenditure Book.

The numbers will be allotted by the Works Accounts Office, and there should be no
difliculty in entering the invoice totals in the financial books in numerical sequence. This
will ensure that the Financial Department will receive all invoices accepted by the Works
Accounts Oflice.

The numbers used can very well start at 1 each year, and run on during the course of
the whole year.
The invoice numbers will be entered on the respective Goods Received Kotes concerned.

Agreed with Purchase Order.

This stage is of distinct importance as ensuring the effective regularising of purchases.
In the case of goods ordered by telephone, this procedure will ensure that an official

confirmation order is issued in every case. Some responsibility attaches to the supplier
in this connection, but it is not safe to rely on him pressing the point of obtaining a written
confirmation of a verbal order, whether given by telephone or personally. In the latter
case particularly, when responsible officials give a verbal order for goods, it is hardly
reasonable to put the onus on the supplier of obtaining confirmation. If the routine is

such that an official order has to be made out, although not necessarily posted to the
supplier, before the invoice can be passed, it will greatly help the Management to control
matters.

Prices Checked.

To efficiently check prices means continuous care in the issue of the Purchase Orders.
Each order should state the terms of purchase as clearly as possible.

As a matter of abstract principle prices should be checked by a department that is not
responsible for purchasing.

To apply this theory is not always convenient, and difficulty is sometimes made over
the consequent need of informing the Works Accounts Office, which presumably should
do the checking, of the terms of purchase when there may be reasons for not stating them
on every order.

Whatever authority may be vested in the Buyer it is wholly desirable that the prices
at which he purchases should be subject to a certain amount of independent criticism.

The criticism can only be effective when associated with the power of holding up the
invoice from payment. The Works Manager will be the officer to whom the Works
Accounts Office will submit their price queries.

Extensions and Totals Checked.

No comment is necessary in this connection unless to remark that this checking should
not be done perfunctorily.

The net invoice amounts will require to be entered on the respective Goods Received
Notes, tlius allowing the invoice to go forward to the Financial L»epartment, and for the
Works accounting to be carried out from the Goods Received Notes. The totals of each
invoice are, of course, duly entered in the Works Expenditure Book and analysed under
the following heads

:

Purchases charged direct. General Stock. Component Stock. Returnable Packages.

Goods Received in Good Order.

For the Works Accounts Office to certify as to this stage, it is necessary that they have
a Goods Received Note, duly signed as to quantity and quality of the goods in question.
It is quite important that such a report should be furnished lor every receipt of goods,
and to ensure the maintenance of the routine, the respective Goods Received Note
number is quoted by the Works Accounts Office on each invoice.

Noted for Works Accounts.

This might almost as well be expressed as " Entered in Works Expenditure Book,"
for that is what it amounts to. Once the entry has been made in that book, there can
be no question of ultimate allocation in the Works Accounts.

The actual Works Account references are entered in the Works Expenditure Book and
this meets the requirements of auditors, assuming that proper agreement is effected between
the Works Expenditure Account and the corresponding financial accounts.

Passed for Ledger.

This final stage in the passing of an invoice is carried out by the Financial Department.
It is in effect a passing for payment, but is better expressed in the way indicated to avoid
confusion with the passing of accounts for payment by the Directors.
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In the case of goods sujiplicd on approval, an oflkial Purchase PurchaBos.

Order should be passed, but tiic invoice should not be entered 5-15.

in the Works I-lxpenditure J-Jook until tlu; goods are liu;dly

accepted.

It may be reniaiki'd lure that in\()ices held over for the above or 5-82.

any other reason, and (ioods Received Notes awaiting invoices, can

be advantageously held in what is sometimes called a ready sorter,

consisting of a number of stout cardboard leaves in book form,

lettered alphabetically. This device is a considerable time-saver in

connection with the passing of invoices. From its contents, at any

time, it will be easy to ascertain details of invoices received but not

passed, and of goods received but not invoiced—a vital point at

the end of the year.

It will save much time and benefit the accounts generall}' if the

Works Accounts OiTice prepare early each month a statement

showing the invoices held up and the reason for same, and a further

statement detailing the goods received for which invoices are not

to hand. The latter statement may be advisably anticipated by

the Works Accounts Office sending out postcards for invoices not

to hand as this becomes apparent by looking through the waiting

Goods Received Notes—say weekly.

In the case of goods received on loan, a carbon copy of the Acknow- 5-^3-

ledgment of Goods Received Form will be a more distinctive

medium than a Goods Received Note, though otherwise treated

the same.

Reference may be made in passing to the relation of cash discounts

to the Works accounts.

Cash discounts allowed by suppUers pertain to the fmancial

accounts and are outside the range of W^orks accounts, or even of

the Works Pro/it and Loss Account in the financial books—falling in

to the general or final Profit and Loss Account, together with cash

discounts allowed to customers.

Any discount outside the strict definition of cash discount is to

be treated as a trade discount and deducted from the invoices

concerned, or possibly as a separate purchase credit, such as may
occur, when special discounts or rebates are allowed according to

the volume of business in a given period.

It is almost unnecessary to mention that the Works Accounts

Office must be instructed as to invoices that have to be passed to

the Financial Department within a specially short period to obtain

an extra cash discount, or to prevent interest being charged if not

paid by a specified date.

Wlien an invoice has to be passed for this reason without a com-

plete Goods Received Note being obtainable from the Works

—
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Purchases. complete, that is, as to inspection, for in all else the report should

be in proper order—the invoice should be endorsed plainly by
rubber stamp " Passed without inspection," and a note made
accordingly against the particular entry in the Works Expenditure

Book. The Works Accounts Office will be responsible for seeing

5-98- that this memorandum is duly satisfied by a Viewing Report

from the \Vorks.

Where the rule is general to pay accounts within a few days of

date of invoice to obtain an extra cash discount, the General Stores

should not detain Goods Received Notes, pending detail inspection

of the goods, if this cannot be effected within, say, twenty-four

hours. In that case the Goods Received Note should be sent, not

later than the day following receipt of goods, to the Works Accounts

Office boldly endorsed " Viewing Report to follow." The Works
Accounts Office can use their discretion as to passing on the respective

invoices at once to the Financial Department duly marked as already

suggested.

When goods are bought for cash, instead of through a ledger

account, no difference should result in the works accounting

routine beyond the fact that the entry in the Works Expendi-

5-120. ture Book would be derived from a Cash Report to Works, as

furnished fortnightly by the General Office, instead of from an

invoice.

A point might be made as to the disadvantage of cash purchases,

so far as the General Stores routine is concerned, in that no Purchase

Order is created and the routine as to the Goods Received Note

is incomplete and sometimes confusing, having to be made good by

the Cash Report to Works. This, of course, is particularly likely

to be the case if purchases from any supplier are sometimes for cash

and sometimes for ledger account. This state of affairs is apt to

occur with purchases from local tradesmen and is to be avoided.

There will probably be an economy effected in the long run if

local purchases have to go through the full routine of a ledger

account.

Returnable
Packages.

In the matter of returnable packages, to put the accounting on

a proper footing, it is very desirable to institute a Returnable Pack-

ages Card. A card will be made out in the Works Accounts Oihce

for each package charged for, and these cards will be passed to the

General Stores that they may be in a position to know what packages

will be credited if returned, and also whether the charge made for

the package is such as to fully justify the carriage necessary to

return it.

With this information in their hands they are enabled to make
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out a Returns Note, suitably endorsed by rubber stamp or printing, Returnable

that will serve to notify the supplier of the amount of credit due 5.1,3.

on the returned case. It is assumed that the Works Accounts

Office will receive a copy of all Returns Notes so that they can make
the necessary entries in the Works Expenditure Book (Credit S"?-

Section), and pass the Returns Notes on to the Financial Depart-

ment for posting to the respective suppliers' accounts.

The following is a suitable endorsement for these Returns Notes :

" Please credit otir nroount witli the empty packages returned as per particulars
above. An nrknowlcilKinent will not be necessary if you agree with our llgures. Please
note that we hold the signature of Carman should it be necessary to
take up the matt«r with tlie carriers on account of non-delivery."

While there should be no omission to return promptly all packages

that it is intended to return, it is necessary to keep a Suppliers' 5122.

Package Record of how matters stand with each supplier indi-

vidually. Only packages that are returnable will appear on these

records.

\Micn a package is charged that is not returnable, the only

simple course is to include such charge as part of the cost of the

goods contained therein, and to give the despatching expenses the

benefit, if the package can be used for sales purposes.

It is as well to see that all charges made for unretumable packages

are reasonable.

The Suppliers' Package Record will have entered on it all returns

of packages, and will require to be adjusted as to any returnable

package which it has been decided not to return. The Works
Accounts Office will derive their information as to decision not to

return any package by receipt of the Returnable Packages Card

marked accordingly.

Outstanding items on the Suppliers* Package Records can be

made the subject of enquiry by the Works Accounts Office, who
may thus check the stores work in this connection.

If packages are looked after in this way, there need be no occasion

to differentiate packages in the Bought Ledger, and the accounts

each month can be settled in full without deducting packages.

The margin of packages that may get paid for one month only, to

be credited later, will be too small to disqualify the arrangements

proposed.

The Financial Department can make reference to the Suppliers'

Package Records, if need be, before paying any account.

In discussing the passing of invoices no reference has been madr purchaae
J. X, , .,,.,.,. , ,. . Credits.
to the procedure occasioned by inability to accept a supplier s

invoice through some quer^'.

Questions relating to prices charged are usually of a nature

Q
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Purchase
Credits.

requiring a letter, but, generally speaking, invoice differences can

be cleared up most effectually and rapidly by sending a specific

claim to the Supplier for the difference in question. Particular

attention must be paid to gi\^ng all the requisite information, and,

in the case of goods returned, to quote the Returns Note reference.

The usual practice is to render this claim in the form of a Debit

Note. This accomplishes all that is necessary from the purchaser's

point of view, but the method is blunt and does not sufficiently

indicate by its style the necessity for a credit note to be sent by

the supplier. The purchaser is not so much concerned to receive

a Credit Note as to know that the credit has been duly allowed in

the supplier's own books of account.

There are certain claims for credit that call for mutual agreement

and yet to depend on reaching an agreement by correspondence

means waste of time and holding back invoices from entry in the

account books.

The manner recommended, therefore, for making these claims

6-14. is to issue a Credit Claim Note to serve as a Debit Note. The title

allows a ^vider application of the form and can include tentative

claims ; it also allows a less blunt though not less effective wording

of the claim. The Credit Claim Note can be phrased as follows :

" We have to notify you that we have provisionally debited your account with the
amount given below for the reasons stated, and shall be glad to have your Credit Note
confirmation per return."

It will usually be found best to have Credit Claim Notes made
out in triplicate by the Works Accounts Office. The top copy

will go to the supplier and the second to the Financial Department.

The Works Accounts Office will enter each claim in the Works
5-117- Expenditure Book (Credit Section). Credit notes received from

the supphers in response to Credit Claim Notes will remain with the

Financial Department, and only be referred to the Works Accounts

Office when there is disagreement with the credit claimed or no

corresponding Credit Claim Note. This an-angement is good in

stimulating the Works Accounts Office to look properly after obtain-

ing all purchase credits to which the firm are entitled.

The Financial Department may hold the Credit Claim Notes

two or three days before posting the amounts to the respective

suppliers' accounts. This will give the supplier a chance to dispute

or confirm the claims.

The invoices in connection with which credit claims are made
at the time of passing the invoice, should be plainly endorsed by
rubber stamp, giving the requisite reference and amount of claim.

In regard to claims for shortages in weights, these will be the

more readily enforced when the weighing machine used for the

receipt of goods records each weighing.
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A point may be made as to the procetlurc wlien ko(jc1s are received Purchase

that require correction. Lnder any ordinary circumstances the

goods should be returned to the supplier, carriage forward, for

coiTection. If, however, time or any other reason makes return

undesirable, and the purchaser elects to make the necessary correction

himself, it is important that he come to terms with the supplier

beforehand as to the credit to be allowed.

Coming to the question of rejected goods, it will hv fomui a much
safer practice to claim credit for each return, and to issue a regular

Purchase Order for the replacement, if replacement is required.

This procedure \vill bring the replacement into the regular routine

for following up dclivciy.

Under this arrangement all replacements will be charged for,

and there is, therefore, a need to embody in the replacement orders

the Returns Note reference of the goods returned to ensure that

no invoice is accepted for replacements unless credit has been

claimed for the rejected supplies.

When dealing with a supplier who prefers to replace free of

charge and not to credit the rejection, it may be necessary to create

a dummy invoice, and make an entrv' to cancel the Credit Claim

Note. This occasional trouble will not discount seriously the gain

to the Works Accounts and the Financial Accounts in having no

credits held up, or the advantage to the General Stores as to having

replacement orders handled through the regular channel.

In the event of a supplier making an error in an invoice against

himself, it is only right that he should be notified by letter. The
letter should be no more than a notification that a certain item

is not agreed as to quantity or calculation—lea\ing the supplier

to investigate matters for himself. It is doubtful if any notification

should be sent of undercharges, in regard to prices, unless of a glaring

character, in case the lower price should be intentional.

Disbursements differ from purchases in that they cannot very Disburse-

well be passed from an equivalent of the Goods Received Note
^^^^

except it be created in the Works Accounts Office.

It will, therefore, be necessaiy to have a Disbursements 5-121

Book in which the various charges can be entered in detail,

and approving signatures obtained therein from responsible

officials before any debit is accepted as regards the Works
Accounts. This book will be of considerable value for reference

purposes from year to year, if appropriately indexed, and should

ensure no account being passed twice. Each invoice treated through

this channel must be clearly marked as " Disbursements."

Petty disbursements and cash disbursements such as salaries
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ments.
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appearing on the Cash Reports to Works, will not come within

the scope of the above book.

Outward transit charges, although probably in the category of

Disbursements for the most part, will not require to be entered

in any detail in the Disbursement Book.

Rating. One considerable item in the way of disbursements is that of rates,

as levied by the local authorities. The method of assessment

varies in different districts, and the manufacturer needs to give the

matter more than ordinary attention. The question is one, indeed,

that individual manufacturers are hardly able to deal with properly,

and out of their necessities has arisen the Machinery Users' Associa-

tion, by which joint action is possible and through which expert

advice can be obtained.

The unfair burden that arbitrary rating of machinery has thrown

on the manufacturer has made it necessary for the aid of legislation

to be sought to put matters on an equitable basis. To this end

the Machinery Users' Association are identified with seeking the

enactment of a bill on the following hues for England—Scotland and

Ireland having already got such an arrangement.

PROPOSED
RATING OF MACHINERY BILL.

A Bill to

Amend the Law relating to the Rating of Hereditaments containing

Machinery.

Whereas questions have from time to time arisen as to how far machinery is to be taken
into consideration in estimating the rateable value of the premises in which any trade, business,

or manufactm'e is carried on, and it is expedient to amend the law relating thereto :

Be it therefore enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :

1. From and after the passing of this Act in estimating for the purpose of any valuation
list, or poor or other local rate, the gross estimated rental or rateable value of any hereditament
occupied for any trade, business, or manufacturing purposes, any increased value arising from
machines, tools, or appliances which are not fixed or are only so fixed that they can be removed
from their place without necessitating the removal of any part of the said hereditament shall

be excluded.
Provided that the gross estimated rental of any such hereditament shall be estimated at

not less than the sum at which it might reasonably be expected to let for the piu-pose for which
it is used on a tenancy from year to year void of the machines, tools, and appliances which
it might reasonably be expected would be supplied by the tenant, if the tenant paid all the

usual tenant's rates and taxes and if the landlord undertook to bear the cost of the repairs and
insm-ance and the other expenses (if any) necessary to maintain the said hereditament in

a state to command such rent.
Provided also that the terms machines, tools, and appliances for the purposes of this Act

shall not apply to any machinery, machine, or plant used in or on the hereditament for pro-

ducing or transmitting first motive power, or for heating or lighting the said hereditament.

2. This Act may be cited as the Rating of Machinery Act.

Section IV C Standing Orders.

Function of The primary function of Standing Orders is to classify expenditure

Orders. under regular headings.
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Sonietiincs the Standini/ ( )rdcrs arc so coinnuhinsivc as to Function of
• ,1 r 1- 1-1 ,• standing
include every item of expenditure, but in the ordinary way their orders.

use is restricted to expenditure on Works Additions and Works
Expenses, with the possible addition of Departmental Process

Accounts for Iron Foundiy, Brass Foundry, Smithy, and the Uke,

together with certain Works Sundry Accounts of a nature to be

explained later.

While there may be a common usage in regard to the total scojx;

of Standing Orders, very different ideas prevail as to the scope

of the separate orders, or, in other words, as to the classihcation.

The general tendenc}^ is towards crudeness rather than rehnement

in classification, and this can be well enough understood by remem-
bering that the decision as to allocation of cost commonly devolves

on the foremen.

Considering more particularly Works Expenses, it will be easy

to realise that a cnide classification must result in accounts of small

value for administrative purposes, although there may be enough

information to satisfy auditors.

A more elaborate classification of expenses will mean a corre-

sponding increase in the number of cost accounts, and in the number
of entries in the Financial Accounts.

If the foremen are to be used for applying the classification,

elaboration will be unfair to them. As a matter of fact it is altogether

undesirable that any foreman should be brought into the question

at all, firstly, because cost allocation is not his proper business,

secondly, because his ob\ious limitations in the matter ought not

to handicap the development of the classification, and lastly, because

open accounts of this character make it almost impossible to effici-

ently control the Works Expenses.

It ought to be a starting point in drawing up a set of Standing

Orders that it is not what the foremen can be expected to do, or

what number of accounts may be permissible, but rather what

classification of Works Expenses is necessary to give the most

useful figures for administrative purposes, and also the most useful

figures for the calculation of shop charge rates.

In the case of Works Additions there is another consideration,

namely, the best grouping of plant values for the equitable appH-

cation of average depreciation rates as necessan^' for financial

reasons.

The classification of expenditure for Works Additions should have

its complement in connection with Works Repairs so as to furnish

useful ratios of one to the other for administrative purposes.

In any case, however, an undue multiplicity of classes, or accounts,

must be avoided.
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Ftmctionof To take away from the foreman his freedom of action regarding

Orders. works repairs will not be favourably viewed by him. He will have

legitimate ground for complaint if the routine established to exercise

control and get repairs put in hand is not carefully devised and admin-

istered \vith intelligent conscientiousness. The appropriate routine

for this purpose has been discussed in connection with Plant Sub-

Orders, which cover Buildings, Fixed Plant, and Loose Plant.

See Section III e.

The author's own experience of the tremendous savings, actual

and proportionate, resulting from the withdrawal of standing orders

from the shops and the institution of specific orders for each and

every expense job, enables him to advocate these measures despite

the first opinions of the foremen and the extra stress on the adminis-

trative forces. A little compromising is necessary for certain minor

repair charges.

Orders^'^^
If the principle of specific Plant Sub-Orders for works additions

5-96. (Series N) and works repairs (Series R) be adopted, a very simple

compromise will meet the case of minor repairs and plant attendance

that consist of a succession of jobs too small, for the most part, to

justify specific orders. These cases are very well met by the issue

of fortnightly orders corresponding with the Standing Orders

concerned or subdivisions of them.

A point of some importance is to provide for plant alterations

and renewals being dealt with on their merits as to their effect

on capital values.

Even seemingly obvious additions should not be added to capital

values without due consideration, and, this being so, the routine is

recoiimiended of issuing Plant Sub-Orders (Series N) for all Works
additions, renewals, alterations or improvements, in fact, for any

expenditure not clearly repairs.

The individual costs under these orders can then be reviewed, say,

fortnightly, by the General Manager in consultation with the Works
]\Ianager and Works Accountant.

The costs to be reported to the Financial Accounts as Works

Additions will be decided on and the balance transferred to suitable

expense account, viz. Plant Renewals and Alterations, or Works

Repairs.

This routine should also obviate any risks attaching to the use of

the term improvements. Improvements do not always, perhaps

rarely, justify any increase in capital values. Their most usual

effect is to postpone obsolescence, for which ordinary depreciation

rates do not provide, and expenditure on improvements may,

therefore, onl}' be an alternative to writing do\\Ti the capital value
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of the plant in tiuostion. In maintain tla- bi)f)k or capital valiu- piant Sub-11. . . • Orders,

unclianf^cd alter an niiprovcnuMit mit^ht br tantamount to UKrcasmg

the book valuo when compared with tlu' true value lif^^urc for the

machine in its unimjiroved state.

Loose Plant and Ofliee liquipment being subject to valuation each

year do not neetl to come uncKr the above arrangements as to review.

Mention has previously been made of the series of numbers standing

suggested for Plant Sub-Orders, and it will be convenient to use the Numbers,

symbols, agreeing with those suggestions, in the representative lists

of Standing Orders to be detailed in the following pages.

This means using

Symbol N for Works Additions Standing Orders.

K ., Works Kepair Expense Standing Orders.

S ,, Works General Expense Standing Orders.

Attention is directed to the method of numbering the orders by

the use of " hyphen " or " dash " numbers, the group number being

followed by a series number—and the combination preceded by a

symbol as above, thus N i-i, N 1-2, N 1-3.

So far as possible the groups consist of related classes of expendi-

ture. There can be any number of groups under the same symbol

reference, and additional accounts can be opened without disturbing

the group sequence.

The extent to which the Standing Order Accounts should be sub-

divided can hardly be suggested without a very intimate knowledge

of local conditions and requirements.

WTiere departmental subdivisions are necessary, there is the less

hkelihood of other subchvisions being necessary, and it will be

admissible to add a letter symbol representing the department, thus

S6-2A. Subdi\nsions under other headings can be indicated by

small letters as S 3-2a.

In attempting to detail a representative list of Standing Orders,

no pretence can be made as to their suitabihty for every or any

works, but it is thought some useful purpose will be served by dis-

cussing a hst that is founded on actual experience in a number of

works in this country.

In the case of Works Additions, which will be considered first, the

Standing Orders will not apply so much to the cost accounts them-

selves as to the summarising of the Plant Order costs, preparatory

to their inclusion in the financial accoimts.
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Works
Additions. Works Additions—Representative Standing Orders.

Refer also Buildings and Fixed Plant Classification—Section IVk.

Nl-1, Patents, Drawings and Patterns.

The inclusion of Patents in the title is rather to agree with the Financial
Accounts than for Works Account purposes, as Patent transactions will not
usually come into the latter.

As already recommended, Drawings and Patterns should be made under
the original Sales or Stock Manufacturing Order concerned, and only a pro-
portion of the cost, if any, depending on the likelihood of repeat orders, should
be transferred to Works Additions under this account.

Nl-2, Jigs and Special Tools.

This is a short title intended to cover Jigs, Fixings, Gauges and any tools
that are quite special to the line of product for which used.

The remarks above re Drawings and Patterns entirely apply here also, with
the further point that only quite a small capital value should be placed on jigs
and special tools where there is the least chance of even slight modifications of
designs. Alternatively, when circumstances necessitate capitalising a large
expenditure, a very high rate of depreciation should be allowed. Jigs and
special tools so easily become obsolete, and being necessary for replacements,
cannot very well be modified, if it were possible to do so. Their possession then
becomes more of a tax than an asset.

N 2-1, Land and Buildings.

This will include Fences, Roads, Tramways, Gauntries (when built in) and
Machinery Foundations. The inclusion of the latter here is better in that such
foundations become an integral part of the building and not of the machinery.
Some care is necessary to adjust the book values when special foundations
become useless tlirough removal of machinery. If the cost of new foundations
is included in the cost of removal and charged to Works expenses (Standing
Order S 2-6), little adjustment, if any, may be necessary of book values (Building
numbers should be allotted as required and quoted in the accounts).

N2-2, Motive Power Plant.

This is intended to include all kinds of power generating plant, though
subdivisions may be possible in some Works, such as between steam power
and electrical power—in other Works as between separate power stations.

N2-8, Mechanical Transmission.
This will include the chain or spm- gearing leading to the line shafting together

with the line shafting and puUies, but not belting or ropes. Chains would be
included here as being an integral part of the gearing and long-lived.

Countershafting should be included with the machine concerned.

N2-4, Electrical Transmission.
This will include cables, switches and the like, together with the electric

lighting system—the latter possibly as a subdivision.
Motors are held to be better placed under Motive Power Plant.

N2-5, Pipe Transmission.
This is intended to include all kinds of pipe systems with their valves and

connections.
Typical pipe systems are those for Steam, Water, (Jas, Air and Suds.
Fans and blowers should be included here together with the rest of the

fixed equipment pertaining to Heating, Ventilating, Gas Lighting and Fire
Prevention.

Power plant pipes within the Power Department are more conveniently
included under Motive Power Plant.

N2-6, Transportation Plant.

This will include Cranes, Runways, Lifts, Locomotives and Rolling Stock.
Loose lifting tackle will come under Loose Plant (N 3-1).
Though not quite within the title it will be convenient to include fixed

weighing machines or weighbridges here. Port.able weighing machines will
come under Loose Plant.

N 2-7, Shop Fixtures.

This will include what valuers often term trade fixtures and fittings, and
obviously the character of the trade will determine the nature of the items
to be included. The more typical items are bencliing, shelving, shop partitions
(when not considered as part of the building), permanent store fittings and the
like. Foremen's offices will usually be included here.
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IVorks Additions—RcprcscntiUivc Standing Orders^ contd.

N 2-8, Special Process Plant.

called thiit III sonic cjiscs,

iilled a nii.scollaiicoiiii arcoufit, ami may liave to b«
UioukIi such a title is not ilf.sirablt-.

Tlu> ai-coiiiit will inclinlf sm-li plant as HeatinK Fiirnacos. Smithy Hearths,
Core-stoves (if not part of a buildinn). Saiid-blastintt, (Jxy-acetylenc Apparatus,

N2-9, Machines.

1 he scope of this account will be fairly obvious, though a variation from
common practice is advocateil. as to the accessories purchased with each
machine, such as chucks and faceiilates.

For control piiriwses and also for reasons of depreciation, machine acces-
sories of this character should be valued as Loose Plant and not included in the
machine values. Much confusion results in Loose Plant inventories otherwise.

The practice is also recoiiuiieiided of inclinlinir beltiiuj with I.(M)se Plant
rather than with the machines because the upkeep of beltiiiK is a matter unite
apart from the machines themselves. Considered as an item in the cost
of installing a machine (which, e.\cept as to foundations, belongs to this
account), belting is too small a i)roportion of the whole for it to matter seriouslv
whether the initial belting is charged here or treated from the start as Loose
Plant.

The separation of belting attendance, that is, repairs and renewals (S 2-4)
from machine repairs (R 2-0) is. in any case, very desirable.

Installation Costs>houlil be charged here, but under a sub-heading, similarly
with other plant. Loo.se Machine (Juards may be charged to N 2-7.

N3-1, Loose Plant.

The items covered by this account will be fairly obvious, due regard being
paid to the exclusion of Jigs and Special Tools (.\ 1-2). and the inclusion here
of Machine Accessories and Belting referred to under Standing Order X 2-9.

The cost of packages built for regular service, such as between the Works
and outside foundries, shouhl be charged here.

Departmental sub-accounts will be useful, though it would possibly be
equally or even more useful to have sub-accounts under the group headings
suggested further on for the classification of Loose Plant, viz.

:

1. Belting and Driving Ropes.
2. Gauges and Mechanical Measuring Appliances—Standard.
3. Hand Tools—Engineers.
4. Holding Appliances for Cutting Tools.
.5. Holding Appliances for Work.
6. Machining Tools.
7. Ordinary linplenients and Utensils.
8. Portable Mechanical .Appliances.
9. Portable Shop .-Vccessories.

10. Special Trade Tools and Accessories.
11. Testing Gear.
12. Transportation, Lifting and Weighing Apparatus.

It is not easy in the case of Loose Plant to discriminate between additions
and renewals.

Where there is any doubt the expenditure should be considered as renewal
and charge<l with rejiairs (R 3-1).

It is possible for an item that was additional in the first instance to prove
before the next inventory to be a renewal by reason of the scrapping of one of
the original stock or supply, to which the new one seemed at the time to be an
addition.

N3-2, Office Equipment (Works).

It IS advi-.ali|e to treat all ulhce equipment as loose, and therefore as re-
quiring an annual inventory, although some of the items such as shelving,
electric light tlttings and linoleum are of a fixed character, ami would be subject
to regular depreciation.

All e(|uipment of all otlices pertaining to the Works .Administration, in-
cluding Drawing Otlice and Works Accounts Otiice, will be included here.
The equipment in foreniens oOices is better included under N 3-1 as Portable
Shoi, Acc.-,,orie-.

N 3-3, Office Equipment (General).

This account will deal with the equipment of all ofllces outside the Works
Administration.

Exhibition fittings can advantageously be included here, though noMlblv
a.' a sub-account.

This account figures in the Works list for the convenience of the Financial
•Accounts, but only those charges will come through the Works Accounts that
refer to work actually carried out bv the Works.

Works
AdditionB
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Works
Repairs.

The Standing Orders suggested for Works Repair Expenses will

be seen to be parallel to those for Works Additions. This arrange-

ment will provide for computing the ratio of repair expense to plant

values under the respective headings.

Attention is called to the fact that the term " maintenance " is

rigidly avoided in connection with plant expense (except for Patterns,

Jigs and Special Tools) because its meaning can be made to vary so

much.

Considered in its fullest sense, maintenance includes repairs

and attendance. Separate accounts are recommended for attend-

ance (S 2-1, S 2-2, S 2-3, S 2-4, and S 2-5) which will be found to give

added value for administrative purposes to both sets of figures.

The question of renewal expenses has been considered in connec-

tion with additions. Building and Fixed Plant renewals will be

dealt with under special Plant Sub-Orders and finally allocated on the

merits of each case to additions or repairs. Loose Plant and Office

Equipment renewals will be, in the first instance, allocated as repairs,

as being subject to annual valuation, which will automatically adjust

matters as to the effect on capital values.

Works Repair Kxpenses—Represe?itative Standing Orders.

R 1-1, Patterns.

R 1-2, Jigs and Special Tools.

The charges falling under these two accounts may be derived in part by
transfer from the Pattern and Special Tool Maintenance Costs under various
Sales and Stock Manufacturing Orders, which it may be decided to relieve in this
way.

Maintenance is conveniently used here as covering any upkeep expense after
the initial expenditm-e for making, but not such matters as storage and handling.

R 2-1, Land and Buildings.

A separate sub-account for the Power Department Building will be con-
venient for shop charge piu-poses, if feasible.

Some discrimination will be necessary as to certain expenses, such as
painting, whether they shall be dealt with here as repairs or under Building
Attendance (S 2-1).

Painting and tarring that is done to preserve the fabric would seem to be
repairs. Painting done to improve the lighting capacity had also better be
included here, and the cleaning of same treated as Building Attendance.

It may be remarked that a clean white surface will reflect some 80 per cent,
of the light and almost equals mirrors in lighting efficiency—good mirrors
reflecting 90 per cent, of light.

In the case of washable distempers lasting two or three years, the initial
cost can be treated like painting as repairs.

Ordinary limewashing seems clearly a Building Attendance expense.

R2-2, Motive Power Plant.

R 2-3, Mechanical Transmission.

R 2-4, Electrical Transmission.
Under most conditions there will be little advantage! n attempting separate

• sub-accounts for each department concerned under the above headings.
For shop charge purposes the costs under these accounts can be considered

as pertaining to Power Service, and consequently can be fairly apportioned
to departments on the basis of power consumed.
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Works Repair Expenses—Representiitive StufKling Orders^
Ke^iin

contd.

R 2-5, Pipe Transmission.

R 2-6, Transportation Plant.

R2-7, Shop Fixtures.

For s1k>|> iharge purposes the above expenses are included in Building
Service, and apixirtionment to departments on the basis of original plant
values is sucsestod.

It may, of course, be better in some cases to keep departmental sub-account3
under each heading.

R 2-8, Special Process Plant.

R2-9, Machines.

In cunnection with these two accounts, departmental divisions will pro-
bably be desirable, particularly as regards Sjiecial I'roccss Plant.

Judgment will be necc-y^iiry as to whether to use such departmental tlgiires

for shop charge purposes or to apportion the total expenses on the basis of

original values uf jilant.

R 3-1, Loose Plant.

All tcKils other than Jigs and Special Tools are included here.

Renewals are included here without the scrutiny necessary for Fixed Plant
additions because the capital value of Loose Plant is derived from an annual
inventory.

Attention is called to the separate account (S 2-.'i) proposed for Tool
Dressing and Sharpening Expenses, which are not deemed to be repairs within
the meaning of this account.

A further jmint may be made as to what may be called " consumable
tools," such as Brooms, Brushes, Files, etc. While these for inventory purposes
come into Loose Plant, it will be better that, during the year, they shall be
treated as Shop Supplies and charged to a suitable account (S 6-2) as drawn
from stock.

Separate sub-accounts for each department may be useful, but apiwrtion-
ment of the total expenses on a replacement value basis will probably be more
accurate for sho]) charnc [(urposes.

R3-2, Office Equipment (Works).

A parallel to Shop Supplies in relation to Loose Plant exi.->t« here on a minor
scale in respect to certain stationery items, such as cardlward filing cases. Index
guide cards, rubber stamps, etc. They should be charged to a separate account
(S 3-4) during the year, and the items in use jios-iibly enumerated in the annual
inventory, though there are limits to what is worth while doing in that direction.

No provision has been made above for repairs to Office Equip-

ment (General). These are not Works expenses, and are, therefore,

kept out of the sequence of Works Expense Standing Orders.

Some provision is necessary for Works accounting purposes, and

this will be found in the Works Sundry' Accounts group under

Repairs to Office Equipment (U 1-2).

The remaining Works expenses to be provided for have been works

termed Works General Expenses in contradistinction to Works Expenses.

Repair Expenses.
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Works
General
Expenses.

Works General Expe?ises—Representative Standing

Orders, contd.

S 1-1, Power Generation Expenses.

This will include all wages of Boiler House and Engine House staff.

Similnrly, all power supplies, such as fuel, water, oil, etc., will be included.
Unless fuel is bought at very frequent intervals, it is better to consider it

as stock and to charge this account, say fortnightly, with the fuel used on the
basis of the Power Report.

Fuel handling may possibly be charged direct here, or added to the cost
of the fuel.

The influence of repair expenses and depreciation on the cost of generating
power is considered in dealing with Power Service in connection with Shop
Charges.

Sl-2, Power from Outside Sources.

This will include the cost of power bought in bulk from outside authorities.
If for lighting purposes only, the cost may be charged to Lighting Expenses
(S 1-4) instead.

S 1-3, Heating Expenses.

There will be cases when these costs are distinct to an extent, if not entirely,
from those of Power Generation.

Whatever heating expenses can be differentiated in the first instance
should be debited to this account.

Transfers from other accounts can be made, if thought necessary, to make
the charges against this account inclusive. This may be helpful in deter-
mining shop charge rates.

S 1-4, Lighting Expenses.

The remarks above as to Heating Expenses will apply equally to these expenses.

S 2-1, Building Attendance.

This has reference to work on and about buildings that can hardly be
called repau'S.

Limewashing, cleaning roof lights and other windows, and yard sweeping
are possible instances.

The charges under this account will probably be small, but the separation
will be useful for the sake of keeping other accounts clear.

S 2-2, Mechanical Plant Attendance.

This will include more particularly such expenses as oiling shafting and
cleaning machinery.

It will be a refinement to debit to this account the usual 10 to 15 minutes
spent at the end of each week by each machinist in cleaning down liis machine.
The job in hand usually has to bear this, but this need not occm- if a cleaning
allowance is made to each man.

S 2-3, Electrical Plant Attendance.

This will cover the electrician's time round about the Works giving atten-
tion to matters that are more in the nature of oiling and cleaning than repairs.

S 2-4, Belting Attendance.

This account will include all belting expenses, except the initial one, when a
machine is installed, which may be charged either to Works Additions

—

Machines (N 2-9) or Works Additions—Loose Plant {N(.3-l)—see notes
against the former order.

Wages charges in connection with belting will be included as well as
materials.

S 2-5, Tool Dressing and Sharpening.

This will include toolsmith's wages dressing tools, and 'all expenses of
sharpening.

The first sharpening of new tools will obviously go in with the cost of making.
This account is very useful when tool sharpening is undertaken by the

Shop Tool Stores.
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Works Cicucral Expenses— Rcprcscntativt' Standing

Orders^ contd.

Works
General
Expeniea.

S 2-6, Plant Removals and Alterations.

This fticoiint iiidiules tlie lost ol wimt, are t^rtneil improvements but which
do not jtistifv anv increase in caipitnl values.

Ihe costs will l>c derived by transfors from tlic Plant Sub-Order Cost Sum-
mary (.'>-137).

Separate sub-accounts are necessary for each department affected.

Alterations to meet Factory Inspector's rer|uircineiils may be charged here.

S 3-1, Rent, Rates, Taxes, Fire Lisurance and Prevention.

The scope of this account will be fairly obvious.

In resard to Fire Prevention, there may be Fire BriRade expenses to be met.

S 3-2, Works Management and Administration.

1 his will include the s:il,ui.s of such .-tall as Works .ManaKcr, and the staff

workinc inime<liatcly uii'ler him for ratellxins, proRressinR and the like, together

with the Works .Accounts Ollice staff.

(Jeneral Stores and Warehouse staff will be included under .Standing Order

S 4-1, and Work Depot stalf under S ti-l.

Works correspondence expenses and telephone fees are charccable here.

Stocktaking expenses should be included here, though probably collected

under a special order.

S 3-3, Drawing Office General Charges.

This will inchulc staff time .md expenses that cannot conveniently be
allocated to si)eci!ic Sales or Stock .Manufacturing Orders.

In the case of tool designing when done in the Works Office or other place

away from the Drawinn Ollice. any time not allocated to orders may be included

here, or alternativelv to S 3-2.

In the matter of Drawing Ollice work on preparing estimates, catalogues,

and the like, if of appreciable amount, such expenditure may be charged to

Commercial Expenses (U 1-1).

All photo-printing expenses and all Drawing Office materials will be included

here.
Economy will probably result in many cases if Drawing OfHce raaterlalB

are properly stored and issued in suitable regular quantities.

S3-4, Works Stationery.

1 his account is intended to cover all stationery, books and printed forms
pertaining to the Works .Vdministration apart from Drawing Office materials.

Proper storage arrangements are strongly recommended.

S 3-5, Smidry Minor Expenses.
Thi.s is ,1 niisiill.iiiidus account which can hardly be avoided.

It will include such items as the wages of Catekecper, Watchmen (ordinary

and latrine), and .Me.s.sengers, holiday and cami) allowances to apprentices
and others.* apprentice instruction expenses, and Mess-Koom expenses.

In regard to the la.st named, ii the Company run the .Mess-Koom and handle

the takings, special accounts will be necessary.

S 4-1, General Stores and Warehouse Expenses.

Ml.' .st-paratiou 01 the W.inlKMise from the (ieneral Stores is not always
convenient, though generally desirable—thf tieiieral Stores receiving all

materials bought and the Warehouse despatching all goods sold.

Sub-accounts sliouhl be kept for each when the distinction is clearly made.
Packing materials, such as brown paper, wood, w<m<1, etc., would be chargeable

here as Warehouse exjiciises.

.\ further sub-account may be necessary in respect to the cost of maintaining

un-sold product in a s.ileable condition. See remarks under Standing Order

U 1-1.

8 4-2, Sundry Carriage and Package Expenses.

This should not be other than .i small nee<Mint.s as ever>- effort should be

made to allocate expenst-s of this character to the purchases or sales concerned.

There will be a debit at the end of the year in respect to lo8.«es on packages.

See Standing Order U 3-1.

• Some employers make an allowance to Territorials in their service according to the

time spent in caiiip. The allowance is usually much Ic.is than their regidar wages. The
War Office Authorities make some allowance to the men.
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Works
General
Expenses.

Works General Expenses—Representative Standing

Orders, contd

.

S 4-3, Material Testing and Treatment.

Tills account is particularly susceptible to local conditions as to the items
to be included and various sub-accounts will often be found necessary.

3Iaterial Testing expenses of a general character, and not therefore charge-
able to any special order, may arise from tests carried out to guide design or
purchasing.

Laboratory general expenses, where such a department exists, would be
included here, probably as a sub-account.

The term JIaterial Treatment is intended to cover the costs of such pro-
cesses that cannot satisfactorily be allocated in any other direction.

Pickling, Sandblasting, Heat Treatment, Annealing, Casehardening, Catting
off Bars in Stores may be cases in point. Separate sub-accounts imder each
heading would be desirable.

S4-4, Timber Preparation and Storage.

This is in the nature of Material Treatment, but when it occurs at all, is

usually important enough to require a separate account.
In any case special treatment is necessary as regards the distribution of

these expenses.

S 4-5, Interdepartmental Transportation.

This has reference to the cost of handling work between departments.
It may be a heavy account under some conditions and include carting by
horses or mechanical means.

S 5-1, Accident Compensation.

This will be mainly a matter of the Employers' Liability insurance premium
pajTnents, though there will be ambulance expenses to be included.

Time lost in consequence of an accident will be charged here.

S 5-2, National Insurance Expenses.

This is a works expense consisting of a compulsory contribution to the State
per person employed. The contributions have reference to health insurance
and in certain trades to unemployment insurance. A certain rebate is allowed
in the latter connection in respect to men employed for 4.5 weeks in the year
by the same employer, and should be credited here.

S 6-1, Shop Stores Expenses.

This will include Pattern Stores, Works Drawing Stores, Tool Stores and
Work Depot.

The Pattern Stores expenses are not uncommonly treated as chargeable
to the Pattern Shop and possibly included in the General Labouring of that
department.

The most satisfactory way seems to be to consider the expense as a general
one and mainly chargeable to the departments using castings, if any precise
apportionment is attempted in calculating Shop Charges.

So far as is feasible separate sub-accoimts should be kept for each depart-
ment.

S 6-2, Shop Supplies (General).

This account includes the materials requisite for shop use wliich do not
enter into the product. They are sometimes called " non-productive " or
" indirect " materials. A better title is that of " secondary " material. Certain
of such supplies are charged to appropriate expense accounts, e.ij. to Power
Generation Expenses (S 1-1). See also Process Accounts, Standing Orders
G 2-2, H 2-2, K 2-2. The present account provides for supplies of general
shop use. Separate sub-accounts will be necessary for each department.

Shop Supplies are sometimes charged to a specific sales order for commercial
reasons, as, for instance, in connection with customer's repair orders. Pro-
vision may therefore be made on the Cost Allocation sheets for separating
out such charges from those for ordinary materials. Some definite routine wiU
require to be established by which the foreman in drawing out Shop Supplies
shall indicate when a special order is chargeable.

From a Works .Accounting point of view, the fewer charges to special
orders the less clerical work and the more consistency there will be in the period
totals of this account.
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Orders, contd.
^^'«"•••

S 6-3, Overtime Charges.

This fircount will cover any iinnllocnted overtime charges, such aa when
overtime results from n (lenera) concestion of work in the Shops.

In any rase this account will he restricted to overtime allowances on direct

Iirmluction l:ilp()ur.

The overtime allowances on " expen'^e " labour will bo allocated with the

labour itself.

l>epart mental sub-accc-unts will be necessary.

S 6-4. General Labouring.

This has reference to such labour in the Shops that cannot satisfactorily

be allocated direct to orders.
The jirincipal items will be that of moving worli about the shops by hand

or by mechanical nieans.
The individual lieli> necessary for machines on particular classes of work,

such as heavy machine work or erecting, may be charged direct to the order

concerned or to this account as local considerations may detennine. Any
direct charges of this character should figure under Secondary Labour in the
Cost Allocation accounts, so as not to be confused with the strictly direct

Machine and Hand Labour.
There will be other miscellaneous items such as sweeping shop floors.

Standing time of workmen resulting from temporary breakdown of plant

can be included here rather than open a separate account for sucli occasional

expenses.
Another case is that of unallocated wages in connection with groups of

machines under single oi)erator3. If the operator's wages be assumed as

always spread over two, three or four machines there may be occasions when
one or other machine is idle. To attempt to adjust the divided wages rate

adopted for costing purposes to meet such events means holding up the cost

allocation until the end of the week, and does not give any improved accuracy
in the allocation. The alternative of a regidar divided rate may mean a small

balance of unallocated wages to be charged to this account.
Departmental sub-accounts are necessary. In the case of departments

subject to process accounts, these expenses will be charged to the respective

sub-sections of those accounts (Standing Orders G 2-4, H 2-4, K 2-4).

S 6-5, Shop Supervision and Inspection.

This account will cover supervision that is obviously of a general character,

as in the case of a head foreman.
In the matter of foremen not wholly engaged on supervision, only a pro-

portion oi their wages will be charged here.

The more ordinary conditions that refjuire consiileration are those where
the assistant foreman, or chargehand. is engaged in Jielping the different

worker»^istributing the work and seeing that each man is properly started

on the different jobs. This might almost tlgure ^\a an operation, so intimately

is it bound up with the individual jobs. While, tlierefore, there is no objection

in principle to charging the particular orders with the time consumed in this

way, still the dilliculty of so doing is almost as much as there would be with
the cost of moving work about the shops.

When it is preferred that this time should be allocated to orders instead of

being treated as an expense under this account, the basis of allocation should
be derived from the wages allocation of the men in the department rather

than on some llctitious time sheet made up by a chargehan<l to pacify the

Works .\ccounts fXFice.

In the matter of inspection expenses to be included in this account, the

conditions are closely parallel to those pertJiining to supervision.

If the inspection in (|uestion is inspection between oiH-rations or groups of

operations— alternatively known as viewing or examining— the difficulty of

correct allocation may be greater than when only the tlnal examination of

finished articles is in f|uestif>n.

The (|uantities of work and the nature of the operations will affect the

considerations so much as to make useless any attempt at detlning a method
of time allocation suitable for every case.

An api>roximate allwation by the Works Accounts Office on the baAis of

the departmental wages allocation may be nuite satisfactory in many cases.

Sometimes each viewer c.in be called ui>on to make out a daily list of work
passed, and allocation might be b.-Lseil dinctly on this list.

Departmental sub-accounts are reiiuisite here.
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Works
Sundry
Accounts.

There are certain classes of expenditure, not yet dealt with, for

which it will be convenient to provide Standing Orders. These

may advantageously be grouped together as Works Sundry Accounts,

and possibly distinguished by the letter U.

Works Sundry Accounts—Representative Standing Orders.

XT 1-1, Expenditure Chargeable to Commeicial Expenses.

This will serve to collect the minor expenditure made by the Works from
time to time on behalf of the Commercial Branch.

A tjTJical item will be demonstrations in the Works for publicity purposes.
Special orders are desirable for exhibitions and competitions, but the

costs may be transferred here if desired.
Drawing Otfiee work in connection with estimates and catalogues may

possibly be charged here.

This account may also include the expenses of putting into saleable con-
dition goods returned by customer. It is assumed that the Works will be
debited tlirough the financial books with these returns at the same stock price
as if new. The cost of restoration, therefore, pertains to the commercial
expenses incidental to selling.

The cost of maintaining unsold finished goods in saleable condition can be
interpreted possibly as a commercial expense thougli the reason for not selling

may not always be laid to the charge of the selling department. It may be
due to late delivery, high cost, bad design or bad workmanship. In such event
the costs may be better allocated to Warehouse Expenses (S 4-1).

No shop charges on items in this account can be accepted in the financial

books.
The materials, disbursements and wages costs, as reported in the Works

Cost Allocation Abstracts, will be duly debited to Commercial Expenses in the
financial accounts, thus, in effect, relieving or crediting the Works accordingly.

Ul-2, Repairs to Office Equipment (General).

This account might have been included as a sub-account under the previous
heading (U 1-1) except that its connection with capital values makes pro-
minence desirable.

The corresponding Additions Account is N 3-3, which is included for con-
venience in the Works series.

It is supposed that only expenditure in the Works on account of repairs
will be included here.

In the case, for instance, of repairs to a typewriter made by an outside
firm, there is no necessity for the invoice to come through the Works accounts—presuming the said typewriter does not belong to the Works. On the other
hand, no confusion need arise if such an invoice should be passed through
the Works accounts—the item would be duly allocated here, and the Works
expenditure totals accordingly credited as a consequence.

U 2-1, Scrap Stock Values.

This accoimt will serve for aggregating the debits that are necessary in the
cost allocation accounts to balance the credits allowed for scrap returned from
the shops.

The debits in question represent the value that the scrap is considered to
be worth or will realise when sold—in that way it becomes possible to view this

account as the cost account of the scrap produced in the shops.
Although the scrap in question will presumably have been put into stock,

the stock accounts can only be debited through the medium of the Works
Expenditure Account.

Entry is therefore made in the Works Expenditure Book, on a suitable

sheet, of all such scrap items under two headings, as to the scrap that has been
credited to orders and the scrap that has not been so credited.

The respective totals for each account period are duly reported to the
Financial I)epartment on the Works Product .\bstracts. From this abstract
the Works Materials Suspense Account in the financial books is debited. Thi8
transaction may be said to confirm the entries made in the Works Expenditure
Book as to their application to the stock accounts concerned.

In debiting the Works Materials Suspense Account, the financial accounts
are balanced by crediting the Sales Orders Accounts or Stock Manufacturing
Account on the one hand, as to scrap credited to orders, and the Scrap Account,
on the other, as to scrap not credited to orders.

This Scrap Account constitutes an apparent profit, although really repre-
senting an over-alJocation of material costs against orders.

The amount under the Scrap Account is duly transferred to the Works
Profit and Loss Account, which has the same ultimate effect as if the order
costs had been adjusted.
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Works SiniJry Acc^,unts—Representative Standing
Orders^ cnntil.

U 3-1, Returnable Packages Suspense Account.
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Accounts.
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Works
Sundry
Accounts.

Works Sundry Accounts—Representative Standing

Orders^ contd.

All expenditure included in this account must be fully dealt with in the Cost

Ledger by transfers to other accounts by the end of the year, so that the balance

on the account represents items either not invoiced or invoiced in advance.

These item.s will be reported in the Works Accounts Annual Abstract, for adjust-

ment accordingly in the financial accounts.

It will be very necessary to have sub-accounts for each class of expenditure

dealt with through this suspense account.
A memorandum account will be desirable in the Shop Charges Book.

U 3-3, Cost Allocation Differences Account.

Thisaccount will deal with the adjusting entries necessary to balance differ-

ences in the costs allocated as compared with the expenditure to be accounted
for.

In the case of materials charged direct and also of disbmsements, it may be

assumed that no differences will be passed, but even in those divisions there

may be items to be carried over from one account period to the next for agree-

ment purposes.
In the case of stock accounts some minor differences will probably have

to be condoned between the allocation totals as extracted from the cost alloca-

tion accounts and the totals of issues credited to stock according to the Stock
Ledger.

The stock accounts may also be adjusted thiough the medium of this

account in respect to actual errors in stock disclosed by the stock scrutiny

—

in the case of a shortage, debiting this account and crediting the stock account
concerned by a suitably authorised Goods Issue Voucher. A surplus on the

stock account would be adjusted as if it were a return of material from the

shops, or in other words, as a cancelling entry on the issue side of the Stock
Ledger.

In the matter of Wages allocation some minor differences are almost
inevHable, though a very high standard of bookkeeping accuracy is easily

attainable. There will occasionally be errors in the making up of wages to be
carried over from one week to the next. Penal deductions from wages that are

not balanced by reducing the time allocation can be balanced by crediting

this account.
Separate sub-accounts corresponding with the divisions of the cost alloca-

tion accomits are necessary.
Any balance there may be on the several sub-accounts each half-year and

year end will be transferred to Sundry Minor Expenses (S 3-5).

U 3-4, Shop Charges Written Back.

This account is necessitated by the practice of applying Shop Charges to

Works additions and experimental orders, for Works statistical purposes,

which have, however, to be written back or cancelled to meet financial account
requirements.

The shop charges in question are transferred in the cost allocation accounts
to this account, and written back through the Shop Charges Book by the

totals being included in the Shop Charges Supplementary Account.

U 3-5, Discarded Plant Stock Values.

This account is provided to meet the case of unsold discarded plant that

has necessarily to be credited at a suitable price—usually scrap price—to the

Works Additions Account concerned, and requires to be debited to stock.

It is not desirable to deal with such plant material in the same way as

ordinary stock, because of the difficulty of recording its consumption.
To obviate this necessity a Discarded Plant Stock Account is opened in

the Shop Charges Book, and the necessary adjustments are made there in

respect to losses in stock value disclosed at stocktaking. The figures for this

stock account will be collected under the Standing Order under discussion.

Should any item of discarded plant be sold later or its use on a specific

Plant Order reported, this standing order would be credited accordingly,

and the Sales or Plant Order debited, thus reducing the balance to be considered

at the year end.
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Stock in tlu' sense used here nuiy be taken as any troods, the costs Meaning of
. . stock

i)f wliieh have not been allocated to a ^[)ccilk acconiil in anli( i-

pation of their use.

Any goods held within a stores, whether in the lorni of sIk^J)

supplies, raw materials, castings, forgings, finished components,

or e\en assembled product, are covered by the term stock to the

extent to which the items have been included in their existing form

under the heading of stock in the Works Iix])en(liture Account.

At the end of the financial year, work-in-progress or in course of

manufacture under specific orders, constitutes an element of stock so

far as the Balance Sheet is concerned, but work-in-])rogress does not

come within the category of stock as at present under discussion.

It is not an uncommon practice for the term " Stores " to be

applied to supplies and raw materials, and, in the sense that one

might refer to, say, a ship's stores, the term is correctly applied.

For the present pui"pose it will be convenient to consider " Stores
"

to have reference to the place in which stock of any kind is kept,

rather than to the stock or any particular portion of the stock

contained therein.

Following from this, it is necessary in passing to make clear

that the term " Stock " will not have particular reference to finished

factory product, as is sometimes the case, but will be all-embracing

as to any goods held in stock.

" Goods " is used here instead of the more common term
" materials," as allowing a wider interpretation.

Local conditions must regulate the lines to be followed in organis-

ing a stores system, but there are a number of principles that will

apply in at least the majority of cases.

Firstly, it may be assumed that there will always be a certain special

number of purchases made of goods for particular orders that can
^^<^^*^®^-

hardly be said to pass into stock when received.

When special purchases, that are only useful on special orders,

are in question, it is rather dangerous to consider such items as even

temporarily in stock, lest the stock accounts be left with surpluses

of special material at cost price instead of scrap price.

As. however, the Stores receive the goods in question, there

should be some routine established by which the issue of the goods

is demonstrated and the allocation confimied. This may Ix; done

by requiring a Goods Issue Voucher to be furnislud by the jiarty 5.86.

to whom the goods are issued.

These vouchers will be lodged with the Works A( counts OflFice.

and attached there to the resj)ective Goods Received Notes. These S-^a.
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Special notes and vouchers can thus be made to serve as individual stock
PllFCll£LS6S

accounts for each consignment. Any surplus material that is not

issued must come under review before the records can be cleared.

It may be that these vouchers will be made out by the Stores,

and sent as an advice to the department interested, the foreman

of which ^vill sign the voucher when requiring to draw the goods.

Against this routine may be set the undesirability of the foreman

alwa37S dra\ving the whole of a special consignment unless the whole

has to be worked upon forthwith. It may be easier for the Stores

to be finished with the responsibility at once, but neither this nor

accounting convenience should force materials into the shop before the

proper time, or in larger quantities than convenient for production.

There is a further point in this connection, namely, that in pur-

chasing special material it will often be important to allow a margin

for wastage. This margin ought, in theory, to be held in the Stores

pending the necessity for drawing upon it. The accounting method

offered will not prevent all these points being met.

Stock Having provided for special purchases that are outside the normal

operation of the stock accounts, the next and main consideration

affecting the stores organisation is the grouping of the stock itself.

The stock as a whole may usually be divided under two headings,

viz. General Stock and Component Stock. The divisions will

usually comprise the following group :

General Stock. Component Stock.

Raw Material. Standard Fittings.

Shop Supplies. Rough Components.
Hardware. Components for assembling.

Spare Components.
Complete Product.

Each factoiy has its peculiar range of stock and its own conditions

of storage to meet, but allo\\ing for all that, it will be helpful to

consider the lines of classification likely to apply in average cases.

In submitting a classification hst of general stock, the underlining

idea is to demonstrate a sub-grouping of items hkely to be stored

in proximity to each other.

It is of primary importance that the classification scheme adopted

for stock account purposes should be serviceable also as the basis

of an identification system within the Stores.

The classification will require to be developed if every variety

and size of article is to be identified by numbers and symbols.

The necessity for such development udll depend on many factors,

not the least important being the capacity of the storekeeper to

properly utilise such methods.

Although there may be no present intention of applying the

classification scheme to identify the stock by labelling the bins in
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any particular way, there can be no objection to adojjting for the stock

stock accounts a system cai)able of tliis ap})hcation. There is the

furtliir ]>oint that for stock control ])urposcs in the Stores a purely

alphabetical sequence of records is likely to be unsatisfactory.

Alphabetical sequence is quite advantageous when restricted

to related classes of goods.

In the classification list of representative items of general stock

submitted further on, due regard has been paid to the desirability

of alphabetical reference in the respective groups. By this arrange-

ment, anyone familiar with the general scheme of the classification

can use the list readily without any cross indexing.

A practice sometimes adopted of numbering the stock accounts

to correspond with the bin numbers is likely to involve an index

as bulky as the list of accounts.

The classification offered does not deal with Component Stock,

as this is necessarily peculiar to each business, except as to Standard

Fittings. The part numbers and type symbols adopted for pro-

duction purposes, and appearing on the drawings, should be the

basis of such a classification.

It may be remarked that code words, when suitably arranged

in alphabetical groups for each type of catalogued products, can

be usefully employed sometimes for identifying warehouse stock.

The main lines of the classification suggested for General Stock

are as follows :

Raw Material. Iron and St«el.

Non- Ferrous Metals.
Non-Metallic Materials.
Timber.

Shop Supplies. Drysalteries.
Fuel and Process Supplies.
Oils and Greases.
Paint inK Supplies.
Plant Supplies.
Utensils and Implements.
Stationery, OlDce and Packing Supplies.

Hardware. Sundries.
Pipe Fittings.

While it is possible to detail a good many typical items falling

under each of the above sub-headings, no attempt will be made to

apply class numbers, as the numbering scheme will depend on the

range of stock items kept.

Any class may include several sizes or varieties of articles bearing

the same name, though the class number soon loses its identification

if the varieties included are substantially different articles apart

from size.

Sub-cla.ss references for different varieties or sizes may be formed

by the affixing of small letter references, as 3/9^ for Hose, Rubber

Armoured.

One reason for advocating a number reference for stock accounts,

in place of a name reference, is to obviate the difficulty arising
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stock
Classification.

[Section IV

d

from the use of different names for the same article. In the classi-

fication list as issued in any factory, presumably in the form of

a blue-print, local alternative names may be added if thought

necessaiy, to the name adopted for classification purposes.

General Stock—Representative Classification.

Iron RAW MATERIALS. Non- Raw Materials—conld

and
Steel

Bar (/).

Ferrous
Metals— Spelter.

Tin.
Iron, Cast. contd. White Metal.

,, Common.
(I) „ Lowmoor.

Steel, Cast.

„ High Speed.
„ Mild, Black.
„ Mild, Bright.

Ingot (/).
Iron, Pig.
Steel, Blooms, Bessemer.

„ ,, Siemens Mar-
tin.

Plate (/).
Iron, Galvanised.
Steel, Cast.

,, Lagging.
„ Mild.

„ Spring.

„ Tinned.

Scrap {I).

Iron, Cast.
Steel & Wrot. Iron, Plate.

Swarf.

Sections (/).
steel. Angle.

„ Channel.
,, Joist.

Tube {I).

steel. Solid Drawn.

Plate {II).
Brass.
Copper.
Lead.
Teme.
Tin.
Zinc.

Scrap {II).
Aluminium.
Brass.
Copper.
Gunmetal.
Manganese Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze.
White iletal.

Sections {II).
Brass Strip.

Tube {II).
Brass.
Copper.

Wire (//).
Brass.
Copper.
Lead.
Phosphor Bronze.

Wire Gauze {II).
Brass.
Copper.

Wrot. Iron, Gas.

„ „ Steam.

Wire (/). Non- Asbestos, Cord.

Iron, Black. „ Millboard.

„ Galvanised. Metallic Canvas.
Steel, Cast Silver.

„ Mild.
Material

Ebonite, Rod.
„ Sheet.

,, Piano. Felt.

„ Spring. Fibre, Red Vulcanite, Rod. |

Sheet.

Wire Rope (/).
steel, Galvanised.

„ Plain.

Leather.
Line, Marline.

„ Sash Cord.
„ Spun Yarn.
„ String.

„ Tarred Flax.Non- Bar {II).

Ferrous Brass, Brazing.
Copper. Soft RoUed.

Rope, Manilla.

., Tarred Hemp.
Metals. Gunmetal, Cast.

Manganese Bronze, Hard
„ White Cotton.

Rubber Hose.

(II) Rolled.
Phosphor Bronze, Rolled.

Ingots {II).

Sheet.

Timber Ash.
Beech.

Aluminium. Birch.
Antimony. Boxwood.
Copper. Deal, Yellow.
Gunmetal. „ White.
Lead. Ebony.
Manganese Bronze. Elm.
Phosphor Tin. Larch.
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General Stock—Representative Classification—contd.

Timber Raw Materi.xls—cotitd.
\
Oils and Shoi' Supplies—contd.

contd. LiKiiiim Vitae. Greases— Oil (Cylinder.

Maluiuaiiv contd. „ Linseed, Boiled.
MapU-. ,, Linseed, Uaw.
Oak. ,, Lard.
I'iii.-, rit.h. „ Olive.

.. K.«(l. ., Parallln.

., V el low. ,, Kangoon.
Sprui'c. ,, Rape.
leak. ,, Sjierni.

Walnut. ., Shafting.

1
Wlntewood. Tallow.

!

SHOP SUPPLIES. Painting
Sup-

Colours, Dry, Miscellaneoos.
., Red Lead.

Drysal-
.

1

Colours-in-oil, .Miscellaneous.

i<alli HiU'k. plies. Whit* lycad.

teries. lUack l.oa(l. Coloiu"8-iu-turp», Miscella-

Bora.\. neous.

t'aiulles. Dr.vers.

Chalk, Krt'iich. Paint Remover.
White Lump. Turpentine.

CleaniiiR t'lotlis.
Varnish, .Vnti-Corrosive.

Corks. ,, Cojial.

Disinfectants. ,, Japan Gohl Size.

Emery Cloth.

„ Discs.

„ Powder.
Glass Paper.

Wiiite Hard Spirit.

Plant Building Repairs.
Glue. Sup- Bricks, Fire.
Graphite.
Gum .Arabic. plies. ,, Ordinary.

Cement.
Hessian. Corrugated Iron Sheet.
House Flannel. Fire Clay.
Lamp Wick. Glass, Sheet.
Matches. Lime.
Metal Polish. Pipes and Guttering, Earth-
Methylated Spirits. enware.
Potash. Pil)e3 and Guttering, Iron,
Pumice Stone. Cast.
Resin. Pipes and tiuttering, Iron,
Salanimoniac. Galvanise<l Sheet.
Salt. Pipes and (Juttering, Lead.
Saltpetre. Pitch.
Shellac. PllttV.
Soap, Household. Roofing Felt.

„ Soft. Sand.
,, Toilet.

Soda.
Size, Concentrated.
Slates.

Solder. Tar.
SoMeriiiu' Paste.
Sulphur, Flour.
Wax.

Electrical Repairs.

WeldinK Composition. Arc Lamps, Carbons.
Whiting. Spare Parts.

Wipers. Cells. I^ Clanch6.
t'lllnlltS.

Fusihle Plugs.
Incandescent Lamps.

Fittings.
Insulating Tape.
Mica.

Fuel
and

Process

Arid. Nitric.
Sulphuric.

Casehardening Composition.
Charcoal.
Coal, Household.

Sup- „ Smithy.
., Steam.

Terminals.
Wire. Electrical.

plies. Coke, Foundry.
,, (iaa.

Milhcright Repairs.
Firewood. Belting, Flat Tanned, Single.

Double.Foundry Ix)am.
- Foundry Sand. Rawhide.

Ganist^T. Round Leather.
Hazel Kods. Belt Dressing.
Limestone.

,, Fa.steners.
Petrol. ,, Ijices.
Straw Rope. Gas Burners.

„ Fittings.

Oils Cutting Compoand. ,, (IUil>eg.

Grea.se. .\nti-Corrosive. „ Mantles.

1 and Oil. Ca.stor. (iaugc (ila.Hses.

1

Greases.
„ (leaning.
., Colza.

Packing, Kngine.
Plant, Spare Parts.

Stock
ClasBllloaUon.
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Classification.
General Stock—Represe?itative Classification—contd.

Shop Supplies—contd. Shop Supplies—contd.

Utensils Bellows. Station- Paper, Photo Printing.

and Bottles, Glass.
Brooms, Bars. ery, ,, Tracing.

>> Typing.
Imple-
ments.

„ Hair. Office „ Writing.
Broom Handles.
Brushes, Banister.

„ Circular.

and
Packing

Paper Fasteners.
Pay Boxes.
Pen Holders.

,, Duster. Supplies Pen Nibs.
„ Paint. —contd. Pencils.

Sash Tool. Rubber Bands and Sorters.
Scrubbing. Sanitary Paper, Loose.

„ Stencil. Rolls.
„ Tar. Strawboard, Corrugated.

Water. Towels, Hand.
„ Wire. Roller.

Cans, Drip. Wrapping Paper, Brown.
„ Oil. Oiled.
„ Water.

Chisels.

Crucibles.
Drills. HARDWARE.
Emery Wheels.
Files, Flat Hand.

Sundries Brackets, Japanned Wrot. Iron.
„ Half Bound. Chain, Brass, Chandelier.
,, Round. „ Steel, Black Japanned.
„ Square „ Steel, Solid Twisted
„ Three Square. Curb Link.
„ Warding. Coach Screws.

File Cards. Dowels, Brass Screw Plugs.
File Handles. „ Brass Screw Sockets.
Forks, Coke. ,, Malleable Iron.
Gloves, Stokers'. Drawer Pulls, Brass.
Goggles. Drawer Pulls, Brass, Com-
Hammers, Hand. bined Pull and Card Holders.

Lead. Drawer Pulls, Iron, Japanned.
Sledge. Hinges, Butt. Brass.

Hammer Handles. „ Butt, Iron.
Knives, Shoemakers'. ,, Strap, Iron.
Ladles. Hooks, Hat and Coat, Jap'd.
Lamps, Tin Hand. Hooks and Eyes, Cabin, Brass.
Mallets, Boxwood. Knobs, Japanned.

Hide. Letters and Figures, White
Hide Kefills. Metal.

Mats. Locks, Brass, Till and Cup-
Mops, Household. board.
Oil Feeders. Iron, Till and Cupboard.
PaUs. „ Iron, Padlock.
Paint Kettles. Nails, Brass Panel Pins.

„ Strainers. „ Copper Nails.
Pliers. „ Steel Brads.
Polishing Bobs. „ Steel Cut Nails.

„ Mops. „ Steel Tacks.
Punches, Leather. „ Steel Wire NaUs.
Sacks, Coal.

,, Steel Wire Points.
Saws, Band. Rapping Plates.

,, Circular. Rivets, Copper.
„ Hack. „ Iron, Charcoal.

Screw Drivers.
,, Iron, Common.

Shovels. „ Iron, Lowmoor.
Soldering Irons. Screw Eyes.
Sieves. Screw Hooks.
Spanners, Adjustable. Staples, Galvanised.

„ Double Ended. Wood Screws, Brass, Csk. Hd.
Squeegees. „ „ Brass, Rd. Hd.
Syringes. Iron, Csk. Hd.
Taps. Iron, Rd. Hd.
Vice Clamps, Copper.

,, „ Lead.
Wood Screw Cups.

Station- Adhesives.
Blotting Paper. Pipe Wrot. Iron Connections, Back

r Nuts.
ery, Carbon Paper. Fittings. „ ,. .. Bends.

Office
Cards, Guide.

„ Record.
„ Crosses.

,, Elbows.
and Envelopes.

"
, ,, Flanges.

Packing Erasers.
Ink.

'• „ Nipples.
, „ Plugs.

Sup-
plies.

Labels, plain.
"

, ,, Sockets.
Memorandum Books and Pads.

"
Taph

Paper, Drawing.
i 1
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Component Stock—Partial Classification.

STANDARD FITTINGS. Standard Fittings—
Balls. Steel.

contd.

Holts. Stoel, HriKht. Nuts, Steel Hexagon, Bright.

Uoltdnnd Nuts, Hluck Faced. „ Steel Hexagon, Castel-

tialvanised. lated.

Cocks. <ilaiid. ,, Steel Hexagon, ]>ock.

Pet. „ Steel He.\agon, Turret.

., IMUR. Screws and Set Pins, Bra-ss.

Stop. „ „ „ Iron.

Cotter I'ius, Brass. Split. Studs. Steel.

,. Steel, Split. Taps. Bib,

„ Steel, Taper. Stoii.

Keys, Parallel. Unions, Phiinhers".

Taper. Valves, Check.

Lubricators, Grease Cups, ,. Clohe.

Screw Down. Washers, Bra.ss.

Needle. „ Copper Asbestos.
Felt.Oil Cups, Sliding

Lid. „ Iron, Black.
Name Plates. Cast. „ Leather.

Etched. Spring.

Nuts, Brass Hexagon.
j

Steel, Bright.

„ Steel Hexagon, Black. 1

j

Stock
ClasslflcatlOD.

Ihe tunction of the stock accounts is aftected by tlieir relation Function of
^ .. .... stock
to the stores organisation generally. Accounts.

The best way of looking at stock accounts is to consider them

as existing virtually for account checking purposes, as distinct

from stock control purposes.

On the one hand they serve to give the balance of stock to be

accounted for by the Stores, and on the other to prove that the

totals credited to the respective stock accounts agree in grand total

with those of the material cost allocation accounts.

These considerations make the stock accounts essentially accounts

of money values.

As the quantities of materials received and issued are necessarily

recorded to provide intelligible stock accounts, it is not unusual

for stock control to be attempted through the stock accounts.

The objections to combining these functions in the one system

of records are threefold.

stock Control records require to be in the hands of the man controlling the stock.
.-Vs argued alsewhere, this may mean that the control records as to component stock

should be centred in the Works OfUce. (See Stock .Vppropriaf ion Koiitinf, p. \V.\.)

So far as the Storekeeper controls the stock he will need the rerjuisit* recrirds ready
to his hands all the time, so that it is hardly feasible that money values should be
entered in the same set of records, without at least taking the whole of the stock account
work away from the Works .\ccount3 Office

.

For eiRcient stock control the records of receipts and issues should be kept posted close
up to time all day and every day.

This condition alone rules out money values on these records because invoices may
not be to hand before the gooiis are issued, and, if they arc, the pricingout of the i.saue.s

means d'^lay, which must \te avi)i<lcd. It would be possible, no doubt, to do the
pricing and make the extensions afterwards, but this would not eliminate the objections
mentioned above.

The subdivision of records necessary for stock control purposes means practically a
separate recorri for each size and each variety of each kind of article kept in stock.

This itemised division would be too cumbersome if money values were in question,
not because of any difficulty in making the necessary entries, but t)ecause of the multi-
tude of totals to be collected each account period if agreement between the Stock
accounts and cost allocation accounts is to be proved.
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Stock*"^
i° The primary conditions requisite for accuracy in the stock accounts

Accounts. are twofold.

Correct identification of the goods received.
Correct identification of the goods issued.

There are, in addition, related questions of accuracy in pricing

the stock issues, and accuracy in the cost allocation of same.

To obtain this correct definition or identification with ease and

certainty means having a common basis of reference by both the

Stores and the Works Accounts Office.

The practice of identifying consignments of all goods received

by labelling with the Goods Received No. (G.R. No.), provides in

itself a perfect system of identification, providing the different

consignments can be kept distinct while in the Stores. Obviously

this scheme implies the quoting of the G.R. No. on the respective

Goods Issue Vouchers. Such a routine has already been advocated

in the case of special purchases of goods that do not pass through the

stock accounts proper.

Much as the scheme of continuously identifying each consign-

ment of goods is to be commended in principle, there will be too

many difficulties in the way for it to be applied to all classes of

stock.

For these reasons more general arrangements for identification

are necessary, and these have been indicated in the classification

offered of typical items of general stock.

When formulating a suitable system of stock accounts to suit

a given works, aiTangements are necessary to ensure the proper

canying out of that system.

This checking of the stock accounts or stock scrutiny, as it may
be better called, can be carried out so thoroughly as to cost too

much. On the other hand, stock accounts cannot be relied on

that are not subject to some regular scrutiny.

Stock auditing is a term sometimes used in this connection, but

it is inadvisable to use the term auditing in other than its orthodox

financial sense. Stock scrutiny, in the sense used here, is more

than a check of book-keeping accuracy.

Stocktaking once a year is the usual check on stock accounts,

but only incidentally then, because actual counting and weighing

of stock is necessary, under average conditions, to provide the

Management with the data for issuing a certificate of the true total

values of stock.

The annual stocktaking may be claimed as stock scrutiny on

the grand scale, in fact, on too large a scale for all the differences

disclosed, between the stock as taken and the stock according to

the stock accounts, to be investigated.
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Flagrant errors will be noted and adjustLcl, but, generally speak- Accuracy in

ing. the annual stocktaking is an altogether unsatisfactory substitute Accounts

for proj>er scrutiny the year through.

The best compromise in this matter is to establish the practice

of a clerk from the Works Accounts Office making a visit of inspec-

tion, possibly at stated times, say twice a week.

The programme for each visit should be drawn up by the Works

Accountant, but no notice of the programme should be given to the

Storekeeper.

An elaborate programme is not necessary, as the necessary dis-

ciplinary effect can be achieved by dealing with a few items, while

the interference with the Stores routine is proportionately less.

Shortages, both actual losses by dishonesty and apparent losses by

reason of failure to obtain proper vouchers before issuing, will be

found to occur mostly with articles of general utility, such as soaps,

candles, brushes, etc.

Proved inaccuracies in stock balances must be >tri(tly dealt with,

not so much for the particular values that may be in question, but

because, for every inaccuracy proved, there are certain to be others

that are unproved. A stock balance in excess of the stock account

balance implies inaccuracy as much as a shortage does, and careless-

ness should not be condoned because there seems to be no question

of missing stock. Discretion will be necessary as to what differences

are permissible in the case of goods issued in small quantities from

bulk, such as bars.

Stock scrutiny involves testing the actual stock balance against

the stock account balance and may be extended to include a criticism

of the rate of consumption, especially shop supplies.

This extended sphere, if attempted, must first be mutually agreed

upon between the Works Manager and the Works Accountant.

The work of stock scrutiny may be facilitated by first testing the

actual stock against the stock control records, and then as a separate 5-89-

stage to test the stock accounts against the stock control records

after expressing the balance shown on the latter in terms of value.

This point is dealt with again in connection with the agreement of

the Stock Ledgers. s-ia6.

The question of the oversight of the respective sub-stores largely sub-storea.

settles the stock accounting routine necessary.

If the Head Storekeeper is qualified and in a position to su|x;rvisc

the sub-stores, it will be possible to ignore the sub-stores in the stock

accounts, and to keep only single accounts, as if the stock were all

located in the General Stores.

The advantage of this course lies in eliminating from the stock
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Sub-Stores. accounts all entries of the transfers between the General Store and

the sub-stores.

In the case of a sub-store under a departmental foreman, separate

stock accounts will be necessary for the various articles held.

The accounting requirements necessary when transferring goods

from the General Stores to a departmental stores having separate

stock accounts, can be very well met by the use of a Goods Issue

Voucher suitably endorsed. These transfers will be dealt \\ith in

the stock accounts by a credit entry (in red ink) in the " receipts
"

column of the one account and a corresponding debit entry under
" receipts " in the account benefitting by the transfer of stock.

Recommendation is made elsewhere as to utilising the Tool Stores

as a sub-stores for distributing shop supplies. When this plan is

adopted, it will be more convenient to allocate the transfers, as they

are made, to the departmental shop supplies account—apportioning

by estimate, if need be, when more than one department is served.

No serious error in cost allocation need arise by this practice and

much clerical labour will be saved. As already pointed out, sub-

stantial economies in the consumption of supplies are likely to arise

from this course, amply justifjdng the approximations made as to

allocation. Shop supplies may possibly be drawn from the Tool

5-91- Stores by means of Tool Loan Slips. When, say, a Sales Repair

Order is to be charged with supplies of this character, the Tool Loan
Slips can be marked accordingly and passed to the Works
Accounts Office, who will credit the expense account and debit

the repairs account.

Fuel stock should be the subject of a departmental stock account,

and its consumption reported by the person responsible for the

power efficiency generally. Stock scrutiny mil have to be by rough

estimate of stocks, but should not be neglected on that account.

On the other hand, by making up each stack of a known quantity

and working it right out when once commenced, the call for

estimating will be small, as there should be only one broken stack

of each kind of fuel.

The conditions to be met in regard to the stock accounting of

process supplies, in connection with the Foundiy and Smithy, are

discussed under the heading of Process Product.

Timber. In the matter of Timber Stock which requires special treat-

ment in the accounts, some aspects are discussed under materials.

It may be added here that, under ordinary circumstances, it

will not be worth while to attempt to subdivide the timber stock

accounts by scantlings unless the timber is likely to be used in the

form in which it is purchased.
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The issues of timber will be derived fruiu linilHr lickets, as Timber,

previously mentioned.
•"'

Assuming single accounts for all scantlings of each kind of timber,

the first stage in the stock scrutiny will be to take the stock account

balance and test its accuracy by abstracting the total balances, in

terms of quantity, from the Stock Control Cards for eagh scantling

and pricing same out. The balance in the timber store and the

balance in the shop in process of conversion, or to be otherwise

accounted for, will of course, have to be added together.

The difference between the total values of stock shown by the

stock accounts and the stock shown by the Stock Control Cards, will

represent the combined errors of incorrect pricing and incorrect

reporting of quantities used. Considerable judgment will be

necessary to determine where the error lies in some cases.

The prices used should be sufficient to cover the loss of material

by conversion and the normal wastage in working the timber. In

regard to other expenses, such as the wages cost of conversion, or the

expenses of drying and storage, to allow for these in the pricing will

prevent the stock accounts being agreed as to book-keeping accuracy.

It would also introduce certain inaccuracies in the works accounts

by allocating as " materials " items of expenditure not included

under that heading in the Works Expenditure Account.

There are two alternatives with reference to distributing these

expenses, the one is to apply them as a material service charge on the

basis of the quantity of timber issued, and the other is to throw them

into the general expenses of the wood-working department to be

distributed in the form of shop charges. These shop charges would

be applied on the basis of the labour expended in working up the

timber into a finished product.

While the material service charge will be the more nearly accurate

method, the inclusion in the shop charges will be an acceptable

method in many cases as being less troublesome and not seriously

inequitable.

In some businesses the timber stock is valued at an increased rate

for each year that it has been kept in stock for seasoning purposes.

In the annual inventory this discrimination causes no incon-

venience, but to recognise these fine gradations of prices according

to age in the stock accounts means complications in pricing the

timber used.

A serviceable compromise will be to price all seasoned timber of

the same grade, whatever its age, at a common rate, and to assume

that no unseasoned timber will be used. This will allow a different

valuation for seasoned timber as against unseasoned or only partly

seasoned timber, in the annual inventor>\ without seriously confusing
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Timber. the stock accounts. Any difference disclosed between the two sets

of figures will be adjusted by charging the Timber Preparation

and Storage Account. See Standing Order S 4-4.

Touching the conversion of timber into wheel spokes or felloes,

for instance, which are kept in stock a year or two for seasoning

after being roughly cut to shape, the work of conversion should be

dealt with under a Stock Manufacturing Order and the product (the

rough blocks) duly charged into stock as materials. These blocks

would then be dealt with under separate stock accounts and priced

at so much each, inclusive of all expenses up to that stage.

Fainting
Supplies.

Some difficulties arise in dealing with the stock account of painting

supplies owing to the mixing necessary for obtaining various colours

and qualities, and the impossibility of returning the unused mixed
paint into stock in the form in which the various constituents were

originally issued from stock.

The difficulties are most troublesome when small values are at

stake, and, therefore, a compromise is especially worth considering.

One such compromise is to fix a schedule of prices per pound,

exclusive of labour, for the various kinds of mixed paints, and then

to have the leading painter, or foreman if there is one, report each

da}^ to the Works Accounts Office the quantity of paint used of each

grade.

This report will be used for allocating the cost of paint to the

individual orders, and the grand total credited to stock account for

mixed paints.

The constituent materials will be drawn from the General Stores

as required, and the values transferred from the respective stock

accounts to the mixed paints stock account.

It is suggested that the labour of mixing paints be allocated either

to the particular job as part of the wages cost of painting, or, when
that is not possible, to the General Labouring Account for the depart-

ment.

The stock checking or scrutiny possible in the case of painting

material's in the Paint Shop is limited, and for that reason it is better,

if possible, to hold the bulk of the stock in the General Stores, unless

circumstances justify a properly supervised Paint Stores, as, for

example, in a shipyard.

The mixed paint stock account can be watched to an extent

through the fluctuations of the balance unaccounted for, though a

fairly frequent survey of the stock in the Paint Shop will be necessary

to ensure sufficient attention being given to the daily reports.

Demonstrated shortages in the shop stock should be allocated to

the Departmental Shop Supplies Account.
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Coming to the subject of Returns from llie Shops, so fur as the Returns from

stock accounts are concerned, materials returned in tlie same foriu

as originally issued get back into stock—from the acccnmting jxjint

of view- -by the simple process of reducing the sum totals of issues,

and this is a distinctly better method than treating such returns as

additional receipts. This course avoids interfering with the agree-

ment of stock purchase totals in the \\'(»rks Expenditure Account

with the stock account receipt totals, and obviates inflating the

totals on the stock control records.

When, however, the material returned is no longer in the same

form as it was issued, such as is the case with non-ferrous swarf and

defective material—for the latter cannot be passed back into stock

with good material—it is necessary to treat the returns as new-

materials, to be recorded as receipts under suitable scrap stock

accounts.

To achieve this result, which is obviously wholly an accountancy

requirement, the Shop Credit Shps referring to such returns are 5-87.

aggregated in the Works Expenditure Book—after being utilised as 5-119.

the basis of credits in the Cost Allocation Accounts to the original

orders where specified—and the totals incorporated in the Works

Product Abstract each account period. The effect of this transaction

is dealt with elsewhere.

In connection with goods subject to considerable market fiuctua- f^rc^ggd

tions in price, such as copper and non-ferrous metals generally, the stock,

point arises as to whether current market prices or purchase prices

shall be used in the cost allocation accounts and consequently in the

stock accounts.

There is something to be said for recognising market fluctuations,

but the accounting result is ver\^ unsatisfactory.

The proper course seems to be to adjust all stock prices yearly, or,

at most, half-yearly, so that such prices shall not exceed the market

prices current at the time of valuation, but otherwise the prices used

will be the net purchase or cost price. A lump sum reservation also

can be made against the risk of unfavourable fluctuations in market

values between these valuations.

Goods purchased during the course of the year will be allocateil

at the net purchase price, as nearly as possible. To do this with

precision means that each purchase of each sort and size will be

used up before the next consignment is touched.

In using any set of cost allocation figures for tendering purposes,

prospective market prices of materials must obxiously be allriwed

for in the tender, whatever may appear in the cost accounts to which

reference may be made, so that there seems no real advantage in
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attempting the adjustment of stock prices in an endeavour to follow

market fluctuations.

Pricing of
Doubtful
Stock.

With regard to doubtful stock, that is, stock of doubtful utility to

the particular business concerned, it is much better at the annual

stock valuation to make a lump sum reservation or deduction on this

account, rather than attempt to write down the individual items.

Of course, if stock is positively of reduced value, through deteriora-

tion, the right course is to reduce the stock price of such items.

There will be many cases, particularly with component stock,

where the prospective utility is in much doubt and yet the stock

lias not actually deteriorated. It is highly desirable to recognise

the risk of the stock never being used, and the lump sum reservation

does this without necessitating any adjustment of prices in the stock

accounts.

So long as the financial accounts embody the reservation, as to

which the Works Manager will be responsible for recommending an

adequate sum, it is not necessary to recognise the reservation in the

stock accounts.

The result will be that any item in respect to which reservation

has been made, will, when used, be charged out at the normal full

price, and this is fair because it is evidently worth full value in that

instance.

Pricing of In pricing manufactured stock product, the use of inclusive

stock. prices, comprising all the elements of the Works cost, is advocated.

The method of arriving at these stock prices is discussed elsewhere.

stock Price
Records.

5-124.

5-127-

5-128.

The pricing of stock issues is so considerable a factor in the routine

of the stock accounts and cost allocation accounts that the method

of compiling the price records is of some importance.

These records should be independent of the purchase entries in the

stock accounts, so as to allow more freedom in dealing with the Goods

Issue Vouchers.

These vouchers will need to be priced and extended, as they are

received in the Works Accounts Office, with a view to their prompt

entry in the cost allocation accounts. This condition will entail

continual reference over the whole range of stock prices, so that the

handiest form in which to keep these records will be on loose sheets

suitably mounted in book form, or possibly on linen-hinged cards

mounted on a stand. An ordinary card index, while affording the

necessary elasticity/ of arrangement and renewal, is not the most

rapid method in service.

Price records should be made in ink and dated, and, as prices are
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superseded, they should only bo ruled through instead of biiiiL' stock Price
,,.,,, ^ Records,

obliterated.

Further, the style of the records should be intelligible to anyone,

and not be too much in liieroglyphics understandable only by the

compiler.

For some classes of goods, such as wood screws, files and ])ipe

fittings, tables will be necessary showing the net prices of each size

and variety.

A matter of moment in connection with stock control records and weights and

stock accounts is that of weights and measures. Some consideration

has been given to the possible reforms of British Weights and Measures

by various associations, notably the Decimal Association on the

one hand, who stand for the adoption of the metric system, and

the British Weights and Measures Association, who aim at simplifying

the established system by using fewer of the units rather than

attempt the herculean task of adopting new units for all trades

and all conditions.

For works purposes all weights might be in pounds, all lengths

in inches, all liquid measures in pints, and all numbers in units.

The use of inches is the more debatable of the four suggested units.

The importance of these points lies in the multitude of transactions

involved. Every figure saved in entering and every effort saved in

calculating may mean an appreciable gain in the long run.

From the accounting point of view the difficulty is one of ready

reckoner tables suited to the use of smaller units.

The preparation of special ready reckoner tables is not a very Ready

formidable task if one is equipped with suitable lithographed forms, Tables,

on paper from which photo prints may be taken, and the master

calculator tables that are on the market.

There are many net prices, resulting after deduction of trade

discounts, that are not provided for in the majority of ready reckoners

which cater more for selhng and purchasing purposes than for stock

or cost accounts.

If special ready reckoner tables are prepared, local requirements

can be net to a nicety as to rate and range, and also in terms of the

simpler units suggested above.

The use of simpler units obviously extends the application of

mechanical means of calculation. In stock accounts the main use

of mechanical calculation will lie in abstracting the totals of the

receipts and issues each account period for agreement purposes.

The method of keeping the stock accounts must necessarily be in stock Ledger.

s
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Stock Ledger, ledger form, the stock in hand and receipts appearing on the one side

5-125. of the account and the issues on the other.

5-123- The term Stock Ledger is applied to the stock accounts as a whole.

5-126. Returns from the shops, as previously stated, are treated as

reducing the issues, except in the case of scrap, which constitutes

material in a new form and is recorded, therefore, as a receipt.

Returns from customers are also in the nature of fresh receipts, so

far as the Works Expenditure Account is concerned, and must be

treated accordingly.

The transactions in connection with the keeping of the Stock

Ledger may be tabulated as follows :

STOCK LEDGER.

Receipts. Issues.

Purchases—per Goods Received Notes.

Stock Products -^
work-c!

Returns from I V^^ "
°J-t^

Customers (^^^Pr^^*"'
Scrap Receipts. J ^°°''-

Issues. <

f per Goods Issue Vouchers.

, Foundry.
Smithy.
Power House.

- Painter.
Builder.
Electrician.
Millwright,

per Timber Tickets,
per Tool Loan Slips (for Shop

Supplies charged to Orders
instead of expenses).

per
Depart-
mental
Reports.

Returns from
Shops, per Shop Credit Slips.

Stock Ledger
Agreement.

It is necessary that the Stock Ledger should be agreed regularly in

regard to its bookkeeping accuracy.

The first stage is to verify that the totals entered on the receipts

side of the Stock Ledger agree with the total expenditure in respect

5-II5- to stock as recorded in the Works Expenditure Book, which in turn

is agreed with the financial books.

On the issue side of the Stock Ledger verification is a more involved

matter.

Assuming for the moment that all the Goods Issue Vouchers and

other vouchers are correctly priced and correctly extended, the

entries in the Stock Accounts can be tested in total against the totals

of stock issues entered in the cost allocation accounts. Both sets of

entries are derived from the same vouchers, and agreement of totals

may be accepted as evidence of correct posting and correct totalling

in both cases.

In making this test, mechanical means for making the totals will

save a great deal of time and minimise the risk of inaccuracy being

introduced at this stage.
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The cost allocation accounts need to be divided to coires|X)nd with stock Ledger
r 1 <• 1 I 1 ,- 1 1 ,

Agreement,
the nuun sections ot tlie Stock l,edger, viz., deneral Stock and Com- 5 130.

ponent Stock.

Small differences may have to be passed, but it must be borne in

mind ;dways that a small difference in grand totals may represent a

balance of relatively large errors.

With the Stock Ledger entries of receipts and issues verified to the

above extent, there remains the question of whether the issue

vouchers have been correctly priced and extended.

Obviously, any error in this direction will be reflected in the

balances of the various stock accounts. These balances may be

considered as the book values of goods to be accounted for by the

respective Stores. The object of continuous stock scrutiny, as

already discussed, is to verify the existence of this balance of stock,

and, in so doing, to confirm that there is no error in the book values.

As it may be assumed that all issue vouchers have been duly

noted for stock control record purposes, the balance of stock shown

by these records ought to work out in value to agree with the stock

account balance. It will constitute a valuable application of stock

scrutiny, although limited to records and not based on actual

stock checking, if the stock control record balances are frequently

priced out in this way. A reasonably near agreement will confirm

the general accuracy of the issue vouchers applying to the respective

accounts that are tested, and by inference a general accuracy all

round in the work of pricing and extending the issue vouchers.

Given these conditions, the stock control record balances can

be checked against the actual stock at any convenient time without

bringing the stock accounts into line at that moment.

The proving of a high degree of accuracy in the stock accounts,

and in the stock control records, will meet all reasonable require-

ments of works accounting, without the actual auditing of every

entry as necessary in the case of financial accounts.

The problem of the annual stocktaking with its dislocation of stock values
' ... ^^^ Financial

production and its expense has naturally given point to the possi- Accounta.

bilityof accepting Stock Ledgerbalances in lieu of a special inventory.

The feasibility of this course depends entirely on the efiicicncy

of the stock scnitiny, for, without a high degree of accuracy in the

stock accounts is demanded and obtained, the Stock Ledger can

never be relied on for the purposes of the annual trading account.

On the other hand, it should be remembered that an actual

inventor}' taken under the usual rush conditions is quite likely to

include some errors as to quantities and descriptions.

If stock accounts are kept, comparison of the book balance at
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Stock Values the date of stocktaking may be made with the inventory and glaring
for Financial
Accounts. errors discovered.

When the stock accounts are kept under the conditions proposed

here, the errors in the stock accounts are very unlikely to be appreci-

able, and may easily be less than those occurring with a merely

annual inventory.

When adequate provision is made each year for doubtful stock

and unfavourable market fluctuations of raw material prices, a

httle extra reservation can conveniently be made to cover the

likely errors in the Stock Ledger balances, if these are accepted

as the true stock value.

Given an established and efficient system of stock scrutiny, the

most careful pubUc auditor could accept a certificate of stock values

based on the stock control records.

The pricing and extension would have to be carried out as for

an ordinary stocktaking, and compared as to class totals with the

stock accounts.

The stock control records may be thrown open to the

auditor, so that he may test any item of quantity he desires.

The usefulness of reliable stock accounts for constructing approxi-

mate profit and loss statements, quarterly or half-yearly, will be

readily appreciated. The building up of an inventory from stock

control records would only be necessary for balance sheet purposes,

intermediate requirements being met by an abstract of the stock

account balances.

Section FVe Cost Allocation Accounts.

Functions of CosT allocation accounts are the accounts for allocating the whole
Cost Alloca- ^ , T,
tion Accounts, of the v/orks expenditure.

To allocate, according to the dictionary, means to allot to each

his share. Further, allocation implies the allotting of the whole

of the shares, and it is in this sense that the term is so appropriate

for the present purpose.

The reason for applying this term is to differentiate between the

two stages in costing of cost allocation and cost summarising.

The summarising of costs is dealt with further on, and it may

be helpful to anticipate matters to the extent of stating that the

summarising is the ledger stage.

A close parallel may be found in Sales Accounts, the invoicing

corresponding with the cost allocation stage and the ledger work

with the cost summarising stage.
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Cost allocation, like invoicing, tlejx:nds for its accuracy on the FunctionBof
C/OBL Allocs-

initial information supplied by despatch notes in the case of invoices, tion Accoimia.

and by time allocation sheets and goods issue vouchers in the case

of cost allocation.

The correctness of this basis information is not a matter of book-

keeping, and may be said to be one more of administration.

The attainment of bookkeeping accuracy of cost allocation is

only useful if the basis information is right. The means by which

this Tightness shall be achieved is more appropriately discussed in

the earlier portions of this book, being an integral part of efficient

routine organisation.

For the most part, therefore, the discussion in this section must

presume that correct information is supplied to the Works Accounts

Office, so that the accuracy that has now to be catered for is one

mainly of bookkeeping.

In giving prominence to this aspect of cost allocation accounts,

the object is to emphasise that bookkeeping accuracy is a vital

necessity that many costing systems, particularly of the card index

variety, seem to leave to chance.

This remark is not intended as any reflection on card index

systems for costing purposes, as the flexibility of this mechanism,

for mechanism alone it is and not self-operative at that, makes its

adoption a highly commendable course.

This question of mechanism, be it cards, removable sheets in

binders, or bound books, has a considerable influence on the practi-

cabiUty of any cost accounting system. On the other hand it is

hardly the right sequence to select the mechanism before setthng

on the general principles of a scheme of accounting appropriate to

a given works.

Speaking generally, cost figures that are wanted regularly should

be accessible from the records without any analysis.

This means that if the costs of individual components are in

constant request the cost records must be in unit form, to be aggre-

gated when necessary' for obtaining the cost of the complete product.

Under such circumstances the card index is about the only feasible

means, there being practically no limit to the number of accounts

that can be handled in this way.

The more usual conditions are that cost totals are required for

complete products or orders more frequently than for individual

components. From the bookkeeping point of view the more reason-

able number of accounts, resulting from the costing of complete

orders, will considerably facilitate agreement of totals and con-

sequent accuracy.

Given a reasonable number only of accounts, the advantage as
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Functions of
Cost Alloca-
tion Accounts.

Net
Production
Costs.

to mechanism will lie with the adoption of removable sheets in

suitable binders.

When the practice is for the cost allocation accounts to aggregate

the costs of each order, some sub-divisions become imperative if

proper use is to be made of the works accounting system generally.

The following sub-divisions will meet the main requirements :

Net Production Costs.

Costs of Drawings, Patterns, Jigs and Special Tools.

Costs of Errors and Defects.

Costs of Final Inspection, Pacliing and Despatch.

Consideration will be given further on to the scope of these sub-

divisions.

Whatever sub-divisions of costs, short of unit component costs,

are considered suitable for a particular kind of business, there will

still remain a need to embody in the cost allocation accounts sufficient

detail to make further analysis possible when required.

The requirements for controlling the costs of individual components

by comparison of cost data need not necessarily be met by the cost

allocation accounts.

It will be found a sounder practice to consider this function of

cost data as belonging to ratefixing. The basis information will

be the same, but there will be more freedom in treating the figures,

with however some risk of inaccuracy, though comparisons should,

as a matter of fact, detect any serious errors.

In the ordinary way the net production costs are often considered

as the only costs to be recorded against specific orders, and are

synonymous practically with what are termed prime costs.

Prime cost is sometimes held to be the direct wages and material

costs exclusive of shop charges, but it is not necessarily a contra-

diction of the term if prime cost is considered as including the shop

charges appropriate to the direct wages involved. To avoid possible

confusion, however, these costs are here designated " net production

costs."

Obviously some definition is necessary as to the meaning of

" direct " costs, and a near approach to a definition will be to

state that " direct " materials are those materials actually embodied

in the product, and " direct " wages are the wages paid for labour

expended in the forming or actual shaping of the product. This

is a very narrow definition which, in regard to wages more particu-

larly, cannot be accepted quite literally.

Costs that are not strictly direct and yet enter into net production

costs may be conveniently designated secondary materials and

wages respectively.

In the case of materials, secondary costs will not figure largely
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under the majority of works conditions, though tlic possibihty
^^^^^^^0^

requires consideration. An instance of " secondary " material Coau

would be the suppHcs of fuel and hibricants necessary for the in-

spection trials of an engine. These suppHcs obviously do not become

embodied in the product. This instance assumes that such supplies

are charged to the specific order under which the engine is made or

sold, instead of being treated as shop supplies to be distributed over

the work done in the department.

As to " secondary " wages, this is likely to deserve recognition

in every works.

Secondary wages will be \nrtually indirect wages that are charged

to orders or product instead of to a works expense account. Thus

the wages cost of viewing will be " secondary " wages when charged

to a specific order. Whether it should be so charged or allocated

is a matter for local decision according to the nature of the business.

For mass production, viewing can hardly be treated in any other

way than as an expense, whereas on special contracts it will probably

be held adN-isable to include viewing or inspection costs under the

respective contracts.

The two other common instances of indirect wages that may be

treated partly or wholly as secondary labour are supervision and

labouring or assisting.

Where it is felt that these costs should be included under specific

orders, the difficulty of allocation may be got over by distributing

the respective costs for a given period over the direct hours worked

and allocating accordingly. This will, at least, be more nearly

equitable than allocating on some approximate report furnished

by the men concerned, and will ensure the unfamiliar orders getting

their fair burden. The obvious errors in this method in any given

week will be probably corrected ultimately for each order during

its course in the shops.

To obtain the proper advantage in the cost records from the

differentiation of direct wages from secondary wages, suitable

provision must be made in the form of the cost allocation account.

The Cost Allocation Sheet needs to be designed to furnish this 5i3i-

distinction, and provision can also be made for keeping direct

machine wages distinct from the direct hand wages. This distinction

or dissection entails very little more clerical work, if any, and adds

considerably to the usefulness of the tota.1 cost figures of any order-

particularly for comparison with estimated costs, providing these

are also built up under the two heads of machine and hand wages.

The extent to which secondary materials and wages are allocated

to specific orders will have some bearing on the shop charge rates

to be adopted. The simplest course is to compute the shop charge
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Net rates as if all secondary labour were included in works expenses,

Cost. and then, if need be, to make a rebate on the total shop charges

applied to any order, if the amount of secondary material and

secondary labour allocated to the particular order is excessive. The

method of adjustment would be much the same as when writing

back shop charges apphed to works additions and experimental work,

a matter that is discussed in connection with shop charges. It may
be remarked that shop charges are not applied to secondary labour.

In some businesses the treatment of overtime allowances on direct

labour will require consideration. It may easily prove very valuable

information to have the totals of these allowances on each order,

as throwing light on the circumstances under which the order has

been carried through. When that consideration does not hold good

there will still remain a sufficient reason for distinguishing these

charges, namely, so as to keep the direct machine and direct hand

wages figures on a basis properly comparable at any date with those

of other similar orders.

In the case of secondary labour there will hardly be any occasion

to separate the overtime allowances.

Coming to shop charges, this is a question of wide scope, and is

discussed elsewhere. For the present purpose it will be sufficient

to indicate that the adequate treatment of shop charges involves

S-28. their application to the detail labour charges on the Time Allocation

5-^31 • Sheets before the labour items are posted to the Cost Allocation

Sheets.

When this routine is followed, there is no difficulty in dis-

criminating to any extent desired between the different classes of

work done and the different machines used as to the appropriate

shop charge rates.

A point may be made as to the likelihood of sub-divisions of the

Net Production Costs being necessary.

These sub-divisions may follow the lines of the sub-orders suggested

in connection with the regulation of work-in-progress or of definite

portions of the work. The size and character of the order, and the

needs of the Estimating Department, will influence the scope of

the splitting up attempted.

Sub-divisions under names of the various groups of parts are not

likely to be very satisfactory. The use of symbols, which may be,

perhaps, the reference number of an assembly unit, as described

earlier in the book, will be much the better plan.

Any symbols adopted for the purposes of cost sub-division should

be marked on aU the works drawings involved, for only by such

means can any consistent interpretation of the scope of each sub-

division be realised.
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The question of sub-division by groups of parts should be settled Net

jointly by the Drawing, Estimating and Works Accounts Ofliccs. coat

Where sub-divisions correspond in,;^ with sub-orders arc adopted,

it will j)robably be better to t)nly apply the sub-division to the hibour

costs, and to merge the material costs in one account under the

main order reference, relying on analysis afterwards if necessary.

Tliis consideration is recognised in tiie earlier discussion on sub-

orders.

The sub-division of an order cost covering the cost of drawings, Drawings,
Patterns

patterns, jigs and special tools represents what may be described Jigs and"°
. . Special Tools,

as the cost of production preparations that would* not have to be

incurred on repeat orders. The probabiUty of rcjx^at orders being

obtained would, therefore, be the deciding factor in settling whether

to leave the whole cost against the original order or to transfer some

part of the costs afterwards to Works Additions. A conservative

policy is important, as special tools quickly become obsolete on the

least variation of design, and repeat orders arc apt to be a little

different from the original, always supposing that they come along

at all.

In the case of special products, few will question the advisability

of charging preparation costs to the original order, but in the case

of stock products the ruling will not be as generally approved.

The argument for charging the cost of the production preparations

to the initial stock manufacturing order for each line of product

is to localise the expenditure. Where the line of product is not a

really standard one, there may be a doubt if the whole cost of this

character should be transferred to Works Additions—subject to

that consideration it may be right that the w^hole costs should be

so transferred.

In fixing the price at which stock product shall be charged into

stock, some margin should be added for Drawings, Patterns, Jigs 5-128.

and Special Tools.

It will be well that these preparation costs should be reviewed

in the light of the selling policy to be adopted, or what may be the

better sequence, for the selling policy to be the influencing factor

in the amount of preparation expenditure that can be allowed,

particularly on Jigs and Special Tools. It is, however, a difficult

matter to limit expenditure on jigs and special tools beforehand,

although there may not be much difficulty in deciding for each

component as it comes under review what special equipment will

prove economical for the quantity contemplated to be made.

The control of expenditure on jigs and special tools is one requiring

the exercise of much judgment by the Management, and the com-
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Drawings,
Patterns,
Jigs and
Special Tools.

mercial aspect should be given proper consideration. It is easy to

waste money in production preparations for lines that cannot be

sold or for which inadequate efforts to sell are made, just as it is

possible for a short-sighted policy to blight the selling prospects by
not allowing sufficient economy to be exercised in the repetition

cost of production, such as an adequate supply of special tools

might achieve.

It is not a universal practice for the cost of drawings to be charged

to the orders for the product concerned and then transferred to

Works Additions through that channel.

Draughtsmen are not unsusceptible to administrative influences,

and there may be an actual economy in adopting the practice of

charging their time to the specific orders worked on.

Certainly it is not very satisfactory to value drawings in the first

instance, except on some basis of cost, and if no inventory value

whatever is to be given to drawings the works expenses may be

rather unfairly inflated.

Works Additions of the nature of Drawings, Patterns, Jigs and
Special Tools will be subject to an annual writing down in value

apart from ordinary depreciation, if the sum total of their values

in the books exceeds the limit considered by expert valuers as

properly proportionate to the turnover of the business. Where
conditions allow it, this writing down can be anticipated in part

by not transferring the full cost to Works Additions.

For certain classes of manufacture, when large quantities of

special articles are produced, the special tools will require renewing

and maintaining during the course of the contract, and the same
may hold good of the patterns.

From the point of view of possible inventory values it is important

that these costs of maintenance shall not be included in with the

original costs of the patterns, jigs and special tools dealt with above.

Further, it may be misleading and quite undesirable to debit these

expenses to the ordinary works expenses as repairs to loose plant,

therefore when the nature of an order requires it a special cost

section may be opened.

It is just possible, in consequence of these expenses being specially

charged to the order in this way, that there ought to be a rebate in

the total of the Shop Charges on that order.

Errors and
Defects.

Every order is liable to incur abnormal expenditure in consequence

of errors and defects. The errors may be of drawing, of workman-
ship, of clerical routine or misunderstanding, and defects may refer

to design or to materials. Generally speaking, the varieties of

mishaps possible in this connection are numerous, and it is very
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dc^irublc to scparaU- the cost of same on each order from the net Errors and
' Defects.

j)rochutiou costs.

When errors and defects arise in the initial stages of a new line

of product it may be admissible to transfer some portion of the

costs to Developments and Experiments, to be dealt witli through

the financial accounts at the end of the year.

In contending for a separation of the costs of errors and defects

from the net jnoduction costs, it should be pointed out that this

can only be achieved satisfactorily and economically by estimating in

each case from the respective \'ie\ving Reports. The costs as they are

incmred will he allocated in the first instance as production costs and

adjusting transfers made on the basisof the estimates just referred to.

There may be cases when the cost of errors and defects can be

obtained through the ordinary allocation routine by the issue of a

special order or sub-order, but to endeavour to divert the costs to the

sub-division for errors and defects during the progress of the work

is not likely to be successful in the numerous minor instances.

For factories engaged in mass production it will probably be better

to treat the costs of errors and defects as a \\'orks expense, but where

the products are varied this course is not recommended, as being

likely to result in somewhat misleading figures for the respective

order costs.

It will be convenient to consider as errors or defects all wasted

material and labour consequent on any alteration of design after the

shop print has been issued. The cost of unsuccessful special tools

or unsuccessful processes maybe transferred to the sub-division under

consideration, or, it may be, to Developments and Experiments.

The necessity for a sub-division of order costs under the heading Final inspeo-

of Final Inspection, Packing and Despatch will be readily appre- and Despatch,

ciated, though the importance of the sub-division will depend on the

nature of the business.

Final inspection may involve trials of an expensive character

before the customer will accept delivery. Tests that are made in

the ordinary course of production constitute a part of the net pro-

duction cost. Probably there will be a separate Testing Department

in which such trials will be carried out. It will tend to give more

useful figures of the production costs if the testing wages are treated

as secondary wages.

In the matter of packing and despatch costs, these are not precisely

Works costs, seeing that delivery to Warehouse is the real finishing

point for the Works, but convenience of administration will usually

dictate the inclusion of Warehouse costs and transit charges in the

Works accounts.
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Works With reerard to Works expense accounts, the problems of allocation
£XP6I1S6S* .

have been already discussed in the course of dealing with Standing

Orders for Works expenses.

A point may be made as to the possibility of all three classes of

labour, as mentioned in connection with net production costs,

appearing in these accounts. The direct machine and direct hand

labour will occur on repair jobs. It will tend to a more reliable

system if wages that are considered secondary wages when

charged to a specific production order, shall be posted under the

heading of secondary wages, even when charged to an expense

account, although the reasons previously given for doing so may
not apply wholly.

Direct machine or hand wages charged to an expense account will

not bear shop charges, as this would mean allocating expenses on to

expenses. The objection is one of commercial practice and the

liability to confusion of accounts.

The costs for each account period will be reported, under each

6-43. standing order reference concerned, on the Works Cost Allocation

Abstract.

Works The costs of works additions should be kept generally in the

same form and style as those of production orders.

Consideration is given in the discussion on Standing Orders to

the main headings for works additions accounts.

The practice is advocated of issuing Plant Orders for each works

addition, and for separate cost allocation accounts to be kept

for each such order. The details of the plant order costs, falling

under any one of the headings recognised in the financial

5-137. accounts, will be summarised on the Plant Sub-Orders Cost Sum-

mary.

It is the more common rule amongst public auditors to admit

Works additions at the bare cost of materials and wages only. Shop

charges on such wages cannot, under these conditions, be entered

in the financial accounts, although shop charges are as truly an

element of Works additions costs as of production costs. There is

no reason why exception should not be made when extensive

additions are carried thiough by the Works' own employees.

For the sake of knowing the true Works cost in each case, and for

making the basis of the shop charge rates more regular, the procedure

is strongly recommended of applying shop charges to Works addi-

tions costs in the Works accounts, and then writing same back into

the Supplementary Shop Charges Account as kept in the Shop

Charges Book, before reporting the costs to the Financial De-

partment.
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Coming to the question of the costs of Developments and Kxi^cri- ^^/jf^^P^^

ments, so far as these are derived by transfer from production orders, Experimenu.

no further comment is necessary.

For the main part, specific orders will be issued for each substantial

experiment, and these will be treated on much the same hues as

production orders. It may even be worth while having the same

sub-divisions, excepting that for final inspection, packing and

despatch.

Generally speaking, it is important to issue separate orders for

eveiy experiment, with a view to controlling the expenditure in this

direction. An omnibus order may be admissible for minor experi-

ments during a given short period.

To avoid the adoption of a standing order for aggregating costs

of this character, arrangements are indicated in dealing with Shop

Charges for the Developments and Experiments Account to be kept

in the Shop Charges Book. A parallel account will be kept in the

financial books derived, as to costs, from the periodical Works Cost

Allocation Abstract.

With reference to the application of shop charges to these costs, it

is argued that experimental expenditure is a Works expense to be

ultimately written off through the Works Profit and Loss Account,

although for financial reasons some proportion of the year's expendi-

ture may have to be carried forward at the end of the year.

Considered as a Works expense, it will be understood that shop

charges may not be apphed to these costs, as already indicated in

the case of ordinary Works expenses.

For reasons, however, of obtaining inclusive Works costs and for

shop charge computation purposes, the same practice is advocated

as for Works additions, namely, to apply the regular shop charges

in the \\'orks accounts, and to write them back before reporting the

costs to the Financial Department.

The object of including the term Developments in the title of the

account under consideration is to justify the inclusion of costs that

are experimental virtually in regard to methods of production rather

than of design pure and simple. The possible transfers to this

account from the Errors and Defects sub-division of production

order costs, as prc\-iously mentioned, will fall into the category of

development expenditure.

In the matter of expenditure by the Works for commercial pur- coj^J^erciai^

poses, this has been previously discussed under Standing Orders.

One further point is nccessar>' here as to shop charges not being

applied to work done of this character. From the financial point of

view, these are expenses to which it is not permissible to allocate
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Commercial Works expenses, primarily because it is not convenient to admit shop

charges on such items in the financial accounts. The amount likely

to be at issue will be too small to adversely affect the Works expenses

totals.

Under exceptional circumstances the Financial Department might

be invoiced for such expenditure by the Works, and, in such an event,

shop charges could be included in making up the invoice, but it is

not necessary to arrange for such cases here.

Cost The matter of the cost allocation routine has been explained in

Routine. part when dealing with Net Production Costs.

One other point remains as to wages costs, namely, the allocation

treatment of what may conveniently be called Extra Pay, which

may be defined as piecework balances or premiums or bonuses,

according to the system in use for remunerating the workers on the

basis of output.

Any extra pay system should necessitate viewing or inspection of

the work before any extra pay is granted.

The point to be brought out is that viewing certificates, in what-

ever form expressed, cannot with any satisfaction be given for the

5-31. latter portion of the pay week before the Wages Book is made

up.

The work of computing the extra pay cannot very well be handled

simultaneously with the calculation of the time wages without

excessive staff, whereas by deferring payment until the week follow-

ing the completion of the respective jobs, the office work in this

connection can be accomplished before the ordinary wages work.

This arrangement will allow the viewing to be carried out more

effectively by not entailing a rush on a particular day. It will be a

matter of administration to ensure that the net result is not any

dilatoriness in getting viewing through.

Following from these considerations, it will be distinctly advan-

tageous for the extra pay it^^ms to be furnished quite independently

5-28. from the Time Allocation Sheets, so that the latter may be free for cost

allocation purposes. A further substantial advantage is the in-

creased facihty for agreeing the cost allocation totals with the

wages paid, and for this purpose the wages paid are dissected in the

5-116. Works Expenditure Book under the two headings of Ordinary

Wages and Extra Pay.

When special allowances are paid, such as for engine and boiler

trials, it may be convenient to treat these charges, for cost allocation

purposes, along with extra pay, even though these allowances are not

likely to be held over for a week. Probably the only advantage to

be gained from this course is to avoid having to include these allow-
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ances under a heading not strictly appropriate and so rather spoihng cost
AHocatlon

the consistency of some other ngures. Routino.

Material costs call for dissection under the headings of S|>ecial

Materials (or materials charged direct to orders on purchase),

Ordinary Materials from General Stock, and Components from

Component Stock. Process products, such as castings and forgings,

advantageously have a separate heading, although in the nature of

special materials.

Secondary material will almost invariably be from general stock

and may, therefore, be provided for on the same sheet as other

issues from general stock.

Disbursements constitute an element of costs apart from materials,

wages, and shop charges, as previously discussed. The allocation

routine is straightforward, entry being made from the Cash Reports 5-120.

to Works or from the Disbursements Book, according to whether s-'^'-

the disbursements are in ready cash or not.

The Cost Allocation Sheet used for materials charged direct may 5-129.

conveniently be used for disbursements.

The cost allocation routine may be resolved into three stages, and

it will be convenient to use separate sheets for each stage under the

respective order references. This will give a valuable flexibility in

the Works Accounts Offtce arrangements and locate responsibility

for accuracy.

The stages may proceed simultaneously and should do so when

necessary to expedite the accounting. The promptitude with

which the costing routine can be effected is a vital factor in justifying

the compiling of costs and must be a deciding factor in the system

adopted. The present proposals will accomplish the necessary

promptitude, if properly administered, and at the same time will

furnish accurate and complete accounts—not always attained by

methods which consider rapidity of result alone.

The stages may be conveniently tabulated as below, together with

notes of the medium through which the information as to correct

aUocation is furnished to the Works Accounts OHice. The names of

the forms given are not essential any more than a particular size or

style of form is essential. The idea is to symbolise the principles

underlying the routine by indicating specific forms with titles as

appropriate as possible to their real functions.

The stages submitted for the cost allocation routine are founded on

a considerable experience, but that is not to say that in every Works

Accounts Office the work ought to be or even could be split up in this

way. There is, however, likely to be considerable gain in the

smooth nmning of a complete system of Works Accounts if the

stages indicated are adopted in principle if not literally.
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Cost
Allocation
Routine-

Cost Allocation Routine.

STAGE.

5-82. I

(5-I29-)

COST ANALYSIS.

Purchases charged

direct.

MEDIUM OF ALLOCATION.

5-71-

5-73-

5-77-

5-78.

S-120.

5-3-

5-121.

5-86. II

(5-130.)

Process Products

charged direct.

Disbursements.

General Stock

Materials.

5-86.

5-111.

Component Stock

Goods.

Goods Received Notes duly completed

<19 to purchase costs from Suppliers' Invoices, and
supported by Goods Issue Vouchers as to actual
use of the goods, unless their use can be taken as
originally intended when ordering, as in the case

of plant.
In the case of forgings and castings purchased

outside it will be better to treat such purchases
under Process Products along with the firm's own
production of forgings and castings and the lilie.

Returnable packages may be dealt with under
this heading. See previous discussion.

Product Delivery and Daily Work
Sheets, it may be sufficient in many cases to

allocate according to the original Foundry or

Smithy Order, and assume that the products are

not diverted in any instance to an order other than
that originally intended. Altern.itively, Goods
Issue Vouchers will be necessary in each case.

Cash Report to Works as to cash

disbursements.

Weekly Staff Reports duly extended to

correspond in total with entries in Cash Reports
to AVorks. The allocation of the salaries of

officials may, if preferred, be indicated on the

Cash Report to Works without disclosing names
—the total salaries of several officials being
possibly merged for this purpose.

Disbursement Book, when duly com-

pleted as to amounts from the respective debits

and Demand Notes.

Goods Issue Vouchers duly priced in

accordance with the General Stock Accounts.

Departmental Reports, which may

be more convenient than Goods Issue Vouchers

in the case of Fuel, Process Supplies, Paints,

Building and Millwrights' Supplies.

Timber Tickets, being a special edition of

Goods Issue Vouchers, for issues of Timber.

These may possibly be made out by the mechanic
(carpenter or patternmaker), and possibly priced

by the department foreman.

Shop Credit Slips for crediting returns

from the shops.

Goods Issue Vouchers duly priced in

accordance with the Component Stock Accounts.

Assembly Lists, which may be used for

repetition work when all components are passed

into stock prior to assembling.

Warehouse Daily Report of De-

spatches from Stock.
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Cost Allocation Routine.

STAGE. . COST ANALYSIS. MEDIUM OF ALLOCATION.

Ill
(5-I3I-)

Direct MiicJii)ic

Wages.

Direct Hand
Wages.

Secondary Wages. 1

Overtime C/iarges.

Shop Charges.

Extra Pay
(Machine).

Extra Pay {Hand).

Special Allowances.

Weekly Time .\1 location Sheets
duly extended at wii«i>8 rates and shop charge
rates.

The posting of the waRi^s items nnder the
proper analysis heailinas will be greatly facilitated
liy the use of distinctively coloured Weekly Time
Allocation Sheets.

Extra Pay Book in which the earnings

are indicated in just sufficient detail for proper
" allocation.

A carbon copy can be arranged so as to furnish
an Extra Pay Slip for each man concerned.

Special Allowance Book on the

lines of the Extra Pay Book with carbon slips
for the men.

Cost
AUocatlon
Routine.

5.28.

5-29-

Emphasis has already been laid on the necessity for accuracy in cost

the cost allocation accounts, and, as a matter of book-keeping Agreement,

accuracy, this means agreement of totals at frequent periods.

A fortnight is the period recommended for works accounts. So

far as this may seem a short period to adopt for agreement purposes,

in \iew of the large number of totals to be extracted and added

together, it should be borne in mind that mechanical means for

figure additions are available, and will go far to make a frequent

agreement a matter of ease. It is only by frequent agreement

that an all-round accounting accuracy can be maintained, and

only by mechanical means can the best results as to promptitude

be obtained economically.

The process of cost allocation agreement is quite straightforward,

and may be at once tabulated.

It will be remembered that the cost allocation accounts, as a

whole, have to agree with the Works Expenditure Account. There

is, however, in connection with stock material, an intermediate

process, whereby the cost allocation of stock goods (Stage II. of

the Cost Allocation Routine) has to be agreed with the stock accounts

as to goods issued from stock.
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Cost
Allocation
Agreement.

Cost Allocation Agreement.

COST
ALLO-
CATION
STAGE.

COST ANALYSIS. AGREEMENT PROCESS.

Purchases Charged
Direct.

Process Product
Charged Direct.

Disbursements.

Totals of cost allocation accounts against totals

under respective headings in Works Expenditure
Book.

II General Stock

Materials.

Component Stock

Goods.

Totals of cost allocation accounts against total

r issues entered in the respective Stock Ledgers
1 (viz. General Stock or Component Stock).

III Direct Machine
Wages.

Direct Hand Wages.

Secondary Wages.

Overtime Charges.

Shop Charges.

Extra Pay
(Machine).

Extra Pay (Hand)

.

Special A llowances.

\ Totals of cost allocation accounts, under these

,
headings, grouped together in one total against
the total Wages as per Works Expenditure Book.

Totals of cost allocation accoimts against
summary of shop charges taken from the Weekly
Time Allocation Sheets.
The accuracy of the shop charge detail exten-

sions on these sheets can be tested by confirming

V the total extensions on each sheet.

Totals of cost allocation accounts against the
' total Extra Pay and Allowances, as per the Works
Expenditure Book.

J

Cost
Summaries
and Cost
Ledger.

5-132-

Enough has doubtless been said to make clear that the function

of cost summaries, in the sense used here, is the stage of cost account-

ing in which the sectional costs as allocated for each account period

are collected together under headings suitable for financial account

purposes.

It is of some importance that cost figures should accumulate under

the respective sales order numbers, so that on completion of each

order the total works cost shall be available for ascertaining the

gross profit. Sales from warehouse stock may have to be aggregated

for each fortnight to avoid an excessive number of cost accounts.

It is proposed to identify the book containing the cost summaries

as the Cost Ledger.

The term cost ledger is in practically universal use as the com-

pleting stage of cost accounts, but its functions necessarily vary
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according to the development of the earlier stages. Quite frequently Coat

all the material is detailed in the cost ledger, while the wages are onh' and cost

entered in periodical totals.

The lines followed by the present system place no restraint on

the number of sub-sections of costs in the cost allocation accounts,

but as a corollary the cost ledger becomes concerned only with the

section totals instead of the actual detail items.

This procedure is sound in that it clears the way for refinements

in the matter of sub-dividing the cost accounts, and allows those

refinements to be applied to any degree or to any order or class

of order without disturbing the routine in connection with the

Cost Ledger.

As to the argument that to deal with the whole of the cost accounts

in the two stages of cost allocation accounts and cost summaries

is to increase the number of sheets to be used and so to complicate

the system of accounting, it must be borne in mind that facilities

for agreeing the detail entries may be more important than to

aggregate every detail at one point. The preceding discussion

will have indicated the usefulness of the cost allocation stage in

agreeing the accuracy of the figures each fortnight instead of letting

the task accumulate by deferring it, with the consequent risk mean-
time of serious book-keeping errors being unobserved until after

some important use has been made of the figures.

From the administrative point of \aew the extended use of sub-

sections in the cost accounts proportionately enhances their value

for estimating purposes, but to keep the total for each sub-section

distinct in the cost ledger would add greatly to the book-keeping,

beside complicating the form of the accounts. The alternative

of carrying forward totals on each cost allocation sheet for the

respective sub-sections would tend to endanger their usefulness

for the purposes of fortnightly agreement.

The recommendation that is made is a compromise. Sub-section

cost allocation accounts will be totalled each fortnight and those

totals summarised under a main account in the cost ledger. Con-

sequently, to arrive at the total cost of a particular sub-section, the

fortnightly figures must be abstracted specially from the cost allo-

cation accounts and their completeness verified by checking with

the sub-section entries in the cost ledger. As an alternative, if

much detail is not required, the sub-section entries may be extracted

from the sectional accounts in the Cost Ledger.

This compromise is justified in that it obviates delay in preparing

the cost ledger accounts. Further, it is quite unlikely that even,'

sub-section cost will be consulted, as such, for estimating or any
other purpose, and all ordinary requirements are met by having
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Cost
Summaxies
and Cost
Ledger.

the data accessible whenever it may be required. This is, of course,

altogether better practice than depending on the dissection of sub-

section costs from a great mass of detail.

Cost
Allocation
Transfers.

5-133-

For various reasons transfers of cost allocations may be necessary,

and the following are typical cases :

When items of work in progress are transferred from the original order to some more
m-gent order.

When two or more sales orders are coupled for manufacturing convenience and the

costs have afterwards to be split up.

When adjustments are necessary on account of defective material.

When the cost of Drawings, Patterns, Jigs and Special Tools is deemed to be in part,

or wholly, chargeable to Works Additions.

When shop charges have been api)lied to work which the Financial Department do not
accept as eligible to carry shop charges, such as Work Additions and Experiments.

When abnormal expenditure on a Sales or Stock Manufacturing order is considered
as chargeable to Developments and Experiments.

When it is elected to charge a repeat order with some part of the cost of Drawings,
Patterns, Jigs and Special Tools that have been previously transferred to Works
Additions from the original order.

When indirect costs have been charged to an order unfairly, such as overtime charges,

secondary labour, shop supplies, and special tool maintenance.

When Work Additions are of an experimental natiu-e and part, or all the cost, is

considered chargeable to Developments and Experiments.

When it is desired to equalise expense expenditure over the fortnightly account
periods of expenditure that has reference to a longer period, e.g. insurance premiums.

When it is necessary to anticipate expenditure to equalise the fortnightly expense
accounts, e.g. rent.

When costs under Works Additions are found to require adjustment before being
entered in the financial books.

It is obviously desirable to exclude these transfers from the cost

allocation accounts, particularly so as to avoid having to split up

the costs of materials and labour under the subsidiary headings used

in those accounts. It will, therefore, be convenient to make the

transfers in the Cost Ledger, where sufficient detail must be

given to explain the occasion of the transfer. It will be necessary

to show the proportions pertaining to materials, disbursements,

wages and shop charges under those headings, for it is only

in that form the adjustment can be accepted in the financial

accounts.

While it may be possible to make these transfers in the Cost

Ledger, without providing any other record, it is much more con-

venient to first record the items in a Cost Transfer Journal and to

post to the Cost Ledger from that source.

In the case of defective work, entries will be considerably

minimised by allowing the Viewing Reports to accumulate for

the fortnight and to aggregate the items for each order con-

cerned in the Cost Transfer Journal—posting only totals to the Cost

Ledger.

Balancing
Cost Ledger.

The balancing of the Cost Ledger is a process that is of a pre-

cautionary nature rather than a clearly defined step in the
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accounting system. To tluit extent it must not he confused with Balancing

balancing in the sense used in tiie fuiancial accounts. The function

of the financial accounts really limits the Cost Ledger to being

merely a cost summary as originally described.

By means of the Works Cost Allocation Abstract the fort-

nightly costs under all standing orders covering Works Additions

and Works Expenses, are entered directly into the financial

accounts.

In the case of the orders series, viz. Sales, Sales Repairs and
Sundries, Stock Manufacturing and Experimental and the Process

Accounts, the fmancial accounts deal only with the total cost alloca-

tions for each series, and the figures for the individual orders do
not appear in the financial accounts.

The Cost Ledger has to serve as the summary of the work in

progress at any time. Such a summary might be built up from a

list of the orders in progress at the time, but the better way is to

be able to make the summary from the Cost Ledger and to check

it as to items from a list of orders recognised by the Works as in

progress. Then, as a final stage, if the Annual Balance Sheet is in

question, to verify the value of each item by careful scrutiny of

the work in the shops.

The total on each account in the Cost Ledger should stand

for the value of the work in progress.

This means that the works value or cost of every delivery under

each order number should be entered in the Cost Ledger by way
of off-setting the costs allocated to the order.

In the case of Stock Manufacturing Orders there may appear,

after an order has been completed and deliveries booked off, a

balance of costs against the order which ob\aously wiU not be repre-

sented by any work in progress. The balance will then represent

the difference between the costs allocated and the works value

of the product.

The stock product will be priced at a works value, derived by

averaging the costs under several orders, or at the value, whichever

may be the lesser, that the product will realise when sold after allow-

ing an adequate margin for commercial expenses.

Following from this, the differences on Stock Manufacturing

Orders may sometimes appear as a profit and sometimes as a

loss.

In the financial accounts these differences can only be recognised

in their combined influence on the certified work-in-progress values,

for the series of stock manufacturing orders, as a whole, at any
stated time.

To clear the completed orders in the Cost Ledger immediately,
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Baiancmg and to qualify the estimated or book value of the work-in-pro-

gress at the end of each fortnight, it is desirable to post these

differences to some suitable memorandum account. The Shop

Charges Book is a convenient medium for such an account, which

is termed Stock Manufacturing Differences Account. As a matter

of fact, all accounts in this book are of a memorandum
character.

The procedure outlined for stock manufacturing orders applies

equally to the process accounts, except that the differences will be

only ascertainable when the work-in-progress is actually verified.

This is not a matter involving very much labour and should be done

frequently.

Deliveries or output under Stock Manufacturing Orders and

S-II9- Process Accounts are recorded in the Works Expenditure Book,

and reported to the Financial Department by means of a Works
6-44- Product Abstract.

Turning to Sales Orders and Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders,

particulars of deliveries may be notified to the Works Accounts
5-1 12. Office by a copy of the Packing Shp. These dehveries can be

5-138. summarised on a Delivered Orders Cost Abstract, under any suitable

classification. When the delivery completes an order the total

costs can be extracted from the Cost Ledger and accordingly noted,

thus balancing the respective account.

When only a partial delivery has been effected, it vAW be desirable

to enter the proportionate costs. As an estimate the figure used

should err on the high side so as to ensure, if possible, that the final

cost of the remainder of the order shall not disclose a loss, when the

costs entered against the first delivery may have indicated a favour-

able state of affairs.

Circumstances will vary as to the convenience of taking out the

costs of partial deliveries, but there would seem little doubt that

any partial delivery that can be invoiced should have its costs care-

fully apportioned and entered on the above-mentioned Abstract

and noted in the Cost Ledger. Partial deliveries that are not costed

in this way must be carried forward on the abstract, and the Cost

Ledger should be noted accordingly.

Returning to the case of Standing Orders, while these are effec-

tively balanced by being reported for treatment in the financial

accounts, it is necessary to also make identical memorandum entries

in the Shop Charges Book, and as these entries must be complete

for determining shop charge rates and surveying works expenses

—

it will be necessary to note in the Cost Ledger the postings to the

Shop Charges Book as well as to the Works Cost Allocation

Abstracts.
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The routine of balanciner the cost ledcrcr may bo recapitulated as Balancing" o J t Cost Lodger,
follows :

.v'38.

5-1
1 9«

BALANCmO OF COST LBDGEE.

Sales Orders, Series

Sales Repairs and Sundries

A.
lialiinced by postinK to Delivered Orders

1
Cost Abstract.

Orders. ,, B
Stock Manufacturing Orders ., c. Balanced by entries in Works Expenditure

Book and posting o( flilTerences to Shop
Cliarges Book.

Experimental Orders, D Balanced by posting to Delivered Orders
Cost .\b8tract.

Process Cost Accounts, - .,G H K.

1

Balanced by entries of output in Works
Expenditure Book and posting of dilfereiices

to Shop Charges Book. .Menioraiidum
entries also made in Shop Charges Book.

1 Works Additions, - - „ N. Balanced by posting tci a Plant Sub-Orders
Cost Summary each fortnight. .Vfter the
necessary cost tran.<fers have been made the
resulting totals are entered on a Works Cost
Allocation Abstract and also in the Shop
Charges Book.

' Works Repair Expenses, - „ R. Balanced by posting to Works Cost Alloca-
tion Abstract.

.\ memorandum record also posted to Shop
Charges Book.

Works General Expenses,- „ s. Balanced by posting to Worlcs Cost Alloca-
tion Abstract.

A memorandum record also posted to Shop
Charges Book.

Work Sundry Accounts, - „ u. Balanced by posting to Works Cost Alloca-
tion Abstract.

A memorandum record of certain items
being also kept in Shop Charges Book.

5-138.

•118.

5-'37-

0-43-

6-43-

6-43-

The method advocated for agreeing the Cost Ledger is to agree cost Ledger

the balances, virtually on the lines of financial accounts. To follow
Kreemen

this plan means using inclusive totals instead of the separate totals

of materials, disbursements, wages and shop charges. There is,

however, no objection to this, as the keeping of the Cost Ledger

should be in hands that are unhkely to make errors, and when they

occur must be investigated and discovered.

In this connection mechanical means of abstracting and totalling

can be applied with great advantage.

As previously stated, the cost ledger balances should represent

the value of the work-in-progress, but an independent Work-in-

Progress Report is necessary for financial account purposes. This

has reference to the annual report incorporated in the Works Account 6-45.

Annual Abstract, which has to give certified details. Subject to

proper scrutiny by the Works Accounts Office, the fortnightly Cost

Ledger balances are very serviceable for administration purposes

and particularly at the half year when preparing an .Approximate

Profit and Loss Account.
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Deflnition of
Shop Charges.

Shop Charges, in the sense used in this book, may be defined as

the charges properly apphcable to the items of factory product to

cover their proper share of those works expenses which cannot, with

accuracy, be allocated direct to the orders under which the product

is made. In other words, shop charges represent the allocation of

works expenses.

In the financial accounts all Works expenses must be allocated to

the factory output as a whole for the year. If the Works accounts

have under-allocated or over-allocated the total Works expenses,

then adjustment must be made of the total shop charges, as applied

to each orders series, so as to correct the allocation. This adjustment

or supplementary allocation will be reported on the Works Accounts

Annual Abstract from a Shop Charges Supplementary Account

kept in the Shop Charges Book.

It may be argued that the primary aim of Shop Charges should

be to allocate as closely as possible the Works expenses for each

account period, and to leave a minimum of supplementary allocation

to be done at the end of the year. Taking the year through this is a

correct objective, but in regard to items of product the important

consideration is that they shall each have only their fair and proper

share of works expenses allocated to them. It will be understood

that by items of product is meant the specific orders under which

the items are manufactured and ultimately priced as to their indi-

vidual works value.

Obviously the procedure hinges on the interpretation of the words

fair and proper, and it is round this point that there has been so

much dispute about costing systems. Enquiry into the matter will

be facilitated by dealing with the discussion under the following six

heads

:

1. To determine the character of the expenses that shall be considered as Works expenses.

2. To determine to what extent the apportionment of Works expenses to various depart-
ments can be based on ascertainable facts.

3. To determine a suitable basis for apportioning Works expenses of a general character
to the various departments.

4. To determine the basis for apportioning the departmental expenses to the respective
producing units in each department.

5. To determine on what basis to apply the shop charge rate for each producing unit.

6. To determine to what extent average figures of Works expenses shall be used in assessing
the respective departments at any given time.

Definition
of Works
Expenses.

Taking the first stage, Works expenses may be defined as the total

expenses pertaining to factory production up to and including the

despatch of the product from the Works. All expenses outside these

may be conveniently termed commercial expenses. Some com-

promise is, however, inevitable if a convenient dividing line is to

be drawn between the two kinds of expenses.
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The dividing line of administrative responsibilities is the naturiil
^f^^|^°°

one to follow and, tlierelore, it seems right to consider as commercial ExpenBes.

all the expenses pertaining to selling, financial accounts, general

othce work and correspondence, other than the Works Manager's

correspondence, which, it may be assumed, will be conducted in

the Works Office—the expenses of wlii< h will f;ill uiiflcr Works

Administration.

If the buying is done under the Wi^rks administration, then the

expenses of buying fall into Works expenses, but under the more

usual circumstances, when the Buyer is on the commercial staff

and outside the jurisdiction of the Works, the expenses of his

department are most conveniently treated as commercial. The

fact that his duties as a buyer are directly on behalf of the Works,

and to their instruction mainly, may theoretically support the

inclusion of the bu\ing department staff charges in the Works

expenses. It may also be argued that there are other expenses

seemingly commercial that should be borne by the Works.

Instead of any attempt at theoretical splitting of expenses that

after aU are entirely general in character and cannot be allocated on

much else than an arbitrary basis to the items of product, it is quite

the better way to adhere to the lines dividing the commercial

administration from the Works or manufacturing administration.

Estimating is another expense that is on the border line, and a

decision based on convenience is as justifiable, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, as any refinement in dissection.

Works accounting, on the lines developed in this book, should be

so integral a part of the Works administration that the expenses in

connection therewith cannot be very well considered as other than

Works expenses. When, however, the Works accounts are con-

sidered as merely an accessory of the financial accounts with no

intimate co-ordination with the Works management, it will be

probably more equitable to treat the expenses pertaining thereto as

commercial expenses.

A list of standing orders for representative classes of works ex-

penses has been given, and in conjunction with the notes against

each it should be clear what items are considered as Works expt^nses.

Some doubt could arise over Rents, Rates and Taxes, but, if it is

not convenient to apportion such expenses between the commercial

offices and the Works, it will not matter vcr>' much usually if the

Works take the w^hole burden.

Work expenses for any given factory cannot very well be compared

with any outside figures and, so long as they are consistent in their

scope from year to year, there is not any very serious objection to

regularly including some general commercial expense. Where the
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Definition
of Works
Expenses-

division can be made easily, or the circumstances make it obviously

desirable to do so, then by all means apportion joint expenses to the

proper quarter.

The important point is to locate responsibility for expenses, and

there should be no thought of allowing joint expenses to be borne

wholly by one party if responsibility overlaps in consequence.

Rent, Rates and Taxes, to keep to the illustration cited, are not

controllable in the ordinary sense of the term, and responsibility is,

therefore, not affected if the Works, as the predominant partner,

bears the whole burden.

The stress laid on these points is intended to bring out the necessity

of tackling the question of shop charges in a spirit of practical

compromise instead of seriously attempting purely academic ideals.

It must be remembered that all costs are, at best, approximations,

and, therefore, the Works accounting system must be devised to

give approximations that are sufficiently close to meet the real

requirements of the business.

So far as shop charges are concerned, there are methods in use that

cannot be described with fairness as approximations of even a crude

character.

Tabulation
of Works
Expense
Groups.

It will be convenient, before proceeding further with the enquiry,

to tabulate the typical classes of works expenses in groups that will

allow of their being focussed better.

The groups may be defined as " services," '•= if considered broadly,

and the titles selected will be seen to be reasonably expressive. The

third group. Producing Unit Service, has rather an arbitrary title,

though the items included have particular reference to the producing

units of the Works plant, as distinct from power and other plant of

more general service, and, therefore, dealt with under other heads.

The group called Contingency Service involves stretching the

meaning of the term service, but may be excused on the ground of

convenience. It is obviously very important that the contingencies

in question shall not be overlooked in dealing with the matter of

shop charges.

In the following table provisional formulas, or bases, for the

apportionment of the respective class totals to the various depart-

ments of the Works are included for convenience, although the

discussion relative to such formulas has yet to be given.

Standing order numbers are given for most of the classes, not as in

themselves important, but by way of cross reference to the notes

given previously under Standing Orders as to the possible scope of

each class.

* Hamilton Church, the well-known writer on this subject, terms these services " production

factors," and the producing units he calls " production centres.

'
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Tabulation of Works Expense Groups.

Groap.
standing
Order
No.

Works E.xjHJiise Class.

Repairs—Land and Build-

ings

(less Power Dept. Bldg.

if separate)

.

Repairs—Pipe Transmis-

sion.

Repairs—Transportation

Plant.

Repair^—Shop Fixtures.

Depreciation on capital

value of plant named
above.

Provision for expiration of

lease.

Heating Expenses.

Lighting Expenses.

Building Attendance.

Rent, Rates, Taxes, Fire

Insurance and Prevention.

Provisional Hauls or
Fomiiilii for npportioiiinvnt

t<) J»i'|>nrtiiiPnU.

By ^rcentaeea bawd on
\t orka Manager's estl-

innte. |

By pertcntaKes h.ised on '

relative departniental
orieiiial values of i)lant 1

concerned.
By percentaRes baaed on

relative departmental
oriKinal values of plant
concerned.

By percentages based on
relative departmental
original values of plant
concerned.

On same b.asis as repairs.

By apportionment accord-
ing to the individual
value and age of the
buildings.

By percentages based on 1

relative departmental
original values of plant
concerned.

By percentages based on
relative departmental
original values of plant
concerned.

By percentages based on 1

relative departmental ,

original values of plant
concerned.

By percentages based on
relative departmental
original values of all 1

buildings and all plant
taken together.

Bnilding

Service

R2-I

R2-5

R2-6

R2-7

Si-3

S 1-4

S2-1

S3-1

Power
Service

R2-1

R2-2

R2-3

R2-4

Si-i

Sl-2

S 2-2

S2-3

S2-4

Repairs—Power Dept. ^

Building.

Repairs—Motive Power.

Plant.

Repairs—Mechanical Trans-

mission.

Repairs—Electrical Trans-

mission.

Depreciation on capital

value of plant named
above. |

PowerGeneration Expenses. 1

Power from outside sources.

i

Mechanical Plant Attend-

ance. 1

Electrical Plant Attendance.
|

Belting Attendance. /

Grouped together in one
sum and apportioned
by percentage.s based
on Power Department's
rviKirt conlirmod by
Works Manager. |

Tabulation
of Works
ExpeoBe
OroupB.
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Tabulation
of Works
Expense
Groups.

Tabulation of Works Expense Groups—Contd.

Group.
standing
Order
No.

Works Expense Class.

Provisional Basis or
Formula for apportionment

to Departments.

Produc-
ing Unit

Service.

R2-8

R2-9

Repairs—Special Process

Plant.

Repairs—Machines.

Depreciation on capital

value of plant named

above.

According to Cost Alloca-
tion Accounts.

By percentages based on
relative departmental
original values of plant
concerned, or possibly
according to Cost Alloca-
tion Accounts.

On same basis as repairs.

Tool

Service.

Ri-i
Rl-2

R3-I

S2-5

Repairs—Patterns.

Repairs—Jigs and Special

Tools.

Repairs—Loose Plant.

Tool Dressing and Sharpen-

ing.

Annual loss in value of

plant concerned as dis-

closed at stocktaking.

The costs under these
headings are likely to be
of a minor character, if

the main cliarges are
booked against the speci-

fic order occasioning the
repairs. The apportion-
ment in any case can
follow, with little error,

the lines adopted for

Loose Plant Repair
Costs.

By percentages based on
relative departmental
replacement values of
plant concerned, or pos-
sibly according to Cost
Allocation Accounts.

These costs should pro-
bably be apportioned
almost wholly to the
machining departments,
but if no clear distinc-

tion exists, the appor-
tionment basis can be
the same as per Loose
Plant Repairs.

On same basis as Loose
Plant Repairs.

Material

Service.

S 4-1

S 4-2

S4-3

S4-4

S4-5

General Stores and Ware-\

house Expenses.

Sundry Carriage and Pack-
\

age Expenses.

Material Testing and Treat-

ment.

Timber Preparation and

Storage.

Interdepartmental Trans-

portation.

By percentages based on
relative departmental
totals of direct produc-
tion hours.

Total to Woodworking
Departments.

By percentage based on
Works Manager's esti-

mate.
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Tabulation of Works Expense Groups— Contd.

Group-

Depart-

mental

Service.

standing
Order
No.

Adminis
tration

Service.

S2-6

S5-1

S5-2

S6-1

S6-2

S6-3

S6-4

S6-5

Works I':xi>ciiae (.'Inss.

R3-2

Plant Removals and Altera-

tions.

Accident ConijK'nsation.

National Insurance Ex-

penses.

Shop Stores Expenses.

Shop Supplies (General).

Overtime Charges.

General Labouring.

Shop Supervision and In-

spection.

S3-2

S3-3

S3-4

S3-5

Repairs—Office Equipment,

(Works).

Annual loss in value of above

as disclosed at stock-

taking.

Works Management and

Administration.

Drawing Office General

Charges.

Works Stationery.

Sundry Minor Expenses.

Con-
tingency

Service.

Pmvislonftl HadiH or

Formula (or aiiixirtloiimciit

to DepartrniJiitB.

Estimated Guarantee liabi->^

lities on year's products.

Development and Experi-

mental expenditure not

carried forward at end of-

year.

Reservation for bad and

doubtful stock disclosed

at stocktaking.

ArrordiriK to Cost Allocn-

tioii Accounts.

By percentage based on
relative departmental
woRcs totals.

According to departmental
wages ghei'ts.

By percentage based on
Works Manager's esti-

mate.

According to Cost Alloca-
tion Accounts.

By percentage based on
relative departmental
totals of direct produc-
tion hours.

Tabulation
of Works
Expense
Groups.

Hy |)ercentagcs ba.sod on
r»'liitivn departmental
tf)tAls of direct produc-
tion hours.
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Ascertainable
Incidence of
Works
Expenses.

The next or second stage is to determine to what extent the appor-

tionment of expenses to the various departments can be based on

ascertainable facts.

Easy as it is to reahse in the abstract the certainty that the

different items of expense vary in their true incidence on the pro-

duction of each department, there is difficulty in arriving at a proper

method of placing a definite value on the share of each class of

expense that should be borne by each department.

There are, of course, some expenses, such as Shop Supplies,

General Labouring, and Shop Supervision which can quite easily

be recorded in separate accounts for each department, and, because

of their unquestioned incidence, such expenses are sometimes dis-

tributed over the production of each department quite independently

of the more general Works expenses.

Works repair accounts also are frequently kept separate for each

department, and, if sufficient trouble is taken by all concerned,

there is no reason why the resulting figures should not be accepted

as giving a correct apportionment. The necessary conditions as to

carefulness in allocation of costs is not, however, always observed,

and deceptive figures may be obtained without anyone's suspicion

being aroused.

Allowing that accuracy in this allocation can be relied on, the

departmental figures are of limited usefulness, particularly for short

periods. This is mainly because the expenditure fluctuates so much.

If the fluctuations in departmental costs in this connection are

corrected by averaging over the account periods that have elapsed,

the figures will be much more equitable as to the share of repair

expense to be borne by the production of the current period.

This means departing from the usual conception of a departmental

repairs account, and a yet further departure may be advantageous

under most conditions, viz., to keep separate repair accounts for

each main group of plant and then to apportion the current expendi-

ture among the whole of the departments according to the original

value of the respective plant items contained therein.

This is an averaging process of a kind that is the more desirable

when all works repairs are dealt with by one department, and, there-

fore, when the responsibility for the sum total of repair expenses can

be centralised.

The splitting up of the plant accounts into groups on the lines

suggested does not involve many accounts, if each account serves

the whole works, but would possibly mean too many accounts if

departmental sub-accounts are required in each group. As already

proposed, special process plant repairs would under most circum-

stances require separate departmental sub-accounts.
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It is a point of considerable importance tliat thr divisions of the
fjfcTd^S^o?"

expense accounts shall facilitate administrative lontrol, and it will "^^^^^^^

be appreciated that grouping the plant repair expenses in this way

and then working out the repair costs as a percentage of the original

values furnishes a valuable basis for comparison.

Rent is an expense that would appear to be easily apportioned

Nvith accuracy to the respective departments on the basis of area

occupied. Under some conditions this would be substantially true,

but usually area will be no sort of index to the proper incidence of

the rent, and the original cost of the respective buildings may have

to be accepted as the only simple alternative.

Again, rates levied by the local authority take cognisance of the

plant located in the various buildings, though no uniformity of

practice exists as to the method of assessment. Obviously the

incidence of the rates on each department does not follow areas,

even if the rent does, and there is little alternative to adopting a

formula based on the relative departmental original values of build-

ings and plant taken together.

As a reasonable compromise it is suggested that both rent and

rates be apportioned on the basis of buildings and plant values taken

together.

Depreciation is an expense that lends itself to simple arithmetic

in the departmental apportionment, providing, of course, that the

capital value of buildings and plant in use by each department is

known. It is also assumed that the annual depreciation is taken at

tlat rates for each group of plant, a condition virtually enforced if

the financial accounts are to be kept on convenient lines.

Extra depreciation found necessar5^ when plant is discarded, to

meet the difference between the capital or book value and the realis-

able value can very well be recorded against the department con-

cerned.

Power expenses constitute an excellent example of the difficulty

in the way of a strictly accurate departmental apportionment, except,

possibly, in those cases where the whole of the power used is electrical

and when the consumption by each department can be recorded by

meter.

No one will question that power consumption is a definite factor

in any department's expenses for which there ought to be a precise

cost available. As a matter of fact the real cost of power for even

the whole works is not furnished by many systems of costing, the

indirect expenses being insufficiently admitted, so that the depart-

mental shares under such conditions cannot be approximately

accurate. Apart from that possibility there will be, under most

works conditions, little alternative to estimating each department's
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Ascertainable share of the total power costs, if only by reason of the supplementary
Incidence of .r i ^ -jiijt
Works consumption of power by such services as are required by hydraulic

pens s.
^^^^ pneumatic plant, steam hammers, heating, and the losses

occasioned in transmission to the department.

Although frequently revised estimates by a qualified person should

be quite satisfactory for accounting purposes, it has to be admitted

that the mental conception of a precise departmental power consump-

tion cannot usually be expressed in equally precise figures.

Apportion- The third stage of the enquiry is to determine a suitable basis for

Expenses to apportioning to the various departments those works expenses which
Departments. t .• -n r i t_ j.

are admittedly of a general character.

5-135- There is little alternative to the adoption of formulas, and, when

these formulas are settled after intelligent consideration, they wall

undoubtedly approximate closely to the real facts of the case.

It is possible to make some suggestions as to formulas suitable for

application to representative classes of works expenses.

The suggestions offered have been already embodied in the table

of Works Expense classes, and are intentionally as simple in form as

possible, with a view to the apportionment being carried through as

a matter of works account routine ever}' fortnight.

This is admittedly a very short period over which to survey

expenses, but it allows of tendencies being detected before it is too

late. Provision has already been indicated for equalising expenses

that cover longer periods than a fortnight.

The treatment suggested for power service expenses is so broad

as to require careful judgment in its application. Power conditions

vary too widely for any definite suggestion to apply generally.

The use of direct production hour totals as the basis for apportion-

ing some of the expenses is recommended on the ground that time is

the one common factor of expenses and production. Expenses neces-

sarily vary directly as the length of period covered or, approximately,

as the number of hours worked.

Direct production time may be described as the time occupied on

the formative processes that influence the form of the product.

" Direct Labour " and " Productive Labour " are terms frequently

applied in this connection, and there is not much room for improve-

ment on the former tenn.

The reason for referring to direct production hours rather than

direct labour hours is to associate the reference with the producing

units, which will sometimes be men and sometimes machines. When
one man operates a group of machines, the machine hours will con-

stitute the direct production hours. In another case there may be

two men operating one machine, and in both cases the direct pro-
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duction hours nion- oh\i(>uslv indicate tlit- niachiiic liours ihan Apportion-
ment of works

would direct labour hours. Eipensos to
.... c Department*.

Judgment will be help'd m cnticisui},' the etlect of usuig thi- sug-

gested or other fonuulas for apportionnunt to departments if separate

plans of the works are used for each of the eight services or groups

of expense.

The respective amounts apportiont-d for a given period can be

written on the plan of each building, plant location Ix-ing indicated

and due regard paid to the existence of galleries and upper floors, if

anv. The idea is to bring relative areas within the review, and

gcneraJlv to stimulate the mental conception of the physical con-

ditions of each department.

The next or fourth stage is to determine a basis for apportioning Apportion-
, .,..,, , . . . , ment of De-

departmental expenses to the mdividual producmg imits m the partmentai
t^ r 1 Expenses to

respective departments. individual

^ , 1 • • -11 1 11 1
Producing

The question of what constitutes a producing unit will hardly be unita.

in doubt in any particular department.

In the case of hand work, the worker may be said to be the pro-

ducing unit, with the aid of such accessories as benching and hand

tools.

In the case of machine work, it is convenient to think of the

machine as the producing unit and the operator as the accessor}',

so that there will be no confusion of ideas when one operator tends

several machines, or when more than one man is required to operate

a single machine.

While the distinction as to hand work and machine work will be

clear in the majoritv of cases, there will be some men who alternate

between one and the other. The Tool Room may provide typical

instances, although the rarity of the all-round mechanic lessens the

probabilities of finding many cases anywhere. A compromise must

be made to fit the circumstances, and this will usually mean treating

the men in question as hand workers with more accessories, in the

form of machines, than is usual. This is almost certain to be

the right treatment in the Pattern Shop, though here the advent of

pattern-making machines operated by a special man is resulting in

the pattern-maker becoming purely a hand worker in the ordinary

sense.

It mav be safely assumed that in every deixirtmcnt the producing

units to Ix- recognised in the allocation of departmental expenses

can be resolved into either hand or machine sections.

Following from this, there will Ix- many departments containing

both kinds of producing units. Some basis must, therefore, be

established for first dividing the total departmental expenses between
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Apportion- the two Sections before proceeding to deal with the individual

partmental units
Expenses to

'

Individual Some suggestions are mven below as to the lines of division that
Producing °^ ^
Units. may be followed.

5-136.

Apportmmie7it of Departfuejital Expenses between Hand
and Machine Sections

.

Building Service.

Power Service.

Producing Unit Service.

Tool Service.

Material Service.

Departmental Service.

Administration Service.

Contingency Service.

Divided on ratio of areas actually occupied.

All to JIachine section subject to deduction for hand-
workers' use of hand pneumatic, electric and hydraulic
tools ; also for transportation power consumption in the
case of heavy hand work.

All to Machine section. The equivalent service for

the Hand section is included in the Building Service
apportionment.

Special process plant expenses may affect either
Hand or JNIachine sections and can only be dealt with
on the merits of each case.

Apportioned to tiie Hand section according to the
Works Manager's estimate, but usually not exceeding
the ratio of the number of hand units to machine
units. The balance to go to the Machine section.

Divided according to ratio of total hand production
hours to total machine production hours.

Having settled the total expenses to be borne by the respective

sections in any department, the next step is to arrive at the average

shop charge rate per hour that would allocate these expenses.

In some departments these average or flat rates per hour can be

adopted with little hesitation for use as the proper shop charge rate

for all the hand or all the machine units in the department.

In the matter of hand work, this will be the general case, except

may-be for certain hand workers having exceptional accessories not

in use by the others in the department.

With machine work, the average rate is really only permissible

where the machines throughout the department are fairly uniform

in character.

In any case it is onl}^ to this stage that the investigation of shop

charge rates can economically be canied out each fortnight, nor are

further statistics likely to be of much use for frequent comparison.

The difference for any period between the total shop charges

applied to direct wages in any department, and the works expenses

apportioned to the department may conveniently be expressed as

a percentage of over- or under-allocation of expenses. Statistics

in this form will guide the management as to the urgency of modify-

ing the shop charge rates in use. Such modification is not, however.
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recommended at an\- but raiv intervals as vitiating tlie comparisons

of the figures for different periods.

The completion of the stage under discussion resolves itself mainly

into apportioning the machine section total expenses to the individual

machine units and the hand section total expenses to the hanfl units.

The procedure in both cases will be similar, though the machine units

are more particularly considered in the following suggestions :

ApportiOQ
ment of De-
partmental
ExpenBes to
Individual
Producing
Units.

Apportioimicnt of Departmental "Expenses to Individual

Producimr Units.

Building Service.

Power Service.

Producing Unit Service.

Tool Service.

Material Service.

Departmental Service.

Administration Service.

Contingency Service.

By percentade based on ratio of net individual area
occupied to total net areas occupied by producing units.

Xet area.s should include flie space required for

workini; eacli machine.

This plan automatically deals with non-producing
areas by proportionately increasing the incidence on
tlie producing areas.

By percentage based on the rati(j of average power
used by the individual unit to the average total power
consumed in the department. This automatically
spreads transmission losses in proportion to the net

power used.

To arrive at the average power used by individual

machines specific tests may be necessary on representa-

tive machines. The l)elting capacity is rarely a safe

guide to the jKiwer consumed.

By percentage based on capital value of individual

items, subject to scrutiny of Works Manager—par-

ticularly in the case of Special Process Plant.

By percentage based on Works Manager's estimate.

By same percentage as Producing Unit Service or,

when the producing units are of uniform character, by
sub-division, according to the number of such units.

Same basis as Material Service.

By sub-division according to the number of pro-

ducing units.

Same basis as .Administration >-t\ I

The fifth stage is to determine on what basis to apply the individual
^l^^''^^^^^^

shop charge rates.
^^^

The period for which the expense figures are taken will contain

a ceitain number of working hours, and the natural course to take

is to divide the total expenses by the number of hours worked and

so arrive at a shop charge rate per hour. The total expenses in

question may be as apportioned to the department as a whole or

as apportioned to the individual producing unit, thus giNnng either

departmental rates or individual unit rates.

HaN-ing worked along these lines to arrive at the shop charge rates,

it might seem unnecessary- to offer any discussion of the method

frequently adopted of applying shop charge rates as a percentage
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Application of Oil the workers' wages. As a matter of fact, such a practice is

Rates.
^^^^

usually only condoned as being particularly easy, and the percentages

used are hardly the outcome of any serious consideration of the

real facts of the case.

For estimating purposes, a percentage on wages to cover works

expenses is more excusable, as close discrimination is not usually

possible at that stage, and the method is the one that the commercial

man is trained to use, and he is dubious of any other.

There is nothing to prevent hourly shop charge rates being con-

verted into a percentage of the worker's hourly wage, or in the case

of departmental rates into a percentage of the departmental average

hourly rate. This course is as good as any other for furnishing

percentage figures to the Estimating Department.

One objection to a percentage-on-wages plan is that in the case

of piecework the costs never decrease, according to the accounts,

however much the time taken may be reduced. This result has

helped to induce the feeling that \\dth piecework the prices must

be cut if any saving is to be effected, whereas, with the shop charges

applied on the basis of time worked, the saving of time would be

seen to correspondingly reduce the shop charges sufficiently to more

than offset the increased payment to the workers per hour.

The following example will illustrate the point. The assumption

is that the piece price is is. 4d. per piece, the man's time rate 8d.

per hour, the shop charge rate 8d. per hour or loo per cent, on

wages.

Time taken
per piece.

Extra Total
Time Pay or Earnings to?!!
Wages. P.W. per I^abo«r

Balance. Hour. <-Ost.

Shop
Charges
at 100

per cent.

Total
Cost

Shop
Charges
at 8d.

per hour.

Total
Cost
(b)

i| hrs.

I hr.

I/-

8d.

4d.

8d.

loSd.
1 1/4

1/4 1/4

1/4

1/4
1

2/S
:

2/8

I/-

8d.

2/4

2/-

If the pieceworkers were assumed to earn, on an average, time

and a quarter, the calculation of percentage would be to set a shop

charge rate of 8d. against an hourly earning of 8d. plus one quarter

of 8d. = lod., giving a percentage of 80 per cent, onl}^ In this

event the total costs, marked " a," would be in each case 2s. 4|d.,

while the total costs " b " would work out as indicated.

This particular objection to the percentage-on-wages plan may
be overcome by applying the percentage to the time wages only,

though that routine begins to take away the vaunted simplicity

of the percentage plan.

Another objection to the percentage method lies in its failure to
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(liscriniinate between the true cost ol dhcient and iiiclhcicnt labour Application of
,. .^ • ,-1 1 . L it_ Shop Charge

if the hourly rates ot wages ihtfer, as is hkcly to be the case. Ratoa.

A further iUustratioii will emphasise the point, and to simplify

it daywork is assiimed, th<)UL;ii otherwise the figures of the previous

example apply.

Worker.
Hourly Time
Wane Taken
Hate. per Piece.

Time
WaKes

per Piece.

' shop
(iiiirKcs

at lOO
^per cent.

Total
Co.st l«T
Piece.

Shop
CharRes
at 8<l.

per hour.

Total
Coat per
Piece.

Apprentice -

Improver

Mechanic

4d. 3 hr^.

6d. 2i hrs.

8d. 2 hrs.
1

I/-

1/3

1/4

!
x/-

1/3

1/4

2/-

2/6

2/8

2/-

1/8

1
1/4

1

3/-

2/1

1

2/8

\\'hen regard is paid to the fact that the machine is in longer use

by the cheaper workers, the fallacy of the percentage-on-wages plan

will be evident—not to mention the loss of profit by the smaller

(Hitput in a given time from the less skilled workers.

The argument of those who use the percentage-on-wages plan,

is that for a given job the wages rates of different workers will not

vary widely, that men will not be given boys' jobs and vice versa.

This point rather fails if average percentage rates are used, for

certainly cheap labour does not always operate cheap machines.

There is one condition of affairs that may render the percentage

plan innocuous, and that is when contracts are large and costs are

only considered in the bulk. In this case the total shop charges

applied to each contract may, by the law of averages, approximate

to the proper figure as closely by the use of percentages as of hourl\-

rates, but there is no guarantee of this occurring for every contract.

The same reasoning can alone justify the use of percentages on

material and wages cost combined, considered from a costing point

of view, although, for estimating, trade practice may make such

a course convenient if risk\'.

The sixth and concluding stage of enquiry is to determine to

what extent average figures of works expenses shall be used for

assessing the various departments.

Obviously if the object is to allocate to a nicety the actual ex-

penses incurred, the proper rates to be used can only be known at

the end of the period concerned. This involves delay and practicall}

prohibits any discrimination in the rates that are applied.

An alternative to waiting is to estimate the expenses likely to

be incurred under the conditions that will probably obtain during

the period in question. This is obviously a difficult matter.

Konual
Works
Expenses
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Normal An outstanding objection to both these courses is that the rates

Expenses. \\i\\ fluctuate widely in periods of varying acti\dty.

The proper course seems to be to base the shop charge rates on

the expense figures that will obtain when the factoiy is working

efficiently as regards the volume of output. Such expenses may
be considered as the normal, and the shop charge rate based on

same may also be termed normal.

These normal shop charge rates may be taken as the lowest that

can be used with safety in estimating costs, and all orders obtained

at a price that allows a sufficient margin for commercial expenses

and profit over and above the works costs, including normal shop

charges, should be profitable orders.

In practice it usually happens that the margin of gross profit

fluctuates widely on different orders, and selling expenses can fre-

quently be traced as being very irregular. The blend of business

needs to be such as will ensure a satisfactory net profit at the end

of each year. If care is taken not to accept business that does not

cover the normal shop charges, except under circumstances accept-

able and known to the management and the Directors, the blending

of business may be undertaken \\dth the likelihood of good

results.

If the contention can be admitted that estimates of costs should

cdways be prepared on normal lines as regards the provision for

shop charges—whether the selling price bears any regular relation

to the estimated costs or not—it will give much more value to the

actual cost figures if the shop charges are applied at normal rates

in the cost allocation accounts.

There is another and perhaps more important reason for using

normal shop charge rates in the works accounts, and that is to set

up some standard by which the departmental production may be

compared.

If the shop charges as applied to the production of any department

for a given period, amounts to a less total than the actual expenses

apportioned to that department, it may be assumed that the volume

of production is below the normal or accepted efficiency level.

The departmental inefficiency indicated in this way might have

reference to an undue growth of expenses incurred within the depart-

ment itself, or an undue growth of the works expenses generally,

which consequently burdens the department beyond the point that

the current production will carry.

In arriving at the normal works expenses for a normal output

there shovild be a close examination of all the data available.

Opinions will differ as to what is to be considered the normal

output for a given factory, and, while three-fourths of the factory's
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full capacity is -uj^gi'stcd as a suital)]c staiidaKJ, the d.-cision imi->t Nonnal
depend on local judgement. z^enneB.
The higher the proportion taken the greater the xohnne of pro-

duetion necc!>sary to realise the normal conditions or efficiency level.

On the other hand, the higlitr (he assumed output efficiency level the

lower w-ill be the normal shop charges and the easier, presumably, tf)

obtain the requisite volume of business.

A question that will arise from the use of normal shoj) charge

rates is the balance of expenses not allocated by this means. Pro-

vision for this is made in connection with the \\'orks Account Annual

Abstract.

It will be quite obvious that the stages suggested for arriving at calculations

shop charge rates, either departmental or individual, will involve charge'?iateB.

a number of calculations outside the range of ordinary ready

reckonci^s.

The slide rule, as an alternative, is not a very satisfactory method
of calculation in matters pertaining to accounts, if only that the

practice that makes perfect is liable to be lacking. Logarithms

are fairly rapid, easily learnt and sufficiently accurate. Mechanical

means, on the other hand, of a kind suitable for percentage cal-

culations are not of equal use in accounting work.

There are master tables published applicable for calculating

percentages for expense apportionments and the like, and for

making ready reckoners for applying percentages of frequent

occurrence.

There is, therefore, no need to hold back from the proposed investi-

gations on the score of expense or clerical trouble.

The hourly shop charge rates, after being worked out, can without

serious injustice be rounded off to the nearest farthing and thus

brought within the scope of the ordinary ready reckoner.

In connection with certain departments, such as Iron Foundr}', process

Brass Foundry and Smithy, it is better to allocate some expenses *^«^8-

by what is termed a process charge, wliich is applied on the basis

of the weight of output.

This reduces the total expenses to be dealt witli by shop charge

rates applied to the direct wages. The matter is discussed in detail

imder Process Products, Section I\ 3.

There are expenses in connection with materials which are Material

obviously directly related to the bulk or weight in question, rather charges,

than to the initial cost or the amount of labour afterwards expended

in working the material.
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ser^dce*^
Where this fact is considered worth special recognition, a Material

Charges. Service Charge could b applied. This would mean excluding some

or all of the expenses included under Material Service in arriving

at shop charge rates.

In the system of cost allocation accounts offered, the material

service charges would be applied on the material cost allocation

sheets concerned, and summarised under the general heading of

shop charges in the Cost Ledger.

There are difficulties in the way of checking the book-keeping

accuracy of the initial entries, and, further, the departmental shop

charge statistics become somewhat dislocated for comparati^•e

purposes.

These disadvantages may not be serious enough to make the use

of material service charges undesirable, in some instances at least.

A typical case is that of timber, to which exceptional expenses attach

as regards cutting, drying, storage and wastage. The alternative

that is sometimes adopted is to include these expenses in making

up the shop charge rates on direct wages in the wood-working depart-

ment.

Another way, which, under the present system, would be irregular,

is to increase the price charged for the timber in the cost allocation

accounts. This course could be made a regular one by transferring

to Works Materials Suspense Account the amount added to the actual

purchase costs for this purpose.

Another possible case for a material service charge is steel that

has to be case-hardened, or for that matter any other species of

heat treatment. The costs of case-hardening cannot be allocated

satisfactorily by any ordinar\^ method, yet it might be better to

allocate by an arbitrary charge on the material rather than be

forced to treat the costs as a works expense to be borne generally.

Perhaps the most important case to consider is that of factored

goods which, under a system of applying shop charges to wages onl3^

escape their proper charge in the works accounts for handling and

storage.

Reference is necessary to a fairly common practice of applying a

flat percentage charge to all materials on the basis of values. This

is hardly a serious attempt at a material service charge, in the sense

meant here, as obviously values are no index to the incidence of

material service expenses.

Some firms use a percentage, as high as twenty, on the grounds

that they are merchanting the material and should apply a merchant's

commission. The obvious difference is that the merchant's com-
mission is to cover selling expenses and profit, neither of which

pertains to works costs.
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The use ut Hal iKUi-ntayc chartio on mat* rial values is easy, and Material

raises no doiibt in the mind of tlu- oidinarx- ( ouunc-rcial man. Iin i- chargcB

dentally the practice disposes of a considerable proportion of works

expenses, which the commercial man is ever ready to d(jnbt when

their ratio to direct labour is declared in its (rue lif^ht.

The adoption of such aibitrar\' methods in the works accounts

will be haul to justify, and, when they arc permitted, it is absurd

to attempt any refinement in dealin.i,' with tin remainder of tlu-

works expenses.

The practice no doubt arose from adding a percentage ot profit

to material costs in building up selling prices. While there should

be a certain parallel between cost data and selling prices, it is not

desirable to import into works accounting the purely arbitrary

methods that are almost inexitable in fixing selling prices.

In considering ^hop charges the question arises as to how to deal interest

with interest charges on capital invested in the buildings and plant.

From the financial account point of view, interest can only be

met out of profits, or rather interest on capital constitutes profit.

To include an interest charge as an element of works expenses is,

in a sense, to include an anticipated profit as an expense which is

fundamentally unsound.

There is the other view that if the buildings and plant are rented

the rent charged, and accepted as an expense, will include interest

on the capital value involved. This interest is the landlord's profit,

and the rent is the selling price of the services rendered.

While interest charges cannot be included in works expenses,

some recognition of the capital values involved in any process is

necessary-, if the shop charges arc to be equitable.

It is hardlv in dealing with works expenses as a whole, or by

departments, that the influence of interest demands consideration,

but rather in fixing the shop charges rate for individual producing

units.

Taking the instance of a machine of the capital value of £500.

interest on that amount at 5 per cent, would be £25 per annum.

If the working hours are assumed as being 50 per week for 30

weeks in the year, in other words 2500 hours per annum, the interest

charge per hour will work out at 2-4d. {xr hour.

Comparing this with another machine, value £30, the interest

charge on the same basis would be only •24d. [k-y hour—a net differ-

ence of 2i6d. per hour for interest alone.

Now. in fixing the shop charge rates for individual producing

units, if an interest charge is temp<jrarily assumed, gross individual

rates will be arrived at that will Ix- in excess of the normal rates by
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Interest
Charges.

the same percentage as the gross expenses (net expenses plus the

total interest charges assumed) exceed the net expenses. Thus,

if the total capital value of machinery in a department is £5,000,

the total interest charge at 5 per cent, will be £250 per annum.

Supposing the net departmental expenses total to £6,250 per annum,

then the gross expenses will be £6,500, or four per cent, in excess of

the net expenses.

The recommendation is that the gross individual shop charge

rates, which include the assumed interest charge appropriate to

each, shall be reduced to net rates by a flat percentage deduction-

—

in the present illustration of four per cent.

Continuing the illustration, if the gross shop charge rate for the

£500 machine worked out to be is. per hour and for the £50 machine

gd. per hour, the net rates would be 4 per cent, less, viz. ii-52d.

(say ii|d.) and 8-64d. (say 8fd.) respectively.

The ratio of the two rates remains unaltered, viz. 4 : 3, and the

more expensive machine is adequately penalised without the sum

total of shop charges, as applied by the net rates, being in excess of

the net works expenses, as recognised in the financial accounts.

Shop Charges
Book.

5-134-

Consideration must now be given to the accounting necessary in

connection with shop charges.

By means of a Works Cost Allocation Abstract the works expenses

for each account period are reported to the Financial Department,

and on the same abstract is given the shop charges as applied to

the various orders series.

As regards grand totals the financial accounts can be completed

in respect to works expenses incurred and works expenses allocated

to orders without further information from the Works x\ccounts

Office.

It is necessary, however, for handling the shop charges properly

to have as part of the works accounting S3^stem a Shop Charges

Book in which are recorded the details of the works expenses, their

apportionment to departments for calculating shop charge rates,

and the results of applying those rates.

In the following tabulation of the accounts in the Shop Charges

Book, appropriate to the system of works accounts under discussion,

it will be noted that most of the entries necessary are indicated as

being memorandum entries. This arises from the fact that these

accounts are not directly interlocked with the financial accounts.

It will, all the same, be readily appreciated that only through such

means as these can the allocation of works expenses to orders be

carried out \\ith any certain efficiency and accuracy.
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Shop Cbcirgcs Book— Tahuldtion of .Accounts. look.^''"**"

Dr.

S.C.Bk. Ki.iKits 10 SHOP ( iiAH(ii:s nooK.

Jyi(i/(/l)ii; Service Acamnt. Cr.

Menioniiuliiin i-iitiifs of cdsts from Cost
LcdKiT • (StaiuliDR Orders).

Transfers from Annual Deiireriaf iim

Accounts (S.C.Book).

'I'rniisfcrH to Dcpnrtmentiil Kxikmihc or
Dcimrtmental Process Summary Accounts
(S.C.Hk.) ns per Works Kxpenses Appor-
tionment JU'port.t

Power Service Account.

Memoiandiini entries of costs from Cost
Ledkrer (Standing Orders).

Transfers from Annual l>opreciation
Accounts (S.C.Bk.).

Transfers to Departmental K.vpenses or
Departmental Process Sununnry A('eount»
(S.C.Bk.), as ]>er Works Expenses .Appor-
tionment Keport.

Prodticifig Unit Service Account.

Memorandum entries of cost from Cost
J/Cilner (Standing Orders).

Transfers from Annual Depreciation
Accounts (S.C.Bk.).

Transfers to Departmental Ivxpense or De-
partmental rroci-SH Suiiuiiary Accounts
(S.C.Bk.), as jier Works JOxpen.ses Appor-
tionment Kejwrt.

Tool Service Account.

Memorandum entries of costs from Cost
Ledger (Standing Orders).

Transfers from

—

Drawings and Patterns Stock Account
(S.C.Bk.).

Jigs and Si)ecial Tools Stock Account
(S.C.Bk.).

Loose Plant Stock Account (S.C.Bk.),
representing annual loss disclosed at
stocktaking or amounts written off.

Transfers to Departmental Expense or De-
partmental Process Summary Accouats
(S.C.Bk.), as per Works Expenses .\pi>or-

tionment Keport.

Material Service Account.

Memorandum entries of costs from Cost
Ledger (Standing Orders).

Transfers to Departmental Expense or De-
partmental Process Summary Accounts
(S.C.Bk.), as per Works Expenses Appor-
tionment Jleport.

Departmental Service Account.

Memorandum entries of costs from Cost
Ledger (Standing Orders).

Transfers to Departmental Expense Sum-
mary .Accounts (S.C;.Bk.), as per Works
Kxpen.ses App<3rtionment Keiwrt.

In the case of departments for whicli process accounts are

kept, such as Iron Foundry, Brass Foundry and Sniitliy, the

expenses falHng under the heading of Departmental Service are

better charged direct to the respective process cost account.

Administration Service Account.

Memorandum entries of costs from Cost
Ledger (Standing Orders).

Transfer from Oflice Efpiipment (Works)
Stock Account (S.C.Bk.), representing
annual loss disclosed at stocktaking or
amounts written ofT.

• See Section V m—Form 5-132.

Transfers to Departmental Expense or De-
partmental Process Summary .Accounts
(S.C.Bk.), as per Works Exjwnses Appor-
tionment Keport.

t See Sectiim V in -Form 5-136.
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Shop Charges Book— Tabulation of Accounts^ co?itd.

S.C.Bk. REFERS TO SHOP CHARGES BOOK.

Dr. Contingency Service Account. Cr.

Transfer from Guarantee Account (S.C.Bk.)

representing estimated guarantee liabili-

ties on preceding •year's output, as to

replacement of defective parts within,

say, one year of sale.

Transfer from Development and Experi-

mental Account (S.C.Bk.) representing

anticipated expenditure to l)e written off

for the year.
Memorandum entry of annual deduction

from general stock inventoi-j' to cover
bad and doubtful stock, as per Works
Accounts Annual Abstract.*

Transfers to Departmental Expense or De-
partmental Process Summary Accounts
(S.C.Bk.), as per Works Expenses Appor-
tionment Report.

Departmental Expense Summary Account.

Transfers from

—

Building Service Account (S.C.Bk).

Power Service Account ,,

Producing Unit Service Account ,,

Tool Service Account „
Material Service Account ,,

Departmental Service Account ,,

Administration Service Account ,,

Contingency Service Account ,,

Transfer from

—

Extra Depreciation Account (S.C.Bk.).

Memorandum entries of Departmental
Shop Charge Totals, as per Wages Alloca-

tion Summary, t
Balance, if any, transferred to Shop

Charges Supplementary Account(8.C.Bk.)

Separate summary accounts will be necessary for each depart-

ment except those for which a process summary account is

provided.

Annual Depreciation Account.

Memorandum entry of depreciation for

year in conformity with the financial

accounts.

Transfers to

—

Building Service Account (S.C.Bk.)

Power Service Account ,,

Producing Unit Service Account „

Separate accounts will be necessary under the following heads :

Land and Buildings.
Motive Power Plant.
Mechanical Transmission.
Electrical Transmission.
Pipe Transmission.
Transportation Plant.
Shop Fixtiues.
Special Process Plant.

Machines.

In the case of leasehold property, provision for the expiration

of the lease needs to be included as an annual charge dependent

on the conditions and further duration of the lease.

Extra Depreciation Account.

Memorandum entries of extra depreciation

on discarded plant items, representing

difference between book or capital value
and realisable value of such plant.

The entries should be made at same
time as Works Additions Accounts are

credited with realisable values.

* See Section VI f—Form 6-45.

Transfers to

—

Departmental Expense Summary
Account (S.C.Bk.).

Departmental Process Summary
Account (S.C.Bk.).

t See Section V b—Form 5-30.
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It may be necessaiA to ha\e separate accounts for each depart-

ment to facilitate the transfers crediting this account.

Analysis under tlic various plant headings (sec Annual IX'-

preciation Account aboxc) will be necessary for the purposes of

the ^^'orks Account Annual Abstract. This is likely to be

sufticiently simple a matter to require no separate sub-division

ot this account.

Dr. Departmental Capital Values Account. Cr.

Menioranduni entry o( capital v.tIuc at
beginnini; of year of buililinps and plant
appropriated to department's u<e.

riiiR may have to be ba-vilon a Works
valuation, but tlie sum total of capital
values in all departments must agree
with the financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of Works Additions
Costs, as i>er Plant Sub-Orders Cnst Sum-
mar>',* from which the totals :ipi)earinK

on the Works Cost Allocation Abstract
are derived.

Memorandum entry of annual depreciation
on department's buildings and plant.
The sum total of depreciation for all

departments must agree with the financial

accounts totals.

The same tot<ils api)oar in the .\nnual
Depreciation Account fS.C.Bk.) divided
under the headings adopted in the
flnancial accounts.

Memorandum entries of e.xtra depreciation
corresponding with the totals figuring

in the Extra Depreciation Account
(S.C.Bk.).

Memorandum entry of capital value at
end of year of department's building
and plant.

Separate accounts are necessary for each department, and in

each case pro\'ision should be made for dissecting the entries

under the headings of plant, adopted in the financial accounts.

Discarded Plant Stock Account.

Memorandum entry of stock values brought
forward at beginning of year, in con-
formity with the financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of stock values of
unsold discarded plant from Cost lycdger
(Standing Order). These stock values
will be reduced by credit* in respect to
disposal of plant.

>[emorandum entry of stock values carried
forward at end of year as per Works
.\ccounts .Vnnual .\bstract.

Balance, if any. transferred to Shop Charges
Supplementary .\iToimt (S.C.Rk.).

Draicings and Patterns Stock Account.

Memorandum entr>- of values brought
forward at l>eginning of year, in con-
formity with the financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of costs of luJditions

from Cost Ledger (Standing Order).

Memorandum entry of values carried for-

ward at end of year, as ikt Works
Accoimfs .Vnnual Abstract.

Balance, if any, representing loss In

value disclosed at stocktaking or amount
written off for the year, traasferrcd to
Tool service Account (S.C.Bk.).

Jigs afui Special Tools Stock .Iccouni.

Memorandum entry of values brought
forward at beginning of year, in con-
formity with the flnancial accounts.

.^Iemorandum entries of costs of additions
from Co't I,*^dgpr (St.inding <»rd<T).

-Memorandum entry of values carried

forward at end of year, as i)er Works
Accoimt .'Vimual Abstract.

Balance, if any, represctiting loss disclosed

at stocktaking, or amount written off for

the vear, transferred to Tool Service
Account (S.C.Bk.).

• See Section V m—Form 5-137.
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Shop Charges
Book.

Shop Charges Book— Tabulation of Accounts^ contd.

S.C.Bk. REFERS TO SHOP CHARGES BOOK.

Dr. Loose Plant Stock Account.
Meniorandiiin entry of values brought

forward at beginning of year, in con-
formity with the financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of costs of additions
from Cost Ledger (.Standing Order).

Cr.
Memorandum entry of values carried

forward at end of year, as per Works
Accounts Annual Abstract.

Balance, if any, representing loss disclosed
at Stocktaking or amount written off for
the year, transferred to Tool Service
Account (S.C.Bk.)

Office Equipment {Works) Stock Account.
Memorandum entry of values brought

forward at beginning of year, in con-
formity with the financial accounts.

Memorandimi entries of costs of additions
from Cost I^edger (Standing Order).

Memorandum entry of values carried for-

ward at end of year, as per Works
Accounts Annual Abstract.

Balance, if any, representing loss disclosed
at stocktaking, or amount written off for

the year, transferred to Administration
Service Account (S.C.Bk.).

Scrap Stock Account.
Memorandum entries of total scrap stock

\

Memorandum entries of total scrap stock
values for each account period from Cost additions for each account period, as
Ledger (Standing Order). j entered in Works Expenditure Book

I

(Stock Product Summary).*

This account is provided merely to agree the totals indicated

above.

The totals of scrap stock values appearing under Standing

Order U 2-1, are the basis of reports on the Works Products

Abstracts! whereby the Works Material Suspoise Account m the

financial accounts is debited.

Sales Returns Stock Account.

I

Memorandum entries of stock value of total
sales returns for each account period,

I
as entered in Works Expenditure Book.

This account is of limited usefulness as it cannot very well be

balanced.

When goods are returned from sale there is not usually any

Works Account affected, and the only provision to make is for

the general stock to be debited at a proper figure for the accession

to stock. This is done through the periodical Works Product

Abstract, which includes the total Works value of items specially

recorded in the Works Expenditure Book as saleable goods

received back into stock.

Memorandum entry of metal values of
work-in-progress brought forward at
beginning of year, in conformity with the
financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of metal costs from
Cost Ledger (Standing Orders).

Departmental Process Metal Accounts.
Memorandum entries of metal charges as

per Works Expenditure Book (Process
Product Summary).

J

Memorandum entries of costs of ascertained
metal losses from Cost Ledger (Standing
Order).

Memorandum entry of metal values of
work-in-progress carried forward at end
of year, as per Works Accounts Annual
Abstract.

Balance, if any, transferred to Depart-
mentalProcessSummaryAccount(S.C.Bk.).

See Section V m—Form .5-119. f See Section VI f—Form 6-44.

t See Section V m—Form 5-118.
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S.C.Bk. REFERS TO SHitp t II AKiiK^ lUtiiK

Dr. Dt-partincntal Process Summary AcckuhL Cr.

Menuirinuliiii) i-utry oi work-iu-progress
inventory values (less metal values)
broiinht fiirwnril nt l>eKinninB of year, in

conformity with the linnncinl iioconnt-s.

Memoriuulum entries of process eosts from
Cost J.eduer (Standing (»r(lers).

Transfers from

—

Uuilding Service Account (S.C.Bk.).
Power Service Account
Producing Unit Service Account .,

Tool Service Account
Material Service Account
.Vdministration Service Account ,,

Contingency Service Account
Transfer from

—

Extra I>epreciation Account (S.C.Bk.)
Transfer from

—

l)epnrtmentfll Process Metal Account
(S.C.Bk.).

Memorandum entry of works value (lew
metal charges) of process product, aa
[icr Works KxiH'uditiire JJook (I'roceiw

Product SiMumary).
Memorandum entry o( work-in-progress

inventory values (les.s metal values)
carried forward at end of year, art per
Works .Vccouiits Annual .\bstract.

Jialance. if any, transferred to Shop Charges
Supplementary Account (S.C.Bk.).

Separate accounts will be necessary for each department

to wliich process accounts apply.

Stock Manufacturing Differences Account.

Memorandum entries of undercharges on
stock product, as not^ed in Cost Ledger
(Stock Manufacturing Orders).

Memorandum entries of overcharges on
stock product, as noted in Cost Ledger
(Stock Manufacturing Orders).

Difference, or balance, if any. transferred

to Shop Charges Supplementary Account
(.S.C.Bk.).

Guarantee Account.

Memorandum entries of Guarantee Order
costs, as Iter Delivered Orders Cost
Abstract.*

Transfer to Contingency Service Account
(S.C.Bk.) of estimated guarantee liabili-

ties on preceding year's output, as
deducted from work-in-progress inven-

i tory value at end of year.

This account cannot veiy well be balanced, as the difference

on the account is not one that can be recognised in either the

Works accounts or the financial accounts.

In the financial accounts guarantee costs do not figure as an

expense but mercl}' reduce the gross profits.

The above account is desirable as a record to guide the Manage-

ment in the estimation of prospective liabilities.

Development and Experimental Account.

.Memorandum entry of values brought
forward at l>eginning of year, in con-
formity with the financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of development and
experimental cost* during year, as per
Works Cost .\llocation .Vb^tracts.

Transfer t"' Contingency >ervice \i-roimt

(S.C.Bk.) of anticipated expenditure to
Iw written off for the year.

Memorandum entry of values carried
forwaril at end of year, as per Woria
Accounts .Annual .\b«tract.

Balance, if any. transferred to Shop ChargM
Supplenjcntary .\ccount (S.C.Bk.).

Shop Chargea
Book.

• .See section V m—Forn» .'.-138.
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Shop Cbargee
Book.

Shop Charges Book— Tabulation of Accounts^ contd.

S.C.Bk. REFERS TO SHOP CHARGES BOOK.

Dr.
Jlemoramliim entry of expense payments

in advance brought forward at beginning
of year, in conformity witli tlie Unancial
accounts.

Memorandum entries of total suspense
debits each account period, from Cost
Ledger (Standing Order).

Memorandum entry of expense liabilities

(not charged) carried forward at end of

year, as per Works .Accounts Annual
Abstract.

Expenditure Suspense Account. Cr.

Memorandum entry of expense liabilities

(not charged) brought forward at begin-
ning of year, in conformity with the
financial accounts.

Memorandum entries of total suspense
credits or transfers to other accounts,
from Cost Ledger (Standing Order).

Memorandum entry of expense payments,
in respect to following year, carried
forward at end of year, as per Works
Accounts Annual Abstract.

This account is occasioned by the desirabihty of holding long

period payments, such as insurance, in suspense and consequent

necessity to transfer appropriate amounts to particular expense

accounts each account period. There will be other cases, such as

rent, where the position is reversed and the expenditure has to

be anticipated to complete the current expense accounts.

If the Company carry their own risk as to workmen's

accident compensation, instead of insuring, a separate suspense

account will be necessary.

Shop Charges Supplementary Account.

Transfers from Departmental E.xpense
Summary Accounts (S.C.Bk.) in respect
to balances of expenses not allocated or
distributed by the normal shop charges.

Transfer from Discarded Plant Stock
Account (S.C.Bk.) in respect of balance of
misold discarded plant debited to stock
and not otherwise disposed of by the
accounts.

Transfer from Departmental Process Sum-
mary Accounts (S.C.Bk.) in respect to
balance of costs in excess of the total
Works value of product.

Transfer from Stock Manufacturing Differ-

ences Account (S.C.Bk.), in respect to
balance of costs in excess of the total
Works value of product.

Transfer from Development and Experi-
mental Account (S.C'.Bk.) in respect to
balance of costs to be written off over and
above provision made at beginning of

year.
Memorandum entry of shop charges written

back on Works Additions from Plant
Sub-Order Cost Summary, and on Experi-
mentalOrders from Cost Ledger (Standing
Order).

Memorandum entry of supplementary
allocation of Works expenses, requisite

to balance this account at end of year, as
reported in the Works Accounts Annual
Abstract.

In this supplementary allocation the
total in question will be divided l>etween
Sales Orders, Sales Repairs and Sundries
Orders, Process and Stock Manufacturing
Accounts, in the same ratio as the total
shop charges already applied for the year
in each division.

Section IV g Process Product.

Meaning of
Process
Product.

Process product is, as its name states, the product of a process.

A process may be conveniently described as a cycle of operations,

though it is quite often used to describe a class of operation. By
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takintr the former cklinitioii of process as a cycle of operations and Meaning oi
ProccsK

qualifying it as meaning the whole cycle ofoperations pcrtainingto one Product

department, a definition suited to the present jiurpose is obtained.

Thus a casting is held to be a process product in the sense that it

is the outcome of the whole cycle of operations in the Foundiy.

A forging is another exam])le, while stamjMngs may be considered

with forgings as being a type of machine-made forgings.

Coppersmith's work is sometimes treated as process product.

Case-hardening, galvanising and electro-plating are also processes

within the meaning intended here.

It is intended to discuss in detail only the accoimting and allied

routine in connection with castings and forgings. Coppersmith's

work may be dealt with on the same lines as forgings. Galvanised

and plated work are analogous to brass foundry castings, though the

basis of weight is likely to be very unsatisfactory.

Galvanising more usually has reference to heavy articles, and it

may not be too difficult to discriminate between different classes of

work by timing the operations of pickling and dipping.

In considering the process of plating, the operations of polishing

that precede the plating and of mopping that follow it, require to

be included, rather than be faced with the alternative ol booking

this time to the different orders. When piecework applies to any
of these operations, it will be a simple matter to allocate the wages

accordingly. The variety of work may very well be compared with

the case of brass castings. A weight basis is hardly likely to be

even considered for plated work, and the solution may be possibly

found by expressing each variety of plated work in terms of some
staple line—giving virtually a common denominator. After doing

that it is a simple matter to divide the total cost for a given period by
the number of units of product, as arrived at in the way suggested.

Turning to case-hardened work, there may be businesses where

it will be feasible to treat this on the lines discussed for plated work,

but more often than not, case-hardening costs will have to be treated

as an expense item. The resulting errors in the individual com-

ponent costs may be remedied in making up com]X)nent selling

prices by an estimated allowance for case-hardening. The difficulty

is to know on what basis to estimate. Probably the best way is

to calculate how many of a certain line of articles could be handled

in, say, a fortnight, and to then divide the whole normal costs for

a fortnight by this figure. If this is tried out for a few typical lines,

enough data may be available to quite nearly enough estimate for

all sorts of articles.

The routine of arriving at the charges to be made for the individual Process coet° o Account*.
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Process Cost items of process product may convcnientlv be referred to as pricing
Accounts. ^ ^ -

.
•

.

r <j

the process product. Theoretically the prices used should be such

that the total of the process product charges will correspond with

the total costs under the process account.

The data requisite for properly pricing process product necessarily

influences the form of the process cost account itself.

Taking the case of the Brass Foundry where, in most cases, an

average price per lb. according to the alloy, is all that can very well

be attempted, with, perhaps, a grading of the average price up or

down to cover intricate castings and plain castings, it is obvious that

comparatively little dissection is required in such a process cost

account.

In the case of the Iron Foundry and Smithy, on the other hand,

the direct wages element in the process cost is so important, and is

so individual in character, having no sort of reference to the weight

of product, that provision must be made for differentiating the

application of these costs from those that need to be averaged.

Then again, there are shop charges attaching to this direct labour

per hour, as in the case of direct labour in other departments.

The producing units in the Iron Foundry will be moulding

machines, with their relatively heavy upkeep, as well as moulders.

Coremaking expenses are related to the time occupied in making the

cores, though not, perhaps, with any marked regularity, but cer-

tainly with more consistency than a weight basis would give.

In the Smithy there may be presses and hammers which it is most

necessary to treat as producing units and to apply suitable shop

charges for each hour in use.

There are, however, departmental costs in connection with casting

and forging processes that are more consistently related to the

weight of the product than to the direct labour involved in preparing

cores or moulds or forming the forging. The heating, fettling,

piclding, and annealing, general labouring and carting operations

are the outstanding items of this character, though, of course,

fetthng does not occur in the case of forgings, though pickling and

anneahng commonly does. Shop supplies, especially in the Foundry,

follow the weight of product basis approximate^. Taking the

departmental service expenses, as previously defined when dealing

with the shop charges, the only items of any consequence that can

hardly be said to be directly related to the weight of product are

overtime expenses, shop supervision and inspection. As to the

latter combined item, inspection in these cases is as fairly allocated

on a weight basis as on a direct labour basis. If all these items are

dealt with on a weight basis, the influence on the product price

of the error incidental to appljing overtime and supervision
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expcnsis on thesi' liiu-s insti';i<l of on a direct labmn" ba>is, will hi- Process Cost
,. ... Accounts

negligible.

There is another element in process costs that has to be catered

for in all three departments nnder consideration, namely, that of

metals used.

In the case of the Foundries there will be metal losses in smelting,

pouring and fettling that may be considered with sullicient accuracy

as a dehnite ]Hrcentage of the weight of the product, and, therefore,

can be included with those costs which are apjilied on a weight basis.

In the Smithy the metal loss \-arics according to the type of

forging, and can only be properly met by charging the gross weight

of metal to the particular item of product. As it will be necessary

to estimate the loss in many cases, there will probably be a certain

proportion of metal loss to be treated with the expenses and allocated

according to weight of product.

The departmental process cost accounts require therefore to have

two main divisions, firstly as to metal cost, and secondly as to what

may be termed process general costs. The latter includes depart-

mental service expenses, direct labour, and the departmental

apportionment of works expenses.

Although fettling is direct labour, it is not suggested that any

attempt should be made to record the time spent on each order, and

consequently the cost of fettling is included with the departmental

service expenses for distribution on a weight basis, although a

grading of the fettling charge per unit of weight on different classes of

work would be fully justified, apart from the accounting trouble. The

same might be said of pouring, particularly as to the smaller castings.

The cost of defective product can very well be added to depart-

mental service expenses to be distributed by means of what are

called process charges (applied on basis of weight of product), in

contradistinction to shop charges as applied to direct labour.

Certain classes of castings are extremely liable to defect, e.g.

cylinders to withstand pressure and slides which must machine to a

perfectly clean face. Where these figure largely the rates charged

for the castings ought to recognise these facts, rather than that

the cost should be spread over all the other product equally. 5. ,2;.

There will be cases of new designs {e.g. cylinders) where man}'

wasters may be produced before the process is properly adjusted.

This might be an instance where the costs of the defective work

should be charged to developments and experiments.

The points that have been made above can be tabulated with standiM
' Orders for

advantage in conjunction with the suggested series of standing Process cost

orders for process costs.
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Standing
Orders for
Process Cost
Accounts.

Representative Standing Ordersfor Process Cost Accomits

[Castings and Forgings).

Process

Metal

Costs.

Process

General

Costs.

standing Order No.

I Iron. Brass
'Foundry. Foundry.

Elements of Metal Charge.

Metals. - . - -

Various points in this connection are dis-

cussed further on. Ascertained Metal Losses

are credited to this account and debited to

Metal Loss below.

Gi-i

Elements of Process Charge.

Fuel - - - - -

Shop Supplies _ - -

Arrangements for recording the consump-
tion of these items also discussed further on.

Overtime Expenses
The remarks against Standing Order S 6-3

apply here equally.

General Labour
This will include the cupola man, craneman

and general labomlng.

Staft -----
This will include foremen, inspectors (if any)

and clerks.

Cartage . . _ -

This may cover the cost of carting the raw
metal as well as the process product.

Fettling, Pickling, and Annealing
This account will cover the wages cost of

the operations named. The cost of power
for pneumatic chisels will probably only be
conveniently apportioned to the department
in dealing with Works Expenses—Power
Service.

General Preparations
This order is provided to deal with cores,

core irons, etc., made in advance and not for

any particular order.

Defective Product -

Wasters that have not been chargeol out as

process product and have not left the Foundry
or Smithy will be charged instead to this

account. No metal charge will be made
except possibly in the case of the Brass
Foundry. Wasters discovered after being
charged out will be debited in full here, and
the original order credited. In case of

Brass Foundry product the metal deprecia-

tion will be charged here and the scrap value
of the metal itself to scrap stock account
(General Stock). For Iron Foundry and
Smithy product the scrap value of the metal
will be cliarged to the Process Metal Cost
Account, if the waster is sent into the Iron
Foundry or Smithy. The cost of breaking up
defective castings may be included here.

Hi-i

G 2-1

G 2-2

G2-3

G 2-4

G2-5

G2-6

G3-1

G3-2

G 4-1

H2-1

H2-2

H2-3

H2-4

H2-5

H2-6

H3-1

H4-2

H4-1

Smithy.

Ki-i

K2-1

K2-2

K2-3

K2-4

K2-5

K2-6

K3-1

K4-1
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Rcprcst'Ntiitivc Stiuuiifig Ordersfor Process Cost Accounts

Process

General

Costs.

[C(istifles and Forgings).

Standiu^
Orders tor
Process Cost
Accounts

Elements of Process Charge.

Ascertained Metal Losses -

The items uniler this account will be trans-

fers from the process metal cost accounts
c; 1-1, H 1-1. K 1-1, an<i will he based on the

periodical invest itjation^*.

Standing Order Nos.

Iron
Foundry.

Braaa
Foundry.

(i 4-2 H 4-2

Elements of Direct Wages Charge.

Direct Wages - - -

This account records the direct wages, in-

cluding extra pay, expended in the depart-
ment.

In the ca.se of tlie Iron Foundry and
Smithy, the items of direct wages pertaining

to the individual orders will be noted on the

Foundry Daily Work Sheets (.')-73) and the
Smithy Daily Work Sheets (.')-78), and the
total of such entries should agree with this

account.
In the case of the Brass Foundry, the

direct wages charges are merged in the Pro-
cess Charge for pricing purposes.

G VI

Elements ofShop Charges on Direct

Labour.

Departmental apportionment of

Works Expenses, - - -

Building Service.
Power Service.
Producing Unit Service.

Tool Service.
Material Serv-ice.

Administration Service
Contingency Service.

This apportionment is made in the Shop
Charges Book against the departments under
consideration in common with all other de-

partments, except as to Departmental Ser-

vice lixpen.ses which are already dchifed to

the process cost account underotlierhcadingF.
Shop charge rates intended to cover these

expen.ses are applied to the Foundry and
Smithy direct lalKjur as a stage in buiMing up
tlie total value of the |)r<>duct for each period

for inclusion on the Works I'roduct .Abstract.

It will Ih- obviou.s that, in the tlnancial

accounts, the proportion of Works exi>eiises

thus included in the process cost accounts
must l)e duly tran.sferred from M'orkuKzpensft
AUocntinn Account to Iron Foundry .icrount,

lirnsf Foundry .irrount or Smit/iy Arrount,
as may be appropriate. For this pur|M)iP,

the apfM)rtionmrnt referred to is ini'lmli'd 011

the Works Cost .Allocation Abstract under
the h<-ading of Shop Charges.

Smithy.

K4-2

H5-I K5-I

6.44.

6-43.
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Standing Departmental Process Metal Accounts and Process General
Orders for ^
Process Cost Accounts are provided in the Shop Charges Book, shoAving on the

one side the total costs and on the other the total charges made for

the product. Any differences disclosed after allowing for work-in-

progress are transferred to a Shop Charges Differences Account to be

specially allocated at the end of the year.

Iron Foundry The metal costs for the Iron Foundry involve three main con-

siderations, firstly, the issue of the various brands of pig iron from

stock, secondly, the use of scrap produced within the Foundry, and

thirdly, the price of metal to be charged to the product.

The stock ofpig iron is not susceptible to the control of lock and key,

and the question of correct records of pig issued is really subsidiaiy

to that of the correctness of the mixture used in the cupola, and

obviously the larger problem will include the less.

The question of Foundry mixtures may not be the whole art of

founding, but it is at least the side where failure to keep incessant

watch will lead to failure of product or increased machining cost,

that no moulding or pouring skill can avert.

To specify a mixture to-day that will produce a desired result

assumes conditions of uniformity in the brands specified and the

scrap used which to-morrow may not hold good in one or other

particular, with a consequently different result. Any day may,

therefore, bring different instructions to the cupola man as to how he

must make up his charges for a particular class of mixture, perhaps

nominally known as mixtures A. B. C. D. etc., for particular purposes,

so as not to clash with pig iron grade numbers.

Without going too much outside the province of this section, it is

5-74- convenient to emphasise the necessity of a Foundry Mixture Card

being issued on proper authority to instinct the cupola man as to the

quantities of specified brands and scrap to be used for the mixture

in question. Each instruction will stand until superseded by a later

one under the same mixture reference.

While it is likely to be a profitable investment to have a chemist,

with laboratory equipment, to issue these instructions and be respons-

ible for the maintenance of chemical analysis, it is just as desirable

to adopt the practice of written instructions of this character when
the foundry foreman is responsible. With the aid of the mechanical

analysis originated by W. J. Keep of Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., the

foundry foreman can exercise a high degree of judgment, particularly

if the Management arrange for periodical chemical analyses to estab-

lish reference data.

A daily check of castings on these lines should establish such dis-

cipline in the cupola attendant's duties that accurate records of
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stock iron ustd will be available. The cupula attciulant has uiilv to iron Foundry
' - Metal CoatK.

chalk down the number of charges each day of each niixtiue and the

foundry clerk can quickly convert the information into totals used

of various brands and scrap. Incidintally stock control sheets for

all pig iron can be kept up each day, thus avoiding unconsciously

running low in the stock of particular brands. This risk is very real

with any considerable number of lirands in use, and the best practice

favours the use of many brands.

The second point to deal with is that relating to the scrap made

within the iron foundiy. Of the total iron melted each day a heavy

proportion, sometimes 25 per cent, or even more, remains behind in

the foundry in the form of runners, risers, etc., and this scrap is used

in specified proportions in succeeding melts or blows. The differences

between the weight of iron melted and castings produced is to an

appreciable extent irrecoverable.

All the metal passing to the cupola having been allocated to the

Iron Foundry Process Cost Account the scrap remaining in the

foundry is virtually floating scrap or work in progress which must

not be redebited unless previously credited.

Occasionally scrap is bought outside, and there will be in most

works a certain weight of scrap castings returned from the ^Machining

and other departments weekly, if not daily. Obviously, the value

of this external scrap must be debited to the foundry cost account

ultimately, and if put into stock some confusion may arise between

it and the floating scrap in the foundry. Instead of attempting to

credit the foundry with the scrap made, which is a wasting quantity,

and redebiting the scrap used, the simpler course is to hold none in

stock, in the account sense, and to, therefore, allocate at once

external scrap to the process cost account, increasing the floating

scrap value accordingly.

On the stock control sheets the scrap stock will be added to each

day by the difference between the previous day's melt and the net

weight of castings sent into Stores, together with any item of external

scrap. From this total the amount reported as used each day will be

deducted. The scrap stock records will be kept in such grades as

can be conveniently maintained. The balance of stock will require

adjustment by reason of the irrecoverable metal loss occumng in the

course of the foundry operations. To actually ascertain this loss

involves taking stock of the scrap, and this can hardly be done

frequently. As an alternative the scrap can be collected and the

weight approximated with suftkient nearness to allow a safe figure

to be stated of the ascertained loss. It is this figure that will form

the basis of the adjustment necessary between the Metals Account

(G i-i) and Ascertained Metal Losses Account (G 4-2).
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Iron Foundry
Metal Costs.

5-134-

5-76.

A record of the metal costs is provided in the Shop Charges Book
that will show the book value of the floating balance of metal in the

foundry at the end of each account period. The relation of the book

value to the true value will depend partly on the accuracy of the

metal loss adjustment and partly on the prices used in connection

with the metal charges for the castings made, which is the third

point to be dealt with here.

The prices used for the foundry mixtures must necessarily be in

the nature of average prices based on the purchase price of the pig

irons used and the proportionate value of the scrap metal used. It

is, perhaps, hardly necessary to remark that scrap cast iron is in no

sense an undesirable factor in foundry mixtures, but is an essential

in the best mixtures within specified limits and of specified kinds.

As each consignment of pig iron is better stacked by itself on

account of analysis questions that may arise, it is not difficult to

indicate when a particular consignment is first broken on the Foundry

Weekly Report which the foundry clerk should furnish each week

to the Works Accounts Office. This wall be of use for checking the

Stock Ledger Accounts for the respective brands and will indicate

the purchase price to be used.

Under the arrangement suggested for scrap metal, pricing of scrap

will only be necessary for account purposes in arriving at the metal

rate to be used for the different foundry mixtures during each account

period. Current market prices of new metal may influence the scrap

price adopted, but it will be nearer to actual cost if the scrap prices

follow the purchase prices of the brands of pig iron in use. Generally

speaking, market prices apart from purchase prices should not

disturb the price used in works accounts, except at the yearly

valuation of stock, when the prices used must not exceed the current

market price.

It will be obvious that the metal rate can easily be fixed so as to

show a profit or gain on the metal account, but the aim should be to

adhere to the purchase costs as closely as possible, leaving profits to

the sales of the complete product into which the castings have entered.

Brass
Foundry
Metal Costs.

The foregoing remarks relative to the Iron Foundry Metal Account

apply to a large extent to the Brass Foundry Metal Account except,

of course, as regards the cupola chargings. The metals for the Brass

Foundry are advisedly kept under lock and key by the General

Stores and dealt out daily in the specified quantities as stated by the

Foundry Foreman on Goods Issue Vouchers. Sometimes the

crucible charges are made ready in the Stores. In any case, the

margin of new metal in the charge of the shop should be small and
be properly taken care of.
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The floating scrap will haw a high value in proportion to its ixilk, p^^""

and considerable precautions are necessary to prevent unnecessary McuicoHt«

waste or loss. It is desirable that the metal in the Brass F<)undry

should be balanced daily to ascertain the loss. With ade<|uate

shop management and its resulting discipline, a fortnightl\

balancing might be sutVicient. provided only that the weighini,'

up of scrap and unhnished castings is done with considerable

care and no estimating allowed except for the dross on dirty

scrap. It is desirable that a representative fnjm the Works

Account Office should be present at the stocktaking to take the

official record, but not as implying any reflection on the foreman.

From this information the percentage of metal loss can be ascer-

tained.

Swarf, or cuttings, when sent loose to the brass foundry is apt to

upset the percentage of metal loss, unless the quantity sent in each

period is fairly even. In that case, the conditions being equal,

comparison between the percentages each fortnight will not be

unfair to the foundiy, and this plan can apply even when swarf is

i"un down into ingots and sent back into Stores. Loose swarf will,

however, fetch higher prices in the market than ingot scrap, and

care exercised in its collection, together with cleaning by magnetic

separators, will be found very profitable. For own foundry use it

is better to cast the swarf into ingots suitably marked.

In formulating the metal charge rates to be used for the Brass

Foundiy castings, it will be necessaiy to distinguish between those

mixtures in which the use of scrap is permissible and those in which

only new metal may be used.

The Management will, presumably, give clear instructions to thi-

foundry foreman as to mixture limits, and these should be known to

the Works Accountant, if not to his staff. The metal charge rates

should be computed in accordance with these instructions.

In the Smithy the question of metal costs is not influenced by gnuUij- Metal

scrap in the way that occurs in the foundry-. Scrap is produced in

the operations of forging and stamping, but is not usually rehabili-

tated in the ordinary smithy. In the larger smithies the scrap may

be reformed into billets or shingled, and for the present purpose it

may be assumed that such billets would be made for stock and issued

as billets for forging purposes later. If the forging ojx^ration follows

immediately after the shingling operation the shingling cost might

still be charged to a separate order.

There will lie metal losses by scaling and in small chips that can

hardly be considered as scrap. The scrap that is saleable may

realise very good prices, but it will be convenient, and not seriously
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Smithy Metal uniust, to consider this scrap as a metal loss from the point of view

of the metal account. The amount realised by any such sales can

be credited to the standing order for metal loss (K 4-2).

It will be appreciated that metal losses have little relation to the

weight of the forging produced, so that the metal loss cannot quite

equitably be dealt with by the average percentage addition to the

net weight of each forging. On the other hand, the errors of such a

method may be considered too insignificant under some conditions

to outweigh the advantage of its simplicity. The best alternative

seems to be for the smithy foreman to estimate the metal loss in each

instance, at the worst, by percentage formulas proved by careful test

to be appropriate for each type of forging.

Assuming the metal loss to have been estimated with accuracy

(presumably by deducting the net weight of forging from the gross

weight of the bar with due allowance for useful surplus) it will be neces-

sary to know what size and kind of bar has been used and whether

hammered or rolled, to arrive at the proper metal charge.

Where bars or billets are bought specially for any order it is

certainly necessary to allocate the cost of same to that order, and

this may be achieved by making the metal charge rate for the forgings

in question to correspond, always supposing that the process metal

account is charged with the bar or billet in the first instance. There

may also be questions of quantity used, the margin allowed, perhaps,

proving excessive, although the sizes of billet or bar to produce a

given forging are usually estimated very closely by an experienced

foreman.

Taking one thing with another, it is likely to be worth while to

have the foreman indicate in sufficient detail the quantity, size, and

kind of metal to be charged to each batch of forgings. To offset

this trouble, and to facilitate the working of the shop, he may be

5-79- allowed to hold a certain margin of stock and to account for same in

this way without further vouchers being necessary. This obviates

the need of booking returns of useful surplus as only the actual metal

used, including wastage, will be reported. Following from this all

metal issued to the smithy will be charged to the metals account

(K i-i) in the first instance, and then allocated to the orders con-

cerned through the Forging Dehvery Sheets.

One advantage of this plan is that every forging will carry its

metal charge, wherever the metal has come from. Odd pieces of

useful surplus metal that are used up will be charged automatically,

whether returned into stock or not.

The foreman's estimates of metal used are not Hkely to be infallible,

and the stock of metal in the smithy (presumably kept in some order)

will need to be taken at least several times a year to verify the posi-

5-77-
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tion of the metal account, of wliicJi a meinuiandimi is kept in the smithy Metal
Costs.

Shop Charges Book, the same as for the foundries. Heavy lumps

can have their weight painted on and the bars can be measureti

readily, more particularly if the size is kept painted on. For working

out the corresponding weight the help of an estimator or draughts-

man practised in the use of the slide rule, may Ix' requisitioned. As

the actual sizes of the bars will vaiy slightly from the ncjminal size,

and calculation of weight can only be approximate, the stock at the

end of the year needs to be actually weighed.

The wholesale or main stock of bars suitable for >mithy use may

advantageously be controlled by the General Stores. The stock

control cards would record the bars issued to the smithy as being

accounted for, and the Storekeeper might ignore the margin

actually available in the smithy when requisitioning further

purchases.

Turning again to the Iron Foundr\', some further consideration GeneraTcoSs.

is necessary- of some of the items falling under the heading of process

general costs as tabulated in the suggested standing orders for the

process accounts.

Fuel (G 2-1) and Shop Supplies (G 2-2) involve special arrange-

ments for reporting the consumption in each account period. With

regard to the less bulky supplies, the main stock may be kept at the

General Stores and dealt out either at stated periods or in stated

quantities. The last-named course is likely to be the more economi-

cal. Pro\-ided the quantities given out do not exceed say a week's

supply, the issues may be unhesitatingly charged to the process cost

account, as the figures for each period will not then be thrown out

of balance to any appreciable extent.

The foundry- clerk can retail these supplies with a minimum of

entries. Squared sheets for each kind of supplies, with a square 5^«-

allotted to each man, can have the individual issues noted thereon to

inculcate a regard for carefulness and to satisfy the .Management as

to what becomes of the items of more intrinsic worth, such as brushes,

mallets, etc., but discretion must be used. These records, as far as

they relate to utensils and implements, may be consulted when a

foundry' worker lea\-es, and the foundry- clerk may possibly be

empowered to sign his Tool Clearance Ticket.
^"^''

Fuel and supplies of a bulky or loose character, such as limestone,

sand, blacking, flour, etc., can hardly be kept within the General

Stores and issued in small lots as suggested above. Consequently,

for these items the foundry clerk will have to make up a weekly V76.

report of the estimated consumption—using the cupola charge records

for limestone and coke consumption. These reports will be sent to
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Iron Foundry the General Stores for stock control purposes and thence to the Works
General Costs.

Accounts Office.

The cost sallocated to Defective Product (Standing Order G 4-1)

5-98. will be derived from the Viewing Reports relating to castings

that are rejected for foundry faults. These costs will be transfers

from the order to which the rejected casting was originally charged.

In the case of castings rejected before leaving the foundry, the process

account should be debited under this standing order at the ordinary

process charge only, the metal remaining in the foundry scrap.

There will be a difference between the standard mixture rate per cwt.

and the scrap rate per cwt., but it is hardly necessary to consider in

this connection the metal depreciation in a faulty iron casting.

It is a very important principle that all castings should be carefully

inspected before being sent into Stores.

Brass Foundry In the case of the Brass Foundry process general costs, the remarks

General Costs.
i-,-ia,de above as to the Iron Foundry apply in principle, and little more

need be said. In view of direct labour in the Brass Foundry being

averaged on the basis of weight, emphasis is laid on the necessity of

grading the rates used in respect to the process general costs. In

this case the process charge will have to cover not merely depart-

mental service expenses, as in the Iron Foundry, but direct labour

and shop charges on same as well.

The metal charge rate will be computed for each mixture as

already mentioned, and a graded process charge rate applied.

Suitable grades will be Intricate, Ordinary and Plain, rather than

Heavy, Medium and Light, for a heavy casting may be intricate and

costly in workmanship per unit of weight, and a hght casting may

be plain and cheap in workmanship per unit of weight. This ques-

tion of grading requires the exercise of judgment, and the routine

will be simpler and the practice much more consistent if distinguish-

ing grade marks are put on the pattern by the foreman patternmaker.

To arrive at the proper process charge rate for a given grade, it is

better to define the grades as definite percentages above or below

the average or ordinary rate.

In the matter of Brass Foundry wasters that do not leave the

foundry, the metal deterioration is too marked to be ignored, and

consequently a metal charge should be made representing the

depreciation in value. A compromise may be admitted in regard

to wasters of small weight, to save the trouble of applying metal

charges of such small amounts. The process charge rates used for

debiting the waster to its standing order (H 4-1) should be the same

as would have been used if the casting had proved sound.

In the case of defective castings discovered after being charged
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out in the ordinun- way. the casting itself should be sent to the
^^"/^[f^^g';^

General Stores and its value as scrap transferred from the original

order to the Scrap Stock Values Account (Standing Order U 2-1),

through which medium it is debited to the Stock Account concerned.

The balance of the product charges will be credited to the original

order and debited to the Defective Product Account (Standing Order

H 4-1).

The comments made relative to the Iron Foundry process general Snuthy
^^^^

costs also apply in principle to the Smithy process general costs.

Defective product is not likely to figure to much extent in the

Smithv accounts, and any correction found nccessar\' by the Smithy

foreman, after checking over the forgings before sending same into

Stores, is better done under the original order than dealt with as an

expense under Standing Order K 4-1.

Defective material is usually the main cause of defective forgings,

and two courses are open in that case. The one is to transfer the

whole product charge from the " net production cost " section of

the order concerned to the " enors and defects " section of the same

order. This gives the process account the benefit of the product,

although defective. The alternative course is, to relieve the net

production costs of the order concerned at the expense of the process

account as being defective product. The latter is, perhaps, the

better plan in stimulating the Smithy foreman to watch for faulty

material.

The method of recording foundiy output is most conveniently Foundry
.7 ^1 J.- * *u Product

based on the delivery ticket accomponymg the castmgs to tne Records.

Stores.

If only for the sake of checking weights it is desirable to have

separate delivery tickets for each consignment, and this check can 5-7'

only be exercised with any regularity when all castings are received

by a suitable stores instead of being delivered direct to the machine

shop.

The proper regulation of work in progress alone requires that

castings should not be dumped in the machine shop except to a pro-

gramme, and then only if the batch of castings required is complete,

or if castings are large and heavy, in which case cost of transport

would dictate as little handling as possible. A certain elasticity

is provided in the suggestions previously made for regulating work

in progress for adapting the machining sub-orders to the number

of castings available, if it is not feasible to wait for the whole

batch.

The point is made that a Work Depot is the most suitable centre for
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Foundry
Product
RecordB.

distributing castings, and simplifies the clerical routine considerably

compared with using the General Stores, although it is better to

have the casting first deposited at the General Stores, to be drawn

out bv the Work Depot as required—the W^ork Depot being advised

of the castings being available by a Goods Issue Voucher.

This routine goes to ensure accurate allocation of castings, a point

not so easily achieved when castings can be applied to more than one

order, or will make more than one kind of part.

With the delivery tickets seriall}' numbered, the Works Account

Oifice can check that all of them are received.

The question of foundiy ^^'asters involves a different routine.

The natural tendency of any foundry foreman is not to disclose

how many wasters occur within the foundry, and it is, perhaps,

expecting rather much of human nature to rely on his volunteering

the information. Apart from that, the routine necessary to get this

information furnishes a record of considerable value in maintaining

foundry efficiency.

5-73. Each dav the foundr\- clerk is required to furnish a statement

of all the castings moulded that day, the statement giving the

moulder's check number. Order number, pattern mark, and number

of moulds made, together with the time taken, for allocating the

moulder's wages. Shop charges are applied on these Foundry

Daily Work Sheets. If the casting in any mould is not made that

dav the item is marked as not cast. This statement has to be sent

to the General Stores each evening, and then as the delivery tickets

come through the next day for the fettled castings sent into stores,

the items are checked and enquiry made as to any divergence, after

which it can be passed to the Works Accounts Office for charging

up.

5-72- The foundr\^ clerk will issue Foundry Waster Tickets for each

waster, duly certified by the Foundry foreman with the check

number of moulder responsible, and this will be the basis from which

the Works Account Office will make the necessary entries in the

accounts.

The foregoing scheme can be apphed in full to both foundries,

but there will not be the same success in the matter of intercepting

brass foundry w^asters owing to the conditions of casting and fettling,

while the clerical work invoh'ed will be rather excessive with the

usual iiin of brass foundr}." work. Probably a compromise suited

to the local conditions can be arrived at without giving w^ay wholly

as regards this method of control.

Smithy Pro-
duct Records.

In the case of the Smithy, the argument advanced as to distributing

the product from the Work Depot holds good.
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Oftico of thf kind, size, and quantity ot* inrtal used. Then; is little Records

doubt that this information should be p;iven on the Forcing Delivery ^
"'

Siieet to ensure that the estimating or investigating as to metal

waste is done before the product leaves the smithy and to (jbviate

delays in accounting if this work were deferred. Delays in sending

the product forward should not, howexcr, be excused on these

grounds.

The actual pricing out of process products involves the collation Pricing of
1 f^ ' '

.
Process Pro-

of the various elements of the costs pertaining to each item of ducts

product

.

The source of the recjuisite information will l)c the respective

delivery sheets and daily work sheets.

From the delivery sheet can be derived the metal and process

charges, and from the dail\- work sheets, the wages and shop

charges.

If the price or works value of any individual item of process

product is required, the batch charges on the respective sheets

require to be abstracted on a Rough Component Rate Card. Average 5-127-

figures should be taken, if possible, of several batches, and a per-

centage added to cover defective work.

Where process products do not pass into stock in the rougii or

unmachined stage, the individual rates or works value will be

infrequently wanted, and the respective orders will be charged

according to the batch costs, from day to day. under the respective

headings appearing on these delivery and daily work sheets.

The daily totals for all orders of metal, process, wages and shop

charges are in turn summarised in the Works E.xpenditure Book S"-'

(Process Product Summary Sheet). From the Works Expenditure 6-44.

Book a Works Products Abstract is prepared in the Works Accounts

Office for the Financial Department.

This results in the respective process accounts in the financial

books (manufacturing ledger) being credited with the total value

of the output, and the Works Materials Suspense Account becoming

debited with the same total, as materials to be accounted for.

The cost allocation treatment will be either to allocate the process

product values to the respective production orders as " process

product charged direct " or to General Stock Account or Component

Stock Accoimt, as may be appropriate.

In the latter event, the individual rough component rates should

be settled for the stage of charging into stock, in readiness, therefore,

for the stage when the process product will be issued from stock

at an inclusive stock price.
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The grand totals of product values in the W orks Expenditure

Book are diily reported to the Financial Department on a Works

Products Abstract, and the Works Materials Suspense Account in the

financial books is debited accordingly, and the respective Process

Account credited.

Wasters are dealt with the same as the ordinary product, except

that the order ultimately charged is the Standing Order for Defective

Product (G 4-1, H 4-1, K 4-1).

Process
Account
Surveys.

The process account figures and statistics necessary for accounting

purposes should be rendered into suitable form for administrative

or management purposes, and it will be convenient to designate

such a summary as a survey.

The necessity for process account surveys will be apparent for

testing the efficiency of the departments concerned, particularly if

normal rates are used for process charges and shop charges. The

difference disclosed in the process account as a whole will

then be some index of the comparative efficiency of the depart-

ment.

The lines laid do\Mi for arriving with some accuracy at the true

cost of the individual castings and forgings should furnish figures

from which to settle profitable selling prices, if the product should

be sold unmachined.

Where a considerable trade is done in unmachined castings and

forgings, it will be probably necessary to fix selling prices in grades

rather than for each kind of casting. This in no sense discounts the

value of indi\adual costs, for these will indicate in what respect the

selling prices are insuihcient, and conversely, what lines of product

give the maximum profit. Under such circumstances it may be

worth while dissecting the costs of defective product according to

the grades in the selling prices.

Average costs of process product per unit of weight will only really

be of value where the characuer and volume of work done is con-

sistently regular.

In the case of the Brass Foundry, the use of such average costs is

usually about the only convenient course to take, and the arguments

against it are discounted to a large extent by the relatively

small proportion that the direct wages bear to the value of the

product.

It is, of course, in regard to direct wages and shop charges on

same, that average costs are so likely to be wide of the mark in any

given instance.

Assuming for illustration that in a given case the metal charge

per lb. was yid. and the process general costs averaged 2|d. per lb.
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If the axcragv cost is liikcii the })a)ducl fharj^r will tot.il to kxI. per prcKoss

lb. If thf triir i)roocss general cost in this jiariicular case was surveys,

(itnionstrateil to he jjUl. per lb., or 40 jicr cent, above the average rate,

the proper product charge would then be iid. per lb., which is only 10

per cent, in excess of the average price. With the effect of averag-

ing costs minimised in this way merely by the high \-ahie of the

nietal, by the timegrailed rates arc used, as previously suggested,

there will be little ground to dispute the Brass Foundry Product

Charges as reasonably accurate.

The accounts provitled in the Shop ("liarges Book as to metal costs

and process general costs for each department concerned, will fni-

nish, in conjunction witli tlie weight of output, the nece.ssaiy ligures

for arriving at average metal cost and average process general costs

per \mit of weight. These figures will probably only be of limited

use in the case of tlie Iron Foundry and Smithy, but they will be

some guide to the Management in making comparisons, particularly

with past records that have not been earned beyond that point.

An important step prior to using the metal cost figures for aver-

aging purposes is to learn the value of the work in progress as regards

metal. Some suggestions have already been made luider this head.

With regard to process general costs of work in progress, in the Iron

Foundry and Smitiiy the practice of allocating the direct labour and

shop charges on same, independently of the metal and process

charges, will allow that portion of the work-in-progress costs to be

obtained without taking stock.

The process charges pertaining to work-in-progress, being based

on the weight of UK^tal in the product, < an only be estimated from

the weight of untinishcd product.

As the process charges only apply in full to the product as delivered

to the stores, it is simpler and of trifling consequence if process

charges arc ignored in valuing tlu' work-in-progress.

This means that for the Iron Foundry and Smithy tin- Shop

Charges Book figures of the process general costs (jnly need adjust-

ment in respect to the items of direct labour and shop charges for pro-

duct not yet delivered into stores.

It is ]oerhaps hardly neccssaiy to attempt any definite proposals

as to the form of the process account surveys. Tli<' nature of the

business and the views of the Management will oju rate to give a

special character to the survey in each instance.

A considerable volume of useful data can be derived from tlie

accounts when in the form here discussed.

In the case of the Iron Foundiy. statistics as to the ratio of the

weight of iron melted to the weight of castings sent into stores can

be obtained from the I-'oundry Stock Control Sheets on the one hand, 5-75-

Y
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Process
Account
Surveys.

and the Delivery Sheets on the other. The use of lbs. on delivery

tickets facilitates addition of totals and allows the use of the same
^'^^' mechanical means as used for totalling money value.

Other useful items on the survey may be :

Percentage Katio of weight of wasters to weight of product sent to stores.

Percentage Katiu of fuel weight to jiroduct weight.
Average fuel cost per unit of product weight.
Percentage of metal loss on basis of metal costs.

,, ,, ,, „ product weight.
Average metal cost of product per unit of weight.
Average process general cost of ,, ,,

Average total cost of ,, „
Average direct wages cost of ,, ,,

Average number of product items per ton of product.
Percentage of difference (surplus or deficit) on Process Summary Account in Shop

Charges Book.

Section IVh Manufactured Stock Product.

stock
Sanctions.

The first stage in the discussion of manufactured stock product is to

consider the conditions that should regulate the scope of the orders

by which the manufacture is authorised.

To an extent the conditions will be the reflex of trade activities,

but this has perhaps more influence on the quantity of stock than its

character, and quantities do not necessarily affect the routine per-

taining to Stock Manufacturing Orders. It ma\% however, be

accepted as a starting point that the quantities for these orders

cannot with safety be derived from any hard and fast rules as to

maximum and minimum stock.

In the matter of spare parts for customers' repairs and replace-

ments, the character of past business will largeh^ determine the

quantity of reserve stock that is to be held by the Works.

These reserve stock quantities should be carefully settled by con-

ference of the Works Manager and Chief Designer, and then all

priced out for approval by the General Manager as to the total

values involved.

In a sense the reserve stock quantities authorised may be con-

sidered as the maximum stock limits, but this will probably only be

tme for those items that ai'e not being used in current designs, and,

therefore, for which no further authorisation of stock is likely to be

made.

In conjunction with the reserve limit, there should be an ordering

limit fixed to facilitate stock control, but the point is one to be

settled by ^^'orks conditions. \Miere the shops are slack, reserve

stock may be made up, perhaps, without waiting for the ordering

limit to be reached, and when the shops are congested it will probably'

be necessary to give longer notice of reserve stock requirements than

when working under normal conditions.
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As to the inanufacturc i)f stock product for future sales, as distinct ftocij
' Sanctiooa

from the reserve stock intended primarily for repairs and replace-

ments, this raises issues that can only be determined in the light of

the selling policy of the company, and the state of trade. The matter

is one of such impxirtance that the sanctions for putting in hand stock

product should be derived from the Directorate. The form of the

sanction may very well leave some discretion with the General

Manager as to the most economical method of carrying out the

intention of the sanction. The lines upon which the sanction will

be drafted will presumably be to make a certain quantity of certain

standard t\'pes of complete product (machines, engines, etc.). It

may be that some parts or components will be common to several

tjr'pes, or it may be that there is a standard nucleus type which can

be adopted to meet sales requirements by varying certain details,

in themselves standard, and yet making when complete a particular

variation from the standard type.

Another factor is the minimum quantitj- ofcertain components that

may be made with reasonable efficiency. This quantity may easily

exceed the number necessaiy for the complete products authorised.

It may be remarked here that it is quite possible to give too much

weight to this consideration and to accumulate surplus stock that

\si\\ destroy any initial economy in the cost of production per piece,

and what may have been as unsatisfactory, will have held up the

saleable output of the factory needlessly. On a given item these

considerations may not amount to much, but taken in the bulk the

pursuit of manufacturing efficiency on these lines may prove mis-

leading, if only that the existence of surplus stock will not control

market conditions, even if it steadies the Drawing Office in making

amendments in designs.

The many conditions that enter into the question of stock manu-

facturing orders make it imperative that the orders shall be built

up very carefully as to quantities required of the various details.

The terms of the stock sanction should be faithfully followed and

only exceeded in regard to any detail with the approval of th<-

General Manager.

It may be the function of the Works Office to interpret each

sanction in terms of the definite or mininuim quantities required of

each component. The question of putting in hand additional

quantities as a reserve to provide against defective material or work

is one to be dealt with by the Works Office, in conjunction with the

stock control records of resers-e already provided and the proba-

bilities of each case.

Each new line of product will necessitate extensions to the range

of authorised reserve stockr
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Stock It will probably be found better for all castings and forgings

ordered on behalf of reser\'e stock to be put into stock, in the first

instance, as rough parts, and for the machining to be undertaken

only in accordance with the programme laid down in outline by the

Works Office and worked out in the Work Depot. One advan-

tage in such a course is that the Works Depot Chargehand may
possibly have authority delegated to him to initiate requisitions for

rough components for reserve stock without having to obtain

individual sanction from the Works Manager, and if these rough

components are put into stock (presumably in the General Stores,

certainly not in the Works Depot) further action can be dependent

on specific authority to be obtained in each case from the Works

Office, acting directl}^ under the \\'orks Manager's instructions. A
daily sheet of proposed machining orders for reserve stock may be

the best medium for obtaining the requisite authorit}-.

Provisioii of The difficulty that faces the Works Manager frequently in con-

Special Tools, nection with new lines of stock product is how far to go in the matter

of jigs and special tools. His path may not be made easier by the

accounting practice advocated of including all costs of jigs and

special tools with the costs of the order for manufacturing the pro-

duct. The costs are, of course, kept in a separate section, but they

are there and will not be hid. It is easy to say that the Works

Manager must have the courage of his convictions and make all the

equipment necessary for turning out the complete product at such a

cost as will allow for the cost of Drawings, Patterns, Jigs, and Special

Tools to be recovered from the sale of a reasonable quantity, and, of

course, low enough to give a profit at market prices after allowing

for commercial expenses.

The question of how much to spend on new jigs and special tools

is mainly dependent on the selling policy for the particular line of

product under consideration, and no very useful remarks can be

made here, except that the whole initial cost should be weighed up

beforehand and that the Works Manager should derive the necessary

guidance from a conference with the General Manager, Sales Manager,

and Chief Designer.

The method proposed for ordering jigs and special tools is dealt

with elsewhere.

PriciM of When stock product has been manufactured, the problem arises as
Manufactured „t , , i i i •

stockProduct. to the pnce or Works value to be placed upon it.

So far as the net production costs are concerned, the total costs

divided by the quantit}- produced may be said to give the proper

Works price per unit of product. This, however, ignores the costs
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of errors and defects, as also of drawings, pattrms, jigs and sixcial IP^"^°[ ^
tools. stock Product

Even the net production costs may be abnormal for the first batch

of a new line of product, and, if that fact is clearly established, it is

equitable to transfer a portion of such costs to Developments and

Experimental Expenses, which constitute a charge on the Works

Profit iind Loss Account. The cost of errors and defects may possibly

come within the same categt)ry on the fii-st batch, but hardly on later

batches.

Drawings and patterns for stock product are not susceptible to

obsolescence, by reason of modification of design, to the same degree

as jigs and special tools. It may therefore be in order to consider

that a larger portion of the costs of drawings and patterns than of

jigs and special tools can be legitimately capitalised to the relief of

the stock manufacturing account. It is, however, veiy desirable to

transfer as little as possible of such costs to capital expenditure.

The costs in these two connections that are not capitalised may

be deemed to constitute part of the Works costs of the product, and

the only query is, over what quantity of finished product the costs

shall be distributed.

After the approved adjustments have been made of the net pro-

duction costs, on the ground of development expenditure, the average

cost of each unit of product in the first batch may have a definite

percentage added to cover its estimated proportion of the costs of

errors and defects, and of drawings, patterns, jigs and special tools.

This will, as a total, constitute the Works price of the product in

question. The costs of succeeding batches may be expected to

modify the original \\'orks price of the product, and in due course a

virtually standard price may be admissible for stock account pur-

poses that will ignore small fluctuations in costs.

The foregoing remarks rather assume that each Stock Manufactur-

ing Order covers the manufacture of the exact quantity of com-

ponents required for a definite number of units of complete products,

together with the work of assembling, erecting, and testing same,

and, of course, all incidental standard fittings (bolts, nuts, etc.).

When standard assembly units are the rule, separate Stock

Manufacturing Ordci-s may be issued for each variety of unit,

and a further order for their erection together to form complete

products.

In practice, these conditions will be quite frequently subject to

some amendment, but not necessarily sufficient to destroy the value

of an average of the resulting total costs for pricing the unit of pro-

duct. When for an intended batch of complete product units it is

necessarv to put through alternative components to meet possible
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Pricing of variations in sales, it may be admissible still to use an average price
Manufactured , , , , ,

StockProduct. for the complete product.

A more accurate method will be to manufacture under the original

stock order only the components for the nucleus standard type, and

to issue separate orders for the variable components, which would

have to be put in stock as finished components and drawn as materials

for completing the erection of the product in readiness for sale.

Separate erection orders for each combination would, of course, be

necessary for accuracy in the average costs of each combination.

An alternative that allows for any combination of components is

to issue separate orders for every component, and to put the finished

components into stock to be drawn as required for assembling. An

objection to this course is the difiiculty of regulating the output of

complete assembled product when there are so many orders to be

controlled without the aid of a common reference to those orders

pertaining to the complete product in question.

A compromise has been recommended elsewhere by which Machin-

5-IOO. ing Sub-Orders are issued for batches of components and Assembling

5-10I. Sub-Orders for standard assembly units or other convenient sections

5-102. of the complete product. Further Erection Sub-Orders are issued

for erecting the several assembly units necessary to form a complete

product. Under these circumstances, the original Stock Manufac-

turing Order may be for complete products—the sub-orders serving

to sectionise the costs as well as regulate the production—and the

scheme laid down for associating the costs of drawings, patterns,

jigs and special tools and of errors and defects wth the main order

can be carried out quite simply.

5.128. In building up the Works price of individual components, the use

of a percentage addition to the net production costs, in respect to

drawings, etc., is not quite as satisfactory as in the case of the com-

plete product. Some components may entail no expenditure for

patterns, and others none for jigs and special tools, while in some

instances the expenditure on this account may be very high propor-

tionately. It may be expedient in pricing unassembled components,

as to their Works value, to ignore the incidence of this expenditure,

but the facts of each case require to be duly considered in the fixing

ot selling prices of spare parts. Other costs, such as case-hardening,

may have to be considered in much the same general way as circum-

stances may dictate.

Component Works prices may be fixed with more reliability if all

the operations are listed, and the average cost of each operation filled

in with the proper shop charges for the particular machines used.

5.63. The rate-fixing records may, and probably ought to, serve this purpose

better than the cost accounts.
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However the Works values of stock product are arrived at, care PncinKoj

must be taken that they never exceed the realisable price, viz., the stock product

net selling price, less the average commercial expenses. There should

never be anv thought of using cost figures for inventory purposes

that exceed this amount in the hope of matters coming right in the

" blend " of business. The loss on any line of product should be ki'pt

in evidence until the costs of production are made to fall within the

limit that will allow a profit to be made on that particular line.

A reference is necessary to the accounting problem incidental to Mass
r 1 L a Production,

mass or continuous production of one line of product, such as nfles,

typewriters, locks.

Separate cost allocation accounts for every batch may easily

involve too much clerical work of little use. For this reason the cost

figures necessaiy for pricing the product and ccjirecting the prices to

date will have to be derived from special investigations from time to

time.

Under these circumstances the costs can be aggregated for the

different details under suitable references, virtually Standing Order

numbers, and the output of the details duly credited to the respective

accounts. This maintains the general scheme of Works accounts

without undue or relatively valueless sub-division.

In some cases the plan is adopted of specially marking particular

Stock Manufacturing Orders lor which the costs are to be taken out.

This may tend to an unduly favourable showing, but shcjuld obviate

special investigations after the event which are likely to involve

a great deal <>f time when carried out conscientiously.

The present scheme of Works and Financial Accounts provides for stock,-,./• 1^1 r i.
ManufactuT-

separate cost accounts being kept for each stock manutacturing ing Account.

order, and for the inclusive costs of the whole scries of stock

manufacturing orders to be aggregated in the financial accounts as

a debit to Stock Manufacturing Account.

The deliveiy tickets of finished stock product which the Works 5-'o8.

Depot will furnish to the Works Accounts Office, will be duly priced

out on the lines laid down, and entr}- made accordingly in the Works 5-i'9.

Expenditure Book.

The fortnightly totals of the value of the output of stock product

will be reported to the Financial Department by means of a Works

Products Abstract. The Stock Manufacturing Account will be

credited accordingly and Works Materials Suspense Account debited.

From the Works Expenditure Book the product delivered into

stores is entered in the Stock Ledger under the r. sjxctive stock

accounts concerned.
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Stock
Manufactur-
ing Account.

The Works value placed on the product made under any gi\en

stock manufacturing order may not exhaust the costs by reason of

the balance of costs remaining in respect to dra\nngs, patterns, jigs

and special tools, or, under subsequent repetition order, the product

may be charged out in excess of the costs by the amount of the per-

centage additions to direct costs made to cover drawings, etc.

Independently of these factors, there maybe fluctuations in the costs

on successive batches, though with continuous production the costs

should steadily decrease, if due consideration is given to increasing

operation efficiencies, and if the methods of remunerating the workers

encourage the development of individual efficiency.

So far as the Works accounts are concerned, the differences

between W^orks value of product and the production costs are

summarised in the Shop Charges Book under a Stock Manufacturing

Differences Account. Undercharges appear on one side of the

account and overcharges on the other, and the balance between the

two is periodically transfened to the Shop Charges Supplementary

Account in the same book.

In the financial accounts the adjustment is made in this respect

when the accounts are closed at the end of the year and after allowing

for the value of stock work-in-progress, any remaining difference is

transferred to the Works Profit and Loss Accottnt in the financial

books as a profit or loss on the Stock Manufacturing Account.

Conversion
of Stock
Product.

Suspended
Stock Manu-
facturing
Orders.

It will occasionally happen that stock product requires to be con-

verted or altered in some respect to obviate it becoming obsolete.

The simplest course is to issue a Stock ]\Ianufacturing Order for

the conversion, and to allocate the value of the product in question as

it appears in the Stock Accounts, to the conversion order, and then

to deal with the converted product on the lines already laid down for

the original product. Care must be taken to fix a proper works

value for the converted product which may, or may not, be

the same as that of the original product. The loss incidental to

these conversions will necessarily go to swell the cost of manufacture

without the Works having been responsible for it being incuiTed,

but the alternative would be an ultimate heavier loss in stock values,,

which would be bound to fall on the \\'orks profit and loss account.

^^'hen stock manufacturing orders have to be interrupted for

more urgent work, or where, for lack of efficient production control,

such orders are used to mark time on, costs will be high and the pro-

duct may take an excessive time to get finished. Sometimes the

production control \rill ensure that all work is suspended when there

is no demand for a particular item.
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W'luitcwr taiiscs iindulv prolong the completion of Stock Manu- suipended
- '^ "^ '^ stock Manu

facturiner Orders, it will he often found advisable to call the material lactunng...
,

OrderB
in and to close the order. It will Ix* admissible, if the material will

be useful ultimately, to charge the material value back into the Stock

Account of reserve rough components. .\n}^ wages expenditure had

best be transferred from the Cost Ledger to the Stock Manufacturing

Differences Account (Shop Charges Book) at once, as a loss or

undercharge on the ordei-s in question. Should circumstances

require the rough components to be drawn from stores and completed

later on, the labour previously expended will be recovered in the

price placed on the finished product, and this will mean a corre-

sponding gain to the Stock Manufacturing Differences Account.

This line of action may seem drastic in its first stage, but it clears

the shop floor, and clears the accounts. If, on the material being

drawn out for completion, the original wages expenditure is not

traceable readily, a careful estimate of the Works value of the finished

product will be quite admissible under the circumstances.

In certain cases the material on suspended stock orders may be

temporarily retired to the \\ ork Depot, but this does not clear the

accounts, and probably only postpones the more drastic action.

Stocktaking. Seetton IV i

Stocktaking is the taking of an inventory of stock usually for the
ItocktScmg

purposes of the annual balance sheet or on the sale of the business.

In the specimen Summarised Balance Sheet under Financial 6-51.

Accounts (Section VI g) , the items that stocktaking covers are

referred to as Stock of Stores, Timber, Metals, Loose Plant, Tools,

etc., and Work-in-Progress. " Stores," in the sense used there,

ma}' be interpreted as the ordinary' goods held in the Stores Depart-

ment other than Timber and Metal. The expression as a whole is a

conventional one, that means virtually all loose assets in the Works

other than Drawings and Patterns (and. under some conditions. Jigs

and Special Tools may be dealt with separately like Drawings and

Patterns).

In the case of Drawings and Patterns, Jigs and Special Tools,

the policy advocated is to allocate the costs of same in the first

instance to the orders for which originally required and to transfer

as little of that cost as possible to capital account. Under such

conditions the book value of these items will hardly need to bo cor-

roborated by an inventor}'.

Under certain conditions of mass production, where staple lines
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sto*kt^5i
'^'^ manufactured continuously, the loose equipment is likely to be

so largely special that it may be too serious a matter to exclude jigs

and special tools from the annual inventory, and in that event the

methods hereafter proposed for valuing loose plant will need to be

amplified accordingly. The suggestion may be made here that, in

such cases, the equipment should be grouped according to the

individual lines of product on which used, and the group values

considered in the light of prospective sales of each line.

It will be observed that buildings, machinery, and fixed assets

generally are assumed to be outside the range of the annual stock-

taking. This arises from the fact that fixed assets can be valued from

the accounts with confidence, if adequate care is taken in the recording

of \\'orks additions expenditure. The valuation of buildings,

machinery, and fixed plant is considered elsewhere.

Turning to the scope of stocktaking as ordinarily necessary, the

divisions to be dealt with, in pursuance of the lines provided in the

present scheme of Works accounts, are as follows :

General Stock.

Rmc; Materials.
Iron and Steel. Xon-Metallie Materials.
Non-Ferrous Metals. Timber.

Shop Supplies.
Drysalteries. Plant Supplies.
Fuel and Process Supplies. Utensils and ImiJlenients.
Oils and Greases. Stationery, Office and Packing Supplies.
Painting Supplies.

Hardware.
Sundries. Pipe Fittings.

Component Stock.

standard Fittings
Reserve Stock of Components—rough or unmachined.
Reserve Stock of Comjionents (Spare Parts), finished.
Assembling Stock of Components—finished.
Complete Products.

Work in Progress.

Iron Foundry Process Account (including scrap metal).
Brass Foundry Process Account (including balance of metals).
Smithy Process Account (including unworked metals).

I

Manufacturing Departments.
Repairs Department.
Testing Department.

, , ,. Tool Room.
Stock Manufacturing Orders (Series C). " View Room.

Work Depot.
General Stores (Special Materials not

issued).

Loose Plant.

Belting and Driving Ropes. Ordinary Utensils and Implements.
Gauges and Measuring Appliances. Portable Mechanical Appliances.
Hand Tools—Engineers'. Portable Shop Accessories.
Holding Appliances for cutting tools. Special Trade Tools and Accessories.
Holding Appliances for work. Testing Gear.
Machining Tools. Transportation, Lifting and Weighing

Appli.inces.

Packages.
Packing Cases, Crates, Drums, Barrels, Bags, etc.

Office Equipment.
Office Fi.xtures. Office Furniture. Office Accessories.
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The work ol Stocktakint; (oxi r> tlu- actual lountiiit/ and wviehint' Problem of
,. , , .

,

"^
.

h h stocktaking.
01 stock, suniniansmg, valuing or pru lug, and txti'iiduig the items

and comparing the result with the hook values as given in the \\'r)rks

accounts.

The existence of a complete and reliahle system of Works accounts

will allow the work of actual counting and weighing to be done on

organised lines, and to a very large extent before the date for whii h

the inventory has to be rendered.

Reliable Works accounts will mean a severe test of the accuracy

of stocktaking, and the very conditions that allow the work of stock-

taking to be organised in advance will enforce a high standard in

that work.

However trustworthy the works accounts may prove to be, it will

not be admissible to accept book values of stock in lieu of actual

count and weighing, without at least an extensive verification or

scrutiny.

For the counting and weighing processes of stocktaking it is very

common to close down the factory for a few days, sometimes for a

week, at the end of the financial year. Usually the inter\'al is put

to good use in other directions, such as overhauling power and trans-

mission plant, whitewashing building interiors, etc., but when the

financial year ends on December 31st, as so commonly is the case,

the weather conditions are not particularly appropriate for stock-

taking or repairs. The growing tendency to close down August

Bank Holiday week for an annual holiday for all grades of works

staff and workmen, gives an alternative opportunity for annual

repairs, and is some inducement to organise stocktaking on such

lines that a veiy brief stoppage at the end of the year will suffice.

There is the other aspect of stocktaking, namely, the clerical work

after the event. This is not only apt to be of a laborious character,

but can seldom be done veiy satisfactorily by other than the regular

staff, with the consequence of entailing excessive hours and a dis-

location of cuiTcnt work. The delay that often ensues in the

presentation of the final returns is itself a vei-y serious indictment of

the methods used. Prompt returns are sometimes achieved b}'

\irtually rough and ready ways which, under some conditions, may
be more acceptable to the Directors than more accurate returns that

are rendered less promptly. Such rough and ready ways can hardly

be tolerated if the scheme of the works accounts is such as to set a

high standard of accuracy.

It is, therefore, part tjf the problem of stocktaking to get prompt

results by the regular staff without excessive hours, and within the

limits of accuracy prescribed by the works accounts. Some con-

gestion of work at such a time can hardly be avoided, but it can be
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Problem of
stocktaking.

brought down to manageable proportions if each fortnightly account

period throughout the year carries its own burdens, so that the course

is clear at the year end for balancing all Works accounts speedily.

The important function of Works account balances in regard to

stocktaking consists in confirming the inventory figures and ensuring

that no item is omitted.

While the desirability of employing the regular staff holds good,

the existence of properly planned works accounts make it safe to

parcel out the stocktaking work with confidence to any clerical staff

that can be commandeered for the purpose, without relying solely

on the efforts of the Works Accounts Office. A programme should

be drawn up beforehand, under which all the office staff, works and

commercial, are made responsible for specific elements of the work,

which, when done, absolves them as to the rest of the programme.

In such event each party must appreciate that any carelessness

discovered in his work will be considered by his own chief as a breach

of duty. The elements listed above maj- suggest the lines to be

followed in arranging a programme both of the stocktaking itself

and its concluding stages.

There is the further possibility of utilising outside agencies for

the extensions and totalling.

There can hardly be any question, for the above reasons, of all

inventory records being prepared on loose sheets, to be finally

bound in sections before being submitted to the Company's auditors.

In this connection it may be remarked that the inventoiy sheets

should only be written on one side, and that each sheet's totals

should stand alone and be summarised on separate sheets. The

summary sheets for all sections can advantageously be bound to-

gether, and then as the detail sheets are audited and agreed with

the summary, they can be passed back to the Works Accounts Office,

only the summary being retained permanently in the Financial

Department,

The simple device of each sheet's totals standing alone, instead of

being carried forward to the next sheet and so on, has far-reaching

effects in getting the work forward, and any errors that are discovered

in checking or auditing will only affect the summaryof the sheets totals.

Obviously the sheets of each section must be numbered before being

parcelled out to the different clerks, and each sheet must be

initialled by the staff doing the different stages of the work, viz.,

checking entries from stock tallies, certifying rates and checking

extensions.

Preparations With regard to the preparations that may be suggested for stock-

uking. taking, there is something to be said for reducing the volume of
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work in progress as much as possible, and still more lor clearing up
fj® 8^ok°°"

old orders, but, except in the case of seasonal industries, when stock- taking

taking coincides with the slack season, as it obviously should, there

is danger of lowering the pace of the shop after stocktaking if too

much stress is laid on having a clear shop floor.

In the case of purchases, it is certainly desirable to avoid delivery

of goods so far as practicable immediately before stocktaking, but it

is possible to cut this matter too fine, for the unceasing supply of

materials of tin- right sort is the fundamental basis of output

efficiency.

Interference with output will always be too big a price to pay for

a saving in the stocktaking labour.

As for scrap that has to be disposed of, its collection should be

continuous, to keep the shops clear at all times, though stocktaking

may be made a good reason lor more heroic efforts when same arc

necessar}'. The disposal of scrap is a question of market prices to

an extent, but any bulk of saleable scrap should be avoided at stock-

taking, as involving cither veiy rough estimates of quantity, or an

unnecessary and comparatively costly handling of same, not to

mention the possible difficulty of forecasting the price 'hat the scrap

will realise.

It will be ad\antageous to have the tare of all barrows, trolleys,

trays, portable bins, etc., confirmed and painted on as stocktaking

approaches. It may be well also to hire extra weighing machines, as

the cost may be easily saved in overtaking the work in different

departments or localities simultaneously.

The character of the stores organisation must largely affect the

work of stocktaking and influence the feasibility of any advance

preparations.

The scheme suggested previously of holding certain classes of

goods in two divisions of " wholesale " and " retail " is especially

valuable at stocktaking. Goods such as those classified imder

Standard Fittings are perhaps the best example. In such ca.ses the

retail or broken parcels would not be counted until the date of stock-

taking, whereas the wholesale stock would particularly lend itself to

advance counting. In making up parcels for wholesale stock, and

for counting any quantity of comparatively .small details, the use of

counting or proportional weighing machines is to be strongly recom-

mended. These can be arranged for counting tens and nuiltiplcs or

by dozens and nmltiples, and the fomier is the better style, in that

most of the stock control records can be kept more advantageously

in unit quantities. The general adoption of units for recording

quantities, in lieu of grosses, dozens and odds, and the use of lbs.

for recording weights, in lieu of cwts., qrs. and lbs., would materially
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Pr6|«jation8 simplify stocktaking, apart from other considerations, but weighing

*8*"i«- machines, price records and ready reckoners will usually impose

limitations that will involve some trouble to remove, though once

removed the gain will be permanent and far-reaching.

Weighing machines that will record the weights placed on the

platform will prove very useful in stocktaking. Incidentall}'' it may
be mentioned that with heav\' materials two weighing machines and

two gangs of men may advantageously serve one stocktaking clerk.

S-139. In the different stores it will be a great gain if Stocktaking Slips are

made out some weeks before stocktaking for each item, as to refer-

ences, description and usefulness.

The question of usefulness of stock is veiy important and is a

matter that requires thorough treatment by persons fully qualified

to exercise the necessary judgment. The difficulty lies frequently

in getting enough consideration given to the matter. In the case of

general stock, the storekeeper may possibly be qualified to draw up

lists of standard kinds and sizes, and when these have been approved

all other stock may be conveniently termed " non-standard."

Non-standard stock is not necessarily bad stock, but its usefulness

to the factory is in some doubt, and the fact m^lst be indicated on

the Stocktaking Slips.

In the matter of component stock, the authorisation of reserve

stock quantities, rough and finished, will supply the necessary data

as regards usefulness, and the slips may be marked either authorised

or unauthorised as may apply.

The Works Manager should confer with the Drawing Office and

Repairs Department to amend or confinn the authorised list of reserve

component stock from time to time, particularly before stocktaking.

The advantage of dividing the general stock into standard and

non-standard, and the component stock into authorised and not

authorised, ^^^ll be further discussed in connection with stock valua-

tion.

Assmning that stocktaking slips have been made out and attached

to the respective bins, etc., a further stage may be undertaken

towards stocktaking, viz., for the Stores staff to take the stock

gradually and mark same on the slips. Immediate!}' this process is

started, all receipts and issues must be indicated on the slips and

a line drawn if an}' such entries are found on the slips when the

stock comes to be taken. All entries after first taking stock will, of

course, qualify the total in stock accordingly.

With this work well started, the \^'orks Accounts Office clerk, who
is ordinaril}' responsible for stock scrutiny, as previously referred to,

will need to increase his attention to this matter, and may be helped

out by one or two apprentices of the type that are keen to extend
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their txpeiioncf into tlio commercial fuld and will lujt lake a narrow- preparatiom

minded view ol' such good opportimities. It will of course always I «• taking,

desirable for stock to be taken in the presence of the party rcsponsibh;

for stock scrutiny.

If the stock scrutiny serves to verify the stock given on the tallies

on the bulk of the stock items, the official stocktaking on the actual

date will resolve itself into an extended stock scrutiny, with the

important dillereme that only such itt 111s need be counted again on

that date as is necessary to prove that all receipts and issues have

been entered on the tallies since the stock as entered on the Stock-

taking Slip was taken.

This comprehensive stock scrutiny should have its official character

emphasised by the co-operation of independent oflicials. The main

point is to establish such discipline in the Stores prior to the official

stocktaking that the chances of errors through carelessness or mis-

adventure may be reduced to a negligible minimum.

It may be well for the jManagement to bear in mind that errors in

stocktaking are practically inevitable when all and sundry have to

be put on the work, to get even,- item actually counted and weighed

during the official stocktaking, so that any risk that is thought to

attach to the present suggestions is not necessarily greater than under

any other scheme and ought to be far less.

Another preparation process is necessary to ensure that there shall

be a stocktaking slip for every lot of goods, and that every slip shall

be duly transcribed on the stock inventory sheets. The method 5-140.

recommended is to use numbered tickets made up in the style of cash

tickets as commonl}- used in retail shops, viz., a counterfoil with

perforated ticket attached with the same numlK-rs appearing on both.

These numbers will constitute lot numbers and no number should be

used twice, however different the connection. The jx^rforated

tickets will be attached a few days before stocktaking to every lot

of stock that a careful search can discover, and the location reference,

for the most part the bin number, will be entered on the counterfoil

and on the stocktaking slip as well. The counterfoil must be marked

to show- that the lot number has been entered on a corresponding

stocktaking slip.

The collection of the slips in ])roper sequence of lot numbers will

be facilitated if the lot numbrr> run in sequence vertically down

rather than horizontalh across the stacks of bin;-.

In the case of the stock of complete product it ma\- be assumed

that tallies giving all particulars, notably manufacturing order num-

ber and date, will Ix; kipt permanently attached to every item, so

that it will be easy to make out stocktaking slips for stocktaking

purposes. The lot number tickets may be used here but ma\ require
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^stock^°°^ to be pasted on, and in the case of old stock the reference may be
^*^^i^- useful at the next stocktaking if the old lot number is noted on the

stocktaking slip before the new lot number ticket is pasted over the

old one. These lot numbers may also be usefully noted on the stock

control cards for identification purposes if the item is not strictly

present standard. It will be convenient to enter up the stock direct

on to Stock Inventory Sheets, the lot numbers being quoted and

grouped to correspond with the classes obtaining in the sales records.

The preparations for stocktaking discussed above should be made
the subject of careful instruction adapted to the local circumstances,

and the names of the persons responsible for each stage in each

stores should be clearly set out.

The need for specific instmctions and definition of responsibility

will hold equally good for the stocktaking of Work-in-Progress,

Loose Plant, and Office Equipment.

The preparations possible for Work-in-Progress must be so de-

pendent on the nature of the business that no very definite suggestions

can be made. Generally speaking, the best line to take will be to

accumulate as far as possible all work, not actually in hand immedi-

ately before stocktaking, within the Work Depot, and after that

within the View Room, and what then remains in the shops, not

actually in hand, should be collected in one or two definite areas

within the shops. Such arrangements should hardly be foreign to

the normal method of running the shop, except perhaps as to thework

for the next job not being placed near the respective machines just

before stocktaking.

S-141. The advance preparations of \^'ork-in-Progress Slips on the lines

suggested for Stock Tallies, will probably have to be limited to the

items in the Work Depot, though something may be possible in that

direction in the View Room, as well as for work on the shop floor. In

the case of work actually in hand at closing time before stocktaking,

each workman can very well make out a slip, or his chargehand for

him in certain cases, and these can be collected before he leaves his

work—the man's check number and operation in hand being entered

on the back of the shp.

The problem ^^'ith work-in-progress is to get the stage at which the

work has anived indicated sufficiently clearl}^ for valuing puiposes.

The entries on the slips should, therefore, be checked against the

work itself by the persons responsible for its valuation, such as

estimator and the ratefixer. The material weight of all work-in-

progress should be recorded as far as ever practicable, and this can

be proceeded with by less technical help than is necessar\^ for making

the slips out or describing the condition or stage of the work.

The application of lot numbers to work-in-progress is not as useful
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5-I44.

as lor general and component stock, because the location referent i: preparationa

will be so short-lived, otherwise it might save much time in finding ukST^**
the items after stocktaking for confirming valuations. Under a

proper scheme of regulating work-in-progress, the location question

should not be serious, and may never arise if the slips are properly

checked at the time of collection as suggested.

Instead of lot numbers being gi\en by separate tickets, the .slips

can be numbered for the same purpose, and if prepared from the

records of the Works Depot, the lot or slip numbers can be indicated

there, and there will be little trouble in ensuring that no item of

work-in-progress has been overlooked. A more direct scheme, and
one likely to be more effective, is to rely on the sub-order reference

for each lot, when sub-orders are issued on the lines advocated.

Coming to loose plant, the scope and organisation of the Tool

Stores will affect the preparations considerably. If there is a reserve

Tool Store for the margin of tools over and above common require-

ments, tliis stock can be dealt with the same as general and com-
ponent stock as to stocktaking slips being filled in complctelv. In

the case of the tools on regular loan, a list prepared of each kind of

tool by the Tool Store Chargehand on suitable Loose Plant Inventory

Sheets will be the better way, the quantities being subject to con-

firmation at the ofticial stocktaking.

In the matter of the tool kits on pemianent loan to the men, the

tedious process of examining each man's kit can be minimised if tool

books are in use on the lines prc\iously proposed. The tool books 5-92.

can be analysed and a certain number, preferably all, verified round

about the annual stocktaking date, though not necessarilv before

tiien, by the Tool Store Chargehand.

In certain departments there will be considerable loose plant that

can only be dealt with by collecting together and counting or weigh-

ing same. The departmental foreman will, in his own interest, get

the work of collecting the items advanced as much as possible, and

he may even be made responsible for rendering a return of loose

plant in hif department. It will be a great help if the foreman's

statement can be accepted, and, with the loose plant accounts kept

on the lines advocated, there will be means of criticising these state-

ments. Beyond that the basis of valuation may be expected to

minimise the seriousness of any likely errors. .As a matter of fact,

to send office representatives into the shops for this purpose intro-

duces a medium for making the records that must Ix' dependent on

the foreman or a mechanic for most of their technical information,

and withal, such a man has not the influence over the labouring staff

necessary for expeditious work nor the opportunity of getting the

work done in advance to any useful degree.

z
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Preparations It will make for better results, and mean a distinct saving in clerical
for stock- '^

taking. labour afterwards, if each foreman renders his return on Loose Plant

Inventory Sheets under the different headings as laid down by a

loose plant classification list. From this source he can derive his

instructions as to the details required for valuation purposes.

Packages are an item of stock that fall well enough under the

heading of loose plant. It may be assumed that as far as possible

every supplier's package will be returned before stocktaking.

Packing cases made specially for continuous service in connection

with production are, of course, loose plant in the strict sense of the

term, and effort should be made to get these back before stocktaking,

though letters from the parties in question acknowledging their

possession will serve as certificates to support their inclusion on the

Stock Inventory Sheets.

Office equipment can be inventoried with safety a little before

stocktaking if due regard is paid to any additions about that time.

Measurements necessary for valuation will not require to be

repeated each year, but the slavish repetition of a pre\dous year's

inventory must be avoided, as office equipment items of a very

portable nature are likely to have a high value in these days of

labour-saving appliances. Their existence and condition should be

verified each year. Incidental!}^ such annual inv^entories are of

important use in case of fire.

Goods on Loan. A matter of possible consequence at the annual stocktaking is that

of goods on loan.

Packages sent out for which no charge has been made is a possible

instance of goods on loan, but it may not be policy to insist on their

return in time to be included in the stock valuation, and it may be

doubtful practice to assume an amount for such unreturned packages

in the stock inventory. If such packages have been invoiced or

charged out, their inclusion in the inventory will not be permissible.

In regard to goods sent on loan or on approval in the ordinary

sense, these should be dealt with in the Financial Department as

having no further concern to the Works unless returned.

Stocktaking is obviously a time for all loans of goods to be settled

up as far as practicable, whether related to goods loaned within the

Works, goods received on loan or approval, or goods sent out on

5-83. loan or approval. The book used for acknowledging sundry goods

recei\'ed will provide the basis for clearing up the itejiis for which the

Works are responsible and prevent such items being wrongfully

included in the Company's stock. A separate inventory sheet should

be made out for loaned property in hand at the time of stocktaking,

and this must be clearly marked to prevent misunderstanding.
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An important condition in dealing witli tlic Naluation of t/incr.il valuation of
Ofineral Stock,

stock is that the Stocktaking Slips be sorted out to ccjrrespond witli

the sequence of accounts in the Stock Ledger. S-iaj.

If all the items pertaining to the same stock account arc grouped s-«a6.

together, it becomes possible to insert the stock ledger balance along-

side, and this should serve to bring otit serious errors in either the

stocktaking or the Stock Account.

In the matter of pricing, the purchase costs must be followed

consistently, so long as they do not exceed the current market prices.

The fluctuation of market prices will not affect so very many items

usually, and consideration under this head will be mainly centred on

non-fenous metals.

The terms in which the certificate of stock in hand is rendered

to the Auditors should be that the stock has been taken at, or

under cost price, and that in no case does the value exceed the

market price.

Reference has previously been made to stock being standard or

non-standard, and this division is of \atal importance in the inventory

as a whole, but it is desirable not to differentiate in pricing the items.

It is necessar\- to make a deduction from the total stock values in

respect to the liability of certain items proving bad stock, much the

same as in the financial accounts a provision is made for doubtful

debts in appraising the asset value of outstanding debts.

Separate Stock Inventory Sheets are used to differentiate between 5-M0

standard and non-standard stock.

If the works organisation is not sufficiently advanced to carry out

3 scheme of standardisation, the grouping may be under the heads

of good stock and doubtful stock.

Attention is directed to this matter, as investigation in many

works would discover large stocks of doubtful value, that have been

bought to some recognised commercial specification and have no

peculiarity or fault beyond that of not being in current demand by

the Works. Having made this division in the stocks, attention can

be concentrated on using up the non-standard stock, and ultimately

reducing the amount of investment necessary in general stock.

Excessive stock of a standard item should be treated, as regards

the excess, as non-standard stock in \'iew of the long period necessary

for its consumption.

Millwright supplies and the like that have not been issued fnnu

the General Stores, and, therefore, not charged to Works repair or

other orders, may quite properly be included in the stock inventor^'

at full price, subject always to adequate confirmation as to their

usefulness.

Reference mav be made to stationery stock, and so far as this is
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Valuation of
General Stock.

Valuation of
Component
Stock.

Valuation of
Complete
Product.

Valuation of
Work-in-
Progress.

5-142.

special in any way to the Company's business, it should not be

valued in the stock inventory, although advisedly held under proper

stock control. Such stationery should have been charged to

expenses, either works or commercial, as received.

The foregoing remarks as to the valuation of general stock apply

fully in principle to component stock. As alread}' advocated, the

reserve stock of components should be distinguished as to whether
" authorised " or " unauthorised," and adequate reservation should

be made in the final total values in respect to the unauthorised

stock. As with general stock, the detail prices of doubtful stock

should be left intact.

The reservation of doubtful stock should be fixed independently

each year on the general merits of the position, but if the gross

amount does not decrease the reservation should be increased, as

increased age in the unauthorised stock will emphasise its dubious

usefulness.

In the case of complete product it is necessary to treat each item

on its merits. If the individual works values have been fixed pro-

perly, there may be little need to review the inventory values, but, as

a matter of precaution, this section of the inventory should be scruti-

nised to ensure that the probable realisable prices, after providing

for selling expenses, have not been exceeded.

As regards deterioration due to age and depreciated market

values, owing to supercession of design, these should be provided for

in the inventory valuation, by writing down the individual values.

In the event of a sale later, the depreciated or book value would be

charged out. In the matter of items for which the design still

remains the Company's standard, but which is selling veiy slowly,

the individual items need not perhaps be permanently depreciated,

but some reservation must be made in the total values.

The valuation of work-in-progress is best considered as the process

of confirming the cost ledger balances, and approximate estimates

of the values ma 3/, therefore, be admissible. It is usually not a safe

practice to assume cost ledger balances to be correct without a

fairly close verification.

The Work-in-Progress Inventory Sheet suggested provides for

the cost ledger balances to be entered alongside the estimated values,

and then for the vakie adopted for inventory pui"poses to be separ-

ately entered.

Under the scheme of works accounts laid down here, if properly

administered, there should be little hesitation in accepting the cost

ledger balances for the actual inventory values, provided that such
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iieiires in no case exceed the selling price after allowing for normal Valuation of
. , Work-ln-

commercial expenses. progress.

The Work-in-Progress inventory shouKl onis' include items of

saleable product.

In detailing the stage in \\lii( h the items of product are at the

time of stocktaking, it will usually be feasible to compromise a little

tt) simplify the pricing. Thus machined items may be taken as

half-machined, quarter-machined and so on, rather than attempt

to record all the gradations of machining that may occur. The

extent of the compromise must depend obviously on the character

of the work. All items should be weighed for checking the material

valuation.

In making up the totals of the work-in-progress inventor}', it is of

much importance to make an adequate reservation for unmatured

or unexpired liabilities in respect to guarantees applying to the

product of the vear, if the financial accounts are to represent the

Company's true position.

Experimental orders in progress at the end of the financial year

will be dealt with when settling the value to be carried forward

(»n the Works Account Annual Abstract.

Loose Plant Valuation. section ivj

In considering the valuation of loose plant, some regard must be P^°"^ ^°^-

paid to the financial view-point, for in different works diametrically

opposite methods of valuation evidently pass muster. In some cases,

when the financial position is strong enough, no value whatever is

placed on loose plant that has been put into use. In other cases, all

loose plant is valued at cost, the argument being that while the items

are good enough to use they are worth full value.

The more general practice, and the one followed by professional

valuers, is to value loose plant that has been put into use at rates

distinctly below original cost. These rates are applied frequently

on a weight basis, thus milling cutters have been professionally

valued at 4s. and 5s. per lb., forged steel spanners at 5d. per lb.,

taps at 2s. 6d. per lb., twist drills at 2s. 6d. per lb., automatic capstan

lathe tools at 3s. and 4s. per lb., mild steel screw cramps at 4d. per

lb., smiths' anvils at i6s. per cwl., and so on. New unused tools are

almost invariably valued at cost.

A professional valuer must necessarily follow the general lines of

established custom, using his discretion in each case as to the actual

valuation rates to be used. Without disputing the acceptability of

professional valuers' figures when available, it is necessary for works
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General Con- purposes to proceed on lines that are more amenable to routine
siderations. treatment.

The most satisfactoiy and straighforward method is to price out

the loose plant items at the replacement value and then to take a

proportion of that value for inventory purposes. The reason for

adopting replacement values as the basis values is to give the right

perspective to the proposition. Generally speaking, the original

cost, when known, may be accepted as the replacement value, but

with plant made on the works, the original cost may exceed the

replacement value, while the reverse may obtain in other cases.

The use of replacement values as basis values throughout the

inventory makes possible various useful statistics for administrative

purposes, including fire insurance, and also makes comparison pos-

sible from year to j^ear, however much the inventory values may
have been written down.

A conservative financial policy \\dll aim at placing a minimum
value on loose plant, as the break upprice of same would bever^'small.

Under such conditions the time will arrive when actual valuation of

the loose plant each year is quite unnecessary, as being obviously

above the certified value in the financial books. In such cases the

departmental inventory may be reduced to such proportions as

discipline and economy may dictate.

One serious objection to using replacement values throughout

might be the excessive trouble in stocktaking necessary to ensure

the individual descriptions being correctly given. In many cases

of loose plant, the only ready method of stocktaking is by weight, and

while this method is sometimes abused, it must be admitted for some

items that have not been bought b}^ weight. In those cases the

replacement values should be converted to a weight basis, and pro-

bably averaged to an extent. Average replacement values may have

to be adopted in other cases to ob\nate undue refinement in stock-

taking, though the lines suggested for taking stock of loose plant lend

themselves to a reasonable accuracy of description that will allow

replacement values to be readily applied with considerable precision.

One rather useful application of these basis values lies in the

practicability of demonstrating the departmental consumption of

loose plant. This possibility may be taken advantage of to the

extent of allowing foremen to report their own stock, so long as they

are not posted as to the comparison figures. If the departmental

stocks are priced out consistently each year on replacement values,

and if the loose plant accounts, both additions and repairs, are kept

under departmental heads, and these again under groups or classes

of plant, the differences in terms of replacement value will give a very

fair notion of what has actually taken place in each department.
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Sonic recommendations arc possible as to the groupings of loose

plant calculated to serve the scheme projxjsed of appraising the

plant on the basis of replacement value. It is, however, somewhat

risky to suggest the dehnite proportions to be taken of those basis

values, because the physical conditions of the plant and the financial

condition of the Company must influence the actual decision.

In the following table the suggestion-^ ottered as to an inventory

basis are by way of illustrating the scheme, and it must be borne in

mind that a Company is at least at liberty to write down their loose

plant to a breaking up price, which would be considerably less than

the suggested formulas would give.

Oronpinc of
Loose Plant
for Valuation.

LOOSE PLANT GROUPINGS.

1. Belting and Driving Ropes -

2. Gauges and Mechanical Meas-

uring Appliances—Standard

3. Hand Tools—Engineers'

4. Holding Appliances for Cut-

ting Tools

5. Holding Appliances for Work -

6. Machining Tools -

7. Ordinary* Implements and

Utensils

8. Portable Mechanical Appli-

ances - - -

9. Portable Shop Accessories

10. Special Trade Tools and Ac-

cessories

11. Testing Gear

12. Transportation, Lifting and

Weighing Apparatus -

POSSIBLE INVENTORY,
VALUATION BASIS.

Replacement value, less 50 %.

.- >. >> JJ3 /o-

.. 50 %.

33i%-

33i%-
33k%-

50 %.

50 %

50 %
50 %

1 ,1 0/
J.'iS /o-

It may with justice be argued that, in those group>^, where few

renewals have taken place in the course of the year, the inventory

values of the previous year will not have been maintained, and,

therefore, that the valuation scheme suggested above may not be

always satisfactory. When, therefore, there is evidence that the

plant under review is identical in the main with the previous year's

stock, a deduction should be made for depreciation, after arriving at

the inventory values on the regular lines. It should be rememlxred

that average real values may have been in part maintained by the

elimination of the more worn items by scrapping during the course
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Grouping of
Loose Plant
for Valuation.

of the year. The comparison of the current inventory totals witli

the previous year's figures, in conjunction with the additions and

renewal expenditure, will make this evident.

In settling the basis of inventory valuation to be adopted, it

should be borne in mind that an actual inventory of stock in hand is

under review, and that the wastage during the year does not enter

into the question of inventory values, except as presumptive evi-

dence that the average real value is being maintained.

Loose Plant In the matter of loose plant accounts the difficulty of discriminat-
Accounts. ....

ing with precision between additions and renewals will make it

unsafe to place ver^^ much reliance on the additions figure except as

it may be demonstrated bj^ the annual inventoiy.

The inclusion of all belting and driving ropes in loose plant is not

general practice, but is more satisfactorj^ than charging the original

belt for each machine to the cost of the installation, and charging all

renewals to expense without recognising the peregrinations of belting

in the course of its career. There are limits to tracing belts in their

indi\adual course, though much sa\ang may result from the control

exercised by statistics of this soit. It is sufficient from a works

account point of \'iew to record the existence of all belting available

at the end of the year, whether running or lying idle, and this recoi'd

wll provide the necessarj^- statistics of actual wastage during the year.

Other items of plant quite frequentlj- included with machine values

are attachments and accessories purchased \nth the machine. In

the extreme case of a tool equipment bought with, say, a turret lathe,

inclusion mth the machine value is obviously a misleading practice,

as the tools may disappear without any adjustment being made in

the book value of the machine. There is the further question of

depreciation, which is affected by combining loose plant vrith machine

values. The course advocated is to consider as loose plant all

attachments and accessories that are not integral parts of the

machines, but are really extras that theoretically could be used

generally, although in practice such items as faceplates may only be

used on the machine to which originally fitted. The machine

numbers may appear on such items without interfering with their

inclusion in loose plant.

Motor Vehicles are included in Loose Plant (Group 12—Trans-

portation Apparatus) on the grounds that depreciation is so rapid,

and possibly uncertain, that yearl}' valuations are required.

Locomotives, on the other hand, are considered with Fixed

Transportation Plant as being more amenable to an average rate of

depreciation per annum.

Horses are included in Loose Transportation Plant, and valuation
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should lu" hasrd on ;i vctt'riiiary surgeon's report each \iar. I'resuni- loobc Plant

ably, \eteriiiar\- attrudaiuc (hiiint; the \rar will l»c at a (ontiart

price jHM" lioise.

The sub-(hvisions of the Loose I'lant A( <(iunt> slioiild lollow thi-

grouping that is adopted foi vahiation ])ui"poscs, with, ])ossibly,

separate accounts for each dejiartnient under each heading.

For \aluati(iu i)ur])os( >, and to I'.icilitate tracing the more expensive Loose Plant

11 , 1- • 11 1 1 L I i Price Records.
items m the mventory, a subsunary set ot price cards should be kept

for each class. It may hardly be necessary to keep separate cards 5-14^.

for each de]xutnient possessing a given class of tools.

Data collected for fixing replacement values of old stock ma}'

conveniently be recorded on tlu-se cards, which, in being independent

of the cost allocation account^, will be a\ailal)lc for inN'entory and

reference pui"poses at all times.

In view of the \aried interpretation that may be placed on the Loose Plant
. , , , , . 1 •, • ji 1 , 1 • 1 1 i Classification

group titles that have been suggested, it is thought desirable to give

a representative list of items classified accordingly.

Loose Plant— Representative Classification.

1. Beltini^ and Driving Ropes.

Cotton nri\nnK Hopes.
Main Drive Belts.
MacliiiRTy Belting, Canvas.
Marhinery Belting, Leather.
Machinery Belting, Rawhiile.

2. Gauges and Mechanical
Measuring Appliances—
Standard.
Bevels.
Calipers.
Compasses
Dividers.
Gauges, Caliper and Snap.
Gaiige.s, Cylindrical.
Gauges, Depth and Heiglit.

Gauges, Length.
Gauges, Thread.
Gauges, Wire and Sheet.
Indicators, Measuring.

.Marking Out Tatile.-».

Mea.Huring Machines.
Micrometers.
Plumb Bobs.
Protractors.
Rules, Standard and Contract ion.

Scribing Blocks.
.Squares.
Straight Kdgfs.
Surface Plates anil Tables.
Tapes. Measuring.
Test Bars.
Trammels.
Verniers.

Hand Tools—Engineers.

Belt Cutters.
Bolt Cutters.
Centres and Centring Punches.
Chisels.

Drill Braces, Breast.
Drill Braces, Ratchet.
Files and Rasps.
Kile Cards.
File Handles.
Hack Saws, Frames and Blades.
Hammers, C()[)pcr and Lead.
Hammers, Haml and Sledge.
Lead Lumps.
.Mallets.

Oilstones.
I'incers.

Pipe Cutters.
Pipe Wrenches.
Pliers and Wiri- Nippers.
Punches.
Reamers.
Scrapers.
Screwdrivers.
Screw Plates.
Spanners, .-Vdjubtable.

Spanners, Plain.

Stamps, I,etter ami Figure.
Stocks and Dies.

Stud Kxtractors and Stud Fi.xers.

Taps.
Tap Wrenches.
Tommy Bars.
Tube Cleaners.
Tube Kxpanders.
Wrenches, Piix'.
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Loose Plant
Classification.

Loose Plant—Representative Classification^ contd.

4. Holding Appliances for 7. Ordinary Implements and
Cutting Tools. Utensils.

Arbors, Milling, Cutter and Keaiiier. Baskets.
Bars, Boring and Cutter. Bellows.
Boring Heads Brooms and Mops.
Boring Tool Holders. Brushes.
Chucks, Drill and Tool. Buckets.
Collars for .\rbors and Bars. Canvas Covers.
Press Tool Holders. Casks.
Sleeves, Taper. Crowbars.
Sockets, Taper. Drip Cans.
Tapping Attachments. Drums.
Tool Holders for Bar Tools. Filters, Oil.

Tool Holders for Turrets. Filters, Water.
Forks.

5. Holding Appliances fur
Fimnels.
Goggles.

WOfk. Ladders.
Lamps, Flare.

Angle Plates. Lamps, Hand.
Balance Weights. Long Arms.
Bars and Sections. Mats.
Blocks, Packing. Measures, Liquid.
Blocks, Vee. Nail Extractors.
Bolts, Nuts and Washers. Oil Bottles and Cans.
Chucks, Jaw. Oil Feeders.
Chucks, Magnetic. Oil Skins.
Chucks, Plain and Ring. Padlocks.
Clamps and Cramps. Paint Kettles.
Collets, Spring. Picks.
Dividing Heads and Centres. Poles, Hand.
Dogs, Machine. Rakes.
Drilling Posts and Knees. Riddles.
Faceplates. Sacks.
Gripping Dies. Shovels.
Lathe Carriers. Sieves.
Lathe Centres. Sign Markers.
Lathe Steadies. Sponges.
Mandrils, E.xpanding. Squeegees.
.Mandrils, Plain. Stencils.
Packing Pieces and Plates. Steps.
Screw Wedges. Suds Tins.
Vices, Bench. Syringes.
Vices, Hand. Tarpaulins.
Vices, Machine. Torches, Electric.
Vices, Pipe. Watering Cans.
Vice Clams.
Wedges.

8. Portable Mechanical Appli-
6. Machining Tools. ances.

Bar Tools (Lathe, Planers, etc.), Boring Apparatus.
Carbon Steel. Drills, Electric.

Bar Tools (Lathe, Planers, etc.)« Flexible Shafts and Tools.
High Speed Steel. Grinders, Electric.

Boring Tools, Lipped. Pneumatic Hammers.
Broaches. Presses, Arbor and Straightening.
Centre Drills. Pumps, Lifting.
Chasers.
Counter Bores and Facing Tools.

Cutters, Flat (for Cutter Bars and
Tool Holders).

9. Portable Shop Accessories.

Drills, Flat. Ambulance Appliances.

Drills, Twist. Boards, Setting out.

Gear Cutters. Boards, Shop Print.

Grinding Wheels. Boards, Tally.

Grinding Wheel Dressers. Boshes.
Knurling Tools. Boxes.
Marking Rollers. Desks, Shop.
Milling Cutters, Form. Fire Fighting Appliances.

Milling Cutters, Plain. Horses, Steel.

Press Tools. Hose.
Reamers. Lockers, Workers'.
Saws, Band. Mess Room Fittings.

Saws, Circular, Pans and Trays.
Screwing Dies. Planks.
Screwing Die Heads. Racks.
Taps. Screens and Barriers.

Threading Tools. Stands, Hat and Coat.
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Loose Plant— Representative Classijicat'ion^ contd.
aaMiiTc^o

St-uncls, Vice.

Stands, Wnsli.
Staiuls, Work and Tool.

Stools.
Tables.
Tool Bo.xes.

Tool Cupboards.
Trestles.

10. Special Trade Tools and
Accessories.

II. Testing (jcar.

Buildinii—
Electricians'—

Heat ProcfSB—

Pertaining to
CopiHT-
smitlis.

Foundries,
Smithy,

Tinsmiths,
et^'.

Metal-Wvrk-ifig—
Pertainiug to
Boilermakers,

Copper- ;

smiths.
Smithy,

Tinsmiths,
etc.

J

Painting—

Polishing—

Woodxcorking-

Sundry Tools and Acces-
sories.

Sundry Tool and Acces-
sories.

Blow Lamps.
Blow Pipes.
I'iring Tools.
Forges and Furnace,

Portable.
Ladles.
Meltinn Pots.
.Moulds, Ingot.
Moulding Boxes.
Pots, Haniening and

Case Hardening.
Soldering Irons and Bits.

Sundry Tools and Acces-
sories.

Anvils.

Blocks and Plates, Set-
ting and Flanging.

Caulking Tools.
Crease Irons.
Dollies.
Drifts.

Folders, Tinman's.
Hammer Tools,
levelling Slabs.
Mandrils, Tinman's.
Kivetting Tools.
.>etts.

Shears, Hand.
Shears, Tinman's.
Stakes.
Stamping Dies.
Sundry Tools and Acces-

sories.

Swagesand Swage Blocks.

Tongs.

Brushes.
Spraying Machines.
Sundry Tools and .Xcces-

sories.

Bobs and Mops.
Sundry Tools and Acces-

sories.

Hand Tools.
Machine Bits.

Machine Knives.
Saws, Band.
Saws, Circ\dar.

Trimmers.
Vices.

.\mnietcrs.
Ballast Weights.
Barometers.
Calorimeters.
Cocks.
Counters.
Engine Indicators.
Flanges.
(Jalvanonieters.
Hardnes,s Testing Instruments.
Jointing Materials.
Manometers.
Ohmeters.
Pipes.
Pressure (Jauges.
Pumps, Portable Pressure.
PjTometers.
Salinometcrs.
Speedometers.
Springs.
Tachometers.
Thermometers.
Tubing, Rubber.
Tubing, Flexible Metallic.
Valves.
Volt Meters.
Watches, Stop.

12. Transportation, Lifting,

and Weighing Apparatus.

Barrows.
Blocks, Chain.
Blocks and Falls, Rope.
Ctiains and Chain Slings.

Cords.
Crane Hooks and Shackles.
Hand Carts.
Horses.
Horse Carts and Vans.
Jacks, Hydraulic.
Jacks, Strew.
Lifting Dogs.
Lifting >crews.
.Mot<jr Cars.
Motor Vans.
Packing Cases.
Ropes, Hemp and Manilla.
Rojies, Wire.
Scales and Balances.
Steam Wagons.
Tongs, Lifting.

Tongs. Tindx-r.
Trollevs, Hand Sack.
Trolleys. Flat.

Truik- and Wagons.
Wciu'liiiit: M:i<hii)ts, Counter.
Weighing M.Khini.-, Crane.
Weighing .Mn<hines, Platform.

It is suggested that a classification list on the lines just indicated

should be prepared, suited to the works in question, and revised

editions issued each year to the departmental foreman and others for

guidance at stocktaking. For this purpose it is important that the
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Loose Plant
Classification.

character of information required for valuation purposes, in respect

to each class, should be indicated on the list. The following gives

the range of data likel}^ to be called for :

Weight
Number or quantity -

Individual description
Length

Wt.
No.
Dn.
Ln.

Material Ml.
Maker's Mark or Nominal Size - - Mk.
Maker's or Supplier's Name - - Mr.
Principal Sizes Sz.

Abbreviations of the sort given are more readily remembered than

single symbol letters.

For reference purposes generally it will be found distinctly advan-

tageous to number the classes. Class numbers may be conveniently

derived by combining the group number with the sequence number

in the group as 1/4, 2/12, etc., and this will help the cost allocation

work when the combined group and item number is quoted on the

5-59. Tool Sub-Orders.

Office A fairly representative list of ofhce equipment items is appended.

Classification, although there are no group titles to be amplified, as the sub-

d\iision possible under office fittings, office furniture, and office

accessories is rarely necessary.

Office 'Equipment—Representative Classification.

Book Cases and Cupboards. Letter Opening Machines.
Books, Ready Reckoners. Maps.
Books, Technical Reference. Minor Office Accessories.
Books, Trade Reference. Models and Samples for Exhibition Pur-
Calculating Machines. poses.
Card Cabinets. Numbering Machines.
Chairs and Stools. Photo Printing Machines.
Cheque Perforators. Picture Frames.
Clocks. Portable Fans.
Coin Sorting Apparatus. Safes and Cash Boxes.
Copying Apparatus. Scales.

Desks. Show Fittings.

Dictating Machines. Slide Rules.
Drafting Machines. Stamp Affixing Machines.
Drawing Boards and Tee Squares. Surveying Instruments.
Drawing Oases. Tables.
Drawing Instruments. Telephone Recording Appliances.
Drawing Tables. Typewriters.
Duplicators. Watchmen's Tell Tales.

Filing Appliances. Writing Utensils.

Floor Covering.

Section IV k Buildings and Fixed Plant Valuation.

General
Considera-
tions.

The task of valuing the buildings and fixed plant of an^^ works is

not usually dealt with by the Works staff, except to the extent of

keeping careful accounts of expenditure and depreciation. When
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any occasion arises to necessitate a confirmation of tlu- hook valncs. General

professional valuers are usually called in and only their certificate tions.

is likely to bo held valid in any financial transactions involving the

plant values.

Without suggesting restrictions to the field of professional valua-

tions, there will be, in any fully organised works, a need for a valua-

tion to be carried out for works account puiposes which, both

economy and convi-nicnce suggest, should he done mainly by the

Works Staff.

The usual dilhculty in applying professional valuations for works

account purposes is in the lack of detail figures from whi( h depart-

mental \alues can be derived. There are professional engineers

who undertake the preparation of inventories and valuation of plant

in full detail, but this course is not usual for valuations used for

financial deals.

The professional report will include probably an excellent de-

scription of the items included in the valuation, but no values,

except as to totals under a few main headings. The existence

of complete plant accounts should influence the headings selected

by the valuer and thus make his report of the more use for works

accounts.

In preparing for a works valuation, the works accounts should be

previously organised on lines that will accord with those to be

adopted in the inventory, and this will facilitate the adjustment of

valuation aftenvards, from year to year, with a minimum of further

inventor}'

So far as the necessary plant cost accounts are concerned, the list Buiidi^s and
•^ ^

1 • J Fixed Plant

of representative standing orders, akeady given, bemg designed to costAccounts.

provide suitable headings for valuation purposes, as well as for shop

charge purposes, fixes the range of cost accounts in this connection.

The headings may conveniently be set out again here, the standing

order references being omitted.

Land and buildings.
.Motive Power Plant.
.Slectiaiiiral Traiisinission.

Elect riral Transmission.
PijK* Transmission.
Transportation Plant.
Shop Fixtures.
Special Process Plant.
.Machines.

A list of representative items falling under these headings is given

further on.

In regard to the provision, by the works accounting system, for

adjusting valuation figures from year to year, the essential jx)int is

to regularise all expenditure pertaining to buildings and fixed plant

so that not only can efficient control be exercised, but the scope and
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Buildings and effect of cach item of expenditure shall also be made clear and
Fixed Plant
CostAccounts allocated accordingly.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that costing systems that

are not subject to very much more consideration than is usual in

this connection, will not give reliable figures as to the value of

Works Additions. There will be inconsistency as to the treatment

of renewals and there will be confusion when extensive alterations

are made.

As a matter of fact, the net effect of Works alterations on capital

values cannot be determined very definitely in advance, and the only

safe way is to suspend judgment until the work is finished. The

function of the works accounts becomes then limited, to an extent,

to providing the data for the final allocation of the costs of alterations,

rather than to give in the first instance the requisite figures as to

capital values.

The scheme of accounts advocated involves the issue of specific

5-96. Plant Sub-Orders for each item of Works Additions, Renewals and

Alterations not obviously repairs, under a special reference letter,

say " N." Each " N " Order is subject to review on the completion

of the work, and, if necessary, transfer made to the expense standing

orders of those costs that scrutiny shows to be not of the nature of

an addition to capital value.

A separate standing order (S 2-6) is provided for Plant Removals

and Alterations, chargeable to current expense, to avoid inflating

the repair accounts.

Ordinary repair items are dealt \vith under another series reference

letter, say " R."

Concurrently with the transfer to works expenses of any " N "

Order Costs that are not capital additions, the costs that have pro-

perly to be recorded in the financial accounts as works additions are

entered in the works accounts under the respective standing orders.

The actual holding in suspense, as to final allocation of " N " order

costs will not, in practice, involve very many orders, but the principle

of scmtinising each item, before passing it as a capital addition, is

entirely sound. This scrutiny is supposed to be made on each fort-

5-137 night's accounts as set out on the Plant Sub-Orders Cost Summary,

while the facts of each case are clear in the Works Manager's mind.

As previously discussed. Works Additions values are taken for

financial account purposes at the cost of material, disbursement and

wages only, shop charges not being admitted in this connection as

a measure of precaution against over-valuation.

The point as to including belting and machine accessories with

loose plant rather than fixed plant has been discussed in the preceding

section.
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In the inattii of plant that is discarded, can- must Ik- taki-n to Discarded

correct the hook values of the plant in the financial accounts.

The scra]> value of discarded plant sliould obviously be credited

to the capital values, and when the discartk-d plant iss(jld. this onnse

i> taken as a matter of coui-se. A credit entry is made against the

respcttivi- Works Additions Standing Order of an amount corre-

sponding to the debit placed against the Sales Sundries Order covering

the sale of the plant.

Discarded plant is not always sold, and sometimes is utilised for

repair purposes or incorporated in some new construction. This

occui-s particularly with dismantled buildings. To meet such cases

a standing order for Discarded Plant Stock \'alues (I' 3-5) is

necessarj-, thus allowing the capital value of the plant gcncrriUy to

be reduced accordingly, and for the scrap values in question to be

held in suspense pending the utilisation of the discarded plant.

If the imst)ld discarded plant is utilised, say, for a repair job, the

Plant Order for the repair should be debited and Standing Order

V ^.^ credited. It may not, however, pay to follow very closely

the utilisation of discarded plant, except on the bigger jobs.

At the end of the year any unsold discarded plant still in stock

will be reported accordingly, and the balance, if any, against the

account (representing the discarded plant that has been utilised or

disposed of without any account adjustment being made) must be

transferred to the Shop Charges Supplementaiy Account.

It will usually happen that when plant is discarded the capital

value in the books will differ from the scrap value, and such difference

is best dealt with as extra depreciation, to be noted in the Shop

Charges Book and duly reported at the end of the year. This j^oint

is referred to again in connection with Depreciation.

In the actual taking of the works inventor}' the person told off to g^^ of

the duty should be very methodical and of considerable technical inventory.

ex]x-rience. and beyond that, should give his whole time to it imtil

through with the work.

It will be a distinct aid if the works plans are previously brought

thoroughly up to date. The preparation of proper works plans,

gi\nng not merely machine locations but also pipe service, lighting

service systems, etc.. is to be recommended for efficient administra-

tion, apart from all questions of valuation—separate prints b(Mng

used for each service system.

Incidentally the use of specific Plant Sub-Orders for all additions,

renewals, alterations and removals makes it possible to keep the

works plans up to date with trifling exjx-nse. pro\iding there is a

rigid application of the scheme of Plant Orders.
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Method of The Works Valuer, to coin a temporary name, can hardly be quaii-

^i^&ry. hed to deal with land and buildings.

In the case of land, there is little alternative to calling in a pro-

fessional land surveyor or valuer, and yet his report will probably

contain so many qualifications that his personal judgment is really

the deciding factor. It might not be difficult to get widely varying

values from different surveyors. The surveyor's report on the land

is likely to be of considerable permanent service, even if his judgment

as to the land value be disputed.

In the matter of buildings, a skeleton inventory can be prepared

and a local builder with a fairly intimate knowledge of the site called

in to give the replacement values or estimated cost of replacement

of each building.

These replacement values should be compared with the data avail-

able as to original costs. If such data were always entirely reliable,

the precaution of obtaining an independent estimate would be the less

imperative. It is suggested that the current value of a building should

be estimated by the process of depreciation of the original value.

The Works Valuer will find it of considerable help to have the

services of a very intelligent shorthand clerk to go round the Works

with him to take down particulars. The necessity of avoiding any

mistakes in taking the inventory detail down will be obvious.

In the matter of certain groups of plant it will be much more

satisfactoi-y for the inventory to be taken in the first instance by the

particular men whose business it is to keep the particular plant in

order, providing that they are accompanied by the Works Valuer's

Clerk to take down the data in good order. The groups where this

course will be desirable are as follows :

"Vlechanical Transmission (Millwriglit). Pipe Transmission (Pipe Fitter).

Electrical Transmission (Electrician). Shop Fixtures (Jomer).

In the above cases the inventory will be very much simplified, and

the net results not the less satisfactory, if the practice is adopted, in

estimating original values, of adding a margin to the material costs to

cover installation and connections. It is necessary to go to a little

trouble to see what this margin amounts to in typical instances of

each class of plant. If the margin is expressed in terms of cost per

foot i-un, etc., rather than as percentage of cost, in the case of shaft-

ing, piping, wiring, etc., graded as to different sizes, the rate to be

allowed will be more easily arrived at and more easily applied.

The operation of depreciation will steadily minimise any errors in

arriving at original values, and the exercise of discretion in the

method of taking the inventory of minor details of plant is the more

admissible in consequence.

It is, however, quite easy to go a good deal wrong over details that
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are small in themselves, but occur so Irequently as tf) account for a Method of

considerable value in the bulk. 7nvenU)ry

In takinjj; the inventory, the age of each item recpiins to Ix' noted,

and this should be obtained from the shop staff, if not available from

official records. The opportunity should be taken of commenting

on the probable further life of each item, more particularly as to the

likelihood of i-arly obsolescence orsupercession by more modern plant.

The in\rntory data should be finally entered on suitable cards. 5-64-

The basis recommended for valuing purposes is the original Valuation,

value or the replacement value, whichever may be the lower.

The current or inventor^' value is then arrived at by depreciation

according to the age of the item—the depreciation rate being settled

in accordance with the probable life of the class of plant in question.

It is not saving too much to state that the cost data of work done

on the factory in years gone by is ver}^ liable to be wrong, and,

whether wrong or right, it is very much safer to value on the basis of

what the buildings and plant ought to have cost rather than what

they are pui"ported to ha\e cost. Another factor tending to prevent

the use of cost data is that the classification adopted for a works

valuation, on the lines discussed, is hardly likely to have been

anticipated in the cost accounts of a much earlier date.

A yet further point is that the cost of alterations may have been

added to the book value of the plant in the past without permanently

increasing the real capital value. The replacement value comparison

will correct these inflations of book value so far as they may be wrong.

The use of replacement values gives a common ground of reference

in criticising the ultimate inventory values, and furnishes also

an important guide to the values to be covered under the fire

insurance policies, for book values may, if much written down,

Ix' dangerously misleading.

Having arrived at proper basis values, the next step is to consider

at what rate per annum depreciation should be allowed for. Assum-

ing that the rate of depreciation has been decided upon in each case,

the procedure as to inventory value means deducting from the

replacement value the accumulated depreciation to date.

The generally accepted method of depreciation plant values is by

a regular percentage deduction each year of life, from the diminishing

value of the item, so that it is not quite a simple matter to calculate

the total depreciation for a given number of years. For inventory

purposes the reverse information has to be recorded, viz.. the present

or remainder value, and it is convenient to have reference tables

showing the remainder values in terms of percentages of the original

or reference value. A table is included here for this purpose.
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Valuation.
!
Depreciation by percentage on Diminishing Values. Table of
Rejnainder Values expressed as percentage ofOriginal Value.

Number
of

Years.

i! PERCENTAGE DEPRECIATION PER ANNUM.

2i per cent. 3 per cent. 4 per cent. 5 per cent. 6 per cent. 7 i percent 10 per cent.

1 97-50 97-00 96-00 9500 94-00 92-50 9000
2 95-06 94-09 92-16 90-25 88-36 85-56 81 00
3 92-69 91-27 88-47 85-74 83-06 79-15 72-90
4 90-37 88-53 84-93 81-45 78-07 7321 65-61
5 88-11 85-87 81-54

,

77-38 73-39
I 67-72 59-05

6 85-91 83-30 78-28 1 7351 68-99 62-64 53-14
7 83-76 80-80

i

7514 69-83 64-85 57-94 47-83
8 81-67 78-37 72-14 66-34 60-96 53-60 43-05
9 79-62 76-02 69-25 63-02 57-30 49-58 3874

10 77-63 73-74 66 48 59-87 53-86 45-86 34-87
11 75-69 71-53 63-82 56-88 50-63 42-42 31-38
12 73-80 69-38 61-27 54-04 47-59 39-24 28-24
13 71-95 67-30 58-82 51-33 44-74 36-29 25-42
14 70-16 65-28 56-47 48-77 42-05 33-57 22-88
15 68-40 63-32 54-21 46-33 39-53 31-05 2059
16 66-69 61-43 5204 44-01 37-16 28-73 18-53
17 65-02 59-58 49-96 41-81 34-93 26-57 16-68
18 63-40 57-79 47-96 39-72 32-83 24-58 1501
19 61-81 56-06 46-04 37-74 30-86 22-73 13-51
20 60-27 54-38 44-20 35-85 2901 21-03 1216
21 58-76 52-75 42-43 34-06 27-27 19-45 10-94
21.9 — — — — — — 10-00
22 57-29 51-17 40-73 32-35 25-63 17-99 9-85
23 55-86 49-63 39-11 30-74 24-10 16-64 8-86
24 54-46 48-14 37-54 29-20 22-65 15-40 7-98
25 53-10 46-70 3604 27-74 21-29 14-24 7-18
26 51-77 45-30 34-60 26-35 20-01 13-17 6-46
27 50-48 43-94 33-21 25-03 18-81 12-18 5-81
28 49-22 42-62 31-89 23-78 17-68 11-27 5-23
28-4 — — — — — 5-00
29 47-99 41-34 30-61 22-59 16-62 10-43
S9-5 — — — — — 10-00
30 46-79 40-10 29-39 21-46 15-63 9-64
31 45-62 38-90 28-21 20-39 14-69 8-92
32 44-48 37-73 27-08 19-37 13-81 8-25
33 43-37 36-60 26-00 18-40 12-98 7-63
34 42-28 35-50 24-96 17-48 12-20 7-06
35 41-22 34-44 23-96 16-61 11-47 6-53
36 40-19 33-40 23-00 15-78 10-78 6-04
37 39-19 32-40 22 08 14-99 10-13 5-59
37-2 — — — — 10-00
38 38-21 31-43 2] -20 14-24 9-52 5-17
38-3 — — — — 5-00
39 37-25 30-49 20-35 13-53 8-95
40 36-32 2957 19-54 12-85 8-42
41 35-42 28-68 18-75 12-21 7-91
42 34-53 27-82 18-00 11-60 7-44
43 33-67 26-99 17-28 11-02 6-99
44 32-82 26-18 16-59 10-47 657
U-9 — — — 10-00 —
46 3200 25-39 15 93 9-94 6-18
46 31-20 24-63 1529 9-45 5-81
47 30-42 23-89 14-68 8-97 5-46
48 29-66 23-18 14-09 1 8-53 5-13
48-4 — — —

j
— 5.00

49 28-92 22 48 13-53
1

8-10
50 28-20 21-81 12-99 1 7-69
51 27-49 21-15 1247 731
52 26 81 20-52 11-97 6-94
53 26-14 19-90 11-49 6-60
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Depreciation by perct ntage on Diminishing Values. Table of
Remainder Values expressed as percentage of Original Value.

Number
of

Years.

1 PEKCENTAOE DEPEECIATION PEE ANNUM.

Z\ per cent.

2548

3 per cent. 4 per cent. 5 per cent.

64 19.30 11-03 6-27

55 24-85 18-73 10-59 595
66 24-22 18-16 10 17 - 5-66

5(J-4 — — 10 00 —
67 23-62 17-62 9-76 5-37

68 2303 17-09 9-37 5-10
5S-4 — — — 5-00

69 22-45 16-58 8-99
60 21-89 16-08 8-64
70 16-99 11-86 5-74
7S-4 — — 5-00
75-6 — 10-00

80 1319 8-74

90 10-24 6-45
90-9 10-00 —
9SJ — 5-00
100 7-05
IISS 5 -00

Number
of

Years.

PERC ENTAGE D EPRECIATION PER A]VNTJM.

12 J per cent. 15 per cent. 20 per cent. 25 per cent. 30 per cent. 3311 percent 40 per cent.

1 87-50 85-00 80-00 7500 70-00 66-67 6000
2 76-56 72-25 64-00 56-25 49-00 44-44 36-00
3 66-99 61-41 51-20 42-19 34-30 29-63 21-60
4 58-62 52-20 4096 31-64 24-01 19-75 12-96
4-5 — — — — — — 1000
5 51-29 44-37 32-77 23-73 16-81 13-17 1-1^
•J'7 ''~'~ — — — — 10-00 —
5-9 — — — — — 5-00

6 44-88 37-71 20-21 17-80 11-76 8-78
6-5 — — — — 10-00 —
7 39-27 3206 20-97 13 35 8-24 6-85
7-4 — — — — — 5-00

8 34-36 27-25 16-78 10-01 5-76
8-0 — — — 10-00 —
8-4 — — — — 5-00

9 3007 2316 13-42 7-51

10 26-31 19-69 10-74 5-63
10-3 — — 10-00 —
10-4 — — — 5-00

11 23-02 16-73 8-59
12 20- 14 1422 6-87

13 17-62 12-09 5-50
1

13 4 — — 5-(X> 1

14 15-42 10-28

/^i' KHM
15 13-49 8-74
16 11-81 7-43

17 10-33 6:u
173 lOIH) —
18 9-04 5-36
/5-^ — S-iKt

19 7-91

20 6-92

21 606
22 5-30
.'.'4

1

'ilMt 1

Valuation.
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Valuation. The use of the table is fairly obvious, but an illustration may be

useful.

Suppose the original value of a lathe, 14 years old at date of

inventory, is taken at ;^I50 and the rate of depreciation is taken at

6 per cent. Turning to the tables, it will be seen that the remainder

value after 14 years at 6 per cent, depreciation will be 42.05 per

cent, of the original value, that is, the inventory value of this

lathe at the date of the inventory will be 42.05 per cent, of £150,

which equals ^^63 is. 6d.

The form of the inventory will need to be such as to give the

departmental values under the respective group headings.

The application of these departmental values and item values for

shop charges purposes has been already explained, and no suggestion

can, of course, be made as to what is to happen if the total inventory

value proves to be considerably less than the total book value, as is

likely to be the case. The use of what may be termed approved

original values rather than unverified cost data as the basis value,

will by itself tend to a lower inventory value, particularly as regards

installation values, because works labour of this sort is almost

inevitably out of proportion to the tangible results, and only tangible

results can be admitted in a valuation on the present lines. The

non-recognition of shop charges in connection with works labour is

intended to prevent the cost basis giving an over-valuation.

Another, and possibly more influential factor, is the probable

difference between the depreciation rates that a technically trained

man acting as Works Valuer, with full cognisance of the facts, will

use for inventory purposes, and those that will have obtained in

connection with the financial accounts. The Works Manager,

rather than the Works Valuer, will be required to take the responsi-

bility for the depreciation rates used, but the Works Valuer will

presumably be competent to recommend appropriate rates. The

Works Manager will be able to test the suitability of the depreciation

rates by noting a number of the inventory values and inspecting

the plant in question to see what evidence is available to confirm

the fine taken.

A works valuation carried out conscientiously on these lines will

afford the only practicable method of testing the adequacy of the

depreciation rates used in the financial accounts.

Depreciation
Rates.

Coming to the question of depreciation rates, this is a matter that

can only be handled at all here by admitting, at the start, that each

factory stands alone as to what are proper and adequate depreciation

rates to apply.

As a matter of valuation, considerable discrimination can be used

i
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as to the depreciation rates applicable to particular items, liaviuK DepreclaUon

regard to all the facts of the case. From the financial accounting

point of view there is, however, no satisfactory alternative to the

use of average rate, graded to an extent according to tlic classes of

plant involved. The plant groupings already given recognise these

limitations and are arranged to minimise the misleading effect of

average rates. Even if the depreciation rates were further graded

to suit each class of plant included in these groups, they would still

fail to discriminate between the wear and tear of the different items

in each class, due to different conditions of service and the varying

endurance of different tyj^es and makes. There is, therefore, little

encouragement to consider the increased accounting work necessary

to cany out such an idea.

Only a few well-defined groups of plant values can be accepted in

the financial books, not so much from a book-keeping point of

view as from the all-important one of the decision to be arrived at

by the Directors as to the depreciation rates to be used for each

group of plant. In this connection the lines of treatment will be

necessarily broad, to conform with the principles common to all

business enterprises.

The Works Manager will be enabled after a works valuation to

make important recommendations to the Directors as to the proper

rates of depreciation.

While the risk of obsolescence before plant is worn out may be a

very serious one, it involves taking a rather too heroic course to

depreciate heavily on this account. The better compromise will be

to reckon on dealing with the book value of each item of plant when

the occasion arises to replace it. Such difference as is found to

exist between the book value and the value realisable by the sale of

the discarded plant, may be considered as the balance of depreciation

for which the annual rates have not pro\aded.

This difference of extr? depreciation will require to be specially

reported at the end of the year for incorporation in the financial

accounts. In the representative classification of buildings and fixed

plant given further on, the opportunity has been taken to make

some suggestions as to depreciation rates. Provisional annual rates

of depreciation have been indicated against each class. The rates

are quite tentative and assume favourable conditions all round.

The average profitable life of the respective items is assumed to be

reached when the book value has been reduced to ten per cent, of

the original value ; while the average possible life is assumed to be

reached when the book value has been reduced to five per cent, of

the original value, by the application of the given annual percentage

rates to the remainder values. (See footnote, p. 375.;
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Depreciation To enable the provisional rates given to be considered more

critically, the classification table gives in parallel the years necessary

to reach ten per cent, and five per cent, respectively of the original

value. Viewed in this way the table will be useful in settling the

rates appropriate to a given factory, without necessarily involving

acceptance of any of the rates suggested.

It is usual to consider that the average scrap value of plant is five

per cent, of the original value, but if the plant is not fully worn out

when the book value has reached ten per cent, of the original value,

and is only discarded in favour of more modem plant, there is a

reasonable expectation of realising more than scrap value for the

discarded plant. When the book value cannot be recovered in this

way the difference is dealt with as already discussed.

As previously remarked, the operation of obsolescence cannot be

foreseen and must be met as occasion demands.

With the best part of the industrial world concentrating on

economies in production, obsolescence of factory equipment tends to

become increasingly rapid, while the stress of competition in the

future will force general recognition of the fact even more than it

does to-day, although as efficiency increases each succeeding advance

is more difficult of attainment. These are considerations to be

carefully weighed in fixing depreciation rates, and when in doubt,

the rate should be on the high side, as the lower the book value

of any plant item the more readily can Directors sanction the

substitution of improved plant.

To avoid misconstruction, it must be clearly understood that the

annual depreciation rates suggested in the classification table do

not attempt to provide for obsolescence.

In a factoiy ran at high pressure, wear and tear must take place

the more rapidly, and will call for an annual consideration of the

depreciation to be provided above the nonnal rate adopted.

When the factory is built on leasehold land, the question of depre-

ciation assumes a different aspect and calls for legal advice as to

the sum to be provided over the period of the particular lease in

question to counterbalance the expiration of values that pass on

the determination of the lease. This amortization, as it is called,

of the lease may be achieved by the payment of annual premiums

under a suitable insurance policy, just as is done sometimes for the

redemption of Debentures.

Buildings and Apart from the data as to building and fixed plant items available
Fix6a FlRiib _

Register. from the cost accounts, it is convenient to keep an independent
5- 145- Buildings and Fixed Plant Register. In this register should be

recorded the capital value of any additions and alterations, the
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inventory value whenever taken, and the book or remainder vahn- BuUdinp and

at any date for which the figures may be desired. In the ordinary Resiater.

way, if average depreciation rates are used, there is little occasion

to make entries each year in the Plant Register in respect to the

annual depreciation. By the use of the Remainder Value tables,

one calculation will serve to give the remainder value after any

term of years.

Touching the provision suggested for inventory value it may be

worth while, if a thorough works valuation at one time is out of the

iiuestion, to value the plant by instalments. The location of the

l)lant at the time of inventory may conveniently be indicated in the

register, and it would be worth while re-valuing the individual items

whenever the location is altered.

Groupings of plant have already been suggested for accounting BuiidioK and

purposes. It is necessary' not only to define the classes included in classification.

each group, but also to provide for the identification of each item of

plant and each building throughout the factor^-, so that there may
be no question to which items the \'arious Plant Sub-Orders apply,

and to provide simple symbols for referring in the production

records to the machines used.

A representative classification is given accordingly, and con-

venient class numbers may be evolved from the group numbers by

using the group number to represent the hundreds figure and the

class sequence in the group to represent the tens and units figure.

Thus Accumulators, Hydraulic would be class 201 and Shaping

Machines would be class 987. This assumes that there will be no

more than 99 classes in any one group, and this is a reasonable

assumption for the majority of works.

The identification number for each item of a given class can very

well be the sequence number as taken up in the Plant Register in

conjunction with the class number, e.g. 215/1, 215/2, etc. A scheme

of this sort helps in the allocation of costs, as the group number (or

first figure of class number) corresponds with the standing order

sequence numbers ; thus Repair Costs on Accumulator No. 2oi/i

will be allocated to Standing Order R 2/2, and Repairs to Shaping

-Machine No. 987/21 to R 2/9.

In the (oreRoinn discussion on depreciation rat<>8 anil the table following, regard ha-s been

paid onlv to the method of <lepreciatinK bv percentages of the remainder values. An alternative

niothod is to <lepreciat« by percentages of the original valued, giving an e<|uul charge for each

v.ar of the machine's life. The penenfage-of-reniaindiT-value nvHtom cntail.x a heavier

iiurdcn in the earlier years of the machine's life, and a proi«irtionat<?ly lighter burden in the

later years when repair expenses will increase.
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Building and
Fixed Plant
Classification.

I

Buildings and Fixed Plant- -Representative Classijicatton.

Prov.
Dep.

/o

Years.

10%

Lmid and Buildings.
Buihliniis — Substfintinl

lirivk, Reinforced Con-
crete, and Steel Framed.

When used for ordinary
trades, e.?.Machine Shop

When used for destructive
trades, e.g. Smithy.

Bit ilduxja, Iron . Substantial.
Ordinary trades. 4

Destructive trades. 7i

Buildings, Iran, Light. 10
Chimney Shafts, Brick. 4
Cliimney Shafts, Steel. 7i
Drainage System. Land
Fencing. 4
Floor Plates. 6
Foundations for Machinery Much.
Gauntries for Cranes. Bldg.
Land. —
Lightning Conductors. Bldg.
Railway and Tramway 4

Tracks.
Roads. Land
Sash Operating Apparatus Bldg.
Sign Boards. 15
Wells, Artesian. Land
Wharves. 2J

5, Motive Power Plant
Accumulators, Hydraulic.
Ash Handling Plant.
Boilers, Lancashire Tj'pe.

Boilers, Heating.
Boilers, Water Tube.
Boosters.
Coal Handling Plant.
Compressors, Air.

Compressors, Centrifugal.
Condensers, Evaporative.
Condensers, Jet & Surface
Cooling Towers.
Draught Installation,
Forced and Induced.

Economisers, Fuel.
Ejectors.
Engines, Blower & Pump-

ing.
Engines, Gas and Oil.

Engines, Portable.
Engines, Steam.
Gas Producer Plant.
Generators, Electric, Al-

ternators.
Generators, Continuous

Current (Dynamos).
Generators, Turbo.
Heaters, Feed Water.
Injectors.
Motors, Electric.

Motor Stands.
Oil Fuel .\pparatus.
Power Plant Pipes.
Pumps, Air.

Pumps, Centrifugal and
Turbine.

Pumps, Hydraulic.
Pumps, Steam.
Steam Separators & Traps.
Stokers, Mechanical.
Superheaters.
Transformers & Converters.
Turbines, Steam.
Turbines, Water.
Water Cooling Plant.
Water Purifying and Sof-

tening Apparatus.

5%

56

6
10

15

12J
7i

10
7i
74
7i

7J
7i
7*

7i
12*
6"

7i
7i

n
7i
7*

7*

7i
12J
7*
6"

12i
7i
7i
7*

6

7i
7i

12i
12i
7i
74
74
74
74

118

73

73

18

118

37
22
29
14
17
29
22
29
29
29
29
29
29

29
17
37

29
29
29
29
29

29

29
29
17
29
37
17
29
29
29

37
29
29
17
17
29
29
29
29
29

38

Prov.
Dep.

Years.

10% 5%

2. RIolive Pffiver Plant, could.

Water Towers. 74

Water Wheels. 6

3. Mechanical
Transmission.

Chain Transmission. 74
Clutches. 74
Gearing, Toothed. 74
Shafting(including Pulleys, 74

Bearings and Supports).

4. Electrical

Transmission.
Batteries, Storage. 124
Cables. 6
Switchboards, Distribution 74

Boards and Fittings.

Bells and Signals. 74
Light, Wiring and Fittings. 74

Motor Rheostats and 74
Switches.

Telephone Installation. 74

Pipe Transmission.
Blast Pipe Installation.
Blowers.
Dust Extracting Installa-

tion.

Fans, Blast.
Fans, Exhaust & Ventilat-

ing.

Fire Hydrants, Valves and
Pipes.

Gas Lighting, High Pres-
sure Installation.

Gas Mains, Meters, Piping,
and Valves.

Heating Pipes, Radiators
and Valves.

Hydraulic Piping.
Petroleum and Petrol Stor-

age Installation.

Soda Kettle Installation.

Sprinkler Installation.

Suds Installation.
Tanks.
Ventilating and Exhausting

Installation.
Water Supply Pipes and

Connections.

Transportation

Plant.
(Including Weighbridges.

)

Conveying Machinery.
Cranes, Jib & Travelling.
Cranes, Loco. & Portable.
Hoists, Chain.
Hoists, Pneumatic.
Lifting Magnets.
Lifts.
Locomotives.
Runways and Trolleys.

Sheerlegs.
Stacking Machines (Pack-

15

Transporters.
Weighbridges.
Winches.

74
10

10
6
74

10
74

74

29
29
29

37
37

37

14

37

22

29
22

22
37
29
22
29

7. Shop Fixtures.
Benching.
Bins.

38
38
38

48
48

48

18

48

28

38
28

28
48
38
28
38

38

74 29 38
7i 29 38
7t 29 38
7i 29 38

12i 17 22
15 14 18
6 37 48
124 17 22
74 29 38
6 37 48
74 29 38

7* 29 38
74 29 38
74 29 38

10 22 28
10 22 28
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Bui/(lings&FixedPlant—Kcpreseutativc Classification^ contii.

Shop Fixtitris, contii.

Giiurds, Machinery and
HeltinR.

Moss Kuoin Applijiiires.

I'lirtitiiiniDK, .Mt-tiil.

I'Hrtitiuiiiiik'. W(i(i(l.

Hacks. Hat and Coat.
Hacks. Tool.
SlU'lviuK.
Stt)ra(;f Kittinus, Steel.

Storage I'ittinu's, Wood.
Time Ki'Cdrdorsand Hacks.
Washing Ai>|>'iances.

, Sf^cc ii il Process Pla nt
Acetylene d'a.s Plant.
Brazing Plant.
Cupolas.
Furnaces. .Annealing, Uar-

denini; and Tempering.
Furnaces, Klectric.
Furnaces, (Jas and Oil.

Furnaces, Welding.
(Jalvanising Plant.
Heating .Machines.
Magnetic Separators.
Mortar Mills.

Mutlles.
Oil Extractors.
Oil Heaters.
Pickling Vats.
Sand IJlast .\pparatus.
Sand (irinders and .Mixers.

ScreeiiiiiL' Machines,
Snuth's Forges A- Hearths.
Stoves, Core.
Stoves, Enamelling and

Japanning.
Tumbling Barrels.
Welding A Cutting Plant.

Prov.
Dep.
%

Years.

10%i 5%

9. Machines.
Automatic Screw Machines,

Bar.
Automatic Screw Machines,

Chucking.
Belt Lacing Machines.
Bolt and Xut .Machinery.
Boring Machines, Hori-

zontal.
Boring .Machines, Portable.
Boring and Turning Mills,

Vertical.
Broaching .Machines.
Bull dozers.
Cam-cutting Machines.
Centering .Machines.
Cuttinir-olf .Machines.
Draw lienclies.

Drilling Machines, Multi-
Spindle.

Drilling .Machines, Portable
Drilling .Machines. Radial.
Drilling Machines, Sensitive
Drilling -Machines, Vertical.
Drop Stamps.
Engraving .Machines.
Filing Machines.
Flanging .Machines.
Forging .Machines.
Gear Cutting .Machines,

Hobbing.
Gear Cutting Machines,

Milling.
Gear Cutting .Machines,

Planing.
(irinders. Cutter.
Grinders. Cylintlrical Plain.
Grinders, Disc.
Grinders, Drill.

Grinders, Intenial.

10

7i
6
10
124
7i
10
6
7i
12*
7i

10
15

7i
15

15
15
15

12i
124
74
6

124
6
74

10
124
124
124
124
15
10

124
124

71

74

6
74
6

6
6

6
74
74
6
6
6

7i

74
74
74
74
10
74
10
6
74
6

124
74
74
7*

22 28

20 38
37 48
22 ! 28
17 -l-l

20 :!s

28
37 48
29 38
17
29 38

37
29
37

37
37

37
29
29
37
37
37
29

29
29
29
29
22
29
22
37
29
37

37

87

1 17
29

!
29
29
17

28 I

18
38
18

18
18
18
22
23.

38
48
92
48
38
28
22
22
22
22
18
28

22
22

29 38

29 38

Machines, could.

Grinders, Saw.
Grinders, Surface.
Grinders, Tool, Wet.
<!rinders, Cniversal.
(irinding.V Polishing Heads,
(irindstonc Troughs.
Hammers, Belt Driven,
ilammers, Droj).
Hammers, I'neumatic.
Hiunmers, Steam.
Hyilraulic .Machinery.
Key-seating Machines.
Lathes, Bench Precision.
Lathes. Borinuaiul Facing.
Latin-;. IJr.iss linishers.
L.itlics, Capstan.
1,allies. Crankshaft.
Lathes, Engine.
Lathes. ILuid.
L.ithes. I'Mllev.

Lallies. K.'lieving.
Lathes. Shaving.
Lathes, Turret, Horizontal.
J-athes, Turret, Vertical.
Lathes. Wootl-working.
Marking Machines.
.Milling Jlachines, Circular

j

Forming.
|

.Milling Machines, Hand. ;

-Milling .Madnnes, Horizon-
]

tal. Plain and Lincoln.
Milling Machines, Universal
.Milling Machines, Vertical
and Slot.

Moulding -Machines.
Paint -Mills.

Pipe Bending Machines.
Pipe Cutting and Screwing

.Machines.
Plate Bending Machines.
Planing Machines, Parallel.

Planing Machines, Rotary.
Polishing -Machinery.
Presses, Hydraidic.
Presses, Pneumatic.
Presses Belt Driven.
Protiling Machines.
Punching Machines, Hy-

draulic.
Punching .Machines, Belt

Driven.
Punching and Shearing

Machines Steam.
Rivetters, Pneumatic.
Rivetters, Hydraulic.
Rivetters, Steam.
Sawing Machines, Metal,

Band.
Sawing .Machines. .Metal,

Circular.
Sawing .Macliines. Metal,

Hack.
Sawing Machines, Wood,

B.ind.
.Sawing Maihines, Wood,

Circular.
Saw Shar|>ening .Machines.
.Shaping .Machines.
Shearing .Machines, Rotary.
Sheet Metal Working

Machinerv.
Slotting M.ichines.
Slotting .Machines, Portable
Swaging Machines.
Tapping .Machines.
Testing Miichines.
Threail Milling Machines,
Thread Knlling .Machines.
Welding Machines.
WiHwIwiirking Machinery

Prov.
Dep.
%

Yean.

BuUdlBX and
Fixed Plant
Classlflcatlon.

10%

'ft
74
6
6
10
10
10
10
6
74

,

74 i 29
6
74
74
74
6
6
6
6
74
74
74
6
6
6

6%

6
6

6
6

124
74
6
74

6
6
6
6
6
74
6
6
6

74
74
74
74

74

124

6

74

6
6

e
6
10
74
5

74
124

37
29
29
29
37
37
37
37
20
29
29
37
37
37

37
37

37
37

17
29
37
29

37
37
37
37
37
29
37
37
37

37

37

29
29
29
20

29

17

37

37

20
37
37
37

37
37
22
29
45
37
29
17
37 41*



Section IV 1. Works Account Abstracts.

Works Cost
Allocation
Abstract.

Works
Products
Abstract.

The first abstract to be considered is the Works Cost Allocation

Abstract. This has to be rendered to the Financial Department at

the end of each works account period, that is fortnightly under the

scheme advocated. The items to be included, in accordance with

the present works accounting system, are as follows :

1. Group Totals for Sales Orders. (Series A.)

2. Group totals for Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders. (Series B.)

3. Group totals for Stock Manufacturing Orders. (Series C.)

In all the above the allocation will be showTi separately as to Materials, Disburse-

ments, Wages and Shop Charges.

4. Account totals for each Process Cost Accounts. (Series G,H&K.
In accordance with the group of standing orders in each series.

It will be necessary in this connection to include under the heading of shop charges

the departmental apportionment of Works expenses to Iron Foundry, Brass Foundry
and Smithy in accordance with the Shop Charges Book.

5. Group totals for Developments and Experiments Orders. (Series D.)

6. Account totals for each Works Expenses Standing Order. (Series R & S.)

7. Account totals for each Works Sundry Standing Order. (Series U.)

Only certain Sundry Standing Orders are necessary to the financial accounts—viz. :

Expenditure chargeable to Commercial Expenses (U 1-1), Repairs to Office Equipment-
General (U 1-2), and Scrap Stock Values (U 2-1). The remainder are m the nature of

Works Suspense Accounts and are cleared by the end of the year by transfer to other

Works Accounts or by inclusion on the Annual Abstract.

8. Account totals for each Works Additions Standing Order. (Series N.)

A subsidiary abstract should be provided detailing the descriptions of work on which

the current expenditme has been incurred. See Plant Sub-Orders Cost Summary (5-137).

No shop charges will be reported to the financial accounts in con-

nection with items 5, 6, 7, and 8 above. A specimen Works Cost

Allocation Abstract is given in Section VI f—Form 6-42, with ficti-

tious figures filled in.

The second fortnightly abstract to be dealt with is that known as

the Works Products Abstract of which also a specimen is given in

Section VI f—Form 6-44. The items in this abstract have all

reference to the amounts to be debited to the Works Materials

Suspense Account and credited to the accounts to which the costs

of production have been allocated.

Returns from customers come within the scope of this abstract in

respect to the works value of the goods returned into stock. It will

be readily appreciated that the credit passed to the customer through

the financial books reduces the sales totals, and it remains for the

cost of sales orders to be also reduced accordingly. In the financial

books the Sales Orders Accotmt is credited therefore and the Works

Materials Suspense Account debited.

The works value of the items of product completed, that is,
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delivered to warehouse, and the works value of goods returned from worka
1 1 X 1 • 1 It ProductB

customer or agents can be advantageously sununanscd ni the Abstxact.

Works Expenditure Book, as already explained. ^
"^'

The items on the abstrart will be as follows :

1. Works Value of Process Product.

Ti) be credited to Iron Foundry Process Account.

,, ., ,, Bra.'m Foundry ,, ,,

,, Smitliy ,, ,,

And debited to Works Materials Suspensf Account.

2. Works Value of Stock Product.

To l>o (Tt'dit<'(l to Slock Manufacturing Account and debited to Works Materials

3. Works Value of Goods Returned from Customers.

To be credited to Salex Orders Account.
Sales Repairs and Sundrici .iccount.

And liebited to Works Matj-riah .s'w.s/xvisf Acmiml.

4. Works Value of scrap recovered from orders in progress but not

credited to same.
ID be irediteil to Scrap Account and debited to Worku Materials Suspense Account.

5. Works Value of scrap recovered from orders in progress and credited

to same.
To be ilebited to Works Materials Suspense Account.
These credits to orders in proeress are already embodied In the Works Cost Allocation

Abstracts and have accordingly reducetl the total allocation of materials to be posted
to the credit of the Works Materials Suspensf .-ircount. It is necessary to separately

debit the account with the value of the scrap received into stock, for the sakeof the Stock
Accounts, in which it must figure as fresh material and not returned material.

This transaction of crediting and redebiting the same account must be understood
as onlv necessary to allow the Stock Account for scrap to derive its receipts through the
regular channel "of the Works Expenditiu-e Book, and so avoid tlirowing out of gear the
divisions in which the materials accounts are kept by the Works.

Coming to the third abstract, the Works Account Annual Abstract, works
Account

this is prepared at the end of each year after the stocktaking has Annual

been completed. Some of the items can only be arrived at by

conference with the General Manager and possibly the Directors,

and these, in the following list, are indicated as " settled by con-

ference."

1. Stock Value of Work in Progress.

Sales Orders (Series .A).

Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders (Series B).

Stock Manufacturing Orders (Series C).

Iron Foundry .Vciuunt (Series (!).

Brass Foundry .\crount (Series H).
Smithy Account (Series K).

These values will be derived from the Cost Ledger balances after careful adjustment
in accordance with the results of the work-in-progress inventory.

From the totals a reser\e must be made to cover unexpired guarantee liabilities, and
this provision should be settled by conference.

2. Values to be carried forward.
•• Settli-.l l.y (•(.Iilfreine."

KxiH-rinieiital (trders (Series D).
I'atcnt.ii. Drawings and Patterns.
Jit;- and S|>eriaj Tools.

3. Stock Values.

(I. (ioneral Stock.
b. Component Stock.
r. Complete Product.
d. Loose Plant.
e Office Equipment.
/. Discarded Plant Scrap Value*.
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1

Works
Account
Annual
Abstract.

These are a inatttn- of inveiitorv in conjunction with the stock account balances.

The inventory, as records items «, b and r, requires to distinguish between standard or

good stock, and non-standard, or doubtful and bad stock, and tlie distnictiou must be

made before the Works submit the net inventory values. The amount to be written

off should be settled bv conference. To maintain agreement with the financial books

as to Works materials, the actual amount written off stock for the year requires to be

reported on the Works Account Annual Abstract.

The problems of the Loose Plant ami Oflice ivinipment inventory have been already

dealt with, discarded Plant Scrap Values ifpr.sfut the value of discarded plant

not disposed of at the time of stocktaking. Obviously only realisable prices must be

used and the existence of the items valued must be verified, the more so as no strict

account is likely to be feasible of the consumption of discarded plant during the year

for repair jiurposes, etc.

4. Depreciation.
Settled by conference at the end of each year as to the average rates of depreciation

to be used for each group, viz. :

, .. t^, ^
1. Land and Buildings. 6. Transportation Plant.

2. Motive Power Plant. 7. Shop Fixtures.

3. Mechanical Transmission. 8. Special Process Plant.

4. Electrical Transmission. 9. Machines.

5. Pipe Transmission.

The rates so settled are used throughout the year for shop charge purposes and the

total depreciation for the year thus provided for is reported on the Works Account

Annual Abstract.
^ ^ , , ...

A supplementarj- amount for depreciation is included m respect to extra depreciation

on individual items of discarded plant, which when discarded stood in the books at a

higher value than the value realised by their sale. As previously explained, this extra

depreciation meets the question of obsolescence as it arises.
,

The yearly totals of both the annual depreciation and the extra depreciation are

derived from "the Shop Charges Book.
The Works Manager should be responsible for the sufficiency of the depreciation

reported in this wav, and if the Works have been running excessive hours, it will be for

him to make recommendations as to a further general depreciation on those grounds.

5. Advance Expenditure.
This item has reference to any expenditure that has been incurred on behalf of a

period not fully expired at the end of the year, such as rates and insurance premiun.s.

Full details are necessary in the annual abstract.

6. Liability Reserve.
This item deals with the reverse conditions to those indicated for item No. 5. In

this case, liabilities in respect to the current year for which no invoice or charge has been

presented must be enumerated. A typical case, if the Company do not insure against

accident compensation risks, will be the outstanding liabilities in respect to accident

cases that have not been settled.

Full details, not merely totals, are necessary in the annual abstract.

7. Wagis Reserve.
In this instance the character of the reserve is to provide for wages allocated m the

cmrent year's accounts but not included in the cash expenditme for that period. I he

occasion for this reserve will arise when the end of the year precedes by a day or two the

end of a pay week.

8. Works Expenses Supplementary Allocation.
There will inevitably be some ditt'erence either of under-allocation or over-allocation

of Works expenses in the course of the year, and what this amounts to will be evident

from the Shop Charges Book.
, , ,,

It is desirable to apportion whatever difference there may be to the respective

classes of orders to which it applies, viz. Sales, Sales Repairs and Sundries, Stock Manu-

facturing Orders, and Process Accounts. The basis of apportionment may very well

be the ratio of the shop charges totals as ah-eady applied during the year in the ordinary

way. This adjustment will serve to dispose of the whole of the Works expenses as they

appear in the financial books.

A specimen Works Accounts Annual Abstract is given in

Section VI f—Form 6-45, with fictitious figures illustrating the

above arrangements.

SectionIVm Administrative Statistics.

General Con-
sideration.

Occasional reference has been previously made to the use of

works accounts figures for administrative purposes. This phrasing

has been adopted to indicate the use of works accounts apart from
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their strict accountancv object of liiikiiiL; ui) tlic Narious stages of General con-
sideration.

expKMulituK lor hnancial account pui-poscs.

To avoid confusion with the accounts as sucli, it will be convenient

to speak of the data derived from the accounts f«)r adniinistralivc

purposes as administrative statistics.

The principle on which a w-jrks accounting system is constmcted

should be such as to provide with the mininunu of analysis or

reconstruction, tiu- i>sential statistics necessary for exercising

continuously efhcient control.

The nature, policy and condition of each business and the type

of management, all have their influence on the form in which statistics

of this character can be best extracted.

The initiation of statistical abstracts may emanate Ironi tin-

Directors or the General Manager of the Company, but it may be

well for the Works Manager to arrange with the Works .\ccountant

for abstracts to be prepared for his own guidance as will be suitable,

if need be, for the General Manager's use, rather than have over-

lapping abstracts, with the consequent extra trouble. The Works

Manager should apply his practical experience of the conditions of

the factory so as to ensure that the statistics reflect the real facts of

the case.

The proper use of statistics demands an intimate knowledge of

how the figures are arrived at, and the Works Manager should

interest himself closely in the works accounting system by which

the data is collected.

The (jcncral Manager may be expected to exercise a judicious

restraint as regards the variety of statistics required by himself or

the Directors, lest abstracts be made with monotonous regularity

that cannot be used, probably for want of time, and possibly for

want of inclination. It is an unwise discipline that insists on

statistical abstracts and reports as a matter of form, and merely as

a visual demonstration of authority. On the other hand, a proper

works accounting system is largely abortive, if detail figures are

entirely ignored, for in this direction lies the means of recovering

many times over the expense of keeping proper works accounts by

increased works efficiency and economy.

It is really the \\orks Manager for whom the works accounts

should realise their greatest possibilities, and he is robbed of his

finest opportunities if he is not allowed to take an adequat.- interest

in the works accounts.

Th. Works Accountant can do a very great deal to help the Works

Manager to get the benefit of the data that is collected, but that

presupposes that the works accounts are not held to be a private

preserve of the commercial side of the business.
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General Con- American writei"s in particular have voiced the need tor broad

views to be taken of the functions of works accounts, or as the}'' put

it, of cost accounts, which is a difference of term rather than of

meaning.

It is generally recognised that the value of statistics lies in their

availability for comparison, and that averaging is necessary to get

their true import.

From this follows two main requirements in statistics, firstly,

that the scope of the figures to be compared shall be identical, and

secondly, that the basis upon which averages are calculated shall

be such as will not misrepresent the facts underlying the original

figures.

A typical example of how average statistics can be misused is in

connection with works expenses. Works expenses are very com-

monly averaged as a percentage of the direct wages. This is so

temptingly easy to do that few can resist doing it. The harm is

not in trying out the figures in this way, but in accepting the resulting

average ratios as incontestable evidence of the efficiency or other-

wise of the works management.

A very brief consideration will show the inherent fault in such a

method. Firstly, if machine work is substituted for hand work, the

direct wages total will fall appreciably, and the expense total may
rise a little, while the ratio of expenses to direct wages will increase

to a marked degree.

Similarly, if the quality and interchargeability of machine work

is so improved that fitting work is largely eliminated, the expense

ratio to direct wages will rise. Again, if automatic machines are

substituted for hand operated machines, or if semi-automatics,

served by low rated help, are substituted for machines

served by full rated mechanics, the expenses ratio to direct wages

will rise. Yet again, if by improving the shop services in regard to

supply of material, drawings, tools, etc., the direct wages are reduced

for the same output, the expenses ratio to direct ratio will rise.

Who will say that these rises in expense ratio to direct wages indicate

inefficient management, and yet there are men, in positions where

more understanding might be expected, who will criticise the works

management adversely on statistics that show an increased expense

ratio on this basis. If this is the attitude of Directors, the Works

Manager is in a difficult position, because the facts he can point to

in support of his own case are not reflected by the method of com-

piling the statistics.

The way of the reformer is hard enough anyway, if works reorgan-

isation is his objective, but it is made impossible if statistics are

wilfully misapplied to the results of his labour.
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There is one way tt) apply statistics of works expenses to inilitati; oenerui con-

with some fairness the efficiency of the nianagcnicnt, and that is on
"^'**™^'°°-

the basis of the inclusive costs of the product as a whole. There is

difticulty in doing even this usefully, unless there is some standard

by which the costs themselves can be tested. Where the product is

varied, and varies differently each year, the only basis left that will

allow periodical comparison is the turnover of business, or totals

realised from the sale of the product. .Vdjustments must needs be

made, before using these figiues, as to products made, but not

sold.

Beyond that the state of trade will affect selling prices differently

in different years, so that the turnover basis is only an approximately

fair basis for calculating the works expense ratio ; but it has the

merit of showing the influence of works expenses on profits, and no

works manager can object to his work being criticised in that light.

This discussion as to works expenses ratios has no reference to the

allocation of works expenses to the works product. The disclaimer

is made lest there be an}^ confusion to the reader who may be aware

that it is not at all uncommon for the works expenses ratio to direct

wages to be used for actually allocating the works expenses to the

various orders.

The foregoing illustrations will have emphasised the necessity for

careful consideration in the application of statistics generally.

With reference to making recommendations as to specific statis- statistical

tical abstracts, or surveys as they may be better designated, it is

perhaps not necessary to attempt more than an outline of some of

the surveys likely to be of general use. Each business will demand
its own particular form of surveys. There will be an economical

limit to the volume of statistics that can be dealt with, and the selec-

tion must be confined to the periodical surveys that can be put to

proper use.

Particular attention has been given in the planning of the works

accounting system dealt with in this book, so that the several

stages in the ordinar}' accounting routine lend themselves to adminis-

trative purposes.

Starting with the works expenditure, a survey of the fortnightly

totals of the purchases, etc., tabulated under the same headings as

recommended for the Works Expenditure Book, will involve only

a few minutes' work at each account period, and will be most useful

in detecting the tendencies of purchases for special purposes, and

purchases for stock puqx)scs, also of the value of process and stock

products.

The other side of the matter, as regards material used, ran !>
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Statistical derived just as readily from the Stock Ledger in the process of
urveys.

agreeing the issue totals with the Cost Allocation.

By the aid of these two surveys, some control can be exercised as

to the investment in stock practically continuously throughout the

year.

The means that are thus given to the General Manager to criticise

the stock control efficiency of the works, also provides the Works

with the opportunity of demonstrating the efficiency of that control.

After all, administrative statistics should not be considered as

onh^ designed to serve for adverse criticism, for the means that

ensure fair criticism should as equally ensure the recognition of

good work done.

Turning to wages expenditure, the totals to be derived from the

5-1 16. Works Expenditure Book are not sufficient for survey purposes.

5-30- The Wages Allocation Summaries will, however, furnish very

useful data.

The direct wages figures for each group of orders (sale and non-

sale) in each department will be particularly serviceable in indicat-

ing the direction in which the works' energies are being absorbed.

It will show the direct wages element entering into non-sale orders.

The secondary wages figures will be of especial value and should

be expressed as a ratio of the direct wages (machine and hand

together) for each department.

The amount of the overtime charges will be also a portent of

some significance.

Again the shop charges totals, representing the allocation of works

expenses to the work-in-hand, can be advantageously used by work-

ing out the percentage that each departmental total is of the grand

total.

The comparison of percentages for successive periods can then be

usefully plotted on squared paper to give a visual or graphic repre-

sentation of the relative burden of works expenses that is carried by

each department.

There v.ill also be for each department a normal apportionment

of works expenses that the product of that department should

carry, by the application of normal shop charge rates, and graphical

charts of the shop charge totals tor each amount period will indicate

whether the normal departmental expenses are being met.

On the same chart, by figures derived from the Shop Charges Book,

should be plotted in distinctive colour ink the curve representing

the actual departmental expenses as apportioned.

The chart would be cumulative in form, so that the total of each

period is added to the previous total, and the curve rises from zero

at the beginning to the year's total at the end.
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Curves can be plotted of the departmental expenses appnrtioiuil statiHticai

and the shop charges applied. Two diagonal lines can l)e also

drawn, one to represent the reference total of departmental expenses

assumed in working out the normal shop charge rates and one to

represent the total departmental expenses of the previous year

spread evenly over the fortnightly account periods.

With such charts prepared for each department, and a similar

one prepared for the works as a whole, a very real insight is obtained

as to the trend of the relative factory efficiency. The charts will

show also the extent to which the normal shop charge rates corre-

spond with the actual current conditions.

The next survey that may be advocated can also be with advantage

in graphic form, and that is one showing the relation of sales to

delivered order costs. The sales figures will be derived from the

financial books, and the delivered order costs from the Delivered s-138.

Orders Cost Abstracts.

The chart should be in cumulative form, with a diagonal reference

line indicating the minimum turnover considered necessary to meet

normal commercial expenses, and a further curve representing the

previous j'car's turnover.

The comparison of estimated costs with actual costs is referred

to in Section II e. This comparison might be usefully developed

to deal with classes of product, during n given period, in the form

of a chart.





SECTION V

ROUTINE FORMS

This section comprises a set of forms that are offered to help focus introductory
Remarks

the discussion that has gone before, to assist the reader in settHng

routines to suit his own particular needs, and possibly to guide him

in designing his own forms. The illustrations are not to scale,

and usually only headings are given.

In attempting to catei for a wide range of conditions, the forms

are not only full in point of numbers but also in point of detail.

They further represent an achieved organisation rather than the

stages by which that organisation can be obtained. This means

that the reader must discriminate for himself as to what does or

what does not apply to his business. Being clear as to his own goal

he must further decide, in the hght of his own conditions, by what

stages he shall accomplish the organisation that shall represent

efficiency for him. The reader is recommended, therefore, to note

down from time to time, in the space provided opposite each form,

those points which his business necessitates he should keep in mind.

Notes of this sort in conjunction with the concrete form examples

before him will be found invaluable for reaching a sound decision

when problems of organisation come up for settlement.

The virtues of any one routine, as embodied in these forms, are

not necessarily dependent on the acceptance of all or any of the

other one hundred and forty-four examples that are given.

Notes are given as to the routine applicable to each form, more to

demonstrate a possible interlinking or co-ordinating of all the forms

than to dogmatise as to a best system for all conditions.

Local conditions must finally mould any and every routine,

so that suggestion without knowledge of these conditions can

perhaps only go as far as to stimulate the reader to criticise his own

methods in the hght of a different outlook.

The reader is also referred to the remarks in the Introduction

relative to this section, and in Section II b—Routine Organisation.
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COMMENTS AND NOTES FROM OTHER SOURCES.
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5-1. STAFF EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION.

w. lu.ank a co. ltd., efficiency workh,

Kncunkeks and Mani'kacturkrs. Main Uoad,
London

Deak Sir,

In tho event o( a suitable vacancy occurring, your application will be duly considered If

you return this form to us carefully lllled up in your own handwritinR. Kcfcrcnres to present

employers will not bo made before an interview ha.s taken place. Only copies of testinionialB

should be submitted, as tliey cannot bo returned, and should preferably be on this size sheet

and typewritten.

.\ppli('atii)ns are liept for three months only.

Wo cannot undertake to answer any enciuiries as to vacancies.

Yours faithfully

W. BLANK & CO. LTD.

Capacity in which emplojinent is sought

Previous Employer
Dates.

{ Business. Position Uelu.
From To

Particulars of Certificates and Diplomas c

No. of Testimonials enclosed

ISTBEVISW NOTES (CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE). Teems of Enoaoeicent—ir Arranobd.

Form u.sed for sending to applicants for staff positions. In the case of an adver-

tised vacancy, form is sent out to likely applicants, with a covering letter arranging

an interview. Fares are not usually allowed to successful applicant.

Form size same as letter paper (say lo' x 8'). Printed with margin for filing.

6-1.
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COMMENTS AND NOTES FROM OTHER SOURCES.
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6-2. STAFF ATTENDANCE BOOK.

W. B. & CO. LTD. Week cndlriR Saturday

Plea.<!o siRii "l-N" immediiitoly on arrival, aii(J siRn "OUT" on departure at end of day.

Arrivals aii.l dpi)arture9 at otiior than the reRular times arc to be entered In rfd ink. This rule

applies when lateness exceeds live minutes.

Namb. MONDAY.
Time. liiltUl*.

TVB8DAT.
Time InltUI*

WBDNXBDAT.
Tlmo. InitUln.

Thursday.
Time. InltUU

1 lllPA'i .

Tiinp. Iiiltl«U

- \i 1 i;ii\V.

Tkii- IiiitlitN.

In

Oct

Is

Oxn

Passed by Head
of Dept.

This book is arranged for the names of the staff to be set down in a fixed order

beforehand and for initialhng in the prescribed spaces to be sufficient. The fixed

order makes reference easy, and absence is indicated by blank squares. I.ate arrival

and overtime is indicated by the use of red ink. Size of book may be foolscap

(I3'x8').

5-3. WEEKLY STAFF REPORT.

W. B. & CO. LTD.
Dbpt Week ending Saturday

Name. M. TV. W. TH. F. S. How Employed. Order
No.

Total
Hrs.

Chargeable
to Orders.

Genbrax

1

Signed Head of Dept.

The.se reports are particularly necessary in the case of the Drawing Office, when
time of draughtsmen is booked against specific orders. A column is provided for

aggregating the items of a general cliaracter. The form might be used for Charge-

hands and Inspectors, even when paid by the hour, and not therefore strictly on
the staff. The time allocated as " Cieneral " in the second money column would
be debited as a whole to the appropriate Standing Order (see Works Accounts).

Size of form, say, 8'x lo'.

5'.

.5^T.
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5-4.

Geticnil Office 393

INWARDS CORRESPONDENCE ENDORSEMENT STAMP.

Inwards letters are endorsed
witli tliis stamp, which dates

and numbers consecutively at

one operation. The numbers
correspond with those in the

Inwards Correspondence Regis-

ter, which is entered up from
the letters. The time of receipt

would only be necessary after

the first morning's delivery.

File No. has reference to the

folder or cover in which letter

is filed, a copy of reply being

filed with same.

REO'D TIHB

Dkpt.
TO

Rkpiy

Copies
TO

NO-

REPLY Dated File No.

5-5.

W. B.

INWARDS CORRESPONDENCE REGISTER.

& CO. LTD. Tki,ki;kams.

Entered in red
or unilerlined

in red.

• FOUMAL Ackno\vi,i;i)()mi;nt. Sheet No.

\Cutoff
^ when

Clear

Date assumed same as received unless
noted.

p/a -preUm. ack., f/a -final. Date.

Ref.
No.

Time
rec'd.

Sender.
!
Subject

I Key
i

Words.

Copies
sent
to

Dept.
to

reply.

Summary of Contents
if original leaves Corr. Off. Aclc.

Reply
Letter
sent,

File
No.

This register is arranged in sheet form to facilitate typing the entries. The size

of sheet may correspond with the folders in use, usually about S.ji'x ii'. The corner

is to be cut off when all the letters registered thereon have been dealt with. The
column for Subject Key Words is merely as an aid to finding the entry of any
particular letter.

5-6.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

CORRESPONDENCE INDEX CARD.

File No..

Telkorams.

o-G.

This card is arranged for typing in name and address, or printing in same by
means of an addressing machine. The entries on the cards may refer to subject

subdivisions under the main file No., and/or may give the dates of the more important

letters sent and received. Size of card may be 4' x 6'.
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5-7.

W. It. A CO. LTD.

Genera/ OJfice

ILLUSTRATIONS REGISTER.

395

Class Kek. No.

Blook.

style

Made by.

Date Cost

EtBOTBOs (OB Photos) sbnt out.

No. To Date Date
sent, returnud.

This register is arranged in removable sheet form rallicr llian on cards. A pull

from the block or copy of photo is attached to each sheet. When the space pro-

vided for entering " electros sent out " is filled, extra slips can be attached. The
No. column should be filled in—one line for each electro—as the electros are ordered,

and re-entry made when electros are returned, though usually it hardly pays to

get electros returned. This will show the margin of electros available. Size of

sheet possibly 8J'x n".

.5-7.

5-8. SALES PROMOTION INDEX CARD.

W. B. A iO. J,T1).

Credit
Status.

Traveller.
Correspond-

once
File No.

1-5.

Tratellkb's
Calls.

Report. Date.

litkratcrk
Left or sent.

Key. Date.

FOBM LETTBBS
Sbnt.

Key. Date.

Enquihibs
Reoeived.

QUOTN.
Sbnt.

Date.
Class of
Uoods. Ref.

Orders
Received.

Order
No. Date.

This card is intended for following up travellers' calls and encjuirics, and for .sales

promotion by correspondence. The squares at head of card are for applying signal

tabs to indicate class of goods in which firm is known to be interested. This facili-

tates sending out of specialised literature. The entries as to travellers' calls will

be derived from the Daily Reports. Key letters or symbols arc used to indicate the

respective catalogues, pamphlets and circular letters. The cards may Ije headed
by means of addressing machines, as u.sed for envelopes (sec al.so Correspondence
Index Card). Size of card, 5' x 8'. Possibly different colours for different travellers'

districts may be useful, or as between exporters, factors and agents.
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5-9. ESTIMATE DETAIL SHEET.

W. B. & CO. Hi). KSTIMATE No.

For Sheet No

Description.

eg.

J
Ma-
terial

Cost.

Pro-
cess
Pro-
duct.

Direct Wages.

£ Mn-
Q ;| cliine.

Hand.

.Date.

Sliop
Ctiargus.

Notes.

These detail sheets will enumerate every coiupDiuut. an<l iiiim^^ icjuiml accurding
to Drawings and Specifications. The column for Process Product will comprise mainly
Castings and Forgings. Shop Charges will be applied for estimating purposes as a
percentage of Direct Wages (cither Machine or Hand, and varied according to

department), although applied on basis of time worked in the cost accounts. Com-
ponents entered at inclusive stock prices to be on separate sheet. Each estimate will

be summarised on an Estimate Reference Sheet, for comparison with actual cost, if

order obtained. Size of sheet may be S'x 13".

.'7-.0.

5-10. ESTIMATE REFERENCE SHEET.! S.\i-F,s

Ordee
No.

\V. B. A- CO. LTD.
Date of Estimate.

Order
„ completed ...

PAKTIOrLARS OF ORDER.

Estimate
No.

Class Class No.

For

-,10.

Bef. Estimate. Notes. Eef

,

Drawings, Patterus,
Jigs and Special
Tools

Material
Process Products
Component.-* at
Stock Prices

Direct Wages,
Machine
Hand

Secondary (as %
of al>ove)

Shop Charges

Contingency
Allowance

Final Inspection,
Packing and
Despatch

Certified.

Date

Costs.

Drawings, Patterns,
Jigs and Special
Tools

Mat'l, Special Purch.
,, General Stock

Component Stock
Process Products

Direct Wages, Machine
„ Hand
„ Secondary

>liop Charges

Direct Overtime All'ce

Errors and ])efect<j

Disbursements

Final Inspection,
Packing and
Despatch

Certified

,

Date

Notes.

This sheet is arranged to serve first as a summary for each estimate, as worked up
on the Estimate Detail Sheets. Should an order eventuate, the costs will be entered,

in the columns provided, in groups corresponding with the estimate. In printing

the form, space may be provided at the foot for comments on the points suggested

by comparison of costs against estimate. When comj)!cte, and the more obviously

necessary investigations made, each set of figures should be submitted to the General

Manager. The size of sheet may be 10' x 8', with margin at side for fihng.
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6-11. TENDER ''H-

W. BLAXK & CO. LTD.
TKLEORAMS: Enffinfers and Mntiufarturm, TELEPHONE:

Ulankco, London. ErnoiSNCY Works, Main KoAn, 000, London.

London.

RR7 IJATE

Kindly quote both when replying.

DBAS Sirs,

ARrecably to your instructions of ref we have

pleasure in submitting this quotation, as detailed below, and trust same will enable you to pasa us

your orders, which at all times will have our strict attention.

Yours faithfully,

For and on behalf of

W. BL.\NK <fc CO. LTD.

Delivered

Estimated Time of DeUvery In caae of strikea or stoppages

through unforeseen circumstances deliveries may be suspended.

Terms of account: Monthly, less 21 "„ cash discount.

Packages will be charged for and credited in full, if returned promptly in good condition, carriage

paid.

This offer is open for dajrs.

When the nature of the business requires it, tenders may be sent out in neat

folders, suitably printed, containing specifications and photos mounted on sheets.

The set of papers and folder should be securely fastened together. In some busi-

nesses it may be necessary to emphasise that " this ofTcr will not apply to less

quantities than specified herewith." In other cases, it will be advisable to incorporate

a note to the effect that " We do everything in our iiower to ensure good material

and workmanship together with quick despatch, but we disclaim all responsibility

for failure in any of these respects beyond the replacement uh.r.ver practicable, of

defective work." Size of form same as letter paper.
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6-12.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

General Office

OFFICE ORDER.

401

Date issued

.

OROKR No.

Copt
FOR

CCSTOKRR Cnstomei'B

Reference

Date

;-/•

Dbutbrt (Address of Consignee to be given if goods not to be sent direct to Customer)

i'aokaoes

Makkeu

Route Carriage

Urlircry required

Invoice Ref.

Chedced .Acknowledgment sent Order approved

Price and Terms o( P»ymeut

Our Tender No

Copies issued to

1. Invoice Clerls

( Estimator and
"

1 Works Accountant
3. Worlcs Manager

4. Drawing Office

5. Worlcs Office

6. Warehouse

Shipping Instructions

Marine Insurance

Deliveries

DeapaUb Ref. Qnan. Dat«

Completed ./

Signed ./

These orders should be typewritten, and with suitable paper and machine, six

copies may be obtained at one typing. The form is termed " office order," for

use either as a Sales Order, Sales Repairs and Sundries Order, Stock Manufacturing
Order, E.xperimental, Demonstration or any other class of order.* In the case of

Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders it may be pos.sible to manage with three copies
(Invoice Clerk, Works Office and Warehouse). The bottom right hand comer is to

be cut off when the order is completely invoiced. Rubber stamp endorsements
will serve to mark items to come from a Stock Manufacturing Order and whether
goods are in warehouse or in progress. The size of form may be 10' x 8'.

5-18. ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ORDER. ^;.?.

W. BLANK & CO. LTD., Efflciency W.tK^, Mun 1; . 1, I.-npon.

Date.

Your Order, No for...

is to hand and has our strict attention.

We enter at prices as per

and anticipate malcing delivery

W. B. A Co. Ltd.

This acknowledgment may be in postcard form with advertising matter thereon.

•Acknowledgments will not be necessary if goods are despatched same day.

• For Production Order tmder Sales Order Ref. sec Form 5-49.
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5-14. ENQUIRY. 6-14.

Telkorams :

Blankco, London".

W. BL.ANK .V ( t). 1,1 I).

Enginffrt and Manufacturers,

Efficie.ncy Works, Main Uoau,
I,()NMM)N.

Telkpuunk:
000, London.

Railway Sipinq
8krvki) by cj.w.
&L.AN.W.KY8. Ret. Date

Kindly quote both when replyiiiB.

Dear Sirs,

We bed to invite your quotation, statinR your best trade and cash discounts, for the

supply of the undermentioned goods.

W^e particularly request that you state your shortest time for delivery or, should you not have the

goods iu stock, when you could commence delivery and at what rate you could continue.

Yours faithfully.

For and on behalf of

W BLANK & CO. LTD.

Hoods to be delivered carriase paid to these works.

Price to be stated per

Terms of account Monthly, less 2| % unless otherwise quoted.

Packages to be credited in full when returned.

Quotation to be received not later than first post on

This form may be printed on ordinary letter paper, but an entirely special

form is usually worth while. Enquiries for estimating purposes only should be

so marked. The acknowledgment of unaccepted quotations is a courteous practice

that obviates enquiries and saves a certain amount of time. A post card (with

advertisement matter thereon) may be used, stating " We have duly considered

your quotation of ref for which we thank you, but find ourselves

unable to pass you an order on the present occasion." Size of form, say, 10' x 8'.
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6-16. PURCHASE ORDER.

TelcRrains :

Blankco, Lo.suos.

W. nL.ANK cS: ( (). I/I' I).

Eiigiiiei-rs and Manufaclurfrs.

Ekfioie.voy Works, Main IIo.vd

London.

Telephone :

000, London.

IlEgs. No.

Railway Sidino Served by
G. W. AND L. & N. W. Rvs.

Purchase (Ikdkk No. Date

.

It is important to ua that this Order No.
be marked on the packaRes and quoted
on Advice of Despatcli and Invoice.

To be
This Order rer|iiires to be acknowledged noted

and delivery confirmed.

We rely on your sending us by post an
Advice of Despatch the same day as
goods are sent.

in your
Order
liook.

Please supply and deliver carriage free to above works.

Usual Terms : Monthly, less 2\ %.
Specification .Sheets enclosed.

Deuvery
Requirements.

Price or
QuoTN. Rep.

Purchase Orders require to be in triplicate, the second copy remaining with the

Buyer and the third copy going to the Receiving Clerk, without prices. It will be
generally found better to have all three copies loose, rather than for the third to be fast

in book form, so as to facilitate reference and to allow the orders to be typewritten.
Sometimes, as a safeguard and for numerical reference, the top or executive copy is

copied, after being signed, in a press letter book, the order Nos. being added before

copying to correspond with the letter book folio. It is generally desirable to confine

each order to one item. The back of the Receiving Clerk's copy may be ruled for enter-

ing receipts of goods thereon. Provision is made for noting the Purcha.se Requisition
No. Each order will need to be signed by a suitable aiithority, frequently by the
General Manager—a rubber stamp endorsement is a.ssumed for identifying the

signature. The Buyer should .see that every order is acknowledged and deUvery
conditions accepted. The General Stores will take over the following-up of each order
as to delivery. Size of form may be 6i'x8', or even letter size with advantage.
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5-18. WORKMAN S ENGAGEMENT FORM.

W. 1! L.V.N K A 1(1. l.ll>.. I.UNPON.

Tiiiio of stiirtiiig.

IJATB.

.Njinio in full

.Ago (if under 21) years on

.Marrioil or Single Trade.

WluTo apprenticed

IJBIT.

407

CHKCK No.

NIW NOS.

Particulaks op Last Employment.

Employer's Name in full

,, Address

Capacity in which employed

Foreman's Name

Dept Check No

Length of service Date of leaving Cause

Rat«
Wages

o, f

per hour.

.per week of hours.

.per day of hours.

I certify the above particulars to be correct, and seek employment subject to the regulations

in force at these Works.

Official copies of all Works Regulations
affecting workmen may be seen at the
Gatehouse or at Foreman's Office.

Signed Applicant.

Partioxtlass of Preyious Employment, if any, ax these Works.

Dept. Check No. Last
Kate.

Length of
Service.

Date of
Leaving.

Cause. Ability.
General
Conduct.

Time-
keeping

I recommend that the above named applicant be

engaged as a

commencing at the rate of per week of 53 hours.

Signed Foreman.

Normal Hate
Ai)proved by

Works Manager.

Insurance Cards received
_. ^ -^^ I Ti • 1 in good order.
Character written for Received

(Not required for men employed here within previous fi months or for IN :ilth
"i,,<nt

Apprentices).

Discharge
Note Wages
(upper

I

Advices
portion) attached
attached

here.
here.

Advanced in rate

.

Character sent to on.

This form will be made out under the direction of the Wages Office, and, after

approval of Works Manager, will be filed under the man's name, with a cross index

under check Nos. Size of form may be 10' x 8', doubled in half for filing in card

cabinet, the name being written on the back accordingly.
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5-17. WORKMAN'S CHARACTER REPORT.

IMUVAIE AND CONFIDENTIAL. Efficiency Works,
Main Roai>, London.

Dejir .*?irs,

The umlennentioneil has applied to us for eniployintMit, KiviiiK tht; imrticiilar« stated below

concerning his service with you.

We shall feel greatly obliijed if you will be good enough to conllrm or correct the applicant's

statement and to 1111 in the further confldential particulars requested—returning this form at your

earliest convenience, if possible per return of post.

Thanking you in advance.
\ours faithfully,

For and on behalf of

W. BLANK & CO. LTD.,

S. Brown,
Works Manager.

APPLICANT'S Statement.
CONnRMATION (\') OR

CORKECTION.

.Check No Age.

Name

Dept

Foreman

Capacity in which employed

Length of Service Date of leaving.

CONFIDENTIAX PARTICTLASS.

Rate of Wages per week of hours.

Cause of lea\ing

Ability as workman

General Conduct and Industry

Timekeeping

Is Applicant at present in receipt of compensation ?

.

Date Signed

These reports will bear a return address on the back and be sent out stamped

for reply—or, preferably, with a stamped addressed envelope marked " Works

Manager." A space is indicated at the foot of the form, in which the Works Manager

will indicate his approval of the character received. Size of form should be same

as Engagement Forms (5-16). and be ultimately attached to same.
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5-18. /'//

IVd^cs Office .\\i

cli.MkNo
\.

Present Rate Proposetl

To date from

Transfer from Oept

6-18 WAGES ADVICE SLIP.

W. B. it l(>. Ml'.

ConceminR Workman

Wl -IS.

.Check No.

rrusont
Kat«.

Wages Advance
recommended.

Transfer from Dept.

Propoeed
Rate.

Suspended on account of

Suspended for /Tool Clearance
\ Ticket issued.

To date
from.

Wks. Mgr.'s
Signature

Foreman's
Signature.

Date.

These slips will be made out by the respective foremen and passed to the Wages

Office, who will submit them to Works Manager for approval, accompanied (when

an advance in pav is in question) by the man's Engagement Form and Kate Sheet,

thus informing the Works Manager fairly fully of the man's record to date. In the

case of transfers, which should be reported by the Foreman of the Dept. receiving

the man, the Tool Stores and Foreman will need to be advised by the Wages Office

as to the man's new check No. The form is arranged for a counterfoil record,

to be kept by the Foreman, though a carbon copy would be quite feasible. Size

of form should suit space provided on the Engagement Forms, say, aj^xe'.

The sUps and counterfoils are numbered. See Form 5-21 as to Tool Clearance

Ticket.

5-19. WORKMAN S RATE SHEET.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

Year. Name. Check No.

Notes r?-IxstJRASCE Stamps, Exkhpttons, Etc.,

AND APPRENTICES' ADVANCES.

Check
No.

Wages
Week
No.

Rate.

Insurance Stamps.

Workman. Employer.

Health. Unemp. Health. Unemp

Absence.
Extra
Pay.

Total
Earn-
ings.

o go

•ID.

This sheet is designed to serve in the first instance as the office register for

checking the rates and insurance stamp values as entered on the Wages Sheets.

In the latter case variations from regular values will have to be verified bv the

person checking, and the amended value entered in register in red ink. Otherwise

a tick for each week serves to continue any rate or stamp value and to confirm that

stamping was involved. See discussion, Section Illb. There is thus built up a

clear record for claiming Unemployment Refund from the Insurance Commissioners.

Pending changes in contributions owing to passing of age 16 can be indicated against

the week No. first concerned, thus obviating oversight. It is convenient to extend

the functions of this sheet to include a record of Time Lost and Extra Pay each

week for administrative purposes and a record of Total Earnings each week for

Accident Compen.sation purposes, as well as for general survey by the Works
Manager. A column is provided for Check No. in case of changes during the course

of the year. The Check No. at head of sheet would then be altered, and the

sheet moved into corresponding sequence. The use of Wages Week Nos. allows

them to be printed in for any year, and a table will give the corresponding week
ending date. The form should be printed to give 52 weeks in two sets of 26 on the

one side only of the sheet. Size of form may be 8 J' x 11'. Margin at sido lor lilim;
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6-20.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

// dgt'S Office

WORKMAN'S DISCHARGE NOTE.

413

To TIIK W'AliKS OIKIlK. Date.

Timekeeping I Pli'""*"^ I'"y «" Workimu. Check No.

Length of Service
' »t t..-,lay (Tool Store Chargehand notmed).

Capacity in whicli employed

Reason o( Discharge

Ability as a Workman

General conduct and industry

Not«s as to re-em-
ployment, etc.

Works Manager.

Payment Due.

Tool Clearance

Ticket must be

obtained and

attached here

before payment
is made.

.\t least one hour's notice

should be given to Wages Office.

TIME. Date. Name.

Foreman.

Check No.

ForWeekNo "j Time Wages hra. @....

ending i Extra Pay

Less Insurance (Workman's) Health Unemp.

Insurance (Employer) Health Unemp.

Certified Wages Clerk.

Checked and
Paid by Received by..,

5-20.

Insurance Cakds
Received.

Health. Unemp.

These Discharge Notes are made out by the Foreman as to the upper portion,

except as to the left-hand side, which is filled m by the Wages Office. This upper

portion is detached by the Wages Clerk before submitting same to Works Manager,

and only the lower portion is seen by the workman when being paid. A Tool

Clearance Ticket (5-21), when received, must be attached as indicated. Size of

form to suit space provided on Engagement Form for attachment of upper form,

sav, 2 J' X 7' for each portion, or 5' x 7' in all.

This form may be used, as to the lower portion, for paying off suspended men.

The upper portions would be left blank and destroyed.

The Cashier will receive the " payment due " voucher from the Wages Office,

and only pay out on presentation by the workman of his time card. The vouchers,

after payment, may be mounted in a guard book for reference.

Dept.

6-21. TOOL CLEARANCE TICKET.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

To THE Wages Office. The tools booked out

on loan to Check No
have, with
returned.

the following exceptions, been

Total Amt. of Wages to be held back.

6-21.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

To the Tool Stoke Chaboeha.nd.

Check No

is leaving at to-day.

is to he suspended at to-day.

Plea.se therefore look into his tool account
and see that all is satisfactory before iMuing
attached Tool Clearance Receipt to him on his

applying for same.

Date Signed Date Signed ^.. ........

Foreman. Tool Store Chargehand.

Value.

This ticket is designed so that the Tool Store Chargehand may have the necessary

advice before any man leaves, and be prepared with the Tool Clearance Receipt

at the appointed time. The workman should be informed by his Foreman as to

leaving or suspension, and should apply accordingly for a Tool Clearance Ticket.

Size of form to suit Discharge Note, say, zj'x 7', perforated down centre.

5-21.
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5-22. TIME CARD

Namk.

IVages Office 415

Week No.

CllKOK No.

EMOiNa Wednesday.

Only Clock stampino will be reooqnised.

Before
Brntk-
(lUt

After
Break-
fMt.

Fiiiiih.

luti.

Wanes Oinc« will

nil them In

I
IK I IK I IM I OUT

time
Allow-
aiice.

This can) is Issued agala on Fridays as a Fay Card.

W. Blank * Co.
Ltd.

Check No.

Night
Shift
Stamp-
ings.

A
H

P
M

A
H

A
H

P
M

On
Starting.

After
Supper.

For
Supper.

On nn-
ishing.

Late
Dinner
Hour.

For '

dinner.

After
Dinner. i

1

In.
1

In. In. Out.

All Overtime must be authorised by
an Overtime Ticket unless whole de-

partment working late.

This Time Card is shown with the reverse side alongside the front of the card.

The notes incorporated in the design as to the apphcation of the " clocking " spaces

are not usually necessary, and are only inserted by way of demonstration. A
rubber stamp endorsement on the back of the card (right-hand view) will serve for

entering any deductions from pay when card is used as a Pay Card. Extra Pay
Slips can be attached by stapling, giving details of Extra Pay and Special Allow-

ances. The segment at top of card is to indicate which side out for stamping,

and affords distinction if different coloured inks are used in lieu of coloured cards.

Size of card to suit time recorder (say 7' x 3 J*)-

6-23. OVERTIME TICKET.
W. B. & CO. LTD.

Date

This is to authorise and instruct Workman,
Check No to work overtime

till p.m. on Order No

SiKned Foreman.

5-24. WORKMAN S GATE-PASS.
W. B. & CO. LTD.

Date

This is to authorise Workman, Name
Check No

to pass at

Business

A.D. Ref Foreman.

As indicated on Time Card above,

Overtime Tickets are necessary for

authorising all overtime, other when
the whole dept. is working late. The
tickets will be handed to the Gate-
keeper servuig as a gate-pass. Size

of form, say, 2j'x34'.

Passes for men leaving early or arriv-

ing at unusual hours are necessary for

effective gate control. Size of form,

sav, 2 J' X 3 J'. Colour should be distin-

guishable readily from Overtime Ticket.

A.D. Ref. means .\dvice of Despatch
No. when man is sent to an Away Job.
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5-25. JOB ADVICE SLIP.

W. li. A CO. Ml).

1).
I

t Check No.

Change
of

Job.

OFF

ON

Sub.
Order
No.

Piirt

No.
(tpcrii-

tlon.

Ma-
chine
No.

Strike out
wonlB that
do not apply

Finislied.
Interrupted

Start.
Restart.

Time and Date.

Adjtstment asked for.

INSTSUCTION TO WAGES OFFICE.

Signed.

Workman.

Signed

5-26. JOB TICKET.
W. B. & CO. LTD.

Description. Dwg. No.

Sub Order
No.

Office Order
No.

Part No. Pattern Mark. Quantity

Operation. Prepara-
tion Time
per Batch.

Operat-
ing Time
per Piece.

Total
Time
Limit.

Stjvoe Ticket (5-97)

attached herb.

Check
No.

Wage ! Mach.
Rate. No.

I Week
No.

HrB. 1 Less ^.j

'work- Ad- Counted
ed. j'm'te.

^o"nt«'»

EXTRA Pat Due.

Ateraqb Time
Taken Per Pisos.

ATBBAOB No. PtBOBS
Pee Houb.

Tlu'sc .slips arc made out by the- men
at each change of job, and deposited

in suitable boxes for collection at short

intervals by the Chargchand, who
aiiproximalely confirms: times and
sends to Hatefixcr. Ke-start Slijjs may
pa.ss direct to Wages Office. Adjust-

ments in respect to hard material,

faulty tools, etc., or preparation allow-

ance for a re-start will be ilea It with on
this slip by the Katefixtr or perhaps by
the Foreman. A Time Recorder may
be utilised for stamping time and date,

preferably at the Chargehand's de.sk.

Job Ticket Nos. are avoided, and refer-

ence made to Sub-Order Nos. only on the

assumption that the Sub-Order batches

will not be further split up in working.

Size of form may be 2j'x 3 J". Dis-

tinctive colours sliould be used tor

Machine Work and Hand Work.

Job Tickets are made out by the

Katefixer or his assistant from the Job
Advice Shps as far as possible, and
confirmed by reference to the job

itself, which will be necessary for

passing the time hmit.

The amount of descriptive information

required will vary according to the

sufficiency of a Part No. or A.U. Ref.

by itself.

The Job Tickets and Job Advice

Slips are passed as quickly as po.«sible

to the Wages Office—the slips being

there utilised for making up the Weekly
Time Allocation Sheet (5-28).

The completion of each Job Ticket

involves receipt of a Stage Ticket (5-97)

with particulars of quantities passed

as correct. The Stage Tickets are

attached to the respective Job Ticket.s.

Provision is made for entering up the

time worked, and this ruling may be con-

tinued on the back of ihe card.

Adjustments of the time worked in

respect to the time counted against the

time hmit must be authorised by Job
Advice Slip.s. The ruling for entering

the extra pay due will depend on the

plan adopted for calculating same.

The averages indicated at foot of form

are for Job Data purposes. Only one

average need usually be worked out.

The Job Tickets may require to be

numbered for identification purposes,

but this will hardly be necessary if a

sun-order scheme is adhered to. Size of

form may be same as Time Card (5-22).

5-26.
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6-27. DAILY TIME SLIP. Dato..

W. B. & CO. Ml'.

Mach. No Wk. No Check No.

Sub
Order
No.

Partioitlars op
Work Done.

Time
On.

Time
Off.

Entered.

Wages Office.

Passed. Above is

Correct.

Foreman. Workman.

Hours
on
Job.

Total

Daily Slips on these lines ;iu- neces-

sary for allocating the time of men on

short jobs or on work for other rea.sons

not amenable to Job Advice Slips (5-25).

The particulars given are sum-
marised on Weekly Time Allocation

Sheets in the Wages Office, when over-

time allowances can be dealt with and

a certain amount of discretion used in

finally allocating the time as booked by

the workman.
Size of Slip may be 2 J" x 3^", made up

in pad form for issue to the men con-

cerned ready numbered, etc., or possibly

distributed daily when collecting the

previous day's sHps. Attention must
be given to ensure that the slips are

filled in promptly at the changes of job.

Colour of form should differ from Job
Advice Slip.

.'^.27.

6-28. WEEKLY TIME ALLOCATION SHEET.
W. B. <fe CO. LTD. Week No •"•,••„

Process Name Wages Rate CheckNo.

5-28.

O O

o<

tl.
. Ofl

£3
so
PUS

Liuel

Th. F. 8. M. Tu. W

Time ON
Houns
worked
Overtime
Allowikon

Time OFF

Wages Allocation.

Over-
time

Charges
A/c

(S 6-3).

Order
Series

Sale.

Order
Series

D.N.R.8. '!

ins I

Non-
Sale.

15"

These sheets may be headed by a mechanical addressing machine.

The sheet is designed to serve several functions. Firstly, the times"ON" and "OFF"
as derived from the Job Advice Shps are entered in the spaces provided. This allows

a ready survey that the changes of jobs as notified exactly cover the week's time. The

hours to be accounted for each day are derived from the Time Cards, and entered at

the top of the column for each day's time in the spaces provided. The Wages Office

have to complete these sheets, and will learn from the Job Advice Slips if job is finished,

so that the time to date on Unfinished Jobs can be carried forward to the next week's

sheets. This arrangement will provide figures for booking the time on the Job

Tickets. Some bookings may come from Daily Time Slips.

The treatment of Overtime Allowances may be by allocating to orders or to a special

account (see discussion). The provision made on sheet provides for either course as

occasion demands. Analysis is provided for the Wages .Mlocation of the Direct Wages

(as distinct from Overtime .Mlowances) under two headings of Sale and Non-Sale. This

will allow some useful figures to be built up on the Departmental Time Allocation

Summary. The provision made for Shop Charges allows for the use of individual

rates for each producing unit {.see di.scussion), or for flat departmental rates, applied

preferably as an hourly rate or burden. Size of form may be 7'x loi'. Distinctive

colours, as adopted for Job .Advice Slips, and Daily Time Slips, should be used for

Machine Work and Hand Work. Secondary Labour, such as Inspection on the one

hand, and unskilled labour on the other, may be entered on white sheets.
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5-29. EXIRA PAl
W. B. & (

LIP.

LTD.
The results of each job as rcconlcfl on

the respective Job Tickets are sum-

Process. Week No. Check No. marised each week under each man s

No. on these slips. The total extra

pay due for the week is entered in the

outside column. The slips are arranged

in perforated strip form and for a carbon

copy to be taken. From this copy

the individual totals are entered on

the Wages Sheets. Grand totals are

made on the carbon copies for checking

against the Wages Sheet grand totals.

As the Works Accounts Office require the

Sub. Order
No.

carbon copies lor cost allocation pur-

poses, folded loose sheets are preferable to the carbon copies being fast in a book.

Colour scheme suggested for Job Advice SUps should be followed. Size of slij)

may be 2j'x 3" for attaching, by staple, to the Time Card. Similar slips may be

utilised for recording Special Allowances. Jobs on which the Time Limit is

exceeded should be entered on Excess Time Slips arranged on these Unes and duly

issued to the men.

6-30. DEPARTMENTAL WAGES ALLOCATION SUMMARY.
W. B. <fe CO. LTD. Figures below assumed efficiency

1

Order
Series.

1 1

Wages Tj
t

Divisions. 1

^*'*"^- Dept. Dept Dept. Dept.

1

GROSS Totals.

Wages Divisions.
| Order
Group

Uachln.>.
j

Hand.
|
aecondury'

Sale
A.B.C.

Machine
Hand 1

Secondary
]—— -— -

1

—

1 1

!

— — - —— —

Non-
Sale
D.N.R.S.

Machine
Hand
Secondary

PROCESS !^'';![.^'"^

PRODUCTS
s««'^;|,,„y —— —

SUKDRIBS
Machine
Hand
Secondary

Totel 1 II 1 ll 1

1
1

1 1

1

OVER-
TllfB
Allow-
JlNOBS

Machine
Hand
Secondary

1

- ll

Total 1
It

Extra
Pay

Machine II 1 1 |l

Hand

Total 1

1
!'

1 1

11, 1

SIMMARY
llEADT.

i 1 1 i 1 Time
Date

1

CertiShop
Charges

Machine
Hand

i

1

ll 1

— 1
1

1

fled

Total II 1 1 ll 1 Noted

Hours
Worked

Machine
Hand — Worka

Manager.
Total 1

This summary is arranged to facilitate agreement between the wages allocated

and wages paid. The figures as to allocation are derived from the individual

Weekly Time Allocation Sheets by mechanical means—any other method being

prohibitive in time and cost. The functions of the summary arc di.scus.scd under

Works Accounts. Certain other functions are possible in giving the Works Manager

a survey of the works activities in terms of money, and particularly to indicate

abnormal conditions antagonistic to commercial efficiency. Size of sheet must

depend on number of departments to be provided for.

20.

5-30.
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6-81.
w. IV \ rn. T/ri).

^agt's Office 4^3

e. ^ c S'? o ! 3 K

" J3 '^ * og M S

(PAT.

WAGES SHEET.

.Shkit ) Wbbk Endino Wbbk No.

i
I

>

E M
.5 <a

Gross
Wages.

Insurance.

Worker. Net
W.-ik'-

H'lhJ Un

i Insurance.'! Stumps.

RinploycT. Ilc'iillli. I'li'Miip,

irih r„ ' ': ': ': ';
'•

5-31.

In view of the number of totals involved, it is better to total each sheet separately

and summarise on another sheet—grouping the sheet totals to correspond with

the pay sections, as paid at one pay station, the sheets being marked at head

accordingly. The number of lines on each sheet should agree with the number
of Pay Tin Slips (5-33) in one sheet. To allow of advance writing up of sheets

as to check Nos. of names and rate (an addressing machine may be used), new men
should be entered at the tail end of the department for the first week. The wages

paid before the usual time {c.f^. to men leaving) should be entered on a separate

sheet, and not made up with the ordinary wages. Size of sheet may be i4i'x loj',

used on one side only, and held in binder (possibly separate for each fortnight).

5-32.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

WAGES ABSTRACT.
Week Ending. W IKK No.

Discharges interlined in black ink. Away Time noted at foot but paid through Petty Caah.

Dept.

No. WORKING.

Time
Wages.

Extra
Pay.

Special
Allow-
ances.

Deduc-
tions

(in red).

Dept.
Total
(for

alloca-
tions).

Insurance,

Employer's
Contri-
butions.

This abstract requires to be submitted to the Works Manager and General Manager.

It must agree in total with the summary of the Wages Sheets as made up for pay pur-

poses, with the inclusion of all wages paid before the usual time. The Dept. Totals

will ignore deductions made on behalf of the workers' insurance contribution.

These totals are used for checking the wages allocations. Size of form should agree

with Wages Sheets or of letter paper according to method of filing^

5-33. PAY TIN SLIP.

W. B. A to. LTD.

Check No.

Net Wages

These slips are arranged in sheets, the quantity agree-

ing with the number of lines on the Wages Sheets. The
net wages as entered on the slips are totalled and
compared with Wages Sheets. When in order, the

sUps are separated and the pay tins made up from them
and the slips put in the tins (see discussion). Notes

may be made on slip of any fines, amounts overpaid

or jLiid short, etc. Size of slip to suit pay tin.

5-84.
W. B. A CO. LTD.

UNCLAIMED PAY REPORT.
Pay 6 p.m., Friday,

To he filled in by Pay Clerk at end of pay and handed to Cashier with money in pay tlnit.

Pay Clerk and Ca.'tliier to sIrti. Time Card to be obtained by Workman from WaRes f>ffl«^ and

5-Si.

5-33.

5-34.

handed in when p.iy la rlnimiMl. After Mf)n(lny night,

Pay Ticket required from Wages Office to claim pay.
romninlnK pay tins' emptied and Special

Check
No.

Name. Notes, as on
Pay Tin Slip.

Amount
Un-

claimed.

|):il.-

I'aid.

Received by (if paid out
on Time Card) or

Voucher No. of Special
Pay Ticket.

Cash
FoUo.

The notes embodied in form sufficiently explain routine.

5'x8', with carbon duplicate (unprinted).

Size of form may be
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5-35. SPECIAL PAY TICKET.
W. B. A CO. LTD.

Payuble at o'clock on (or Wages Account, Week No enilink'

To THE Cashier.

Postal Address...

Please pay to Workman Check No.

5-S5.

Extra Pay (not made up at time of discharge) as per slip

Away Time as per time sheet attached

Current Week's Wages (in advance o( regular pay), on production of

Time Card

Wages unclaimed (on production of Time Card)

Cash to be accounted for (Passed Works Manager)

/^Voucher\

Total.
£ ». d.

Ckrtikikd by Paid by Received bt

W ,i_-.-srlrrk

This ticket serves for the Wages Office to control works payments without
handling any cash. Money required in advance for men going away, etc , is

authonsed by the Works Manager, the Wages Office having to see that an Away
Expen.ses Sheet is submitted for settlement in due course. Size of form, say,

5'x 8', with carbon duplicate (unprinted).

5-86.
W. B. & CO. LTD.
Receipted Bills are required for all

payments other than fares not covered
by allowance. Expenses must be
settledimmediate!yon return to Works.

AWAY EXPENSES SHEET.

Name Check No.

Where working

Date out Date of return.

5-36.

Date. Order No. Details of Expenses. Fares.

Workman's Signature Cash advanced Checked Material accounted for Passed

Wages Office Warehouse
Works Mgr.

The Wages Office will issue these sheets as money is advanced for Away Expenses,
and when workman returns, must see to prompt settlement. When Works Manager
has passed sheet (reference having been made to Warehouse as to materials had
for job), the Wages Clerk will accompany man to Cashier and obtain a clearing

signature on his carbon copy of Special Pay Ticket for cash to be accounted for,

which may be then handed to man. Size of form, 5'x 8'.

6-87.
W. BLANK <fc CO. LTD.

Efficiency Works,
Mais Road, Loxdo.v.

Telegrams : Blaskco, London.
Telephone : 000, London.

AWAY TIME SHEET.

Wfck No. ending Wednesday.

Name Check No

Where working

5-Sl

Date. Order No. Description of Work Done.
Com-
menced
Work.

Ceased
Work.

Length
of Meal
Time.

HOOTB
Worked.

Signed Insurance

Workman.

Our clients are respectfully requested
to sign for our workman's time
each week and on completion of work.

Offlrcr in charge
at place of
.work.

The Gatekeeper must see to each man liaving an Away Time Sheet, when sent

out, as evident from the Gate Pass, and advise Wages Office, who will continue the

matter. Each time sheet will need to be passed by Works Manager, and payment
authorised by a Special Pay Ticket. After payment the sheets may pass to the

Works Accounts Office for filing. Size of form, 5'x 8'.
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5-38.

PFdges Office 427

ACCIDENT REPORT (to be seut to Gate House in first instance).

\V. III.ANK .t CO. LTD., Kkkicikncy Wdhks, .Main IIOAU. LONDON.

INJTTRED PSRSOR.

Niiine iit full t^heck No.

Private Address

Ago last birthday

Capacity in which employed

Employer's Name i( worlving for outside ftrm

ACCIDKNT.

Date

Particulars of Injury.

.Time Place

How caused.

Was machinery in motion by power at time of accident ?.

By whose negligence, if any, was accident caused ?

Witnesses of Accident

Precise occupation of injured person at time of Accident.

Report Ni

Duration t<\

Dlsableniriit.

Average
Weekly
Earnings.

Total Com-
pensation.

NOTK.

Where plant or
Machinery has
given way, it must
be preserved and, as
far as possible,

retained in position
as at time of acci-

dent for inspection
by Works Manager,
who will instruct
further as to
disposal.

Datk Notices
Sent.

Factory . I

Inspector /

Certifying )

Surgeon ('Time he commenced work on day of accident

Time he ceased work on account of accident ' Insurance Co.

Place to which removed (if unable to resume work after attendance at Gate House)
1 jat Notice

1 aaim
Name of Medical Man in attendance

2nd \otice

Probable duration of disablement
]

Remarks as to Machine Guards ' Entered in Home
Otnce General
Register

Date reported Signed Foreman in charge •

Passed.

Wk.^. Mkt.

7-.7.S'.

Date work resumed.

The respective foremen are responsible for preparing these reports, though, with

an Ambulance Room at the Gate House, the Gatekeeper will be able to assist, if need

be. A diary requires to be kept at the Gate House of all ambulance aid given, and

omission of Accident Reports may be avoided by making the Gatekeeper responsible

for seeing that a report comes through for each ca.se requiring it. The reports will

be passed to the Wages Office for dealing with notices to Factory Inspector, Certifying

Surgeon and Insurance Co. The requirements of the last-named may affect the

details of the report. Size of form may be 10' x 8'.

The Factory General Register, in which notifiable accidents (involving one

day's absence) have to be entered, together with various details relating to Young
Persons and Children, Lime-washing of Buildings and Steam Boiler Inspection,

may very well be kept by the Gatekeeper.

Dangerous Occurrences, not involving personal injuries, are supposed to be

reported to the Factory Inspector.
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5-39.

\V. li. .t CO. LTI)

Class of Article

Drdwin^ Office

STANDARD FITTINGS SHEET.

429

i;.f. N0.8.F.

Description

Maker (1( Specialty). Material.

OCTLIS^SKKTCH.

Snb-
Mark.

Drawing No.
or

Mnlver's Re(.

Leading Diuensions.
Notes.

Fin'd
Weiglit.

Stock
Mark.

Date '

Added. >

Edition
No

These sheets are intended for tabulating all fittings locally standardised for

design purposes. Where any item is held regularly in stock, an asterisk should be

placed under Stock Mark, together with the date of adding the item to stock. The
column for Edition No. is to identify the prints as issued for new items. The Sub-

Mark is the letter affix used with the S.F. No. The original form requires to be

on tracing cloth (for photo-prints), adapted for fiUng in a Design Reference Book.

5-40.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

Name of Component.

DESIGN COMPARISON SHEET.

.Design Class No.

OrruNB Sketch.

r,-S9.

-40..'j-4

Part
No.

Drawing
No.

LKADIKO DntBKSIORS.
Notes.

Mater- I Fin'd
ial. Weight,

Edition
No

This sheet is provided for tabulating the leading dimensions of similar components

as a guide to future dcsign^the form being on tracing cloth, with a view to photo-

prints being placed in each draugiitsman's Design Reference Book. The value of

the scheme depends on readily finding tiie sheet rccjuired, and to this end a classifica-

tion system is neces.sary. This may be the same as that adopted for filing Job Data.

With a unit system of drawings, tlie prints themselves may be cla.ssified. and would

only necessitate a tabulation of sizes on these lines in a comparatively few instances.
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5-41.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

Dnnc ///(![ Office

COMPONENT BEQISTER.
Series.

431

-///.

Part No.

00
01
02
03

Name.
Design
Class.

Part No.

50
51
52
53

Name.
Design
Class.

This is a register from which Part Nos. arc taken as required. The plan is for

a series No. to be adopted for each year, thus 13 for 1913, followed by serial Nos.,

commencing at i each year. The form is drawn for one hundred numbers per

sheet, thus allowing the last two digits to be printed throughout. If the Part No.

is not synonymous with the Drawing No., a column requires to be added for giving

the latter. The need for a Design Class Reference depends on the manner of filing

the Component History Cards (see below). The register sheets arc made in the

first instance on paper suitable for obtaining photo-prints of same size as Assembly

Lists (5-48) lor supplying copies to Works Office, Work L^cpot, etc^ ^^^
6-42.
W. B. & CO. LTD.
Name

COMPONENT HISTORY CARD.

Design Class No.

5-^i

Part No.

Designed

Date

Notes.

Modified

Date

Mafl.

Used on

Fin'd
I

Weight.

;

Type of 1

Pro-
As-

sembly
duct Drawing.'

As-
sembly
List.

Alleged
Faults.

Instmc
tions.

This card is arranged to serve as a name index under the specific Design Class No.

This brings together all components of similar description, whereas alphabetical

sequence is very Uable to prove misleading. To locate more readily the groups of

similarly-named components, the class Nos. may be subdivided. A further point

is that the classification may be largely independent of names or purpose of parts,

e.g. bushes of all kinds. The Component Register given above provides the neces-

sary cross-reference to this classification. Provision is made for indicating the

change of Part No. consequent on any modification of the original design. The

association of these modifications on one card is invaluable for specifying correct

replacements of superseded designs. Provision is also made for recording faults

as reported from the Manufacturing or Repairs Dept., and instructions as to future

orders or as to part to be used on repairs. Size of card may be 5' x 8', with con-

tinuation cards hinged by hncn strip on the bottom edge of the card—giving the

whole record without turning over. The finding of cards will be facilitated by

having a tab projection at the top of each, on which tlie type of product or other

convenient key reference is indicated.

5-43.

W. B. A CO. LTD.

REPORT OF PARTS COMPLAINED OP.

DiiUs

Type of
Product.

Progressive Customer. Part No. Name of Part. Complaint and Remarks.

7-4.?.

These reports will be sent to the Drawing Office by the Repairs Dept. as to \v..rk

actually examined, and possibly made out in the Drawing Office as to complaints

by post from customers, though an independent office is preferable. The particulars

as to Part No. may have to be deduced from the information available—a straight-

forward matter if the Progressive No. is quoted. Size of form may be 3'x 8'.
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5-44. PRINT INDEX CARD.

w. B. it CO. i;n>. iii.i\viiiK xo.

Druii'ing Ojfice 433

Dntc
Imuetl.

Ptite
Me-

called.

Dato
iHUeil.

CAllltl.

5-45. PRINT DELIVERY TICKET.

\V. i>. A CO. LTD. Stiiariitc line

(or each copy.

Drawing No

TITLB

A.U. Ref.

PnU- For Tx.,,,

Issue.1. OnlerNo. ^^" Received Date Recall
by Returiiol. Ticket.

5-46. PRINT RECALL TICKET.

W. B. A- CO. LTD. Ref. No.

Drawing No. .

.

Date.

Title Order No.

Reason o( Recall. Authorised.

Copies to be
returned

Received back
by

EstimatedTime
of Re-i88ue.

5 6 7

5-47. DESIGN SUMMARY.
W. B. .V: CO. LTD.

General Description.

.\ssembly
Unit.

Assembly
Drawing.

A.U.

Title.

This card is arranged to provide a
record of all prints issued of any
drawing. Similar cards of distinc-

tive colours arc advisable for issues

to Works, to Supi)liers for j)urch;ising

purposes, and to j>rospective Cus-

tomers. .\ line entry is necessary

for each print, and tiie recall should

be noted and re-entry made when
prints arc only temporarily recalled.

Size of form may be 4' x 6".

This ticket serves as a delivery

ticket of prints is.sued to the Works.
The tickets are arranged in book
form for a carbon copy to remain,

on whicii Works Office will initial for

receipt. The ticket is then filed as

an index card of prints in Works.
Identical tickets of distinctive colour

will serve as between Works Office

and Works Drawing Stores, or pos-

sibly Pattern Shop.
Similar cards may be used for

Assembly Lists. Size of form may
be 2i"x 3 J", printed four deep, with

fast carbon copy.

These tickets are dealt with after

the same manner as Print Delivery

Tickets, as between Drawing Office

and Works Office, and again as be-

tween Works Office and Works
Department. The routine tends to

check inconsiderate recall by the

D.O., and helps to remind that the

recall of drawings suspends produc-

tion. After recall is entered on the

Print Delivery Ticket (Works Office

Copv), the Recall Ticket is sent to

View Room to hold against return

of print.

Sizeof formniaybe2j'x3j',printcd
four deep, with fast carbon copy.

Type Ref. Design Index Xo.

Code Word. (Jen. Arrangement Dw«.

Units per
complete
prodnct.

Olllce Order Xo.
(juantlty.
Progressive Xos.
Xanie I'Intes.

Jn«|)cction.
Production

Instructions.
Delivery.

These summaries are essentially lists of assembly drawings pertaining to each order.'

Where designs are repeated at all, the summary can be on paper suitable for bluc-

jirinting, with a space blocked out (shaded in illustration) for those particulars that

varv for each order. A Design Index No. is given to each complete design or specific

combination of .\ssembly Inits, and the least variation in design as between one

order and another must involve a new Index No. This has the effect incidentally of

emphasising that much so-called repetition work is not strictly repetition. Size of

form should correspond with Office Order (5-12).
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5-48. ASSEMBLY LIST.

W. B. & CD. HI'.

Driiwing Office 435

itii Set....

Sheet.

Assembly DniwiiiR N<>. AHAeiiibly I'liit.

A.U.

Qaantity Slip (5-58)

Superimposed
here.

_. -j ; No. per ABaembly!Unlt.

Q
I'urt No. 1?' - =

S.F,

Name of I'nrt.

. . .= 4>

5—
, 3^

This list is intended for reproduction by photo-printing, and the information on

each sheet is permanent to the respective A.U. References, any change whatever

in detail involving a new hst under a new A.U. Ref. The serial Nos. printed on

each sheet are for purposes of correctly pairing with the Quantity Slips, and provides

a convenient reference for filing the original sheets. Space is provided for marking

the number of sheets making up the set for the respective A.U. Ref., thus i, 2, 3, 4

and underneath is written the sheet No. in question, e.g. 3. The Detail Dwg. No.

will not usuallv be quoted if the component drawings are in unit form, bearing only

the Component or Part No. The Standard Fittings Reference will only arise for

details not bearing a Part No. Such items may be conveniently considered by

the Drawing Office as bought finished, the question of whether same have to be

made specially or bought specially or taken from stock being left for settlement in

the Works Office in making up the Quantity Slips. In the matter of Pattern Mark,

this will only arise where components of a given Part No. are derived, as to casting

or stamping, from a pattern bearing another Part No. The original Part No. is

then quoted, with X prefixed, as the Pattern Mark (see discussion). A column is

provided for entering the Purchase Specification No. appropriate to the material

to be used. This allows of the maximum refinement in specifying material without

loading the Assembly List. The arrangement shown for entering quantities per

Assemblv Unit under the headings of Castings, Forgings, etc., facilitates the use

of the lists bv Pattern Shop, Smithv and other Works Departments. The column

headed " From Bulk " has reference to items made from bulk material, such as

Metal Bar, Sheet or Tube, Timber, Fibre, etc. Line Nos. are printed in to obviate

errors in reading the Quantity Shps, which are attached in the Works Office to each

Assemblv List Sheet.

Size of form may be one-eighth Double Elephant Paper size, gj'x 13", or there-

abouts, to conform with a standard detail drawing size. While this size is a little

large for office use, it allows more Assembly Units to be listed on single sheets, and

is convenient for mounting as a shop drawing for loan to Fitting Shop—the Quantity

^li" boing omitted from such prints.

5-49.

W. 15. & CO. LTD.
No.

PRODUCTION INSTRUCTION.

III? oilice Order N'

Short Particulars.

a-JiS.

5-49.

Issued to Depts. .Signed Passed. \Vl<s Mgr.

These instructions are t>'pewritten in the Drawing Office for issue to Works

Office, Inspector, etc., and deal with matters outside the range of Assembly List,

Design Summary or Erecting Card. Also used when a Sales Order Ref. is used as a

Production Order No. (letter P added). It may be u!-ed for advance instructions

to Pattern Shop, and contain sketches. Size of form same as Office Order (5-12).
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5-50.

\V. Ji. .V CO. LTI>.

Date Curd issued.

Date Work due...

Short Particulars.

ERECTING CARD.

iHlic.' OnltT No.

It. II, \ .

Type o( Product, i Design Index Xo.

Assembly Inif.
A.r.

DcMliptioll
No. o( Units per
complete product.

Extras.

Style of Finish. Name Plate. To be finally inspected by

Erecting
Sub-Order.

Progressive No.
appropriated.

Worlcs Inspection
Certificate No.

Date Packed
by

These cards con.stitute erecting specifications appropriate to the respective

Sales Orders. The Design Inde.x No. may only hold good as to combination of

as.sembly units, provided that the extras enumerated may be added at the erection

stage. Variations from standard that affect the assembly units arc considered as

an integral part of the design, and will not figure as " extras " on these cards.

Where a Sales Order calls for more than one complete product, the Erecting Card

for each item is identified by numbering with the consecutive No. and the total

quantity, thus 3/12 would mean the third item out of twelve required. In certain

circumstances this may ser\e as a Progressive No., but if the product (without

extras) is obtained from stock, i.e. made under a Stock Manufacturing Order, there

will be an independent progressive No., which will be appropriated when the

Erecting Sub-Order is issued. An Erecting Sub-Order can, if need be, cover more

than one item on a Sales Order, though separate Erection Cards are necessary for

accompanying each item to inspection. Size of form should correspond with

Office Order (5-12).

5-51.

W. B. A CO. LT1>.
SALES SUNDRIES ORDER SPECIFICATION.

Customer.

Parts to be marked. Inspector.

Customer's Ref. Date.

For Despatch with
|
Shipping Markij.

Order No.

Date due.

Quantity. ,
Description.

Part
No.

Mater-
ial.

Pur- Purchase Order.

cha.sf 1

—
Req'n. Ref. Date. Supplier.

Warehouse Memo.

Ref. Date.; Notes.

Item
ready.

Specification issueii by. .Goods inspected by Packed by.

These specifications are advisedly made out in the Drawing Office from the

Customer's instructions for issue to the Warehouse. The specification constitutes

the official order. The Warehouse hold a certain stock of spare parts for filling these

orders, and issue Warehouse Memos, to Works Office for parts required to complete.

The Drawing C^fficc may possibly issue the Purcha.se Requisition foi goods that have

obviously to be bought specially, and by entering the Purchase Requisition No.

before i.ssuing the specification, overlapping and misunderstanding is obviated.

The Warehouse are responsible for collecting the goods. Size of form should

correspond with Office Order (5-12). For Warehouse Memo, see Form 5-106.
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5-52. PRODUCTION PROGRAMME.

OfttCO U^ili^r \'o

Customer or Account Short Particulars

Deliveries entered in red. -\ Indicates completion of any stage.

Stage. Notes.

Week. Week. Week. Week. Week. Week.

Drawings Requirements
Date received

Assembly Lists „ ,,

Design summary ,, „

(5-106)
(5-45)

l5-48)
(5-47)

Materials Purch. Requisitions
Deliveries
Stock Appropriation

(5-54)
(5-82)
(5-55)

Patterns New Patterns
Casting Instructions

(5-49)
(5-69)

Castings Requirements
Deliveries

(5-53)
(5-71)

Forgikgs Requirements
Deliveries

(5-53)
(5-77)

Jigs and Tools Provided
SPECIAL Tools Schedules

Tool Sub- Orders
Deliveries

(5-58)
(5-59)
(5-94)

Machining Sub-Orders
Deliveries

(5-103)
(5-100)

Assembling Sub-Orders
Deliveries

(5-101)
(5-99)

Erecting Sub-Orders
Deliveries

(5-102)
(5-99)

Completion Due
Deliveries to

Warehouse
Stock Ai)proprlation
Desiwtch

(5-12)

(.5-108)

(5-55)
(.5-112)

This sheet is arranged to present a general summary of tlie position of an order

at all times. Beyond that, it constitutes a record of the original planning of the

due dates for each stage, having regard to the coniniitnicnts and possibilities of

each department for the respective weeks. The columns provii'.ed for the weekly

expectations and realisations may be headed witli a week No. or date of week
ending. The sheet aims to present a true picture of tlic position from week to

week, and to help prevent any stage being overlooked or unduly delayed. In the

column headed " Notes " form references have been put in for the purpose only of

explanations indicating the source of the information retiuisite to complete the

records for each stage. The amount of detail that should be entered will depend

on the conditions of the work. In .some cases ticks to represent each item will be

sufficient, with a cancelling stroke for deliveries. Drawing requirements refer to due
dates agreed with Works Office by the Drawing Office. Size of form will depend on
number of weekly columns to be provided.

;-5^.
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5-58. QUANTITY SLIP.

W. H. A CO. LTl>.

fVorks OJficc 441

101 Assembly Unit.

A.U.

niiico Urder No. 5-53.

a CSS

13 Ticket
5. No.

Stock Appro- 1 gs
priation. '^^b-q— H^

Quan.l ^S

Bulk Material.

llequirements.

Purcha.Hf

Beqn.
No.

Date.
Deliveries
Specified.

Hat.-

)latt;riul

,

1
Avail-
able.

These slips arc nuidc out by the Works Office (Production Section) in conjunction

with the Design Summary (5-47) and .\sscmbly Lists (5-.}8) supplied by the Drawing'

Office. The slips are superimposed on the Assembly Lists, the list and slip being

numbered to facilitate i)airing. There may be several slips for as many orders

associated with the same .\sscnd)ly List. Provision is made for specifying a margin

of material to be put in hand with the actual requirements. This may be charged

up to the order, but will be subject to control as reserve stock, from which appropria-

tion will be made for replacements. The provision on the form for Stock Appropria-

tions is to meet the case where a certain amount of material is already on hand.

The column for Process Products is provided for indicating that the material

requirements will be met in this way, viz. as castings, forgings or stampings. Bulk

Material refers to bars, tubes, sheets and the like. The Purchase entries will have

reference to materials requisitioned under the Office Order No. given. The date that

material is available will be filled in by the General Stores as each item is completed

as to material. Copies of these slips are supplied with the respective Assembly

Lists to the manufacturing departments as well as to the General Stores and Work

Depot, supplemented by Casting Instructions (5-69) from the Pattern Shop to the

Foundrv. Size of form to suit Assembly List.

5-54. PURCHASE REQUISITION.

W. B. iV CO.

Date. Kequisition No.

Purpose.

Quantity. Description. Approx. Value.

Part No. Office Order No.

Purchase Specification. Delivery Requirements.

Dept. to whom goods are to be issued.

Purchase Order No. Date. Supplier

Certified. .\pproved.

Works Office. Works Manager.

These requi-sitions are made out in carbon triplicate by the Works Office (Produc-

tion Section), and, after approval by the Works .Manager, the top copy is sent to

the Buyer and the second copy to the General Stores. The General Stores may be

required to confirm on each order that the required goods are not available from

stock or from stock material on order. If the Drawing Oflice make out any requi.si-

tions, the General Stores copy must be first sent to the Works Office (Production

Section) for noting on Quantity Slips and Production Programme (5-52). In any

case the latter ofhce should be consulted by Drawing Office as to delivery- require-

ments. Requisitions for Tool and Plant purchases of ordinary items may Ix; initiated

bv Tool Stores Chargchand, and the more special items recpiisitioned by the Works

Office (Ratefi-xing Section) under direct instruction from the Works Manager. Size

of form may be 6j'x8'.

'1-54.
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6-65. STOCK APPROPRIATION TICKET, i

W. H. A CO. I,TI>.

Date N"

\\^\ \isp (111 OIHco Order No.

(If for rupljucincut) Viewing lleport No

Quail.
Part No.

or
Description.

Wlien Roods are
issued, cancel by
crossiuR with
date in crayon.

Material.
Present
Stage.

Ex
Office
Order.

.Signed Wlis. Office.

These appropriation tickets are pre-

pared in the Works Ollicc (Production

Section)in respect to rou^li and liiii.slicd

<:oni])()ncnt stock, and <hdy notc<l on
llic Production I'ro;.;ramine (5-52).

I'ndcr some concHtions tlic Warehouse
might deal first-hand witli their own
.stock, and send the ticket to the

Works Ollicc. The tickets are niim-

licred and arranged for carbon dupli-

cate. The loose copy is sent to the

(ieneral Stores, and a corresponding

(loods Is.sue Voucher is sent to the

Work Depot for withdrawing the stock

when availal)le. Tiie same ticket and
routine may be applied to bulk

material and standard littings when
not specially ordered in each ca.se. The
column '

' Present Stage" has reference to

whether in finished, rough or as bought

stage. Size of form may be a^'x 3^'.

5-56. STOCK APPROPRIATION
CARD.

W. B. it CO LTn.
Ordering Level

Stage. Drawing No. Description. Design Ref,

To come.

ffi. Q""»-

Receipts.

Date. Quan

Quan. to
be ac-
counted

for.

Appropriations.

Ticket
No.

Date.
Office
Order.

Viewing
Report.

Cause of
Rejection.

Balance.

Ready.
In Pro-
gress.

06.

These cards are made up in the Works Office (Production Section), and control

the use of the margins or reserves of components allowed on the various orders

(see Quantity Slip, 5-53) whether a Stock Manufacturing Order or not. The product

of Stock Manufacturing Orders is also dealt with on these cards. In the case of

stock held in the Warehouse, a separate set of stock appropriation cards may be

kept up there as wqW as in the Works Office. The routine allows every freedom in

appropriation, and any adjustment found necessary in the cost allocation is easily

effected from the respective Goods Issue Voucher. The Ordering I.evel is a (luestion

of how low the unappropriated balance may fall before applying for further sanction

to manufacture for stock. The probable demand may vary enough to make a fixed

ordering level misleading. Size of form may bo f,"x^". Distinctive colours are

neces.sary for fini'-iiod and rough cr>in])oiu'nfs.

6-57.

W. B. * CO. LTD.

APPLICATION FOR STOCK MANUFACTURING SANCTION.
l»ate

5-5/

.No.

Descrip
tion.

Avcr.ciir

Monti. ly
Sales.

I nar-

ated
Stock.

J.asl .saiictiDii.

S2

Sanction now Applied for.

a«
Approx.
Total
Coot.

>.§

Stock
MTg
Order.

Prepared by. Passed Wkg. M'g'r. Approved Oen.M'g'r.

The.se applications are prepared in the Works Office (Production Section), and
are based on the figures of the Stock Appropriation Cards and^Warchou.se Memos.
(5-106). This form may be used for applying for Office Orders to cover E.\pcriments

or other exceptional work. The size of form may be same as Office Order (5-12).
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6-58. TOOLS PROVIDED SCHEDULE.] Material.

W. II. .V »(i. I.Tl).

Name of Part.,

DchIrii
<'ln««.

DrawiiiR
Xo.

I'art No. ')-',S.

Line
No Process aiul Operfttion.

Standard
Tools.

J Irs and
.Special

Tools.

K.NJHting
Tools.

Tool
No.

Part
No.

Tool Tool
No. Order.

Notes. i>at«
Ready.

Date Issued Prepared by Passed by Vorks Manager.

These schedules may be elaborated at will as to the detailed description given of

each operation. It will be sufficient in a large number of cases to indicate merely
the process, e.g. milling. The information under " Standard Tools " may only be
necessary for tools not obviously standard. The schedule will be issued as a photo
print to Works Office (Production Section), Tool Designer, Machine Shop Fore-

man, and Tool Store Chargehand. Copies will be affixed on the .same mount as the
detail drawing in question. The Tool Store Chargehand will be advised by a Com-
pleted Tool Advice (5-94) of each tool when ready, and this date he will enter on
the respective shop prints of the schedule. The Works Office (Production Section)

will issue Tool Sub-Orders (5-59) on receipt of the respective Tool Designs, and
the order No. will only appear on their prints of the schedule. The Tool No., whicli

is the important reference No., will be allotted in preparing the schedule in the

first instance. This preparation will be carried through by the Katefixer, with
such consultation with other parties as seems necessary. The schedules may be
subjected to criticism by a Tool Committee at regular intervals, without delaying

tJieir issue. Size of form to suit unit size of shop prints of component drawings.

5-59. TOOL SUB-ORDER.
w. 11. \- CO. Lin.

Date .Ollice Order No Tool Order No.

For use
on

Part No.
Operation. Description of Tool. Qunn. Tool No.

J-.-7.'>.

Made out by. Passed.

These orders will be issued, as to Jigs and .Special Tools called for by the Tools
Provided Schedule given above, by the Works Office (Production Section) on receipt

of the Tool Design, and duly noted on the JVoduction Programme. The Tool No.
is assumed to serve as the tool drawing reference. In the case of standard tools, or

tools found neces.sary to supplement any Tools Provided Schedule, the requisite sub-

orders may be made out by the Tool Store Chargehand, and passed by the Works
Office (Production Section), or by the Works .Manager personally, as he may direct.

The Office Order No. .serves for information generally, and particularly to the Works
.\ccounts Office for summari.sing of costs. The Tool Order requires to be made
out in triplicate (Tool Koom, Works Accounts Office, I.ssuing Office, i.e. Works Office

or Tool Stores). For orders issued from the Tool Stores, the Works Office will first

receive and act on the Works .\ccounts Office copy, passing .same forward. The
Works Office will make out the neces.sary Purchase Hequisitions (5-54), and, if need
be, make out a combined Assembly List and Ouantitv Slip (5-4S and 3-3,^). Size of

form may be j'xS'.
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5-60. RATE FIXING ESTIMATE.
W. It. tt CO. LTD.

^'orh Ojficc 447

Dato of
K<<tiniate.

Material.

Description.

Drawing No.

Prepnrntioii
.Mlowniiff.

.Mills.

Operation Details.

Design Ret.

OiwratiiiK
Tlmfa.

-m.

Minutes per
piece.

Estimated by. Approved by.

These estimates are prepared by the Katcfi.xer. A separate sheet is necessary for

each operation. Under the heading of " Details " the elements of the operation

are set out, such as the different cuts. The Preparation Allowance is intended to

apply to each batch of parts, wliile the Operating Times will apply to each piece (.sec

Discussion). Size of form may be s'x 8'.

5-61. JOB DATA SHEET.

\V. B. vV; CO. I,TL».

Type of Product
used for.

Outline Sketch.

Design
Class.

Drawing
No

Part No. or
Design Ref.

J-67.

Description.

All times and
j

costs per piece. I

Timesinmins. '

Costs in pence.
• For Hand
Work give
Man's No. I

OS. -s

Operation.

Alice.

Ref. No Operation. Ref. No Operation. Ref. No.

Prep

Opcrg. Time.

Prep. Alice...

Operg. Time.

Prep. Alice...

Operg. Time.

These sheets constitute a summary of all completed J(j1) lickcts. which arc passed

for this purpose from the Wages Office to the Katelixer. It is a.ssumed that the

Sub-Order Scheme will obviate there being more than one Job Ticket for each opera-

tion on each batch. It will be noted that the quantity covered by the Sub-Order

is taken as the quantity for each operation. This is sufficiently true as a guide to

the respective performances. The " times taken " per piece are, however, averaged

in each case according to the number passed as correct at the respective operations.

Provision is made for the application of shop charges according to the machine u.scd

and time taken. This may be important wlien comparing methods. Each operation

should be numbered on these sheets, to facilitate cross reference when one operation

supersedes another. For work of a small character, it may be better to give the

" Number of pieces per hour " in lieu of the " Time taken per piece." Size of form

mav correspond with the Tools Provided Srhedulr (5-57).
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5-62. JOB INVESTIGATION, SHEET.
W. B. & CO. ITU.

Tiiuu iu luiuutcB per pioce.

AvcniRf
Time
Kxceuilcd.

Man's
No.

Machine
No. Sub-Order. Par* Oiion I

'1'™* Lowost Averago
,

Investigator'avan. wuan. Taken. ! Record. : Time. Report.

These are made out weekly in the course of making up the Job Data Sheets (5-61).

No particular space is indicated on the latter for entering the average times, as a
pencil entry is assumed below the job entries. The Assistant Works Manager might
very well he the investigator in this connection, reporting to his chief in the space

provided. Investigation should be conducted in a comprehensive way, so as to

bring out the fairness of time limit, efficiency of machine, of shop service, etc. Forms
identical with this, with a .suitable endorsement, may be used for reported new
records in the way of improved performances. This course serves to confirm the

correctness of the record thus set up, and to call attention to good workmen. Size

of form may be 10" x 8', with widely spaced horizontal lines to give room for report.

6-63. COMPONENT COST COMPARISON CARD. Type of Product
used for.

W. B. A CO. LTD.
All lijiwri's are per piece.

Drawing
No.

Part No. or
Design Ref.

Description.

GS.

Material. Fonn. Weight. I Rate.

Sub-Order No.

Quantity

Kef. No. Operation.

Cost. Rate. Cost. Rate.

Wages
Cost.

Total Works Cost per piece

Cost.

Shop Wages Shop Wages
Charges. Cost. j

Charges. Cost.
Shop

Charges.

These cost cards are intended to be made up in the Works Office (Ratefixing

Section), and are quite apart from the Works Accounts proper. The information as

to material will be based on enquiry and verification of weights. By " I'orm of

Material " is meant whether casting, forging, or bulk material. In the latter case,

dimensions may be inserted, just as the Purchase Specification Ref. may be added,

if this card is to ser\e as a reference card to the Production Section. The particulars

of Wages Cost and Shop Charges are derived from the Job Data Sheets (5-61). The
Total Works Cost is made up of the total material cost, wages cost and shop charges.

In the case of finished components passed into stock, the Works Accounts Office will

prepare a Finished Component Rate Card (5-128). Size of form should correspond

with Job Data Sheet (5-61), but be distinctive in colour.
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6-64. PLANT RECORD CARD.
W. II. .V- CO. l.Tli.

Clnu.s of IMiiiif.

451

Plant No.

Maker.

Description.

saiuu riunt Nu.

Lifting Taclvic Tons,

Ma\iiiiiiiii

DinicuiilunH
o( Worlc. Dat«. Dept.

Cardboard Outline Plan to Scale. Kind of Foundation.

Belting, Length and
Section.

Angle of Relt with
ground.

H.P. Transmissible.

Speeds and
Feeds.

Investiga*
tions of
Actual
Power
Consump-
tion.

Reverse Side.

Date \ew Original Value.

Repairs.

Investigated
Values.

Dat€.
I

By. £

Plant
Order No.

Basis of Machine Rate.

Building Service.
Power Service.
Producing Unit

Service.
Tool Service.
Materal Service,']
Deptl. „ I

Administration ,,

Contingency ,, J

Date. Particulars.

Cost
(if over
£1).

This card is intended to give the information requisite for Works Management

purposes. The Works Office (Ratefixing Section) can best make up and hold these

cards. The cardboard outhne plan is for scheming new arrangements of machines.

The details provided on the back of the card are of secondary importance to the

Works. Investigated Values refer to actual valuation carried out by the Works as

distinct from book values arrived at by arbitrary depreciation percentages. The

Machine or Producing Unit Rate details indicated require to be considered in

connection with the discus.=ion (Section IV. f). The entries as to Repairs will be

derived from the copies of Plant Sub-Orders (5-96)- To minimise the clerical work,

the cost figures are only reported by the Works Accounts Office when in excess of

/i, or other suitable limit. Size of form may be s'xS'.

6-65. PLANT EFFICIENCY REPORT.
W. B. & CO. LTD.

Dept. Plant No.

Short Description.

Age of Plant in question. .Operator's Wages Rate Principal Work

.

Report. Signed. Dat«.

This form is used for reporting observed defects in construction and proposals for

remedying same, for suggesting new tools and fixings or even new machines, and

for reporting generally on any plant matter. The reports are sent in the first

instance to the WorksManager, who gets sujiplemcntary reports or comments from

others as seems neccs.sary. They may be volunteered by Foreman, Ratefixcr, Tool

Designer or other competent observer. Reports are reijuested when extensive

repairs are contemplated. Size of form same as Plant Record Cards (above).
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5-66.
W. B. & 00. LTD.

PART NUMBER PATTERN REGISTER. 5-66.

Part
No.

Short
Descrip-
tion.

From Existing
Pattern.

Pattern
Mark.

Altera-
tions.

Made by.

^^ Soil
HgiH^

Wt
Not<!».

This register serves for recording patterns made under and bearing Part Nos. in

raised figures. As brouglit out in the discussion, when such patterns are apphed to

a second Part No., the original Part No. on the pattern is prefixed with X, and

becomes then a Pattern Mark. The terminal numbers o-q are printed on the

sheets, two or three sets often appearing on the one sheet. This facihtates entries

in anv .sequence. Part Nos. having no reference to castings will, of course, never

be filled in. A register in closely similar form will serve as a Pattern Mark Register,

the consecutive Nos. being taken up by the Pattern Shop Foreman as occasion

requires The alterations to anv patterns for successive office Orders are best noted

on the Pattern Tracing Card (s-'ey), whether Pattern Mark is varied or not. prade

Mark refers to marks applied to patterns to indicate the grade of casting called for by

the method adopted for pricing the casting. The point is discussed further under

Brass Foundry. The reference to Time Limit assumes that the Pattern Shop

Foreman is entrusted with the rateftxing requisite for applying the premium system

in the dept A separate set of records in card form mav be preferred for job data

of this nature. An independent ratefixer will be better in principle. The Timber

Ticket Ref. ensures the timber, etc.. used being allocated for each pattern. Size

of book may be 13' x 8'—the horizontal lines should be wadely spaced.

5-67. PATTERN TRACING CARD
''W. B. it CO. I.TP.

Pattern Mark.

5-67.

This card is printed on each side, and is designed with one corner cut off. pe
front and reverse printings are shown above side by side. Ihc front side (iett

hand) bears IN in plain letter on the left-hand corner, while the reverse side bears

OUT in right-hand corner. The scheme is for the cards to be reversed and show

OUT—hence the cut comer—when the pattern is out. By the use of signals along

the top edge of the card, when in the OUT {xjsition, it will be ob%nous wliich patterns

are Iving at a given foundry, " Inside " being synonymous with Works or Own

Foundry The Pattern Mark mav be a Part No., and it will, except for secondary

anphcations for Part No. pattern, be unnecessary to fill in column ' To make. 1 he

Location Reference is the storage place of the pattern, and provision is made for

noting altered Location Ref. as often a.s may be necessary. The entries of all the

Casting Instructions for which pattern is used, supplementing same with the

Office Order No., if need be. is likely to prove a very useful index. Size ol lorm

may Ixr 4r^ 4^'— reverse or " OUT " side being printed in red.
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5-68.

W. B. A Ot

CROSS INDEX SHEET.

.LTD. Series ilunge .00- .99

1

^ 1 2 8 4 ,6 7 - .'

00 1

10

20
;

1

30

40

1

.0 1

1

60

70

80

90
1

!

1

1

i
1 2 3

1
4 5 6 7

i

8 1 9

Continua-
tions 03
indicated.

1

This form is introduced here in view of the probable necessity for the Pattern

Store Attendant to have a handy index to pattern locations under Pattern Mark
references, without referring to the Pattern Tracing Cards. Each sheet is ruled

to give loo spaces, and each sheet can be applied to any range of one hundred
Pattern Marks (from oo to 90) by merely marking at the head of the sheet the

range in question. The continuation spaces at foot of sheet allow for overflow

cases from the proper squares.

This sheet may be found useful in the General Stores as a cross index to Casting

Instructions under Pattern Mark References.

Other applications of this sheet are as a cross index to Purchase Orders under

Purchase Requisition References and vice versa, and for graphically indicating the

receipt of the complete range at the General Stores of each series. This latter

function can be usefully utihsed in various directions as a safeguard against the

miscarriage of any numbered series.

Another application of this sheet is for entering up fortnightly consumption
of various shop supplies as issued by the Tool Stores. In that case a set of sheets

is appropriated to each kind of supply, and each slieet gives a range of one hundred
Check Nos. The feature of this appUcation is its simplicity and semi-graphic result.

Size of form may be 13' x 8'—printed one side only, and preferably red ink.
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6-69. CASTING INSTRUCTION.
W. IILANK .<.• r<>. LTI>.

No. Dut. Foundry. I iiii.-.'

Dnltr .No

Mark. innke. Qunn. mH"3
Pattern Total

Weekly

deliveries
Kequired. li

3

Pattern ^*!;^^"'" -aSj
Notes l.y ' «ent to

' foundry. \S^9\ Foundry
Pattern Shop. Foundry 7— rZ 8.351 NoteM.

this day. Office Ctn.
Order. Inst.

I

<^

This sheet is arranged to serve as a daily summary of all patterns sent tu the
Foundry under the respective Oflice Order Nos. A sheet for miscellaneous orders
may be necessary, in which event the Order No. would appear under " Notes by
Pattern Shop." Distinction is necessary in making out these sheets as to the
foundry concerned. If an Outside Foundry is in question, the sheet will be passed
through the Works Ottice (Production Section) to the General Ofhce (Buying Section),
serving all the functions of a Purchase Requisition (5-54), and then sent with the
Purchase Order. The sheets arc made out by the Pattern Shop Foreman in triplicate,

one copy pa.ssing to the Pattern Stores temporarily for delivering the patterns, one
copy to Foundry concerned, and one copy to Works Office (Production Section),
who duly note on Quantity SUp and pass on to General Stores for receiving pur-
poses. The information as to delivery requirements are obtained from the Quantitv
Slips (5-53), of wliich the Foundry may, or may not, have a copy—the Casting
Instruction being quite sufficient, except that it does not inform the Foundry of
work ahead, for which patterns are not ready or not notified as readv. The " Notes
by Pattern Shop " may state when specially finished castings are required. The
Foundry may mark off deliveries on these sheets or on back of Quantity Slips—the
latter course gives a better survey of the position of the order generally. The label

affixed to the respective patterns should quote the Casting Instruction No. in con-
junction with the Line No., Office Order No., and date of Instruction. The quan-
tities to be made at one time will be settled by the Foundry Foreman, according to
his delivery instructions and shop conditions. The provi.sion of suitable foundry
flasks or moulding bo.xes for each item will Iiave to be arranged for by the Foundry
Foreman, and should be looked into as each casting instruction comes to hand to
obviate delays. Size of form may be 6J' x 8", distinctive sets of colours being
used for Instructions to Outside Foundries, and possibly also as between Inside
Iron and Inside Brass Foundries.

5-70. PATTERN RECALL SLIP.

W. B. & CU. LTl'.

Kate

Becalled off.

Pattern
Mark.

Office ' Casting
Order.! Inst.

Date.

Reason o(
Recall.

Signed.

P.S. Attendant. Pattern Shop Foreman.

These slips arc devised to regulan,se
the return of patterns on the comple-
tion of an order and for intermediate
purposes, such as alteration for

another more urgent order. The
slips are made out by the Pattern
Stores Attendant, in duplicate, as to
patterns unreturncd on the closing of

an order, and signed by the Foreman.
In the case of recall for other reasons
tlie Foreman will make out sUp in tri-

plicate, sending one copy to Foundry,
one to Pattern Stores, and one to

Works Oflice (Production Section).

Size of form may be 2j'x 3 J'.
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5-71. CASTING DELIVERY SHEET.
W. B. & CO. LTD.

Foumiry 459

Foundry.

C.U.

o OS
^1
4»a

TotAl Weight in lbs.

Short
Descrip-
tion.

« 9 2j
II

Grades.

Intri-
cate.

Aver-
age.

Piain.

I

Metal Cliarge. Process Charge.

Ami.Rate. Amt. Rate.

These sheets are made out by the party inspecting the castings before these

leave the Foundry. They are liiade in tripHcate. the two carbon copies accom-

panying the castings to the C.cneral Stores, who, after confirming tiie weiglits, pass

one copy on to the Works Accounts Ofl'ice, where the metal and i)ri>cess ciiargcs will

be extended. Separate sheets can be used for each Ofiicc Order in c|uestion or a

number of orders mav appear on one sheet. Provision is made for analysing the

weights of castings under the several grades indicated. This mav only be important

in respect to the Brass Toundrv output. The General Stores will make out a Goods
Issue \'oucher and send same to the Work Depot in respect to each lot of castings,

unless instructed to accumulate same until specified quantities are reached. The
Work Depot will, according to their requirements, utilise these vouchers for drawing

the castings. The Inspector acting in the matter should sign each sheet. Similarly

with castings received from outside foundries, in which case this sheet serves in lieu

of the ordinary Goods Received Note {5-82). Separate sheets should be mad
e^

for

castings passing into stock as rough components. Size of form may be 6J' x 8'. to

correspond witli Goods Received Note.

6-72. FOUNDRY WASTER TICKET.
W. B. it CO. LTD.

Pattern
Mark.

Metal. Casting
Inst. No.

Office
Order No.

description.

Nature of Fault.

Estimated Material Loss (in value)

,,
Process Charge

„ Wages
„ Shop Charges

Weight.

lbs.

Moulded by.

Date ...Signed.

Waster Tickets are made out in the
Foundry by the Foreman, or by the
Casting Inspector in respect to each
casting found faulty before leaving the
Foundry. The tickets are sent to the
General Stores and passed thence to

the Works Accounts Office. The esti-

mated loss in respect to each waster
may very well be computed by the
party making out the ticket, as simple
rules can be applied. The scrap metal
is sujiposed to remain in the Foundry
along with runners and the like. Cast-
ings rejected after leaving the Foundry
are made the subject of Viewing Re-
ports (5-98), and the scrap metal then
pa.sses to the General Stores to be
charged out according as it is disposed
of. Size of form may be 4'x 6'.

6-78.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

FOUNDRY DAILY WORK SHEET.

rouiidry Date

.7-7/.

>-7f.

Check
1

^*- Office

No. 1 v„ Order.
No. I

Cast-
ing

Instn.

Pat-
tern

No. Time I

Made. Takeni

Wages. Shop Charges.

Rate. Amt. Rate. Amt.
Deliveries.

Waster
Ticketa.

This sheet is made up each day by the Foundry Clerk, up to and including the

column headed " time taken." Separate sheets are used for Moulding and Coremak-

ing. In the case of the Brass Foundry, the " No. done " may refer to boxes moulded.

Separate sheets are necessary in each case for castings passing into stock as rough

components. The Moulding' Sheets for the Iron Foundry are pa-ssed to the General

Stores for marking off the castings delivered and Waster Tickets received, antl to

see that the whole numlx;r moulded are accounted for. The sheets then jiass to

the Works Accounts Office, who extend the wages and shop charges. Supple-

mentary sheets are made out there for " extra pay " on the respcctjvc jobs. Size

of form should agree with Form 5-71.
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Name of Mixture.

This card supersedes Card No
dated and the proportions
(liven below must be strictly adhered to iintil

further notice.

Metnl. Itrunil

Signed. Total

Charge.

Cwts. Qrs lbs.

These card.s are for llic iii.stnictioii

of the cupola or furnaccnicn. It will

l)c the .special care of the Works
(Iicmist to i.ssuc new instructions as
i)ltc-ii as necessary, according as the
metal supplies vary in analysis.

In the case of the Iron houndry, the
proportions of each charge being laid

down, the iron stock records can he
adjusted on the basis of the number
of charges made. Size f)f form may
be 4"x 6".

6-76.

W. B. & 00. LTD.
FOUNDRY STOCK CONTROL BOOK. 5-75.

'ST O el

Brand.

Used.

Wt.

Received.

G.E. Wt

Balance.

Wt.

Brand.

Used. Received. Balance

Wt. G.R. Wt. Wt.

Scrap.

13 i2« =.

This book is kept by the Foundry Clerk and made up each day mainly from the
Cupola Attendant's report of the number of charges melted of each specified

mixture. The book can be applied to limestone, coke, etc. In regard to scrap,
" Outside Receipts " will cover .scrap castings received through the General Stores
from the Shop, as well as scrap metal purchased. Each day's melt will show a
difference representing additions to scrap stock and los.ses. The latter are estimated
and the remainder is entered in the book as scrap received from Day's Melt. The
balance thus arrived at can only be approximate, and must be subjected to scrutiny
by estimate from actual inspection. Size of book to suit range of brands—inter

mediate short leaves will keep down the dimensions of the book.

6-76.

W. n. it CO. LTD.

FOUNDRY WEEKLY REPORT.

I'oumlry

Q OS
I

Th.
F.
8.

M.
Tu.
W.

Total.

Total Metal
Melted.

Weight.

Total Castings
sent to Stores.

Metals Usee

l)nt<>

Weight. Brand.
Ex.
G.R. Weight.

Estimated Loss,

Kind. Weight.

These reports are prepared by the l-'oundry Clerk, mainly from the Foundry
Stock Control Book, and sent to the Works Accounts Office for allocation and
survey purposes. Provision is made under " Ex G.R." for noting the particular

consignment (G.R. standing for Goods Received Note). It is a most useful check
all round for distinction to be clearly made when a fresh consignment is started on.

The metals u.sed and supplies used will only be reported in this way in resjxjct to

foundry stock which has to be accounted for bv the Foundry. .Xs to metals, this will

occur in the case of Iron Foundry only, the Br.iss I*"oundry having the metal issued

to them day by day from the General Stores. The " Estimated Lo.ss " will also

be an Iron Foundry matter only, fortnightly stocktaking Ix-ing effected in the
Brass Foundry to give the actual loss. Size of form may be 6j'x8'.

.•7-/6'.
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6-77.

I W. B. & CO. LTI

Smithy

FORGING DELIVERY SHEET.

This form is parallel to the Casting Delivery Sheet (5-71), and the notes there

given applv here to a large extent. The need to specify the kind and size of rretal

used arises from the variations in cost of same, and when specially purchased for

an order, the Goods Received Note (G.K.) Ref. needs to be quoted, obviating the

necessity for other details. The Estimated Metal Loss may be derived by applying

percentages, varied according to the judgment of the Smithy Foreman, or may be

the actual measured losses. Separate sheets are necessary for forgings passed into

stock as rough components. Size of form should correspond with Form 5-71, pre-

ferably of distinctive colour.

6-78.
W. B. it- CO. LTU.

SMITHY DAILY WORK SHEET.
bate

.

f»,--^i Ma- Office
^^^ chine

|
Order

No. No.

Part
No.

Day's Out-
I

Short put. Time
Description. Forgings Taken.

Made.

Wages.

Kate. Amt.

Shop
Charges.

Kate. ! Amt.

Deliveries.

F.D. Kef.

This form corresponds with the Foundry Daily Work Sheet (5-73), and the remarks

there given will apply here largely. In making up the sheet, space will be allowed

for grouping together all the day's jobs of each smith, and the smith's assistant's

time vnll be booked along with the smith's. The wasters made in the Smithy will

not be enough to require the equivalent of Foundry Waster Tickets (5-72). and any

waste that does occur can very well be made the subject of a Viewing Report (5-98)

and dealt with as if the forging had left the Smithy—being duly entered up accordingly

as to time taken and metal used. Separate sheets are necessary for forgings passed

into stock as rough components. Tliis may involve extraction of such items,

rather than a flivided record of ea< h >,inith's output. Size of form may be 6J'x 8'.

6-79. SMITHY STOCK CONTROL SHEET,
w. B. & 00. LTD.

Sizes. MeUl.

Metal Keceived.

Date.G.K. For
Order.

Size.

Weight
Re-

ceived.

Total to
be ac-
counted

for.

Allocation.

Office
Order.

F.D.
Kef.

Weight.

Special Returns.

Date,
^gfijl*

Weight.

' ToUl S
I ac- ' §
I

counted -^

for. pa

This sheet is self-explanatory, except as to Special Returns. The routine in-

tended is that all surplus metal, after completing the forgings required, shall revert

to Smithy Stock—not therefore being allocated. This holds good only if the

surplus metal is still worth its full value. When, however, the suq^lus is not worth

full value, the metal is sent to the General Stores with a Shop Credit Shp (5-87),

and then re-issued to the Smithy at a suitable price. Size of form may be 6J'x 8'
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5-80. DELIVERY REMINDER CABD.
5-80.

W. BLANK A CO. LTD.,

Efficiency Works, Main Roap,

London.

Purchase Order No. Dated. For.

Kindly note we rely on delivery being made on

or before

Please do not fail to send by post an Advicb of

Despatch, the same day aa goods are sent.

This is arnmged as a postcard with

illustration on back advertising some

line of product.

These postcards arc sent out for

every purchase order where delivery

from stock is not reasonably assured.

6-81. PURCHASE ORDER ENDORSEMENT.

Delivery
Reminder.

Telephone
Enquiries.

Letters
Sent.

Quantity Received. Date. O.R. Ref.

Tele-
grams.

Returns.

This illustrates a rubber stamp
endorsement for placing on the Copy
of Purchase Order when received at

the General Stores. The endorsement

will be put on the front of the order,

though, if usually put on the reverse

side, same can be printed instead.

Rubber Stamps of this style are

cheaper and handier when mounted on

wood moulding.

;-.?/.

6-82. GOODS RECEIVED NOTE.

W. n. A CO. LTD.

Supplier.

Purchase
Requisition

No.

Purchase
Order No.

Date
Goods

Received.

Ref.

O.R.
5-Sl

Entered for

Stock Control
Description of Goods.

Per.

Qnan.
reo'd.

Rejections. Notes. Price.

Carr.
Quan.

Certified by Goods inspected by. Inv. No.
Ret'ble

Packages.

Invoice
Cost.

Cost Allocation Ref.
Credit
Claims.

Space for Goods Issue Vouchers to be attached In the case of Materials charged direct.

These notes are made out by the Receiving Clerk in carbon duplicate, the dupli-

cate being retained in the General Stores. The loose note is duly signed by the

person responsible for the inspection of the goods, the Receiving Clerk having

previously signed as to quantity received of the goods as described. A Stores Tally

(5-85) is prepared for each consignment, if it is proposed to keep independent track

of same. Many items will be merged at once with existing stock, and no attempt

can be made to record the disposal of such consignments. The loose note will

be passed to the Works Office (Production Section) for noting on the Production

Programme (5-52), and tiion passed to the Works Accounts Oflicc. where it will

be used to check the invoice, and be completed as to prices. The Invoice No.

referred to on the form is the number appearing against the corresponding entry in

the Works Expenditure Book (5-1 15). Credit Claims (6-14) arising from rejections

or other cause are noted also. The Goods Issue Vouchers (5-86) in respect to

Purchases charged direct are attached to the respective G.R. Notes in the Works

Accounts Ofi&ce as they come to hand from the General Stores. Size of form may

be 6J'x 8', printed two deep, in book style, with the carlx)n duplicate fast.

2G
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6-88. ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF GOODS RECEIVED. 5-83.

Ti'lt'Kranis

BiANKCo, London.

W. JJLANK A I'O. I/ri).,

Enginrrrs and Munufiirttirerf,

Efficiency Works, Main Uoah,

London.

Telephone

000, London.

Ref. G.A Date

Kindly qiioU' both when replyhiK.

We beg to acknowledge receipt of the undermentioned.

Package. per Carriage.

Description of Goods.

These acknowledgments are made out in respect to goods received that are not

purchases. It may be convenient to have these goods received at the Warehouse,

as usually referring to Sales Sundries and Repair Orders. The form can be used

as a bare acknowledgment, or suitable notes can be added in the blank space pro-

vided at foot. By suitable endorsement it might serve as a Credit Note, where the

amount of credit due is obvious. By having the form in triphcate (two loose and

one fast in book), two copies can be sent forward to the General Office, who may

or may not add any comment before posting one copy to the sender of the goods.

The Warehouse can advantageously cut off the corner as each case is dealt with,

such as by the return of the goods or supply of replacement. Size of form may

be 6J'x8'.

5-84. RETURNABLE PACKAGE CARD.

W. D. A CO. LTD.

Date received

Supplier

Package Charge.

G.R. No.

Date of Invoice Inv. Ref.

Rbturnkd.

Betums Advice Ref

Cost of Carriage

Signed

.

Date.

These cards are issued by the Works
Accounts Office to the Cicncral Stores

immediately it is possible to match the

Goods Received (G.R.) Note (5-82)

with the Supplier's Invoice. No pack-

age is to be returned except on the

authority of these cards, the cost of

carriage being considered against the

charge for the package. The Returns

Advice Note, or adapted Advice of

Despatch (5-1 13) is made to .serve as a

debit to the supplier by the values and

invoice date being given (.see Discus-

sion). The cards are duly returned to

the Works Accounts Office for checking

purposes, and to notify the appropria-

tion of any package for works or

sales puqioscs. Size of form may be

.5-84.
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5-86. STORES

W. B. it CO. LTli

TALLY.

li.li. or
1)0 livery
•|'l,.Lof Hnf

These tallies arc made out in respect to
j

each consignment of goods received at the
(jcncral Stores, which it is desired to keep
a separate account of, instead of merging
with stock in hand. Its principal ap|>lica-

tion is to goods speci.nliy purchased, or pro-

cess products s|)eciallv made for a parti< idar

Office Order. Provision is. iiowever, made
for a cross reference to the Stock Control
Records when purely stock purchases are

treated on tliese tallies. The provision for

noting the ordering level is useful when the
tally serves the function of a stock control

record, or alternatively for the Stores
1

Server's guidance in repf)rting low stocks.

The Stores Server will fill in the issues as

the Goods Issue Vouchers come to hand.
On complete issue the tally is sent to the
Works Accounts Office. Size of form, any
ordinary tally size, say 2^* x 5'.

.

Intended for

Office
. Order No.Ordering Level

an.
ved.

Issues.

Balance.Qu
rece

Date.
Sub-
Order.

Quan. By.

6-86. GOODS ISSUE VOUCHER.
W. B. <t CO. LTD. No. O.V.

These vouchers are prepared in the
General Stores as an advice to the Work
Depot or other department first concerned, '

of each consignment of goods received for

a specific Ofiice Order. The goods are duly
issued when tl^e voucher is sent back signed

by the department receiving the goods.

The vouchers will be initiated by the Work
Depot for goods from stock, according to

Quantity SUps (5-53). Any department
may use the vouchers for goods required

from stock within Umits that do not over-

lap the functions of the Work Depot. The
vouchers pass from tlie Stores to the Works
Accounts Office. Forms may be y ^ 5I"
in carbon duplicate.

Date ready. O.R. Ref. For
Office Order No.

Quan. Description

Allocation.
Sub- n
Order. '^

uan. Rate. Cost.

Signed Dept Date

6-87. SHOP CREDIT SLIP.

W. D. iV CO. LID.

lleturn of Goods originally supp

Sub-Order No Office Order N
lied for

These credit shps serve firstly to control

loans to the shops. They are made out in

carbon duplicate by the Stores—except as

to quantity—and the detachable copy is

sent with the loaned goods. Any material

issued for convenience in excess of require-

ments, e.p. bar, is treated as on loan. The
carbon copy is retained by the Stores as a

reminder, and when the loaned goods or

excess material is returned, a corner is cut

off the carbon copy to show the item is

cleared.. For many items, such as scrap

and swarf, the credit shps must originate

in the dept. sending same to the Stores.

The slips will be passed from the Stores to

the Works Accounts OfTicc Size of form

as 5-b''.

Description. Qoan. Rate. Credit.

Reason of Return. Condition of Goods.

Received by. Date. Signed. Dept.

1

6-88. TIMBER TICKET.
w. B. <fc CO. LTD. Office Order Nr

These tickets .11 e .iiianged to pnj\ ule .1

handy means whereby the allocation of

timber to specific orders can be etiected.

The tickets are made out by the men using

the timber and signed by the foreman.
|

Where there is a Timber Store Attendant,
j

and con.sequent local stock records, the
;

tickets will be pa.'^t^ed to him for noting

on his stock control cards (see discussion,

Hid). The tickets must ultimately pass
j

to the Works Accounts Office. Size of

form as 5-86.

Date Sub-Order N

* s

1 ,
il

i
a

,3

5
•0

H

Feet
Super.

Rate. Cost.

Used by I)cr t.

1

Siifned.

5-S5.

ISO.

0-S7.

SS.
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5-89.

W. n. «t CO. LTI>.

General Stores

STOCK CONTROL CARD.

471

\
Location. Unit,

of Quan.

Advance Appropriation.

Date.

Stoek
Appro-
priation
Ticket
No.

Order
No

Qiiaii,

Orderinii Level Nnnnal Quan. to Material.
be Ordered.

Purchase
Reqiiifii-

tion
No.

Purcliase Orders.

Date. Ref.
Sup-
plier.

Quan.
Total
to

Date.

Receipts.

Date. O.R.
No.

ToUl
2uan. to

Date.

5-S9.

(Ccmtinuation of Headings)

Description Class No...

Size or Mark Item Ref.

ISJUES.

I

Alloca-
j

Total
Date. tion ' Quan. to

Ref.
I

date.

Transfers.

Date.
s^tt. Q"-

Total
to

date.

Bal-
ance.

Stock Scrutiny.

Date.
Actual Taken
Stock. I by.

Sur-
plus.

De-
ficit

This card is designed primarily for the control of general stock, as defined in Sec-
tion IV d, but apphes also for component stock, whether in the rough or finished
stage. Its apphcation to component stock is intended to be limited to such stock as
is held by the General Stores. .\ separate form (5-1 10) is provided for dealing with
Warehouse Stock, comprising spare parts and complete products.
The issue of component stock is arranged to Ix; subject to authorisation by Stock

.Appropriation Tickets. When these come to hand without the items being in

stock, advance appropriation is noted on the card, and the ticket handed back to
the dept. presenting the ticket. A Goods Issue Voucher (5-86) quoting the Stock
Appropriation Ticket No. is made out by the General Stores as soon as the necessary
items are received into stock, and then sent forward as an advice to the dept. con-
cerned. " Item Kef." refers to the reference adopted to identify the particular
size and kind of article in question. It assumes that some classification scheme is

adopted. In the case of component stock, the item ref. will be the part No. or
standard fittings (S.F.) ref. In the illustration the quantity columns are shown
ruled into four by dotted lines, thus serving for weights or hquid measure, whether
same are expressed in the usual way or as lbs. and pints respectively. Provision is

made for lx)oking transfers from the main stores to sub-stores. These transfers will

appear as receipts on the respective sub-stores stock control card. In the matter of
stock scrutiny (see discussion. Section IV d), this is carried out by the Works Accounts
Office, and the results noted on this card. Under some conditions, the head of the
General Stores might carry out a similar check himself, tlius supplcmentmg the efforts
of the Works .\ccounts Office. Where " wholesale " stock is held (see Section III d),
only the issues to the " retail " branch of the Stores will be entered on these cards,
thus obviating voluminous entries of actual issues to orders The stock control cards
dealing with wholesale stock should be clearly marked " Wholesale '" with a rubber
stamp, or better still, he of di>tinctive colour. Size of card may be 8J'x ii'.
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6-90. DRAWING LOAN SLIP.
W. II. A- CO. I.TD.

Tool Store 473

OrawiiiK No

Date Check No.

Signed

This driiwinK must bo returned as soon as
finished with, but In any case on Saturday by
12 noon.

These slips arc made out by the
men desiring to borrow drawings. In
the drawing stores section of tlie Tool
Stores, there may be a large black-
board (or noting drawings in loan.

The loan slips arc filed in a card index
under the drawing No. and returned to

the man when tlrawing is returnrd.
Anyone else rccjuiring a drawing
already loaned may give in a new loan

slip in exchange for the existing loan
slip, which is then utilised for exchang-
ing with the borrower for the drawing.
Size of form may be 2 J' x 3 J', made up
thin pads.

^XJ.

6-91. TOOL LOAN SLIP.
W. B. it CO. LTP.

Tool No
as per Tools Provided Schedule

for Part No

Description

Date Check No.

Signed

Tliis tool must be returned as soon as flnished

with. Any damage occurring in use must be
reported to the shop foreman.

These shps are used for tools very
much the same as Drawing Loan Slips.

There is a standard sujjply of brass tool
checks for eacli man arranged on hooks,
and as a tool is loaned, a tool check is

put in its place or sufhcicntly so to
indicate who has any given tool. The
slips are fded under the man's check
No. and given back to the man as the
tools are returned. Certain measuring
tools may have to be returned at the
end of each day. Size of form same as
Drawing Loan Slip, but of distinctive

colour.

;-.'//.

5-92.

W. B. & CO. LTD. Dept.

WORKMAN'S TOOL BOOK.
Name Check No.

5-d2.

This book is for entering up all tools and appliances making up each worker's regular or per-
manent kit. Tlie original issue must be authorised by the shop foreman, but renewal.^ of flies

and cutting tools will be made by the tool stores chargehand on receipt of worn tool. .\ll tuols

entered here must be accounted for at any time when requested by tool stores chargehand, and
must all be handed in on transfer to another department or on leaving. Tools on temporary
loan are to be applied for by tool loan slips and such loans are not to be entered in this book.

Date. Quan. Description.

Fore-
man's
Signa-
ture.

Served
by.

Benewals.

Date. By. Date. By. Date. By.
{
Date. By.

Received
back.

Datp. By.

The routine in connection with the use of this book is sufficiently indicated by the
notes embodied in the illustration. It may be convenient in some works to print
in the names of tools issued to the majority of the workers, such as padlock and key.

Men should be encouraged to furnish high-class padlocks of their own, as additional
security against improper access, providing a dupUcate key is lodged with the Tool
Store Chargehand personally. The character of the latter ought to be such as to

ensure confidence in his support of their efforts to preserve their own tools equally
with the firm's against theft. Size of book may be same as Time Card (5-22) when
closed.

6-98.
W. B. <ft CO. LTD.

SUMMARY OF TOOLS BROKEN AND LOST.
Dept Fortnight ending.

5-»Cf.

Check
No.

Plain
Tools.

DrillB. Taps. Reamers. Mllg.
Cutters.

Cutter
Bars.

Cutters. Drifts.

Bldi. Lo«t. Hkn.'I.'it. B'kii. U»%.

Various.

Broken.
I
Lost.

This summary is made up by the Tool Stores Chargehand, as breakages and losses
become known. A set of sheets comprising all check Nos. is made up in advance for
each fortnight. To facihtate this, the unit figures 0-9 are printed down the sheets.
A penalty of half the cost is inflicted in the more flagrant cases and deducted from
extra pay earnings. A notice to this effect should be printed on the cover of the
Tool Book (5-92). Size of form may be 10 • 8.
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5-94.

W. B. A 00. LTD.

COMPLETED TOOL ADVICE.

Ee(. C.T.

SUA.

Description o( Tool and Operation. For Um; on Ullicc

Order No.

.Quantity.
Part No.

Tool 08 above sent to Tool Stores

For issue to Dept

Inspected by Date.

These advices are made out in triplicate, one copy serving as a delivery ticket to

the Tool Stores, and the second copy as an advice to the Machine Shop. The third

copy is retained by the foreman tooimaker. Inspection should include testing, and
the View Room should, preferably, agree the test witli the foreman tooimaker. In

mass production this initial testing is of far-reaching importance. The rc})lacement

of jigs and special tools calls for the most careful verification. Tlie advice slips in

the Tool Stores may be pasted on cards for better filing. Size of form may be same
as Form 5-86.

5-95.

W. B. A CO. ITD.

TOOL STORES RECORD CARD.
Class.

695.

Description. Size.

On Order.

Date. Kef. Quan

Received.

Date.
G.R. Tool
Ref. Advice. Quan.

Reserve Stock.

In. Out. Balance.

Tools in
Service.

Date. Quan.

Tools
Scrapped.

Date.! Quan. By

|8

These cards are intended to be entered up by the Tool Stores Chargehand. Provi-

sion is made for noting the reserve stock, which is supposed to be under the control

of the Tool Stores Chargehand, but suitably separated from the working stock of tools

This course is better than requiring the General Stores to maintain a stock of new
tools, emery wheels, and the like. Ordinary utensils and implements (see Section

IV d) may have to be held in both stores. Size of form may be 5' x 8*.

5-96.

W, n. A- CO. LTD.

PLANT SUB-ORDER.

Plant Grouj) Date

5-96.

.No.

Special Materials Req'd.

Purch.
Req'n.

Particulars. Quan.

Plant Ref. Deacriptii'ii >r Dept. A/c. Ref. Addition.
Renewal.
Alteration.
Repair.

Particulars of work to be done by Dept. Estimated Cost.
.Material.

Wages.

Sub-Order made out by Approved.

Works Manager.

These sub-orders may be made out by the Tool Stores Chargehand as to the every-
day repair requirements (see discussion. Section III e).and within specified linnts he
may issue the orders without waiting for Works Manager's approval. The orders are
made out in triplicate, one passing to dept. executing the order and the second copy
to the Works Manager for approval and for pas.sing on to the Works Accounts Uthce.
There are two series of orders. " R " for repairs and " N " for new work. Renewals
and alterations will be included in the " N " series equally with additions and the
final allocation (.-V/c Ref.) settled later (see discussion. Section IV k) and Plant Sub-
Ordcrs Cost Summary, N Series (5-137). Departmental Memorandums (5-106) are
used by foremen for notifying their requirements to the Tool Stores. The necessary
purchase requisitions may be made out in the Tool Stores under the guidance of the
Works Office (Production Section). The more important orders will be initiated

by the Works Manager personally. Size of form same as Form 5-59, but of distinc-
tive colour.
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)

6-97. STAGE TICKET.
W. II. .t ro. LTD.

View Room 477

8.T.

Part No. or
Description.

Quan. Sub-
Order.

Operation.

Oflllce

Order.

Box No.

Viewing Certificate.

Passed. Rejects. V.R. No. Date Signed.

The purpo.se of the stage ticket ha.s been
discussed in Section III c, and is briefly a
delivery and viewing tici<et. It serves as a
" move " instruction to tlic shop lal»ourcr,

and the receiving chargcliand holds the tic-

ket as a tracing ticket U>r work in hand.
When the f)per.iti()n is completed as to the
sub-order in question, the viewing certificate

at the foot of the ticket is filled in by the
party responsible for viewing and (lie {icket

sent through the works post to the Wages
Office. A new ticket for the ne.xt operation
is made out by the same party, and accom-
panies tlie work accordingly. The Tools
Provided Schedule (5-5H) may possibly de-
fine the sequence of operations. If viewing
is only to follow groups of operations, the
several operations may be named on Stage
Ticket' to guide the shops, the operations
as done being marked off by the respective
chargchands. Size of form to suit Job Tic-

ket (5-26), to which these tickets are ulti-

mately attached.

-or.

5-98. VIEWING REPORT.
W. B. iV CO. I.TIi.

(Give clear explanations.) V.B.

Office
Order No.

Sub-Order No.

Other Eef.

Replacement Date.
Arranged (or.

Signed.

(Reverte Side.)

V.R.

Dept. responsible.

Workman

Adjustment of Time as

booked by Check No
Hrs Mins.

allowed. Job Advice Slip

Bent to Wages OflBce.

Estimated cost of fault.

Material lets

value of
scrap

Wages
Shop Charges

Total

Signed

Noted Wks. Accts.

These reports are made out in respect to
the following :

(1) Work rejected in course of production.

(2) Work pa-ssed, but not up to the standard
limits of size.

(3) Errors in drawings necessitating alteration to
work.

(4) Transfers of components from one order to
another in course of production.

(5) Inspection of purchased goods when not
certified on (Joods Received Note (5-82).

The reports are made out by the View
Room in triplicate, one copy remaining for

reference, one copy passing to the Works
Office (Production Office) to arrange for re-

placement, passing thence to the Katefixer
for estimating cost of fault, who duly advises
Wages Office if necessary, and passes report
on to Works Accounts Office, the third copy
is passed to the Work Depot with the re-

jected material. The Work Depot make out
the necessary Shop Credit Slips (5-87) for

disposing of the scrap, after Katefixer has
made up estimate. Probably Works Mana-
ger will wish to sec all .scrap before same is

sent from Work Depot. Size of form may
be 4' X 6*.

5-99. INSPECTION CERTIFICATE.

W. B. A CO. LTD.
Date. .No.

Office Order No.

Pro. No. Quan.

Sub-Order No.

A.U. Ret. Quad.

To WOKK DKPOT.

The
enumerated here have
satisfactorily nasscd the
standard Works Inspec-
tion and Tests.

Signed

Customer's Inspection.

These certificates are provided to record
the inspection of a.s.sembly units and erected
product, for which Stage Tickets (5-97) will

probably not be made out. The inspection
may be carried out by the foreman, but pre-
ferably by an independent inspector. With
certain products, running or other tests may
be essential to complete the inspection.

A space is provided for noting if customers'
inspection has been carried out, or is to
follow, or is not required. The certificate

is sent to the Work Depot for noting on the
programme sheet (5-104), and thence to

Works Accounts Office by way of the Works
Office (Production Section). Size of form
may be 4' x 6'.
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Section V kl

5-100. WORK TALLY.
\V. B. it CO. LTD.

IVork Depot 479

Tali.v l<il ion.
{Krxfrue 8id«.)

Sub-Order No J g.o

Part No Qunii

Due Date

\

Office Order No.

Date Tally iiwued . .

.

Date Work liMued.

Firat Operation....

Rejecta.

V.R.i D«U.

Replace*
ments.

Qiun.

These tallies constitute the sub-orders for the manufacture of components. They

are made out in Work Depot in conjunction with the material available and the

Work Depot Programme (5-104). The tally minus coupon is sent to the Shop

foreman to notify him the batch of material is ready. The coupon is retained in

Work Depot for tracing purposes—the corner being cut off when material has been

drawn. The Work Depot issues the requisite material on the return of the Work
Tally accompanied bv a Stage Ticket (5-97) for the first operation. The tallies accom-

pany the respective "batches of work through all operations. The pnnting shown

for reverse side apphes to tally and coupon. Viewer enters on back of tally as to

rejects and replacements joined up with original sub-order. Entry needs to be made

of any transfers to other orders. TaUies for replacements are marked " X," followed

by original sub-order ref. The tally cou]X)ns for completed sub-orders pass to Works

OfTice (Production Section) for noting on Production Programme (5-52). Size of

Tally about aj'x 5'.

5-101. ASSEMBLY SUB-ORDER.
W. B. & CO. LTU.

Sub-Order No. .\.S

Office Order No A.U. Ref.

Desc iption.

Special Instructions.

Quan.

Due Date.

Date Issued.

Ports required to complete.

Name. Part ! S.F.
No.

I

Ref.
Quan.

Date
expected.

Date
supplied.

Dat«* completed Inspection CertiOcate Ko.

These sub-orders cover assembly units

(see discussion, Section III c). They are

made out in triplicate by the Work Depot,

one copy remaining for reference, the second
copy accompanying the sets of components
to the foreman concerned, and the third

copy passing to the Works Office (Produc-

tion Section) for noting on Production Pro-

gramme (5-52), and thence to the Works
Accounts Office for labour costing purposes.

The completing issues, if sets are incomplete

in first instance, may be dealt with by a
Departmental Memorandum (5-106) to the

Works Office, coupled with marking the

items off the sub-order as issued to the shop.

The works accounting requirements as to

components drawn from stock will be met
by a Goods Issue Voucher (5-86) covering the

items drawn by the Work Dc^wt from the

General Stores in respect to the office order

as a whole. Size of form may be 5' x 8'.

6-102. ERECTING SUB-ORDER.
W. B. & CO. LTD ^ „

Sub-Order No. E.3.

Office Order No Pro. N08

Description.

Special Instructions.

Quan.

Due Date.

Assembly
Unit.

A.U.
Ref.

Quan. Notes.
1

Dat« issued

Parts to follow.

1 ti ii
3

Date completed Inspection Certlflcat* No.

.;-/w.

The notes above as to Assembly Sub-
Orders apply to these orders. To complete
erection, certain loose components may have
to be drawn from stock, or may have been

made under the same office order reference.

It may happen that the assembly units as

drawn for erection will have been charged
into stock, in which event Goods Issue

Vouchers will be required for accounting
purposes accordingly. Where there are

differences in finish or accessories between
items of complete product made under the

same office order No., it is important to

issue separate sub-orders for the different

progressive Nos. concernctl, and such sub-

orders must Ix" fully recogni.scd in the cost

allocations with regard to material as well

as wages. Size of form as 5-101.

5- 101.

5- 102.
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5-108.

W. II. it CO. I.TK.

N^ii.Ml ai W.irU I'alli.s to \h-\,i

DAILY LIST OF SUB-ORDERS.

481

.Date.

S.O. No. order NO.
l^-i«" l^"^'- Short Doscription. Quan.

Bne
Date.

Notes.
Completed

tafllcB

received.

This list is made up in carbon duplicate as the Work Tallies (5-100) arc made
out—thu<5 serving as a register of numbers. The description may be restricted to

the more notable pieces. At the end of each day, one copy p.isses to the Works Office

(Production Section) for noting on the Production Programme (5-52). bemg evidence

of raw material being available, and it is then passed to the Works Accounts Oliice,

for making out Cost Allocation Cards (5-131)- 'I'lc material is charged to the

olVice order as a whole through the medium of Goods Issue Vouchers (5-86). The

provision for notes mav be utilised for indicating to the Works Ofhce the tallies

that have been marked V.U. (Very Urgent). The list is passed back to Works Office

and used for noting that tally coupon comes in when batch is compleltd, principally

tor mai king ofl Production Programme. Size of form may be 10" x 8'^

5-lOS.

6-104. WORK DEPOT PROGRAMME SHEET.

w. I), it CO. LTP. Assemb y Assembly

Office Order No Sheet No Dwg. No..

5-10^.

A.U 1 1

Material
Available

/^
Finisbed
Parts

Scrap
1 1

Week.

S.O.

— Keceived. Transfers
Week

Si
a

Quan.
1

Ref. Quan. Ref. Quail. 8.0. Date. Quau. 8.0. Date. Q.iau. 8.0. Date Quau. „ . Quan.

1«s coS

sja
CO .3 "J-o 2

eg V
2j;

^1
3

C3

These sheets are arranged for placing in the same binder as the Assembly List (5-48)

and Quantity Slip (5-53), so that the Work Depot Chargchand may h.\ the due dates

for each sub-order with intelligent regard to ultimate requirements. It is arranged

that the entries of quantities shall be in separate columns for each week's programme

(as to due dates maturing therein), so as to allow regard to be paid more easily to

the shop possibiUties, and to facilitate the making out of the Weekly Shortage List

(below). The entries of " material available " will be derived from the C.oods Issue

Vouchers (5-86) received from the General Stores advising receipt of material.

Size of form to suit forms 5-48 and 5-53.

5-105.

W. B. tfc CO. LTD.

WEEKLY SHORTAGE LIST.

For i.«8ue to Deiit !'•'''

5105.

Office
Order No.

Part
No.

Short Description. Quan.
Work
Tally

S.O. No.
n-oi'iveU

{Work Depot.

These lists are based on the assembling requirements, and may be derived from

the notes as to shortages appearing on the Assembly and Erecting Sub-Orders (5-101

and 5-102), but it will allow an earlier anticipation to work from the Work Depot

Programme Sheet (above). Theoretically no a.ssembly or erecting sub-order should

be effective if there are .shortages of components. The shortage list is made out in

carbon triplicate—one copy passing to the dept. having work in hand, and the

second copy to the Works Office (Production Section) for a personal investigation of

everv item'and marking tallies V.U. (Very Urgent). The third copy remains^m the

Work Depot for reference and marking off receipts. Size of form may be 10' x 8'.
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Seciiok V kj Jfork Depot 483

6-106. DEPARTMENTAL
W. B. a. CO. I.T1'.

MEMORANDUM

To Dept.

Offlco
Order Kef.

Replying to 1»..M. No dated.

Other U-f.

From Dept Signed.

Thi^ nu 111 'i.tnclum form is for use
between depLi. Hy having it arranRcd
in triplicate, with the second copy in

every case passing, by means of tlic

works post, to tl>e Works Olficc (Pro-

duction Section), it will be possible for

much help to be afforded from the

latter ofiicc. The memorandum will

serve as a requisition from Warehouse
to Works Oftice (Production Section)

for replenishments of warelujuse stock

(comjilete jirodiict an<l spare parts) as

a retpiisition on Tool Stores ff)r Tool

or Plant Sul)-Order, for calling General

Stores' or Work Depot's attention to

delays, for requesting services of

another department, for reporting

tool damage, plant stoppage, etc. Size

of form same as 5-98.

',-106.

6-107.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

PROGRESSIVE NO. REGISTER.

(Sheet Ref ) Class of Product

.

5-107.

Pro.
No.

Production
Order No.

Date
started.

Erecting Sub-Order.

Date. Ref. Special Instructions.

Sales
Ref.

Works Product Note.

Ref. Date.

This register is for use when progressive Nos. are given to the complete pro-

duct. It may be applied to assembly units. The method of taking up numbers

may be for one series to be used for all items in each class, or alternatively for each

production order to have its own series starting at i in each case. The pro-

duction order need not necessarily be for stock, but might be a Sales Order Ref.

used as a production order. The dates of starting and completion (Works Product

Note) will be useful for estimating future times of delivery. Sizeof sheetmaybei3' x 8".

5-108. WORKS PRODUCT NOTE.
W. B. <t CO. LTD.

Date W.P.

To
The undermentioned products are now ready,

having sati-tfactorily passed all requisite inspec-

tions and tests.

5-108.

Description Quan. ready

Catalogue Ref Quan. to come.

Part No.
A.U.Ref.

I

Pro. No.

Made
under
Order
No.

Special Features.
Inspection
Certificate

Ref.

Bec'dby
i

Signed

Warehouse. Work Dcix>t Cliargehand.

This note is virtually a certificate of

all work completed. It is made out in

tripUcate by the Work Depot, one
copy passing to the Warehouse or

General Stores, and one to the Works
Office (Production Section), and thence

to the Works Accounts Office for charg-

ing into stock if need be. No product

not already in the Warehouse should

be despatched without the authority

of this note, or accepted into stock,

thus ensuring maintenance of the sys-

tem required for works accounts.

Size of form same as 5-98.

6-109. FINISHED WEIGHT CARD.
W. B. & CO. l.TP.

Ii.it.'

Description.

Dwg . No Material

Manufactiu^d
Under Order No.

Part No..

A.U. Ref.

Pro. No..

Weight of one Ibe.

Signed

r.-ioo.

These cards are filled in by the Work
Depot under arrangement with the

Drawing Office. Cross Index Sheets

(5-68) may Ix: used for noting weight

cards made out. The cards are pas.scd

to the Drawing Office. Size of form
may be 2J' x 3J'.
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6-110.

W. B. it CO. LTD.

WAREHOUSE STOCK RECORD.

Code Word J>i>Hlun Ref

Deacri j)t Ion Catalogi 10 Ref.

Beqolal-
tlons.

Stock Manu-
(acturinff or

Purchase Order.

Stock Received.

a

1
P4

A Iviiicr .Appropriation. Despatohes.

W.P.
No.

O.R.
No.

Date. Quan. Date.

1

1 1
d

Ref. Date. Quan.

Offlce
Order
No.

Cus-
tomer.

livery
pro-

mised.

Ref. h

,

1

2

This stock record is devised to deal with warehouse stock (complete product and
spare parts) by taking up a separate line for each item received, hence the consecu-
tive rotation Nos. These rotation Nos. serve equally for items appropriated in

advance. A tick against each rotation No. indicates the receipt of the respective
items. The references of delivery (VV.P. for Works Product Note, and G.R. for Goods
Received Note), dateand total quantities are given. The marking of the rotation Nos.
is in the nature of a grapliic record, against which it is easv to set off the items
appropriated and the items delivered—the balance representing margin of stock
unappropriated. The appropriation may more than absorb all the stock in hand.
The rotation Nos. will continue from sheet to sheet under the same design reference.
The rotation No. must not be confused with the progressive No. The latter is actu-
ally applied to the product as completed (not usually to spare parts), and only
when orders are filled in absolute seciucnce of receipt is the progressive No. likely to
agree with the rotation No. in any given case, hence a separate column for the par-
ticular " pro. No." of the item used to satisfy the appropriations appearing against
the rotation Nos. Purchase orders for warehouse stock are notified to the Ware-
house by the General Stores by Departmental Memorandum (5-106). The Warehouse
will requisition the Works Office (Production Section) for further stock by means of
these memorandums (5-106). Size of stock record sheet may be 81" x ii".

5-111. WAREHOUSE DAILY REPORT OF DESPATCHES FROM STOCK. 5111.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

IVlte.

Design
Bef.

Ex.

Stock
Mfg.
Order.

Pur-
chase
G.R.
No.

Pro.
No.
(if

any).

Quantity Analysis under cla>

Despatched
under Office
Order No.

Noted
I (or
Works

Accounts.

This report is essentially for accounting purposes, and passes to the Works Accounts
Office. It can conveniently be made a medium for analysing the quantities sold of

each specified class of product—these being reported to the management in fortnightly

totals. The form is in carbon duplicate, one copy remaining in the Warehouse for

reference. Size of form according to extent of analysis.
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6-112.

Warehouse

PACKING SLIP.

487

5-11:.

Consignee. ( (ItlSlKllIT rt

Ref.

OIlKO
Order No,

Quantity. Description of Goods.

NetW.i.'ht.

C\M ' LtM.

Inspected and checlced by Packed by

Tlie above goods should be examined before being signed for. If tliis is not possible, sign for n»
" Unexamined." In case of damage it is most important to notify us and the carriers inuiio(lliit4iy

No claim for short weight will be allowed unless an opportunity is afforded us of seeing tlif k

re-weighed.

Is

These slips are intended for sending with each package, preferably in an envelope

label or under the address label. The name of the sender is omitted from the form

in case customer's labels are used for addressing packages. The slips arc in tripli-

cate, one remaining in Warehouse for reference, one going with package and one

passing to General Office for invoicing purposes. In certain cases the slips may be

printed with list of items pertaining to .standard equipment. The papers for each

day may be fastened together and lent to the Works Office for clearing Production

Programme (5-52), and to Works Accounts Office for entering on Delivered Orders

Cost Abstract (5-138). Size of form may be GJ'x 8".

5-118. ADVICE OF DESPATCH.

Dat« A.D.

W. BLANK <fc CO. LTD.

Efficiency Worlcs, Main Road,

LONDON.

ToM.

Per...

Consignee's

Ref

...Carr

Paclcages. Value.

Marls.

Measurements.

Gross Weight.

Cwts. Qrs. Lbs.

as per Packing Slip P.8
enclosed in Package Label.

Please advise us and Carriers

if goods not delivered promptly.

W. B. & CO. LTD.

Carrier's Receipt.

5-114. OUTWARDS PACKAGE TRACING
CARD.

W. B. \ CU. LTD.

These advices assume the use of

Packing Shps (above) for giving the

details, and constitute an advice mainly

of the date and method of despatch,

with sufficient description only as will

allow one copy of the advice to serve

as a consignment note for the carrier.

There are two more copies, one remain-

ing in the Warehouse, being signed by
Carrier as acknowledgment of receipt,

and the other going to the Cleneral

Office for completing the invoice, and
when that cannot be done the same
day as goods are despatched, possibly

as carbon copy of advice the particulars

are noted on the General Office copy of

Packing Slip, and the advice is posted

separately to customer. The advice

may be adapted for return of packages

to supplier (see discussion. Section

IV d). Size of form may be Gi'x 8'.

Length. Breadth.' Depth.

Timber. Thick- I Finish,
neas.

Package No

Kind of Package

To be charged at

Date
sent.

A.D.
No.

Consignee. Date returned.

This card serves to record the travels

of each package used for despatch pur-

poses. The values may be fi.xed by
means of a standard rate per square

foot of surface according to the class

of packages. These values may ap-

pear on Advice of Despatch, whether

chargeable or not. Size of card may
be 4' X 6'.

5-113.

5-114.
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5-115.

W. 11. .V CO. liTU.

WORKS EXPENDITURE BOOK (First Part).

Furtnlsht ending.

I'tTRCUASES. DtSDCBSKMKKTS.

Inv.
No.

Date.
Sup-
plier.

G.R.
Ref.

In-
voice
Total.

Return-
nblu
PftCli

ages.

Stock

Kef.

General
Stock
A/c.

CV)iii-

poncnt
Stock
A/c.

Co.st

Alloctt-

tiun
Ref.

I'ur-

clliiscrt

clifirued

.lir.'.-t.

D.b.
lief, or
CuhIi
Uvport
Ret.

Atnt.

5-116.

W. U. Jc CO. LXU.

WORKS EXPENDITURE BOOK (Second Part).

Fortnight < n lin^;

0-115.

r,.llG,

Waobs.

Wages
Summary
Week
ending.

Ca.'th

Report
to Works

Ref.

Total.
Time
Wages.

Extra
Pay and
Speciali
AUow-

W0RK8 Product.

Sum-
mary
Sheet
Ref.

Total.

Process
Product
charged
direct.

General
Stock
A/c.

Com-
ponent
Stock
A/c.

5-117. WORKS EXPENDITURE BOOK (Third Part).

W. B. i- CO. LTD.
Fortnight ending.

Purchase Credits.

Credit
I

Returns
I Claim Note
: Ref. Ref.

Date, Supplier. Total.

Return-
able
Pack-
ages.

Stock
Ledge-
Ref.

General
Stock
A/c.

Com-
ponent
Stock
A/c.

Cost
Alloca-
tion
Ref.

Purchases
charged
direct.

This book is illustrated as being in five parts (remaining two on p. 491), and

should be arranged on removable .sheets. It will usually be more convenient to

have the parts on separate sheets to allow of independent posting, but one sheet

may be arranged for two or more parts. The function of the book is di.scussed in

Section IV b, and little needs adding here as to routine. The invoices are entered

after being agreed in all particulars, and take up consecutive Nos. The disburse-

ments will involve cither an invoice ref. or a Cash Report to Works ref. (I-orm 5-120),

and to pass the disbursement invoice an entry in the Disbursements Book (5-121),

duly approved, is neccs.sary. Purchases may occasionally come through a Cash to

Works KcjKjrt, if cash purchases of material are made, the report ref. then appearing

in lieu of an invoice No. In the matter of entries re Works I'roduct. those on Form
5-116 constitute a grand summary of the details appearing on Forms 5-118 and

5-1 19. Size of form according to arrangement of parts.

• For illii.'ttration of Credit Claim Note refer Form ft-14.

5-111
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5-118.

W. B. A CO. LTD.

WORKS EXPENDITURE BOOK iFourth Part).

Dept. liict Summnry Sh«<«t tin. PP.

Fort-
night
ending.

Delivery
Sheet Metnl

Pro-
Daily
Work
Shpct

No. Charites. ciinrges. >o.
***«**• Charges.

Total
for

Period.
Product
charged
direct.

Stocic
A/c.

ponent
Stock
A/c.

This part of the Works Expenditure Book is a summary of process prrxluct

(Iron Foundry, Brass Foundry, Smithy and any other department dealt with in

the accounts on the hues discussed in Section IV g). The summary is of sheet

totals appearing on Forms 5-71 and 5-73 (Foundry) and Forms 5-77 and 5-78(Smithy).

The totals for the fortnight are posted from this part of the book to the second
part (5-1 16), and are made the subject of a Works Product Abstract (6-44) for the

purposes of the financial accounts. The works expenditure analysis is under
three heads. The first, process products charged direct, means that the process

costs as figured out on the respective delivery and work sheets are allocated direct

to the original office order under which the work was carried out. Such office

orders may be stock manufacturing orders, the product of which does not pass

into stock until finished. In other cases the process products may pa.ss direct into

stock as rough castings or forgings. Where such product refers to components, the

analvsis will be under " Component Stock A/c," whereas such product as plain cast

iron or cast bronze bar will pass into the " General Stock A/c." Size of form to

suit rest of book.

6-119.

W. U. A CO. LTI>.

WORKS EXPENDITURE BOOK (Fifth Part).

stock Product Summary Sheet No. S.P.

Fort-
night
ending

Delivery Kef.

Works Product
Note.

Shop Credit Slip.

Goods Acknow-
ledgment.

Stock
Mfg.
Order.

Short De-
scription of

Goods.
Quan.

Works Value.

Sate. Amount.

Posted
Stock
Ledger.

Wks. E.xpend.
Analysis.

I

General
I
Stock

: A/C.

Com-
ponent
Stock
A/c.

This part of the Works Expenditure Book is largely parallel to the fourth part,

but relates to stock product other than process product, and for the most part to

product made under stock manufacturing orders. The summary is built up, as to

manufactured stock product, from the Works Product Notes (5-108). While the

items will probably refer mainly to component stock (whether as loose components,
assembly units or complete product), there may be ca.ses of items made for general

stock (see Classification, Section IV d), such as utensils and implements. Scrap
material recovered from the shops, as swarf and defective material passing into stock

as scrap, will be entered up here from the respective Shop Credit Slips (5-87)—the

scrap constituting fresh material from the stock accounting point of view (see dis-

cussion. Section IV d), and this material is in effect a works product.*

This summary is conveniently used also for entering up goods returned into

stock by customers or agents, and by this practice the works expenditure account
becomes charged with the new material, and through the financial accounts the

costs of sales is reduced according to the works value of the goods returned. This

is quite apart from crediting the customer or agent in respect to the return (see dis-

cussion, Action IV d). The information as to goods returned into stock will be con-

veyed by the Acknowledgment of Goods Received (5-83). Size of form as 5-118.

• A separate sheet for these scrap entries will allow their dissection under " .'>crap credited to Orders"
and •' Scrap not credited to Orders." The sum total constitutes the value charged into stock.
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6-120.

W. D. & CO. LTD.

IVorks Acc'junts Office

CASH REPORT TO WORKS.

No Date.

493

no.

Date.
Voucher

No.
Name. r;iitii'iiiai£

li.'irgo-

uble
to.

Cosh
Dis-

burse-
ments.

Wages.
Cash
Pur-

chas<-H

Noted
Works

This report serves as a summary of all cash payments by the Financial Dcpt.

that have to be accounted for in the works accounts. The reports arc furnished

weekly to the Works Accounts Oflice and entered up in the Works ICxpcnditure Book
on the one hand, and in the case of cash disbursements and cash purchases are

allocated from the reports to the respective cost allocation accounts. Salaries will

be entered under " Cash Disbursements," the allocation being given without

disclosing names. Disbursements and ledger purciiases are not included in

these reports, the invoices pertaining to every such item being independently dealt

with. Size of form may be 13" x 8".

This book serves as a record of disbursements that are not of a petty non-recurring

character. The only dividing line perhaps is payments by cheques instead of

through petty cash. This record serves the functions of a Goods Received Note
(5-82) in pa.ssing the invoice covering the prospective disbursement. The entry

as to invoice No. indicates that the item has been duly entered in the Works Expendi-
ture Book. Size of sheet may be I3"x 8".

5-122. SUPPLIERS' PACKAGES RECORD.

w. B. Si CO. LTD. Year
O Illy Returnable Packages Supplier

to be entered.

G.R.
No.

I Date I
Inv.

iDate.
Particulars. Quan. Rate.

Amount
Returns.

charged.
jj^j^_

Advice
q„^„_ y^^g^Ref

Appropriated
for Other
Purpose.^.

5-121. DISBURSEMENTS BOOK.
W. B. (k CO. LTD.

1 1

»o*f^*'°" Date. Name. Particulars.
Charge-

!il)le

to.

Amount. Passed
by.

Inv.
No.

Noted
Works
A/cs.

L.D.

i

These records are made up in the Works Accounts OfTice from the invoices, and
this ottice is responsible for seeing that all packages are accounted for. Keturnable
Package Cards (5-84) are made out for each lot received, possibly for each package
received. The returns are reported by an Advice of Despatch (5-1 13), suitably

endorsed, whereby the suppliers from their copy understand that credit has l>een

taken to the values named for the packages returned. These values are entered
accordingly by the Works Accounts Office from their copies into the Works Expendi-
ture Book

—

tiiinl part (3-1 17)—and also on to these records against the item originally

charged. The appropriation of suppliers' packages for other purpo.scs, such as

sales, is ad\nsed to the Works Accounts Oflice by means of the Returnable Package
Card. If adjustment is deemed necessary in tiie works accounts, this can be cITected

by anentryin the Cost Transfer Journal( 5-133), dedui ting from Returnable Packages
(this adjustment will Ix; made in the Works Expenditure Book it.self), and adding to
" Purchases Charged Direct " or " General Stock," whichever may .seem more con-
venient for allocation to the ofTice orders to which the packages are to be finally

charged. Size of form may be 8'x 6
J'.
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5-123.

W. B. & 00. LTD.

fVorh Accoiinti Office

GENERAL STOCK LEDGER.

I icscrlptlon

-405

Receipts.

No. ^«*«-
Item ' Quan.
Re/.

I

Value.
Total to
date.

ISSUES.

Date.
Item
Kef.

Quan.
Value. Total to

(late.

I I '

Ueadingt continued.

Stock (I.I

Returns.

Shop
Cr.
Slip.

Date,
Item
Ref.

Quan.
Value.

Total
to

date.

Stock
Ledger
Balance.

Stock Controi Card Balancks.

Date.
Item.
Ref.

Quan.
Rate. Value. Total.

The routine pertaining to the Stock Ledger is discussed in Section IV d, where
the matter of stock scrutiny is also discussed. The balances from the various Stock
Control Cards (5-89), corresponding with any one stock class in the stock ledger,
are posted here from time to time in the course of the stock scrutiny, and extended
at the stock rate by way of comparing the Stock Ledger balances with the Stock
Control Card balances, although kept in terms of quantity only. The further stage
of stock scrutiny is to verify, by actual weighing or count, that the stock in hand
agrees with the stock control card balances. The receipts are entered in the ledger
from the respective Goods Received Notes (5-82), while, to save space in the ledger,
the issues are summarised on Stock Issue Abstracts (below). The returns are
derived from Shop Credit Slips (5-87). Size of ledger sheet (removable type) may
be S'x 13".

5-124. GENERAL STOCK RATE CARD.
W. B. A CO. LTP.

Stock Class Xo

Item Ref

0.R
No. Date. Supplier.

Tnv,
No.

Quan. Inv.
j Cost

Rate .Allocation,
per

Date. Rate

5-125. STOCK ISSUE ABSTRACT.
W. B. <fc CO. LTU. IViiuil Lliding...

stock Class No Description

Item
Ref.

Quan. Kate
nml
Total
Value.

Item
Ref.

Quan. Rate
and
Total
Value.

These rate cards are pro\aded to sup-
plement the Stock Ledger and to give
an independent record for cost alloca-

tion purposes. Comparison of pur-
chase prices and sources of supply is

facilitated, and the adoption of rates

for cost allocation purposes represent-
ing an average purchase price is made
evident and consequently safer.

Changes in rates are similarly re-

corded and dated. Quantity need only
be entered when the attempt is made to

price out each consignment at its pur-

chase price without admitting average
rates. The cards may be mounted on
linen hinges and held in a frame for

rapid reference. The size may be 9' x 4'.

These abstracts are for rapidly noting
the detail issues, as reported by
Goods Issue Vouchers (5-86), or other
medium, such as Timber Tickets
(5-88). The sheets may pos.sibly l>e

held in alphabetical order of descrip-

tion, where this will facilitate the
posting from the vouchers. The quan-
tities for each fortnight are totalled,

rated and extended, and the totals

under each item ref. posted to the
respective class Nos. in the Stock
Ledger. Size of form may be 13'x 8'.

1J.3.
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6-126.
W. B. A 00. LTD.

COMPONENT STOCK LEDGER.
Deacrlption

Scrap.

V.R.
No.

Diitc. yuan. Cause.

Rk.i Hi

Del'y Sheet

Product
Note.

iDate.
I Total

Quan. {Rate. Value. to

I

<Intc.

497

' Totol
Date.

I
Qunn. |

Vnluc. to

5-126.

Shop
Credit
Slip.

Date.

RKTimNS.

Quan. Value.
Total to
date.

Stock
Ledger
Balance.

licsiuii ilt;f.

^TOl'K loNTuoL Card BaIjANOBS.

Date. I Quan. I Rate. Value. Notes.

This ledger differs little from the General Stock Ledger (5-123)- There is an

additional set of columns for noting the items scrapped in process of manufacture.

These entries are apart from the ledger proper, and are for keepmg m view the

quantity of scrap involved in each case, so that proper consideration shall be given

to this aspect in fixing the stock rates to be used Separate ledgers are necessary

for component stock in the (General Stores (rough and finished), and in the Warehouse

(spare parts and complete products). Standard fittings constitute a division of

finished components, and might appear in both ledgers. A.ssuming a reniovable

sheet ledger, distinctive colour sheets may be used for rough and finished com-

ponents. It is to be understood that components made under a Stock Manufac-

turing Order, which do not pass into stock until erected as complete products, will

not appear as loose components through this ledger. They will be collected at

the Work Depot and passed out for assembling under the same office order No.

but under distinct Assembling and Erecting Sub-Orders (5-101 and 5-102). Stock

receipts will be notified to the Works Accounts Office by DeUvery Sheets (5-71 and

5-77) in the case of rough components (castings and forgings), and by Works Product

Notes (5-108) in the case of finished components and complete products. Stock

issues will be notified bv Goods Issue Vouchers (5-86), and Warehouse Daily Report

of Despatches from Stock (5-1 1 1). These will be summarised on Stock Issue Abstract

(5-125), as in the case of the General Stock Ledger. Size of form as 5-123.

5-127.
W B. A CO. LTD.
Material Name

ROUGH COMPONENT RATE CARD.

Part No.

Office
Order.

Process
|

Metal
Inst'n. Quan.' Charge.

I I

Process
Charge.

I I

Wages.
Shop

Charges.
Total
Cost.

Av.
age Date.
Cost.

I I I I I

Aver-
age
to

date.

Scrap
%.

Rate
adopted

This rate card is for building up cost of castings and forgings from delivery sheets

(5-71 and 5-77) and daily work sheets (5-73 and 5-78). The costing need not be

carried out for every batch made. The percentage addition to cover cost of scrap

must be derived from experience in each case—the notes entered in the stock ledger

(above) serving as a basis. Size of form may be 5 x 8.

5- J 17.

5-128.
W. B. & CO. LTD.
Material

FINISHED COMPONENT RATE CARD.

Name Design ReT

5-lJS.

Office Sub- Qaan.
Order. Order.

Material
I

Dls-
'bursc-
ments.

Wages. I
Shop

Charges
Total
Cost.

Aver-
age

Cost.
Date

Aver-
age to
date.

Tool Scrap Bate
%.

,
%. adopted

This rate card collates the cost data under the sub-orders as recorded in the cost

allocation accounts (5-129. 5-130, and s-^i'^)- The material costs may have to

be abstracted from the respective office order costs. The resultant cost ligurcs should

be compared with those on the Component Cost Comparison Cards (5-63). as kept in

the Works Office (Katefixing Section). The percentage addition to cover cost of

drawings, patterns, jigs and special tools (called on form. Tool %) will depend on

quantity over which these preliminary costs are to be spread. For scrap percentage

see 5-127. Casehardening to be allowed for when necessary. Size of form as 5-127.

21
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5-129. COST ALLOCATION SHEET—STAGE I. /Sheet No.

w. n. & CO. HP.

Section. Offlco Order No.

J^°^{Pt
I
Date.

I

Supplier. Di'siTiption.

Siil.-

Onlcr
Kef.

(jiiaii.

I'lirclmsfH

Hutc. I'liiirKi'il

I

direct.

ProPcKn
Prod lie* <

('liarK)vl

direct.

I)l«l>urB««-

iiiontH.

5-130. COST ALLOCATION SHEET STAGE IL /Sheet No. Section. Office Order No.

W. B. it i;0. LT1>

Insue
Rer.

Date.
Sub-

Description.
I

Order Quan.
Ref.

Rate.

General Moc k.

Direct
Material.

Second-
ary

Material.

I i.iii|M.h. 1,1 .Moi-k.

I. I ihished.
Standard
Fittlnga.

5-131. COST ALLOCATION CARD (^,i;,„

—STAGE in.
W. «. \- CO. I,Tl).

I

Short Description

Design Office

Ref. Order No.
Section. Date. Dept.

Sub-
Order No.

^ 5

Wages.

Overtime
Charges.

Machine.

I I

Hand. Secondary,

Shop
Charges.

Extra Pay.

Machine. Hand.

I I

Special
Allow-
ances.

I I

These three forms embody the routine discussed in detail in Section IV e, and

reference thereto is necessary. Tlie forms are so arranged that in the stages (I. and

XL), deaUng with materials, no sub-division of accounts under sub-order Nos. is

assumed. Whereas for wages and shop charges (stage III.) the assumption is that

there will be a separate card for each sub-order. These cards will be opened from

the Daily List of Sub-Orders Issued (5-103), and from the Works Accounts Otlice

copies of Tool, Plant, Assembly and Erecting Sub-Orders (5-59, 5-96, 5-101 and

5-102). There is nothing to prevent these cards being applied to the whole office

orders, and in the case of standing orders (see Section IV c), this will be necessary

in many cases. Conversely, separate accounts for sub-orders may be kept in

regard to material (stages I. and II.), as will be almost imperative in the case of

plant sub-orders for new work (N series) to enable the Plant Sub-Orders Cost

Summary (5-137) to be prepared. It should he kept in mind that there may be

sectional costs under office order references apart from sub-orders, which obviously

must fall under one or other sectional account. The sections assumed to be a

minimum are Net Production Costs, Costs of Drawings, Patterns, Jigs, and Special

Tools. Costs of Errors and Defects. Costs of Final Inspection, Packing and Despatch

(see discussion. Section IV e). These sections should be given letter symbols to

simplifv reference. In regard to stage I., purchases charged direct will be posted

from the Goods Received Notes (5-82). after same have been completed from the

invoices, and possibly supported bv Goods Issue Vouchers (5-86) confirming the

allocation. In the ca.se of process products charged direct, the allocation will l>e

derived in part from the Casting and Eorging Delivery Sheets (5-71 and 5-77), and

in part from the Foundry and Smithy Daily Work Sheets (5-73 and 5-78). Disburse-

ments will lie entered from the Cash Reports to Works (5-120) and Disburse-

ments Book (5-121). In regard to stage II., the issue ref. will be Goods Issue

Vouchers and the like. The allocation comprised in stage III. will Ix; derived

from the Weekly Time Allocation Sheets (5-28) as to wages, hence the sequence of

the headings, and from the carlxm copy of the Extra Pay Slips (5-29) as to extra

pay and through a similar channel as to special allowances. In posting the fort-

nightly totals from these sheets and cards to the Cost ledger, a rubber stamp may
be usefully applied to bracket the column totals covered under one head in the

ledger, and at the same time to .stamp the fortnight ending date. Size of form

5-129 and 5-130 may be lo'x 8'. and form 5-131 5'x 8'
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5-132.
W. U. .V CO. LTD.

Short Particulars..

Jforks .L counts Offic

COST LEDGER.

501

Cost Allocation.

|.2 -Jg 5 0|

"l|S|i |stage.Ref.,M«terials.'^S« Wages. Shop
Charges.

CoHt Transfers.

Ret. Amount.

Total
for

Period

.5- /.?.'.

Headingi continued.

.Estimated Total Cost Office Order No.

Reported
'

for

Total ^•"''"*^'"' "/cs

^ ^***'- Works Cost
Allocation :

Abstract.

Enfere.l
Shop

C'liarijt'S

Book.

Deliveries.

Kef. Quan.
Works

Rate. Value.

Uclivered
Orders
Cost

.Abstract.

Works
Expendi-

ture
Book.

Balance. Notes.

The cost ledger is a summary of the cost allocation figures as collected on the
Cost .\Ilocation Sheets (5-129, ,5-130 and 5-131). The postings are made fortnightly,
and the headings in the ledger conform to those in the financial accounts. The
ledger is used for effecting transfers of costs, and for marking off the works value of
deliveries so as to show the balance or book value of the work in progress, if order
not completed. The works values of deliveries are summarised on a Delivered
Orders Cost Abstract (5-138), and this will usually be identical with the cost figures.

In stock manufacturing orders there may be a balance representing either an over-
charge (profit) or undcr-charge (loss), which is posted to the Shop Charges Book
(5-134) (see discussion. Section I\' h). The works value of stock product are entered
in the Works Expenditure Book, fifth part (5-1 19). In the case of Standing Orders,
the cost ledger totals are mostly posted to the Shop Charges Book. Provision is

made on the form for noting the total allocations reported to the Financial Dept.
for their accounts, by means of the Works Cost Allocation Abstract (6-43). The
costs of sales of warehouse stock may be grouped for each fortnight under the
several sales classes, without attempting separate ledger or even allocation accounts
for each .sales orders. In apportioning the ledger sheets to the several cost sections
under each office order rcf., the net i)roduction costs may be allotted the front side

of the sheet and the three other sections (see notes to Form 5-130) may have the
reverse side between them. Size of form may be 8"x 13".

5-133.
W. B. & CO. LTD.

COST TRANSFER JOURNAL. 5-l.S.i.

Sheet No.

Fort-
night
ending.

Ref. Particulars.
Cost Alloca-
tion Division

Totals.

H.
D.
W.
8.C.

M.
n.
w.
8.C.

Total
Costs.

Credits.

Tmnsfer frmii
Offlce Dnier Sect.

Posted.

Deblto.

Transfer to
Office Onlcr Sect.

Posted

The question of cost transfers is discussed in Section IV e. They are effected in

the Cost Ledger, and, inasmuch as the total allocations that have to be reported for

the financial accounts are altered, as to group totals, by the transfers, it is essential
to spht up the transfers under the heads of material, disbursements, wages and shop
charges ; hence the provision indicated in the Cost Transfer Journal for entering
the figures under these divisions. The entries under " Cost Transfers " in the Cost
Ledger must carry the same notes, and then, when the fortnightly totals have been
made of the regular allocations, the transfers arc detailed under the " Cost Alloca-
tion " heads—in red for credit.s—and a new total made for the purposes of the Works
Cost Allocation .\bstract (6-43I. Size of form may be 13' • 8'.
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5-lM.
W. B. 6. CO. UD.

SHOP CHABGES BOOK.

AetXMst

—

A/e.B«4.SX;-

>-lSi.

Fortaigiit
Ref. PazticBlaxs. IteBB. TotaJB.

CSJBMXB.

Forte^ aeL PartiCBlaxB. ! ItenuL Totato.

The routme pertaining to this book is discassed in detail in Section IV f, and
reference thereto is necessar>'. The source of the initial entries is the Cost Ledger
(5-132) for the most part. Other entries btlII be derived from the Works Acccmnts
.Annual Abstracts (6-45). It is of prime importance that -srorks accounts figures,

agreeing in character with fina.Tiria.l accounts figures, shaD also agree in total, as,

for example, depreciation on buildings and plant. Size of form may be 14J' r \oV

,

on removable sheets in a suitable binder.

5-185. WORKS EXPEKSES APPORTIOKllEirr REPOBT Rrst Part J.

•W. a. <t CO. LTI-
GroTq)or Service J-jTi'-i^x 'ijdmg

-i-io.

Staadiag
Order JTo. PartictilaxE.

TotaJCoftB
z& per

Shop Chaxges
Book.

ApportioiLmei-t.

I>epit. De^ Dept-

Bicf AiBOBut. B&GJE. AJDomtt. SaBE. AmnrnTtt Ba9E. Askcnnit.

5-1S6. WORKS EZPEVSES APPOETIOITMEFF REPOBT
W. B. & CO IID.

Second Paxt).

Fortplght ending

.

5-J.3fi.

Per Departroeiitj] Wages
{ Defit.

Allocatioii Summary (5-30)
Dept.

JtadoiiieL

Prodoctkm Hours Week 2fo.

ProportioDfi. Machme and
Haid

Baud I>epts. to whole WoriB i

Building Ser
Power
" Producing rnit

"

21&teiial
Deparcmental
AdministratiOD
CoDtingencT

Haad. Varfririw Hand.

TotAl Apportaonment
Average B*te per Prodoc-
tjon Hr.

The uses of this report, which is arranged here in two parts, are disc •-^^e•i i- Se.ticn

IV f. So far as the first part is concerned, the appordoninent : .::

regard to certain expenses, wiU have been recorded in the process c

;

_ .y
virtue of departmental sub-accounts under the standing order rci=ri-wi:i. lo a

laree extent the afTx^rtionrnent must be bv formula adiusied as accurately as
'. - ; : ns. For ' ^ r r - - :" :-

. ratio of
•

" '

-anes (_5v : o\ the
• -_ " -atthetc- ^—-r-nses

to cacxi ucpcLrtxLicXit, lLc niaiter is cameci a ?". -£^

both machine and hand producing units, by
between the two sections, machine and hand ^ :

ber of departments to be pro\ided for. ^^"he^e c

:

be too wide, intermediate narrow sheets can be arrci.^. _ .-. ^ . .. _. .- - .....

idea of ha\ing the whole apporncinment m ^-lew at one opening.
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5-137.

W. B. <& 00. LTD.

PLANT SUB-ORDERS COST SUMMARY (N. Series).

Plant (iiMtif)

Plant
Sub-
Order.

Particulars.
For
Dept.

Sub-Urder Cost Allocation.

Ma-
terials.

Disb'ts.
I

Wugeii.
Shop T-t.,

Charges. *°"'-

Costa Costs
Brouglit Carried
Forward,

i

Forward.

Headingt continued.

Qroup Xo. .Sheet Ho Fortnight ending.

Final .\LLOCATiojr fob Cost Ledger.

Alterations. A/c. Ref . S2-6.

Materials. Disb. Wagos.

Mill

Repairs. A/c. Ref. R.

Materials.

I I

Disb. Wages.

Additions. A/c. Ref. K.

Materials. Disb. Wages.

1 I

Shop
Charges
written
back.

I I

This summary is provided to allow the utmost discrimination to be used in regard

to additions to capital values. All new work in connection with buildings and
plant is made the subject of a Plant Sub-Order (5-96) in a series designated " N," or

other symbol, to distinguish such orders from building and plant repairs which are

here marked K. Purchases of plant items should be lirst authorised by a sub-order.

The costs under " X " sub-orders are summarised each fortnight on this form in

groups according to the class of plant (see classilication, Section 1\' k). The costs

of Uncompleted Sub-Orders may be carried forward without attempting final alloca-

tion until completed, except at the end of the financial year, when every item should

be cleared. As the standing orders for works repairs (sec Section IV c) are arranged

to correspond with the groupings of works additions, it is a simple matter to collate

in one set of columns all the " N " costs properly chargeable to repairs. This will

occur with some renewals and alterations, while some alterations costs are neither

additions nor repairs, and require to be charged to a general Alterations Account
(Standing Order S2-6). A further function of this summary is to summarise those

shop charges that have been applied to " N " orders for the sake of better shop charges

accounting and truer costing, but have to be written back again on account of

financial accounting requirements. The writing back is effected in the Shop Charges

Book (5-134) from this summary. Size of form may be same as 5-132.

5-138.

W. B. & CO. LTli.

DELIVERED ORDERS COST ABSTRACT.

>tieet N'u.

Class No Class No.

Cost Section Totals.

Net
Pro-

duction
Costs.

I I

Dra winds.
Patterns.
Jigs, and

Spec. Tools

Errors
and

Defects.

: Final
In«p.

Paciving
' and
I Despatch.

Total
Works
Cost.

I
I

Invoice
Price.

I I

over under
I

Worlcs Cost.

This abstract is made up from the Cost Ledger (5-132) in accordance with orders

delivered each fortnight (see 5- 11 2). The orders are classified in accordance with the

classes adopted for the Sales Day Book (6-16). The function of the abstract is to

present to the General Manager a concise survey of profitable and unprofitable bu.si-

ness as the year proceeds. The sectional costs serve to guide future selling prices, as

well as form the subject of investigation. The cost figures of completed orders arc

given in a more detailed summary form on the Estimate Reference Sheet (5-10)

without, however, comparing costs against .selling price. .\n extra column is

required in the case of Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders for taking out guarantee

costs. Costs and profits on sales from warehouse stock may be grouped for each

fortnight in one total under the several classes. Size of form may be 5'x S', and

may be mounted in a guard book for privacy and safe custody.

W(JKK.>^ CO.ST ALLOCATION ABSTRACT.
WORKS PKODICTS AB.STUArT.
WOKK.-> ACCOINTS ANNUAL AB:STKACT.

See Form 6-43
, p^^ vi.

fi-4^1
'
''hinncinl .Accounts.
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6-139. STOCK-TAKING
w. n. »v CO. ITU.

SLIP.

Location. Lot No.

Description.

Material. I O.R. No.

Item Ref.

Usefulnes.s.

J>:.t. Quan.

Later
Receipta.

G.R

Later
Issues.

Biilanre at
stiifk-

taking.

Cwts.
1

Qr.i. rtifled.

These slips may be in the form of taUics if

preferred. The slips arc prepared well in

advance of stocktaking as to all [)articiiiars

other than quantities and weights. These
are first entered wlien lot Nos. are apphcd
(see discussion, Section IV i). All receipts
and issues after tliis preliminary stocktaking
lias been startiil are to be entered by the
Stores Staff on the slips affected - subject to
exception in tiie case of " retail " stock (see

discussion re Wholesale Stock, Section IV d).

The adjusted balances at the official stock-
taking may be passed by inspection in con-
junction with test counts in a number of
instances. The slips after collection are
marked in crayon with the Stock Ledger
Reference, and then sorted accordingly for

summarising on the Stock Inventory Sheet
(below). Size of form may be 6' y. 4' on
thin manilla.

5-140.
W. BL.\NK & CO.

STOCK INVENTORY SHEET.
31 December, 19 Division .Sheet No.

c-^S a .0 It*'" Descrip- o"- - - •§ Kef. tioi). =a:^
b4 Quan. Cwts. Qrs. lbs.

I I

Rate per Value.
Group
Totals.

Notes.

These sheets constitute a summary of the particulars given on the Stocktaking Slips

(above), and are rated and extended after summarising. Careful clieck is necessarv
of each stage in the clerical work. By collating the slips referring to each Stock Ledger
Ref., it is feasible to get group totals corresponding in scope with the stock ledger
balances. Investigation will be made of all important differences and corrections
made in inventory or stock ledger as may be proper. Size of form maybei4j''x loi'.

5-141. WORK-IN-FROGRESS SUP.
W. B. <!t CO. LTI>.

Dept Slip No.

Office Order. Sub-Order. Item Ref.

Description.

Present Stage.

Hand
Work.

Material.

Quantity.

Weight in
lbs.

Certified.

This slip deals with work in progress, in-

cluding that lying in the Work Depot ready
for assembling. The stages at which the
work is reported to be, obviously affects the
valuation, and undue refinement in that
direction will greatly increa,se the work of
valuing. It may be admissible to compro-
mise by describing the stages as either Rough
(R), ^iachincd (M), in many cases as half-
machined (JM), or even in quarter stages.
Fitted (F), and soon. This approximation
must be done by a competent person. Size
of slip mav bo iV },\'

.

5-142.
W. BLANK <fe CO. LTD.

WORK-IN-PROGRESS INVENTORY SHEET.
31 December, 19 Class of Order .Sheet No.

•AW.

r,-i/tn.

jiifi.

5-14-.'.

et & c =
s-E a •£ 5
O a "

Descrip- %\
tion. z]

Estimated VinrEs.

Materials.
Machine
Wages-

Hand
Wages.

Shop
Charges.

n I

Olllce
OrJ»r
ToUU.

Cost
Ledger
Bal-

ances.

In-
ventory
Value.

I I

These sheets are built up from the Work in Progress Slips (above), which are
grouped according to office order ref. before 1 eing posted. The work of each depart-
ment requires to be kept separate, more particularly to allow of more accurate
averaging of shop charges by applying percentages to the totals of machine and
hand wages. This approximation is done to minimise the work of valuation. The
Ratefixer should lie a suitable person to carry this valuation through. The grand
total valuas under each office order No. are compared with the cost ledger balances
(see discusision. Section IV e) and an inventory value adopted, for which the two
sets of figures give adequate justification. It is sound practice to effect this valua-
tion for all work in progress, but it should be considered imperative in the case of
Stock Manufacturing Orders. Size of form as j-ijo.
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5-148.

W. n. iV O). LTD.

LOOSE PLANT RATE CARD.

Kattw piT t'liis» Class No.

For
Dept,

Date,
O.R.
Ref.

""l!iol
'

Supplier.' Description,
i

^p"!?^'"
Advice. Prfco.

Works
Cost.

Replacement
Value Rate. Passed.

These rate cauls constitute summaries of loose plant purchases of the respective
classes (see classification, Section IV j), and all loose plant made in the works,
except as to jigs and special tools charged direct to orders. Provision is made on
the cards for noting the replacement value rate as pa.ssed for the purposes of the
annual valuation (see discussion. Section IV j). Size of form may be 5* x 8".

5-144.

\V. BLANK & 00. LTD.

LOOSE PLANT INVENTORY SHEET.

31 Dec. 19 Dept Group .Sh<>pt No.

Class
No. Class.

Parti-
culars.

Notes re

Condition.
Quan.

Cwts qrs.lbs,

Replacement Value.

Rate. Per. Amount. Rate. I'tr. Aiuuuut

These sheets may be entered up direct by the departmental foremen, and they
should be assisted by the scheme of grouping suggested in Section IV j—the groups
being entered on separate sheets. The application of the class Nos. can be left to
the Works Accounts Office when rating the items. In the case of the Tool Stores, the
Chargehand should check his Tool Store Record Cards (5-95), and be able to make up
the inventory sheets from them. A certain number of tools will be on permanent
loan, and these are entered in Workman's Tool Books (5-92), which will require also
to be checked again.st the tools themselves. Size of form may be 13* x 8".

5-145. BUILDINGS AND FIXED PLANT REGISTER
W. BLANK <fe CO. LTD.

Replacement Values entered in red. riroup Sheet No.

r,-l!,S.

aiU.

5-1^0.

Plant
Xo.

Descrip-
{
Original

|
Original

tion. I Dat«. ' Value.

^^^^:^- Addi,, k Value.

Year. % Ref. {Amount. Date. Amount

This register is arranged for grouping of the plant on the hues of the discussion in

Section IV k, and the plant Nos. are assumed to be permanent, whatever the location.

Instead of using a card for each item, as in the case of the Plant Record Card (5-64),

three or four items are entered on each sheet, giving enough room for the entries

hkely to occur in the average life of the plant items. F.xceptional items can have
slips added Jo provide extra si)ace for entries. It is not considered ncces.sary to

work out the depreciation on each machine and resultant book values e.ach year,

unless these have been additions altering the value and again when the plant comes
under consideration for discarding. Tables are provided in Section IV k for working
out depreciation on remainder values for any range of years. The discussion in the
same section deals with extra depreciation occ.xsioned by the difference lx;tween
the discarded plant value and the book value as reached by the operation of the
fixed rate of depreciation. Particulars of the capital values of additions to any
existing machine are derived from the Plant Sub-Orders Cost Summary (5-137). Size
of form may be 14 J' x \o\' (removeable sheet binder).
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The standard sub-divisions of paper as below are obtained by

folding the different size sheets as made. A foho is a half sheet,

quarto (4to) a quarter sheet, octavo (8vo) an eighth, and so on.

A margin must be deducted from the sizes given for trimming.

WRITING PAPERS.

Name of Sheet. Folio. 4to. Svo. 16mo. 3:.1110.

Foolscap - I3i' X 8J-" SVx 6f" 6rx4i" 4i' X3r 3l" X2f'

Post I5i' X gV qFx 7f" 7f" X 4!-" 41" X 3lS" 3ir X 2|"

Deni}' i5¥ X 10" 10" X 7f" 71" X 5" 5" xsl" 3l" X 2i"

Large Post i6r X loi" 10^" X 81" 8rx5i" 5i' X5r 4^' X 2|"

^iledium - i7r XII" II" X 8i" srxsr 5¥ X4r 41" X 2|"

Royal i9r X 12" 12" X 9|" 91" X 6" 6" X4r 41" X3"

Imperial - 22" XI5" 15" X 11" II" X7r' 7¥ xsr 5V X3i"

PRINTING PAPERS.

Name of Sheet. Folio. 4to. 8vo. 16mo. 3 2nio.

Crown 15" X 10" 10" X 7
J"

7-2" X 5" 5" X3i" 3i''x 2V'

Demy 17*''x iii" iii"x 8|" Srx 51" 51-' X4f" 41''x2}r

Royal 20" X 12^-" I2|"X 10" 10" X 61" 6i' X5" 5" X 3i"

Double
Crown 20" XI5" 15" X 10" 10" X 7

J"
7*''X5" 5" X3f"

Double
Demy 22| 'xijV 17V X IlJ" iii-x 81" 8f 'X5f"

-5
08 ' X 4I"

Double
Royal - 25" X 20" 20" X I2i-" I2|^"X 10" 10 ' X 61" 6i 'X5"

In denoting sizes of forms and books, the length of page should

be given first, followed by the width.

Standard Card Sizes for card index system are 3" x 5", 4" X 6",

and 5" X 8".



SECTION y\

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

General System of Financial Accounts. Section Via

For a system of accounts suitable for an engineering and machine Books Recom-

making business carried on by a limited company, the f(illo\ving

is a list of bdoks recommended :

Wages and Petty Cash

Accounts.

Purchases Accounts.

Sales Accounts,

Share Accounts.

Private Accounts.

' Willies and Petty Cash Book.
I

Wages and Petty Ledger.

i

Bought Cash Book.
Bought Book (Works Expenditure).

Do. ((j'eneral E.xpenditure).
Bouglit Returns Book (Works Expenditure)

Do. (General Expenditure).
Bought Ledger.
Bills Payable Book.
Bought Ledger Balances Book.

Sales Cash Book.
Sales Day Book.
Sales Returns Book.
Sales Ledger.
Bills Receivable Book.
Sales Ledger Balances Book.

Minute Book.
Directors' .\tt-endance Book.
Register of Miiiibers and Share Ledger.
Annual List and Summary (copy of, as filed).

Annual Statement of Liabilities and Assets.
Register of Directors and Managers.
Ilegister of Debenture Holders.
Register of Mortgages.
Register of Transfers (Guard Book).
Transfer Deed Receipt Book.
Register of Certified Transfers.
Probate, etc. Register.
Seal Register.
Application .\llotment and Call Lists.

Share Certificate Book.
Dividend an 1 Interest Lists.

Share and Debenture Holders Address Book.

Private Cash Book.
Share Cash Book.
Private Leilger.

.^IanuIactu^ing Ledger.
Privat* Journal.
Private Balances Book.

It will be noted that the list is divided into hvc sections; the General
Deacnption

final section being the private accounts, which should be kept by of system.

the Accountant of the Company personally, whilst the work covered

by the other sections will be subject to his close super\*ision.

If there is sufficient detail work to warrant the expense incurred,

eacli of the other sections should be placed in the haufls of a separate

and independent clerk responsible to the .\ccountant.
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General
Description
of System.

Interlocking
of Financial
and Works
Accounts.

The Private Ledger, ^Manufacturing Ledger, and Private Cash

Book will contain the whole of the accounts of the business in a

summarised form, the trade Debtors and Creditors appearing in the

Wages and Petty and the Bought and Sales Ledger Adjustment

Accounts in the Private Ledger.

The section on Share Accounts is not part of the book-keeping

system, but the cash shewn to the credit of the various shareholders

accounts in the Register of Members and Share Ledger, must agree

with the total Capital of the Company paid up in cash as shewn in

the Private Ledger.

Each of the sections, viz. : Wages and Petty Ledger Accounts,

Purchase Accounts and Sales x\ccounts are complete systems in

themselves, and capable of being balanced at such intervals as may

suit the convenience of the business. To enable this balancing to

be carried out, each of the sections will contain in its respective

Ledger a Private Ledger Adjustment Account which will agree with

the Adjustment Account, for that particular section, appearing in

the Private Ledger itself.

The Share Cash Book is included under Private x\ccounts, as

although the details of receipts from Shareholders will be posted to

their Accounts in the Register of Members and Share Ledger, it is

convenient to have the Capital Accounts in the Private Ledger,

and therefore to include this Book in the Private Ledger section.

Satisfactory accounting in any manufacturing business depends

upon a correct interlocking of the Financial and Works Accounts.

The system advocated in this book has been considered, from

experience obtained in engineering, to have carried out this object

successfully.

In arranging the system it is most important to provide for a

proper division of the items of purchases and expenses and their

respective credits passed through the Bought and Bought Returns

Books as between Works and General Expenditure. From a perusal

of Section IV. on W^orks Accounts, which provide for the detail

records of Works Expenditure, it will be seen that in addition to

wages they deal only with materials and expenses appertaining to

the cost of manufacture and for the necessary Capital Expenditure.

Following this arrangement, the items in the Bought and Bought

Returns Books are sub-divided under the following heads, viz. :

Works Expenditure—Materials.

Do. do. Disbursements.
General Expenditure.

Every item in these books under the first two heads has to be

accounted for through the Works Accounts in detail. All the items

included in the General Expenditure division are analj'sed monthly.
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and tlic figures resulting from this auiilysis are jjusled to the ilebit interlocking
.,. .. ,-j,niTi ol Financial

of their respective accounts in tlie rrivatc Ledger. and works

The wages paid to men and all salaries applical)le t(j the works are

dealt with through the Works Accounts.

The totals of the Works Expenditure—Materials division— in the

I'.ought and Bought Returns Books are posted to the debit of a

Materials Suspense Account in the Manufacturing Ledger.

The totals of the Works Expenditure—Disbursements division— in

(he Bt)Ught and Bought Returns Books arc posted to the debit of a

Works Disbursements Suspense Account in the IManufacturing Ledger.

The Works Disbursements Suspense Account will also be debited

with such payments made through the \\'agcs and Petty Cash Book

as are chargeable to the Works, and this entry will be made through

the Journal when the Wages and Petty Adjustment Account in the

Private Ledger is being written up, to which account the credit will

be passed.

The different accounts appearing in the INLmufacturing Ledger, and

the Capital Expenditure Accounts in the Private Ledger, are built

up by means of Journal entries based on reports received fortnightly

from the Works Accounts Office, such Journal entries ultimately

exliausting the balances appearing on the Works Materials Suspense

Account and the W'orks Disbursements Suspense Account.

In a similar manner the whole of the wages applicable to the Works

are debited to a Works Wages Suspense Account in the ]^Ianufactur-

ing Ledger, and transfer made by Journal entries to the different

Works Expenditure Accounts, including Capital Expenditure

Accounts ; the entries being based on fortnightly rei)orts received

from the Works Accounts Office and ultimately exhausting the

balance appearing on the Works Wages Suspense Account.

Having given a short description of the principle upon which the sequence of

system of accounts is based, it is now proposed to deal separately

witli each of the sections already foreshadowed,

viz. : Wages and Petty Cash Accounts.
I'lirchasfs Accounts.
Sales .Xccoimt"*.

Share .\ccounts.
I'rivate Accounts.

shewing the list of books contained in each section, the details of

the accounts to appear in the books, and such explanations as

may be necessary with legard to the accounts and items to be found

therein.

The Financial Accounts will conclude with the following further

sections :

Annual Accounts. Audit.
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Section VI b Wages and Petty Cash Accounts.

Wages and
Petty Cash
Account
Books.

Books recommended :

Wages and Petty Cash Book.
Wages and Petty Ledger.

Wages and Petty Cash Book.

A suitable ruling for this book, with specimen entries, is given,

and the method of posting the various items is clearly explained

against the items. The book should be written up promptly as

cash is received or payments made. No rough Petty Cash Book

should be kept under any circumstances, and every transaction of

the Cashier should be written up, even if it is in the nature of a tem-

porary advance on account of Travehing Expenses or Wages. To

state the matter plainly, the balance shewn on the Petty Cash Book

should always represent the actual cash in hand. Vouchers should

be obtained for every payment. The balance should be verified

and the vouchers examined at least twice a week by the Accountant,

Wages and Petty Ledger.

The ruling of this book is shewn in the specimen accounts. The

following accounts, and such others as may be found necessary in

particular cases, should be opened therein.

1. Private Ledger Adjustment Account.
2. Petty Sales.

3. Works Disbursements Suspense Account.
4. Works Wages Suspense Account.
5. General Disbursements.
6. General Salaries.

7. Temporary Advances.
8. Unclaimed Pay.
9. Workmen's Compensation Payments Recoverable.

The accounts numbered 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 should be transferred

monthly to the Private Ledger Adjustment Account and the balance

brought down on this account. This balance will represent the

Petty Cashier's indebtedness at the particular date to the Accountant

for the cash paid to him, and will be made up of the cash in the

Petty Cashier's hands and the balances appearing on the other

accounts in the Wages and Petty Ledger. The private Ledger

Adjustment Account, Works Disbursements Suspense Account and

Temporary Advances Account are illustrated in detail form.

The Accountant should joumahse the totals of the Petty Cashier's

receipt and payments, excluding the cheques paid to him from the

Bank, posting the totals of such Journal entries to the Wages and

Petty Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger. The

balance on the Wages and Petty Ledger Adjustment Account in the

Private Ledger will then agree with the balance shewn on the Private

Ledger Adjustment Account in the Wages and Petty Ledger.
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WAGES AND PETTY CASH BOOK. i

Dr. KicKiiTS.

Date. Petty Sales, i Posting folio. lotal.

1

1913
Jan. 1

;;

To Balance
„ Cash
„ J. Smith
„ H. Jones
„ Cash
„ A. Fitter. Atlvjince repaid -

„ Iron Trades Employers Insurance Assoc,
Compensation recovered re B. Kur-
ness

„ Unclaimed Pay, week ending this date-

1
I'.I. Ailju'.lnient A

15
10

P. I. Adjustment A/c

Temporary Advance A/c

Workmen's ComnensA-
tion Payments Ac

Unclaimed Pay A/c

Petty Sales A/c

100
100

1000
10

10
1

5 10

|_ 1 5

i !

£ 122t5 15

Cr. Payments.

Date.

s :
!

Special Items. Works
Disburse-

ments.

General i

Works 1
Dls- General

Wages. 1 burse- Salaries.

ments.
|

u
>

Particulars. Total. Posting
(oUo.

Amount

191
Jan.

»
1

1!

3

4

6

By Stamps - - -

'

,, .A. Fitter. .Advance on
a c Travelling Expenses

„ B. Turner. Accident
Compensation :—10th
paj-ment of £1 -

„ Pickford & Co. car-

riage on goods from
General Castings

„ C. Machinist.
Unclaimed Pay

„ Wages, week ending
4th Jan. -

„ Salaries - - -

„ Private Ledger Adjst.
A c. Iron Trades Insur-
ance Assoc.Compensa-
tion recovd. per contra

5 00

10 00

1 00

150

2100

1000 00
100

in 00

Temporary
Advances A/c

Workmen's
Compensation
Payment A/c

I'nclaimed
Pay A/c

P.U Adj. A.c

10

1 00

210

10

15

- ft n

' 1000 •

100

1129 50

By Balance carried for-

ward - - - - 97 10

£ 1226150

2310 i.'> ii»oo .') n iw

Totals of fiich of UiiHf Cdlumns to be

posted to debit of rfsprrtire accounts

in Wages and I'fUy IMoer.

WAGES AND PETTY LEDGER.

Private Ledqer Adjustment Ale. ^^- ^^•

IJ

Jan.

Feb.

)13
1

1

6
6

i

^^

By Balance
„ Cash, Bank
., Do. Bank
To Do. Iron Trades, --:'
„ Sundry payments during the month, as sum-

marised in Journal - - * - J.

By Petty Sales
To Balance .•---•

MAtlr up ;-CMh - - £97 10

Uu Iron Tr»dr« - £9

c/d

b/d

1

1

\

10

1105 15 1

85 10

100
100

1000

16

1201 '• "

1 IncUlmeJ P«jr - 3

1 By Balance - - • •

12

•

£•*.-, I ft ft

1

85 10

WorkaDxsburatments Suspense A/c.

To Cash
By P. L Adjustment A/c.

Dr. Cr.

1913
Jan. 6

31

15
15

Temixyrarv Advai 1 ^- ^*''
\

Jaj
19

0.

13
1 To Cash (A. Fitter)

By Cash

10
10
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Section VI C Purchases Accounts,

Purchases
Account
Books.

Books recommended

Bought Cash Book.
Bought Book (Works Expenditure).

Do. (General Expenditure).
Bought Returns Book (^Yorks Expenditure).

Do. (General Expenditure).
Bought Ledger.
Bills Payable Book.
Bought Ledger Balances Book.

Bought Cash Book.

This book should be written up and posted as shewn. The total

of the payments made and discounts taken will be shewn each week

and posted to the credit side of the Private Ledger Adjustment

Account in the Bought Ledger. This being completed, the book

should be submitted to the Accountant, who will verif}^ the entries

made with the list of cheques authorised to be dra\\Ti, and make

Journal entries crediting cash in the General Cash Book and Dis-

counts in the Private Ledger, and debiting the Bought Ledger

Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger.

It Vvdll be noticed in the illustration that a column is provided for the

voucher number against each payment. In the case of firms adopt-

ing the combined cheque and receipt form, the cheque numbers \\'ill

appear in this column when payments are made by cheque. Where

several small payments are made by postal orders, the cash for which

is provided by one cheque, a subsidiary numbering scheme must be

adopted, which can be continued throughout the whole of the

financial year.

The combined cheque and receipt form is now used by a large

number of trading firms. It is undoubtedly economical as regards

time and trouble so far as the paying firms are concerned, but there

are arguments against the use of it from the point of view of the

receiving firms. The most important reason against its use is the

dislocation of the receiving firm's S3'stem of receipts.
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BOUGHT CASH BOOK.

Dat«.

1013
Jan. n

12

GS.

Voiiclier
No.

Xanu'
I'u^^ting

Uefer-
cnce.

17

(Seetcxt.) Iron Foundry Co. Ltd.

JlMU'S J.

Henry, \V.

,, Williams, K.

Castings Limited

B4/1

B4/2

B2/2

B2/2

B2/1

Discount.

12 10 487 10

97 10

15 10

12 10

15

£12 10 £022 15

ToUih to lie poKtrd to Credit

of Private Ledfirr Adjuntmrnl
;, .. ;., /-'I' r.'l-r.

COMBINED CHEQUE AND RECEIPT G-4.

W. BLANK & CO. LIMITED,

Engineers and Manufacturers,

Efficiexcy Works, Mais Road, Loxdox.

So. of Cheque No.

Date

Name

Particulars

TO THE LONDON CLEARING BANK, LIMITED, LONDON.

19

or Order
Pay to

the sum mentioned below if presented within six months from the date hereof duly

signed and dated.

m For and on behalf of _ ^
W. BLANK A CO. LIMITED.

Directors.

Amount

£

.Secretary.

This cheque Requires Esdorsino.

Received from W. IJLANK & CO. LIMITED the above-mentioned sum.

Signature

Date

Id. st«mp

If £2
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Purchases Bought Book (Works Expenditure).

Books?^ The detailed items, as she\\'n in the illustration, should be posted

to the credit of the various personal accounts in the Bought Ledger,

and the totals to the debit of the Private Ledger Adjustment

Account in the same Ledger. On completion of this work the book

will be passed over to the Accountant, who ^^'ill make Journal entries

crediting the totals to the Bought Ledger Adjustment Account in

the Private Ledger and debiting the respective totals to the Works
]\Iaterials Suspense Account and Works Disbursements Suspense

Account in the Manufacturing Ledger.

Invoices relating to Works Expenditure only will be entered in

this book, such invoices being entered after they have been properly

checked and passed by the W^orks Accounts Office. The \^"orks

Accounts Office \\dll number each invoice as passed, the number

being entered in the book in the column pro\aded for that pui"pose.

This numbering arrangement makes it impossible for any mistake

to occur as to the omission of any invoice relating to, or the inclusion

of any invoice not relating to, Works Expenditure. The invoices

should be filed under the numbers they bear, and the numbers

should also appear in the suppher's accounts in the Bought Ledger

—

thus facilitating reference at any time.

It will be noted that separate columns are pro\'ided for items

chargeable to Works Materials and Works Disbursements respec-

tively. The divisions of items in this respect will be made by the

^^"orks Accounts Office, and that department will put on each

invoice a rubber stamp clearly shewing to which class the invoice

belongs.

Bought Book (General Expenditure).

The detailed items, as shewn in the illustration, should be posted

to the credit of the various personal accounts in the Bought Ledger,

and the total to the debit of the Private Ledger Adjustment Account

in the Bought Ledger. An analysis will be made of all the entries

making up the total. A specimen form of this analysis is shewn on

the opposite page. This being done the book should be passed over

to the Accountant, who will check the analysis and make a Journal

entr}^, posting the detailed items to the debit of their respective

accounts in the Private Ledger and the total to the credit of the

Bought Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger.

Invoices relating to General Expenditure only will be entered in

this book. They should bear consecutive numbers distinct from

those allotted to the Works Expenditure invoices. The numbers

will be entered against the invoices in the Bought Book (General

Expenditure) and will also appear in the personal accounts in the

Bought Ledger in order to facilitate reference.
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BOUGHT BOOK (WORKS EXPENDITURE).

Date.
In-
voice
No.

Name. Particulars. Posted Total.

-

Work* Works

101 3 B/L

Jan. 15 Wl Iron Foundry Co. Ltd. Castings 1000 1000

., 18 W2 Deal & Co. Timber 50 50

„ 10 W3 Welsh Colliery Steam Coal 100 100

„ „ W4 Litho Co. Printing 30 30

20 W5 Fire Insurance Co. Premium 100 100

£1280 £1280 £101)

Post totals to Dr. of Primte Ledger Ad-
justment Ale in Bought Ledger.

BOUGHT BOOK (GENERAL EXPENDITURE).

T^-i.- Invoice
"***•

1 No. Name. Particulars. Posted. Amount.

1913 1

Jan. 2 1 01 Jones & Co. Catalogues 50

„ 4 02 London Press Advertising :, 10

„ 7 03 L.C.C. Rates 48 5

1

8 04 Litho Co. Printing and Books, etc. 12 10

£11« -.

Post total to

Dr. of PricaU
Ledger Adj. Ale
in nought Led-

1

ger.

ANALYSIS OF BOUGHT BOOK (GENERAL EXPENDITURE).

Voucher No.

Adver-
tising,

Cata-
logues,
etc.

Lighting
and

Geaning.

Office
Kent.
Kates,
Taxes,
and

Insur-
ance.

Patent
Fees
and
Ex-

penses.

Printing
and

Station-
ery.

Tender-
ing Ex-
penses.

.Sundry
Office
Ex-

penses.

01 50

G2 5 10

G3 48 5

04 12 10
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Purchases Bought Returns Book (Works Expenditure).
Account -1111
Booits. Xhe detailed items, as shewn in the illustration, should be posted

to the debit of the various personal accounts in the Bought Ledger

and the totals to the credit of the Private Ledger Adjustment

Account in the Bought Ledger. On completion of this work the

book will be passed over to the Accountant, who will make Journal

entries, debiting the totals to the Bought Ledger Adjustment

Account in the Private Ledger and crediting them to the ^^'orks

Materials Suspense Account and Works Disbursements Suspense

Account respectively in the Manufacturing Ledger.

Credit notes relating to Works Expenditure only will be entered

in this book, such credit notes having been properly checked and

passed by the Works Accounts Office. The numbering system

should be carried out exactly in the same manner as in the case of

the invoices dealt with through the Bought Book (Works Expendi-

ture) . The allocation of the items as between Works oMaterials and

\\'orks Disbursements will be made by the Works Accounts Office,

as in the case of the Bought Book (Works Expenditure)

.

Bought Returns Book (General Expenditure).

The detailed items, as shewn in the illustration, should be posted

to the debit of the various personal accounts in the Bought Ledger,

and the totals to the credit of the Private Ledger Adjustment

Account in the Bought Ledger. An analysis will be made of all the

entries making up the total. A specimen form of this analysis is

shewn. This being done, the book should be passed over to the

Accountant, who will check the analysis and make a Journal entry,

posting the detail items to the credit of their respective accounts in

the Private Ledger and the total to the debit of the Bought Ledger

Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger.

Credit notes relating to General Expenditure only will be entered

in this book. They should bear consecutive numbers (distinct from

the Works series) which will appear in the Bought Returns Book

(General Expenditure) and also in the personal accounts in the

Bought Ledger in order to facilitate reference.
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BOUGHT RETURNS BOOK WORKS EXPENDITURE).

Date.
c-nt| ^^,. Particulars. rostiiig. Total WorkH

'"'"'•
.Material.

WorkH
Di.HliiirHr-

liielit.t.

loi;
Jan.

5

16

10

21

28

Wl

W2

W3

W4

Iron Foundry
Co. Ltd.

Deal & Co.

Welsh Colliery

James & Co.

Defective C:\A-
ingrt

OvercliarKe on
Timber

Alice, on Steam
Coal

Claim for Short-
ages in 1011

200

2 10

.'i C)

27 10

200

2 10

.-.

1:7 10

235 1
23.'.

I'osl totiil tn Cr. of I'rirnU LrJuer
Adj. Ale in liouyht Led'jer.

BOUGHT RETURNS BOOK (GENERAL EXPENDITURE).

Date.
Credit
No.

Name. Particulars. Posting. Amount.

10
Jan.

13
1

9
01
G2

Jones & Co.
Litho Co.

Overcharge
Books, etc., returned

2 10
1 15

£4 5

I'osl total to Cr.
of Private Ledger
Adj. Ale in liouu/it

Ledger.

ANALYSIS OF BOUGHT RETURNS BOOK 1 GENERAL EXPENDITURE.

Credit
No.

Adver-
tising,

Cata-
logues,
etc.

Office

Light- Rent,
ing Rates,
and Taxes

Clean- and
ing. ,

Insur-

j

ance.

Patent
Fees
and
Ex-

penses.

Print-
ing
and
Sta-
tion-
ery.

Ten-
dering
Ex-

penses.

Sun-
dry

Office
Ex-

penses.

01

02

2 10

4 5

«-7.

G-8.
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Purchases Bought Ledger.

Books!^^ It is not proposed to discuss the respective merits of the ordinary

bound, loose, or removable leaf, or card ledgers, for this purpose.

There may exist conditions rendering the use of any one of these

types advisable, but the writer's experience is entirely in favour of

the adoption of removable leaf ledgers under ordinary conditions.

Such ledgers require no index, as the leaves can be kept in strict

alphabetical order. The covers should be capable of being securely

locked—the keys being kept by the Accountant, who should person-

ally witness the insertion of all new leaves and the transfer of the

full leaves to the finished leaf covers.

The ruling and method of posting illustrated assumes the adoption

of removable leaf ledgers.

A specimen of one of the ordinary personal accounts which will

appear in the Ledger is shewn for guidance. Attention is called to

the fact that the postings to this account, both of purchases and

credits, bear the invoice or credit note number instead of the Bought

Book or Bought Returns Book folios commonly used. This arrange-

ment facilitates direct reference to invoices or credit notes which

should be filed in numerical order.

The Private Ledger Adjustment Account, as it will appear in the

Bought Ledger, is shewn in detail. The method of posting is

explained by the notes appearing on the account. It will be seen

that two balances, one debit and the other credit, are brought down

upon this account. These balances will agree with the totals of all

the other respective debit and credit balances extracted from the

Bought Ledger at the date the particular balance is struck. The

balances will then be submitted to the Accountant, who will verify

their correctness by ascertaining whether they agree with the

Bought Ledger Adjustment Account appearing in the Private

Ledger, which should always be the case.

Should it be necessaiy to make any adjusting entries, such as

writing off old balances or transferring balances from personal

accounts in the Bought Ledger to personal accounts in the Sales

Ledger or accounts in any other ledger, such entries must be trans-

ferred direct from the particular personal Account in the Bought

Ledger to the Private Ledger Adjustment Account in the Bought

Ledger. No such entries should be made without the special

sanction of the Accountant, who will make similar adjusting entries

in the Bought Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger

and in the other accounts in the Private or Manufacturing Ledgers

affected by such entries.
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BOUGHT LEDGER. (

Dr.

IKO.N FOU.NDKV CO. LTD., Ill KM 1 .Ni; HAM.
2i % Cash. r.r.

101
Jan.

3
18

16

20

31

To Cash

,, Discounts

„ Returns

„ Bills Payable

,, Balance

1

Wl

1

c/a

II

487 10 i

12 10 U

200

250

60

101:
Jan. 1

1

101
Feb.

\

15

1

3
1

By (iuudi

By Balance

Wl

b/d

1000

£1000 £1000

50

Dr.

J.\MES & CO., LEICESTER.
Nett. Cr.

1013
Jan.

1

12 To Returns

To Balance

1

W4

b/d

27 10
10

Jan.
13

31 By Balance c/d 27 10

10
Feb.

13

1 27 10

Dr. PRIVATE LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT. Cr.

19
Jan.

13
31 To Works Purchases

„ Works Disburse-

ments

,, General Purchases

„ Debtors

To Creditors

c/d

b/d

1180

100

110 6

27 10

1 19
Jan.

13

31

1

r.y Ca.Mh

,, Di.scounfs

,, Works Returns

„ General „

„ B111.S Payable

„ Creditors

By Debtors

c/d

b/d

022 15

12 10

235

4 5

2.-,0

1
290 5

£1423 15 £llj:i !..

200 5

1

27 10

(j-0.
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Purchases Bills Payable Book.

Books.^* This book will be written up, as shewn in the illustration, the

detail items being posted to the debit of the various personal accounts

in the Bought Ledger, and the total to the credit of the Private

Ledger Adjustment Account in the Bought Ledger.

These entries being made, the book will be passed over to the

Accountant, who will make a Journal entry for the total, crediting it

to the Bills Payable Account in the Private Ledger and debiting it

to the Bought Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger.

Bought Ledger Balances Book.

It will be noted in the illustration that provision has been made for

taking out the balances at the end of each calendar month. The

whole of the balances appearing on the accounts, with the exception

of the Private Ledger Adjustment Account, must be taken out in

this book. The credit balances should be shewn in black ink, the

debit balances in red. Separate totals should be made of the debit

and credit balances at the foot of each page. A summary must then

be made of the whole, and the totals inserted in the Private Ledger

Adjustment Account in the Bought Ledger. These totals should

make the account agree as previously mentioned in the paragraph

referring to the Bought Ledger.
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BILLS PAYABLE BOOK. •/".

No,
On whoso
Account.

Iron
Foundry
Co.

To whom
Payable.

By whom
Drawn,

Their
Creditor

Iron
Foundry
Co.

Date.

1913
Jan.;20

Time.l

3
Mths.

Post-
ing

Refer-
ence.

B/L

Amount.

250

Post total

to Cr. of
Private
Ledger
Adj. Ale
in Bought
Ledger.

When
Due.

A pi. 23

Where
Payable,

London
Clearing
Bank

Date
Ac-

cepted.

1013
Jan. : 21

When
Paid.

1013
Apl.!23

BOUGHT LEDGER BALANCES BOOK—/9/J. G-n.

Name. Jan. Feb. March.' April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

DealA Co. 47 10 0|

Iron Foundry 50

James Dr. 27 10

Jones

L.C.C.

Local Gas

London Press

Smith A Co.

18

4S 5

25

5 10

40

Welsh Colliery 65

299 5

Dr. 27 10
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General To ensure proper supervision of the Purchases Accounts, and as a

protection against fraudulent entries, it is recommended that

regulations should be strictly enforced that no entry should be made

in the Bought Ledger, unless such entry is based upon a document

initialled or signed by the Accountant or a responsible person in his

department.

The entries passing through the Bought Ledger can be classified

as follows :

(rt) Purchases and Purchases Returns.
(6) Cash and Discounts.
(c) Bills Payable.
(d) Adjustments.

(a) Purchases and Purchases Returns.

Every invoice and credit note should be initialled by the Account-

ant's Department with a view to seeing that such invoices and credit

notes have been properly passed by the persons responsible and that

they are original documents.

(b) Cash and Discounts.

A list of payments proposed to be made should be submitted by

the Bought Ledger Clerk. This list, as shewn on the opposite page,

should give the gross amount of the account, the discount taken and

the net amount payable. The list should be checked by the

Accountant with the personal accounts in the Bought Ledger and

with the Creditors Statements. It should be signed as correct,

compared with the cheques drawn, and afterwards with the entries

in the Bought Cash Book.

(c) Bills Payable.

Each entry for a Bill Payable should be verified as in the case of

payments made by cheque and the entry verified in the Bills Payable

Book.

{d) Adjustments.

Written instructions should be given by the Accountant for each

adjusting entry. A convenient form for such instructions is illus-

trated.

There is often considerable delay in obtaining credit notes from

suppliers of goods for short deliveries, overcharges, etc. This delay

nearly always means delay in payment of accounts and consequent

loss of discounts. To get over this difficulty, it is convenient to use

a credit claim form, which is sent promptly to the supplier of the

goods and passed to the debit of his account in the Bought Ledger

through the medium of the Bought Returns Book. A suitable form

for this purpose is given.
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Xame.

LIST OF PAYMENTS. '' '

I
Gross Amount. I Discount. < Amount Payable.

Iron Foundry Co. Ltd. 500 \i 10 487 10

ACCOUNTANT'S INSTRUCTION.

W. BLANK A CO. LIMITLD.

I.SSTRCCTIOXS FOR ADJUSTINQ ENTRY IN.

Please make the following entry :

Date

Amount

Account to be debited

Account to be credited

Particulars of entry

Date

G13.

Accountant.

CBEDIT CLAIM NOTE.

Telegrams

:

Blaskco, London.

CREDIT CLAIM NOTE.

W. BLANK & CO. LTD.,

Effictency Works, Mais Road,

London.

Telephone :

000. London.

Ref. C Date.

M.

We have to notify you that we have provisionally debited your account with the amount

given below for the reasons stated, and shall be glad to have your Credit Note in confirmation

per return.

Goods supplied under our
Purchase Order No.

Date and No. of your Invoice

Reason

Particulars.

Goods in question returned

To you on

u per Advice. AD

G-li.

Viewing Cost Alloca-
Report No. tion Reference.

Credit Note
Received.

For ami on behalf of

W. Blank & Co. Ltd.
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Section VI d Saks AcCOUUtS.

Sales Account BooKS recommended :

Books. ,.
, ^ , 1, ,Sales Cash Book.

Sales Day Book.
Sales Keturns Book.
Sales Ledger.
Bills Receivable Book.
Sales Ledger Balances Book.

Sales Cash Book.

This book should be written up and posted as shewn in the illus-

tration. The totals of the cash received and discounts allowed

should be shewn each week and posted to the debit side of the Private

Ledger Adjustment Account in the Sales Ledger. This being com-

pleted, the book will be passed to the Accountant, who will verify

the entries from the Bank Paying-in Book and counterfoil receipts

and make a Journal entry, debiting cash in the General Cash Book and

Discounts in the Private Ledger, and crediting the Sales Ledger

Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger.

Receipts under no circumstances should be used for payment of

expenses—every receipt without exception should be paid into the

Bank.

Sales Day Book.

This book should be written up and posted as shewn in the illus-

tration. Every invoice, whether a press copy invoice book is used, or

carbon copies of invoices retained, must bear a suitable reference

number. This number should appear in the Sales Day Book and

also in the Sales Ledger—the copies of invoices being kept in such

form that immediate reference by number is assured.

The detailed items should be posted to the debit of the various

personal accounts in the Sales Ledger and the totals to the credit

of the Private Ledger Adjustment Account in the Sales Ledger.

On completion of this work, the book will be passed over to the

Accountant, who will miake a Journal entry debiting the totals

to the Sales Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger and

crediting the same to the Sales Account also in the Private Ledger.

The Accountant's Department should check the invoices entered

in the Sales Day Book with the Press Copy Invoice Book or the

carbon copies of invoices, before journalising the totals as before

mentioned.

The nature of the business carried on may render it advisable to

have several different classes of sales. In that case it is more con-

venient to use loose sheets for the Sales Day Book instead of a

bound book, proper precautions being taken against loss or substitu-

tion of sheets.
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SALES CASH BOOK.

Date.

1913
Jan

10

Order
No.

10

50

Name.

A. Customer

W. Jones

Deposit

POStlDg
Refer-
ence.

Cash.

100

05

Post totals to Dr. of I'rivale

Ledger Adj. A.;C in Snltt Ledger,

SALES DAY BOOK.

0-15.

6-16.

Date.

1013
Jan. 1

24

27

Invoice
Refer-
ence.

Name. Particulars.

Jones, W
Jones, W

,

Robinson, J.

Jackson, F.

1 Cy. Engine

Parts

Engine Parts

4 Cy. Engines

Order
No.

Ledger
Refer-
ence.

Amount.

45

30

205

IJ

50

300

£567

Pott total to

Cr. of Private
Ledger Adj. Ale
in Sale* Ledger.
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Sales Account Sales Returns Book.
Books.

The detailed items, as shewn in the illustration, should be posted

to the credit of the various personal accounts in the Sales Ledger,

and the totals to the debit of the Private Ledger Adjustment

Account in the Sales Ledger. On completion of this work the book

will be passed over to the Accountant, who will make a Journal entry

crediting the total to the Sales Ledger Adjustment Account in the

Private Ledger and debiting the same to the Sales Account also in

the Private Ledger.

The Accountant's Department should check the credit notes

entered in the Sales Returns Book with the Press Copy Sales Returns

Book or the carbon copies of credit notes before journalising the

totals as before mentioned.

Sales Ledger.

The remarks under the heading of Bought Ledger as to the merits

of the ordinary bound, removable leaf, or card ledgers, apply with

equal force to the Sales Ledger.

A specimen of one of the ordinary personal accounts which will

appear in the ledger is shewn for guidance. The postings to this

account, both of sales and returns, bear the invoice or credit note

number instead of the Sales Day Book or Sales Returns Book foho

commonly used. This arrangement facilitates direct reference to

the copy of the invoice or credit note.

The private Ledger Adjustment Account, as it will appear in the

Sales Ledger, is shewn in detail. The method of posting is explained

by the notes appearing on the account. Two balances are brought

down on the account, which represent the total of the respective

debit and credit balances extracted from the Sales Ledger at the

date the particular balance is struck. The balances wll be sub-

mitted to the Accountant, who will verify their correctness by ascer-

taining whether they agree with the Sales Ledger Adjustment

Account in the Private Ledger.

Should it be necessary to make any adjusting entries, such as

writing off Bad Debts or transferring balances from personal

accounts in the Sales Ledger to personal accounts in the Bought

Ledger or accounts in any other ledger, such entries must be trans-

ferred direct from the particular personal account in the Sales Ledger

to the Private Ledger Adjustment Account in the Sales Ledger. No

such entries should be made without the special sanction of the

Accoimtant, who will make similar adjusting entries in the Sales

Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger and in the other

accounts in the Private Ledger affected by such entries.
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SALES RETURNS BOOK.

Date.
Credit
Note
Refer-
ence.

Name. |
I'articularx.

i

Order
No.

Ledger
Refer-
ence.

Amount.

19
Jan.

13
2 I Jones, W. Parts returned :,{\ 5

(1

Vun total lo

Dr. of Private
Ledger. \dj. Ale
in Sales Ledger.

SALES LEDGER.

A. CUSTOMER, North St., Brighton.

Dr. Net. Half with order, balance on delivery. Cr.

IS
Jan.

13
5 By Cash 1 100

W. JONES, Wayside Gabage.

Dr. 5 % on cash. Cr.

19
Jan.

L3

1 To Good*.

iii-

\oicc
No.

1 205
19]

Jan.
3
10

;
By fash 93

,j 24 1. 2 12 ,, ., Discount .-.

,, 2
;

,, Returns 5

,, 10 ,, Bills receivable 100

19
Feb.

13

1 To Balance b/d

31 ,, Balance c/d 12

£217 £217 a '

12

PRIVATE LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT.

19
Jan.

L3
31 To Cash

,. Discount

195

5

19
Jan.

13

31 By Sales

,, Sales—Repairs

8.D.B 500

,1 II „ Returns—Sales, 4 " ' „ .,
and Sundries 67

•' " ,, Returns—Re-
pairs and
Sundries 1

>> " „ Creditors 100

., „ „ Bills receivable 100

19
Feb.

13
1

„ Debtors c/d 362 1

b/d

£667 £667

To Creditors 100
19

Feb.
13

1 By Debtors 362



Sales
Accounts
Book.
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Bills Receivable Book.

This book must be written up as shewn in the illustration, the

detail items being posted to the credit of the various personal

accounts in the Sales Ledger and the total to the debit of the Private

Ledger Adjustment Account in the Sales Ledger.

These entries completed, the book will be passed to the Accountant,

who will make a Journal entry for the total, debiting it to the Bills

Receivable Account in the Private Ledger and crediting it to the

Sales Ledger Adjustment Account in the Private Ledger.

Sales Ledger Balances Book.

Provision has been made in the illustration for taking out the

balances at the end of each calendar month. The whole of the

balances appearing on the accounts, with the exception of the

Private Ledger Adjustment Account, must be taken out in this

book. The debit balances should be shewn in black ink, the credit

balances in red. Separate totals should be made of both debit and

credit balances at the foot of each page. Two summaries must be

made and the totals inserted in the Private Ledger Adjustment

Account. These totals should make the account balance.

General
Remarks.

Proper supervision of the Sales Accounts is just as important as

in the case of the Purchases Accounts, and in order to ensure correct

records no entry should be made in the Sales Ledger unless it is

based upon a document initialled or signed by the Accountant or a

responsible person in his department. The entries passing through

the Sales Ledger can be classified as follows :

(a) Sales and Sales Returns.

(b) Cash and Discounts.

(c) Bills Receivable.

(d) Adjustments.

{a) Sales and Sales Returns.

Every invoice or credit note should be initialled by the Account-

ant's Department, indelible pencil being used, so that the Press copy

of the documents shews the initial. If carbon copies of invoices or

credit notes are used, the carbon copies themselves must be

initialled side by side with the originals.

{b) Cash and Discounts.

The Bank Paying-in Book should be written up by the Account-

ant's Department, and Discounts allowed checked and noted at the

side of the cash items. The Paying-in Book will be passed to the

Sales Cash Book clerk, who will write up his Cash Book from it,

this writing up being checked weekly by the Accountant's Depart-

ment.
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BILLS RECEIVABLE BOOK. ti-lO.

On
whose
Ac-

count.

P08t-
ing

Refer-
ence.

Amount.
,
Dat«

No.! Re-
ceived.

I

1018
1 Jan.llO Selves S/L 100 OJan.l 1

Date
of

BUI.

Pott
total to

Dr. of
Private
Ledger
Adf.Alc
in Sales
Ledger.

Time.

3m8.

whom
drawn.

Selves

On
whom
drawn.

W. Jones

Where
payable. u(, and Uate.

His bank

li'

Matured Apl.i 4

Ij.llO

duo.

Apl.' 4

SALES LEDGER BALANCES BOOK—/9/J. 6-.V.

Name. Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. August. Sept. Oct Nov. Dec.

A. Customer Cr. 100

W . Jones 12

J. Robinson 30

T. Jackson 300

362

Cr. 100

(c) Bills Receivable.

Each entry for a Bill Receivable should be made and verified by

the Accountant's Department, as in the case of cash, before the

book is passed over to the Sales Ledger Department for posting.

{d) Adjustments.

Written instructions should be given by the Accountant for each

adjusting entry. (See form 6-13 shewn under Bought Accounts.)
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Section Vie Share Accounts.

Secretarial
and Share
Books.

Books recommended :

1. Minute Book.
2. Directors' Attendance Book.
3. Register of Meinl)ers and Share Ledger.
4. Annual List and Summary (copy of—as filed).

5. Annual Statement of Liabilities and Assets (copy of—as filed).

6. Register of Directors and Managers.
7. Register of Debenture Holders.
8. Register of Mortgages.
9. Register of Transfers (Guard Book).

10. Transfer Deed Receipt Book.
11. Register of Certified Transfers.
12. Probate, etc., Register.
13. Seal Register.
14. Application, Allotment and Call Lists.

15. Share Certificate Book.
16. Di^•idend and Interest Lists.

17. Share and Debentiu-e Holders Address Book.

The foregoing list is not intended to cover the various forms

which will be required in connection with the Share Accounts.

Complete lists of such forms can be obtained from some of the law

stationery firms making a special practice of supplying the forms.

In accordance with the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the

books numbered i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 in the foregoing list must be

kept by every limited liabilitj^ company.

1. Minute Book.

In practice two Minute Books will be kept, one dealing with

Directors' Meetings and the other with General Meetings. The

form of Minute Book for Directors' Meetings only has been illus-

trated. In writing up a ]\Iinute Book it is advisable, for the purpose

of future reference, to adhere to a fixed order in writing up Minutes.

A convenient order is shewn in the illustration. For reference also

it is advisable to keep an alphabetical index under the various

subjects dealt with in the Minutes. This index can be kept most

conveniently in loose or removable leaf form.

2. Directors' Attendance Book.

The form in common use is illustrated and calls for no special

comment.

3. Register of Members and Share Ledger.

A suitable ruling for this book is shewn. It will be noted that it

provides for both the Register of ^lembers and Share Ledger in the

one book. There is no obligation under the Companies' (Con-

solidation) Act, 1908, to keep a Share Ledger. If it is desired the

two books may be kept separately, but in practice many companies

adopt the form

reference.

given in order to save office work and to facilitate
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DIRECTORS' MINUTE BOOK.

5J5

';• .'/.

MINUTES OF MEETING OF DIRECTORS lield on Thursday, 3rd July, 1 :

ciEXCY WonKH, Main Road, London, at 12 o'clock noon.

Present—
W. llLANK, ChtiiniKUi.

K. H. JM.ANK.

U. K. CYPIIKR.

(.'. W. ZKRO.

In AUendaiicc—
THE SECRETARY.

1. Miiiuieit.

The .Minutes of tlie iirevious Meeting wen; reail ami isigneil.

•J. Finance.

3. Transfers.

4. Waijes and Salaries.

o. Sales and Orders on hand.

6. Branches and Agencies.

7. Capital Expenditure.

8. OUier Matters.

DIRECTORS' ATTENDANCE BOOK. tJ-21.

Signatures of Directors present at Board Meeting held on the

19 at

day of

REGISTER OF MEMBERS AND SHARE LEDGER. 6-.'.3.

Dr.

Naub

ADDRESS

GcccPATioN OR Description
Cr.

Date.
Particulars of
Amount
Payable.

No.
of

Shares.
Folio. Amount.

SHARES ACQUIRED.

Date. Particulars. Folio. Amount.

SHARES TRANSFERRED.

Date of
Allot-

ment or
Registra-
tion of

Transfer.

Allot-
ment
or

Trans-
fer

No.

No. of
Shares
Ac-

quired.

Distinctive
Numbers.

From To

!i

Certifl-
' D»*« °'

cate Registra-

\q tlon 01
*

I,
Transfer.

Trans-
fer

No.

No. of
Shares
Trans-
ferred.

Distinctive
Numbers.

From To
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Secretarial Inspection of the Register of Members must be allowed without

Book?*" charge to an}^ member, and on payment of a fee not exceeding one

shilling to any other person. Any person is entitled to a copy on

pajanent of a sum not exceeding sixpence for each hundred words

or part thereof.

4. Annual List and Summary.

5. Annual Statement of Liabilities and Assets.

The whole of the above are combined in the one form, called

Statutory Form E, which it is necessary to file annually in the case

of all companies. The form is illustrated in the order in which it

is usually printed for fihng. The instructions printed on the form

need not be repeated here.

It should be noted that the Statement in the form of a Balance

Sheet containing particulars of the Capital, Liabilities and Assets of

the Company is not required to be supplied by a Company which is

a " Private Company " within the meaning of Section I2i (i) of the

Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908. An illustration of the

method of filling up this part of the form has been given in full

(see second page of form, 6-24). Particular attention is called to

the fact that in order to comply with the Act it is not necessary

to include a statement of profit and loss.

A copy of the above complete form should be retained in the

Company's office.
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STATUTORY FORM £ (1st Page).

Number of \

Certificate I

"THE COMPANIES (Ct)NS()l,l |i \ll(».\) ACT. UIOH."

Form E.

As renuiroil by Part II. of tlio .\ct (Section Litl).

siMMAny or siim:i: (M'Ital asd shai:i:s

or

\V. I5LANK iV CO.

Limited.

VMde up I') the daj/ of

537

f!-J/,.

.10

(lU'iiig the Fourteenfli Oay nfter tlie date of the First Ordinary General Meeting in 19 ).

Xoniinul Sliare Capital, £ divided into
j- Shares of £ •

|
each.

Total Number of Shares taken up • to the day of. .19

(Which number must agree with the Total shown in the List as held by existing Members.)

Number of Shares issued subject to payment wholly in Cash - - -

Number of Shares issued as fully paid up otherwise than in Cash - -

Number of Shares issued as partly paid up to the e.xtent of per

Share otherwise than in Cash

{There has been called up on each of Shares

/

1.

§ Total Amount of Calls received, including Payments on Application and
Allotment

Total Amount (if any) agreed to be considered as paid on
Shares which have been issued as fully paid up otherwise than in Cash

Total Amount (if any) agreed to be considered as paid on Shares

which have been issued as partly paid up to the e.vtent of

per Share

Total Amount of Calls unpaid

Total An\ount (if any) of sums paid by way of Commission in respect of

Shares or Debentures or allowed by way of Discount since the date

of last Summary )

Total Amount (if any) paid on 11 Shares forfeited - - £

Total Amount of Shares and Stock for which Share Warrants to ( Shares £
Bearer are out.standing I Stock £

Total Amount of Share Warrants to Bearer issued and sur- ( Issued - £

rendered respectively since date of last Summary - I Surrendered £

Number of Shares or Amount of Stock comprised in
f
Number of Shares

each Share Warrant to Bearer . . . . ( .\mount of Stock £

Total Amount of Debt due from the Company in respect of all .Mortgages

and Charges which are required (or, in the case of a Company registered

in Scotland, which, if the Company had been registered in England,

wouM be required) to be registered with the Registrar of Companies,
or which would require registration if created after the First day of

July, 1908

• Where there are Shares of different kinds or amounts (e.g. Preference and Ordinary, or £10 and
£.')), slate Oie numbers and nominal values separately.

X Where various amounts have been called, or there are Shares of different kindt, slate them separately.

§ Include what has been received on forfeited as trell as on existing Shares.

II State the Aggregate Sumber of Shares forfeited {if any).

The Return must be signed, at the >:nd, by the Manager or Secretary of the Conipniiy.

Presented for filing by
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STATEMENT in the form of a Balance Sheet made up to the 31st day of December,

1913, containing the Particulars of the Capital, Liabilities, and Assets of the Company.

Capital asd Liabilities.

To Capital issued
05,000 Cumulative Preference

Shares of £1 each
05,000

75,000 Ordinary Shares
ofS.1 each 75,000

170,000

To Five per cent. First Mort-
gage hebentures

To Reserve Account
To Creditors

To Unclaimed Dividends and
Interest

To Debenture Interest accrued

170,000

50,000
0,000
15,000

150
1,250

£2!t2,/,00

By Cash
By Debtors
By Investments at cost or

under
By Stock of Stores, Timber,

Metals, Loose Plant, Tools,

etc., and Work in Progress
By Freehold and Leasehold

Land, Buildings, Plant,
Machinery, etc., at cost, less

Depreciation
By Patterns and Drawings
By Goodwill
By Preliminary Expenses

05,200
20,000

h,000

55,000

0/,,500

U ,500

20,000
1,000

£26U,S00

The Balance Sheet from which these figures have been taken has been duly

audited by Messrs. , Chartered Accountants, the

Auditors of the Company.

* This Statement is not required

to be supplied by a Company which
is a ' Private Company " witliin the
meaning of Section 121 (1) of The
Companies (ConsoUdation) Act, 1908.

STATUTORY FORM E (3rd page).

(Headings.)

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE PERSONS WHO ARE THE DIRECTORS

OF

.Limited.

on the day of. .19

Names. ADDRESSES.
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STATUTORY FORM E 1 4th and 5th pages). (H«iding$). G-24.
amid.

i.\<V (IF I'KK^ONS lloI.DINi; SIIAHIS IN

Limited,

on the day of , 19 , and of Persons

who have held Shares therein at any time sinee the date of the last Ileturn, or (In the case

of the llrst Return) of the incorporation of the Company, shewing their Names and Addresses,

and an Account of the Shares so held.

Folio
in Register
Ledger

containing
Particulars.

NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND OCCUPATIONS.

SUBNAME. CHRISTIAN Name. Address. occupation- .

(Headings continued.)

ACCOUNT OF SHARES.

• Number of
Shares held
by existing

Members at date
of Return.

t

% Particulars of Shares trans-

ferred since the date of the last

Return or (in the cade of the
first Return) of the incorpora-
tion of the Company by Persons

who are still Members.

X Particulars of Shares trans-
ferred since the date of the last

Ileturn or (in the case of the
first Return) of tlie incorpora-
tion of the Company by Persons
who have ceased to be Members.

Number.t
Date of Registra-
tion of Transfer.

Number.t Date of Registra-
tion of Transfer.

REMARKS.

(Signature)

(State whether Manager or Secret^iry)

• The Aggregate Number of Shares held, and not the Distinctive Numbers, must bo stated, and

the column must be added up throughout, so na to make one total to agree with that

stated in the Summary (<> have been taken up.

t When the Shares are of dilferent classes these columns may be subdivided, so that the number

of each class held, or transferred, may be shewn separately.

{ The Date of Registration of each Transfer should be given, as well a» the Number of Shares

transferred on each date. The particulars should be placed opiwsite the name of the Trans-

feror, and not opposite that of the Transferee, but the name of the Transferee may In-

inserted in the " Hrnmrks " roluiiin, immediat'-ly opi>osite the particulars of each Transfer.
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Secretarial 6- Register of Directors and Managers.

looks^^'^^ A separate Register of Directors and Managers must be kept by

the Company. A form is shewn for this purpose. Any change in

the Directorate must be at once filed on the usual form with the

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.

7. Register of Debenture Holders.

A form of register is illustrated and calls for no particular comment,

except that the columns headed " No. of Debentures Acquired
"

and " No. of Debentures Transferred " should be split up in the

event of the Debentures being issued and transferable in bonds of,

say, £20, £50, and £100 each.

8. Register of Mortgages.

A form of register is shewn.
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REGISTER OF DIRECTORS AND MANAGERS.

Name. Address.
.A|»i«jiiiliii«iit

J. f^
Occupation. or Thereof

Determination,
^""lor.

Filed. Uemarl<H.

ij- ?5.

(Elected)
(Decensetl)
(Resigned)

REGISTER OF DEBENTURE HOLDERS. n..m.

Name

Dr.

ADDRESS
Occupation or Description

Cr.

Date.
Particulars of

Amount Payable. Folio.' Amonnt. Date. Particulars. 'Folio.' Amount.

DEBENTURES ACQUIRED. DEBENTURES TRANSFERRED.

Date of

Allutliipot

cr Kfgirtra-
tioa of

Tnuwfcr.

I X-
lll«t AO. Of

mentor ^

Trans-
> ^'}^„t

^"^^'0; quired.

Distinctive
Numbers.

From. To,

Amount.
£

Date of
Regis-
tration

of
Transfer.

Trans-
fer

No.

No. of
Deben-
tures,
trans-
ferred.

Distinctive
Numbers.

From. To,

Amount
£

REGISTER OF MORTGAGES. n.27.

Date of IiiBtni-

iiient croatiDK
or erideuciii);

the Mortgage
or Chante with

ilp«cri|itioii

thereof and
particulAn,

t.g. Tnut Deed,
.\Iortgime> flc-.

as the case
may be.

Amount
secured
by tlio

Mortgage
or ctiarge.

Short particu-
lars of the

property ilort-
gaged or
charged.

Names, .Addres-ses and
descriptions of the

Jlortgagees or persons
entitled to the charge.

.\llKlllllt

thednii
Di)><-..Mni

comlii I

DrtHi

Date of
the removal

of the
charge.
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Secretarial 9. Register of Transfers.
and Share
Books. A guard book is recommended for this purpose. The pages of the

book should be numbered one and upwards, the transfers being

pasted in the book and bearing the corresponding numbers. An
ordinaiy form of transfer is shewn. It will be noted that it bears

rubber stamps which, for convenience of reference, have been

lettered a, h, c, and d.

{a) Certification Stamp.

This stamp is affixed when a transfer is lodged for certification

onl}' and not for registration. The certificate for the shares referred

to in the transfer is lodged with the transfer and suitably marked

and retained. The transfer when certified is returned to the

depositor for the purpose of being passed to the transferee or his

agent to be subsequently deposited for registration.

{h) Lodgment Stamp.

This stamp provides for the insertion of the following particulars :

Name of person lodging transfer.
Date lodged.
Transfer Deed Receipt Xo.
Number of Notification to seller that the transfer has been lodged.

(c) Numbering and Posting Stamp.

This provides for the following :

No. of Transfer.
Date when passed by the Board.
Transferor's folios in Register of Members.
Transferee's folio in Register of Members.
Number of new Certificate.

[d) Certificate or Certification No. Stamp.

This provides for shewing the number of the certificate off which

the shares are transferred, or when several transfers are made
to different transferees from one certificate, the Certification No.

appears—the reference being to the Register of Certified Transfers.

\\'ith regard to the passing of transfers for registration, it may not

be out of place to mention shortly the points which require special

attention. They are as follows, viz. :

Check name and address of transferor or seller, number and distinctive numbers of
shares, with the certificate and with the account in the Register of Members.

Check correctness of stamp, having regard to consideration money.
Examine transfer as to proper attestation of signatures of the parties thereto.
Compare signature of transferor with his signature appearing on the Application Form
or on the transfer conveying the shares to liim.

Send transferor a notification of the lodgment of the transfer.

The transfer being found in order in the above respects, it may
be put forward for approval of the Board, and when so approved

the transferee's name will be entered in the Register of JMembers and

in the Shareholders' Address Book.
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STOCK OR SHARE TRANSFER. <l-iS.

Stock or Share
Transfer.

Q a

H u

s . c S
n

iff

h9 •? ».

o •»=

o fe
hJ C9

» •o^
*** •>; e<

«

::d "C S
_o

2; fe^ y. m
•< *j O c.

a »5 ^

u

ill • consideration of tlio snni of

paid by

iiereinafter called tlie saiil Traiisferei- ,

Do liereby bargain. siMI. assign and transfer to tlie said Transferee:—

To noLD unto tiie said Transferee

?i

subject to the several conditions on whicli

diatelv before the execution hereof Axn
do hereby agree to accept and take the said

subject to the conditions aforesaid.

.\s wrrXF.ss our hands anil seal*, this

in the year of our Lord One thousand nine luindred an 1

Signed, Sealed and Delivered by the above namedj

in the presence of I

S^ignature '.

Address

of and in the Undertaking called

Executors, Administrators and Assigns.
held the .same imme-

the said Transferee ,

day of

Occupation

SIGXED, Sealed and Delivered by the above named^

in the presence of I

V r Signature

.

I I

Address.

^ I Occupation...

SIGXED, Sealed ami Delivered by the above named

in tlie presence of

-" /Signature

J •' .\ddres3

^ lOc(^ Occupation

•The Consirleration moiiev set iuitli in a Transfer may dilTer from tlint which the lir=t

Seller will receive, owing to the siib-salcs by the original Buyer. The .>^tanip Act re(|ii'ri'- that

in such cases the Consideration monev paid by the Sub-purclia.ser shall be tin- one in.-erted in

the Deed, as regulating the ad valorem Duty. The following is the CUiuse. in <|iiestion :

"Where a person having contracted for the purchase of any Property, but not having
"obtained a Conveyance thereof, contracts to sell the same to any other person, and
" the Property is in consequence conveyed immediately to the Sub-purchaser, the Con-
" vevance is to be charged with ad valorem Duty in respect of the Consideration moving
"fro'm the Sub-purchaser." [TA A' .'>.'> Vict., cap. 39. sec. '^^. sub-sec. -J.l

When a Transfer is executed out of (ireat Britain it is recommended that the signature'* Ik-

attested by H.M. Consul or Vice-Consii.', a Clergyman, Magistrate, Xotary Publie. or bv some
other person holding a public position, as most companies refuse to recognisi' signatures not mi at te^t" 1.

Lodged by

Date

Receipt Xo.

Xotiflcation Xo.

Endorsement Stamp H.

No. of Transfer [

Date when passed

Fol. of Transferor
|

Fol. of Transferee

No. of Certmcate
j

Certificate No.

Certification N<

Endorsement Stamp C. Endorsement Stamp D.
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Secretarial 10. Transfer Deed Receipt Book.

BSok?^''^ A suitable form of Transfer Deed Receipt is shewn. The receipt

is issued in exchange for the transfer when lodged for registration

and must be given up in exchange for the new certificate.

11. Register of Certified Transfers.

The form of register is shewn. On the right hand side are entered

the certificates lodged in those cases where a number of transfers

are made from one certificate, and on the left side appear the various

transferees' names and the balance, if any, making up the total of

the original certificate lodged.
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TRANSFER DEED RECEIPT BOOK.

Transfib
Rkceipt.

No.

Namr.

No.

W. BLANK & CO. LIMITED,

Efficiknoy Works, Main Hoad,

London 19

lias luft at till! ninro for r''«inlra

tion what purport to be transfers and Ccrtiflcates as foUowB :

—

Pbbf.

Ord Name of Transferee,

Debs.

Left by.

Date.

FEE

No. of Shores.

Pref. Ord.

Distinctive
Numbers.

From. To.

Amount of
Debentures.

£20 £50 £100

Ccrtiflcates
Deiwltcd.

<;*9.

Registration fee paid.

Will be ready after For W. BLANK & CO. LIMITED,

Secretary.

Certlflcatlon
No.

Certifi-

cation
No.

No. of
Certifi-

cate
SpUt.

REGISTER OF CERTIFIED TRANSFERS.
{Left Mnd ruling.)

6-30.

Name.

Number of
Shares.

Prefer- Ordin-
ence. ary.

Distinctive
Numbers.

From. To.

Transfer
No.

Number
of New

Certificate.

CERTIFICATES LODGED.
(Hi'ihl hatril ruhiig.)

Name.

Number of
Shares.

Pre-
ference.

Ordin-
ary.

Distinctive
Nnmbers.

From. To.

Date. Remarks.

2M
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Secretarial 12. Probate, etc., Register.
and Share
Books. A convenient form for this register is shewn. It is intended to be

used for the registration of Probates, Po^^ers of Attorney, Orders of

Court, I\Iarriages, etc.

13. Seal Register.

A form of register is shewn on the opposite page for keeping the

record of all documents to which the Company's Seal is affixed.

14. Application, Allotment and Call Lists.

Convenient forms for listing the applications for shares and the

allotments in respect of the same are shewn. A form of call list is

also given.
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PROBATE REGISTER.

Name. .\(lilres8.

Dnt* of
Death

or Deed,
etc.

Executors or
I .. ,, , ! ,. . I ^ . I It.

Attornics, etc. Partlculiirs Date Dat« By
I of

I

of I ncflrli- 'Follo.l Whom
Name. .A.hw,-

".,„.,.,•„(. c, ,:,<
'

•,
.

! i -I.

SEAL REGISTER.

Date.
Description of Document

Sealed.
Directors' Signatures. \VitMi>^ Kemarks.

r,M.

(i-32.

APPLICATION AND ALLOTMENT BOOK. G-33.

{Headingt.)

No. of
Application.

Date
of

Application.
Name. Address. Occupation.

iBeadmof

No. of
Shares
Ap-
plied
for.

No. of
Shares
Al-

lotted.

I
The Respec-
tive Numbers

of the
Shares.
Allotted.

From. To.

Deposit
Paid on
Applica-

tion.

Balance
to be Paid
on jVllot-

ment.

Total
Paid on
Applica-
tion and
Allotment.

Amount
{

of Deposit
Re-

i

turned.

Share
Ledser
Folic.

Certi-
ficate

No.
Remarks.

CALL LIST. 634'

No
Date of
of Al-

Call. ! lot-

ment.

Name. Address.
Occupa-

tion.

Amount
of Call
per

Share.

No.
of

Stiares.

Reg
Fo.

Amount
Payable.

Date
Paid.

Share
Cash
Book
FoUo.
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Secretarial 15. Share Certificate Book.

Books.
^^

An ordinary form of Share Certificate is shewn. The Share

Certificates should be bound up in book form with counterfoils

attached, giving the necessary written particulars as appearing in

the Share Certificates themselves.

A slip form of receipt is annexed to the Certificate and perforated.

This is a convenient method of obtaining an acknowledgment of

the Certificate ; and particular care should be taken that this shp

is returned, duly completed, and either pasted on the counterfoil

of the Certificate, or in a guard book, so that in case of the loss of

the Certificate, and consequent demand for the usual declaration

and indemnity, its delivery can be immediately proved.

The most convenient method of preserving cancelled Certificates

is to paste them on to their counterfoils.

16. Dividend and Interest Lists.

A convenient form of list for dividends and interest paid is shewn.

The form calls for no special comment.

17. Share and Debenture Holders' Address Book.

A ruling suitable for this book is shewn. It will be found most

convenient to adopt a loose or removable leaf system for this

purpose. The book is intended to contain the complete addresses

of all holders of shares and debentures and other classes of capital

issued. The removable leaf arrangement enables the strict alpha-

betical order to be preserved, and if it is necessary to circularise

shareholders at short notice the addressing work can be carried out

very quickly, as it is possible to di\ide it between any number of

clerks.
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SHARE CERTIFICATE.

549

C'ERTIFICATK OK SlIAUKS

No.

-s

No. of Shares

No9 to.

Issued to

No.

0:i.',

LmiTKU.

Incorporated under the Companies (Consolidation) Act, lOOfl.

C.VriTAL £

DiVIDK.n INTO SFIAnK« OF £1 EACH.

This i.s to Ceutify that

o(.

of

Is the holder of Shares fully paid

of £1 each Numbered to Inclusive in

the above-named Company subject to the Memorandum and

Articles of Association thereof.

Given under the Common Seal of the said Company,

the day of 10

Date. »< i» I

' ° .S M '

Entered on Register I ^-g S
\

;

52.
k

Secretary.

't3
'2 The Company will not transfer any of the above shares

', g :£ without the production of a certificate relatinu to such shares,

'•S
• £ which certincate must be surrendered before any deed of transfer,

' g J_| whether for the whole or any part thereof, can be registered or

'rtSaj a new certificate given in exchange.

Dividend No.

DIVIDEND AND INTEREST LISTS.

on for ending.

636.

War-
rant
No.

Name of
Payee.

Address.

I

No. of
T».i.,«JiSharesor

^nlfn :

Amount
^""o-

of Deben-
tures.

Amount
of Divi-
dend at

% p. a.

Less
Income
Tax
at

in the £.

Amount
of

Warrant.

Date
of Remarks.

Payment.

SHARE AND DEBENTURE HOLDERS' ADDRESS BOOK. 637.

Surname.
Christian
Name.

Address. Occupation.

Holding.

Ordinary.

Reg.
Fo.

Shares.

Preference.

Reg.
Fo.

Shares.

Debentures.

Reg.
Fo.

Amount.
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Section Vlf Private Accounts.

Private BooKS recommended :

Account
Books. Private Cash Book.

Sliare Cash Book.
Private Ledger.
Manufacturing Ledger.
Private Journal.
Private Balances Book.

Private Cash Book.

This book contains the summary of all the cash transactions and

shews them in a very simple form. The notes give clearly the source

of the various items and the method of posting. The Bank Balance

is ascertainable at once by casting the columns and taking the

difference. For the purpose of shewng the total transactions over

a given period it is convenient to caiTy fonvard the totals of the

inner cash columns for, say, a whole year, although the balance

may be brought down monthly in the outer cash columns.

The Accountant will have sole charge of the book, and there is no

need for any other member of the staff to have access to it.

Share Cash Book.

This book should contain only receipts and payments on account

of Share Capital or Debentures. It serves to relieve the Private

Cash Book of details.

The receipts and payments should be totalled weekly, the totals

being posted to their respective accounts in the Private Ledger and

transferred to the Private Cash Book as shewn. The details should

be posted to the members accounts in the Share or Debenture

Ledgers.

\

I
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PRIVATE CASH BOOK.

551

{Prhit Sidr.)

Date. Piirticulurs.
Postiiig

Jlcfer-

ence.
Bank. ToUl.

1013
' Jan. To Itiilaiu'c brouuht forward from folio

„ lulls Keicivahle— Hill No. 101- Smith * Co.
,, PupiL^^' Premiums— I'rcniiiiiii for .\rtlflcs of (i.

Jirowii for 3 years at £100 jn-r nniium
,, Receipts as i)er Sales Cash Hook rrivat«

JuunuU.

.'i5,0()0

100

:«K)

i.iW)

5.'»,000

2,800

PRIVATE CASH BOOK. (Credit Side.)

Date. Particulars.
Posting
Refer-
ence.

Bank. Total.

1913
Jan. By Income tax Commissioners—Paid tax on Profits

„ Biils Payable— Bill No. 28— (i. Brown
,, Imperial Foreign (Sovernment Deposit witli tender
„ Payments as per Bought Cash Book

1,000
2,500
1,000
3,070 8,170

SHARE CASH BOOK. (Debit Side.)

Date.
Name of Shareholder or Debenture

holder.

1910
Apl. 14

May

10

To Allotment a/c

—

A. Blank
D. Blank
G. Brown
A. Robinson
W. Owen

,, Call .\ccount

—

A. Blank
D. Blank

,, G. Brown
A. Robinson
W. Owen

,, Transferred to Private C.B. folio

Posting
Refer-
ence.

Share
or Deb.
Ledger
Folio.

Total.

2,500
2,500
2,500
5,000
3,750

5,000
5,000

5,000
10,000
7,500

10,2.i0

10,000

22,500
400

£49,150

SHARE CASH BOOK. ^Credit Side.)

Date.
Name of Shareholder or Debenture-

holder.

Posting
Refer-
ence.

Share
or Deb.
Ledger
Folio.

.\mount. Total.

1910
Apl. 14

Hay

By Application money returned

—

A. Smith
W. Thomas
R. Jones

„ Transferred to Private C.B. folio

100
100
200

400
18.250
10,000
22,500

£49,l.'.f) n
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Private Ledger.

Private The iiiling of this book is in the simple form as shewn in the various
Ledger. .

° ^

specmicn accounts. It should contain all the accounts dealing with

Capital receipts, includmg Debentures, Capital Expenditure, also

the Profit and Loss Accounts as distinct from the Manufacturing

Accounts contained in the Manufacturing Ledger, and the various

adjustment accounts.

The book should be written up by the Accountant personally,

and should not be accessible to any other member of the staff.

Without providing for special circumstances, the accounts shewn

hereafter will be found useful and necessary :

Receipts on Account of Capital and Debentures.
Ordinary Shares Capital Account.

„ „ Application and Allotment Account.
,) „ Call Account.

Preference Shares Capital Account.
,, ,, Application and Allotment Account.
,, „ Call Account.

Debentures Accoimt.
„ Application and Allotment Account.

The specimen accounts shewn deal only with the Ordinary Shares.

The accounts dealing with the Preference Shares and Debentures

should follow the same system, and it is therefore unnecessary to shew
them in detail. The Cash entries in the Application, Allotment and
Call Accounts should be posted from the Share Cash Book as shewn.

Under date of the allotment of the shares by the Board, a Journal

entry should be made crediting Ordinarj^ Share Capital Account and
debiting Ordinary Shares Application and Allotment Account with

the total amount due in respect of application and allotment money
on the shares allotted. On the date the calls become due, similar

entries should be made from Calls Account to the Capital Account.

The effect is that the Capital Account shews the total capital sub-

scribed and payable, and the Application and Allotment and Calls

Accounts the amount in arrear.

Capital Expenditure Accounts.
Business Purchase Account.
Preliminary Expenses.
Goodwill Account.
Patents, Drawings and Patterns.
Jigs and Special Tools.
Land and Buildings.
Motive Power Plant.
Mechanical Transmission.
Electrical Transmission.
Pipe Transmission.
Transportation Plant.
Shop Fi-xtures.

Special Process Plant.
Machines.
Loose Plant and Tools.
Office Furniture and Fittings—Works.

>, „ ,, General.

The first three accounts on the list are of a special nature, and,

therefore, examples of them have been shewn in full. The remaining

accounts are illustrated by examples of the Jigs and Special Tools,

Land and Buildings, and Loose Plant and Tools Accounts.
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PRIVATE LEDGER.
€.40.

Dr. OBDINABY SHABLs CVl'llAJ, ACi'JlJ.NT.

1910
Mar. 31

Apl. 30

By Business Pun iiiin.-

a/c,10,00<)Sliarc«
ullutU'tl ill part
payiiuMit of pur- 1

chaso money J.

„ Application and
Allotment a/c,

Amount due be-
ing 10 • persliare
on 65,000 Shares

J.

„ Call a/c J.

Do. Do.

10,000

82,500

32,500

£76,000

Dr. ORDINAKY SHARES APPLICATION AND ALLOTMENT ACCOUNT. Cr.

1910
Mar. 31 To Ordinary Share

Capital a/c, .\mount
due on appLication
and allotment, being
108. per Share on
65,000 Shares J. 32,500

1910 I

Mar. 31 By Cash, Amount re-

ceived on appli-
cation for 65,000
Shares as per
application list

(Share C.B.)
Apl. 14 „ Cash — Amount

received on al-

lotment
(Share C.B.)

£82,500

16,250

16,250

£32,500

Dr. ORDINARY SHARES CALL ACCOUNT. Cr

1910
I

ApL 1 SO To first and fhial call

of lOs. per Share on
65,000 Shares J.

1910
May

32,500 il

81 By Cash (Share C.B.)

W. ,

£32,500

10,000

22,500

£32,500



Private
Ledger.
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Business Purchase Account.

It will be noted that the Business Purchase Account as shewn

contains a summary entry of the whole of the Assets and Liabilities

taken over on the assumption that the business has been purchased

as a going concern. The detail Journal entries of the postings to

the account are she\\Ti under the Private Journal section. It has

been assumed that the purchase price of the business has been paid

partly in cash and partly by the issue of fully paid up shares.

Preliminary Expenses Account.

The entries in the Preliminary Expenses Account as shewn

consist of the expenses of this nature which the Company is liable to

pay in accordance with the terms of the Prospectus and the agree-

ments referred to therein. Such expenses may cover Company

Registration Fees, Law Costs, Cost of Advertising and Printing

Prospectus, etc. It is the usual practice to write off this account

out of the profits as quickly as possible.

Goodwill Account.

This is illustrated. Many differences of opinion exist as to the

treatment of a Goodwill Account. There is no obligation to write

off the Goodwill before payment of dividends, and, therefore, no

entry has been shewn for such writing off. In many cases of com-

panies earning large profits it will be found, however, that the

Goodwill has been completely written off out of profits at a time

when it undoubtedly is a very considerable asset by reason of such

profits.
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PRIVATE LEDGER—Coh/imucJ.
niiiUl.

Dr. BUSINESS PURCHASE AtcoLM.

To Casli, (Tiivut.. r n.)

„ Ordinary Slinres

iillotteil ill piirt

imynieiit of i)\ir-

cluiiio money.
10,000 Shares of

£1 each fully

paid up J

.

,, Preference Shares
nllotteii in part
jiaynieut oi pur-
chase money

—

1 0,000 Sliares of
£1 each fully

])ai(l up J.

100,000

10,000

10,000

£ 120,000

By Sundries .i-. i" i

detailed journal en-
try, inikkliiK

purchase- price 7. ii:(),ooo

120,000

Dr. PRELIMINARY EXPENSES ACCOUNT. Cr.

To Cash : Press
Agency, Ld.,for
advertising pro-
spectus

Do. Bond and
Stocks—Broker's
fees and Broker
ages

Stamp Duty
Accountants

Charges
Legal Charges

To Balance b/d

1,750

1,000
500

250
500

4,000

1,000

By Transfer from Pro-
fit and Loss ap-
propriation a/c

fo.

,, Balance c/d
3,000
1,000

4,000

Dr. GOODWILL ACCOUNT. Cr.

To Sundries—Good-
will, as per Purchase
Agreement dated J. 20,000
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f

Private /^'§'^ ^^^'^ Special Tools Account.
Ledger.

Loose Plant and Tools A ccount.

These accounts are set out. The stock should be taken of both

classes when the Balance Sheet is made up. The Works Manager

should be competent to arrive at the proper values to be placed

upon these stocks, looked at from the point of view of their worth to

him for manufacturing purposes. Having arrived at the stock

figures, the balances of the accounts as shewn should be charged to

the Repairs to Jigs and Special Tools Account and the Repairs to

Loose Plant and Tools Accounts, which accounts in their turn will

be charged to the debit of Works Profit and Loss Account.

Land and Buildings Account.

This account is illustrated. The opening values of the Land,

Buildings, Plant, and other accounts mentioned in the foregoing list,

will be based in nearly every case on figures arrived at by an expert

valuer. In order to settle the question of depreciation, it is recom-

mended that the valuer should be asked to fixthe rate of depreciation

to be written off each class of asset. These rates can be revised

from time to time by consultation with the valuer, and, if this

arrangement is adopted, any possible friction is avoided as between

Directors and Auditors when the Balance Sheet is prepared. The

rates of depreciation mentioned in the specimen account must not

be taken as a recommendation in any way, because it is practically

impossible to make any useful recommendation which would cover

the varjdng conditions of the different classes of engineering and

manufacturing undertakings. Some suggestions with regard to

particular classes of plant are made under Works Accounts.

—

Section IV h.
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PRIVATE LEDQER—Continued.

Dr. JIGS AND SPECIAL TOOLS ACCOUNT. ( r.

19i;
Jan.

101
Dec.

>

1

U
To Stock at this date

To Works Cost alloca-

tion abstract No.
1—.\(illiti0U9 to
date

SoU— Entry each (ort-

niglit as above total-
ling

£

2,000

10 11 8

400 S 4

1915
Dec.

>>

J

31 By KL-|p:iir>t III Jin-i
1

and Hpoclal 'V<>o\»-

Aniouiit »Titt4;n off

to reduce to valua-
tion ngurc at this
date

By Balance.beinK valua-
tion at this date

£

311

3,000

3,311 3,311

i

31 To Balance—Stock at
this date 3,000

Dr. LOOSE PLANT AND TOOLS ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913
Jan.

191
Dec.

1

14

J

31

To Stock at this date

,, Works Cost alloca-

tion abstract No.
1 additions to
date

Note—Entry each fort-

night as above total-
ling

To Balance Stock at
this date

£

11,500

100 1 6

2,399 18 6»

191
Dec. 31 By Repairs to Loose

Plant and Tools-
Amount written
olf to reduce to
valuation figure at
this date

,, Balance, being valua-
tion at this date

£

2,000

12,000

14,000 14,000

12,000

Dr. LAND AND BUILDINGS ACCOUNT. Cr.

191
Jan.

»t

191
Dec.

3

1

14

3

31

ToBalance.being value
at this date

„ Additions as per
Works Cost allo-

cation abstract
No. 1

Note -Entry each fort-

night as above total-

ling

To Balance, being value
at this date

£

40,825

100 1 1

1,049 18 11

191
Dec.

3

31 By Depreciation J.

,, Balance c/d

£

1,975
40,000

41 97.'> 41.975

40,000
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„ . ^ Dividends and Debenture Interest Accounts.
Private
Ledger.

jj^^ following is a list of accounts dealing with Dividends and

Debenture Interest :

Ordinary Shares Dividend Account.
,,

'
,, Dividend Cash Account.

,, „ Unclaimed Dividends Account.
Preference Shares Dividend Account.

,, „ Dividend Cash Account.

„ „ Unclaimed Dividends Account.
Debenture Interest Account.

„ „ Cash Account.

„ „ Unclaimed Account.

Specimen accounts relating to the Ordinary Shares only are

shewn—the other two sections being treated on the same system.

It will be noted that the total dividend declared is transferred from

the Profit and I-oss Appropriation Account to the credit of the

Dividend Account. The actual cash payable to the shareholders is

then ti^ansferred from Dividend Account to the credit of Dividend

Cash Account. The balance on the Dividend Account representing

the Income Tax deducted from the Dividends payable to share-

holders, should be transferred as shewn to the credit of Income Tax

Reserve Account. The cash transferred to the separate Banking

Account to meet the Dividends payable to shareholders is posted

from the Private Cash Book to the debit of Dividend Cash Account.

When the accounts of the Company are again made up, a Journal

entry should be made debiting Dividends Cash Account and crediting

Unclaimed Dividends Accounts with the dividends unclaimed at the

date of the preparation of the Balance Sheet ; the total amount

agreeing with the total of the unpresented Dividend Warrants as

shewn on the dividend list.

Profit and Loss Appropriation Account.

This account as shewn will open with the balance brought forward

from the previous year. It will be credited with the profit for the

current year and debited with the various appropriations sanctioned

at the General Meeting, the credits for these items being

passed to the various accounts affected by them, such as Debenture

Interest Accounts, Dividends Account, Preliminary Expenses, etc.
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PRIVATE LEDGER--Continued.

Dr. ORDINARY SHARES DIVIDEND ACCOUNT. Cr.

101.
Mar.

•1

}

31 To Dividend Caah a/c
fol.

„ Income Tax Re-
serve a/c J.

7,002 10

437 10

101
Mar. 81 Uy Profit and Loss .Ap-

propriation n/c—Dl-
vldcnil of 10 ";, on
75,000 (Ordinary
SliarcH J. 7.500

£7,500 £7,500 i

Dr. ORDINARY SHARES DIVIDEND CASH ACCOUNT. Cr,

101
Mar.

Dec.

3

31

31

To Cash

„ Unclaimed Divi-
dends J.

To Balance b/d

7,062 10

75

191
Mar.

Dec.

3

31 By Dividend a/c, folio

31 ,, Balance c/d

7,062 10

75

£7,137 10

75

£7.137 10
i

1013
Dec. 31

Dr. ORDINARY SHARES UNCLAIMED DIVIDENDS ACCOUNT. Cr.

191
Dec.

3

31 By Div. Cash a/c J. 75

Dr. PROFIT AND LOSS APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT. Cr.

101
Mar.

It

>i

31 To Preliminary Ex-
penses

„ Reserve a/c

„ Preference Share
Dividend

,, Ordinary Share
Dividend

,, Debenture Interest

,, Balance

1,000

4,000

5,700

7.500

2,500

21,800

191
Jan.

Dec.

101
Deo.

3

1

31

3

81

By Balance

„ Profit and Loss a/c
Profit for y?ar
ending 31st De-
cember, 1913

By Balance

10.500

23.000

£42,r.0O , £42.500 ]

21.800

6-40.
eontd.
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Private
Ledger.

Profit and Loss Account.

This account is shewn in full detail—all the various items being

transferred direct from the separate accounts in the Private Ledger,

with the exception of the Works Profit and Loss Account balance,

which is transferred from the Manufacturing Ledger, The balance

on the Profit and Loss Account shews the result for the period

covered by the accounts, and is transferred direct to the Profit and

Loss Appropriation Account.

Detail Profit and Loss Accounts.

A complete list of the various Profit and Loss Accounts which will

probably be required is shewn below, under the heading " Profit

and Loss Account." It is unnecessary to repeat the Ust or give

the entries shewn in each of these separate accounts in the Private

Ledger. A few of the accounts, typical of the whole, have been

selected, and the detail entries therein shewn on the opposite page.

These accounts are Advertising, Directors' Fees, General Office

Stationery and Supplies, Income Tax, and Show and Demonstration

Expenses. The majority of the entries in these accounts are

postings from the Journal, based on the analysis of the Bought and

Bought Returns Books and Petty Disbursements. The remainder

are represented by adjustments and special receipts and payments

posted direct from the Private Cash Book.

6-40.

contd.

I

PRIVATE LEDGER—Continued.

Dr. PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913 1913
Dec. 31 To Advertising

,, Agent's Commissions
„ Bad Debts
,, Bank Charges and Interest
,, Debenture Trustees' fees

,, Depreciation of General Office
Buildings, Furniture, Fit-
tings, etc.

,, Directors' fees

,, General Office Heating, Clean-
ing, Lighting, etc.

,, Rent, Rates, Taxes, Insur-
ance, etc.

,, Stationery and Supplies
,, Office Equipment Repairs
,, General Travelling Expenses
,, Income tax
,, Law Costs
,. Management and General

Office Salaries

,, Stamps, Telegrams, and
Petties

,, Show and Demonstration Ex-
penses

,, Tendering Expenses
,, Travellers' Salaries and Ex-

penses
,, Balance, being profit for the

year ending 31st December,
1913, transferred to Profit
and Loss Appropriation A/c

2,350
1,750
550
275
150

200
950

250

200
400
50
650

1,000
100

10,000

715

2,500
2,950

3,750

23,000

Dec. 31 By Works Profit
and Loss Ac-
count balance
transferred

„ Discounts
,, Royalties
,, Transfer fees ,

50,000
750

1,000
40

£51,790 £51,790
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PRIVATE LEDQEE—CWh/iu^rf.

Dr. ADVERTISINQ ACCOUNT. ' r

.

1913 1913
JaD. 31 To Cash— Advertising 1 Dec. 31 By Return- J. 1,1) .) W

Anent's special fee 100
1

» ,, „ Prollt and Loss a/c
„ Purcliases 100 fol. 2,350

,, jj ,, NViiKcs and Petty

„ ,, Ledser Adjust- y^^
ment a/c 20 y^

NoU—Similar niontlily
1 y^

entries tlirouKli tlie
y^

;

year totalling 2,280

£2,500 X £2^500

Dt DIRECTORS' FEES ACCOUNT. Cr.

191 •\ 1913
June 3C To Cash, fees for half Dec. 31 By Profit and Loss a/c

' year, less tax 447 6 10 fol. 050
Dec. „

1

„ Balance, fees accrued
to date c/d

,, Income Tax reserve
a/c, tax deducted

fol.

447 5 10

55 8 4

191
Dec.

1

£950 £950

31 By Balance 447 5 10

Br. GENERAL OFFICE STATIONERY AND SUPPLIES. Cr.

1913 1913
Mar. 31 To Purchases J. 85 Apl. 30 By Returns 5
June 30 J.

,, WaRes and Petty
Adjustment a/c J.

„ Cash Purcliases, fil-

ing cabinet

60

45

10 5

Oct.
Dec.

31
31

," Stock at this date
c/d

„ Profit and Loss

3 17 6
7 2 6

(not valued)

Sept. 30 „ Purchases
„ Sundries J.

100
25 15

a/c foUo 400

Dec. 31 ,, Purchases
„ Wases and Petty

Ledger Adjstmt. J.

54 10

35 10

£416 £416

Dec. ^31 To Stock at this date (not valued)

Dr. INCOME TAX ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913
1

1913
Jan. 31 To Cash t-ax on Direc- 1 1 Jan. 1 By Balance J. 750

tors" and Deben- Dec. 31 „ Ordinary Dividend
ture Trustees' fees 64 3 4 a/c. Tax deducted 437 10

Jane 30 „ Cash Tax on ProflU 1 ni)() II II „ Preference Dividend
Dec. 31 „ Balance c/d i.O'-. '• - a/c. Tax deducted

„ Debenture Interest
a/c. Tax deducted

„ Directors' fees a/c,

Tax deducted
„ Debenture Trustees'

fees a/c, Tax de-
ducted

„ Profit and Loss—Re-
serve for Income
Tax on Profits

832 10

145 16 8

55 8 4

8 15

1,000

£2,730 n £2,730

Dec. 31 By Balance b'd ! 1,665 16 8

Dr. SHOW AND DEMONSTRATION ACCOUNT. Or.

1913 1913
Mar. 31 To Purchases J. 500 Dec. 31 By Profit and Loss a/c 2,500
June 30 „ Cash— Deposit for

Space at Show
„ Purchases

100
1,000

Dec.j,; »> 900

£2,500 £2..'i00

contd.
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Private Sales Account.
Ledger.

i- ,

Tliis account is shewn. It is written up as regards the credit side

from Journal entries for the total shewn by the Sales Day Book or

Sheets, and as regards the debit side from Journal entries for the

totals shewn by the Sales Returns Book or Sheets. It is simply an

intermediate account for summarising Sales and Sales Returns, so

that the net total for the year may be transferred to the Sales

Orders Account.

Sales Repairs and Sundries Account.

This account is written up in the same form as the Sales Account

above mentioned, with the exception that an additional journal

entry is shewn on the credit side for the total of the Cash Sales as

appearing in the Wages and Petty Ledger.

Adjustment Accounts.

The following Adjustment Accounts are shewn in detail :

Wages and Petty Ledger Adjustment Account.
Bought Ledger ,, ,>

Sales Ledger ,, »

The entries shewn in these accounts are posted from the Private

Journal, and under the section describing the use of this book the

whole of the necessary entries are shewn. It is suggested that these

adjustment accounts should be closed monthly and agreed with the

respective adjustment accounts shewn in the Wages and Petty, and

Bought and Sales Ledgers. By this arrangement a complete and

frequent check is obtained by the Accountant of the whole of the

system of book-keeping under his charge. It provides also a

systematic means of keeping the accounts up to date.
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PRIVATE LEDGER -'''>H/inued.

Dr.
1913

Jan. 31

Dec. 31

To Sales Le<l(jer Ailjust-
nient a/c Kcturns
during the month

J.
iVo<? -Similar entries

monthly during
the year aniount-
ing t<>

To Sales orders a/c Bal-
ance transferred

_SAI.I.^ Al I 111 N I

1013
Cr.

005

85,000

£86,000

Jan. 31 By Sales IxidKcr Adjust-
ment a/c Sales
duriiiK the month

J.

>'«<<•— Similar eiitrips

monthly during
the vritr amoiint-
inu to

507

85,433

£86,000

1913
Jan. 31

SALES REPAIRS AND SUNDRIES Aitia.M, Cr.

Dec. 31

To Sales Ledger Adjust-
ment Account Re-
turns during the
month J.

Note—Similar Entries
monthly during
the year amount-
ing to

To Sales Repairs and
Simdries Orders
Account

25

175

7,000

£8,100

1913
Jan. 3l| By Sales Ledger Adjust-

ment a/c Sales dur-
ing the month J.

Note -Similar Entries
monthly during
the year amount-
ing to

By Wages and Petty
Ledger Adjust-
ment a/c. Cash
Sales during the
month

Note—Similar entries
monthly during
the year amount-
ing to

650

7,350

15

OS 15

emtd

£8.100

Dr. WAGES AND PETTY LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913
Jan.

Jan.

To Balance
„ Cash
,, Bank
„ Petty Sales

31 To Balance

100
100

1,00015

191
Jan.

i

31

£1,201 5

85 10

By Cash Iron Trades I.A
,, Sundry Payments

during the month
as 8ummari.sed in
Journal J.

,, Balance

10

1,105 15
85 10

£1,201 5

Dr. BOUGHT LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913
Jan 31 To Cash

Dlsrounts
Works Returns
General Returns
Bills Payable
Creditors

Jan. 31 To Debtors

622 15
12 10

235
4 5

250
209 5

£1,423 15

27 10

1013
Jan. 31 By Works Purchases

,, Works Disburse-
ments

,, (ieneral Purchases
.. Debtors

Jan. 31 By Creditors

1,180

100
116 5
27 10

£1,423 15

Note—The entries for the Cash and Discounts must be made each week. The remaining entries

each month.

Dr. SALES LEDGER ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913
Jan. 31 To Sales J.

„ Sales Repairs and
Sundries J.

,, Creditors

500

Jan. 31 To Debtors

67
100

1013
Jan.

£««7

3(VJ
i
Jan.

31 By Cash
Discounts
Returns—Sales

Do. Rppaini and
Sui\ilric8

Bills rereivable
Debtors

31 By Creditors

195
5
4

1

100
302

£667

.yote—The entries for the Cash and Discounts must be made each week. The remaining entrie*

each month.
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Manufacturing Ledger.

Manufactur- ji^\^ Icderer should contain the whole of the accounts having
ing Ledger. ° °

reference to the manufacture of the product of the works, with the

exception of the Capital Expenditure Accounts appearing in the

Private Ledger. The particulars for writing up this ledger will be

contained in the Works Cost Allocation Abstract, which must be

journalized as shewn under the Private Journal section. It will be

necessary to open the following accounts to cover the items shewn

in the Works Cost Allocation Abstracts, and these may be divided

conveniently into the sections shewn»

Works Expense Accounts.

Eepairs and Renewals—Patterns.

,, Jigs and Special Tools.

,, Land and Buildings.

„ Motive Power Plant.

,
Mechanical Transmission.

„ Electrical Transmission.

„ Pipe Transmission.
,, Transportation Plant.

,, Shop Fixtures.

,, Special Process Plant.

„ Machines.
„ Loose Plant and Tools.

Office Furniture and Fittings—Works.
Power Generation Expenses.
Power from Outside sources.
Heating Expenses.
Lighting Expenses.
Building Attendance.
Mechanical Plant Attendance.
Electrical Plant Attendance.
Belting Attendance.
Tool Dressing and Sharpening.
Plant Removals and Alterations.
Rent, Rates, Taxes and Fire Insurance and Fire Prevention.
Works Management and Administration.
Drawing Office General Charges.
Works Stationery.
Sundry Minor Expenses.
General Stores and Warehouse Expenses.
Sundry Carriage and Package Expenses.
Material Testing and Treatment.
Timber preparation and Storage.
Interdepartmental Transportation.
Accident Compensation.
National Insurance Expenses.
Shop Stores Expenses.
Sliop Supplies.
Overtime Charges.
General Labouring.
Shop Supervision and Inspection.

The same system of writing up is applicable to the whole of the

above accounts, and, therefore, the first account, viz.. Repairs and

Renewals to Land and Buildings, is the only one illustrated in detail.

Depreciation Account.

This account is shewn in detail on the opposite page. The amounts

entered must not be taken in any way as representing rates of

depreciation recommended for writing off the various accounts.
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MANUFACTURING LEDGER.

Dr. REPAIKS AND RENEWALS, LAND AND BUILUIM.S. Of.

G41.

1913
Jan. 14 To Works Cost Alloca-

tion Abstract No. 1

yoU—Siniilnr entry
each fortni^lit total-

lins.

10 12 3

289 7 9

300

1913
I

Dec. 31 By Works Expenses Al-
locntion a/c 300

300

Dr. DEPRECIATION ACCOUNT. Ct.

1913
Dec. 131 To Depreciation written

otf following Ac-
counts J.

„ Freeholdii Leasehold
Land and Build-
ings

,, Motive Power Plant

,, Mechanical trans-
mission

„ Electrical transmis-
sion

,

,

Pipe transmission

,, Transportation Plant

„ Shop Fixtures

,, Special Process Plant

,, Machines

„ OfBce Furniture and
Fittings (Works)

„ Do. do. (General)

„ Patents, Drawings
and Patterns

1,975

275

350

250

175

450

175

500

1,875

75

50

1913
Dec. 31

1,000

£ 7,1.'.0

By Works Expenses al-

location a/c

,, By Profit and Loss
.Account

B,950

200

£ 7,150
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Manufactur- (^ron Foundry.
mg Ledger.

Process Accounts^ Brass Foundry.

{Smiihy.

The Iron Foundiy Account is shewn. The other two accounts

are written up in the same manner and consequently have not been

shewn. The account is debited with the Iron Foundry Work-in-

Progress and Stock at the beginning of the year, and with the

Materials, Wages, and Shop Charges (Works Expenses), chargeable

to it during the year, as shewn by the Works Cost Allocation

Abstracts. The output of the Iron Foundry, as shewn by the

Works Products Abstracts, is credited to it at a price as near cost

as possible and debited to Works Materials Suspense Account.

The Work-in-Progress and Stock at the end of the year is then

credited, and the balance of the account, being either Profit or

Loss on working during the year, is transferred to the Works Profit

and Loss Account.

It will be noticed that columns are provided for shewing the

separate figures of Materials, Disbursements, Wages, and Shop

Charges debited to the account during the year. The totals of these

separate columns are used for the purpose of shewing the figures

making up the amounts appearing in the Works Profit and Loss

Account as prepared for inclusion in the annual accounts.

Stock Manufacturing Account.

This account is shewn in detail.

It is debited with the Work-in-Progress at the beginning of the

year, and with the Materials, Wages, and Shop Charges (Works

Expenses), chargeable to the product during the year, as shewn

by the Works Cost Allocation Abstracts. The output, as shewn

by the Works Products Abstract, is credited to it and debited

to Works Materials Suspense Account at a price as near cost as

possible. The Work-in-Progress at the end of the year is then

credited; the balance of the account, being either profit or loss on

working during the year, is transferred to the Works Profit and Loss

Account.

The reason for the provision of separate columns for Materials,

Disbursements, Wages, and Shop Charges is explained under the

heading of " Iron Foundry Account."
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MANUFACTURING LEDGER—CofUinued.

567

IRON FOUNDRY ACCOUNT. {Debit Side)

1013
Jan. 1

Dec. 31

1913
Dec. 31

To Work in Pro«ress and Stock
at this dato

„ Works Cost Allocation
Abstract No. 1 31

Note—Similar Pntries diirinn

tlie year making up a total of

To Prollt transferred to Works Profit and Loss a/c

To Stork and Work in I'roKress at tills date

Materials.
Disburse-
ments.

Wages.

08 19

Shop
Charges.

1.-.

300

Ho 1 7

085 10 6

.50

l,4.-.l 1 1

LT.U

IRON FOUNDRY ACCOUNT. {CredU Side)

1013
Jan. 14 By Works Products Abstract

iVo<e— Similar entries during the year amounting to

Dec. 31 By Stock and Work in Progress at this date

101 1 1

1,100

250

1,451 1 1

STOCK MANUFACTURING ACCOUNT. (Da>U Side)

1913
Jan.

Dec. 31

1913
Dec. 131

To Work in Progress

„ Works Cost Allocation
Abstract

Sole —Similar entries through
the year making a total of

To Works Profit and Loss Account

To Stock and Work in Progress

Materials.

63 1 7

Disburse-
ments.

Wages.

97 1 1

Shop
Charges.

103

1.000

263 4

1.100

STOCK MANUFACTURING ACCOUNT. ICrtdU Side)

1913
Jan.

Dec. 31

By Works Products Abstract

A^ote—Similar entries tiiroiigh the year making a total of

By Stock and Work in Progress at this date

204 4 4

2,045 15 9

1,100

3,35.1 n o

-; J/.

could.
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Manufactur- Sales Orders Account.
ing Ledger.

This account is shewn in full. It is debited with the value of the

Work-in-Progress at the beginning of the year. The Materials,

Disbursements, Wages, and Shop Charges (\\'orks Expenses) charged

to the debit of the account during the year are obtained from the

Works Cost Allocation Abstracts. The Sales credited to the account

are transferred from Sales Account. There are also further credits

for the stock value of goods returned from customers. These credits

are obtained from the Works Products Abstracts. The final

credit, being the value of Work-in -Progress, is obtained from

the Works Accounts Annual Abstract. The balance on the account

representing Profit or Loss is transferred to the \\'orks Profit and

Loss Account.

In many engineering and manufacturing undertakings it will be

advisable to keep the records of orders, both as regards costs and

sales, under several classes, in which case it will be necessary to open

as many accounts as classes of orders in use. In the system here

explained, provision is made for two classes, " Sales Orders " and

" Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders."

Sales Repairs and Sundries Orders Account.

This account is concerned with Repairs and Sundries Orders

received for execution, which are dealt with both in the Works and

Financial Accounts as distinct from the ordinary Sales Orders.

The method of \\Titing up the account is exactly the same as in the

case of the Sales Orders Account, and, therefore, it has not been

considered necessary to illustrate it in detail.

Development and Experimental Orders Account.

This account is she\\Ti in detail. It is written up from the Works

Cost Allocation Abstract, so far as the debit side is concerned. At

the end of the year the position should be reviewed by the manage-

ment, and if it is decided to cany forward any portion of the

expenditure on this account, the amount decided upon is reported

in the Works Accounts Annual Abstract and brought down upon

the account. The balance is transferred to the debit of \^^orks

Profit and Loss Account.

Scrap Account.

This account is shewn in detail. The credits are obtained by

postings from the Works Products Abstract. They represent the

value of Scrap which cannot be credited against the cost of individual

orders. The balance of the account is transferred direct to Works

Profit and Loss Account.
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MANUFACTURING LEDGER Cmtinued, e-41.
ronUl.

SALES ORDERS ACCOUNT. ( UebU Side)

1013
Jan.

Dec. 31

1913
Dec. 31

To Work in Progress—Sales
Oriiera

To Works Cost Allocation Ab-
stract No. 1

Note—Similar entries during
the year niakinK a totnl of

Materials.
Disbnrse-
niunts.

413 9 7

Wages. Sliop
Charges.

81 7 2 173 10 111 a 7

To Works ProlH and Loss .Vccount

To Work in Progress at this date

h-i.OOO

779 1(1

49,420 C

48,000

113, JOO

28,000

SALES ORDERS ACCOUNT. (Credit Side)

1913
Jan. 1 14

Dec. 31

By Works Products Abstract—Stock Value of Returns from Customers

Note—Similar entries through the year m.ikiny: a total of

By Sales

„ Work in Progress

10

190

85,000

28,000

£ 113,'.'0i)

Dr. DEVELOP.MENT AND EXPERIMENTAL ORDERS ACCOUNT. Cr.

1913
Jan. 1 To Balance brought for-

ward

,, Works Cost Alloca-
tion AbstraetNo. 1

Note—Similar entries
fortnightly during
the year making
a total of

1,000

191
Dec.

3

31

23 17 5

976 2 7

-£2.000

By Works Profit and
Lo.ws a/c to write
olf this Account 2,000

£2.CM")0

Dr. SCRAP ACCOUNT. Cr.

1013
Dec. 31 To Works Profit and

Loss Account 1,000

£1,000

1913
Jan. 14, By Works Product*

Abstract No. 1

A'ote—Similar entries
during Hip year
making a total of 906 16 10

£1,000
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Manufactur- Works Materials Stock Account.
ing Ledger. ...

This account is given, and it will be noted that it is intended to

shew the stock value only at the date the accounts are made up, and

as shewn by the summary of the Stock Sheets.

Works Materials Suspense Account.

This account is shewn in detail. It will be noted that the debit

side opens with the stock at the beginning of the year, and is debited

through the year with all purchases, and also with the totals of the

Works Completed Products Abstracts, which represent the values

of the output on the Process Production and Stock Manufacturing

Accounts and sundry other items. The credit side consists of the

Purchases Returns, the IMaterials allocated by the periodical Works

Cost Allocation Abstracts rendered during the year, and the scrap

credited to cost of orders, as shewn by the Works Completed Products

Abstracts. The stock at the end of the year is then taken and

credited to the account and debited to Works Materials Stock

Account. If all Materials could be charged out exactly during the

year, and no special writing down of stock values was necessary', the

account should agree, but in practice there is always a difference,

which must be transferred to the debit or credit of Works Profit and

Loss Account. It should be possible to account for the difference

fairly closely. The Works Accounts Annual Abstract should

report the difference and give the necessary explanation as to how

it has arisen.
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MANUFACTURING LEDGER—Co}U»nu(u/.

Dr. WORKS MATEUIALS STOCK ACCOUNT.

1013
Jan.
Dec. 31

1914
Jan.

To Stock ftt this (late

To Works .Miiti'rials Sus-
pense u/e. Value of
Stock at tliis date

To Balance brought down

10,000

12,000

£22,900

l-.'.OOO

1013
Jan.

Dec.

By Works Material Sus
jii-nne a'e, •" trans
(i-r Stock \ jilue

„ Balance carricil down

Dr. WORKS MATERIALS SUSPENSE ACCOUNT.

1013
Jan.

Jan.

14

31

To Works Material
Stock a/c. Stock
value at this date

,, Works Products Ab-
stract No. 1

.yofe—Similar entries
during the year
making a total of

„ Bought Ledger Ad-
justment a'c Pur-
chases during the
mouth J.

NoU—Similar entries
during the year
making a total of

10,000

r)38 4 6

i 4,911 13

1,180

14,220

£30.8.')0

191
Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Dec.

14

31

31

By Works Cost Alloca-
tion Abstract No. 1

NoU.—Similar entries
during the year
making a total of

By Works Products a/c.
Scrap credited to
cost of Orders

Note—Similar entries
during the year
amounting to

By Bought Ledger .Ad-
justment a/r. Re-
turns during the
month J.

Note - .Similar entries
during the year
making a total of

By Works Materials
Stock Account
Stock value at
this date

By Works Profit and
Loss a/c. Amount
written oil Stock
values

Cr.

10,000
12,'JOO

£22.000

Cr.

G.4I.

eonU.

1,204 IJ 10

13,545 4 2

12

188

235

rOJ

12,000

J.OOO

£.1(1 s:.(i n o
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Manufactur- Works Disbursements Suspense Account.

This account is shewn in detail.

It is debited during the year by means of Journal entries with the

disbursements made through the Wages and Petty Cash Book and

with the amounts shewn in the Disbursements column of the

Bought Book. The credits are obtained from the Works Cost

Allocation Abstracts. The accounts should agree at the end of the

year.

Works Wages Suspense Account.

This account is shewn in detail. The wages paid should agree

with the wages allocated by the Works Cost Allocation Abstracts.

At the end of the financial period it may be necessary to allocate, by

the Works Cost Allocation Abstracts, wages chargeable to the

particular financial period but not paid until after the date of making

up the Accounts. In this case the figure so allocated will be reported

in the Works Accounts Annual Abstract, and a reserve for a con'e-

sponding amount brought down on the account.

J
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MANUFACTUBINa LEDGER—Con<»niic<f.

Dr. WORKS DISBURSEMENTS SUSPENSE ACCOUNT.

1013
Jan. 31 To WaRPS niul Petty

.•ViijiistiiK'nt Ac-
roiiiit — iJisbursu-

iiu'iit;) during the
month J.

^oto- Similar entries
duriuK tlio year
mnkin»; a total of

To Bou«ht Lodser Ad-
justment Account— Disbursements
durinu; tlie niontli

J.
NoU—Similar entries

during tiie year
maiving a total of

1914
Jan To Balance

down
brought

15

199 5

100

1,000

£1,300

100

1013
Jan. 14 By Works Cost Alloca-

tionAbstract No. 1

iVo(<!—Similar ciitri'-s

during tlie year
making a total of

By Balance, being Ex-
penditure on Ac-
CDunt of 1914 car-
ried down

Cr.

Vo'l b

1,047 1 1 '"«

100

£1.800

G-it.
contd

Dr. WORKS WAGES SUSPENSE ACCOUNT. Cr.

1013
Jan. 131

Dec. 31

To Wages and Petty
Ledger .\dju8t-

ment a/c, Wages
for month J.

Sole—Similar entries
during the year
making a total of

To Reserve for wages
accrued to date

1,000

19,500

100

£20,000

1913
Jan. 14

1914
Jan.

By Works Cost Alloca-
tion Abstract No. 1

A^ofe—Similar entries

during the year
making a total of

By Balance b/d

736 5 4

19,863 14 S

£20 600

IIKI II
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Manufactur- Works Expenses Allocation Account.
ing Ledger.

.

This account is shewn. It is credited during the year with

the amount of Works Expenses or Shop Charges allocated to the

Process, Stock ]\Ianufacturing and Orders Accounts, as shewn

by the Works Cost Allocation Abstracts. At the end of the year

the various detailed Works Expenses Accounts, as shewn in the

^Manufacturing Ledger, are transferred to this account, and the

surplus or deficiency is adjusted by an entry allocating it as correctly

as possible to the debit or credit of the Process, Stock Manufacturing

and Orders Accounts ; the information upon which this adjusting

entry is based being shewn in the Works Accounts Annual Abstract.

Works Profit and Loss Account.

This account is shewn in detail. It is in quite simple form

but contains the essential figures. It should be noted that

the W^orks Expenses have all been distributed over the Process,

Stock ^Manufacturing and Orders Accounts, the results of which

accounts appear in total in the Works Profit and Loss Account.

The details of the Works Expenses so distributed are summarised

in the Works Expenses Allocation Account. To prepare the

Works Profit and Loss Account for inclusion in the Annual Accounts,

the details of these accounts are used as shewn in Section VI g.

Annual Accounts.
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MANUFACTURING LEDQER^C'on^nuerf.

WORKS EXPENSES ALLOCATION ACCOUNT. {DAU Side)
\

1913
Dec. 31 To Repairs and Renewals

—

J'attcrns
J ins and Special Tools
Land and ItuildiuRS
.Motive Power I'laiit

Merliaiiirnl 'i'ransiiiission

Elect rii'al ,,

Pipe
Transportation Plant
Shoi> Ki.Ktures

Special Process Plant
Macliiii'-s

Loose I'lant and Tools
DllU-e Furniture and FittiiiRS—Works

, Power IJeiieratioii K.xpenses

39
311
300
100
100
100
50
100 1

50 II

200
000

2,000
l.'.O

1,000
, Power from Outside Sources 200
, Heating Expenses 200
, Lighting Expenses 250
, liuilding .'Vf tendance no
, .Mechanical Plant .Xttendance 150
, Electrical I'lant Attendance 1011

, Belting .\ttendance 50
, Tool Dressing and Slinri)cning 100
. Plant Alterations and Kcmovals 50
, Kent. Kates, Taxes and Fire Insurance 1,500
, Works .Management and Administration 3,940
, Drawing Otllce General Cliarges 150
, Works Stationery 150
, Sundry .Minor Expenses 50
, General Stores and Warehouse Expenses 250
, (Jeneral Carriage an<l Package Expenses 200
, Materia! Testing and Treatment 200
, Timber Keparaticui and Storage 100
, Interdepartmental Transportation 200
, Accident Comiiensation 200
, National Insurance Expenses 500

I

, Shop stores Expenses 100 '

, Shop Supi>lie3 300
, Overtime Charges 200
, General Labouring 400
, Shop Supervision and Inspection 2,000
, Depreciation 6,950

£23.700

WORKS EXPENSES ALLOCATION ACCOUNT. (Credit Side)

Stock Repairs 1

Process Manufac- and S-iIes
Total.

Account. turing Sundries Orders.
Account. Orders. '

1913 1

Jan. 14 By Works Costs Allocation
1

Abstract No. 1 45 6 103 2 1 12 15 4 111 3 7 272 7

A'o^*'- Similar entries
fortnightly during the
year amdiintinK to 339 14 780 17 11 807 4 S 21,183 16 5 123,182 13

Dec. 31 By Works Expenses charg-
ed to Adjust. .Alloca-

I

tion during the year 15 10 20 200 245

£400 900 900 21,500 (1 II JllTliO
|

j

Dr. WORKS PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT. Ct.

1913 1913 1

Dec. 31 To Developments and
Experiments

„ Works Materials Sus-
pense a/c. Amount
written oil Stock
values

„ Profit and Loss a/c,

lialance trans-
ferred

i

2,000

2,000

50,000

Dec. 31 By Process a/c balances
transferred -

Iron Foundry
Hrnss
Smelting ..

,, Stock Mnnufarturing
a/c

,, Repairs and Sundries
Orders a/c

„ Sales Orders a/c

„ Scrap a/c

„ Pupil."" Prcmiuma

50 1

100
50 '

150

3,050
48.000
1,000

1

1,000

£54.000 £54.000

1

r..',l.

conid.
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Private
Journal.

Private Journal.

Assuming the purchase of a business as a going concern, a suitable

form of Journal entry opening the books has been set out and

followed by a further entry in the event of payment of part of the

purchase price in fully paid up shares.

A monthly agreement of the financial books has been suggested

in the foregoing pages, the adjusting entries bringing the Wages and

Petty Ledger, Purchases and Sales section into the Private Ledger

during and at the end of the month have been shewn in detail. The

specimen entries are not intended to cover all possible requirements

but are sufficiently detailed to shew the method adopted.

6-42. PRIVATE JOURNAL.

JOURNAL ENTRY FOR OPENING BOOKS ON PURCHASE OF BUSINESS.

1910
Jan.i 1 Sundries Br.

To Sundries

—

For Assets and Liabilities taken over as from this date
in accordance with the terms of the Purchase Agree-
ment dated the 15th February, 1910, and made between
this Company and the Vendors, The Engineering
Development Syndicate, Limited

Goodwill Account
Patents, Drawings and Patterns
Jigs and Special Tools
Land and Buildings
Motive Power Plant
Mechanical Transmission
Electrical Transmission
Pipe Transmission
Transportation Plant
Shop Fixtures
Special Process Plant
Machine Tools
Loose Plant and Tools
Office Furniture and Fittings—Works

,, ,,
General

Stock Account
Wages and Petty Ledger Adjustment a/c (Cash in hand)
Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For balances appearing in the Bought Ledger, as shewn
by summary in Bought Ledger Balances Book, folio —

Sales Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For balances appearing in the Sales Ledger, as shewn by
summary in Sales Ledger Balances Book, folio —

Discounts Account—

•

Provision for Discounts Receivable and allowable
Bad Debts a/c—

Provision against Bad and Doubtful Debts
Business Purchase a/c (The Engineering Development

Syndicate, Limited)
Purchase Price of Business

Dr. Cr.
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PRIVATE JOURNAL—Co;U»nuai.
ronlJ,

JOrUNAI- KNTIIY FOR PART I'AYMKNT OK PURCHASE MO.NKY IN FULLY PAID
UP SHARKS.

I>r. <r.

1010
Uar. 31 Business Purcliase n/c (Tlic KnglncerInK K.viidpinont

Symiicate, Liniitod) J>r.

To SunilrU's —
For the fi>llo\vinK fully i)aiil tip shares of tl each
allotted by Hoard Mimit* of this day in part payment
of the Purchase Money, and in arcordanre with the

t*rnis of the Purchase AKreeiuent of the 15th Febru-
ary, 1010

Ordinary Shares Capital a/c

—

— Ordinary Shares of £1 each, numbered to
inclusive

Preference Shares Capital a/c

—

— Preference Shares of HI each, numbered
to inclusive

MOXTULY JOURNAL ENTRIES FOR BRINGING THE WAGES AND PETTY LEDGER
SECTION INTO THE PRIVATE LEDGER.

Dr.

1913
Jan. 31

Jan, 31

Cr.

Wages and Petty Ledger Adjustment a/c Dr.

To Sales, Repairs and Sundries Account

—

For amounts received in cash bv Petty Cashier during
the month, as shewn by folio — of Wages and Petty
Ledger

Sundries Dr.

To Wages and Petty Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For payments made by Petty Cashier during the month,
as shewn by Wages and Petty Ledger

Works Disbursements Suspense a/c (as per Wages and
Petty Ledger, folio—

)

Works Wages Suspense a/c (as per Wages and Petty
Ledger, folio—

)

Advertising a/c £

General Office Stationery and Supplies

Stamps, Telegrams and Petties

Tendering Expenses

Total as per General Disbursements a/c

in Wages and Petty Ix-dger, folio— i

Management and General Office Salaries (as per WaKfs
and Petty Ledger, folio—

)
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6-4^.

contd.

PRIVATE JOVRNAL—Continued.

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY JOURNAL ENTRIES FOR BRINGING THE PURCHASES
SECTION INTO THE PRIVATE LEDGER.

Br. Cr.

1913
Jan.l 6

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan

Jan,

Jan

Jan

31

31

31

31

31

Weekly Entries.

Dr.Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c.

To Cash

—

For payments made during the week ending this date,

as shewn in Bought Cash Book, folio —
Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c. Dr.
To Discounts a/c

—

For Discounts taken during the week ending this date,

as shewn in Bouglit Cash Book, folio —

Monthly Entries.

Dr.Works Materials Suspense a/c.

To Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For Purchases during the month, as shewn by Bought
IJook (Works Expenditure), foho —

Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c. Dr.
To Works Materials Suspense a/c—

For Purchases Returns during the month, as shewn by
Bought Returns Book (Works Expenditure), folio—

Works Disbursements Suspense a/c. Dr.

To Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c—

•

For Disbursements during the month, asshewn by Bought
Book (Works Expenditure), folio—

Sundries. Dr.

To Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For Purchases during the month, as shewn by analysis

in Bought Book (General Expenditure), folio —
Advertising
General Office Rent, Rates, Taxes and Insurance
General Office Stationery and Supplies

(add other Accounts as may be necessary)

Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c. Dr.

To Sundries

—

For Purchases Returns during the month, as shewn by
analysis in Bought Returns Book (General Expendi-
ture), folio

—

Advertising
Genera! Office Rent, Rates, Taxes and Insurance
General Office Stationery and Supplies

(add other Accounts as may be necessary)

Bought Ledger Adjustment a/c. Dr.

To Bills Payable a/c

—

For Bills Payable accepted during the month, as per

Bills Payable Book, folio—
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PRIVATE JOURNAL

WEEKLY AM) MdNrMIA' JOURNAL KNTHLKS FOR BRlNlilMi THK SALKS SKCTION
INTO THE PRIVATE LEDGER.

1013
Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan,

Jan.

31

31

31

Jan
i
31

Wkkki.y Entiues.
Cash. -D*"-

To .Sales LedKtT Adjn.stim'iit ii/c^
For receipts Juriiiji the week eiulinn this iliite, as slicwii

by Sales t'asli Book, folio—
Discounts a/c. Dr.

To Sales Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For Discounts allowed <lurin(? the week ending this date,

as shewn by Sales Cash Rook, folio—

Monthly Entries.

Dr.31 Sales Ledger Adjustment a/c.

To Sales a/c

—

For Sales during the month, as shewn by Sales Day
Book, folio—

Sales a/c. Dr.

To Sales I.«dRer Adjustment a/c

—

For Sales Returns during the month, as shewn by Sales

Returns Book, folio —
Sales Ledger Adjustment a/c. Dr.

To Sales, Repairs and Sundries a/c

—

For Sales, Repairs and Sundries during the month, as

shewn by Sales, Repairs and Sundries Day Book,
folio —

Sales, Repairs and Sundries a/c. Dr.

To Sales Ledger .\djustment a/c

—

For Sales, Repairs and Sundries Returns during the

month, as shewn by Sales, Repairs and Sundries

Returns Book, foliq—
Bills Receivable a/c. Dr.

To Sales Ledger Adjustment a/c

—

For Bills Receivable drawn during the month, as shewn
by Bills Receivable Book, folio—

Dr. Cr.
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Works Cost Allocation Abstracts.

These abstracts should be rendered to the Financial Dept. fort-

nightly. The items on each abstract should be posted in detail to

their respective accounts in the Private and Manufacturing Ledgers,

and the totals passed through the Journal. The specimen Journal

entries are shewTi, the actual figures being inserted to correspond

with the amounts shewn on the Works Cost Allocation Abstract

No. I as set out in detail here. For future reference, arrangements

must be made for the permanent filing of the abstracts, which should

bear consecutive numbers.

contd.

PRIVATE JOURNAL—Conimwed.

FORTNIGHTLY JOURNAL ENTRIES FOR INCORPORATING "THE WORKS COST
ALLOCATION ABSTRACTS" INTO THE FINANCIAL BOOKS.

Dr. Cr.

1913
Jan.

Jan

Jan.

Jan. U

14

14

Sundries (as posted in detail from Works Cost Allocation

Abstract No. 1) Dr.

To Works Materials Suspense a/c

—

For allocation of Materials during the fortnight ending
the 14th January, 1913

Sundries (as posted in detail from Works Cost Allocation

Abstract No. 1) Dr.

To Works Disbursement Suspense a/c

—

For allocation of payments during the fortnight ending
the 14th January, 1913

Sundries (as posted in detail from Works Cost Allocation

Abstract No. 1) Dr.

To Works Wages Suspense a/c

—

For allocation of payments during the fortnight ending
the 14th January, 1913

Sundries (as posted in detail from Works Cost Allocation
Abstract No. 1) Dr.

To Works Expenses Allocation a/c

—

For Works Expenses allocated during the fortnight

ending the 14th January, 1913

1,204 15 10

152 5 6

736 5 4

272 7

1,204 15 10

152 5 6

736 5 4

272 7
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6-43. WORKS COST ALLOCATION ABSTRACT. (iJi.i.

1. Fortnight Ending
14th Jan. 1013.

Materials.
Disburae-
mentB.

Sales Orders
Sales, Kopiiir and Sun-

ilrii's Onlora
.stock .Ml>;. Orders
Exi>criiuiMitiil Orders

Iron Koundry
Brass Koundry
Smithy

Nil

Works
Sundry
Ac-
COCNTS.

Patents, Drawings and
I'tttterns

Jius and S|n'cinl Tools
Land and IdiildinKS
Motive Power Plant
Mechanical Transmission
Electrical Transmission
Pi|>e Transmission
Trans()ortation Plant
Shop Fixtures
Si)ecial Process Plant
Machines
J.oose Plant
Olhce Eiiuipm't—Works
Ollice Knuipm 't—Gener'l

Patterns
.litis and Si)ecial Tools
Land and PuiUlinRS
.Motive IViwer Plant
.Mechanical Transmission
Electrical Transmission
Pipe Transmission
Transportation Plant
.Shop Fixtures
Special Process Plant
Machines
Loose Plant
Office Equipm't—Works
Power (jeneration Expenses
Power fruin niitside sources
Heating Exjienses
Litihting Exjienses
Building .attendance .

Mechanical Plant At-
tendance

Elect ric.-il Plant Attendame
Belting .\ttendance
T>"'1 Itri-*~iiifc' 4l Sliariiiniiijr

Plant Removals and .\lts.

Hants, Kates, Taxes, Fire
|

Insur. iV Kire Prevention
Works .Management and

.Administration
Drawing Office General

Charges I

Works Stationery
|

Sundry Minor Expenses i

General Stores and
Warehou.«e Expen.se8

General Carriage and
Package Exr)en.ses

Material Testing and
Treatment

Timber Preparation and
Storage

Interdepartmental Trans-
portation

.Accident Compensation
National Insurance Exps.
Shop Stores Ex|>eiLse8

Shop Supiilies
Overtime Charges
(ieneral Lalxjuring
Shoj) Supervision and

Inspection

Commercial Expenses
Repairs. Office Equiprn't
Scrap Debits

413 9 7
I
81 7

31 4 2
63 1 7

10 12 9

31 2 7
80 10 6
91 3 2

1

1 7 8
63 11
19 2 10
72 10 3
7 11 .'.

4 3 9
10 11 11
3 1 9
1 3 7

97 3 1

1 6

9 3 3

7 2 11

2 1

100
4

16
2 1

1

10

1

7
2
3
2
1

1

1

2 1

4 4 4
5 .') .">

1 3 1

8 12,
3 1 1

!

19 7
'

2 17 4
I

5 12
3 1 9

1 2
1 5
3 11
1 s

1 2

I

10 11 2

j

10 11 3

2 19 1 ! 2 3
5 2 2

3 11
9 10

5 2 5

1 1 2

5 2 8
10 11 4

2 10

1 r. 10
3 1 9
15 3 2

Wages.

15 2 5
97 1 1

6 1

68 10
19 11 2
8 18 7

7 10
4

36 10 1

80 18 4
27 2
3 4
6 8 1

7 10 4
8 5

2 18 4

6 5
4 9 4

4
3
8 10 1

7 9 1

4 2 2
4 14
3 2 5

7 1

1 8

3 1 6
4 1 7
3 2 6
6 8 1

5 7 1

4 9

2 9 11

2 o

1

2 4 1

3 18 9
3 16 1

1 10 7

3 13 7

3 19 9

2 1 2

4 12 6

4 1 4

5 2 7

10 12 2

6 2

2 11
1 5

Shop
Chan-

173 10 2 111

I
12 15

103 2

15 Oj
15
15

1204 15 10 15 6 736 7

Totals.

0M 5 2
203 4 9
23 17 6

10 11 2

10 11 3

5 2 1

5 2 2
5 2 3

5 2 6

10 12 2
5 2 8

in 11 4
5 2 9
5 2 10
5 2 11

10 1 5

2365 13 8

Oj 115 1 7
115 3 8

Oj 115 5 9

10 11 7
10 11 8

100 1 1

1 100 1 2
!
100 1 3

1 10 11 9
10 11 10
10 11 n
10 12 1

10 12
100 1 5
100 1 6
10 12 1

,

10 12 2

5 3 2
5 3 3

10 12 3
10 12 4
5 3 4
5 3 5
5 3 6
5 3 7
5 3 9
5 3 8

10 12 5
10 12 6
5 3 10

1

10 11 1
!

5 1 2
5 13
5 1 4
5 15
5 1 6
5 17
5 1 8

[

5 1 9
1 5 2

10 1 6 10 1 6 I

1 n 5 3 "1
% 1 4 5 3 1

15 3 *•

Fortnightly Abstracts should tenninate on the day corresponding with end ol Wages Week.
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Private
Journal.

Works Products Abstracts.

These abstracts should be rendered fortnightly, as in the case of

the Works Cost Allocation Abstracts. The detailed items should

be posted to their respective accounts and the totals passed through

the Journal in the form of the entry shewn on the opposite page. The

form of Abstract is set out in detail here.

6-4^.

contd.

PRIVATE JOURNAL—Conimwed

1913

Jan. 14

FORTNIGHTLY JOURNAL ENTRY FOR INCORPORATING THE WORKS
PRODUCTS ABSTRACT IN THE FINANCIAL BOOKS.

Dr. Cr.

Works Material Suspense a/c. Dr.

To Sundries (as posted in detail from Works Products
Ai stract No. 1)

For amounts sliewn in tliis Abstract chargeable to Works
Materials Suspense a/c for the fortnight ending the

14th January, 1913

538 4 6

538 4 6
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6-44. WORKS PRODUCTS ABSTRACT.

No. 1. -FoKTMiiiiT KNPiNd 1 nil Jan. r.ii:i.

.SIM.MAHV (IK AMiUMS DKIUl Kll H) WdKKS .M A IICK I A l,S tSUSPKNrtK ACCOUNT

AMI iiu;i)i 1 1:11 iti riiK rNiii:KMi;N 1 i(i.NKi) accounts.

Works
Expenditure
Book Ref.

Process Account— Iron Foundry

,, „ IJrass Kuuiidry

,, ,, Sinitliy

Stock Mainifacturing a/c

Sales Orders —Returns from Customers

Sales, Repairs and Sundries Orders— ,, „

Scrap a/c —Scrap not credited to cost of Orders

Works Materials Suspense a/c—Scrap credited to cost of Orders

Total debited to Works Materials Suspense a/c

Posting
Refer-
ence.

101 1 1

102 2 2

103 3 3

204 4 4

10

2 10

3 3 2

12

538 4 6
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Private
Journal.

]]'orks Accounts Annual Abstract.

The Works Cost Allocation Abstracts and the Works Products

Abstract previously mentioned, provide all that is necessary so

far as the financial accounts are concerned during the currency

of a financial period. At the end of the period further information

is required for the preparation of the Balance Sheet and Profit and
Loss Accounts. The Works Accounts Annual Abstract provides

this information in a concise form. It is assumed that the financial

period runs for a full year, ending on the 31st December. The Works
Accounts Annual Abstract must be rendered as at that date to the

Financial Dept. The Journal entries incorporating certain of the

items appearing in the abstract in the Financial Books are shewn and
followed by the actual form itself. It will be noted that certain

items set out in the abstract can be brought down on their respective

accounts in the Financial Books, and therefore, no Journal entries

are necessary with regard to these items.

6-42.

eontd.
PRIVATE JOVRJUAL—Contmued.

ANNUAL JOURNAL ENTRIES FOR INCORPORATING CERTAIN FIGURES APPEARING
IN THE WORKS ACCOUNTS ANNUAL ABSTRACTS IN THE FINANCIAL BOOKS.

Dr. Cr.

Dec.
1913

31

Dec.

Dec.

31

Depreciation a/c. Dr.
To Sundries

—

To Write off Depreciation on tlie following accounts for
the year 1913, as recommended in Works Accounts
Annual Abstract

:

Land and Buildings
Motive Power Plant
Mechanical Transmission
Electrical Transmission
Pipe Transmission
Transportation Plant
Shop Fixtures
Special Process Plant
Machines
Office Furniture and Fittings (Works)

,, ,, (General)
Patents, Drawings and Patterns

Works Materials Stock a/c. Dr.
To Works Materials Suspense a/c

—

For the following Stock values at this date, as certified
in Works Accounts Annual Abstract

:

General Stock 4,000
Component Stock 4,000
Completed Product 4,800
Discarded Plant Scrap Values 100

£12,900

Sundries. J)r.
To Workg Expenses Allocation a/c

—

To adjust allocation of Works Expenses for the year
1913, as shewn by Works Accounts Annual Abstract.

Sales Orders Account
Sales, Repairs and Sundries Orders a/c
Stock Manufacturing a/c
Iron Foundry a/c
Brass Foundry a/c
Smithy a/c

7,150

12,900

200
20
10
5
5
5 L

1,975
275
350
250
175
450
175
500

1,875
75
50

1,000

12,900

245
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6-45. WORKS ACCOUNTS ANNUAL ABSTRACT.

28,000
2.000

1. Work-ix-Procress.
Orders—Series A. Sales

„ U. Salcd, Repairs auJ Sundries

Stock MnnufncturinR a/o.

Process a/c— Irt>ii Kouiulry
„ Brusa Foiindrj-

Smithy
(Thf aborf itenu should be brought down at baluiicet on their retpective Account*

at the ilst December, 1913.)

2. Valcks to ee Carrikd Forward.
Development and Experimental a/c.

Patents, I)r:»wings and Patt«ma—£1000 written off (see Depreciation fli{ures below).

3. Stock.
General
Com|H)nents
Complete Product
Discarded Plant Scrap Values

(See entry in Pritatf Journal folio—

)

Loose Plant

Jigs and Special Tools
(The last-mentioned items should be brought doicn as balances on their resvective

£30,000

1,100
2:.o

400
350

£2.100

•• •

4,000
4,000
4,800
100

£12,900

£12,OftO

1 ;,' • '

accounts.)
1

4. Depreciation for Year 1913.
Land and Buildings (Offices £150)
Motive Power Plant
Mech.inical Trani<mission
Electrical Transmission
Pipe Transmission
Transportation Plant
Shop Fixtures
Special Process Plant
Machines
Office Furniture and Fittings (Works)

(General)
Patents, Drawings and Patterns

(See entry in Private Journal folio —

)

Normal at
average rate on
Capital values.

Extra on
Individual

discarded items.

1,975
225
350
250
175
450
175
450

1,825
75
50

1,000

50

50
50

1

£7,000 £150

5. Advance ExPENDiTrKE.
Proportion of Rates paid in advance

Fire Insurance Premiums paid in advance

£7, 50

50
50

mentt Suspense a c.)

a. Materials Reserve.
Reserve for Materials delivered but not invoiced

(// any reserve is made, it must be brought down on the Works Material Sus-
pense a c.)

7. Wages Reserve.
Wages included in Cost Allocation up to the 31st December, 1913, but paid in 1914

( This figure is brought down as a balance on the Works Wages Sutpense Account.

)

8. Works Expenses sipplemest-uiy allocation.
Additional Allocation as under

Orders—Series A. Sales

„ „ B. Repairs and Sundries
Stock Manufacturing a/c
Process .\ccount— Iron Foundry

„ Bras.s Foundry
„ Smithy

(See entry in Private Journal folio —

)

Works M

£100

(nil.)

£100 n

200
20
10

5
5

£245

anager.

ccountant.General Manager. Works A

The Annual Abstract is in such form as to serve as a permanent

certificate from the responsible officials of the position of the Works

Accounts at the date of the preparation of the Balance Sheet,
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Private
Balances
Book.

Private Balances Book.

The ruling of this book provides for the balances to be taken out

monthly, and it will be found convenient to include a period of six

months in each opening of the book, as shewn by the form below.

The book should contain the balances appearing on the accounts

in the Private and Manufacturing Ledgers and also the Private

Cash Book balance. These figures cover the whole of the accounts,

and consequently the balances should be in agreement.

6-4'i-

Section VI g"

General
Outline.

PRIVATE BALANCES BOOK.

Ledger
Folio.

Name of Account.
January. February. March. April. May. June.

Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr. Dr. Or. Dr. Cr.

Ammal Accounts.

The Annual Accounts may be divided into two sections, viz. :

1. The Accounts as prepared for the information of the Directors.

2. The Accounts printed and issued to the Shareholders.

In the first case full detail must be shewn. In the second, the

Accounts should be set out in a concise form, so as to present a clear

view of the position of the business without giving away information

likely to be useful to trade competitors.

I. The Accounts as prepared for the Information of the Directors.

A suggested set of accounts is shewn. It will be noted that they

consist of a Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Account, Works Profit

and Loss Account, and a schedule shewing the details of the Works

Expenses, the latter being included in total in the Works Profit and

Loss Account. The Profit and Loss Account and Works Profit and

Loss Account should agree with the same Accounts, as shewn in the

Private Ledger. The Balance Sheet items should agree with the

figures shewn in the Private Balances Book, all the necessary sum-

maries for this agreement being clearly shewn in this book. These

summaries should be made in such form that they shew not only the

figures appearing in the detail Balance Sheet, but also the final

figures appearing in the Balance Sheet printed and issued to the

shareholders.

The Profit and Loss Account is drawn in the ordinary form, but

some explanation is necessary as to the form of the Works Profit

and Loss Account. The debit and credit sides contain five headings,

viz. : Process Account, Stock Manufacturing Account, Sales,

Repairs and Sundries Orders Account, Sales Orders Account and

Total. Each of the first four headings contains on the debit side

the Work-in-Progress under that class at the beginning of the year.

On the credit side the first item deals with Output charged to
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Stock, from the I'loccss Account and Stock ManufacturiiiL' Accnunt, General
OutUne.

the second item gives the Sales under tlair respective heads, and

the linal item shews the Work-in- 1
'rogri'ss at the end of the year.

It will bi- noted that all the ()uti>ut undi-r tlu- Process Accounts

and the Stock I^hinufacturing Account is sold to Stock, and that

the figures appearing as " Output charged to Stock " under these

accounts represent the Works value of such output. The Works

value put upon such output should be the cost as nearly as possible,

but it does not follow that it will be the actual cost in every case. It

mav be, on account of special circumstances, goods have been manu-

factured at a cost in excess of their Works value. In that case

they cannot be put upon Stock at the cost but must be charged at the

W^orks value, llie \\ orks value must be settled when the Works

Accounts OfTice put through the entry in the Works Expenditure

Book. This question is further discussed under Works Accounts.

If worked out exactly there should be no balance either of

profit or loss on the Process Accounts and the Stock Manu-

facturing Account, but in practice and under the conditions

mentioned in the previous paragraph, there will always be a differ-

ence. In the accounts shewn it has been assumed that there arc

small profits. This points to the fact that Stock Account has been

slightly overcharged. A large profit on these accounts should not

be accepted as it might mean an over-valuation of stock. On the

other hand, a large loss is equally wrong as it might mean a con-

siderable under-valuation of stock.

The Sales, Repairs and Sundries Orders and Sales Orders columns

deal with the goods actually sold in course of business. The amount

included in Materials in these columns is made up of the value

of Materials drawn from Stock, or purchased direct for the

particular orders.

Under this system it is unnecessaiy to bring in the Stock at the

beginning and end of the financial year, but after bringing down

the balance on the first section of the Works Profit and Loss Account

as shewn, a question arises as to the necessity for special writing

down of Stock values. In most engineering and manufacturing

undertakings a certain amount of the Stock is bound to depreciate

in value below the actual original cost at which it appears in the

accounts. This depreciation is estimated when the Stock is taken

and a special entry made for the amount written off, the debit for

which appears in the Works Profit and Loss Account as shewn.

With regard to the Schedule of Works ExpMises, it will be noted

that the total agrees with the total of Works Expenses siiewn in

the Works Profit and Loss Account, which is made up of the various

amounts allocated during the year to each class of product on the

system referred to in detail under Works Accounts (Section I\'c).
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6-47. DETAILED BALANCE SHEET.

{Debit Side.) W. BLANK & CO. LIMITED.

To Capital-
Authorised

100,000 Cumulative 6 % Preference Shares of £1 each
100,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each

100,000
100,000

200,000 Shares £200,000

Issued
95,000 Cumulative 6 % Preference Shares of £1 each
75,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each

95,000
75,000

170,000 Shares

To Five per cent. First Mortgage Debentures

To Reserve Account

To Creditors

—

Sundry Accounts
Bills payable

To Unclaimed Dividends and Interests

To Debenture Interest accrued

To Profit and Loss Account—
Balance brought forward from last Account
Deduct Appropriations and Dividends for year 1912 as per last

Directors' Report

—

Amount written off Preliminary Expenses
Amount transferred to Reserve
Preference Share Dividend for 1912
Ordinary Share Dividend at 10 % for 1912

1,000
4,000
5,700
7,500

10,000
5,000

Balance brought forward

Add Profit for year 1913

Deduct Debenture Interest for 1913

23,000

2,500

19,500

18,200

1,300

170,000

50,000

6,000

15,000
150

1,250
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318T DECEMBER, 1913.

AnunIII Accounts

DETAILED BALANCE SHEET."

5R9

G-vr.

(f'rrdit aids.)

By Cash

—

At HimkerB
III luiiul

By lh'l>t(irs(/cxs provisiuii for luul niul iliuilitiul «U'l)tn)

By Iiivostiiifiits at cost or uiiilor

^^
^OuUay\.)Xto oiruncoiupletoil Sak>^ ll.'i'nir »"«1 i^ii"<lry Ordoru

,

Z,c.s-,« Casli rccciveil on account

By Stocks—
Itaw and Finished Materials and Mindnes

|

Ji«s and Special Tools
Loose I'lant and Tools

, ..• . ..„»„
Work in rro«resson Process and Stock Maiuitact ing Accounis

By Freehold an<l Leasehold Land and Buildings

—

As at 1st January, 191."$

Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Motive Power Plant

—

As at 1st .January , 1013
Dedwt Depreciation written olT

Add Additions during the year

By Mechanical Transmission

—

As at 1st January, 10i:{

Deduct Depreciation written olT

Add Additions during the year

By Electrical Transmission^
As at 1st January, 1913
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Pipe Transmission

—

As at 1st January, 1013
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Transportation Plant—
As at 1st January, 1013
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Shop Fixtures

—

As at 1st January, 1913
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Special Process Plant.

—

As at 1st January, 1913
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Machines

—

As at 1st January, 1013
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Office Furniture and Fittings (Works)

—

As at 1st January, 1013
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Office Furniture and Fittings (General)

—

As at 1st January, 1913
Deduct Depreciation written off

Add Additions during the year

By Patterns. Drawings ami Patent Rights
As at 1st January, 1913
Deduct Amount written off

Add Additions during the year

By (ioodwill as at 1st January, 1913
By Preliminary Expenses

Lefn Amount written off to date

05,0l)U o

2000 65,200
20,0<K)

4.000

30,00(1

5,000 ()

12,900
3,000

1*2,000

2,100

40,825
1,975

38,850
1,150

2,900
275

2,625
125

3,675 !

350
3,325
175

2,400
250

2,l.'iO

350

1,825
175

1,650
100

1,6.50

100

7,275
500

6,775
725

28,875
_lj875 00
27,000
2,000

750
75

675
75

500
50

4.50
50 n

25.000 n

30.000

40,000

2,7.'.0

3,500

j,.')00

1,750

4..')00

l,7.->0

7,500

29,000

7.-)0

500

4,.'.00

20.0f)0

1.000

tJrt4.2"00
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0-4S. PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

(Debit Side.) W. BLANK & CO. LIMITED.

1913

Dec. 31 To Advertising

,, Agents' Commissions

„ Bad Debts

,, Bank Charges and Interest

„ Debenture Trustees' Fees

,, Depreciation of General Office Buildings, Furniture,
Fittings, etc.

,, Directors' Fees

,, General Office, Heating, Cleaning, Lighting, etc.

!, ,, Rent, Rates, Taxes and Insurance

,1 „ Stationery and Supplies

)> ,, Equipment Repairs

,, General TraveUing Expenses

,, Income Tax

,, Law Costs

,, Management and General Office Salaries

,, Stamps, Telegrams and Petties

,

,

Show and Demonstration Expenses

,, Tendering Expenses

,, Travellers' Salaries and Expenses

,, Balance, being profit for the year ending 31st December,
1913, transferred to Balance Sheet

2,350

1,750

550

275

150

200

950

250

200

400

50

650

1,000

100

10,000

715

2,500

2,950

3,750
28,790

23,000

£51,700
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

Fob thb year ending 31st December, 1913. (Crtd^ Side.)

1913

Dec. .11 By Works Proat and Loss Account, balance transferred

,, Discounts

,, Royalties

„ Transfer Fees

6-43.

50,000

7:.o ()

J ,fKK( f)

40

51,790
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WORKS PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

(Debit Side.) W. BLANK & CO . LIMITED.

Process
a/c.

Stock
Manufac-
turing a/c.

Repairs and
Sundries

Orders a/c.

Sales
Orders a/c.

Total.

To Work in Progress 1,100 1,000 1,000 15,000 18,100

1

,, Materials 1,600 500 2,650 10,000 14,750

„ Disbursements 300 1,000 1,300

„ Labour 900 800 1,400 17,500 20,600

,, Works Expenses 400 900 900 21,500 23,700

,, Balance carried down 200 150 3,650 48,000 52,000

£4,200 3,350 9,900 113,000 130,450

To Development and Experiments 2,000

,, Amount written off Stock Values 2,000

,, Works Profit for the j-ear ending 31st December, 1913, carried to Profit and Loss
Account 50,000

£54,000
^^

SCHEDULE OF WORKS EXPENSES.

Year ending 31st December, 1913.

Repairs and Renewals—Patterns 39
,, Jigs and Special Tools 311
„ Land and Buildings 300
„ Motive Power Plant 100
„ Mechanical Transmission 100
,, Electrical ,, 100

Pipe 50
„ Transportation Plant 100
„ Shop Fixtures 50
„ Special Process Plant 200
,, Machines 600

Loose Plant and Tools 2,000
Office Furniture and Fittings—Works 150

Power Generation Expenses 1,000
Power from outside sources 200
Heating Expenses 200
Lighting Expenses 250
Building Attendance 110
Mechanical Plant Attendance 150
Electrical Plant Attendance 100
Belting Attendance 50
Tool Dressing and Sharpening 100
Plant Alterations and Removals 50
Rent, Rates, Taxes and Fire Insurance 1,500
Works Management and Administration 3,940
Drawing Office General Charges 150
Works Stationery 150
Sundry Minor Expenses 50
General Stores and Warehouse Expenses 250
General Carriage and Package Expenses 200
Material Testing and Treatment 200
Timber Preparation and Storage 100
Interdepartmental Transportation 200
Accident Compensation 200
National Insurance Expenses 500
Shop Stores Expenses 100
Shop Supplies 300
Overtime Charges 200
General Labouring 400
Shop Supervision and Inspection 2,000
Depreciation

Total as appearing in Works Profit and Loss a/c

6,950

£23,700
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.Innuiil .-li'i-onnfs

WORKS PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

503

6-^.9.

For the Year ending 31st December, 1013. itTfditSii:)

Process
n/c.

By Out put ihiirk'iil to stock

,, Sales

,, Work in I'rogiTss 1,000

Stock RopairH | u •

Manufac- and SumlrleH
, or,i«r« ,.

turlnga/c. |
Orclcrn n/c "'"«"'"

luUl.

•i:ZM (10
,

:>.4:.o o o

7.l»i») O «.'.,fM)0 I <iYl,WM

1,100 ::,o()() u (I :;8,0<J0 o o 32,100

£4,200 3,350 j 9,900 113,000

By Balance brought down

„ Scrap sold but not creditrd to indiviilual orders

„ Pupils' rreuiiunis

130,450

52,000

1,000 '0

] ,000

£54.000
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Balance
Sbeet.

2. The Accounts Printed and Issued to the Shareholders.

The suggested form of accounts is shewn. No separate Profit

and Loss Account is given. The printed accounts must comply

with the provisions of the Articles of Association of the Company,

consequently it may be necessary to print a Profit and Loss Account

or to make other modifications. The form suggested complies

with the provisions of the Articles of Association of many

companies, and is therefore put foi-ward. It will be noted that

the Profit for the year is arrived at before charging Directors'

and Debenture Trustees' Fees, Depreciation and Income Tax, the

charges in respect of these items being shewn and deducted from

the Profit figure.

6-51. SUMMARISED BALANCE SHEET.

(Debit Side.) W. BLANK & CO. LIMITED.

To Capital—
Authorised.

100,000 Cumulative 6 % Preference Shares of £1 each
100,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each

200.000 Shares

Issued.
95,000 Cumulative 6 % Preference Shares of £1 each
75,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each

170,000 Shares

To Five Per Cent. First Mortgage Debentures
To Reserve Account
To Creditors^

Sundry Accounts
Bills Payable

To Unclaimed Dividends and Interests
To Debentiu-e Interest Accrued
To Profit and Loss Account

—

Balance brought forward from last account
Less Appropriations and Dividends for Year 1912

Balance brought forward

Add.
Trading Profit for Year 1913

Deduct.
Debenture Trustees 'Fees
Directors' Fees
Depreciation
Income Tax

Deduct.
Debenture Interest for Year 1913

150
950

7,150
1,000

100,000
100,000

£200,000

95,000
75,000

10,000
5,000

19,500
18,200

1,300

32,250

f9,250
23,000

24,300

2,500

170,000

50,000
6,000

15,000
150

1,250

n,800

£264,200
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Thr printed accounts must be accompanied by the Directors'
JSSt*'*

Reix)rt to the shaivliokU-rs and the- notice calling tlu- (ieneral Meet-

ing. No form of Directors' Reix)rt is shewn, but it is well to

remember that too much care cannot be taken in settling the form

of the first Annual Report and Accounts. They should be concise-,

and contain such information as can be given on all future occasions

with slight modidcation. Alterations in the Report and Accoimts.

such as the omission of information given in a previous year, should

be avoided, as always provocative of discussion at General Meetmgs.

SUMMARISED BALANCE SHEET.

31st DECBHBKR, 1913.
(Crtdii avU.)

65.000
200

By Cash—
At Bankers
In hand

By Debtors
By Investments at cost or under

By Stock of Stores, Timber, Metals. Loose Plant. Tools, etc.. and Work-in-Progress

By Freehold and IvC.isehold Land. Buildings. Machinery. Plant, etc.—

As at 1st Janu.iry. 1913
Add Additions durini: the Year

Deduct Depreciation written off

By Patterns, Drawings and Patent Rights
As at 1st January. 1913
Add Additions during the Year

Deduct Depreciation written off

By Goodwill
By Preliminary Expenses

£.'»« Amount written off to date

95,500
5,150

100,650
6,l.iO

5,000
500

5,.'.00

1,000

4,000
3.000

65,200
20,000
4,000

36,000

94,500

4,500
20,000

1,000

£264.200

6-5/.
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Section VI h Audit.

Auditors Re- It is perhaps needless to state that the accounts should be audited

by properly qualified professional accountants. It is not desirable

or necessaiy to offer any advice as to how the audit of an engineering

and manufacturing concern should be carried out ; the professional

auditors will be quite competent to judge for themselves as to what

work it will be necessary to do, but the staff of the Company can do

a great deal to help the auditors in their work. This help will

enable the auditors to carry out their duties with the maximum of

satisfaction to themselves and the Company, and at the minimum

of expense to the Company as regards audit fee. It is in this con-

nection that the following suggestions are offered :

1. Purchase Invoices and. Credit Notes.

These should be properly filed so as to admit of immediate

reference to the documents themselves and to the method in

which they have been treated in the Works Accounts.

2. Sales Invoices and Credit Notes.

Inmiediate reference to the Press Copy Invoice Book or

carbon copies of invoices should be available, and the system

of filing carbon copies should be arranged to provide this

readily.

3. Vouchers for Payments made.

System of filing to admit of immediate reference.

4. Receipts.

Proper system of recording all receipts given to be enforced.

5. Creditors' Statements.

Stock-taking statements to be written for from all

creditors, such statements to be agreed with the accounts

in the Bought Ledger and filed in order of the accounts in

that Ledger. This arrangement permits of easy reference

and enables the auditors to satisfy themselves as to the

agreement between the creditors accounts in the Bought

Ledger and their statements. In some few cases arrange-

ments are made for the Stock-taking Statements to be sent

direct to the Auditors by the creditors.

6. Bought and Sales Ledgers.

All accounts in these ledgers to be marked off so as to shew

clearly the outstanding items making up the balances brought

down.
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7. Postings and Castings. Roju^fr"

Postings and castings of all books to Ik- clu-.kr.l l.v thr menu

Accountant's Department of the Company.

8. Closing of Books.

All accounts to be closed and balances brought down.

9. Balances.

All Balances to be taken out and aguvd. A copy of the

Private and Manufacturing Ledger Balances to be made and

handed to the auditors for their record.

10. Bank Balances.

Banks to be requested to forward direct to the auditors,

certificates of all balances at date of making up the accounts.

11. Properties and Investments.

Deeds and certificates for investments to be listed and

ready for inspection of auditors.

12. Following Certificates to be handed to the Auditors.

(a) Liabilities.

Certificate signed by General Manager and Accountant

that all liabilities have been entered in the books.

(6) Debts due to the Company.

Certificate signed by General Manager and Accountant

that Book Debts are of the realisable value

appearing in the books, subject to the reserves

for Bad and Doubtful Debts and Discounts.

(c) Additions to Buildings, Plant, etc.

Certificate signed by General Manager and Works

Manager setting out class totals of additions to

buildings, plant, etc., during the year, and statmg

that such additions are in their opinion properly

so charged.

{d) Depreciation oj Buildings, Plant, etc.

Certificate signed by Crcneral Manager and Works

Manager setting out depreciation written off the

different classes of buildings, plant, etc., and

stating that in their opinion the amounts so

written off arc sufficient.
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, {e) Stocks, including Loose Plant and Tools.

Require- Certificate signed by General Manager, Works Manager

and Works Accountant, giving summary of the

different classes of stock, and stating that it has

been taken at or under cost price, and that in no

case does the value exceed the market price. The

Stock Sheets themselves should be signed by the

persons responsible for taking the stock and for

working out the calculations.

(/) Work-in-Progress.

Certificate signed by the General Manager, Works

Manager and Works Accountant, stating that the

Work-in-Progress has been valued at or under

cost price, and that in no case does the value

exceed the selling price after providing for selling

expenses.

13. Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account.

Hand to the auditors copies of the detailed Balance

Sheets and Profit and Loss Accounts, and print of the

accounts to be submitted to the shareholders.

It is not suggested that the foregoing will cover the whole of the

auditors' requirements, but it is certain that they v\ill appreciate

the care and attention given by the Company's staff to the prepara-

tion in this manner of the books, accounts, and records, so as to

enable them to carry out their duties without unnecessary waste of

time.
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Absence, Apprentices, 82.

Absence, Staff iigrceincnt, 37.
Absence, Works regulations, 66.

Abstracts, Statistical. 381.
Abstract-s

—

see Cost allocation ; Delivered
orders ; Works accounts ; IVor/iS

products.

Accidents—Works regulations, 73.
Accidents

—

Precautions and provisions, 73.
Report, Form 5-38, 427.
Report, Routine, 74.
Works regulations, 68.

See also Compensation.
Account, collection, 47.
Accounts Department

—

see Financial
department.

Accountant, Professional

—

see Auditor.
Accountant, Responsibilities, 30, 511,

514, 518, 520, 522, 524, 526, 528.

530. 532. 550. 552. 562, 597-
Accountant

—

see also Financial mana-
ger ; Works accountant.

Accountant's instruction, 527.
Accounts

—

see Financial accounts.

see Works accounts.

Accaracy in stock accounts, 266.

Accuracy, Cost allocationaccounts, 277.
Acknowledgment, Goods received

—

see

Goods received.

Acknowledgment, Orders, Form 5-13,

401.
Acknowledgment, Orders, Routine, 62,

63-
Act-
Companies"

—

see Share accounts.

Employers' Liability, 75.

Factory and Workshop. 70.

National Insurance, 108.

Notice of Accidents, 74.
Patents and Designs, 214.
Prevention of Corruption, 145.
Sale of Goods, 146.
Shops, 216.

Truck, 6y.

Workmen's Compensation, 75.
Adding machines

—

see Calculating
machines.

Additions, Plant

—

see Plant additions.

Additions. Works

—

see Works additions.

Address, Employee's

—

see Workman.
Addressing machine. Use, 105, 393,

395, 419, 423-
Adjustments

—

Accounts, private ledger, 562.
Purchases accounts, 526, 563.

Adjustinents

—

Sales accounts, 533, 563.
Time limits, 103.
Wages and Petty ledger account,

563.
Administration

—

Diagram of staff functions, 29.
Service, expense apportionment, 301

.

Service, Shop charges account,

.315-
\\'i)rks—Standing order, 25 ^

Administrative statistics. Section IV m.
380.

Administrative statistical surveys, 380,

383.
Advance expenditure. Works account

annual abstract, 380.
Advertisements

—

Account, Private ledger, 561.
Blocks, 50, 395.
Electros, 50, 395.
Employment of specialists, 50.

Expenditure control, 50.

Illustrations register, Form 5-7, 395.
Keying, 50.

Postcards, 401, 403, 465.
See also Puhlicity.

Advice

—

Despatch, Form 5-1 13, 487.
Despatch, Routine, 218, 219, 241,

467. 493-
Job, Slij)

—

see Job.
Slaterial receipt, 147.
Return of packages, 150.

Return of rejected goods, 132.

Wages, Slip

—

sec Wages.
Agents, Correspondence, 46.

Agreement, Co.st allocation, 289.

Agreement, Stock ledger, 274.
Agreement

—

see Purchase contract.

see Staff agreement.

Allocation

—

Cost

—

see Cost allocation.

Material

—

see Material.

Time

—

see Time.
Wages

—

see Wages.
Works expenses

—

see Works expenses.

Allotment book. Share accounts, 547.
Allotment, Shares account. Private

ledger, 553.
Allowances

—

Cost allocation aird. Form 5- 131,

499.
Size Umit, Definition, 122.

Special. Cost allocation. 286, 288,

289.
Special, Wages, 105.
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Alloys—see Metals.
Alloys

—

see Non-Ferrous metals.

Alphabeticalindex, correspondence, 47.
Alterations, Patterns, registration, 135.
Alterations, Plant, capital value, 246.
Alterations, Works, capital values, 366.
Ambulance, Gate house, 73.

America, Scientific management, 168.

American writers, Works accounts, 382.
Amortization, Leasehold lands and

buildings, 374.
Analysis, Mechanical, Keep's test, 326.
Annealing— see Material testhig and

treatment.

Annual accounts—Section VI g, 586.
Annual

—

Accounts, Directors', 586, 592.
Accounts, General outline, 586.
Accounts, Schedule of works ex-

penses, 592.
Accounts, Shareholders', 594.
Inventor}'

—

see Inventory.
List and Summary, Share accounts,

536. 537-
Statement, Liabilities and assets,

536. 537-
Works accounts abstract

—

see Works
accounts.

Application

—

and Allotment, Share account, 553.
Book, Share account, 547.
Employment

—

see Staff; Workman.
Stock manufacturing sanction

—

see

Stock manufacturing.
Apportionment of departmental expenses

to individual producing units, 305.
Apportionment of works expenses to

departments, 304.
Apportionment of works expenses

—

see

]]'orks expenses.

Appraisals

—

see Valuation.

Apprentices, Works regulations, 81.

Apprentices

—

Absence from work, 82.

Address, Change of, 83.

Certificates of proficienc}-, 83.
Course of training, 82.

Duration of apprenticeship, 82.

Educational training, 81.

Employment upon completion of
apprenticeship, 83.

Engineer, Admission age, 83.
Evening study, 82.

Examination, 82.

Expense standing order, 253.
Indentures, 82.

Instruction, 82.

Modification of regulations, 83.
Office work, ^5.

Pay, 82.

Qualifications, 83.
Records and rewards, 82.

Reference (or check) numbers, 85.
Superintendent, 81.

Trade unions agreement, 88.

Trial period, 82.

Works administration, 29.
See also Junior Workers.

Appropriation

—

see Stock appropria-
tion.

Arbitration

—

see Conciliation.

Area of works. Relation to output, 10.

Arrangement, Machinery, 185.

Arrangement, Works design, 9.

Assembling

—

see Assembly ; Erecting.

Assembly

—

Drawings, Numbering, 127.
Drawings, Preparation, 124.

List, Form 5-48, 435.
List, Goods issue voucher, 163.

I-ist, List of drawings, 130.

List, Material quantity, 132.

List, Non-standard product, 131.
List, Purchase requisitions, 142.
List, Quantity slips, 441.
List, Routine, 127, 131, 288, 431,

439, 441. 445. 481.
Sub-order, Form 5-101, 479.
Sub-order, Routine, 177, 179, 342,

439, 481, 497. 499-
Sub-order, Routine diagram, 181.

Units, 127.
Units, Design index No., 131.
Units, Stock manufacturing, 62, 341.
Weekly shortage list, 481.
See also Components ; Erecting.

Assets, Balance sheet, 538, 595.
Assistant works manager. Job investi-

gation, 449.
Assistant works manager. Training, 33.
Association, Machinery Users', 222.

Association, Mansion House, on Rail-
way and canal traflic, 222.

Attendance, Staff

—

see Staff.

Attendance — see Belting ; Building ;

Electrical Plant: Mechanical Plant ;

Plant ; Timber.
Audit, Section VI h, 596.
Auditing Stock

—

see Stock Scrutiny.

Auditor's requirements, Financial

accounts, 596.
Auditor, Requirements, 229, 597.
Auditor, Stock certificate, 355.
Auditor, Stock control records, 276.
Automatic machines, Extra pay, 103.

Automatic machines, Viewing of

samples, 205.
Average costs-

—

see Components.
see Process Products.

Average, General. Marine Insurance,
220.

Average, Particular, Marine Insur-
ance, 220.

Away Time

—

Expenses sheet. Form 5-36, 425.
Expenses sheet. Routine, 107.

Sheet, Form 5-37, 425.
Sheet, Routine, 107.
Works regulations, 68.

B.

Balance sheet. Annual accounts, 594.
Balance sheet. Auditors' requirements,

598.
Balance sheet. Detailed, 588.
Balance sheet. Shareholders', 594.
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Balance sheet, Stock, clefinition, 2yh
Balance sheet, Siiniiuarised, S9\-
Bahinces, Auditors' requirements, y)j.
Balances, Bank, Auditors' reejuire-

ments, 51)7.

Balances, Private, book, 586.

Balancing cost ledger—s^e Cost Icdi^cr.

Bank Ixilances, Auditor's rccjuire-

ments, 51)7.

Bank holidays

—

sec Holidays.

Bankruptcy, Purchase contract, i.}3.

Barrows, Stocktaking, ^4<».

Bars

—

sec Ihilh Material.

Batching of work -s<t Sub-Orders.

Belfast roof construction, 22.

Bells, Synchronising, yi.

Belting, Attendance, Standing order,

^52.

Belting, Loose plant classification, 360,

301.

Belting, Plant stoppage report, 187.

Benching—s^"? Shop p.xturcs.

Betterment work

—

sec Labour condi-

tions.

Bill of Lading. Liabilities, 220.

Bill of Material

—

see Assembly list and
Quantity slip.

Bills, Payable book, 524, 525, 526.

Bills, Payment by, 145.

Bills, Keccivabic book, 332, 533.
Bins, Store, labelling, 260.

Birmingham and District Engineering
Trades Employers' Association,

86.

Blackboard, Use for design, 118.

Blacksmith's Shop

—

see Smithy.

Blocks

—

see A dvertisements.

Blue Prints

—

see Prints.

Board of Directors

—

see Directors.

Board of Education, 34.

Boiler, Factory Act regiilations, 70.

Boiler

—

see Power.
Bolt sheet, 129.

Bonus, Foremen and chargehands,

207.
Bonus, Staff, 36.

Bonus

—

see also Extra pay.

Books, Closing of. Auditors' require-

ments, 5')7.

Books recommended. General system of

financial accounts, 511.

Books

—

see also Routine forms.

Borings

—

see Swarf.
Bought

—

Book (General expenditure), 518,

519-
Book analysis (General expenditure),

51'*. 3I9-

Book (Works expenditure!, 518, 519.

Cash Book, 516. 517.
Ledger, 522, 523.
Ledger adjustment account, 563.

Ledger, Auditors' requirements,

596.
Ledger balances book, 324, 525.
Ledger, Packages, 241.

Returns book (General expenditure),

520, 521.

Bought
Ueturns lx)ok (Works cxpinditure),

5-". .5-21

Returns lH)ok analysis (General
cxiicmlit iirri, -,ji). %zi.

Brass Foundry Kcneral costs, 332.
Brass Foundry metal costs. 328.

Brass hountlry

—

see also I-oundry.
.Sec also Process products.

Brickwork reinforced buildings, 20.

British Weights and Measures Associa-
tion, 273.

liroken and lost tools

—

see Tools.

Builders, Local, valuation of buildings,

368.
Builders, Master, London Association,

qo.

Builders, Master, National Federation
of. 8.).

BuildinK and startinK the works. J 4.

Buildings and fixed plant classification.

Buildings and fixed plant cost accounts.

Buildings and fixed plant register, 374.

Buildings and fixed plant valuation.

Section IV k. ^*-|-

Buildings
Account, Private ledger, 556, 537.
Additions, Standing order, 248.

Arrangement, 12.

Attendance, Standing order, 232.

Bye-laws, W'orks site, 6.

Classification, 373, 376.
Depreciation, Certificate to auditor,

597-
Depreciation rates, 372.

Design and construction, 19.

Dimensions, 12.

Discarded materials. Control, 159.

Floor construction, 23.

Identification numbers, 373.
Inventory, 367, 372.

Leasehold cleprcciation, 374.
Materials of construction, 20.

Professional values, 364.

Register, Form 3-145. 509.
Register, Routine, 374.
Renewals and repairs account.

Manufacturing ledger, 365.

Repairs. Control of materials, 139.

Repairs, Standing order, 230.

I

Repairs supplies. Stock classifica-

tion. 263.
Repairs

—

see also Works repairs.

Replacement values. 368.

Roof construction, 22.

Service expense apportionment, 299.
': Service, Shop charges book, 315.

Valuation. 364, 369.

Valuation, Cost accounts, 363.

Valuation, Discarded plant, 3O7.

See also Works structure.

Bulk material. Excess issues. 166.
' Bulk material. Issue to shops, 177.

Bulk material. Painting l>ars. 133.

Bulk material, quantities required. 132.

Bulletins, Sales promotion, 51.
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Bureau, Employment, 85.

Business purchase account, 554, 555,

576-
Buying

—

see Purchasing.
Bye-laws, Works site, 6.

Bye-laws

—

see Buildings.

C.

Calculating machines, Use, 231, 232,

273, 289.

Calculations for shop charge rates, 311.

Calculations

—

Central office, 232.

Cost allocation, 289.

Outside agencies, 348.
Stock accounts, 273.

Callaccount, Shares, Private ledger, 553.
Call list, Share accounts, 547.
Callers, Dealing with, 46.

Camp allowances, Expense standing
order, 253.

Canals, Works site, 5.

Capital

—

Additions, Plant sub-orders, 366.

Estimates, Works design, 3.

Expenditure accounts. Private led-

ger, 552-
Expenditure, Drawings, patterns,

jigs and special tools, 341.

Locked up in stock, 141.

Receipts on account of. Private

ledger, 552.
Share, Account, Private ledger, 553.

Values, Departmental, Shop charges

account, 317.
Values, Plant additions and altera-

tions, 246.

Values, Works alterations, 366.

Card-Index system. Cost allocation

accounts, 277.
Card racks, Time recorder, 92.

Card sizes, 510.

CarUsle Agreement, Trade Union agree-

ment, 89.

Carriage, Standing order, 253.

Cartage, 148, 223.

Case-hardening, Accounting, 254, 312,

321, 497-
Cases

—

see Packages.

Cash

—

Book, Private, 550, 551.

Book, Share, 550, 551.

Discounts

—

see Discounts.

Financial administration, 29.

Inwards book, Remittances, 44.

Payments, Purchases, 526.

Purchases

—

see Purchases, Cash.

Report to works. Form 5-120, 493.

Report to works, Routine, 236, 240,

287, 288, 489, 499.
Sales, Financial accounts, 532.

Sales routine, 216.

Shares dividend, Account, 559.

Cashier, Petty Cash, 514.

Cashier, Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Cashier

—

see also Cash.

Castings

—

Delivery sheet, Form 5-71, 459-

Castings

—

Delivery sheet. Routine, 288, 333,

334. 33S, 439. 463. 491. 497, 499.
Distribution to shops, 333.
Foundry daily work sheet, 459.
Foundry mixture card, 461.

Foundry stock control book, 461.

Foundry weekly report, 461.

General stores order index, 138.

Inspection, 148.

Instruction, Form 5-69, 457.
Instruction, Routine, 137, 439, 441,

455-
Instructions, Cross index, 455.
Ordering from foundry, 138.

Unmachined, Selling prices, 336.

W^aster ticket, 459.
See also Foundry ; Process Product.

Catalogue, Block register, 50.

Catalogue, Essential features, 50.

Certificates

—

Apprentice proficiency, 83.

Final inspection, 213.
Inspection, Form 5-99. 477-
Required by auditor, 597.
Test, completed product, 213.

Certification No. Stamp, Share trans-

fers, 542.
Certification stamp, Share transfers,

542.
Certifying surgeon. Accident reports,

427-
Certifying surgeon, Exammation of

junior workers, 72.

Chambers of commerce. Railway rates,

222.

Character reports. Workmen's

—

see

Workman.
Chargehands

—

Bonus scheme, 207.

Method of payment, 207.

Routine diagram, 181.

Weekly staff report, 391.

See also Foremen; Supervision.

Charges, Commercial

—

see Commercial
expenses.

Charges, Estabhshment— see Shop
charges.

Charges, Shop

—

see Shop charges.

Charges, Works

—

see Shop charges.

Charts, Administrative statistics, 384.

Charts, Cost data, 58.

Charts, Weight, 58.

Chaser

—

see Progressing.

Check numbers. Apprentices, 85.

Check numbers, Workmen, 84.

Check system. Timekeeping, 91.

Checking, Stock, 266.

Chemist

—

see Works chemist.

Cheque and receipt. Combined, 517.

Chief designer. Reserve stock, 338.

Chief designer, ResponsibiUty, 31.

Chief designer. Staff arrangement dia-

gram, 31.

Chief engineer, ResponsibiUty, 31.

Children

—

see Junior workers.

Choice of site, Industrial works design, 3.

Church, Hamilton, 298.
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Cinematograph, For training travellirs,

CintMnato^rapli, Motion study, n>4.

Cinematograph, PubUcity medium, 40.

City and (iuilds Institute i:xamina-

tions, 81.

Claims, Railway , 221.

Classification

—

Buildings, 376.
Component stock, 265.

Designs, i U).

Fixed plant, .^70.

General stock, 202.

Loose plant, 361.

Merchandise, C.oods by rail, 221.

Ofiice etiuipment, 364.

StamUird fittings, 127.

Standing orders, 245.

Clearance, Size limit. Definition, 122.

Clearance ticket. Tool

—

see Tools.

Clerks

—

see Staff.

Closing of books, Auditors' require-

ments. 597.
Coal

—

see Fuel.

Cobb, Cvril S., London County Council,
83'

Code words. Warehouse stock, 261.

Coin analysis. Wages, 106.

Coin sorter. Wages, 107.

Collection, accounts, 47.

Collection and delivery, Railway rates,

223-
Collection, Goods, 148.

Collective bargaining, Premium sys-

tem, 195.

Collective bargaining, Trade unions

agreements, 89.

Colours, Routine forms, 42

Commercial expenditure. Cost allocation

accounts, 285.

Commeii-ial expenses, Definition, 296.

Commercial expenses, Determination
for estimates, 53, 225.

Commercial expenses. Expenditure by
works. Standing order, 256.

Commercial expenses. Separation from
works expenses, 226.

Commercial policy

—

see Policy.

Commission secret. Prevention of Cor-

ruption Act, 145.

Commission

—

see also Bonus.
Committees

—

see Staff.

Companies' Acts

—

see Share accounts.

Comparison

—

Component costs card, 449.
Cost and estimate sheet, 397.
Designs sheet, 429.
Percentage statistics, 384.

Compensation

—

Accident reports, 427.

Act, Abstract, 73.

Earnings, Record, 411.

Insurance recpiireinents, 74.

Standing order, 234.

Complaints of jiarts. Record, 120,

431.
Complete product, Stocktaking pre-

parations, 351.

Complete prodiut. Stoi kt.ikiiig valua-
tion, 356.

Complete jirodiK t — stTr also Warehouse
stock.

COiniiJctcd tool advice

—

see Tools.

Component stock, 1O2.

Component stock

—

Classification, 260.

Cost allocation, 288.

Issuing for assembly, 103.

Ledger, Eoriu 3-1 26, 497.
Ledger, Routine, 267, 274, 355, 497.

507.
Spare parts, i()3.

Standard fittings, 127.

Stocktaking routine, 346.
Stocktaking valuation, 356.
Stores organisation, 162.

See also Standard fittings : Stock.

Components

—

Batching for operations, 172.

Complaints, Report, Routine, 120.

Cost comparison card. Form 5-63,

449.
Cost comparison card. Routine, 120,

203, 342, 497.
Costing, Ratefixing department, 202,

278.
History card, Form 5-42, 431.
History card, Routine, 120.

Pattern register, 136, 453.
Pricing, 342.
Rate card, Finished, Form 5-128,

497-
Rate Card, Finished, Routme, 272,

281, 342, 449.
Rate card. Rough, Form 5-127, 497.

Rate card. Rough, Routine, 272,

323. 335-
Register, Form 5-41, 431.

Register. Routine, 120, 125.

Shortage list, Weeklv, Form 5-105,

481.
Shortage list. Weekly, Routine,

179.
Standard, Classified list, 119.

Stock control card, 471.
Sub-order, 479.
Svmbols, 125.

Weight card. Finished, 483.

See also Part ; Stock. Component.
Conciliation Boards. 90.

Concrete floors, 23.

Conference, Works accounts annual

abstract, 379.
Conferences

—

see also Staff' committee.

Consignment note. Goods by rail, 221.

Consignment note. Returnable pack-

ages. 150.

Construction, Works structure, 19.

Consumable supplies

—

see Shop sup-

plies.

Contents list

—

see Packing slip.

Contingency

—

Allowances in estimates, 53.

Service. Expense ap{>ortionment,

301.
Ser\-ice, Meaning, 298.
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Contingency

—

Service, Shop charges account, 316.

Time allowances, 198.

Continuation schools

—

see Education.
Contracts, Estimator's functions, 58.

Contracts

—

see also Purchases.
Contributions, Hospitals, Works regu-

lations, 67.

Control, Staff

—

see Staff.

Control, Stock

—

see Stock control.

Conversion, Timber stock

—

see Timber.
Co-partnerships-

—

see Profit-sharing.

Coppersmith's work

—

see Process pro-

duct.

Coremaking

—

see Foundry.
Core-stoves-

—

see Plant, Special pro-

cess.

Correction

—

see Defective work.

Correspondence, Section II c, 43.
Correspondence

—

Alphabetical indexing, 47.
Departmental, 45.
Filing routine, 46.

General administration, 29.

General routine, 44.
Index Card, Form 5-6, 393.
Index Card, Routine, 47.
Internal, 48.

Inwards endorsement stamp. Form
5-4. 393-

Inwards endorsement stamp, Rout-
ine, 45.

Inwards, Register, Form 5-5, 393.
Inwards, Register, Routine, 44, 45.

Mailing, 44.
Office, Functions, 43.
Office, Orders, 62.

Signing, 43.
Works manager, 147.

Correspondence schools. Education, 84.

Corruption, Prevention of. Act, 145.

Cost allocation accounts. Section IV e,

276.

Cost allocation agreement, 289.

Cost allocation routine, 286.

Cost allocation transfers, 292.

Cost allocation

—

Abstract, Development and experi-

mental account, 285.
Abstract, Form 6-43, 581.
Abstract, Private journal, 580.

Abstract, Report to financial de-
partment, 232.

Abstract, Routine, 284, 293, 295,

325. 378, 501.
Abstract, Shop charges, 314.
Abstract, Works additions, 284.
Abstract, Works expenses, 284.
Account period, 230.
Account sub-divisions, 278.
Accounts, Stock Issue abstract, 495.
Accuracy-, 277.
Agreement, Tabulation, 290.
Agreement with stock ledger 275.
Analysis, 288.
Balancing cost ledger, 292.
Basis information, 277.
Card-index system, 277.

Cost allocation

—

Card, Stage III., Form 5-131, 499.
Card, Stage III., Routine, 279 280,

289, 481, 497, 501.
Commercial expenditure, 285.
Component stock ledger, 497.
Cost ledger, 501.
Cost ledger agreement, 295.
Cost transfers, 292, 501.
Defective and scrap materials, 271.
Definition, 276.
Despatch, 283.
Developments and experiments, 285.

Differences account, Standing order,

258.
Disbursements, 287.
Drawings, 281.

Errors and defects, 282.

Extra pay, 286.

Finished component rate card, 497.
Functions, 276.
General stock ledger, 495.
General stock rate card, 495.
Goods issue vouchers, 176.
Inspection, Final, 283.

Jigs, 281.

Loose-sheet system, 277.
Mass production, 343.
Materials, 287.
Meaning, 225.
Net production costs, 278.
Packing, 283.
Patterns, 281.

Repetition orders, 281.

Rough component rate card, 497.
Sheet, Stage I., Form 5-129, 490.
Sheet, Stage I., Routine, 287, 288,

497. 501.
Sheet, Stage II., Form 5-130, 499.
Sheet, Stage II., Routine, 288, 497,

501.
Summaries, 290.
Tabulation of routine, 288.
Testing department, 283.
Timber, 161.

Tools, Special, 281.

Transfers, Journal, 292.
Transfers, Typical cases, 292.
Transit charges, 283.
Trials, 283.
Warehouse expenses, 283.
Works abstract, 378.
Works additions, 284.
Works expenses, 284.
See also Cost ledger ; Costs ; Process

products ; Works accounts ; Works
expenditure.

Cost-finding

—

see Cost allocation.

Costing a matter of approximation, 226.
Cost-keeping

—

see Cost allocation.

Cost ledger, 290.

Cost ledger agreement, 295.
Cost ledger. Balancing, 292.
Cost Ledger

—

Balances, Administrative uses, 295.
Balancing, Routine tabulation, 295.
Cost transfers, 292.
Definition, 290.
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Cost Ledger

—

Form 5-13^, 501.
Miiterial service charges, 312.
Routine, 2go, 2gi, 315, 499, 505.
Work in pnigross. 2t)3, 356.

Cost-m.irkiii!^. i 'r,i\vinj;>, 128.

Cost summaries and Cost ledf^er, 2i)o.

Costs

—

Abnormal, 3.(1

.

Abstract. Dclivercil orders

—

see De-
livered orders.

Accounts, Buildings and fixed plant,

365.
Accounts, Meaning of, zz^.

Accounts, Process products, 321.
Accounts, Standing orders, Process

products, 323.
Approximate nature, 226
Batching of work. 173.
Chief clerk

—

sec Works accoKntant.
Comparisons, 58, 309.
Comparison, Component, 449.
Components, Hatefixcr, 202.

Data, Charts, 58.

Data, Estimating. 55.
Departmental allocation to process

products, 322.
Dissection

—

see Cost allocation.

Errors and defects, 58.

Estimate comparisons, 397.
Foundry

—

see Process products.
Packages, 217.
Smithy

—

see Process products.
Summarising, 276.
Summary, Plant sub-order

—

see

Plant.'

Transfer journal, Form 5-133, 501.
Transfer journal, Routine, 292, 493.
Transfer journal. Viewing reports,

292.
Work transferred from batches,

174.
See also Cost allocation ; Cost ledger.

Countershafts, Machinery, 185.

Counting house

—

see General office.

Counting machines. Stocktaking, 349.
Coupons. Sub-order. 176.

Cranes. Building provision, 21.

Credit-
Claim note. Form 6-14, 527.
Claim note, Routine. 242, 465.
Claim. Rejected goods. 152.

Notes. Numbering of packages, 218.

Notes, Purchase, Auditors' require-
ments, 596.

Slip. Shop, 469.
Status, Customer's orders, 62.

See also Purchases.
Creditors' statements. Auditors' re-

quirements, 596.
Cross index

—

see Index.
Cupola Attendant, Metal mixtures,

326. 461.
Curves;

—

see Charts.
Customers

—

Advice of despatch, 220.

Drawings, 121.

Inspectors, Final inspection, 214.

Customers

—

Orders, 62. 215.
tVders

—

see also Ujjuc orders.

Returns, Accounting routine, 235.
Returns, Works pr<»diicts abstract,

378-
Specifications, 5^.

Cutting-off bars

—

see .Materials.

Cuttings

—

see Swarf.
Cycle shelter, Works regulations, 68.

D.

Daily foundry work sheet

—

see I-oun-
dry.

Daily list of s\ib-onkrs

—

see Sub-
orders.

Daily smithy work sheet

—

see Smithy.
Daily time slip

—

see Time.
Daily warehouse report of despatches

from stock

—

see Warehouse.
Dangerous occurrences. Factory inspec-

tor, 427.
Data, Job, Sheet

—

see Job.
Data. Ratcfixing. 194.
Datal work—5ce Day work.
Daywork, 196.

Dead expenses

—

see Shop charges.

Debenture holders' address book, 548,

549-
Debenture holders. Register, 540, 541.
Debenture interest accounts, 558.
Debentures, Receipts on account of,

552.
Debit notes

—

see Credit claim notes.

Debt, Collection. 47.
Debts due to company. Certificate to

auditor, 597.
Decimal association. Weights and

measures, 273.
Deductions, Pay, 87, 105.

Defective materials — see Defective
work.

Defective work

—

Corrections, Credit claim, 243.
Cost allocation. 282.

Estimating cost. 58.

Extra pay regulations. 67.

Foundry. 332. 334.
Foundry waster ticket. 459.
Making up of work batches. 173.
Mat(.-rial-i j)urchascd. 148. 152.

Payment for. 103.

Purchase contract. 145.

Returns from shops. 166.

Sale of Cioods Act, 146.

Shop credit slip, 469.
Smithy wasters, 333, 463.
Statistics, 206.

Stock account routine, 271.

Viewing report, 477.
See aiso Process products : Replace-

ments.
Defects, Plant efficiency report, 451.

Defects and errors

—

see Defective work.

Definition of works accounts, 225.

Definition of works expenses. z>»<>.

Dclav in produLlion, Dcjxirtmcntal
memorandum, 483.
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Delivered orders cost abstract, Form
5-138, 505.

Delivered orders cost abstract. Routine,
294, 295, 319, 385, 487, 501.

Delivered orders, Cost ledger, 294.
Delivery

—

Castings sheet, 459.
Cost ledger, 501.
Dates, Estimator to arrange, 60.
Dates, Purchases, 142.
Finished stock product, 343.
Forgings sheet, 463.
Material, Urging, 147.
Penalty, Purchase contract, 145.
Prints ticket, 433.
Reminder card, Form 5-80, 465.
Reminder card, Routine, 147.
Sales orders, 169.
See also Despatch : Stage ticket.

Delivery by works vehicle, 223.
Demonstrations order, 401.
Departmental

—

Apportionment of expenses, 304.
Correspondence, 45.
Expense, Shop charges account, 316.
Expenses, Apportionment between
hand and machine sections, 306.

Expenses, Apportionment to indi-
vidual producing units, 305.

Expenses, Charts, 384.
Heads, Payment, 36.
Inventory, 372.
Memorandum, Form 5-106, 483.
Memorandum, Routine, 48, 183.

186, 212, 437, 439, 443, 475, 479,
485.

Repairs

—

see W orks repairs.

Reports, Cost allocation, 288.
Service, Expense apportionment,

301.
Service, Shop charges account, 315.
Stores

—

see Sub-stores.

Supplies

—

see Shop supplies.
Wages allocation summary— see

Wages.
Depreciation rates. Buildings and fixed

plant, 372.
Depreciation

—

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 564,

565.
Annual sliop charges account, 316.
Certificate to auditor, 597.
Drawings, patterns, jigs and special

tools, 282.
Expense apportionment, 303.
Extra, Shop charges account, 316.
Leasehold land and buildings, 374.
Obsolescence, 246.
Rate of working, 374.
Rates, Buildings, 372.
Rates, Fixed plant, 372.
Tables of remainder values, 370.
Tables, Use, 372, 373, 509.
Works account annual abstract, 380.
Depression, Trade

—

see Short time.

Design, 118.

Design and construction of works struc-

ture, 19.

Design

—

Calculation books, 118.

Checking, 119.

Classification of drawings, 119.
Comparison sheet, Form 5-40, 429.
Comparison sheet, Routine, 120.

Developments and experiments, 120.

Effects of changes, 120.

Evolution of, 118.

Improvements in, 120.

Index No., Assembly summary, 131.

Jig and special tool provision, 188.

Reference book, Design comparison,
429-

Reference book. Standard fittings,

429.
Standardisation, 118.

Summary, Form 5-47, 433.
Summary, Routine, 130, 131, 439,

441.
Use of blackboard, 118.

Works

—

see Works design.

See also Drawings ; Standardisation

.

Designer, Functions, 118.

Designer

—

see also Chief designer ; Tool
designer ; Works designer.

Designs, Registration rules, 214.
Despatch, Section III f, 208.

Despatch routine, 219.
Despatch

—

Advice

—

see Advice.
Cost allocation, 283.
Final inspection, 213.
Final records, 218.

Goods by rail, 221.

Goods b}' w^orks vehicle, 223.
Packages, 217.
Shipments

—

see Shipping.
Warehouse orders, 216.

Works administration, 29.

Despatches from warehouse stock

—

see

Warehouse.
Despatching department

—

see Ware-
house.

Detail drawings

—

see Drawings, Unit.

Details, Product

—

see Components.
Deterioration, Stock valuation, 356.
Deterioration

—

see also Depreciation.

Developments and experiments, 285.
Developments

—

Abnormal production costs, 341.
Account, Control, 64.

Cost allocation, 285.

Errors and defects, 283.

Orders account, Manufacturing led-

ger, 568, 569.
Production orders, 64.

Shop charges account, 285, 319.
Diagram, Process, 10.

Diagram, Routine, Work depot, i8r.

Diagram, Staff Arrangement, 31.

Diagram, Staff functions, 29.

Diagram

—

see also Routine.
Diagrammatic curves

—

see Charts.

Diary, Ambulance aid, 427.
Dictating machines, Use, 46.

Differences in cost allocation. Standing
order, 258.
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Dimensional inspection

—

see Vieiving.

Dimensions

—

see Size limits.

Direct—
Cost. Dctinition, 278.
Materials, Definition, 278.
Production hour. Basis for appor-

tionment of expenses, 304.
Wages, Cost allocation. 289.
Wages, Definition, 2 78.

Directors

—

Annual accounts, 586.
Annual accounts. Schedule of works

expenses, 51)2.

Attendance book, 335.
Commercial viewpoint. 225.

Depreciation rates, 373.
Fees account. Private ledger, 561.

General administration. 27.

Mana,e;ing

—

see General niauager.

Minute book, 534.
Qualifications, 27.

Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Statistical abstracts. 381.
Stock product sanctions. 339.
Works efficiency. 229.
See also Technical directors.

Directors and managers. Register, 540.

3 1 1

DirlN' muiu'N" ,•;(( .III tuanccs. Special.

Disbursements, Works expenditure ac-

counts, 243.
Disbursements

—

Book, Form 5-1 21, 493.
Book, Routine, 243, 287, 288, 489,

499-
Cost data for estimates, 55.
Items included. 233.
Petty, Cash rei^ort to works. 236.
Works expenditure account. 234,

236. 489.
Works. Suspense account, Manufac-

turing ledger. 572. 573.
Discarded plant, 367.
Discarded plant—

Expense apportionment, 303.
Materials, Control. 159.
Shop charges account, 317.
Stock value. Standing order, 258.
I'tilisation, 367.
\'aluation, 367.

Discharge. Workman's — see Work-
in ayi.

Discipline, Effect of labour records, 93.
Discipline, Supervision, 206.

Discounts, Cash, Works accounts, 239.
Discounts. Purchase contracts. 145.
Discounts. Purchases. Financial ac-

counts, 526.
Discounts, Sales, Financial accounts,

532.
Discounts, Trade, Works accounts,

239-
Dispatch—5^^ Despatch.
Disputes, Production efficiency. 34.
Disputes, Syndicalism and sympathy

strikes, go.

Disputes, Trade union agreement. 88.

Dissection, Costs

—

see Cost allocation.

District rates

—

see Rates.
Dividends

—

Accounts. Private ledger. 558.
Cash account. 559.
Lists, 549.
I'nclaiiiu-d. Shares account, 559.

Door attendant. I*"unctions, 46.
Doubtful stock

—

see Stock.
Draughtsmen. Control, 282.
Draughtsmen, Staff arrangement dia-

gram. 31.

Draughtsmen -src also Drauing Office:

Staff.

Drawing office. Routine forms, 429.
Drawing office—
Assembly list, 433.
Calculating machine. 232.
Component history card. 431.
Component register. 431.
Design comparison sheet, 429.
Design summary, 433.
Erecting card. 437.
Final inspection. 213.
Final records of product, 219.
Finished weight card, 483.
General charges, Standing order. 253.
Overtime. 38.

Print delivery ticket, 433.
Print index card, 433.
Print recall ticket, 433.
Production instruction, 435.
Purchase requisitions, 142.

Purchase specification. 139.
Regulation of work. 175.
Report of parts complained of. 431.
Sales sundries order specification,

437-
Specifying material quantities. 132.

Standard fittings sheet. 429.
Standard tools, 188.

Timcbooking, 38.
XN'ookh' staff report, ^or.

Drawing references, i -: \.

Drawings, patterns, jiRs and special tools

—

Cost allocation. 2S1.

Drawings, Specifications and Patterns

—

Section III c, 1 1 S.

Drawings
Assembly. 124.

Assembly. Numbering of. 127.

Charging cost to orders. 28 1. 282.

Checking. 129.
Classification. 119, 128.

Component pricing, 341.
Correction. 206.

Cost marking, 12S,

Custody. I2<). 130.

Customers. 121.

Dimensioning. 121.

Estimate allowance, 34.

Form. 128.

Functions. 121.

Issuing. 129.

Job data. 200.

Loan slip. Form 5-90, 473.
Loan sliji. Routine, 130.

Mounting for issue. 129.

Preparation, i2<».
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Drawings

—

Recalling, 130.
References, 124.
Sheet sizes, 128.
Shop charges account, 317.
Shop service, 123.
Standard fittings, 128.
Standing orders, 248.
Stocktaking values, 2S2, 345.
Time limits, 195.
Tools provided list, 98.
Unit, Component, 119, 123.
Works administration, 29.
Works regulations, 67.
See also Design ; Prints.

Driving, Group, Machines, 17.
Driving ropes. Loose plant classifica-

tion, 360, 361.
Drysalteries, General stock classifica-

tion, 263.
Due dates. Machine shop output, 179.
Due dates, Production programme,

439-
Duplicates, Routine forms, 42.

Earnings, Total, Record, 411.
Economics of labour, 7.

Economies in production. Plant ob-
solescence, 374.

Education, Apprentices, 34, 81.

Education, Correspondence schools, 84.
Education, Designer, 118.
Education, London County Council,

83-

Education, Travellers, 52.
Efficiency

—

Industrial requirements, 7.

Organiser, Works accountant, 31.
Plant, report, 451.
Purchase of Plant, 185.
Purchasing, 139.
Works accounts influence, 228.
See also Production efficiency.

Electrical

—

Incandescent lamps, Stock control,

160.

Plant attendance, Standing order,

252.
Power transmission. Applications,

17, 18.

Repairs, Stock control, 160.

Repairs supplies, Stock classifica-

tion, 263.
Transmission additions. Standing

order, 248.
Transmission classification, 376.
Transmission repairs. Standing order,

250.
Electricity supply. Standardisation

needed, 18.

Electro-plating

—

see Plating.
Embossing machine, Pattern marks,

136.
Employee

—

see Junior workers; Work-
man.

Employers' UabiUty — see Compensa-
tion.

Employers' organisations, 86, 87, 89.

Employers' organisations, Labour con-
ditions, 8.

Employment bureau, 85.

Employment of workmen, 84.
Employment, Termination of appren-

ticeship, 83.

Employment, Trade unions agreement,
88.

Employment

—

see also Staff; Work-
man.

Empties

—

see Packages.
Endorsement stamp. Correspondence,

45> 393-
Endorsement stamp. Invoices, 237.
Engagement, Labour, 65, 85.

Engagement

—

see also Labour ex-

change; Workman.
Engine house

—

see Power generation.

Engineer apprentices

—

see Apprentices.
Engineer, Consulting

—

see Works De-
signer.

Engineer

—

see Chief Engineer; Plant
engineer.

Engineering Employers' Federation,
Foremen, 207.

Engineering Employers' Federation,
Guarantee of day rates, 99.

Engineering Employers' Federation,
Trade unions agreement, 87.

Engineering Standards Committee,
Work of, 119.

Enquiries, Sales, Following up, 51, 395.
Enquiry for prices. Form 5-14, 403.
Enquiry for prices, Routine, 143.
Environment of works, Effect on

workers, 8.

Equipment, Office, Classification, 364.
Equipment, Office, Stocktaking, 346.
Equipment, Works design, 14, 23.

Erecting

—

Card, Form 5-50, 437.
Card, Routine, 131.
Drawings, 218.

Specifications, 131, 218.

Sub-order, Form 5-102, 479.
Sub-order, Routine, 177, 179, 213,

342, 439, 481, 497, 499.
Sub-orders, Final inspection, 213.
Sub-orders, Work depot, 179.
See also Assembly.

Errors and defects. Cost allocation. 282.

Errors, Dimensions

—

see Size limits.

Errors, Stocktaking, 351.
Errors

—

see also Defective work.
Establishment charges — see Shop

charges.

Estimated capital, Works design, 3.

Estimates, Section II e, 52.

Estimates—Construction of, 55.
Estimates

—

Allowance for handling material,

54-
Cost comparisons, 397.
Cost data, ^5, 280.

Detail sheet, Form 5-9, 397.
Detail sheet. Routine, 53.
General considerations, 52.
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Estimates

—

Material prices, 271, 403.
Profit percentage, 55.

Reference sheet, Form 5-10. 397.

Reference sheet. Routine, 57. 58,

505-
Sales administration, 29.

Shop charges, 54, 307.

See also Raiejixtng; Tender.

Estimator's functions, 57.

Estimator—
Allocation of expenses, 297.

Defective work statistics, 206.

Delivery dates, 60.

Office orders, 62.

Purchase specification, 139.

Responsibihtics, 30, 57.

Sales orders, 215.

Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Stock manufacturing orders, 61.

Evening education

—

see Education.

Examination, Apprentices, 82.

Examination, Institution of Mechani-
cal Engineers, i^.

Exceeded time limits. Investigation,

203.
Excess materials. Returns from shops,

166.

Executive control

—

see Administration.

Exhibition fittings

—

see Office equip-

ment.
Existing works. Reconstruction, 25.

Expenditure

—

Chargeable to commercial expenses,

Standing order, 256.

Commercial

—

see Commercial ex-

penditure.

Jigs and special tools, 188, 2S1.

PubUcity, 50.

Suspense account. Standing order,

257-
Suspense, Shop charges account,

320.
Works

—

see Works expenditure.

Works, Sundrv standing order,

256.
Expenses, Away, Sheet, 425.

Expenses, Departmental apportion-

ment, 306.

Expenses, Departmental charts, 384.

Expenses, Location of responsibility.

297-
Expenses, Works

—

see Works expenses.

Experimental department. Output, 61.

Experimental orders account. Manu-
facturing ledger, 568, 569.

Experimental

—

see also Developments.

Experiments, Component symbols. 126.

Experiments, Cost allocation, 285.

Experiments, Orders, 285, 401.

Experiments, Shop charges account,

319
Experiments, Works administration,

29.

Extensions of works. Provision for, 1 1

.

Extincteurs, Fire, Insurance rebates.

Extra pay. Labour. 99.

Extra pay

—

Cost allocation, 286, 289, 499.
Recoril. 411.
Slip, 1-orm 5-29, 421.
Slip, Routine, 104, 105, 289, 499.
Time and methods of payment, 103.

Viewing, 286.

Works regulations, 67.

See also Piecework ; Premium system.

F.

Facilities, Works regulations, 68.

Factored goods, Allocation of expenses,

312.
Factored goods, Material service charge,

312.
Factored goods. Warehouse, 210.

Factories, Number under inspection,

73-

Factory Act requirements, 70.

Factory

—

Abstract, Truck Act, 69.

Act, Deductions from wages, 105.

Act, Extracts, 70.

Act, Foremen, 208.

Design

—

see Works design.

General register, Entry of accidents,

74-
General register. Gatekeeper, 427.
Inspection, Accident reports, 427.

Output

—

see Output.

Fastenings

—

see Standard fittings.

Federation

—

see Employers' organisa-

tion, Trade unions.

Feeds and speeds, Ratefixing, 197.

Fees, Directors', Account, Private led-

ger, 561.
Fellowship, Calculations for extra pay,

102, 103.

Fences

—

see Buildings.

Fettling

—

see Process product.

Files, Distribution to workmen, 158.

Fihng routine. Correspondence. .j'>.

Final inspection, ^i v
Final inspection. Packing and despatch.

Cost allocation. ^^3.

Final in-pc tiMii -vc I n -^prdi})! .

Final records. Completed products. 21S.

Financial accounts Section VI. 311

Financial accounts requirements Works
accounts. 2Z').

Financial accounts-
Advice of despatch, 219.

Allocation of works expenses, 296.

Annual accounts, 586.

Audit, 596.
Books recommended. 511.

C^sh report to works, 493.

Cost ledger, 293.
Disbursements txjok. 493.
Financial administration, 29.

General system, 517.

Goods on loan, 354.
Interlocking \vith works account.*?,

512.
Meaning of stores, 345.
Packages. 218.

Private accounts, 550

2Q
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Financial accounts

—

Purchases accounts, 516.

Reports from works accounts office,

232.
Sales accounts, 528.

Sequence of treatment, 513.

Share accounts, 534.
Shop charges, 314.
Stock values, 275.
Wages and petty cash accounts, 514.

Financial administration. Staff func-

tions, 29.

Financial department— see General

office ; Financial accoimis.

Financial manager, Meaning of term, 30.

Financial manager. Staff arrangement
diagram, 31.

Financial policy

—

see Policy.

Fines book, 105.

Fines, Wages deductions, 105.

Fines, Works regulations, 68.

Finished components

—

see Components.
Finished weight card—see Weight.

Fire precautions, 76.

Fire

—

Alarm, Works regulations, 68.

Brigade, Rules, 76.

Drill, 76, 77.

Plug.s

—

see Hydrants.
Precautions, Factory Act regula-

tions, 71.

Prevention plant

—

see Pipe trans-

mission.

Prevention, Standing order, 233.

Fire insurance

—

Allowances, 78.

Loose plant valuation, 358.

Sprinkler installation, 79.

Standing order, 253.

Stocktaking inventories, 354.
First aid. Gate house, 73.

Fitting

—

see Assembly.
Fitting shop. Routine diagram, 181.

Fitting shop. Work depot, 179-

Fittings

—

see Standard fittings.

Fixed charges

—

see Shop charges.

Fixed plant

—

Classification, 375, 376.
Depreciation rates, 372.

Identification numbers, 375.
Inventory, 367, 368, 372.
Locomotives, 360.

Register, Form 5-145, 509.

Register, Routine, 374.
Scrap value, 374.
Valuation, 364, 365, 367, 369, 374.

See also Buildings ; Discarded plant
;

Obsolescence ; Plant.

Fixings

—

see Jigs and special tools.

Fixtures

—

see Jigs and special tools.

See Shop fixtures.

Floor construction, 23.

Fluctuations, Production costs, 344.

Follow-up systems, 47, 51, 395-
Foreign shipment

—

see Shipping.

Foremen

—

Accident reports, 427.
Bonus scheme, 207.

Foremen

—

Characteristics required, 206.

Functions, 33, 169.

Jigs and special tools, 188.

Legal responsibilities, 208.

Loose plant stocktaking, 353.

Method of payment, 207.

Mutual Benefit Society, 207.

Planning of work sequence, 170.

Production costs, 203.

Size of work batches, 176.

Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Standing orders, 245.

Sub-stores control, 156.

Supervision duties, 34.

Works repairs, 246.

Foremen's offices

—

see Shop fixtures.

Forgings

—

Delivery sheet. Form 5-77, 463.

Delivery sheet. Routine, 288, 330,

335, 439. 491. 497- 499-

Smithy daily work sheet, 463.

Smithy stock control sheet, 463.

Unmachined, Selling prices, 336.

Wasters, 463.
See also Process product ;

Smithy.

Form of drawings, 128.

Forms

—

see Routine forms ; Stationery.

Fortnight, Works account period, 230,

348.
Forwarding

—

see Despatch.

Foundations, Machinery, 185.

Foundations

—

see also Buildings.

Foundry

—

Allocation of metal losses, 323.

Casting dehvery sheet, 459.

Casting instruction, 457.
Checking deliveries, 333.
Coremaking costs, 322, 459.
Daily work sheet, Form 5-73, 459-

Daily work sheet, Routine, 288, 325,

334, 463, 491, 497, 499-

Fuel, 331.
Mixture card. Form 5-74, 461.

Mixture card. Routine, 326.

Pattern recall shp, 457.
Pricing of product, 322.

Product records, 333.
Shop supplies, 331.

Stock control book. Form 5-75, 461.

Stock control book. Routine, 337.

Stock

—

see also Stock control.

Waiting patterns, 138.

Waster ticket. Form 5-72, 459.

Waster ticket. Routine, 334, 463.

Weekly report. Form 5-76, 461.

Weekly report. Routine, 328, 331.

See also Castings ; Process product.

Foundry, Brass—

•

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 566.

Defective product, Accounting, 332.

General costs, 332.

Grading process charge rate, 332.

Metal costs, 328.

Metal mixture, 329.

Pricing metal mixtures, 329.

Pricing of product, 322.

Works expenditure account, 234.
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Foundry, Iron

—

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 566,

567.
Defective product accounting, 332.
General costs, 331.
Metal costs, 326.
Metal losses, 328.
Metal mixtures. 326.
Pricing metal n\ixtures. 328.
Pricing of product, 322.
Scrap control, 327.
\\niks fxpemliture account, 234.

Foundry product records, 333.
Foundry—Routine forms, 459.
Fuel

—

Control of consumption, 159.
Economy, Bonus to stokers, 186.

Foundry, 331.
General stock classification, 263.
Purchase specification, 140.

Standing order, 252.
Stock account routine, 268.

See nls!^ Poucr s^rnrratioit.

Functions ofcost allocations accounts, 2 70

Fanctions of drawings, i2\.

Functions of staff, -'7

Functions of standing orders, ^44.

Functions of stock accounts, -''S.

Functions of works accounts—Section

IV a, 225.
Fumaceman, Foundry mixture card,

461.
Furnaces, Heating

—

see Special pro-
cess plant.

Furniture

—

see Office equipment.

Gain sharing

—

see Profit sharing.

Galvanising, Accounting routine, 321.
Galvanising

—

see also Process product.

Gas lighting plant

—

see Pipe trans-

mission.

Gas power applications, 17, i8.

Gate control, 79.
Gatekeeper

—

Accident reports. 427.
Factory general register, 427.
Functions. 79.

Regulations. 80.

Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Standing order, 253.
Gate-pass, Workman's, 415.
Gauges

—

Adjustable. 191.

Checking. 191.

Limit. Use, 123.
Provision, 189.

Standard, Loose plant classification,

361.
View room, 205.

See also Jigs and special tools ; Loose
plant ; Tools.

Gauntries

—

sec liutldings.

Gearing—5^^ Mechanical transmission.

General administration, Staff func-

tions, 20.

General arrangement—Industrial works
design, j.

General average, Marine insurance,
220.

(iencral tli.ir^jc^ s^v .S7;<>/) chmi^is

General considerations - Administrative
statistics, (S. >.

General considerations Buildings and
Fixed plant valuation, <'•(.

General considerations Estimates, s-'

General considerations Industrial works
design, i.

General considerations Loose plant val-

uation, ,^3 7.

General considerations Production effi-

ciency, i'>^.

General considerations—Routine organisa-
tion, \'<.

General description of system— Financial
accounts, 311,

General labouring. Standing order,

255-
General manager

—

Certificates for auditors, 597, 598.
Efficiency of administration, 28.

Reserve stock, 338.
Staf? arrangement diagram, 31.

Statistical abstracts, 381.
Stock control efficiency. 384.
Stock product sanctions, 339.
Warehouse stock, 210.

\\'orks accountant, 228.

Works accounts annual abstract, 379.
General office—Routine forms, 389
General office

—

Acknowledgment of order, 401.
Advice of despatch, 487.
Illustrations, register, 395.
Office order, 401.
Sales promotion index card, 395.
Sales requirements, 169.

Staff attendance book. 391.
Staff employment application, 389.
Stationery and supplies account.

Private ledger, 561.
Weekly staff report, 391.
See also Correspondence ; Estimates

;

Fivancial accounts ; Purchasing
General outline- Annual accounts, 3''>.

General problem of industrial works de-

sign—Section I, i.

Genf^ral register

—

see Factory general

register.

General remarks—Purchases accoanti,

32'..

General remarks Sales accounts, 3^,:.

General responsibility Correspondence,

43-

General routine— Correspondence, 44.

General stock

—

see Stock, denctal.

General stores—Routine forms, 4'>5.

General stores

—

Acknowledgment of goods received,

467.
Casting delivery sheet, 459.
Casting instructions. 455.
Casting orders index, 138
Delivery reminder card. 4O5

Expenses. Standing orders, 253.

Forgings delivery sheet, 463.
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General stores

—

Goods issue voucher, 176, 469.
Goods received note, 465.
Purchase order endorsement, 465.
Reserve stock, 340.
Returnable packages card, 240, 467.
Routine diagram, 181.

Shop credit slip, 469.
Smithy materials, 330.
Stock control, card, 471.
Stores tally, 469.
Timber ticket, 469.
See also Shop supplies ; Stock ; Work

depot.

General system of financial accounts

—

Section VI a, 511.
Generating plant comparisons, 18.

Germany, Evening education, 83.

Gilbert, John W., London County
Council, 83.

Girls—see Young persons.

Goods

—

Acknowledgment form. Return of

patterns, 138.
Collection from railways, 148.
Despatch by rail, 221.

Factored

—

see Factored goods.
Identification, 153, 266.

Loan to shops, 166.

Non-purchase, Receipt, 151.
Receipt routine, 148.

See also Materials ; Purchases.

Goods by rail—Despatch, 221.

Goods issue voucher

—

Component stock, 163.

Cost allocation, 1 76.

Form 5-86, 469.
General stores, 176.

Pricing and extending, 272.
Routine, 153, 156, 163, 164, 165, 176,

181, 259, 272, 288, 328, 459, 465,

471, 479, 481, 495. 497. 499-
Routine diagram, 181.

Special purchases, 259,
Sub-store use, 156 .

Transfers to sub-stores, 268.

Work depot, 176.

Goods on loan, 354.
Goods received

—

Acknowledgment, Form 5-83, 467.
Acknowledgment, Routine, 151, 218,

239, 354. 491-
Checking invoices, 239.
Entry on purchase order, 405.
Identification of goods, 266.

Note, Form 5-82, 465.
Note, Goods not inspected, 240.
Note, Routine, 149, 239, 288, 439,

459, 467. 477. 493. 495. 499-
Stores tally, 469.
Works expenditure account, 232.

Goodwill account, Private ledger, 554,
555-

Government

—

see Home office.

Grading, Brass foundry products, 332.
Graphical charts

—

see Charts.

Greases, General stock classification,

263.

Grinding, Tool sharpening, 252.
Group driving, machines, 17.

Grouping, Loose plant for valuation,

359-
Guarantee

—

Clause, Example, 53.
Liabilities, Stock valuation reserva-

tion, 357.
Orders, 63.

Record of complaints arising, 120.

Shop charges account, 319.
Guardians, Apprentices, Interviews

with, 83.

Guards—see Machinery.

H.

Halsey, F. A., Premium system, 100.

Hand tools. Engineers', Loose plant
classification, 361.

Hand work—

•

Apportionment of departmental ex-
penses, 306.

Average hourly shop charge rate,

306.
Hoprs, Shop charges, 304.
Shop charges, 305.

Handling material. Allowance in esti-

mate, 54.
Hardening, Accounting, 254, 312, 321,

497-
Hardware, General stock classification,

264.
Health insurance

—

see National In-
surance.

Heat treatment, Accounting, 254, 312.
Heating expenses, Standing order, 252.
Heating furnaces—see Special process

plant.

Heating plant

—

see Pipe transmission.
Hiring labour

—

see Employment.
Holding appliances for cutting tools.

Loose plant classification, 362.
Holding appliances for work. Loose

plant classification, 362.
Holidays, Annual, Works repairs, 347.
Holidays, Factory Act regulations, 71.
Holidays, PubUc works regulations,

66.

Home Office, Accident notices, 73.
Home Office, Factory Acts, 70.

Home Office

—

see also Certifying sur-
geon ; Factory general register

;

Factory inspector.

Horses, Loose transportation plant,

360.
Horses, Veterinary surgeon, 361.
Hospital

—

Committee, Disposal of fines, 68.

Committee, Works regulations, 67.

Contributions, Wages deductions,
105.

Contribution, Works regulations, 67.

Saturday funds, 69.

Hourly rate. Shop charges, 306.
Hours, Work, Works regulations, 65.

Hours

—

see also Direct production hour.

Hydrants, Fire brigade rules, 77.
Hydrants, Fire, Insurance rebates, 78.
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I.

Identification, Goods received, 266.

Identification of goods, 152-

IdfUtiricatiuii, Stock issues, 166.

Identification, Warehouse stock, 261,

Identification

—

see also Marks.
Illumination, 250.

Illustrations Register, Form 5-7, 395.

Illustrations Register, Routine, 50.

Implements, General stock classifica-

tion, 264.
Implements, Loose plant classification,

362.
Implements, Stock control, 160.

Improvements, Capital values, 246.

Improvements, Design, 120.

Incandescent lamps, Stock control,

160.

Incidence, Works expenses

—

see Shop
charges.

Income Tax account. Private ledger, 561.

Indentures, Apprentices, 82.

Index

—

Alphabetical, 47.
Correspondence, Card, 393.

Cross, Sheet, Form 5-68, 455.
Cross, Sheet, Use, 139, 158, 331, 483.

Prints, Card, 433.
Sales promotion. Card, 395.

Indirect costs

—

see Secondary ; Shop
charges.

Industrial efficiency requirements, 7.

Industrial works design

—

see Works
design.

Inquiries

—

see Enquiries.

Insolvency, Purchase contract, 145.

Inspection, 204.
Inspection

—

Certificate, Form 5-99, 477.
Certificate, Routine, 212, 439.

Certificate, Warehouse stock, 212.

Extra pay system, 196.

Final, 209, 213.
Final, Assistant works manager, 213.

Final, Cost allocation, 283.

Final, Dra^^^ng office, 213.

Foundry waster ticket, 459-

Goods received note, 240.

Production efficiency, 204.

Purchases, 139.

Standing order, 255.

Works administration, 29.

See also Viewing.
Inspector, Factory

—

see Factory In-

spector.

Inspector, Staff arrangement diagram,

31-

Inspector, Weekly staff report, 391.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers

—

Examination for Associateship, 33.

Importance of organisation, 33.

Rowan premium system, 100.

Instruction

—

Apprentices, 82.

Casting. 457.
Production, 435.
Routine, 42.

See also Regulations.

Insurance

—

Fire

—

see Fire insurance.
Marine, Definition of terms, 220.

National

—

see National insurance.

Premiums, Works expenditure ac-

count, 1]^.
Interchangeability, Jigs and special

tools, 188.

Interchangeability, Machinery, 185.

Interchangeability, Purchased goods,

148.
Intercliangcability, Viewing, 204.

lnterck]iartnitntal transportation. 254.
Intordepartnuntal

—

see also Dtpart-
lilt )i!al.

Interest charges, 313.

Interest, Debentures account. Private

ledger, 558.
Interest lists, Share accounts, 54<>.

Interlocking of financial and works ac-

counts, 512.

Interlocking works and financial ac-

counts, 232.

Internal correspondence, 48.

Interruptions, Autlionsation, 197.

Interruptions, lYoduction, 60.

Interruptions, Sub-orders, 171.

Interruptions, Time allowances, 197.

Interviews, 46, 389.

Invention, Relation to design, 118.

Inventory

—

Annual, 276.

Buildings, 367.
Classification, Buildings and plant,

37^-
. . •

•

Departmental divisions, 372.

Fixed plant, 186, 367.

Guarantee liabihties, 357.

Loose plant, 359. 509-

Loose sheets, 348.

Stock sheet, 507.
Stocktaking slip, 507.

Work-in-progress sheet, 507.

Works, Use of plans. 367.

See also Stocktaking.

Investigation, Production costs, 203.

449-
. ,. .

Investments, Auditors requirements,

597.
Invitation-to-Tender—s^f Enquiry for

prices.

Invoice allocation

—

see Cost allocation.

Invoices

—

see also Disbursements ; Pur-

chase invoices ; Sales invoices.

Inwards correspondence — see Cor-

respondence.

Inward transit charges. Materials ac-

(ount. 23;

Iron foundry general costs, 33'-

Iron foundry metal costs, 3»6-

Iron foundrv

—

see Foundry. Iron

Iron, General stock classification, 262.

Iron scrap. Pricing. 328.

Iron Trades Employers' Insurance

.\sso( i.ition, 76.

Issue of orders, 62.

Issue of stock, 164.

Issue of stock. Abstract. 495-
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Issue of stock

—

see also Cost alloca-

tion ; Goods issue voucher ;
Stock

control.

Jigs and special tools—

•

Account, Private ledger, 556, 557.
Additions, Standing order, 248.

Component designs, 188.

Cost allocation accounts, 281.

Definition, 187.
Estimate allowance, 54.
Expenditure, 188, 281.

Manufactured stock product, 340.

Numbering, 190.

Ordering, 190.

Purchase, 119.

Record cards, 190.

Repairs, Standing order, 250.

Shop charges account, 317.
Stocktaking values, 345.
Unsuccessful, Cost allocation, 283.

Writing down of value, 282.

Job-
Advice slip, Form 5-25, 417.
Advice slip. Routine, 96, 419.
Data sheet, Form 5-61, 447.
Data sheet. Routine, 202, 449.
Interruptions, 197.
Investigation sheet. Form 5-62, 449.
Investigation sheet. Routine, 203.

Restarts, 417.

Job ticket

—

Description, 96, 98.

Form 5-26, 417.
Routine, 96.

Short operations, 97.
Stage ticket, 182.

Use in timebooking, 96.

Viewing certificate, 98, 205.

Jobbing orders

—

see Sales repairs and
sundries.

Journal

—

see Cost transfer journal.

see Private journal.

Journal clubs, Facilities, 35.

JournaUsts, Writing press notices, 50.

Junior workers, Numbering, 84.

Junior workers. Premium system, 103.

Junior workers. Working with me-
chanics, 103.

Junior workers

—

see also Young per-

sons.

K.

Keep, W. J., Mechanical analysis, 326.

L.

Labels

—

see Stores tally ; Work tally.

Laboratory

—

see Material testing and
treatment ; Works chemist.

Labour—Section III b, 84.

Labour

—

Comparison of production costs,

309-
Cost data for estimates, 55.
Efficiency, Physical conditions, 7.

Extra pay, 99.

Labour

—

Timekeeping, 91.

Wages, 104.

See also Cost allocation ; Secondary

;

Wages ; Workman.
Labour and labour conditions, 7.

Labour Exchanges, 85, 116.

Labour records, 93-
Labour records

—

Accuracy of, 93.

Effect on discipline, 93.

Objects of, 93.
Works administration, 29.

Labourers

—

Expense apportionment, 302.
Material moving, 178.

Standing order, 255.
Swarf collection, 167.

Lamps, Incandescent, Stock control,

160.

Land

—

Account, Private ledger, 556, 557.
Additions, standing order, 248.

And buildings. Renewals and re-

pairs. Manufacturing ledger, 565.
Commutation of charges, 6.

Leasehold, Depreciation, 374.
Price, 6.

Repairs, Standing order, 250.
Valuation, 368.

Works site, 6.

Lateness

—

see Lost time.

Latrines

—

see Sanitary arrangements.

Lavatories

—

see Sanitary arrangements.

Lay-out of works, 12.

Leasehold land and buildings deprecia-

tion, 374.
Legal responsibihties. Foremen, 208.

Legal

—

see also Acts.

Letters

—

see Correspondence.
Liabilities

—

Certificate to auditor, 597.
Guarantee, Reservation in inventory,

357-
Reserve, Works account annual

abstract, 380.

Life of buildings and plant

—

see De-
preciation.

Lifting apparatus. Loose plant classifi-

cation, 363.
Lifts

—

see Transportation plant.

Lighting expenses. Standing order,

252.
Limewashing, Factory Act regulations,

7O' 427- ^. ,. .

Limits

—

see Size limits ; Time limits.

Lloyds, Marine insurance policies, 220.

Loan, Drawings shp, 473.
Loan, Excess material, 166.

Loan, Tools slip, 473.
Loaned goods, Stocktaking, 354.
Local Government Board, Town-plan-

ning, 6.

Lockouts

—

see Disputes.

Locomotives, Depreciation, 360, 376.

Locomotives

—

see Transportation plant.

Lodging money

—

see Away time.

Lodgment stamps. Share transfers, 542.
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London County Council, l•:vL•^in^ idu-

cation. Sv
Loose plant accounts, y>o.

Loose plant classitication, ^'>i.

Loose plant, GroupinK of, for valuation.

Loose plant price records, _\'>i.

Loose plant valuation—Section IV j,

357-
Loose Plant

—

Account, Private ledger, 556, 557.

Additions, Standing order, 249.

Certificate to auditor, 59S.

Departmental statistics, 358.

Horses, 360.
Inventory, Foremen's returns, 354.

Inventorv preparations, 346, 353.

Inventory sheet. Form 5-144, 509-

Inventory sheet. Routine, 353.

Machine attachments and accessories,

360.
Price records, 361. .

Rate card. Form 5-143. 509-

Rate card, Routine, 361.

Renewals, Valuation, 359.
Repairs, Standing order, 251.

Shop charges account, 318.

Symbols for valuation, 364.

Valuation, 357. 358, 379.
Wastage, 360.

See also Jtgs and special tools ; Plant

;

Tools.

Loose sheets

—

see Removable sheets.

Lost and broken tools summary, 473.

Numbers. Stocktaking, 351.

Lost time, Record, 411.

Lost time. Works regulations, 66.

M.

Machine accessories. Loose plant, 360.

Machine attachments. Loose plant,

360.

Machine efficiency

—

see Plant.

Machine hours. Shop charges, 304, 306.

Machine setting

—

see Charge hand.

Machine shop. Routine diagram, 181.

Machine shop, Work in progress, 180.

Machine tools, Dehnition, 187.

Machine tools

—

see also Machines.

Machine work. Shop charges, 305, 306.

Machinery

—

Arrangement, 185.

Fencing, 70.

Foundations, 185.

Guards, 76, 249.
Plant stoppage reports, 186.

Proposed rating bill, 244.

Register, 509.
Selection, 185.

See also Machines.
Machinery User's Association

—

Railway rates, 222.

Rating of machinery, 245.

Machines—

-

Additions, Standing order, 249-

Calculating — see Calculating Ma-
chines.

Group driving, 17.

Machines

—

IdentilKiition numlx-rs, 375.
Plant tfticiency report, 451.

Plant record card, 451.
Repairs. Standing order, 251.

Trade unions agreement, 88.

Valuation classification, 377.
See also Fixed plant ; Machinery.

Machining—
Allowances. Castings and (orgings,

122.

Operations, Starting routine, 178.

Sub-order, Work tally, 479
Sub-orders, Progressing, 176.

Tools, Loose plant classification,

362.
Magnetic separator. Swarf cleaning,

329-
Mailing

—

see Correspondence.

Maintenance, Definition, 250.

Maintenance, Patterns, jigs and special

tools, 250, 282.

Management, Profitable business, 310.

Management, Scientific, Production

efficiency, 168.

Management staff, 35.

Ma.na.gcT—see General manager; Sales

manager; IVorJis manager; Finan-

cial manager.
Managers and directors. Register, 540,

Managing director. Administration,

28.

Managing director

—

see also Director ;

General manager.
Mansion House Association on Rail-

wav and Canal Traffic, 222

Manufactured stock product—Section IV h,

3^8-
Manufacturing

—

see also Mass produc-

tion.

Manofactnring for stock, 61.

Manufactunni^ instruction

—

see Pro-

duction instruction

Manufacturing ledger—Private accounts,

554.
Manufacturing ledger

—

Depreciation account, 564, 565.

Developments and experimental or-

ders account, 568, 569.

Iron foundry account. 567.

Process accounts, 566.

Repairs and renewals. Land and
buildings, 565.

Sales orders account, 568, 569.

Sales repairs and sundries orders

account, 568.

Scrap account, 568. 569.

Stock manufacturing account, 566.

567
Works disbursements suspense ac-

1

count, 572, 573-

Works expenses allocation account.

I

Works materials stock account. 570,

571.
Works materials suspense account,

570. 57'-
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Manufacturing ledger

—

Works profit and loss account, 574,
575-

Works wages suspense account, 572,
573-

Manufacturing policy

—

see Policy.
Manufacturing, Stock

—

see Stock manu-
facturing.

Marine insurance, Definition of terms,
220.

Market prices, Tendering, 271.
Marking, Jigs and special tools, 190.
Marks

—

see Components ; Patterns ;

Patents ; Tools.

Mass production, 343.
Mass production

—

Balancing of plant, 172.
Batching of work, 172.
Changes in design, 59.
Control of costs, 203.
Cost allocation accounts, 343.
Material stock, 141.
Ratefixing, 200.
Stock product, 343.
Tool room, 200.

Material allocation. Definition, 141.
Material expenditure, Statistical sur-

veys, 383.
Material list

—

see AssemMy.
Material receipt, 147.
Material service charges, 311.
Material service

—

Application of charges, 312.
Case hardening, 312.
Expense apportionment, 300.
Factored goods, 312.
Shop charges account, 315.
Timber, 312.

Material testing and treatment, Ac-
counting, 254, 312, 321, 497.

See also W'oi'ks chemist.

Materials—Section III d, 1 39.
Materials-

—

Cost allocation, 287.
Cost approximations, 226.
Cost data for estimates, 55.
Cutting-off bars, 254.
Handling expense, 54.
Identification of goods, 152, 266.
Issuing exact quantities, 132.
Loans to shops, 166.
Purchase requisitions, 139, 140.
Quantity estimates, 132.
Raw, Stock classification, 262.
Received by work depot, 176.
Returns from shops, 166.
Special, Cost allocation, 288.
Stock account. Manufacturing led-

ger, 570, 571.
Strength, Purchase specification,

140.
Suspended orders, 345.
Suspense account, 234, 256, 312,

570. 571-
Transport labourers, 178.
Urging dehvery, 147.
Wholesale stock, 155.
Works office functions, 175.

Materials-

—

See also General stores ; Goods ; Goods
issue voucher ; Goods received ; Pro-
cess supplies ; Purchases ; Reserve

stock ; Shop supplies ; Stock ; Stock,

Component ; Stock, General ; Sub-
stores ; Timber ; Work depot.

Matron, Accident cases, 73.
Maximum stock

—

see Stock, Ordering
level.

Meal times. Works regulations, 65.

Meaning of process product, 320.

Meaning of stock, 259.
Measures and weights, Stock accounts,

273-
Measuring appliances. Loose plant

classification, 361.
Mechanical

—

Analysis, Keep's test, 326.

Appliances, Labour conditions, 7.

Appliances, Portable, loose plant
classification, 362.

Calculators, Cost allocation accounts,

289.
Calculators, Stock accounts, 273.
Calculators

—

see also Calculating ma-
chines.

Engineers

—

see Institution of.

Plant attendance. Standing order,

252.
Power transmission. Applications,

17-

Time recorders

—

see Time recorders.

Transmission, Additions, Standing
order, 248.

Transmission, Classification, 376.
Transmission, Repairs standing or-

der, 250.
Members, Register of. Share accounts,

534. 535-
Memorandum, Departmental, 483.
Memory system, Pattern stores, 134.

Merchants, Trading expenses and cost

accounts, 225.

Messengers, Expense standing order,

253-
Messengers—.see also Works post.

Mess-room, Expense standing order,

253-
Mess-room, Works regulations, 68.

Metal, Alteration, Component, 126.

Metals, Standardisation, iig.

Metals—see also Foundry ;
Foundry,

Brass ; Foundry, Iron ; Process

products ; Smithy.

Method of taking inventory—Buildings

and fixed plant, 367.
Metric system, Weights and measures,

273'

Millwright

—

see Plant engineer.

Millwrighting, Premium and piecework
systems, 196.

Millwrights department, Material allo-

cation, 159.
Millwrights supplies. Stock classifica-

tion, 263.
Millwrights supplies. Stocktaking valua-

tion, 355.
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Minimum stock

—

see Stock ; Ordering
level.

Minor works expenses. Standing order,

Minute book. Directors', 533.
Misuse of Statistics, 382.
Mixture. Foundry, Card, 461.
Model room iff hlxperimeutal dept.

Moneylenilinj^. Works regulations. 69.

Mortf,'anes, Ive^ister of. 541.
Motion study. Production erticiency,i94.

Motive jKnver plant

—

see Power plant.

Motor vehicles. Loose transportation
plant, 360.

Moulding, Foundry daily work sheet,

450.
Mounting. Drawings and prints, 129.

Move instruction. Stage ticket, 477.
Multiple machines. Operation, Rate-

fixing, 199.
Municipalities, Works site, 6.

X.

Nameplate embossing. Machine for
pattern marks, 136.

Naiiu- jil.iU-. Progressive No., 134.
National insurance, 108.

National insurance

—

Certif\-ing stamps, 106.

Compensation payment, 109.
Emergency cards. 117.
Exemptions. 109.

Expenses. Standing order, 254.
Halfpennies in wages, 108.

Half yearly stamping, 112.

Health card instructions, no.
Office register, 411.
Reduced rates, 109.

Sick benefit, 109.

Sick pay to staff, 109.

Stamping by Labour Exchange, 116.

Unemployment book instructions,

112.

Unemployment insured trades, 112.

Unemployment refunds. 114.
Wages deductions. 105.
Works regulations, 67.

Net production costs, 278.
Net production costs

—

Definition, 278.
Direct costs, 278.
Overtime allowances, 280.

Secondary costs, 278.
Shop charges, 280.

Sub-divisions, 280.

New products. Authorised stock, 339.
Night schools

—

see Education.
Night shift. Works regulations, 66.

Non-ferrous alloys. General stock classi-

fication. 262.

Non-ferrous alloys. Scrap returns from
shops, 167.

Non-metallic material. Stock classifica-

tion, 262.

Non-productive materials

—

see Shop
supplies.

Non-productive wages

—

see Secondary
wages.

Non-Purchase receipts, 131.
Non-Kcturnable packages

—

see Pack-
ages.

Non-Textile factories. Factory Act, 73.
Non-Standarfl stock. Selection, 154.
Non-standard stock, Stocktaking val-

uation. 353
Normal factory output, 310.
Normal works expenses, 309.
Normal works expenses. Definition,

310.
Notice of accitlents. j.\.

Notices, Approval by works manager, 80.

Number, Progressive. Register, \^\
Numbering

—

Apprentices, 85.

Components. 125.

Invoices, 238.

Jigs and special tools, 190.

Operations, 202.

Packages, 218.

Patterns

—

see Pattern marks.
Workmen, 84.

Numbering and posting stamp. Share
transfers, 542.

Numbers, Lot, Stocktaking, 351.
Numbers, Standing orders, 247.

O.

Observation, Ratefixing, 194.
Obsolescence, Improvements, 246.
Obsolescence, Plant values, 373.
Obsolescence

—

see also Depreciation.
see also Discarded plant.

Ofi&ce

—

see Drawing office ; General

office ; Wages office ; Works office ;

Works accounts office.

Office equipment classification, 364.
Oflice equipment

—

General, Additions standing order,

249.
General. Repairs standing order, 236.
Stocktaking, 346, 334.
Works, Additions standing order,

249.
Works, Repairs standing order,

251-
Works. Shop charges account, 31S.

Office order. Form 5-12, 401.

Office order. Routine, 62, 439.
Office orders. Sales administration. 29.

Office supplies. General stock classifica-

tion. 264.

Office sujiplies

—

sec also Stationery.

Official orders—Section II g. 62

Official orders

—

see also Office orders.

Officials

—

see Staff.

Oils, General stock clas.sification, 263.

Oncost

—

see Shop charges.

Operating time. Ratefixing. 198.

Operation planning. Scientific manage-
ment, 201.

Operations

—

Component cost comparison card.

449
Component pricing, 342.

Job data sheet. 447.

Job investigation sheet. 449.
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Operations

—

Job ticket, 98.

Sequence, Example, 190.

Sequence-numbering, 202.

Sequence-planning, 189.

Sequence-scheduling, 201.

Stage ticket, 182.

Starting routine, 178.

Tools provided schedule, 189.

Order dept., 62.

Orders

—

Acknowledgment, 62, 401.

Customers'

—

see Sales.

Delivered, Cost abstract, 505.
Development

—

see Developments.
Experimental

—

see Experimental.

Office

—

see Office orders.

Plant

—

see Plant sub-order.

Production

—

see Production.
Purchase

—

see Purchases.
Repetition, Drawings, patterns, jigs

and special tools, 281.

Sales^see Sales.

Sales repairs

—

see Sales.

Sales sundries

—

see Sales.

Shop supplies allocation, 268.

Standing

—

see Standing orders.

Stock manufacturing— see Stock

manufacturing.
Tool

—

see Tool sub-order.

Warehouse

—

see Warehouse.
See also Sub-orders.

Ordinary material

—

see Stock, general.

Organisation

—

Diagrams, 10, 29, 31, 181.

Employers'

—

see Federation.

Labour

—

see Trade unions.

Pattern stores, 134.
Routine, 39.
Staff, 27.

Stores, 162.

Tool stores, 191.

See also Administration.

See also Re-organisation.

Outdoor work

—

see Away time.

Output considerations—Section 11 f, 59.

Output

—

Programme, Basis, 171.

Programme, Sales administration,

29.

Regulation, 60, 171.

Works, Normal, 310.

Works, Relation to area, 10.

See also Production ; Stock manufac-
turing.

Outwards packages

—

see Packages.

Outward transit charges. Disburse-

ments, 233.
Overcharges, Railway companies, 221.

Overcrowding, Factory Act regulations,

70.

Overhead charges

—

see Shop charges.

Overlooker

—

see Foreman.
Overtime

—

Foremen and chargehands, 207.

Output programme, 179.

Staff, 38.

Ticket, Form 5-23, 415.

Overtime

—

Ticket, Routine, 80.

Time recorder stampings, 92.

Trade union agreement, 88.

Works regulations, 66.

Overtime allowances or charges

—

Cost allocation, 280, 289.
Definition, 55.
Standing order, 255.
Time allocation, 419.

Oxy-acetylene plant

—

see Special pro-

cess plant.

Packages, Despatch, 217.
Packages

—

Charges, 217.
Cost, 217.
Enquiries for return, 218.

Expenses, Standing order, 253.
Non-Returnable, Works accounts

routine, 241.
Numbering, 150, 218.

Outwards, Tracing card. Form 5-1 14,

487.
Outwards, Tracing card. Routine,

218.

Returnable, Card, Form 5-84, 467.
Returnable, Card routine, 150, 240,

493-
Returnable, Suspense account.

Standing order, 257.
Returnable, Works accounts routine,

150, 240.
Stocktaking, 346, 354.
Supplier's record. Form 5-122, 493.
Supplier's, Record, Routine, 241.

Packing

—

Cases

—

see Packages, 217.

Cost allocation, 283.

Slip, Form 5-1 12, 487.
SUp, Routine, 219, 294, 439, 505.
Supplies, General stock classifica-

tion, 264.
" Paid on " charges, Railway rates,

222.

Paint, Mixing, Cost allocation, 270.

Painting buildings, Standing order,

250.

Painting supplies. Stock accounts, 270.

Painting supphes. General stock classi-

fication, 263.
Paper, Printing, Sizes, 510.

Paper, Squared, Use for statistics, 384.

Paper, Writing, Sizes, 510.

Papers, Delivery of

—

see Works post.

Parents, Apprentices, Interviews with,

83-

Part lists, 131, 435.
Particular average. Marine insurance,

220.

Partitions, Shop

—

see Shop fixtures.

Partners, Functions of, 27.

Parts—
Drawng reference, 126.

Numbering system, 126.

Pattern register

—

see Patterns.

See also Components.
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Pass

—

see Gate pass.

Patents Act. 214.

Patents, Marking of product. ii.\.

Patents, StandinR orders, 248.

Pattern slioii, I'roiUu uil; unit, 305.

Pattern shop. Routine forms, 453-

Pattern stores. Routine forms, 453.
Pattern ^tnrt-s

Casting instruction, 457.
Location references, 134.

Organisation, 134.
Pattern location index. 455.

Patterns, 134.
I'atterns

—

Additions, Standing order, 248.

Alterations, 135, 137.

Checking, i iS. 125.

Cost allocation. 281.

Despatch from stores, 137.

Estimate allowance, 54.

Mark register, 133. 136. 453.
Marks. Uses and limitations. 125.

Metal and plate. Storage, 138.

Part number register. Form 5-66,

453-
Part number. Register, Routine, 135,

136.

Raised numbers, 136.

Recall sHp. Form 5-70, 457.
Recall sUp, Routine, 138.

Records, 125.

Register

—

see Pattern mark register.

Repairs, Standing order, 250.

Returns to stores, 137.

Shop charges account, 317.
Stocktaking values, 345.
Temporary. 135.
Tracing cards. Form 5-67. 453.
Tracing card. Routine, 137, 453.

455-
Waiting in foundry, 138.

Works administration. 29.

Works value of product. 341.

Writing down of value, 282.

Pay-
Apprentices. 82.

Card, Form 5-22. 415.
Clerk. Wages duties, 107.

Roll

—

see Wages.
Special, Ticket, Routine, 425.

Special, Ticket. Form 5-35. 425-

Tin slip. Form 5-33, 423.

Tin slip. Routine, 106.

Unclaimed. Disposal. 108.

Unclaimed, Report, Form 5-34. 423.

Unclaimed. Report. Routine, 108.

See also E.vtra pay ; IVages.

Payment by bills. Purchases. 145.

Payments, List of. Purchases accounts,

527-
Payments made. Vouchers, Auditors

requirements, 596.
Payment on results

—

see Extra pay.

Penalties, Purchase contract. 145.

Penalties, Tools broken and lost, 193.

Penalties

—

see also Fines.

Percentages, Comparison of statistics.

384-

Percentages

—

see also Shop charge rales.

Period, Works accounts, 230.

Perpetual inventory

—

see .Stock control.

Petty ciish accounts

—

see Wages and
petty cash accounts.

Petty cUsbursemcnts

—

see Disburse-
mints. Petty.

Petty ledger—s« Wages and petty

ledger.

Photography, Direct process for draw-
ings, 129.

Photos. Illustrations register. 395.
Photos, Sending with tenders, 399.
Pickling

—

scf Material testing and treat-

ment.
Piece

—

sec Components.
Piecework

—

Definition, 99.
Limitations, 100.

Objections, 195.

Quality of work, loi.

Ratecutting, loi.

Rates

—

see Rateftxing.

Shop charge rate. Application, 308.

Trade unions agreement, 88.

See also Extra pay.

Pig iron. Stacking, 328.

Pipe fittings, General stock classifica-

tion. 264.

Pipe transmission

—

Additions, Standing order, 248.

Classification, 376.

Repairs, Standing order, 251.

Planning

—

Dehvery dates, 142.

Production programme, 439.

Stocktaking, 348, 352.

Work sequence, 1
70.

Plans, Works, Use for inventory, 367.

Plans, Works, Use in apportioning

expenses. 305.

Plant, Production efiBciency, i"^^.

Plant and equipment. Consideration of.

Plant—
i Additions and alterations. Capital
' value, 246.

,
AuxiUarv, Arrangement. 14.

Depreciation, Certificate to auditor,

597-
Discarded matenal, 159-

Discarded

—

see Discarded plant.

EtTiciency report. Form 5-65. 451.

Efficiency report. Routine. 184.

Estimating costs, 184.

Expenditure control. 183.

Fixed

—

see Fixed plant.

Loose

—

see Loose plant.

Mass production. 172.

Orders- see Plant sub-orders.

Purchase recjuisitions, 142.

Record card. Form 5-64. 451.

Record card. Routine. 186, 369. 509-

Records. Feeds and speeds, 197.

Removals and alterations. Standing

order. 253.
Repairs. Control of material. 159.

Repairs, Minor, 246.
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Plant-
Repairs

—

see also Works repairs.

Special

—

see Special process plant.

Standing orders, 183.

Stoppage report, 1S6, 483.
Supplies, Control of consumption,

159-
Supplies, General stock classification,

263.
Works administration, 29.

Works design, 23.

Plant engineer

—

Plant expenditure, 183.

Reports on fuel consumption, 159.
Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Plant sub-orders, 246.
Plant sub-orders

—

Application for, 483.
Capital additions, 366.
Cost allocation, 284.

Cost summary. Form 5-137, 505.
Cost summar}^ Routine, 247, 284,

295. 317. 366, 475, 499, 509-
Form 5-96, 475.
Plant attendance, 246.
Quantity slip, 184.
Routine, 183, 246, 366, 451, 483,

499. 505-
Standing orders, 246.

Plated work. Accounting routine, 321.

Police, Pass for works fire brigade, 32,

78.

Policy, Determination of. Works design, 2.

PoUcy, Commercial, Financial success,

28.

Policy, Financial, Loose plant values,

358.
Polic3^ Manufacturing, 59.

Polishing, Accounting routine, 321.
Portable mechanical appliances. Loose

plant classification, 362.
Portable shop accessories. Loose plant

classification, 362.

Post office. Time signals, 91.

Postal service. Internal, 48.

Posting and numbering stamp. Share
transfers, 542.

Postings and castings, Auditors' re-

quirements, 597.
Power, Cost, 16.

Power, Expense apportionment, 303.
Power from outside sources. Standing

order, 252.

Power generation and transmission. Works
design, 15.

Power generation

—

Expense, Standing order, 252.
Plant, Comparisons, 18.

Waste wood as fuel, 161.

See also Plant engineer.

Power plant. Additions, Standing
orders, 248.

Power plant. Arrangement, 13.

Power plant. Classification, 376.
Power plant. Repairs, Standing orders,

250.
Power service, Expense apportionment,

299-

Power service. Shop charges account,

315-
Power systems, Comparisons, 16.

Power transmission arrangement, 13.

Power transmission, Meclianical, 17.

Power transmission. Works design, 15.

PreUminary expenses account. Private
ledger, 554, 555.

Premises

—

see Buildings.
Premium system

—

Definition, 100.

Equity, 195-
Halsey or Weir plan, 100.

Man working several machines, 103.
Payment of juniors, 103.

Rates

—

see Ratefixing.
Rowan plan, 100.

Trade unions agreement, 89.

Weekly statistics, 102.

See also Extra pay.
Preparation allowance, Ratefixing, 198.

Preparations for stocktaking, 348.
Prevention of accidents. Works regula-

tions, 68.

Price enquiries. Purchases, 143, 403.
Price list

—

see Catalogue.

Price records, Loose plant, 361.

Price records. Stock accounts, 272.
Prices, Checking on invoices, 238.
Prices, Selling, Unmachined castings

and forgings, 336.
Pricing of doubtful stock, 272.

Pricing of manufactured stock product,

272, 340.

Pricing of process products, 335.
Pricing of purchased stock, 271.
Pricing

—

Brass foundry metals, 329.
Iron foundry mixtures, 328.

Mass production, 343.
Process products, 32.''., 335.
Scrap iron, 328.
Stocktaking, 355.

Prime costs, usual meaning, 225.
Prime costs

—

see also Net production
costs.

Printing, Routine forms, 40.

Printing paper. Sizes, 510.
Prints

—

Custody in works, 130.

Delivery ticket. Form 5-45, 433.
Delivery ticket. Routine, 129, 439.
Index card. Form 5-44, 433.
Index card. Routine, 130.
Issuing, 129.

Mounting for issue, 129.

Recall ticket. Form 5-46, 433.
Recall ticket, Routine, 130.

See also Drawiiigs.

Private accounts—Section VI f, 550.
Private accounts-
Books recommended, 550.
Manufacturing ledger, 564.
Private balances book, 586.
Private cash book, 550, 551.
Private journal, 576.
Private ledger, 552, 553.
Sales accounts, 563.
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Private accounts-
Share cash book, 550. 551.

Works accounts annual abstract,

585-
Works cost allocation abstract, 581.

Works products abstract, 383.

P'rivate firms. Partner's functions, 27.

Private journal. 576.
I'rivalc journal

—

Business purchase. Entries, 570.

Purchases entries, 578.

Sales entries, 579.
Wages and petty ledger entries, 577.
Works accounts annual abstract,

584-
Works cost allocation abstract, 580.

Works products abstract, 582.

Private ledger, 352.
Private ledger

—

Adjustment accounts, 5O2, 363.

Adjustments account, Purchases,

522, 323.
Adjustments account. Sales, 330,

531-
Advertising account, 361.

Business purchase account, 354, 335.

Capital expenditure accounts, 332.

Detail profit and loss account, 360.

Directors' fees account, 361.

Dix-idends and debenture interest

accounts, 558.
General office stationery and sup-

plies account, 361.

Goodwill account, 334, 335.
Income tax account, 361.

Jigs and special tools account, 336,

557-
Land and buildings account, 530,

557-
, ,

Loose plant and tools account, 530,

557-
Preliminary expenses account. 334,

555-
Protit and loss account, 360.

Profit and loss appropriation ac-

count, 338, 359.
Receipts on account of capital and

debentures, 332.

Sales accounts, 362.

Sales repairs and sundries account,

362, 563.
Shares application and allotment

account, 333.
Shares call account, 353.
Shares capital account, 333.

Shares dividend account. 339.

Shares dividend cash account, 539.

Shares unclaimed dividends account,

559-
Show and demonstration account,

561.
Probate register, 546, 347.

Problem of stocktaking, 343.

Process account survey, 336.

Process accounts. Manufacturing led-

ger, 566.

Process blocks

—

see Blocks.

Process costs

—

see Process products.

Process cbarRes, { n

.

Process cost accounts, 321.

Process di.igi.iin. Works design, 10.

Process, Metals account. Shop charge
Intok, 31.S.

Process product Section IV k, 320.

PriK !•>-, prodnt t>

Average costs, 330.
Jirass foundry general costs, 332.
Brass foundry metal costs, 328.

Cost allocation. 2<SH. 499.
Cost data for estimates. 56.

Cost ledger. 293.
Defective work, 323.
Definition, 56, 320.

Coppersmith's work, 321.

Foundry product records, 333.

Iron foundry general costs, 331.

Iron foundry metal costs, 320.

Metal losses, 323.
Pricing, 333.
Process account surveys, 333.
Smithy general costs, 333.
Smithy metal costs, 329.

Smithy product records, 334.
Standing orders, 323.
Works expenditure book, 233, 491.

See also Castings ; Forgings.

Process sequence. Illustration, 190.

Process, Special, Plant valuation classi-

fication, 377.
Process, Summary account. Shop charge

book, 319.

Process supplies. General stock classifi-

cation, 263.

Process supplies. Purchase specifica-

tion, 139.

Process, Unsuccessful, Cost allocation,

283.
Processes, Tools provided list, 190.

Producing unit service. Expense ap-

portionment. 300.

Producing unit service, Meaning. 298.

Producing unit service. Shop charges

account, 313.

Producing units. Apportionment of

departmental expenses. 303.

Producing units. Definition. 305.

Producing units. Foundry and smithv

322.

Product, Saleability, 58.

Product, Complete, Stocktaking, 351,

356.
Production

—

Centres

—

see Producing units.

Costs, Abnormal. 341.

Costs. Fluctuations, 344.

Costs, Object of, 225.

Costs

—

see also Cost allocation. Net

production costs.

Delay, Departmental memorandum.
483-

Factors

—

see Service.

Hours

—

see also Machine hours. Hand
hours.

' Instruction, Form 5-49, 435.

Instruction, Routine, 63. 206, 215.

401. 439-
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Production

—

Preparations, 175, 281.
Planning sequence, 170.
Programme, Form 5-52, 439.
Programme, Routine, 175, 441, 443,

465. 479. 481, 487-
Programme, Stock control, 164.

Quantity slip, 441.
Sequence arranged by work depot,

175-
Weekly shortage list, 481.
Work depot programme sheet, 481.
See also Assembly; Components;
Mass production ; Output ; Process
products ; Stock appropriation ;

Stock manufacturings; ; Sub-orders.

Production eflaciency—General admini-
stration, 59.

Production eflScieacy—Section HI e, 168.
Production efficienc\'

—

As affected by design, 120.

Factors, 194.
Inspection, 204.
Investigations, 203.
Meaning, 168.

Plant, 182.

Plant obsolescence, 374.
Progressing, 175.
Ratefixing, 193.
Scientific management, 168.

Stock sanctions, 339.
Sub-orders, 169.
Tools, 187.

Production office

—

see Works office.

Production orders, 63.

Production orders—

•

Drawing office time allocation, 38.
Routine, 63, 206, 215, 401, 435, 439.
Sales order references, 64.
Shop supplies allocation, 159.
See also Office order.

Productive wages

—

see Direct wages.
Products, Works, Works expenditure

book, 489.
Products, Works, Abstract

—

see Works
products abstracts.

Products, Works, Note, 483.
Professional valuers. Buildings and

fixed plant, 364.
Professional valuers, Land, 368.
Professional valuers. Loose plant

values, 357.
Profit, Percentage in estimate, 55.
Profit and loss—

•

Account, 560, 590.
Account, Approximate, Half-yearh',

230.
Account, Audit requirements, 598.
Appropriation account, 558, 559.
Detail account, 560.
Statements, Stock values, 276.
Works, Account, 574, 575, 592.

Profit sharing, Proposed bill, 99.
Profit sharing, Systems in force, 99.
Programme, Output, 171.
Programme, Reserve stock machining,

340.
Programme, Work depot, 481.

Programme

—

see Production programme.
Progress, Staff committee, 39.
Progressing, 175.
Progressing materials, 175.
Progressing, Meaning, 175.
Progressing, Planning, 170.
Progressing, Preparations for produc-

tion, 175.
Progressing, Works administration, 29.
Progressive No. registei". Form 5-107,

483-
Progressive No. register. Routine, 64,

211.

Promises

—

see Delivery ; Due dates.

Promotion of sales

—

see Sales.

Properties, Auditors' requirements,

597-
Provision of jigs and special tools, 340.
Public fire brigade, Pass for works

fire brigade, 78.

Publicity and sales promotion—Section
II d, 48.

Publicity, Sales administration, 29.

Pupils

—

see Apprentices.
Purchase contract. Specimen, 144.
Purchase contract. Strike clause, 145.
Purchase credits, 241.
Purchase, Credit claim note, 527.
Purchase credit notes. Auditors' re-

quirements, 596.
Purchase credits, Works accounts

routine, 241, 489.
Purchase enquiry, 143, 403.
Purchase invoices

—

Agreement witli purchase order,

238.
Auditors' requirements, 596.
Checking extensions and totals, 238.
Checking prices, 238.
Checking receipt of goods, 238.
Endorsement stamp, 237.
Entr}' in works accounts, 238.
Errors, Notification to supplier,

243-
Goods received on loan, 239.
Goods supplied on approval, 239.
Numbering, 238.
Passing, 237, 238.
Queries, 241.
Works accounts office, 149.
Works expenditure book, 236.

Purchase of business

—

see Business
purchase.

Purchase orders. Agreement wdth in-

voices, 238.
Purchase orders. Authorisation, 146.
Purchase order. Form 5-15, 405.
Purchase order. Routine, 143, 239, 455,

457. 485-
Purchase order endorsement, Form

5-81, 465-
Purchase order endorsement, Routine,

147-
Purchase orders. Requisition cross

index, Form 5-68, 455.
Purchase requisitions, 140.
Purchase requisitions, Autliorisation,

142.
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Purchase requisition. Casting instruc-

tion, 457.
Purchase requisition, Porm 5-34, |M
Purchase requisitions. Plant, i.\2.

Purchase requisition. Pontine, i\2,

439. 445. 455. 457-
Purchase requisitions, lools, 142.

Purchase requisitions. Order cross

inilex, 435.
Purcliascs, returns, hinancial accounts

routnu-. 3J<>.

Purchase specifications, i .^9-

I'urchase specihcation. Definition, 130.

Purcliase specifications. Inspection,

139-
I'urchascd stock. Pricing in accounts,

271

.

Purchases, Works expeniUture account,

-3 7-

Purchases

—

Cash, 23O, 240.

Correction of goods, 243.
Correspondence, 47.
Cost allocation, 288, 499.
Delivery dates, 142.

Delivery reminder card, 465.

Payment terms, 143.

Prevention of Corruption Act, 145.

Sale of Goods Act, 146.

Financial accounts routine, 526.

Identification of goods, 152.

Inspection upon receipt, 148.

Stores tally, 469.
Private journal entries, 578.
Quotations. 143.

Rejections and replacements, 132,

243-
Requisition, Overlapping, 142.

Specifications, Preparation of, 139.

Special stock accounts, 239.

Staff committee, 38.

Stocktaking, 349.
Trade union wages rates, 143.

Urging deliveries, 147.

Works administration, 29.

Works expenditure account, 237,

489.
See also Purchasing.

Parchases accounts—Section Vic, 516.

Purchases accounts

—

Accountant's instruction, 327.

Adjustments, 522, 323, 326.

Bills payable, 524, 323, 326.

Books recommended, 516.

Bought book, 318, 319.

Bought cash book, 316, 317.

Bought ledger, 322, 323, 324. 523.

Bought returns book, 320, 321.

Cash and discounts, 326.

Combined cheque and receipt, 517.

Credit claim note, 327.
General remarks, 326.

List of payments, 327.

Purchasing, 143.
Purchasing-

Buyer's functions, 32, 139, 143.

Buying dept. expenses, 297.

Efficiency, 139.

lOI.

195-

I'urt h.isiiiK -

Staff arrangement diagram, 11.

Stationery, 167.

Tools, 188.

Trade description, 140.

See also Purchases.

Q
Quality

—

see I nterchangeahility. Size

limits; Viewntg.
Quantity slip, Porm 5-53, 441.

Quantity slip, Uoutine, 132, 138. 142,

if>3. 1^4. 139. 4 1'. 443. 44.5. 457.

469, 481.
Quotations, Acknowledgment, 403.

Quotations—see a/so Estimates; Tender;

Purchase enquiry.

R.

Rail collection

—

see Collection of goods.

Railway

—

Accounts, 221.

Accounts, Checking. 222.

Charges—see also Transit charges.

Claims, 221.

Consignment note, 221.

Rate books, 222.

Rates, Discussion, 221.

Service, Works site, 3.

Sidings, Arrangement, 14.

Sidings, Works site, 3.

Rate-cutting evils, loi, 195.

Rate-cutting. Piecework system,

Rate-cutting, Premium system,

Rates

—

Municipal, Cost allocation, 233.

Municipal. Expense apportionment,

298. 303.
Municipal, Standing order, 233.

Municipal—see also Rating.

Trade unions agreement, 88.

Unskilled workers, 86.

See also Components ; Loose plant ;

Railway ; Shop charges :
Slock ;

Workman.
Rating of Machinery Bill, Proposed,

244.
Rating, Local authorities, 244.

Ratefixer

—

Components, Costing, 202.

Defective work statistics, 206.

Functions, 196.

Jigs and special tools, 188.

Plant sub-orders. 184.

Production efficiency, 203.

Qualifications. 193.

StatI arrangement diagram. 31.

Tools provided schedule. 189.

Training, 34.

Rateflxing, I93-

Ratefixing—

•

Component cost comparison card.

449 . .

Records. Component pricing, 342.

Computation of rates, 198.

Contingency allowances. 198.

Control of component costs. 278.

Data. 194-
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Ratelixing

—

I

Estimate, Form 5-60, 447.
]

Estimate, Routine, 198.

Factors, 194.
Interruptions to work, 197.

Job data sheet, 447.
Multiple machine operation, 199.

Plant record cards, 186.

Teaching, 35.

Time allocation, 97.
Timebooking, 95.
Work administration, 29.

See also Time limit.

Raw materials. Stock classification,

262.

Ready reckoner tables, 273.
Ready sorter, Documents in suspense,

239-
Rebates, Goods collection, 223.

Rebates

—

see also Fire insurance.

Recall of pattern slip, 457.
Recall of prints. Ticket, 433.
Receipt and cheque combined, 517.

Receipt of goods

—

see Goods received.

Receipts, Auditors' requirements, 596.

Receipts on account of capital and
debentures, 552.

Receiving clerk. Duties, 148.

Receiving clerk

—

see also Goods re-

ceived.

Reconstruction of existing works, 25.

Record card. Tool stores, 475.
Recorders, Time

—

see Time recorders.

Recording weighing machines, Stock-

taking, 350.
Records, Apprentices, 82.

Records, Final, Completed products,

218.
Records, Labour, 93.

Reference, Designs, Book—see Design.

Reference rate book. Wages, 411.

Reference times

—

see Time limits.

Refund, Unemployment

—

see National
insurance.

Registered design, Marking of product,

213.
Registered designs, Rules, Extract,

214.
Registers

—

see Buildings and fixed

plant; Correspondence; Illustra-

tions; Patterns; Progressive Nos.
Registration, Marking of articles, 214.

Registration

—

see Final records.

Regulation of output, 60.

Regulation of work-in-progress, 175.

Regulations affecting employees, 65.

Regulations

—

Apprentices, 81.

Gate control, 79.

Gatekeeper and watchman, 80.

Fire brigade, 76.

Purchases accounts, 526.

Staff, 37.
Works, 29, 65.

Re-inforced concrete. Buildings, 20.

Rejections and replacements, 152.

Rejections, Sale of Goods Act, 146.

Rejections, Viewing report, 205, 477.

Rejections

—

see also Defective work.
Remainder values. Depreciation rates

table, 370.
Remainder values. Use of tables, 372.
Reminder, Delivery, Card, 465.
Remittances

—

see Cash.
Removable-sheet system, 277, 348, 522.

Renewals, Allocation of expenses, 250.

Renewals

—

see also Repairs.

Rent, Cost allocation, 233.

Rent, Expense apportionment, 298,

303-
Rent, Rating of Machinery Bill, 244.
Rent, Standing order, 253.

Re-organisation procedure, 40.

Repairs

—

Control of materials, 159.

Final records, 219.

Plant, Expenditure control, 183.

Record of complaints, 120, 431.
Sales

—

see Sales repairs.

i
Shop supplies allocation, 159.

! Test certificate, 216.

See also Spare parts ; Works repairs.

Repairs and renewals. Land and
buildings. Manufacturing ledger,

565-
Repetition orders. Drawings, patterns,

jigs and special tools, 281.

Replacement values. Basis for valua-

;

tion, 369.

I

Replacement values. Buildings, 368.

Replacement values. Loose plant valua-

tion, 358.
Replacements, Purchased goods, 152.

Replacements, Spoiled work, 205.

Replacements

—

see also Defective work
;

I

Reserve stock.

\

Report of parts complained of

—

see

\
Components.

1 Reports, Travellers, 52.

I

Reports, Works accounts office, 232.

Representatives

—

see Travellers.

Requisition, Departmental memoran-

;

dum, 483.
Requisition on stores

—

see Goods issue

voucher.

Requisition, Purchase

—

see Purchase
requisition.

j

Reservation, Pricing of stock, 271.
1 Reserve stock

—

Form of stock, 340.
Maintaining, 154.
Ordering limits, 338.
Purchase requisitions, 142.

Quantities, 338.

I

Replacements, 152, 174.

Rough components, 174.
Spare parts, 338.
Stocktaking, 350.
Work depot, 177.

Restarts

—

see Job.
Retail stock. Meaning, 155.

Returnable packages, 150, 240.

Returnable packages

—

see Packages.

Returns from shops, 166, 271.

Returns from customers, Accounting
routine, 235.
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Returns from customers. Works pro-

ducts abstract, 378.
Returns note. Packages. 241.

Returns

—

see also Purchase credits.

Rewards. Apprentices, S2.

Roads

—

see liuildin,i;s.

Rolling stock

—

see Transportation plant.

Roof construction, 22.

Ropes. Driving, Loose plant classifica-

tion. 3()i.
I

Rough components

—

see Components.
Rough stores

—

see General stores.

Routine. Definition. 30.

Routine diagrams, Definition. 39.

K<nitiiu- di.iijraiii. Work depot, 181.

Routine forms—Section V, 3S7.

Routine forms

—

Care of, 42.

Colour schemes, 42.

Description, 387.
Designing, 42.

Printing, 40.

Standardisation, 42, 167.

Sec also Stationery.

Routine instructions, 42.

Routine organisation—Section n b, 3<).

Routing— .s((- Phiunhig.
Rowan!^ David, Premium system, 100.

Rubber stamps. Standard fittings

drawings, 128.

Rules

—

see Regulations.

Runways

—

see Transportation plant.

Rush work

—

see Progressing.

S.

Salaries, Cash report to works, 237.

Salaries, Comparison, Works and com-
mercial, 226.

Salaries, Staff, Cost allocation, 233.

Saleability of product, 58.

Sale of allowances. Fire insurance, 78.

Sale of Goods Act, 146.

Sales-
Administration, Diagram of staff

functions, 29.

Appropriations, Warehouse stock,

212.

Cash, Routine, 216.

Financial accounts routine, 532.

Invoices, Auditor's requirements,

596.
Invoices, Financial administration,

29.
Invoices, Product reference. 212.

Manager, Staff arrangement dia-

gram. 31.

Profitable work, 310.

Returns, Shop charges account, 318.
Specification, Definition, 130.

Staff committee. 38,

Warchou-^r stock. 21 \.

Sales accounts— Section VI d, 528,

Sales accounts

—

Adjustments, 531. 533. 563.
Auditors' requirements, 596.
Bills receivable book, 532, 533.
Books recommended, 528.

Cash and discounts, 532.

Sales accounts

—

Clencral remarks, 532.
Private journal entries, 579.
Private ledger, 562, 563.
Private Ictlgcr adjustment account,

530, 531-
Sales cash l>ook, 528, 529.
Sales day Ixiok, 505, 528, 529.
Sales ledger, 530. 531.
Sales ledger balances book, 532, 533.
Sales returns, 530, 531, 532.

Sales orders, '>3, 214.
Sales orilcrs —

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 568,

Account, Returns from customers,
235-

Acknowledgment, 401,
Cost ledger, 293.
Delivery rcciuirements, 169.
Form 5-12, 401.
Non-standard product, 131.
Routine, 215.
Scrap accounts, 256.
Shop supplies allocation, 159.
Stock appropriation, 62.

Sales promotion, 51.

Sales promotion—
Bulletins, 51.

Follow-up systems, 51.

Index card. Form 5-8, 395.
Index card. Routine, 51.

Sales administration, 29.

Sales repairs and sundries orders

—

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 568.

Account. Private ledger, 562, 563.
Acknowledgment of goods received,

467.
Cost ledger. 293.
Routine. 63. 216.

Shop suppHes allocation, 268.

Spare parts, 163.

Specification, Form .5-51, 437.
Specification, Routine, 133.

Sanctions. Stock manufacturing. 61,

212, 338, 443.
Sanctions. Warehouse stock, 212.

Sandblasting

—

see Material testing and
treatment.

Sandblasting plant

—

see Special pro-

cess plant.

Sanitary arrangements. Factory Act
regulations, 70.

Sanitary arrangements. Latrine attend-
ance, 69.

Saw-tooth roof construction. 22.

Scamped work

—

see Defective work.

Schedule

—

see Assembly list.

see Tools provided schedule.

Scheduling

—

see Progressing.

Scientific management, Operation plan-

ning. 201.

Scientific management, Production efij-

ciency. 168.

Scrap

—

Account, Manufacturing ledger. 568,

569
Iron foundry, 327.

R
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Scrap

—

Iron, Pricing, 328.
Returns from shops, 167, 235.
Shop charges account, 318.

Shop credit shp, 469.
Smithy, Control, 329.
Stock account routine, 271.

Stocktaking, 349.
Stock values, Standing order, 256.

Value, Plant, 367, 374.
Works products abstract, 379.
See also Defective work ; Swarf.

Scrutiny, Stock

—

see Stock scrutiny.

Seal register. Share accounts, 547.
Secondary

—

Costs, Definition, 278.

Costs, Shop charge rates, 279.
Materials, Definition, 279.
Wages, Cost allocation, 279, 289.

Wages, Definition, 279.
Wages, Testing department, 283.

Secret commission. Prevention of Cor-

ruption Act, 145.

Secretarial and share books, 534.
Secretary, Correspondence, 44.

Secretary, Duties of, 30.

Secretary

—

see also Financial manager.
Selling prices, Fixing, 53.

Selhng prices, Unmachined castings and
forgings, 336.

Semi-automatic machines. Viewing of

samples, 205.

Separation, Magnetic

—

see Swarf.
Sequence of operations. Scheduling,

201.

Service

—

Administration, Expense apportion-

ment, 301.

Building, Expense apportionment,

299.
Contingency, Expense apportion-

ment, 301.
Departmental, Expense apportion-

ment, 301.
Material, Expense apportionment,

300.
Material, Shop charges, 312.

Power, Expense apportionment, 299.

Producing unit. Expense apportion-

ment, 300.
Received, Works expenditure ac-

count, 233.
Tool, Expense apportionment, 300.

Tabulation of expense apportion-
ment, 299.

Works, Expense groups, 298.

Shafting

—

see Mechanical transmission.

Shape of factory buildings, 12.

Share

—

Application and allotment account.
Private ledger, 553.

Call account. Private ledger, 553.
Capital account. Private ledger,

553-
Cash book, 550, 551.
Certificate, 549.
Dividend account. Private ledger,

559-

Share

—

Dividend cash account. Private
ledger, 559.

Transfer, 543.
Unclaimed dividends account, Pri-

vate ledger, 559.
Share accounts—Section VI e, 534.
Share accounts

—

Annual list and summary, 536, 537.
Annual statement of liabilities and

assets, 536, 537.
Application and allotment book,

547-
Books recommended, 534.
Directors' attendance book, 535.
Directors' minute book, 534, 535.
Dividend and interest hsts, 549.
Probate register, 546, 547.
Register of certified transfers, 544,

545-
Register of debenture holders, 540,

541-
Register of directors and managers,

540, 541-
Register of members, 534, 535.
Register of mortgages, 541.
Seal register, 547.
Share certificate, 548, 549.
Share ledger, 534, 535.
Share transfer register, 542, 543.
Transfer deed receipt book, 544,

545-
Shareholders' address book, 548, 549.
Shareholders' balance sheet, 594.
Sheets-

—

see Bulk material.

Shelving^

—

see Shop fixtures.

Shingling, Smithy scrap, 324.
Shipping, Measurements for freight

220.
Shipping agents, 220,

Shipping dept.

—

see Warehouse.
Ships repairs, Allowance for swarf,

227.
Shop accessories. Portable, Loose plant

classification, 362.

Shop assistants, Shops Act, 216.

Shop charge rates. Application of, 307.

Shop charge rates-

—

Average hourly, 306.

Calculations, 311.
Percentage on wages system, 307.
Percentage plan for contracts, 309.

Secondary costs, 279.

Shop charges—Section IV f, 296.

Shop charges

—

Apportionment of expenses to de-

partments, 304.
Apportionment of expenses to pro-

ducing units, 305.
Approximate nature, 298.

Commercial expenditure, 285.

Cost allocation card, 499.
Definition, 296, 298.

Developments and experiments, 285.

Estimates, 54.
Incidence of works expenses, 302.

Interest charges, 313.

Inventory values, 372.

i
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Shop charges

—

Material percentage, 31^.

Material service cliarges, 311.

Net production costs, 280.

Normal works expenses, 309.

Objects of allocation, 309.

Process charges, 311.

Production eHiciency, 201.

Statistical surveys, 384.

Supplenicntarv account, 296, 320.

Tabulation of works expense groups,

299-
Works additions, 284.

Works expense accounts. 284.

Works expenses allocation account,

234.
Works expenses apportionment re-

port, 503.
Written back. Standing order, 258.

Shop charges book, 314.

Shop charges book

—

Average process product costs, 337.

Description, 314.
Development and experiment ac-

count, 285.

Form 5-234, 503.
Production costs, 344.
Routine, 314, 328, 501, 503, 505.

Stock manufacturing differences ac-

count, 293.
Supplementary account, 296, 320.

Tabulation of accounts, 315 .

Shop clerks

—

see Work depot.

Shop credit slip. Form 5-87, 469.

Shop credit slip. Routine, 166, 205,

271, 274, 288, 463, 477, 491. 495-

Shop fixtures, Additions, Standing

order, 248.

Shop fixtures, Classification, 376.

Shop fixtures, Repairs, Standing order,

251-
Shop returns

—

see Shop credit slip.

Shop stores expenses. Standing order.

254-
. . ^

Shop supervision, Expense apportion-

ment, 302.

Shop supervision

—

see also Supervision.

Shop snppUes, 157.

Shop supplies

—

Cost allocation, 157, 159. 268.

Distribution by tool stores, 157,

268.

Economical control, 158.

Expense apportionment, 302.

Foundry, 331.
General stock classification, 263.

Issue to shops, 157.

Standing order, 254.

Shop sweepings

—

sec Swarf.

Shop tag

—

see Work tally.

Shop viewer, Stage ticket, 180.

Shop viewer

—

see also Viewing.

Shops Act, 216.

Short time. National insurance pay-

ments. IIS.

Shortage list. Weekly — see Com-
ponents.

Shortages, Stock, 267.

Show and demonstration account,

Private ledger, 561.

Sick benefit— 5<-f Sational insurance.

Siilings. Railway, Arrangement, 14.

Sidings, Railway, Works site, 5.

Silver coin sorter. Use for pay, 107.

Site of works

—

see Works site.

Size Hmits, Definition of terms, 122.

Size hmits. Purchase specification.

140.

Size limits. Purchased goods, 148.

Size limits. Use of tables. 123.

Smithy, Roatine forms, t'>s

Smithy

—

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 234,

566.
Daily work sheet. Form 5-78, 463.

Daily work sheet. Routine. 288, 325.

491. 497. 499-
Defective product, 333, 463.

Forging delivery sheet, 463.

Hearths

—

see Special process plant.

Material estimates, 132.

Metal costs, 329.
Metal losses, 323, 329.

Pricing of product, 322.

Stock control sheet. Form 5-79, 463.

Stock control sheet. Routine, 330.

Stock

—

see also Stock control.

Stocktaking, 330.

Wasters, 333, 463.

See also Forcings ; Process products.

Smithy general costs, 333-

Smithy metal costs, 329.

Smithy product records, 334.

Smoke, Works chimneys, 80.

Smoking, Staff overtime, 38.

1

Smoking, Works regulations, 68.

i Spare parts

—

Records of consumption, 163.

Specifications, 132.

Stock manufacturing, 61.

Warehouse stock, 209.

See also Components ; Resene stock.

Special purchases, 259.

Special

—

Allowances—s« Allowances.

Pav ticket

—

see Pay.
Process plant. Additions, Standing

order, 249.

Process plant. Repairs, Standing

order, 251.

Process plant. Valuation classifica-

tion, 377.
Products, Preparation costs, 281.

Purchases

—

see Purchases.

Tools, Definition, 187.

Tools

—

see Jigs and special tools;

Tools.

Trade tools and accessories. Loose

plant classification. 363.

Specialisation. Effect on output and
administration, 59.

Specifications, 130.

Specifications

—

Estimator's function. 58.

Final record of product. 218.

Sales sundries order. Form 3- si. 437*
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Specifications

—

Sales sundries order, Routine, 133.

Tenders, 399.
Works administration, 29.

Specimens of rulings

—

see Financial
accounts.

Specimens of rulings

—

see Routine

forms.
Speeds and feeds, Ratefixing, 197.
Sprinklers, Fire insurance allowance,

79-
Squad work

—

see Fellowship.
Squared paper, Use for statistics, 384.
Squared sheets

—

see Index sheets.

Stacking, Pig iron, 328.

Staff committees, 38.

Staff control, 35.

Staff organisation—Section II a, 2 7.

Staff-
Agreement, Form of, 36.

Attendance book. Form 5-2, 391.
Attendance book. Routine, 38.

Bonus, 36.

Departmental heads, 36.

Diagram of functions, 29.

Employment application. Form 5-1,

389.
Employment application. Routine,

35-
Overtime, 38.

Regulations, 37.

Selection, 35.
Weekly report. Form 5-3, 391.
Weekly report. Routine, 38, 288.

Stage ticket

—

Form 5-97, 477.
Routine, 180, 205, 417, 479.
Routine diagram, 181.

View room, 182.

Viewing certificate, 205.

Stampings

—

see Process product.

Standard

—

Component designs, 119.

Products, Sales orders, 215.

Stock, Stocktaking valuation, 355.
Times

—

see Time limits.

Tool list, 188.

Standard fittings

—

Assembly lists, 133.
Component stock classification, 265.

Purchase identification, 153.

Sheet, Form 5-39. 429-
Sheet, Routine, 127.

Skeleton drawings, 128

Stock classification, 265.
Tabulation, 127.
Wholesale stock, 155.

See also Stock, Component.
Standardisation

—

Component identification, 125.

Definition, 118.

Design, 118.

Economics, 119, 128.

Electricity supply, 18.

Engineering standards committee,
IIQ.

Introduction stage, 119.

Local, 119.

Standardisation

—

Materials, 119.
Reference book of designs, 129.
Routine forms, 167.
Size Hmits, 123.
Stock control, 153.
Tabulation of details, 119.
Tools, 187.

Standing charges

—

see Shop charges.

Standing order numbers, 247.
Standing orders

—

Section IV c, 244.
Standing orders

—

Cost ledger, 294.
Foremen, 245.
Functions, 244.
Numbering, 247.
Plant sub-orders, 246.
Works additions, 247.
Works expense control, 183.
Works general expenses, 251.
Works repairs, 250.
Works sundrj' accounts, 256.

Standing orders. Process cost accounts,

323-
Statements, Creditors', Auditors' re-

quirements, 596.
Station to station. Railway rates, 223.

Stationery, 167.

Stationer}'

—

Account, Private ledger, 561.
General stock classification, 264.
Stock control, 167.
Stocktaking valuation, 355.
Works, Standing order, 253.
See also Routine forms.

Statistical abstracts. Initiation, 381.

Statistical surveys, 383.
Statistics

—

,

Administrative, 380.
Methods of comparison, 384.
Misuse, 382.
Requirements, 382.
Use, 381.

Steam power plant, Applications, 18.

Steel, Heat treatment expense allo-

cation, 312.
Steel, Premium system, 193.
Steel structure, Buildings, 20.

Stock

—

Audit

—

see Stock scrutiny.

Cost allocation sheet, 499.
Definition, 259.
Despatches from Warehouse

—

see

Warehouse.
Doubtful, Pricing, 272.
Doubtful, Valuation, 335.
Fittings, Lists, 429.
Inventor}' sheet. Form 5-140, 507.
Inventory sheet. Routine, 351, 355.
Issue abstract. Form 5-125, 495.
Issue, Abstract, Routine, 274, 497.
Issue to shops, 164.

Issue to work depot, 165.

Issues, Identification of, 166.

Ordering level, 154, 338.
Reserve, Quantities, 338.
Reserve, Stocktaking, 350.
Reserve

—

see also Reserve stock.
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Stock

—

Room

—

see General stores.

StaniLinl ;ind non-st;ind;inl, 355.
StaiuUirtl littings, 1^7.

Stiindiirdised, Catalogue, 151.
Survo\—sfc Slock scrutiny.

Usffiiiucss, Stocktaking, 350.
Values, Works account annual ab-

stract, 379.
Warehouse

—

see Warehouse.
Wholesale and retail, 155.
Works materials, Account, Manuhic-

turing ledger, 570, 571.
Stock accounts—Section IV d, ^59.
Stock accounts —

Accuracy, 200, 275.
Classification of stock, 260.
Functions, 265.
Grouping, 355.
Identification of stock issues, 166.

Meaning of stock, 259.
Painting supplies, 270.
Price records, 272.
Pricing doubtful stock, 272.
Pricing manufactured stock, 272.
Pricing purchased stock, 271.
Profit and loss statements, 276.
Ready reckoner tables, 273.
Returns from shops, 271.
Special purchases, 259.
Stock ledger, 274.
Stores bins numbers, 260.

Sub-stores, 157, 267.
Timber, 268, 269.
Values for financial accounts, 275.
Weights and measures, 273.

Stock appropriation

—

Card, Form 5-56, 443.
Quantity slips, 441.
Sales orders, 62.

Ticket, Form 5-55, 443.
Ticket, Routine, 154, 164, 177, 439,

441, 471.
W'arehouse stock, 212.

Work depot, 177.

Stock classification, 260.

Stock, Coini)onent^
Ledger, I'orm 5-126, 497.
Stocktaking, 346, 356.
Work depot. 162.

See also Components ; Standard fit-

tings.

Stock control, 153.
Stock control—

-

Capital values, 14 1.

Card, Form 5-89, 471.
Card, Routine, 155, 267, 495.
Cards, Classification, 155.
Cards, Stock scrutiny, 154.
Components, 163.

Efficiency, Statistics, 384.
Elements, 153.
Foundry

—

see Foundry.
Maximum and minimum stock, 154,

338.
Ordering level, 154. 338.
Plant materials, 159.
Records, Accuracy, 275.

Stock control

—

Standardised items, 153.
Stationery, i(>7.

Stock accounts, 265.
Sub-stores, 156.
Surplus stock, 153.
Timber, 161.

Slock, tieneral

—

Cost allocation, 288.
Ledger, I'orm 3-123, 495.
Ledger, Routine, 267, 274, 355, 507.
Rate card, I'"orm 5-124, 495.
Rate card. Routine, 272.
Representative classification, 262.

Stocktaking, 346.
\'alii.itinn, 355.

Stock ledger, 273.
Stuck ledger

—

Stock accounts, 274.
Stock product values, 343.
Stocktaking, 27G.
Stocktaking slips, 355.
Tal)ulution, 27.).

Stock ledger agreement, 274.
Stock manufacturing account, 343.
Stock manufacturing—

•

Account, Manufacturing ledger, 566,

567-
Account, Scrap account, 256.

Account, Stock products, 343.
Account, Works expenditure, 235.
Conversion of product, 344.
Cost ledger, 293.
Differences account, Product valua-

tion, 293.
Differences account. Shop charges

book, 319.
Differences account. Suspended or-

ders, 345.
Jigs and special tools, 340.
iVIass production, 343.
Orders, Assembly units, 341.

Order, Form 5-12, 401.

Orders, Issue, 61.

Orders, Scope, 162.

Pricing of product, 272, 340.
Rejections, 174.
Sanctions, 61, 210, 338.
Sanction, Application, Form 5-57,

443-
Sanction, Application, Routine, 212.

Suspension of orders, 344.

Stock price records, ^7~-

Stock product. Conversion of, 3H-
Slock piodiicli

Quantities, 339.
Valuation, 281.

Works expenditure book, 491.

Works values, 343.
.SVr also Stock manufacturing.

Stock sanctions, 338.
Slock sanctions

—

Drawing office, 339.
Form of slock, 340.
Production efficiency, 339
See also Stock manufacturing.

Stock scrutiny

—

Re«;ervc stock, 154.
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stock scrutiny

—

Scope, 266.

Stock ledger agreement, 275.
Stocktaking, 350.
Timber, 269.

See also Slock control.

Stocktaking—Section IV i, 345-
Stocktaking

—

Barrows, trolleys, etc., 349.
Classification of stock, 346.
Clerical work, 347.
Complete product, 351, 356.
Component stock valuation, 356.

Counting machines, 349.
Definition, 345.
Drawings and patterns, 345.
Doubtful stock valuation, 355.
Errors, 351.
General stock valuation, 355.
Goods on loan, 354.

Jigs and special tools, 345.
Loose plant, 353, 357, 509.

Loose sheets, 348.
Lot numbers, 351.
Millwrights' suppHes, 355.
Office equipment, 354.
Outside agencies, 348.
Packages, 354.
Planning, 348, 352.
Preparations, 347, 348,
Problem, 345.
Purchases, 349.
Reserve stock, 350.

Scrap, 349-
Slip, Form 5-139, 507-

Shp, Routine, 350, 355.
Smithy, 330.
Standard and non-standard stock,

355-
Start in stores, 350.

Stationery, 355.
Stock inventory sheet, 507.

Stock ledger, 276.

Stock scrutiny, 266, 351.

Stock usefulness, 350.

Time, 347.
Tools on loan, 192. 353.
Weighing machines, 349, 350.

Work in progress, 349, 352, 356,

507-
Works accounts, 347.
Works repairs, 347.

Stock values for financial accounts, 275.

Stocks, Certificate to auditor, 355.

598.
•Stokers, Bonus for fuel economy, 186.

Stoppages, Purchase contract, 145.

Stoppages, Plant reports, 186.

Stoppages

—

see also Fines.

Storage, Timber, Cost accounts, 269.

Storage, Work-in-progress

—

see Work
depot.

Store fittings, Permanent

—

see Shop
fixtures.

Storekeeper, StafiE arrangement dia-

gram, 31.

Storekeeping, Works administration,

29.

Storekeeping—see Stock control.

Store room—see General stores.

Stores

—

Accommodation, 164.

Casting delivery sheet, 459.
Catalogue, Standardised items, 154.

Classification of stock, 260.

Component stock, 162.

Control—see Stock control.

Definition, 259.
Drawing loan slip, 473.
Expenses, Standing order, 253.

Forging delivery sheet, 463.

Issue ticket

—

see Goods issue voucher.

Locntion cross index, 458.
Meaning in financial accounts, 345.

Pattern

—

see Pattern.

Planning stocktaking, 352.

Shop, Expenses, Standing order

numbers, 254.
Special purchases. Routine, 259.

Staff, Stocktaking, 350.

Suspended order materials, 345.
Tally, Form 5-85, 469.
Tally, Goods temporarily in general

stores, 177.
Tally, Routine, 152, 465.

Tally, Work depot, 177.

Tool

—

see Tool stores.

Warrant

—

see Goods issue voucher.

See also Sub-stores ; Work depot.

Strength of materials, Purchase specifi-

cation, 140.

Strike clause, Purchase contracts, 145.

Strikes

—

see Disputes.

Suburban sites. Works site, 4.

Sub-division, Production costs, 281.

Sub-orders—Production efficiency, 169.

Sub-orders—

•

Assembly

—

see Assembly.

Batching economy, 197.

Component

—

see Work tally.

Completion, 205.

Daily list. Form 5-103, 481.

Daily hst. Routine, 177, 439, 499-

Defective work, 174.

Determining quantities, 172, 176.

Erecting, 479.
Functions, 171.

Plant

—

see Plant.

Tool

—

see Tools.

Transfers of urgent work, 174.

Warehouse

—

see Warehouse.

Works administration, 29.

Sub-stores, 156, 267.

Sub-stores

—

Stock accounts, 157.

Stock control, 156.

Supervision, 156.

Uses and control, 156.

Works regulations, 67.

Summaries, Cost

—

see A bstracts ;
Cost

Ledger ; Delivered orders ; Plant.

Summary of tools broken and lost

—

see Tools.

Sunday work. Works regulations, 66.

Sundries, General stock classification.
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Sundries orders

—

see Sales repairs and
sundries orders.

Superintcndonce—stv Supervision.

Superintendent of apprentices, 81.

Superintendent—str H'orfis superin-

tendent.

Supervision—Production eflQciency, 206.

SupcrviMon. Field covcrcil by, 206.

Supervision, Standing oriler. 255.

Supervision, Sub-stores. 156.

Supervision, Works administration, 29.

Supervision

—

see Foremen ; Secondary

labour.

Supplementary shop charges

—

see Shop
cluiri;es.

Suppliers" packages

—

see Packages.

Supplies—5ff O^ftce ; Packing ; Plant

;

Process ; Shop.
Surgeon. Certifying

—

see Certifying sur-

geon.

Surplus materials, Purchases, 260.

Surplus stock. Stock control, 153.

Surveys, Definition, 336.

Surveys, Process account, 336.

Surveys, Statistical. 383.

Surveys, I'sefid data, v^7-

Suspended stock manufacturing orders,

344-
Suspense accounts

—

Works disbursements. Manufactur-

ing ledger. 572, 573.
Works expenditure, Shop charges

book, ^20.

Works materials. Manufacturing led-

ger, 570, 571.
. , ,

Works wages. Manufacturing ledger,

572. 573-
Suspension of workmen, 07.

Swarf

—

Bonus for collection, 167.

Brass. Control of, 329.

Magnetic separator, 329.

Returns from shops, 166.

Shop credit slip, 469.

Stock account routine. 271.

Symbols, Loose plant valuation, 364.

Symbols, Standing order numbers, 247.

Synchronising. Bells and whistles. 91.

Synchronising. Clocks, Time signals,

91.

Syndicalism, 90.

System

—

see Organisation ; Re-orgamsa-

tion.

TaWes. Calculation. 311.

Tables, Ready reckoner. Stock ac-

counts, 273.

Tabulating niiiciiines, Cse, 231.

Tabulation of works expense groups,

298.
Tabulation

—

Accidents, 74.
Apportionment of departmental ex-

penses, 306, 307.

Balancing of cost ledger. 295.

Buildings classification, 376.

Compensation, 75.

Tabulation

—

ComiKjnent standardisation, 120.

Comjxjnent stock cl;ussification, 265.

Cost allocation agreement, 2<)<i.

Cost allocation routine, i>i^.

Depreciation remainder values, 370.

I'ixed plant classification, 376.
General stock classification, 153, 262.

Ixjosc |)lant classification, 361.

Loose plant grouping, 359.
National insurance. Insured trades,

109.

Office equipment cKissification, 364.

Operation schedule. 190.

Routine diagram, i8i.

Shop charges accounts, 315.

Standard fittings. 127.

Standing orders, 248, 250. 252, 256,

3^4-
Stock ledger, 274
Works expenditure account. 236.

Works expense groups, 299.

Works regulations, 65.

See also Financial accounts ;
Routine

forms.
Tarring of buildings. Standing order.

250.

Taxes, Disbursements, 233.

Taxes, Expense apportionment, 298.

Taxes, Standing order, 253.

Tea, Departmental heads, 38.

Technical directors. Relation to board,

27-

Technical education

—

see Education.

Telephone messages. Dealing with. 46.

Telephone orders. Confirmation of, 238.

Temperature, Factory Act regulations.

70.

Tenant, Rating of Machinery Bdl, 244.

Tender. Form 5-1 1, 399-

Tender. Routine. 60.

Tendering. Pricing purchased stock.

271.
Territorials

—

see Camp allowance.

Test certificate, Completed products,

213-
Test certificate. Repairs. 216.

Testing department. Cost allocation,

283.

Testing gear, Loose plant classifica-

tion, 363.

Timber, 161, 268.

Timber

—

Conversion, 161, 269.

Cost allocation, i6i.

Drying, 269.

Expenses allocation, 312.

Floors, 23.

General stock classification. 262.

Material service charge, 312.

Preparation. 254, 269.

Seasoning, 269.

Stock account routine, 268.

Stock control, 161.

Stock scrutiny, 269.

Storage, 254. 269.

Stores attendant. Duties. i6r.

Ticket, Form 5-88. 460.
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Timber

—

Ticket, Routine, 162, 269, 288, 495.
Utilisation of waste, 161.

Working, Loss of material, 269.
Time

—

Awa}'

—

see Away time.

Card, Form 5-22, 415.
Card, Routine, 104.
Cards, Wages sheets, 104.
Daily, Slip, 419.
Lost

—

see Lost time.

Records, Approximate nature, 227.
Sheet

—

see Time allocation.

Signals, Post oi'fice, 91.
Study, Ratefixing, 194.

Time allocation

—

Sheets, Extra pay, 286.
Weekly, Sheet, Form 5-28, 419.
Weekly, Sheet, Routine, 98, 99, 197,

280, 289, 417, 499.
Time booking. Definition, 94.
Time booking. Routine, 96, 417, 419.
Time booking. Summary of methods,

94-
Time booking

—

see also Time alloca-

tions.

Timekeeping, 91.
Timekeeping, Definition, 94.
Timekeeping, Works administration, 29.
Time limits

—

Accuracy, 200.

Adjustments, 103, 199.
Building up, 198.
Operating time, 197.
Preparation allowance, 197.
Publication on drawings, 195.
Tentative, 199.

Time recorders

—

Capacity, 93.

Job advice slip, 417.
Job tickets, 96, 417.
Mechanical, Advantages, 91.
Number of stampings, 92.
Pay cards, 108.

Staff, 37.
Supervision of, 92.
Synchronising of, 91.
Time card, 415.
W^orks regulations, 66.

See also Gatehouse ; Wages office.

Tolerance, Size limit. Definition, 122.
Tool book

—

Abbreviated works regulations, 69.
Stocktaking, 353.
Tools on permanent loan, 192.
Utensils and implements, 160.
Workmen's, 473.

Tool designer

—

Component designs, 188.
Instructions, 189.

Jigs and special tools, 188.
Staff arrajigement diagram, 31.

Tool equipments. Loose plant, 360.
Tool list

—

see Tools provided schedule
;

Tools ; Standard list.

Toolmaking, Premium and piecework
system, 196.

See also Tool room , Tools.

Tool room. Definition, 190.

Tool room, I\Iass Production, 200.
Tool room. Producing unit, 305.
Tool service. Expense apportionment,

300.
Tool service. Shop charges account,

315-
Tool stores, Routine forms, 473.
Tool stores

—

Chargehand, Plant sub-orders, 184.
Chargehand, Supervisor of shop sup-

plies, 157.
Completed tool advice, 475.
Drawing loan slip, 473.
Organisation, 191.
Plant sub-order, 475.
Record card. Form 5-95, 475.
Record card. Routine, loi, 509.
Shop supplies, 157, 192, 268.
Stocktaking preparations, 353.
Tool loan slip, 473.
Tools broken and lost, 473.
Workman's tool book, 473.
See also Tools.

Tool sub-order

—

Departmental memorandum, 4S3.

Form 5-59, 445.
Routine, 190, 364, 439, 445, 483,

499-
Tools, Production efficiency, 187.
Tools

—

Advice, Routine, 190, 439, 445, 475.
Broken and lost. Summary, Form

5-93. 473-
Broken and lost. Summary, Routine,

193-
Certificate to auditor, 598.
Clearance ticket. Form 5-21, 413.
Clearance ticket. Routine, 191, 331,

411. 413-
Completed, Advice, Form 5-94, 475.
Completed Advice, Routine, 190,

439. 445-
Contract note, 145.
Control, 191.

Damage report. Departmental memo-
randum, 483.

Definition, 187.
Dressing and sharpening. Standing

order, 252.
Hand, Engineers, Loose plant classi-

fication, 361.
Identification, 125.

Issuing routine, 191.

Loan shp. Form 5-91, 473.
Loan slip. Routine, 192, 268.

Loose plant account. Private ledger,

557-
Loose plant account. Private ledger.

Routine, 556.
Machine

—

see Machinery and ma-
chines.

Machining, Loose plant classifica-

tion, 362.
On loan. Stocktaking, 353.
Permanent loan, 192.

Purchase requisitions, 142.

Purchasing, 188.
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I

Rating of Machintry Bill, i.\^.
'

Kcturn to stores. iq2.

Routine for providing, 445.
Staff committee, 39.

Standard list, 188.

Standard, Maintenance of stock, lyo.

Standardisation, 119, 187.

Ticket, Shop supplies, 158.

Use under purchase contract, 145.

Works regulations, 67.

See also Jigs and special tools ; Loose

plant ; Tool stores.

Tools provided schedule or list

—

Form 5-58, 445.
Operation sequence, 189, 201.

Routine, 189, 439, 477.
Time limits, 195.

Town-planning, Building restrictions, 6.

Tracer

—

see Progressing.

Tracing card, Outwards packages,

487.
Tracing coupon, Sub-order, 176.

Tracing, Pattern, Card, 453.
Tracing ticket. 477.
Tracings, Preparation, 129.

Tracings

—

see also Drawings.
Trade apprentices

—

see Apprentices.

Trade depression

—

see Short time.

Trade descriptions. Purchase specifica-

tions, 140.

Trade discounts

—

see Discounts, Trade.

Trade disputes

—

see Disputes.

Trade fixtures

—

see Shop fixtures.

Trade marks. Marking of product, 213.

Trade papers. Advertisements, 50.

Trade union agreements, 87.

Trade unions

—

Agreement, Birmingham district, 86,

Agreement, Engineering employers,

87.

Foremen, 207.
Labour conditions, 8.

Premium and piecework systems,

196.
Wages rates in contracts, 145.

Tramways

—

see Buildings.

Transfer, Cost, Journal, 501.

Transfer deed receipt book, 544, 545.

Transfer, Stock or share, 543.
Transfer. Workmen. Routine, 411.

Transferred work from batches, 174.

Transfer, Certified, Register of, 544,

545-
Transfers, Cost allocation

—

see Cost

allocation.

Transfers, Departmental, of workmen,
87.

Transfers, Shares, Register of , 542.

Transit charges. Cost allocation, 2^3.

283.
Transit charges

—

see also Railway.

Shipping.
Transmission, Electrical, Classification,

376.
Transmission, Mechanical, Classifica-

tion. 376.
Transmission, Pipe, Classification, 376.
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Transmission, Power, Comparison, 17.
' Transportation

—

Apparatus, Loose plant classifica-

tion. 363.
Facilities, Works site, 5.

Interdepartmental, Standing order,

254-
Loose plant

—

see Loose plant.

Plant, Additions, Standing order,
248.

Plant, Classification, 376.
Plant, Repairs, Standing order, 251.
Works, Arrangement, 14.

Travellers

—

Control of, 46, 52.

Education of, 52.

Calls, Following up enquiries, 51,

395-
Reports, 52.

Sales promotion, 51.

Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Travelling cranes. Buildings, 21.

Trays, Fitting shop, 186.

Trials, Cost allocation, 283.

Trolleys, Pitting shop, 180.

Trolleys, Stocktaking, 349.
Truck Acts, 69.

Tube

—

see also Bulk material.

Turnings

—

see Swarf.
Tyne, Development of ratefixing, 193.

U.

Unclaimed pay

—

see Pay.
Unclaimed shares. Dividends cash ac-

count. Private ledger, 559.
Unemployment

—

see National insur-
ance.

Unit drawings

—

see Drawings.
Units for quantities. Stocktaking, 349.
Unpunctuality

—

see Lost time.

Unsatisfactory work — see Defective
work.

Unskilled workers, Birmingham rates,

86.

Upkeep

—

see Maintenance ; Repairs.

Urgent work. Progressing methods,
178.

Urgent work. Stage ticket, 182.

Urgent work. Transferring from batches^

174-
Urging castings and forgings. Work

depot, 176.

Usefulness of stock. Stocktaking, 350.
Utensils, General stock classification,

264.
Utensils, Loose plant clcissification,

362.
Utensils, Stock control, 160.

Valuation of buildinRS and fixed plant*

Valuation of complete product, vs'>.

Valuation of component stock, 356.

Valuation of (jeneral 'took, 355.
Valuation of loose plant ^37.

Valuation of work-in-proKreii, 356.
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Valuation

—

Buildings, 364, 367, 368, 369.
Buildings register, 374.
Classification, Buildings and plant,

365. 376-
Classification, Fixed plant, 375.
Classification, Loose plant, 359, 361.
Classification, Office equipment, 364.
Depreciation rates, 372.
Depreciation, Table of remainder

values, 370.
Discarded plant, 372.
Doubtful stock, 276.
Fixed plant, 364, 367, 369.
Fixed plant register, 374.
Gradual, 375.
Land, 368.
Loose plant, 357, 358, 359.
Loose plant accounts, 360.

Loose plant price records, 361.
Obsolescence considerations, 373.
Plant record card, 451.
Plant sub-orders, 366.
Replacement values as basis, 369.
Works alterations, 366.

Value, Works, Manufactured stock
product, 340, 344.

Valuer, Professional, Buildings and
fixed plant, 364.

Valuer, Professional, Land, 368.

Valuer, Professional, Loose plant, 357.
Valuer, Works, Functions, 368.

Variation sheets. Products varj'ing

from standard, 131.

Vehicle, Works, Delivery of goods, 223.

Ventilating plant

—

see Pipe transmis-

sion.

Ventilation, Factory Act regulations,

70.

Veterinary surgeon. Annual report,

361.
Viewer

—

see Inspector ; Viewing.

Viewing

—

Certificate, Extra pay, 205.

Certificate on job tickets, 98.

Certificates

—

see also Stage ticket.

Cost allocation, 279.
Definition, 204.

Extra pay system, 286.

Report, Cost transfer journal, 292.

Report, Drawing corrections, 206.

Report, Form 5-98, 477.
Report, Rejected and doubtful work,

206.

Report, Routine, 174, 205, 240, 292,

332, 459, 463-
Report, Transfers of work, 174.

Routine, 205.

Standing order, 255.

View room—Routine forms, 477-
View room

—

Gauges, 205.
Inspection certificate, 477.
Routine diagram, 181.

Stage ticket, 182, 477.
Work ticket, 203.

Works manager, 204.

See also Viewing.

Visitors, Dealing with, 46.

Vouchers for payments made, Audi-
tors' requirements, 596.

W.
Wages, 104.

Wages

—

Abstract, Form 5-32, 423.
Abstract, Routine, 106.

Advice slip. Form 5-18, 411.

Advice slip. Routine, 87.

Allocation sheet, 419.
Apprentices, 82.

Away time. Cost allocation, 233.
Cash report to works, 237.
Checking sheets, 106.

Clerk, Staff arrangement diagram,

31-

Coin analysis, 106.

Cash book, 514, 515.
Cost allocation card, 499.
Cost approximation, 227.

Deductions, 87, 105.

Definition, 105.

Departmental, Allocation summary,
Form 5-30, 421.

Departmental, Allocation summary.
Routine, 99, 316, 384, 503.

Expenditure, Statistical surveys, 384.

Ledger, 514.
Ledger adjustment account. Private

ledger, 563.
Ledger, Private journal entries, 577.

Making up coins, 107.

National insurance deductions, 117.

Pay clerk's duties, 107.

Paying out, 108.

Payment, Works regulations, 66.

Pay tin slip, 423.
Rates, 86.

Reserve, Works account annual ab-

stract, 380.

Sheet, Form 5-31, 423.

Sheet, Routine, 104, 105, 286.

Special allowances, 105.

Special, Ticket, 425.

Standing, Cost allocation, 233.

Summaries, 105.

Suspense account, 234, 572, 573.

Unclaimed pay, 108, 423.

Works administration, 29.

Works expenditure book, 489.

Works, Suspense account. Manufac-

turing ledger, 572, 573.

See also Direct wages; Extra pay;

Pay; Secondary wages; Rates;

Wages ojfice ;
Workman.

Wages and petty cash accounts—Sec-

tion VI b, 514-

Wages oflSce—Routine forms, 407-

Wages office

—

Accident report, 427.

Away expenses sheet, 425.

Away time sheet, 425.

Daily time slip, 419-

Excess time slip, 203.

Job advice slip, 417.
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Wages OHite

—

Job ticket, 417.
Overtime ticket, 415.

Stage ticket, 182.

Stage ticket routine diagram, 181.

Sub-orders. 197.

Time allocution by job tickets, 97.

Time card, 415.

Tool clearance ticket, 413.

Wceklv time allocation sheet, 419-

Workiiian's character report, 409.

Workman's discharge note, 413.

Workman's engagement form, 407.

Workman's gate-pass, 415.

Workman's rate sheet, 411.

See ((/s'' 11 '</!,'<'*.

Warehouse orders, -i'>.

Warehouse ^Routine forms, 485.

Warehouse

—

Advice of despatch, 487.

Acknowledgment of goods received,

467.
Expenses, Cost allocation, 283.

Expenses, Standing order, 253.

Factored goods, 210.

Functions, 208.

Memorandum, 483.

Orders, Works departments, 216.

Outwards package tracing card, 487.

Packing slip, 487.
Requisition. 4S3.

Sales, Cost allocation. 290.

Sales, Sundries order specification,

437-
, ^

Spare part stock, 163, 209.

Sub-order, Departmental memo-
randum, 483.

I

sVorks product note, 483.

Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

See also Warehouse slock.

Warehouseman, Stock sanction, 212.

Warehouse stock, 209.

Warchou-c stock

—

Character, 209.

Control, 210, 212.

Control, Spare parts, 216.

Despatches, Daily report, Form
5-HI, 485.

Despatches, Daily report, Routme,

213, 288, 497-
Progressive numbering, 211.

Orders for, 217.

Record, Form 5-110, 485.

Record, Routine, 213, 471.

Sales appropriations, 210.

Sales from, 214.

Sanctions for production, 210.

Warranty

—

see Guaranlee.

Wasters

—

see Defective work.

Watchman, Expenses standing order.

Watchman, Regulations, 80.

Watchman

—

set also Gatekeeper.

Wear and tear— sz-e Depreciation.

Weekly shortage list

—

see Components.

W^eeklv staff report—sr? Staff.

Weekly time allocation sheet— ses Time
allocation.

Weighbridges — see Transportation
plant.

Weighing apparatus, Loose plant classi-

fication, 363.
Weighing machines. Weight recording,

z.\i.

Weighing machines. Stocktaking rc-

ijuirements, 349.
Weight records. Charts, 58.

WeiKhts and HeaMarei, 273.
Weight-, 1 iiiishcd, Card, 219, 483.
Weir, J. and ('... Ltd., Premium sys-

tem, 100.

Whistles, Synchronising, 91.

WliiUwuslmii;. St.mding order, 250.
•' Wholesale " stock, 155.

Wholesale stock. Stationery, 167.

Women, Factory Act regulations, 71.

Women, National insurance, iii.

Woodshops

—

see Timber.

Work books, Chargehand, 180.

Work depot—Routine forms, 479.
Work depot —
Assembly sub-order, 479.
Centre for castings distribution, 333.
Component stock, 1O2.

Daily list of sub-orders, 481.

Departmental memorandum, 483.

Erecting sub-order, 479.
Expenses, Standing order, 254.

Finished weight card, 483.

Functions, 162, 164.

Goods issue vouchers, 176, 469.

Issue of fittings, 133.

Production sequence, 175.

Programme sheet. Form 5-104, 481.

Programme sheet. Routine, 176, 477,

479-

I

Progressive number register, 483.

Reserve stock programme, 340.

Routine diagram, 181.

i Sub-order tallies, 1 76.

Urging of materials. 176.

I Weekly shortage list, 481.

Work tally, 479-
Works product note, 483.

Work-
Daily, Sheet

—

see Foundry ; Smithy.

Inspection certificate, 477.

Issued from work depot. 165.

Rejected

—

see Defective work.

Stage ticket, 477.
Tag

—

see Work tally.

Tally, Form 5-100, 479.

Tally, Routine, 97. ^74. ^1^- '7^.

205, 342, 43<), 4^1-

Tally, Routine diagram, 181.

See also Productions.

Work-in-progress

—

Certificate to auditor, 598.

Cost ledger, 293-

Cost ledger balances. 295.

Inventory sheet. Form 5-142, 507-

Inventory sheet. Routine. 356.

Machine shop sur\'cy, 180.

Old orders, 349.
Planning. 170.

Sales appropriation. 212.
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Work in progress

—

Slip, Form 5-141, 507.
Slip, Routine, 352.
Stocktaking, 346, 349, 352, 356.
Works account annual abstract, 379.
See also Progressing.

Work taker. Functions, 203.
^^'ork taking, Production efficiency,

203.
Work taking, Timebooking, 96.
Working hours

—

see Hours.
Working No.

—

see Sub-order.
Working specification, Definition, 131.
Working specifications, Departures

from standard, 131.
Workman

—

Address Record, 69.
Application for employment, 85.
Away expenses sheet, 425.
Away time-sheet, 425.
Character report. Form 5-17, 409.
Character report, Routine, 85.
Check Nos., 84.
Compensation

—

see Compensation.
Daily time slip, 419.
Discharge note. Form 5-20, 413.
Discharge note, Routine, 87, 105.
Engagement, Form 5-16, 407.
Engagement form. Routine, 85, 409.
Extra pay slip, 421.
Gate pass. Form 5-24, 415.
Gate pass. Routine, 80.

Overtime ticket, Form 5-23, 415.
Overtime ticket, Routine, 80.

Rate sheet. Form 5-19, 411.
Rate sheet. Routine, 105, 117.
Rate sheet. National insurance,

117.
Reference numbers, 84.
Suspension of, 87.

Terms of engagement, 65.
Time card, 415.
Tool book. Form 5-92, 473.
Tool book. Routine, 192, 353, 509.
Tool clearance ticket, 413.
Transfer of, 87, 411.
Wages advice slip, 411.
Works regulations, 65.
See also Young persons.

Workmanship, Effect of piecework,
lOI.

Workmanship

—

see also Viewing.
Works accountant

—

As estimator, 53.
As organiser, 31.

Characteristics, 228.
Functions and responsibilities, 30.
Relation to works manager, 228.
Staff arrangement diagram, 31.

Works accounts abstracts—Section IV 1,

378.
Works accounts and works efficiency,

228.

Works accounts annual abstract, 379.
Works accounts periods, 230.
Works accounts. Responsibility for, 227.
Works accounts

—

Abstract, Cost allocation, 378.

Work accounts

—

Abstract, Works products, 378.
Annual abstract. Form 6-45, 585.
Annual abstract. Private journal,

584-
Annual abstract. Report to financial

department, 232.
Annual abstract. Routine, 295, 316,

503-
Annual abstract. Works expenses,

296.
Assembly hsts, 435.
Assembly sub-order, 479.
Casting delivery sheet, 459.
Daily list of sub-orders, 481.
Definition, 225.
Departmental wages allocation sum-

mary, 421.
Discounts, 239.
Erecting sub-order, 479.
Estimate reference sheet, 397.
Financial accounts requirements,

229.
Financial administration, 29.
Forging delivery sheet, 463.
Foundry daily work sheet, 459.
Foundry weekly report, 461.
Functions, 225, 382.
Goods issue voucher, 469.
Goods received note, 465.
Interlocking with financial accounts,

512.
Office order, 401.
Plant sub-order, 475.
Returnable packages card, 467.
Shop credit slip, 469.
Smithy daily work sheet, 463.
Stocktaking, 347.
Stores tally, 469.
Timber ticket, 469.
Tool sub-order, 445.
Wages abstract, 423.
Wages sheet, 423.
Warehouse daily report of despatches
from stock, 485.

Weekly staff report, 391.
Weekly time allocation sheet, 419.
Works product note, 483.
Works valuation, 365.
See also Works accounts office.

Works accounts oflSce—^Routine forms,
489.

Works accounts office

—

Administration expenses, 228, 297.
Brass foundry stocktaking, 329.
Buildings and fixed plant register,

186, 509.
Cash report to works, 493.
Component stock ledger, 497.
Cost allocation card. Stage III., 499.
Cost allocation sheet. Stage I., 499.
Cost allocation sheet. Stage II., 499.
Cost ledger, 501.
Cost transfer journal, 501.
Defective work statistics, 206.
Delivered orders cost abstract, 505.
Disbursements book, 493.
Finished component rate card, 497.
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Works ai counts oltkc

—

Foundry deliveries. 334.
General stock ledser, 405.
General stock rate card, 4113.

Loose jilant inventory sheet, 301).

Loose plant rate card, 509.
Numbering of invoices, 238.

Plant sub-order cost summary. 503.

Reports to financial department,
232.

Rough component rate card, 497.
Shop charges book, 503.
Smitljy n\etals, 335.
Stock inventory sheet, 507.
Stock issue abstract, 495.
Stock scrutiny, 267.

Stocktaking slip, 307.
Supplier's packages record, 493.
Wages allocation by job tickets, 97.

Work-in-progress slip, 507.
Work-in-progress inventory sheet.

507-
Works expenditure book, 489, 491.

Works expenses apportionment re-

ports. 303.
>( < j!s'> Works accontils.

Works additions— Cost allocation, 284.

Works additions—Standing orders, 248.

Works additions—
Accounts, 24G.

Book value details. 366.

Certificate to auditor, 597.
Drawings, patterns, jigs and special

tools. 281, 282.

Expenditure classification, 245.
Works administration

—

see Administra-
tion.

Works alterations, Capital values, 366.

Work areas. Relation to output, 10.

Works, assistant, manager, Job in-

vestigation, 449.
Works auxiliary equipment arrange-

ment, 14.

Works chemist,

326, 461.

Works chemist,
tions, 139.

Works chemist

—

see also Material test-

ing aitd treatment.

Works correspondence, Internal, 48.

Works cost allocation abstract, 378.
Works (k'^ign—

Building the works, 24.

Choice of site, 3.

Construction of works structure,

19.

Determination of policy, 2.

General arrangement, 9.

(ieneral considerations, i.

I.-abour and lalx)ur conditions. 7.

Plant and equipment, 23.

Power generation, 15.

Power transmission, 15.

Preliminary report, 3.

Provisions for extensions. 11.

Reconstruction of works, 23.

Starting the works. 24.

Works structure. 19.

Foundry mixtures,

Purchase specifica-

274. 4*^5

318.

294.

Works design

—

Works designer, Qualifications, 9.

Works designer. Service, i.

Works disbursements

—

see Disburse-
ments.

Works engineer see Plant engineer.

Works cnvironiiuiit, I'!lfect on workers,
s.

Works expenditure account Section IV b,

23-2.

Works expenditure account

—

Cost allocation agreement, 289.

Disbursements, 243.
Purchase credits, 241.
Purchases, 237.
Returnable packages, 240.

Tabulation of elements, 236.

See also IVorks expenditure book.

Works expenditure book, 236.
Works cxpcticlitiiri' hook

—

1st part, I'orm 5-1 15, 489.

ist part, Routine, 236,

493-
2nd part. Form 5-1 16, 489.
2nd part. Routine, 237, 286, 384.

3rd part. Form 5-1 17, 489.

3rd part. Routine, 241, 242, 493.
4th part. Form 5-118, 491.

4th part, Routine, 237, 295,

335. 489.
5th part. Form 5-1 19, 491.
5th part, Routine, 237, 271,

295. 318, 343, 379, 489. 501-

Arrangement, 237.
Credit claim notes, 242, 527.
Defective and scrap materials, 271.

I
Invoices, 239.

I Process product, 335.

I

Wages dissection, 286.

Works product note, 343.
Works expenditure. Classification, 232.

Works expentliture. Statistical surveys,

.V~'<3

Works expenses—Ascertainable incidence,

V>2.

Works expenses—Cost allocation, 284.

Works expenses

—

I

Allocation account. Manufacturing
ledger, 574, 373.

Allocation account. Outline, 234.

j

Apportionment report, ist part.

Form 5-135. 503-
' Apportionment report.

Routine, 304.
Apportionment report.

j

Form 3-136, 503.

I

Apportionment report.

Routine. 306, 313.

Apix)rtionment to departments. 304.

Apjwrtionment to individual pro-

ducing units. 305.
Cost allocation. 284. 296. 309.

D<finition, 296-

I-mancial accounts, 296.

Normal. 309.
Minor standing order, 253.

Misuse of statistics. 382.

Objects of allocation, 309.

1st part.

2nd part.

2nd part.
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Works expenses

—

Schedule, Annual accounts, 592.
Standing orders, 251.
Supplementary allocation, 380.
Tabulation of groups, 298.
See also Shop charges.

Works general expenses—Standing orders,

251.
Works holidays

—

see Holidays.
Works, Laying out, 12.

Works management and administra-
tion, Standing order, 253.

Works • general arrangement diagram,
II.

Works manager

—

Approval of notices, 80.

Certificates for auditors, 597, 598.
Control of designing, 32.
Control of purchasing, 32.
Correspondence, 147.
Dealings with directors, 229.
Functions and responsibilities, 32.
Plant expenditure, 183.
Purchase invoices, 238.
Purchase specifications, 139.
Qualifications, 33.
Relation to works accountant, 228.
Relations with foremen, 206.
Reserve stock, 338.
Staff arrangement diagram, 31.
Statistical abstracts, 381.
Works accounts, 228.
Works accounts annual abstract, 379.

Works materials

—

see Materials.
Working Nos.

—

see Sub-orders.

Works oflSce—Routine forms, 439.
Works office

—

Application for stock manufacturing
sanction, 443.

Component cost comparison card,

449-
Departmental memorandum, 483.
Functions of production section, 175.
Job data sheet, 447.
Job investigation sheet, 449.
Plant efficiency report, 451.
Plant record card, 451.
Production programme, 439.
Purchase requisition, 441.
Quantity slip, 441.
Ratefixing estimate, 447.
Replacements, 205.
Reserve stock, 154, 340.
Stock appropriation card, 443.
Stock appropriation ticket, 443.
Stock sanctions, 339.
Tools provided schedule, 445,
Tool sub-order, 445.
Warehouse orders, 217.
See Office orders ; Production orders ;

Sub-orders.
Works output

—

see Output.

Works plans, Use for inventory, 367.
Works post, Scheme, 48.

Works post, Sub-stores, 156.

Works product note. Form 5-108, 483.
Works product note, Functions, 343.
Works product note, Routine, 162,

343. 439, 491, 497. 483-
Works products, Works expenditure

book, 489.
Works products abstract, 378.
Works products abstract

—

Defective and scrap materials, 271.

Form 6-44, 583.
Private journal entries, 582.

Report to financial department, 232.

Routine, 294, 318, 325, 335, 491.
Stock product values, 343.

Works profit and loss account

—

Abnormal production costs, 341.
Annual accounts, 592.
Manufacturing ledger, 574, 575.
Scrap account, 256.

Works repairs—Standing orders, 250.
Works repairs

—

Expenditure classification, 245.
Expense apportionment, 302.

Plant sub-orders, 246.
Time for carrying out, 347.
See also Repairs.

Works regulations—Section III a, 65.

Works regulations

—

see Regulations.

Works site, Town planning, 6.

Works site, Transport facilities, 5.

Works site

—

see also Land.
Works stationery

—

see Stationery.

Works structure. Design and construc-
tion, 19.

Works sundry accounts—Standing orders»

256.
Works superintendent, Control of

production, 32.

Works superintendent

—

see also Works
manager.

Works transport arrangement, 14.

Works value, Manufactured stock
product, 340, 344.

Works valuer. Functions, 368.

Works vehicle, Deliver)^ of goods, 223.

Works wages

—

see Wages.
Workshops Act

—

see Factory Act.

Worn-out value. Plant, 374.
Worrier

—

see Progressing.

Writing off

—

see Depreciation.

Writing paper. Sizes, 510.

Y.

Young persons

—

Examination by surgeon, 72.

Factory Act regulations, 71.

Factory general register, 427.
National insurance, 108.
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